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INTRODUCTION

Cause and effect. Origin and Purpose. Destiny. These are the actualizations of the

consciousness. This is the spirit of Inner-man. This is the essence of all that is, of all that

has been, and all that is to be (the becoming, in the Nietzschean sense). In this light may

one see, as if looking down a long, dark tunnel, the past, illuminated by this realization;

even as we see the future, glimmering ahead, beckoning for all to follow or lead: a path

that, one way or another, all must tread. This is Life, the animation of which we possess,

a gift by which we can better ourselves, our families, our Race-Culture. Thus, as the light

of day shines upon us, the Rise of the West begins its ascent upon the modern age; a

recurring motif. To be more specific, we see that presence, that essence of spirit, which

we call Culture in our Western Civilization begin its ascent as in ages past

The Rise of the West is a metaphor. It is a study, albeit in large part metaphysical,

concerning the metamorphosis of Western culture. We shall cover few known and

unknown dates, genealogies, Kings or Empires. This seems best left for the 'historian'

proper. No, this study is the transvaluation of history - it is the science of, and hence, the

study of the 'science of history' as it relates to the continuing evolution of everything

Western: its organic conception, its purpose (stated or unstated), its values (religions,

mores, etc,), its past and its present; but more importantly, its future prospects based on

what has gone before. This requires much study, contemplation, and spiritual guidance.

The historian ponders through enormous amounts of 'facts', facts which may or may not

be such. He reads voluminous studies, statistics, personal histories, and their accounts of

happenings related to known time and space. He composes treatise upon treatise,

calculations immeasurable, and hypothesizes constantly about events and happenings that

he regards as vital to his premise. In this regard, this author is no better or worse than

they, those who have gone before. In all due respect however, this science of history is

commensurate to traditional or lineal history, perhaps, even more compelling. It is

important for one to understand this perception: It is the animation of organic thought.

The origin of all history starts with the first thought. This thought was nothing but the

spirit of that present presence, that moment, long ago, which grew from incidental

happenstance, to the total out-growth of its particular environment, its animate being, its

soul-culture. From the daily routines of Cro-Magnon man and their complexities, to the

complex Industrial age of our 'present presence', we remain, constant, fixed to a

landscape, a territory; a definable place we call our own: A place where all our future

happenings will occur, occupying a place also, in history. Unspoken, this origin draws

attention to us only in the dim recesses of the primitive race-soul, disclosing yet another

constant: that being, the long extended chronology of ‘souls’ behind us. Those, which

gave us Life. Man, Western man, must understand this link with himself if he is to

comprehend his actual presence in a world of externals [material substance] and thoughts

[spirit].
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This is the whole history of Western man. That of his great will-to-express his

environment, his feelings, his dreams, and his inner being: that of himself. This has been

his consuming fire. Every mark he has left, monuments, languages, writing, all have been

an expression of higher-culture never fully attained; seemingly just beyond his reach. He

has molded his environment like no other culture. Through his machines, he has

conquered, at last, his natural elements, thereby making slaves out of ancient masters.*

Nevertheless, his battles are legion, and it is his lot in life to struggle daily. His toil brings

him rest.

He dreams.

His thoughts soar ever upward to the stars; he touches them. His spirit, seemingly just

behind, or in front of him. He grasps it, sideways, but never from its source. He

understands the heartbeat of his ancient spirit but, seemingly, can never master it.

Himself, he cannot master. Therefore, he seeks a method, a formula, and a projection of

himself: He creates. As in a Wagnerian music score, the leitmotif recurs, always apparent

to the searching eye. The vast structures of his design parade themselves throughout the

ages, telling of himself, his spirit, and his continual driving for excellence and purpose.

His language, the parent to most higher cultures, flows as music, lyrically denoting a

science in motion. He then, finally, actualizes his inner most spirit through his science of

the deed: He writes.

All these things and more belong to Western Man.

What belongs to Western Man is, externally, an obvious point if the distinctions between

past and present are to be asked: For what is seen can be believed. But, what of the

unseen? Of Fate? Incident? Destiny? What does this culture (as with all higher culture)

owe to the intangible? To that psychic presence that, individually or collectively, affects

the existence of its race-soul? Is it mere chance, coincidence, or luck that leads a tribe, a

city, or nation to reach its potential unrealized by those that have come before? Are the

facts of history simply to be analyzed as events [actualized] that had only tangible

components by which to become? Moreover, just what are the ‘forces’ behind the

creations of fire, or the wheel, of atomic fusion? What is tangible? Intangible? Is the 'fact'

that we see enough? On the other hand, is there a deeper, more spiritual - yes, simpler

answer? Let us discover one if we may.

Historians often quote this axiomatic verse:   "Those who do not learn from history and

its mistakes, are condemned to repeat them." We see, hence, we believe. Yet, these

selfsame historians (and Science too!) cannot or will not, acknowledge what is not seen;

                                                  

* This only is temporary, and for certain periods of duration. It is only if Nature herself stands to the side,

waiting to see how the passion play finds fruition in its particular destiny. Nature is the ultimate master in

all things, and seeks not the Good or the Bad of a ‘thing’, but will bless only those which ‘overcome’.FLS
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the child of the Enlightenment can only understand the god of Reason. They repeat as if a

mantra: "Let me touch thy scars, so that I may believe."

The existence of the intangible is a condemnation of their reality.

And so the Tangible.

Of Flesh and bone, of blood, the modern historian would, in all likelihood, answer in this

fashion: "What of this? Is not history the sum of its greater parts? The numbering of facts

and figures which measure the course of events the more important?” And so they repeat.

To Western culture known, and unknown, the body of flesh, blood, and bone has been

its only foundation. It is the sum of its soul. This is Race-Culture in the purest sense. It is

a biological fact of independent units, individuals, in which its total substance makes up

each particular race-culture. Each distinct Race. This is self-evident to any but the

Modern. He is blind. Yet, it is precisely this constant amalgamation, this conglomerate,

which forms the literal body of each specific culture. It is this mass, like the individual,

which wills its direction; it is this organic [will to express] momentum that decides its

modes of conduct and attaches itself to known history; it is the link to the past, present,

and future. This organism, this whole, is the race-culture of Western Man.

This embodiment of the race-culture has soul [spirit], it has body [physical extension],

and it has a life-force [blood], which flows in the bodies that are Western. This life-force,

both physical and spiritual compels, commands, and are harnessed only with the

knowledge of each, alone; it is the positive and negative of the eternal cosmos. It is

neither good nor evil: It simply is. This life-force has driven the tribe ever upwards to

attain culture; it has brought it down into the depths of civilization. For in the final

analysis, Culture is the higher value. Civilization on the other hand, is the stagnant

principle, it is decadence. Thus, to our reality: We cannot believe.

Reality is waking consciousness. Therefore, the consciousness of a culture, a people,

must needs be a reality also, for it animates in everything we feel and think of ourselves.

So, it is that the culture, as the individual, feels needs, desires; it shares dreams and a

will-to-express this consciousness. This reality, also, defines itself through the landscape

that enfolds the culture: we are part of the Earth itself. There is always the one who seeks

this reality, and one who has already found it. Let us be more precise for those who are

not sure of their place in the world. We define the reality of 'earth' in many ways: Plains,

Mountains, Home, Family, and Mate. The overall designation may be termed Territory -

since the word Homeland* is frowned upon, being too Nationalistic for the Modern; the

metaphysical implications being too tenuous, dark, and foreboding to those that would

hide the meaning of Kinship and racial dynamics. Nevertheless, no man, no culture, can

imagine itself without space, without a connecting source bringing him closer to those

around him. It is true, even today, which even nomadic/primitive peoples have a close

contact with territory, and fiercely defend this unseen border/domain with their lives if

necessary. Like Kabobs of Africa, lions, bullfinches, osprey, baboons, and man himself,
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each follows this ‘territorial imperative’. Each in turn to occupy a unique and distinct

area; a ‘tangible’ and ‘intangible’ imperative. Each to hold and occupy this area at the

expense of the other creatures wishing to occupy with them. Kind supports Kind. These

unique cultures offer no right or wrong; no ethical code by which to say to the world:

“Here we live, and here we stay.” They offer no pretext when dealing with their specific

culture and its intimate reality.

Cultures, just as those of the animal kingdom, have these feelings of primacy, territory,

and needs inherent in each; all, in turn, following nature's perfect order and design. The

primacy of each recurrent culture in history is apparent. It feels the need of its particular

group, manifested in its race-culture, its cultural soul. Nevertheless, so also the culture

developing beside it, which is to say, any contemporary parallel culture existing along

side each other. Here, then, we have a contest, a nature imperative which, the Modern,

has not accepted. It is held with contempt, ridicule, and distaste. However, there is an

intruder-man and a territorial-man, a duality, which has always existed; will always exist.

Vibrant, young, and healthy cultures do not feel repelled by this natural phenomenon, but

attack it; they bask in its fraternity with this ever-revolving cycle: One dies, one survives.

The Nationalist has evoked these same types of opposing antagonisms simply because the

Modern has led us to believe that this very nationalism (i.e., territorial imperative) breeds

dissension, mistrust, and global conflict. But does it? The fact that nature is replete with

this natural contest of wills over such areas as territory is beyond the Modern; it is not

part of his blood, of his presence. He is civilized. This, then, too, is the meaning of

decadence: It is the disintegration of that particular and personal [will-to-power] presence

that surrounds us.

The will-to-power, as Nietzsche put it, is that which is behind all the building momentum

of a fledgling culture and its many diverse and numerous prime symbols that synthesize

its external technics, which is to say, its various forms of government, art, language,

religion, science and, ultimately, its method of warfare and the type of man that

accompanies its fighting spirit. It will always accept its warriors.

It is said of this class:

They call you heartless: but

You have a heart, and I love

You for being ashamed to

Show it. You are ashamed of

Your flood, while others are

Afraid of their ebb.

(Frederick Nietzsche)

The higher-culture, the race, is but the flicker of a morbid ego without the momentum of

the warrior; it is he, truly, which acts out, and feels the soul of the culture. By warrior, it

is not to be inferred that what we pass off in today's world armies is what we speak of.

On the contrary, it is the spirit of the warrior of old of which we speak. It is true that

soldiers of all ages were given (wages) booty, spoils taken from the enemy: this is only
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common sense. But underlying the spirit of the mercenary (i.e. taking the financial end

out of the equation), is that of the Patriot (ic); a feeling which, as the modern sees it, must

be kept to a minimum, or he will see that spirit, once unleashed and able to ask the proper

questions of the day, will then see the end of the Modern, for he cares not for Patriots: He

is the ultimate mercenary, and he must hire (not be loved by) his troops or fall from

grace. No, it is not to the mediocre that our culture has to thank for those things we take

for granted, nor the mercenary. Once again, No! It is to those pure in heart who have

given their blood, courage, and yes, the very spirit they possess - freely. It is not given to

the mediocre political parties [although it is demanded of them by these mercenaries]; it

is for their tribe, their land, and their families. Their root and stock. Thus, they see. Thus,

they believe! So, it is with all higher-cultures that have made their marks on the history of

the West. It is a presence, a value, a tradition, yes, a Faustian drive ever upwards and

onward which marks the West. It is the destiny mark of its People.

Today, in this mediocre civilization we call 'modern society', it is not now in vogue to

speak of a healthy, vibrant past; to speak of men like Hector, Achilles, Charlemagne,

Frederick the Great and Napoleon is to somehow transgress some unspoken law of

[modern] civility which, the West, has now wrapped itself. It is called by some the new

Illumination, the 'new world' order of Western man. However it may be called, is it the

light of the Sun, which would shine on us, or is this simply the death-throes of a higher-

culture? Our Culture? Has the West, like Greece and Rome, passed through the phases of

Birth, Life, and Senility of all great cultures like those before them? At first glance, one

might say that we have. Yet not since the likes of Napoleon, Gustav Adolphus, Alexander

and Pompey, has a higher-culture gone through such a metamorphosis, as have the

colonists of this Northern Continent. It is few and far between whom have considered the

prospects of a Pax-Americanum, an American Imperium; and though children of the

Enlightenment, our roots grow much, much deeper. To be sure, there have been

occasional outbursts, a race-memory beckoning us on, and which the modern knows only

too well as that 'old spirit', such as the War Between the States, or the Monroe Doctrine

which defined the Epic, the larger will-to-express of the race-culture. Nevertheless,

nothing has come of it; rather it has enhanced those forces of money and power, which

has ever and anon been at war with higher-culture for their own, ends. But not all is lost.

It is a rhythm, which, while hard to grasp and repeat, nevertheless continues to move, to

sway with each willing partner. The Rise of the West is such a partner. It moves to the

rhythm of the future, and that future is almost upon us. It is not the intentional direction

of the Modern, but rather of the patriot, the warrior; it is the rhythm of the pure in heart,

grown larger and stronger than before. Europe has expressed this desire for the Epic, for

the grand design. It is that of Culture overcoming Civilization. It is part of the Rising

West.*

                                                  

*Since the introduction to the Rise of the West was written, many things, events, and changes worldwide

have occurred. I have known, instinctively, that my premise would show itself, such as this thesis is

promoting, and which was written in the early months of [Feb] 1990. I feel some gratification in knowing

that my course runs true. Culture is, without a doubt, overcoming civilization.
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This 'becoming' has, however, brought about another change. It has brought about a shift

in perceptions and values recognized by the [white] American race-culture and

reintroduced the warrior: both in the traditional sense (i.e. the paid soldier/patriot) and in

the non-traditional sense (i.e. the zealot/patriot). This reality will have far reaching

implications not fully appreciated by the Modern nor, sadly, by the very people to whom

I am directing this work. It will, nevertheless gestate, grow, and come to its birthing even

as I have said. This is our time. Those who understand what I say will listen and act. The

storm is now upon us - even more so than since the second war of Fratricide. It has been

the slowest of processes. Yes, the storm is upon us, and it but waits for the helmsman to

direct its power. He will respond to the Rise of the West.

We [the race-culture] will not be the only ones to respond. The machine that is behind

this ostensible 'spirit of democracy' will use, has used, this as a ruse. Not only to equip

themselves better in such as events have thrust upon them, and it is most precarious, but

also to insure those policies here at home (now known as the anti-terrorism bill, anti-gun

legislation, etc.) which will assure those of the Modern that all dissent concerning

Nationalist activities as defined in this work, and promulgated by patriotic and sincere

men and women the world over, will not succeed; and will assure that their social

programmes, so long in the making, will survive the embryonic inroads of the organic

race-culture here at home and abroad. And these the self-same people, being of the white

Nordic/Celtic Aryan stock of Europe who through long years have made their home of

this Northern Continent, and whom also having been dispossessed of their land, their

labor, their freedom.

To those of you who recognize your dispossession, you have my heartfelt sympathy. We

all have much work to do. Do not fail to set your goals high; do not fail to pick your

leaders wisely. They must be men with their ideals firmly set, their vision clearly

understood. No more Politicians - but Statesmen, like of old. Those who understand the

Rise of the West, and who also have worked, sacrificed, and labored to that end.

The Rise of the West is a reality. How it now evolves is up to each one of us: The

smallest part of the Race-culture is you, the individual. Do not slack while your brother

next to you labors; sacrifice is rarely, or permanently shared, it must be experienced, it

must be felt in every sinew of ones body and soul. Most of us feel a change; it is part of

our racial memory. However, recognition is only part of the equation. A  ‘doing’, of

necessity, follows a sense of recognition and is defined by the ‘act’, that presence which

defines all of Western man. Each of us, in turn, is judged by what he does, not by what he

‘believes’. Only the Modern has perversely accommodated the concepts of ‘thought

                                                                                                                                                      
From Iraq and the entire Middle East, to the Serbian/Albanian/Croatian conflict; from places like Whidbey

Island, Ruby Ridge, and Waco, TX. there exists a source of upheaval, a realignment of values and ideas,

which have lain dormant for many years. In each example above, each in their own small way, have

challenged the modern, and his society. To be clear on this, let us add that its is not the race-culture of the

West that is under attack, but only the ‘technics’ which have come to dominate the race specifically. These

events but attack what the West has become. It points out the decadence of the Modern. FLS
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crimes’. Do not fear the enemy of freedom. This battle is for the whole of Western man.

The race must be run, and not any too quickly; but it must be run to the finish. It must be

experienced; it must be felt in every sinew of ones body and soul.

Through the pages of this work, I hope that you might feel a little of what I have felt,

what better men than I have felt in promoting this love of one’s people, one’s culture, and

one’s nation. In 1995, the Militia Movement has hit the press in scorching controversy. I

am not a Militia member; although every able bodied white-male is a member at 21 years

of age. This is historical common law. It is biblical law for those of you who claim to

follow that religious belief: This has always served as the standing army of any Folk. One

does not need the benefit of either documents, governmental authority, or law. All public

authority stems directly from the concept of a people standing together to stave off all

enemies; from this has come our laws, our values, and our freedom. For the most part,

the modern militiaman is a raceless, faceless, creation of the modern; he forgets that it

was his race's creation for the preservation of his own stock, against all comers. It was

never intended, nor will it ever work for the melting-pot, a specific creation of the

enemies of the very freedom, which the militiaman says, he fights. Let this, then, serve as

a call to those of this movement to choose whose side they will fight on: Will it be

Culture or civilization?

The causality of all history is a still small voice, ever calling its champions ahead,

forward, toward the future. Sumer, Babylon, Akad, Tyre, Egypt Persia, Athens, Troy,

Carthage, Greece and Rome all, each in turn, had their cycles: Primitive, Classical, and

recedent phases. Each experimented with their democracies, their tyrannies, their

oligarchies, their plutocracies; they followed Ahura Mazda, Mithras, Indra, Zeus, Jove,

Saturn, Aphrodite, and Venus. They were heard through public speakers, philosophers,

kings, and slaves. They rose and fell according to the laws of birth, life, and senility.

Nevertheless, through this rising and falling man, Western man, has progressed, he has

molded his destiny. No one 'system' of civilization can prepare for this cycle. In this vein

America, indeed all the Western peoples of the Northern Continent, are now coming

upon the epoch of the ages, and can be seen through history and its cycles, which will

draw the attention of the world. It cannot be stopped. Moreover, just who would want to

take on history? Who would deny its destiny? Who can stop the Rise of the West?

The Modern wills not to accept this. The international 'cosmopolis' of the modern wants

the status quo to continue as it is; one rightly thinking would expect no less. For each

organism must survive. The Modern looks neither 'left nor right,' but only at himself,

what he has, what he wants. The Culture, however, is following a higher calling: It

follows Destiny. Its life is apparent to all that would see the present presence in the

culture they are a part. The great epic of European re-unification, and to a lesser extent

here at home, shows that which Nietzsche called the will-to-power; it is the expression of

the race-soul. Many want nothing to do with this power; they fear it. Some say it is the

death of the West. Whichever it will lead - to death or life, it will be for the entire race-

culture. The world has too many who would take what we have struggled over aeons to

create, and once taken from us, will only be returned to us by force, by yet more sacrifice.
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We stare over the precipice, dark and rocky it appears. The sea pounds upon the

foundation of our edifice, always making sure that we are prepared, and will not be

caught off guard. In the distance a trickle of light may be seen, some fling themselves off

the precipice afraid that the sun brings destruction. Others respond by rejoicing and

thanking those who stood watch for them, for those who gave their lives protecting their

shores. It is daylight now. It is the Rise of the West.

Frank L. De Silva

February 6, 1990

 North Carolina
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CHAPTER I

The origin of Western culture is learned through the records of the past. It is History in

the purest sense. If we as a People, as a culture, are to progress, we must ascertain first

and foremost, what has gone before. That the Arts of Science, Literature, of the Free

Institutions of our society, our forms of Religious Beliefs and Government, all have come

to us by way of accumulated methods of experimentation, by long ages of development

and instruction. This is a very important point, and must not be forgotten as you continue

your study into the Rise of the West.

The history and origin of Western Culture is learned through the records of the past.

What occurs throughout is called 'causality', and is seen as the study of those things

considered organic, not simply a lineal progression of 'dates', and events recorded by their

present day observers. Actions and interactions are stimulated by more than simple

'recorded events', and are predicated by the totality of the spirit of that particular age in

which a culture, embryonic or decadent, is directed on its evolutionary struggle. Those

which make up the culture of the West are, like all other diverse people unique, specific,

and designated anthropologically. We will, for the present, use the word Aryan to denote,

as did Huxley, the "Blond Long-Heads" of Europe and the British Isles. This is more than

a simple 'linguistic' definition. If this makes you more comfortable, think in terms of

Nordic, or Northern European. This most noble of ancient names "Arya" was established

by the Indian and Persian branch of our great extended family. The designation Arya, or

noble, exalted ones, is used solely in a racial and in no other sense.

In passing, let me say to the reader that the study of words, Philology, is a fascinating

subject, and is packed full with information that will cast light on who and what you are.

From the word Arya, for instance, comes our word 'Aristocrat' which, in our mother

tongue still means "noble, or noblest governor." This title, Arya, Arya or "Aryan" is

found as a designation of rulers or masters to run throughout the whole family of the

Aryan [language], including the Egyptian, presumably because the early rulers and

masters were of this race. In its aspirated form Her, Hera, Hearra or Herr, "lord or

master" of the Goths, Scandinavians, Germans and Anglo-Saxons; the Aire "chieftain" of

the Irish Scots and Gaels. It is the Arios, Harios, or Harri of the Medes, and Arya and

Airya of the Ancient Persians in a similar exalted and racial sense; and it is proudly used

by Darius the Great on his tomb where he calls himself "An Arya of Arya (n) descent." In

addition, King Xerxes called himself a “Harri.” The Amorites (i.e. of Biblical fame), the

sea-going branch of the Sumerians, called themselves Gutt [Goth], and Kad [Khatti,

Catti, "Hittite"], as well as Ari, which is a dialectic form of this title Aryan.

Western civilization, created by those people historically called Aryan, Nordic, or

Caucasoid, primarily lived in Western Asia and later in Egypt. Some scholars of

anthropology and archaeology have put the Great Sargon [cir. 4200 b.c. - 3500 b.c.] as

the 'originator' of the greatest ancient civilization known to man: The Sumerian Empire.

This was the beginning of our present day civilization. Migrations occurred in time that

eventually brought these people into contact with the Mesopotamian Valley, India, and
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Egypt. The records they have left leave no doubt as to their arrival and departure. These

'movements' are part of the cycle of birth, life, and senility of all cultures. The great

higher-culture of the Sumerians blossomed in Mesopotamia where they founded great

centers of learning, religious institutions, and codes of law that perforce were designed to

contain the new monolith of 'modern' society. Surrounded by various competitive tribes,

both of Aryan and Semitic cultures, they secured a relatively pure empire. Nevertheless,

with time, as they became civilized, the surrounding peoples became aware of that loss of

vitality so common with decadent culture and then they struck. The Falcon People, the

People of the Sun, had forgotten the ways of their ancestors.

These Semitic peoples, absorbed by the ruling class, soon began a systematic attempt,

which, in time, succeeded in dispossessing the once established order. They learned the

ways of the Sumerian [West] and completely absorbed their culture. When they struck

their final blow, the force was such that the farmer/warrior caste of this proud people fell

with little historical force: It was the first cycle of birth, life, and senility in recorded [that

we can now verify] history of the West.

Each succeeding generation, in each particular life-cycle, from the Sumerian to the

Babylonian; from the Egyptian to the Hittite; from the Medes to the Persians and

Assyrians, all followed the ebb and flow of the natural cycles of birth, life, and senility of

each 'pre' or 'post' culture. In modern times, like our own nation, our parent(s) were

European/Nordic, sending out colonists throughout Europe and then into the new world -

America is, or at least was, an outpost of the English speaking branch of our European

ancestors. From England, to Europe, into antiquity we can trace our ancestors. The same

is to be seen with the starting point of the great Sumerian Empire.

Many records of these events have been kept, including the codified laws of Hamurabi,

the Vedas [Indian King Lists], the Kalavela [Finnish], and the Edda's of Western Europe.

All have given us an organic view of the soul of our past. The migrations of these people

of the West have pushed ever westward, culminating in the creation of the empire of the

Northern American Continent. One cannot but help to see the natural rhythms of the life

of the West. It rises here, it rises there; its flags and banners take on various colors, its

emblems [prime symbols] such as the Eagle, Falcon, Lion, and Bear, disclose a

continuous actualization of the 'soul' of this race-culture. From the 'lineal' mathematical

perfection of the Egyptian hieroglyphs, to the prime symbol of 'visual perfection vs.

space' [the dimension of height, width, depth] of the Greeks, to the fluid, complex

signature of Da Vinci, Michael Angelo, Pousin and Rubens who used line and brush,

right-angle and square-root, to develop what was both seen and unseen, all sought the

same perfection in form:  the manifestation of soul and body.

These constant cycles of development needed the momentum, on a ongoing basis, of

conflict and struggle to retain their vitality. This, of course, requires tremendous energy.

Over the centuries man, in his search for the Utopia of his spirit, has developed ways and

means by which to relieve the pressure of his tireless struggle which burdens the

individual and his race. To increase his security and well being, he envisioned and

created collective groups [cohorts to the demographer] of like blood and cultural
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experiences: united by the dual code of man within and man without, he maintained his

hegemony. These 'codes' are consistent with nature, and nature's law. Without this law

[man within, and man without: a constant dynamic constituting struggle], no higher-

culture would exist - and a civilization must have culture to exist! Inner-man, like parts of

the animal kingdom, which is to say, one who is defined as part of a particular group

rules, or is ruled, within his environment by mutual trust, loyalty, and cooperation. Amity

is the general feeling 'within'. From the primitive beginning, the origin of all culture has

been the prerequisite of homogeneity; and in the collective sense, the individual, the tribe,

and the nation were finalized as the Race-Culture.

Once finalized, the race-culture as both mass and individual, lended stability to the now

organized organism. It protected the individual as never before; he in turn now ready to

protect the extension of himself: that of race and nation [even if confined only to

geography]. This protected, also, the culture from the outsider who, for better or worse,

was now seen as not being a part of the individuals instant group. This seemingly bitter

attitude was/is the other side of the duality of nature - it meets the outsider with

indifference, suspicion, antagonism, and preparedness for war. For in the final analysis,

there is no peace in nature. Neither is there any real peace in diverse cultures. Here, as in

nature, the rule is enmity. This duality is not dysfunctional, and has served well the social

status and security of all higher-culture. This duality has, in any event, done what nature

has ordained:

a. Maintained a segregated gene-pool that has protected the original integrity,

shared mores, and unadulterated homogeneity from outside racial diversity; and

this being so essential to any people's stability and long-term survival, or

meaningful cultural experience. After many centuries, this will leave an indelible

mark defining the past, present, and future:

b. Increases the group's total strength, and multiplies the chances and frequency

for mastery and survival in its struggle with any and all enemies. This has been

the origin of all races and cultures. It has been the catalyst of all we call human

evolution and direction. It continuously reminds those of a particular group that

they each share a specific relationship with those closely related people with

whom they share their daily lives: This maintains those within. This guarantees

the survival of the group.

This dual code equipped man with one of the first requirements of his moral health. The

security provided by the associated numbers [members] of like-kind, that is, race-culture,

created a belonging, which is something every man and woman is continually striving

and searching for, but cannot seem to find in the moderns understanding, "except in a

circumscribed group or community made up of individuals much the same as himself."

This will add, with time and circumstance, a certain moral aptitude to the individual,

which, by extension, is the race-culture, and direct his perceptions in the ways and means

by which he should act and meet the most vital issues of life. He would do this with no

remorse; for he knew instinctively, that he was not only protecting himself, but that of the

whole of his culture as well. By standing together, united, he [the individual] could put
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everything he had into the fight. The lesson he learned was that the 'welfare' of each was

best ensured by one and all standing together, solid, such as a mountain of granite; and

this in mutual trust and effort. This, after several hundreds of thousands of years became

the unconsciousness, integrated into every ounce of his physical and mental condition. It

was, and is, his very soul.

Homogeneity, as stated above however, is not the 'melding' into that chasm of total

conformity; rather, it is the conglomerate of persons that can be directed by a social

government to become its political consciousness. This, in its simplest term, is the

Nation, a state, founded upon the corporate race-culture. For in the final analysis, it is a

people, which define the 'nation' and not any complex infrastructure, which passes as the

People. In its truest sense, this is the pluralistic society spoken of by the Fathers of the

Western Nations: For a People, even if of the same race-culture, will have as many varied

positions concerning life, politics, and religion as there are persons occupying that State.

This is true pluralism. To add ‘divergent race-cultures’ is not the pluralism sought after

by the progenitors of this Northern Continent. Those who say otherwise, have their own

agendas; they are modern.

In the realm of political thought, the opinions offered will be varied and complex, human

nature being what it is. But this is the body-politic, and is as it should be; but this is not to

infer that decisions will, of necessity, be confused, distorted, or thwarted [such as is

presented us in the present 'mobocracy']. In a requisite state of homogeneity, political

decisions will be faced squarely by a spirit which is consonant with a people's entire past

tradition and, also, those other parallel cultures existing with us, will more readily be able

to gauge [and more effectively] and judge this Western culture: And this due because of

its inherent stability. If there is to be anything like a 'world peace', then it must come from

this viewpoint of race, and race-culture as a "unit', be it the State, Family or Nation. Each

distinct race-culture, inhabiting their own place, knowing full well their potentials and

weaknesses.

The value of Race-culture will be the deciding factor in all political, social, or religious

endeavors embarked upon by the ruling State. Such is a government "of the People, by

the People, and for the People.” The Modern, however, wills not to accept this.

Is it any wonder, then, that America, in contrast, has now degenerated from that singular

higher-culture, to that amalgamated hodge-podge which is call the 'melting-pot’? What

had proved so significant to the very existence of all higher-cultures, America has

deemed unnecessary, worthless, and has cast aside under the guise of 'civilization'. Let

America, then, serve as our immediate example:

The founders of the original [Republic] Thirteen Colonies, which developed into the

Federal Union, were remarkably alike in racial origins. In fact, with few exceptions, they

came mostly from the nations (i.e. race-cultures) of Northwestern Europe. In the mid

1800's however, shortly after Lincoln’s assassination, the nation was continuously given

over to looters who, after the War between the States, were [and are] fanatically driven in

their desires for wealth, equality (which is anti-nature], and power over and above that
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which had been mandated a scant eighty years previously. The body-politic still shared

similar [racial] origins, yet their political agenda was demonstrably different from the

original intent of their predecessors, namely, that a balanced Federal system be coupled

with individual State rights to protect the Union [of voluntary States] from a

overwhelming tyranny of leadership concentrated on the same lines as had the European

continent.

These new leaders exercised their power to import cheap labor, the exploitation of 'free-

trade', and other sundry excuses to increase their stranglehold on the war-torn Republic.

In the following forty-year period [after 1880], America took in over twenty-three

millions of immigrants; most of which were of southeastern Europe. By 1920, this

brought the American population to one hundred and five million. Since that time,

America has allowed virtually every racial 'type' imaginable to come to these, our shores.

Included in this influx of immigrants were persons known to be feeble-minded, along

with other dysgenic disorders which, while being cognizant of their own needs, did not

strictly speaking, understand the race-culture of the West or its tremendous advances in

technology. These individuals were not of the same quality.

The catchwords 'superior and inferior' are not consonant in regards to this difference in

quality. The simple fact is that we [as unique specie] are different as a Western people;

we are incommensurate with other race-cultures. The most 'gifted' of all these non-Nordic

elements Jews and Mongolians, to prove a point, have never assimilated, but remain, as

always, a foreign organism in the American body-politic, as well as all other Western

nations. It should be stated that in relation to what has just been said, over and beyond, is

that these people which were in fact so different racially, or mentally, should never, and I

repeat, never should have been allowed to come here in the first place - even those of the

same race-culture, if lacking in the highest qualities of life. It is not intended to be mean-

spirited when we say that their very soul is different. Their traditions [non-Western] so

vastly coloured as to create a veritable impasse of values [perceptions]; indeed, it has

become the 'transvaluation' of values belonging to the traditional [American] Western

values. Add to this some thirty million Negroes who, after no fault of their own, have

added such a weight of alienness, that the full-blooded Western-man is virtually

swamped by such a catastrophe. Consequently, he has felt the loss of his country, his

culture - even now; he sees it pass from his hands. He is now dispossessed of his

supremacy.

Like a victorious army, once becoming victorious, then pulling back, denies itself that

'territorial victory' allotted to the victor, and thereby forgetting and insulting the memory

of those brave men before him who sacrificed all for that very victory, and thereby

relinquishing their 'right' to any accompanying political considerations in the future. In

like fashion, consequently, he [Western man] has lost his country; he has lost his identity.

In the alienness that surrounds him he can find no escape: the names on the television

screen become increasingly alien, the names from far away places which appear on local

store-fronts, or the names of University professors and National leaders increasingly

overwhelm him. Escape? He can find none.
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All this has its consequences. Of these, the most deadly (although not readily seen), has

been the attack on the spirit of Western man. Not only in America (for we are but a

symptom), but the ‘entire’ Western world. This attack is at the very root of Western

man's soul. Once the sureness by which he could make his daily decisions were replaced

by those ‘spirits’ so unlike him, that is, by those not of his own stock, he failed, and is

failing to act with any real telling force; he is now impotent. No longer does he look upon

faces such as his own, seeing what he sees. Can he know, for instance, that all his spirit

feels, all he lives for, all that he is prepared to die for, all he holds sacred, is matched by

his neighbor's? In more poetic verse, Rudyard Kipling had this to say:

:NK�YZXGTMKX�]OZNOT�S_�MGZK�
.K�SG_�HK�K\OR�UX�MUUJ�
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3UUJ�
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3G_�XKVUYYKYY�NOY�HRUUJ�
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 It is this view, precisely, which Western man feels intuitively.*

And this regardless of what those promoters of that 'great leveling' (that of 'equality'),

would have him believe. This solidarity then, being lost, Western man is also lost; he can

no more see himself merged, grafted as it were, with those of his own stock. He can no

longer feel himself as part of those, which surround him; he has lost the sense that his

nation, his very birthplace, is himself, multiplied as it were, a hundred million fold. To

speak of this ‘type’ of belonging is to see, clearly, a sense of Homeland; that illuminating,

and mystical concept of belonging that will fight any imposture’ which seeks to replace

the continuity of Race. The Legions of Rome pale considerably when compared to that of

Sparta.

It is not now in vogue, nor is it 'politically correct' in today’s world, to invoke this

reminder of our Western past; yet, Western man has proved himself a conqueror. (Do not

balk at this comment, for behind every modern hard drinking worker, behind every

homebody husband, there stands, albeit weakly, the warrior; sad it is, that most modern

men rarely listen to that ‘ancient’, and noble calling. He is civilized today. Nevertheless,

deep inside he hungers to be what his fathers were. All it will take is just one moment;

just one passion that is able to pass through him during his daily routines that will wake

him.) His records and monuments are immemorial, and display his conquests since the

earliest of epochs. Even in our present day, it is obvious that our conquests have given us

what we consider our 'heritage', and our territory. The ‘concept’ of conquest, however, is

a dirty word, almost criminal in nature. The Modern has labeled it a 'hate crime', and is
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wont to remind the world of its evil designs and consequences. The Modern would have

us lay our spirit on the altar of mediocrity.

The West has, indeed, left its warrior spirit behind.*

Western man, deep inside, is ashamed of his ebb. Western man is now ashamed of his

empires, ashamed of his very mastery, ashamed of his very ancestors - and these the very

reason for his existence! For Empire, in the final analysis, was for the Nation; expansion

necessary for the future of the race-culture. Only later was empire utilized by 'money',

even as today, for its own end. Yet, today, what does he have to live or die for? What

then is the 'great attempt' of Western man? He moans and pouts. He will not defend

himself - nationally or individually. He presses not, in any direction, steadily or firmly in

the direction of his survival; he apologizes not only for what he is, but also for what went

before; his children know not whom their Fathers were, or the dreams they lived by. Yes,

Western man is ashamed. But is he guilty? Must Western man demand and receive his

untimely death/suicide? Must the West cease to exist because her sense of Destiny has

made her the most beautiful of the families of man? Does the West accede to the demands

of the masses that we become the same as they? Ask yourself, now, are our needs the

same as the other race-cultures, which surround us? No! A thousand times no!!

 Of all the contagious, feeble-minded lies, it is that preached today of Human Equality

which is most harmful to us! The religious leaders of today pound the pulpit, they scream

their clarion calls to the mass that 'man is equal', that he shares equally the burdens of

life: Of Higher-Culture. But these high priests speak of worlds other than their own. They

wish for the becoming of space and time to be. They speak of the otherworld; a world of

which they know absolutely nothing. They speak, as do all moderns, from altars of guilt,

from bended knees. The Byzantine priests of yesteryear have been reborn. But what gave

                                                  

* Note: Recent events in the Middle East, Africa, and Europe have brought this spirit back in focus. But, the

‘warriors’ that are participating in these contests are anything but a 'cohesive unit' in the ancient sense; that

is to say a 'unit' fighting for its racial/cultural survival - as Nation - or as a People. These present-day

warriors, brave though they are, as are all mercenary troops, fight for a geo-political interest. The outcome,

win or lose, will not be for any so-called freedom, or democracy, but simply for the interests of other race-

cultures (or race/cultural betrayers) which are involved in their own imperatives, without thought for our

Western race-culture. The struggle for supremacy, in one sphere of influence or another, is millennial. It

will remain so, for as long as there are men who take pride in themselves and their culture. To interdict

ourselves into the spheres of interest of these other race-cultures is deleterious to our best long-term interest

(our first President said as much); and to deny those fledgling race-cultures the right to their 'will-to-power',

their 'will-to-express' is only expressed in ignorance or based upon an agenda of money and power (money

serves itself; and very few who control vast treasuries will ever side on the team which places culture above

the monied interests) which will not serve our people well in the long run. In fact, most if not all of recent

military incursions have been against middling countries with little or no political strength, not to mention

money or support mechanisms with which our sacrifice could be justified! No war of defense can be

waged, honestly, which is not a war in defense of our past traditions and values particular to the West; or

which is not done in direct consequence of alien territorial expansion on our own soil. The deaths of our

young men, even those not of Western stock, is a crime against our humanity, our sense of the right and

wrong of things. It is sure sign of decadence. FLS
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these men that very power, yes that very spirit to exhort and guide these masses, their

own as well as others? The answer: Those to whom conquest allotted such power!! There

is no such thing as equality in nature; only ‘man’ may, at times, control his environment

and ‘establish law’ that will provide a modicum of relief to society  - past, present, or

future. Each man will have, of necessity, similarities in his human nature that corresponds

to his fellows, but he will not be equal. The truth is that each man has his worth; but truly,

some men are worth more. Nature speaks clearly on this issue if one is honest in their

search. She raises one, and crushes another. Can we see, yet disbelieve?

I

:.+�6;8659+ 5,�RACE�CULTURE

 In the first part of this chapter, we briefly outlined an organic process by which Western

culture has traversed the ages in its development. It has done so vigorously, and at every

opportunity; it has lasted as long as the original intent and singular homogeneity of the

culture-bearing strata existed. When this ceased to be, the culture passed away into

history. The words 'beginning', 'original', and the like, denote a more readily understood

position, namely, some sense of idea, concept, or scheme of things that the individual or

group (i.e. early political state) maintained for the betterment of their tribe, or nation [the

race culture]. This took on many shapes, it evolved into many 'established' ways of

government, and it continues to evolve today.

The original evolutionary form of high-culture was the absolute Monarchy established in

the Sumerian Empire and before in Asia Minor [Cappadocia]. This evolutionary cycle

followed one upon the other as oligarchy, plutocracy, democracy, and Dictatorship. At

each specific point in time, in every particular 'presence of the present', every system was

necessary at the moment it appeared. Looking at an over-all picture in time, events and

circumstances lead the way for these particular creations, which either help or hinder the

race-culture and its members. Causality, as a science, must be pursued here. Were not the

oligarchies of Rome, the dictatorships of Greece necessary for the continuation of these

very cultures at the moment they appeared?

Was not their very survival at stake?

If one is honest, was it not the Culture, which ultimately benefited by these cycles? What

of those extreme personalities? One thinks of Caesar or Alexander, men who at their

moments of presence felt instinctively that they must do what was necessary [Caesar by
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destroying the Republic, to again rebuild it; and Alexander by following a vision given

him by destiny and Aristotle], regardless of the outcome, to see the fulfillment of their

race-culture's aspiration to greatness. This was the pure will-to-power of the race; it was

seen through the heart and mind of its greatest members. It was the grandeur of their

vision. It was their vision that made all the difference. This was simply the

personification of the group, manifested in the individual. It was from the ‘group’ (i.e.,

the race-culture) that the energy required to complete the task was taken, in a spiritual

sense; in the end however, it is, and will always be, a personal manifestation.

It has never been the mass, which has made the important decisions of the day. In the

very beginning, at every starting point of a historic epilogue, it has been the individual

who has risen to the occasion: this, the champion. Thus, the purpose of the State, tribe, or

nation ultimately rests upon a single mind; and only through a ‘group’ of like minds can

any real government or methodology of government be realized. So it was in the

beginning. So, it is now, today. It is not a matter of “good and evil” which brings us these

leaders - it has simply been the organic continuum of this distinct race-culture. It will

continue time, and time again. Each a full page in the once and future West.

These various leaders, as individuals, had agendas as diverse and select as their

personalities would allow. Many outside their camp have offered definitions as to their

motives and greater goals, and have placed them within categories that would seek to

‘explain’ their positions to us. The Modern, also, has delivered his commentary. In point

of fact, however, no one really knows what motivated them. How can one, for instance,

know the tangible and intangible elements, which directed them? What was their vision?

As men of the West what were the tangible and intangible elements, which brought the

triumphs of the intellect to us? That of Physics and its many related sciences - in this,

certainly, the foremost thinkers were of the West. But to what end?

Curiosity, of necessity, must have played a large part; and this ‘part’, that element which

seeks all knowledge. In fact, the West has always been criticized for the ostensible search

for knowledge ‘for knowledge’s sake’. We are condemned for every advancement (some

justifiably so) by those who have never created their own language, or built their own

ships to sail the oceans of our world; by those who still practice female circumcision or

sell their kinsmen into bondage. This evolutionary progression of ideas continues to mark

the West.

Dr. Alexis Carrel, one of America’s great visionaries, addressed this issue when be wrote,

“curiosity impels us to discover the universe.” [emph. mine.] Dr. Carrel, in his

monumental work Man the Unknown proved, in the tradition of his fathers, that in asking

the question was more than half the battle in finding out the answer. He, too, was a

curious one. Mere curiosity however, was not the greater goal. The raising of man above

his incumbent limitations was: his spirit could now soar. It has become that most ancient

of pursuits, the ennobling of man. This has always been the noble goal of all great

thinkers. This was the great ‘doing’ of all the great thinkers; it was their far horizon.
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These far horizons, as such, are esoteric truths to most of us. Yet, they remain eternal

truths to Western man. Men like Aristotle, the famous student of Plato, sought to follow

this will-to-express, which his mentor had displayed. Aristotle, however, did not simply

go over the ideas formulated by Plato, rather, his presence defined his environment in the

mathematical and biological advances of his day; and these rhythms an organic part of

the race-culture. The higher-culture of the West however, did not start with either

Aristotle or al-Farabi. The Classical Science of our past lies in the work of three men:

Archimedes, Erastothenes, and Aristarchus of Samos.

Archimedes, as may be remembered, helped [cir. 250 b.c.] the Greeks, during the Roman

three-year siege of Syracuse, using ‘engines of war’ of his own design including the

somewhat fantastic application of ‘thermal warfare’ by utilizing the power of the Sun

together with a polished curved mirror (a polished bronze perhaps), and destroyed the

entire enemy fleet. Archimedes died by a Roman sword in 212 b.c. He also reduced

Aristotle’s concept of ‘center of gravity’ to a geometric precision and thereby solved the

problem of the ‘lever’ that had so baffled Aristotle. Likewise, his contemporary,

Erastothenes of Cyrene [cir. 270 b.c.], applied mathematics to Geography and scientific

chronology [i.e., his crouografia; in which he endeavored to fix the dates of the chief

literary and political events from the conquest of Troy]; and Aristarchus of Samos [cir.

270 b.c.] a prime originator of things ‘astronomical’. In fact, this latter laying the

groundwork for Copernican astronomy. He is said to have been the first to propose a

heliocentric or sun-centered theory of the universe by adducing that the Sun, not the

earth, was the center of the universe. These great minds were contemporaneous with one

another and belonged to the same race-culture, having access to one another's work,

thereby increasing the general dynamics of knowledge itself. This point should not be lost

on the reader, and will make itself apparent in later chapters.

Today, the descendants of these men, you and I, see little of the intangible belonging to

these men; and what is tangible we see only in the physical representation of the classical

beauty of the Greek ‘architrave’, and the Roman ‘vault’. It has taken many hundreds of

years for the West to try and absorb the tangible and intangible elements of these

sciences; this process of absorption continues today. The Renaissance and Reformation

attempted to distil this information for the peers of its day; and both sought a new

purpose for Western man, in which these sciences might help them learn and maintain. In

today’s presence, many perceive these moments in history as the birthing of a new order,

a glorious new purpose in the higher-culture of Western man. It was, however, not the

beginning, but a ‘mid-point’ in the birthing of a new West. It was but an awakening

amongst so many slumbers; a waking consciousness amongst so many nights of wistful

dreams. It was the ‘great becoming’ of Nietzsche. Thus, it is that the Middle Ages were

an important prelude to the visible signs of the Rise of the West. Yet, we are [at least the

modern] still looking for the antecedents of the Renaissance; he still cannot grasp the

esoteric logic of freedom and all the catch phrases associated with it.

It was the Church of this period, which, ironically, gave a rising impetus to this

Renaissance, to this Freedom of thought. It was in the arena of Church dogma and
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dispute that Francesco Petrarca, better known as the ‘Patriarch Petrarch’, became imbued

with this new order of man.

Born in 1304, his origins spring more from the perspective of Humanism, than from

theology; yet, both were inextricably bound together. His was the mind of the poet, for he

did not feel comfortable with the Law. His compelling instructor was the primal

mountains of the Alpine, and the historical romance of his Roman past. In fact, it was his

study of the great Personalities, which, like Alexander, led Petrarch to his own personal

conquests. His favorite discourse was that of Scipio Africanus, in his Latin Epic, Africa.

For him, there was no schism between Rome and Galilee; between classical genius and

sacred inspiration. Like a true ‘dualist’, he saw both the role of the Church and

Humanism as necessary to the dual nature of man. Classical Genius, in his mind, was the

perfection of man’s intellect and the cultivation of his manners as would be expected by

any cultured, responsible man. Sacred inspiration, on the other hand, was that balance

which maintained the welfare of man’s continued existence. He spent many years of his

life teaching this to the peers of his day. For he saw that it was the ‘out-going’ of the old

values of the church, and things [he deemed] antiquated, which held back that process

which would ineluctably bring about the birthing of a new Western culture as it should

be; as Nature herself, directed it. Ironically, it would be the followers of Augustine,

ostensibly the father of the church, who would embrace the ‘truth’, would be the

staunchest of opponents by protecting the ‘status quo’ simply for its own sake. The

‘status quo; of his day demanded conformity. He thought otherwise, and saw also that for

any new order, even if only reestablishing old values, that it was imperative that certain

values holding back a new West be overcome, and replaced. In large part, he achieved

this by reaffirming the balance of mind and body, of that balance of tangible and

intangible elements. His wellspring was that true search for knowledge and justice.

The duality of man is constantly reminding us of our own opposites.

Take Aurelius Agustinus, better known as St. Augustine, born in ancient Numidia, a

African Province of Carthage, of possible Numidian/Punic blood-lines, and founder of

what Francesco Petrarca would attempt to change and correct in his own fashion, was

quite different. He was learned in Latin history, but more importantly, he was steeped in

Mysticism. Not the mysticism of the Sages, but of Levantine mystical thought and

orthodoxy. As was the custom of the age, even for Christians, he took a concubine and

had a son. He gave both up, not only because he was becoming imbued with puritanical

purity, but also to seek political and theological power. Tutored by the statesman/bishop

of Milan, Ambrose, he attained these ends.

He became obsessed with ‘overcoming the flesh’, and pursued an unbalanced orthodoxy

of ‘spiritual’ awareness. He eventually renounced both. His orthodoxy became the ‘Slave

of God’ orthodoxy; that man is inherently sinful, and therefore a mere slave of fortune, or

God’s will. He was also a Neo-Platonist, which would cause him no uncertain pain when

he became so adamant concerning the sinfulness of man. He became a Universalist, a

truly catholic believer, for the sake of expediency. For the church was the ‘all’, and all

must conform. In later years, both his Neo-Platonism and his Manicheanism fell to the
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wayside and he embraced ‘empiricism’. He believed in empirical evidence, yet he

purported the belief in ‘original sin’, as opposed by Pelagius∑. All in all he, and his later

followers, were happy with the way things were. There was no new horizon as Petrarch

saw. Thus do we see that perfect ‘duality’ of inner and outer man.

Even so, this antipathy was necessary for the West to grow. Without the conflict of ideas,

there can be no distillation. There can be no rising. In our millennia, this distillation may

be summed up concerning the spiritual soul of man: “If it did not possess this greatness,

then it could not become God even through grace.” This from the mouth of a truly

Western thinker, [Meister] Echehart of Hocheim. This man was not the crass bastard of

Africa, but of Thuringian nobility. True, this may be conceit, but let us assume that it

represents the pride of personality rather than some baser instinct, for the premise is

purely Western. True Western values, and that is the essence of religion, values, and is

the belief that the nobility of the self-reliant soul is the highest of all values. This in no

way absolves us of the ‘value’ of God; rather it reinforces the interrelationship between

the seen and unseen. The tangible and the intangible.

The modern claims that ‘freedom’ is the higher value. But this simply is Idea. It stands

alone as Idea. But what of Honor? Is it not a ‘higher’ ideal? Is it not higher, because

without it, there would be no freedom?! The idea of freedom is inconceivable without

honour, and so likewise. The soul is capable of good in and of itself. No dalliance with

the almighty will assure honour or freedom. That comes from within; it comes from the

soul marked with Honour, and which begets Freedom.

The renaissance, then, was the transvaluation of those values inherited from that

Levantine thought of Byzantium, through the last vestiges of the Roman empire (so-

called ‘holy’); yet, that empire had truly died with Marcus Aurelius. It had become a

reassertion of Western thought. The ‘stoic’ philosophy of a dying Rome added just the

right amount of poison to a senile ‘civilization’, which ultimately led to the Renaissance

itself. But to what purpose? To what scheme of things?

                                                  

∑ See also, Pelagianism:  A so-called Christian heretical sect that rose in the fifth century challenging St.

Augustine’s conceptions of grace and predestination.  The doctrine was advanced by the celebrated monk

and theologian Pelagius (c.355–c.425). He was probably born in Britain. After studying Roman law,

rhetoric, and later theology in England and Rome, he preached in Africa and Palestine, attracting able

followers, such as Celestius and Julian of Eclannum.  Pelagius thought that St. Augustine was excessively

pessimistic in his view that humanity is sinful by nature and must rely totally upon grace for salvation.

Instead Pelagius taught that human beings have a natural capacity to reject evil and seek God, that Christ’s

admonition, “Be ye perfect,” presupposes this capacity, and that grace is the natural ability given by God to

seek and to serve God. Pelagius rejected the doctrine of original sin; he taught that children are born

innocent of the sin of Adam. Baptism, accordingly, ceased to be interpreted as a regenerative sacrament.

Pelagius challenged the very function of the church, claiming that the law as well as the gospel can lead

one to heaven and that pagans had been able to enter heaven by virtue of their moral actions before the

coming of Christ. (See, also: J. E. Chisholm, The Pseudo-Augustinian Hypomnesticon against the Pelagians

and Celestinans (Vol. I, 1967); J. Pelikan, The Emergence of the Catholic Tradition (1971).
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In the ‘scheme of things’, to the student of causality, what is the purpose, what is the

meaning of such radical change, of such transvaluation? The cause, or ‘scheme of things’,

will ever be that sense of real culture-purpose which, will ever and anon, be the

‘purpose’, of and by itself, which wills itself to show the world its inner most purpose.

So, it was, that this renaissance showed to the entire world that it was race, and by

definition, its culture, which was to be seen [visually], and which was to rule

[demonstrably].

It was into this age, this modern age of Western man that a re-awakening showed itself in

a unique ‘culture-purpose’ for the world to see. Not since Alexander had such a cultural-

becoming been seen: The purpose of culture was finally realized. It was to the ennobling

of the individual to which culture owed its very heartbeat and hence, to the body; to the

Race-culture.

Erasamus, Bacon, Cervantes to name a few, defined this process; each in turn, seeing a

part of the growing consciousness. Yet, it was much more, this renaissance, than simply

the extension of the Liberal Arts. It was, and always is the convolution of a new birth:

But it was more – it was the interplay of amity and enmity. It was ‘man within’ and ‘man

without’. It was the inner feeling, that spiritual guide, which was to speak for the race-

culture saying: ‘…all things foreign must be kept out…all things foreign existing must be

cut out…’ which was crying out to be heard. It was to the very survival of that inner core

of culture-bearers, which must survive at all costs; for it is, precisely, these ‘culture-

bearers’, like the individual, who are the healthiest, for they live only for the continuation

and benefit of the whole. This growing consciousness would transmit itself time and

again to future generations, sometimes clearly and sometimes with unintended dimness.

In a word, the Renaissance was the ‘Unconscious’ expression of the race-culture; that

very sense of survival which ever and anon seeks its own survival, at the expense of the

whatever lies ‘outside’ itself. It is the Race Memory seeking to extend itself by reissuing

the experiences of the ancestors as empirical proof of its own self worth. This feeling

ultimately led to a re-ordering of their society: The Reformation.

It is well true, that in some cases this transvaluation, this experience, is oft times the

violent reactions of a people that has resented a foreign presence as not being a natural

part of itself; sensing a change in direction unfamiliar with sound historical reason; or

changes in specific or general [public] thought processes of the race-culture. It is

reaction. In addition, while a true ‘reactionary’ is limited by the emotional elixir of the

moment, it is nevertheless the impetus, which should show the way to his more rational,

yet nonetheless courageous, cousin. This process is seen clearly in the Renaissance and

the Enlightenment respectively. In more benign clothing perhaps, we see another

birthing, a growing sense of aspiration and purpose, although just as revolutionary in the

battleground of the Arts.

Thoughts and ideas are continually at odds. Expression of these thoughts and ideas are

constantly being promoted. The Modern loves the conflagration, the confusion, and the

obfuscation of what ‘art’ has always represented: The simple display of beauty, courage,

love, devotion, form, and vitality of the human spirit is downplayed, even discouraged,
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by the modern; for he knows that deeply ingrained in the common man and nobility alike,

there is a resonance, which truly transcends class. Art was that medium which was truly

democratic: if every worth was equal, then the art of the day would trace that equality.

Spirit in man may designate equality, but truly, the visual arts decree the superior and

inferior. Let the Modern paint this, as he will. He will be judged by what he portrays on

his canvass.

As the Egyptian hieroglyphs were to the ancients, in their unique balance of line and

angle so, also, in the Western period of 1500-1700* [a.d.]; for even the Greeks and

Romans had not actualized the becoming of its race-culture as did these, for their

respective time periods. This is simply the will to express oneself. It is this constant

searching to express oneself, for expression, which has marked the West. Was it not, after

all, from the canvasses of Rubens, Pousin, Botticelli, Titian, Da Vinci, David, and

Caravaggio that the essence of the West finally began to awaken? *

If one were to carefully analyze the tangible and intangible elements of each higher-

culture, one would most likely see that the manifestation of purpose was seen in the

visual and written arts of that particular culture and, more importantly, is inextricably

bound with it. As stated above, the Egyptian hieroglyphs were line and angle, and

beautiful no doubt when viewed by their creators. However, from our point of view, this

art was ‘flat’, and not representative of what we see in the environment that surrounds us.

Their reality was not ours. Thus the duality of consciousness.

Art, as a perspective, brings out the ‘psychic’ picture of each and every artist. To bring

such a ‘perspective’ to the eye of the observer is a mystical one. It was this mysticism,

regardless of the medium employed, which brought about the ennobling of the

                                                  

*  Here we speak of the juxtaposition of values. The fact that we as a Western stock, today, see no ‘value’

artistically in the two-dimensional value of Egyptian art is not to demean it; rather, let the fact that even as

the Greeks beheld the beauty of the human body, its form, the three-dimensional quality of their perception,

that the advance of the Egyptian in ‘becoming’ more than their ancestors was mind boggling, so also the

West, through the eyes of Da Vinci, and those of his generation and beyond, than their previous ancestors.

If one were to carefully analyze the tangible and intangible elements of each higher-culture, one would

most likely see that the manifestation of purpose was seen in the visual and written arts of that particular

culture. Let me here anticipate the Modern. He, of course, will exclaim that this, precisely, is the ultimate

beauty of our modern order; that it is the inclination of every artist to follow his or her inner most being –

regardless of what that inclination may be. Hardly. Using Elephant dung, urine, or whatever putrid element

deemed worthy to make a ‘point’ is exactly why we condemn it. It is the agenda, the thought process which

we condemn; the visual depiction speaks for itself. Yes, artists have a right to expression, even an unlimited

right, but we do not have to view it; and certainly, the State must, if it chooses to buttress the one must,

absolutely, buttress the other mental process: That of the romantic, the racialist, the lovers of beauty as seen

by artists which ascribe to concepts such as man and woman as partners and lovers; in the deeper context of

Nationhood as extension of Blood and Soil; of the many realists who would paint in the Prime symbols of

the past, of the shared values of our tribal existence, in short, artists who see the life around them as

extensions of the past, which, if shared with their contemporaries, would promote that racial memory and

vitality so necessary for the survival of the race itself. FLS
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individuals or people who shared in this perspective. Western art, deeply held that

mysticism was part and parcel to the examination of the ‘body and spirit’, which enabled

the individual to express himself in ways and means that heretofore had been seen only

on the rarest of occasions. The Renaissance brought out much that was unseen, at least

within the boundaries expressed by this movement, by allowing the artist to burst out, so

to speak, with colours, draftsmanship (all true sciences), and a realistic ‘perspective’

(allowing three dimensional viewing) specifically on the ‘canvasses’ of the modern

artists. This full colour was, and can be seen with all art, an expression of the inner mind

(i.e. the individual outlook on personality, rage, courage, love, war, etc.) from both the

artist himself and the viewer who is contemplating the specific work. In contemplating

this very same art, it was possible, unlike the Grecian art of ages past; one could ‘see’ the

story behind the art (in its minute form). Art had become a medium to explore the greater

elements of nature and Life; of spirituality, and leadership; of manliness, and poetry.

The mysticism of Allegory, of fable, of Myth, that epoch creating motif of a people was

brought to bear by such men as Rubens, Titian, David, Girodet’, and Pousin told of the

original mystical spirit of the West. To be sure, these artists were schooled in the ‘styles’

and ‘traditions’ of Greek classical art. However, more than typical ‘classicism’ in art was

their teacher. The ‘total’ history of their past, our past, included the common history of

the Nordic, Roman, and east European race-cultures. The total panorama of their art was

of a ‘family of men’, the men of the West. This ‘art’ described the complete breaking

away from the art of the past, and described in lucid and compelling pictures of the race-

culture; it was the ‘story of the ages’ for all to see and share. It was the storytelling motif

of the history of our ancestors, of its very antecedents. It broke the confines of Orthodox

Church dogma.

Once the floodgates were open, there was no turning back.

Architecture, for instance, brought to bear by Archimedes, was utilized in its own artistic

fashion to ‘house’ this very art: the Gothic cathedrals of Milan, Tours, Notre Dame, Mt.

St. Michael and others (who were often targeted for destruction by the armies of the allies

in the second fratricidal war in the last century) and others which were the epitome of the

Western soul in actualizing, in the ‘outward form’, the total essence of its spirit, while the

canvass art showed the deep, rich, ‘inner spirit’. The tangible and intangible made

manifest.

These great and beautiful cathedrals were designed on a four-square pattern; balance and

symmetry being understood to best represent the balance of Heaven, Earth, body, and

soul. A curiously ‘pre-christian’ belief. From every angle, one’s eye is drawn

simultaneously to its entrance as well as its ‘spires’ pointing, as it were, to a higher

power, antennae, perhaps, to assemble those unseen frequencies in the mind of the

attendant. Each doorway and façade reduces in size, bringing one’s mind into sharp

relief, as if concentrating on focusing the thought process.

Conversely, the spires rising straight up pierce the sky, a pathway to the greater God

himself. As one enters the main entrance, a porthole to that deep, somber inner space, one
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is shunted down further and further into deepest consciousness. As the columned, arched

ceiling stood above you, creating that ‘womb-like’ feeling of protection, surrounding you.

Traveling deeper into this majestic cavern, it is the various forms of art, particularly that

of the canvass art, which draw one, on an unbroken travel into that inner space of the

psychic, of the mystical. One’s eye follows each frame, is moved by each distinct contour

of colour, centering one’s mind on the theme of each. Each picture essentially providing

the context of the very place and time of its telling; the mystical connection between the

inner and outer man.

In this spiritual, mystical repose, one begins to wander, and once again the very structure

of the inner sanctum compels the individual to look up into those majestically vaulted

ceilings, feeling insignificant, knowing that the power of God must, indeed, be immense.

The atmosphere is dark, and mystical, corners and pockets illuminated or dense, creating

a feeling of aloneness, shared only by the paintings themselves. The mind is an amazing

mechanism, and will fill in the vacancies, even if on a primordial level; the presence

which one feels will overwhelm him, will consume him. His spirit then, will begin to

soar. Perhaps, if he listens closely he, truly, will hear that ‘still small voice’ so often

described by mystics and prophets. This edifice, truly, is the place made by man, that is

the closest to the cathedral of Nature herself.

All of this, of course, began long before the ‘modern’ cathedrals of the Renaissance. To

be sure, the complex structures, engineering, and ‘typology’ were an evolutionary one.

The Chinese, even before the 13th century, was complex. In fact, the ‘lineal-line’ of

history of the modern, even though not thoroughly mean spirited, does not even trace

their ‘cultural-civilization’ as they would of the West. Any student of the West will, if he

is honest, seek to understand the interrelatedness of all cultures: some to a lesser or

greater extent. How much of Western technology relating to the physical sciences of

architecture were borrowed or copied? Perhaps quite a lot. Chinese technology was

considerably more developed then that of the early medieval West, and after the middle

of the 13th century there was a fair amount of knowledge available concerning China It

seems likely today, that the ‘unity-of-mankind’ Modern will overreach in the matter by

overstating the influence of Chinese ‘priority’, which is undoubted, to Chinese causual

influence as the hidden author of Western mechanics. But this is not necessarily on target.

Consider this: The epoch we are discussing was supra-natural, and the five-hundred years

which we are over-seeing was but an extraordinary spark which shines the brighter for

our attention. There were neither Chinese blueprints nor Chinese engineers available to

teach the West. At most, there were scattered whisperings of this or that invention, or

building, or science. It was, and is, the Faustian logic of our Western people: we were

willing to try and emulate, from anyone, a good Idea. The kingdoms of the Levant,

Africa, or India were not the same; yet, they had much greater influence, and were

influenced by the Chinese civilization. The point here is that as a ‘presence’, or a state of

mind, it was the West who stands out. Yes, the ‘vision’ of a people may be seen in many

sciences, but Art defines the embryonic, and rising spirit.

The ‘form’ by which the West defined itself was changing in ways unthought-of in years

previous to this renewal of the West. The Daedalic style [cir. 645 b.c.] existed before the
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founding of Athens. This style was considered as a marvel, an unknown expression of the

social and technical achievement of the day, especially in the new science of ‘sculpture’;

yet when compared with Michael Angelo and Da Vinci, it lacked everything we see,

today, as beautiful.

It lacked, in the modern sense, the poise, the grace, the symmetry known for the

Renaissance period. When one thinks of Angelo’sDavid and Pieta, when one thinks of

Danatello and Raphael, one can understand, or begin to understand, the tremendous

difference in both perspective and raw talent. The very attention paid to detail and

perspective was proof of a becoming in the ‘inner soul’ of the West. This was the birthing

of that primordial ‘will-to-express’, that sense of ‘ordering a thing’, that sense of a

‘universal perfection’ of what man could become. It is true, regardless of what the

modern wills-to-express, that people, the individual Races, show ‘markers’, those way

signs which delineate the world’s families of man which mark them as different; the West

still maintains, as do the many other peoples, those selfsame markers which we have

always displayed. Inferior and Superior is a designation that is not commensurate with

the modern taboo of discussing the racial differences of mankind. The West will, as long

as she is vibrant and healthy, continue to embrace and live well with what she is.

Spirits such as Locke, Hobbs, Dederot, Smith, Quisnay, and Rousseau in our modern

times were the children of the so-called enlightenment, which, in turn, was the child of

the renaissance of Western culture. The distillation that these men participated and

anticipated through the technics of their day included economics, ‘myth’ [the sense of

history, and analysis, which was history in the pure sense]; of property rights and the

most powerful of the modern ‘idea’ was that of the organized State. So many

improvements and experiments, for good or bad, would be proposed by men like those

listed above. It was their generation, their presence, who would become the role models

for generations. It would all usher in the age of Technology [i.e. technics]. Men like

Jethro Tull (steel plow, Arthur Bakewell (animal husbandry), James Watt (steam engine),

and many others that found the tangible elements to express their will. From the mind of

Western man, to the hands of Western man, this will-to-express had blossomed like no

other age. This would ever mark Western man as different, like no other before him.

Western man now had that which he could call his own: His Mark, shared by no other

race-culture to the extent and panorama as the West could claim. The ennobling of man

was now within his reach. His capacities were myriad; each man was now becoming

‘motive’ [purpose], each man had value. His spirit, complex as ever, was soaring in ever-

upward directions, which pointed him towards everything that was greater than himself;

it was the ‘humanities’ in the purest sense. Ultimately, he valued what he could create;

thus spoke Fredrich Nietzsche:

“…=K�IXKGZKJ�ZNK�]UXRJ�UL�]ORR�UT�ZNOY�HGYOY�GY�G�]UXRJ�UL�IG[YK��G�]UXRJ
UL�]ORR��G�]UXRJ�UL�YVOXOZ��:NK�SUYZ�GTIOKTZ�GTJ�KTJ[XOTM�VY_INURUM_�]GY�GZ
]UXQ�NKXK�GTJ�JOJ�TUZ�JU�GT_ZNOTM�KRYK!�GRR�ZNGZ�NGVVKTKJ�]GY�IUTYOJKXKJ�G
JUOTM�� GRR� ZNK� JUOTM� ZNK� KLLKIZ� UL� G� ]ORR!� ZNK� ]UXRJ� ZU� OZ� HKIGSK� G
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S[RZOVROIOZ_�UL�JUKXY!�G�JUKX�]GY�YROVVKJ�[TJKX�GRR�ZNGZ�NGVVKTKJ�”�AKSVN�
SOTKC

All this, spirit, will, motive and the need of a people manifested itself in many ways to

those of the West. A spirit is part of an individual, who in turn is shared with the people

at large; the will of a people becomes the spark, the ‘spirit’ of the extended family. For

those who understand these concepts, these words, will see clearly the aspect of ‘natural

law’ in the living, breathing aspects of the ‘presence’ of the race-culture; any race-

culture. In the modern world of today, one cannot discount that as inhabitants of the this

selfsame planet, every race-culture displays a ‘consciousness’ in which they seek to

express themselves; only the modern would be so arrogant as to think that all must,

because all are equal, act and think the same, purchase the same, eat the same ‘mass-

produced’ meals, in short, think and create on an ‘equal’ par with his neighbor,

discounting the immense differences in each and every sovereign people. As with all

‘concepts’ however, its abstraction is the centerpiece. All ‘thoughts’ are singular, and

based on all the parts assembled to create the individual who, in turn, ‘conceives’ the

idea.

The terms Home and Fatherland, for instance, is an ‘idea’. It is hard to express – words

do not adequately describe this individual spirituality. It is the ‘inner and outer’ man,

which is so apparent in nature. Some, especially the Modern, may question the use of

‘fatherland’ for it is hard to comprehend in one’s waking consciousness, let alone accept

its consequence in today’s world: it would accept, for instance, the inequality of man.

Even though hard to comprehend, to those who do understand, Fatherland is a concept

that is murky, filled with metaphysical connotations and establishes a thought process in

each individual alone, in his own mind, and defies quantitative analysis, yet each knows

‘what he knows’ concerning these issues. It nevertheless is true and undeniable, in all its

natural tendencies, in all cultures, to possess and act on these feelings. Such concepts are

self-evident.

Oswald Spengler, seeking to understand and share these feelings as the ‘prime symbol’,

or the will-to-express, carefully analyzed the causes and effects of that which has molded

Western man. He states:

“…'TJ� ZNUYK� YVKIOGRR_�=KYZKXT� IXKGZOUTY�UL� ZNK� YU[R�S_ZN� IGRRKJ� ‘]ORl�
‘LUXIK’��GTJ�‘JKKJ’��S[YZ�HK�XKMGXJKJ�GY�JKXO\GZO\KY�UL�ZNK�VXOSK�Y_SHUR�”
AKSVN��SOTK]

Yes, everything that was, that will be, is the way-sign of Western man. He has risen,

fallen, and risen again. He has had a will, a motive, and most importantly, has proved

himself a People, that collection of imperatives, which define all groups. It shows the

way-sign of destiny, and conforms to all the rules of nature. Science, as well, in spite of

the modern, will be discussed in the following pages. Though dimly, we will see just

where the West will rise again.
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Chapter II

:NK�J[GROZ_�UL�G�VKUVRK�GTJ�YZGZK�OY�G^OUSGZOI�
([Z�ZNK�LUXIK�HKNOTJ�ZNK�YZGZK�NGY�GR]G_Y�HKKT
:NK�VKUVRK��:NK�]ORR�UL�GT_�MU\KXTSKTZ�S[YZ

8KIUMTO`K�ZNOY�VXUIKYY�

The abiding truth in everything that has gone before in history is that people, the race-

culture, has been the very foundation of all higher-culture. It is not its technics, for this is

simply manifestation, but it is ever anon blood and bone. It is practical, the obvious, that

makes us nod and gesture about this or that description of a particular nation and its

people. The ‘essence’ which has been imbued into a place, a ‘territory’, that which has

invoked a particular presence, has been, as always that ‘flesh and bone’ which has

inhabited and held a defined territory. It is this ‘area’ specifically, in which the ‘collective

group’, the race-culture, calls their own. This is Homeland, fatherland, motherland;

whatever the regional designation. A tribe of Scythian nomads, or a fertile city-state of

the Attica peninsula could very well inhabit this area; it could be the empire of

Charlemagne and Pippin; it could be the continent of North America. But each had, had

to have, a place where the god’s could protect them. A place were each body of water

held some kind of picture, a mystical place perhaps, surrounded by mountains, trees, the

blue canopy of heaven. A place where one could remember the closeness of family,

grandparents, and siblings. Places where growing pains of childhood remain with one for

one’s entire life; inextricably bound with the memories of a ‘place’, a time, a territory.

The Modern wills not to accept this. He denies family, tribe, and race. He defines all as

an ‘idea’, something to be molded to his purchasing designs, his fast food, his idea of

harmony and aesthetics, all based upon his science of the ‘status quo’. He will not admit

or recognize family, or tribe; the consequence not appealing to his varied tastes.

We know, however, that as long as the earth has sustained a human organism, such as

family or tribe, people have congregated; they have held possessions in common; they

have made war, they have made peace, but have done so as individual ‘united’ units.

Mankind has always confined himself to specific localities, with their distinctive habits

and form, colour, social relations and religions. For this very reason, the collective body

has always enacted some form of control over each other for the benefit of the whole. We

have mentioned briefly, those particular bodies, which have been employed in each

variation of Western man’s evolution. Let us now inspect the relationship, the organic

necessity, of People vs. State. How it affects the culture of the West. We will look into

the responsibilities of both parties in relation to each other. We will search for the spirit

of Western man, we will see it rise and fall; we will see a birth, life and senility of

Western culture. All organisms have these relationships, and to study its past [birth] is to

see clearly its life and senility. Thus the study of causality.
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The West, like many other cultures, has been organic, that is to say, it has had at its very

root, a homogeneous group of collective people, sharing similar traits, habits, mores, and

certain particular ‘physical’ characteristics created after a millennia of race-history.

Inherent in this body of persons, you have a natural system of selection from this body

that dictates which shall serve and which shall lead. In most cases, this process has been

through a violent process of elimination. Being cultured, then, means through long years

of evolution, a higher culture has learned with experience what methodology works best

to both maintain and extend its spiritual and physical form.

The oldest records of the West in our northern climes, specifically Nordic, the

methodology closest to our ‘modern’ governments was the All Thing, that body of the

collective leaders of the tribes and clans endeavoring to fulfill the needs and disputes of

their people. The needs of the people were the needs of the Nation.

This most ancient of customs survives in Scandinavia, and the surrounding countries. The

people [Folk] were always a part of these gatherings, their leaders/spokesmen having

been chosen from amongst them; individuals that came directly from the village or

county in which the legal dispute or need arose. When a solicitation arose, it was strictly

speaking, a local affair. This people arrangement has been ambiguous at best. It is

doubted that any ‘perfect’ form of government will ever exist; it is, and will always be, a

continuing and evolving process. Governments will always follow on the heels of what

had gone before. So, with every passing generation, a natural ‘aristocracy’ has risen to

perform the basic function of leadership in government that would best serve the tribe or

nation. This presupposes the long continuity of generations who have followed ‘basic’

rules of conduct, ‘common law’ in today’s parlance, which was both easy to follow (i.e.

no voluminous texts existed that could be ‘perceived’ one way or another) and

understand, having come from local/national experiences shared by the common man.

In our ‘american’ experience, men like Thomas Jefferson and Samuel Adams, who wrote

extensively to each other about this subject in the waning years of their lives, insisted that

there was “…a natural aristocracy among men. The grounds for this are virtue and

talents…the natural aristocracy I consider the most precious gift of nature for the

instruction, the trusts, and the government of society…” 1 Jefferson was not, however,

speaking literally of an inherited aristocracy, although one could make many valued

criticisms as to the validity and valuable nature of this methodology; instead, he found

that the ‘natural order’ of things to be studied and reasoned, to be worthy of consideration

and in certain cases, emulation where possible. In considering Mr. Jefferson’s reasoning,

one could make the assertion that mankind has changed very little through its trial of

‘consideration and emulation’ over these many years; human nature has changed little,

even in ‘modern’ society. The rugged travails of our evolution have done little to affect

our ‘inner’ nature.

                                                  

1 [Intro, Quoted by] Simpson, William Galey – =NOIN�=G_�=KYZKXT�3GT�– National Alliance, 1978, pg.

206.
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It is doubtful, therefore, whether any venture into our proposed future [for that is

precisely what the Rise of the West is concerned with] can be expected to work very well

that is not an integral part with that which has proved itself in our human past. But, of this

future, of its end, its fulfillment, what shall it be? More importantly: Who shall take us?

The future of any People, race or nation, must needs be based on a certain ‘quality’,

harmony, and experience [i.e. traditions, mores, perceptions and values that are an

organic part of the ‘entire’ race-culture] which has proven itself to be most essential to

that body of persons in question. This is race history in the greater sense.

In this context, history has shown many ways and means by which to judge, and most

rightly, that end most qualified for a superior culture, indeed, a superior people. Thus,

that future, that end ‘worthy’ to be the ‘primary’ object of any people’s existence is “…to

produce the largest number of truly superior men – of robust health, overflowing energy,

unspoiled instinct, mind powerful to both analyze and create, and – above all – of that

integrated, masterful personality and elevated spirit that ever characterizes the truly

noble man”2 [emph. mine]� must be present if an enduring people or state is to be

expected. It is, therefore, that it is great men, from a great people, which must be molded,

directed and formed by their environment to succeed at bigger and better things; that such

great men, upon whom the people put their trust alone, can organize its life to make it

basically satisfying, which supports soundness, and steers that particular culture past

those perils that would attempt to disorganize the very life of its people.

The guarantee of ‘happiness’, on the other hand, is not a valid proposition necessarily, by

which to base the life of a nation, such as we have been led to believe, for such a premise

has led to such excess in areas from sexual relations to child rearing which has such a

bearing on our future: happiness is counted only through the eye of the beholder, and

individual license seen to be the ‘right to happiness’. Happiness, to be sure, must be the

by-product of a sound and healthy people. Hence, it is not to the ‘pursuit of happiness’

which thinking men and women should abide by, but that of personal greatness; that is,

the personal will, which a great nation/society, must produce in itself.

This leads us to another area, which causes, unnecessarily, the assumption that it is the

‘demos’, the mass, which specifically carries the seed of greatness, in and of itself. It

never has been the ‘mass’ specifically, which has idealized greatness, but most certainly

contributes to it. “When they [the mass] seize the helm [of government] and undertake to

steer affairs in their own interests, all they can do, all they have ever done, ultimately, is

to run the ship aground, and be forced in the end to return command to ‘one’ or the

‘few’.”1 [emph. mine] that can rule wisely and efficiently for all concerned. The mass, on

the other hand, ‘democracy of the modern’, or ‘rule by the many ‘as a type’, was

something that, in particular, our founding fathers were very careful to see we did not

                                                  

1 Ibid, pg. 164
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realize – at any rate, we do not have now – and stands apparent in the light of the history

of our race-culture as the most fragile, corrupt, transparent, and least fruitful of all forms

of government; since Pericles, this has been the same.

It should be self-evident, at least to all honestly intellectual people, that the ‘equality’

provided to the mass, at least in [democratic] theory, which unflinchingly gives equal

status to those to the highest and lowest ranks of humanity leads, inevitably, to the

lowering of all standards of the highest ranks to the lowest, so that the lowest mind may

claim equality with the highest. This is the equality of the modern. The ‘playing field’,

surely, offers the flat-line effect of the cadaver.

The ‘right’ of equality however, invariably means the ‘denial’ of opportunity to those of

the superior few, and there are superior people; only an imbecile, or liar, would say

otherwise. In fact, throughout history, despite the clamoring of egalitarians, the only

reason we have evolved in every area of science, of the arts, of industry, is precisely

because some individual of ‘superior’ quality had overcome prejudice, narrow-

mindedness, and social convention of the day, to ‘overcome’ mediocrity. The genius has

never had an easy row to hoe. It is because of this personal sense of ‘achievement’,

ambition, or vision, which has put us into the ‘first world’ of nations. It ‘denies’ those

persons who, living with us, an opportunity to achieve; and that is simply because it may

‘deny’ others the accolades deserved by a particular few – this is un-democratic. It denies

those rare, unique, costly, and valuable opportunities to be squandered by those who, at

best, cannot reach the zenith of potential of our greatest intellects and spirits, if allowed

to blossom and show their worth.

The West has balanced itself precariously between these two spheres of influence:

Between the ‘mass’ and the ‘few’.

In the final analysis, it is an organic process that defines the ‘common solution’; it must

be a metamorphosis of the entire body politic. In short, we must define the direction and,

ultimately, create a solution best suited to ourselves, as a People. This has been true of

the past, hence, our instruction. The West has achieved its greatness not by disallowing

this evolution, rather, it has embraced change and its evolutionary continuum with

revolution, new forms of government, and ideas which have shed even more light on its

continuing cycles of birth, life, and senility.

Defining the People:

Origin, duty, and responsibilities.

Discussed above were those two (2) elements required for a people, a race-culture, to

survive and grow: (1) A homogeneous grouping (i.e. biological nation), designed to

enhance those ideals inherent in the race-aspiration – or its ‘race-soul’; (2) a territory, a

place to call their own, a presence created by a singular environment.
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In looking at both these important considerations one, necessarily, sees that he is looking

at this ‘understanding’ from the outside, looking in – this is the ‘micro’ element of the

West – not of the individual, but of the individuals smallest collective unit and its

function in relation to earth [soil], spirit [soul], and the embodiment of those particular

secular restraints [i.e. government]: the Family.

As far back as Western, cultural history [i.e. indo-European] can be studied and

ascertained, it has been the family, proper, which has created, maintained, and fostered all

values relating to its cultural heritage; in fact, it is our oldest institution. In the ancient

past, the ‘state’ was an aggregate, not only of individuals, such as we see today, but of

Families. The Modern recoils at this memory. It would destabilize so many of his plans;

for he has had much, of which he can be proud; he wants to continue it. The Modern

would not want ‘his’ family traditions to be interrupted and changed. But change will

come, has always come, for better or worse. As with all things organic, families change

in constitution and form, just as did Justinian Rome yet, the family remains, as always,

the basis for a sound and healthy society. Let us, then, in the infinite search for truth, seek

to detach ourselves for the moment: Looked at objectively, without fear of favor, the

family, proper, is our breeding institution. Through this institution, ultimately, defines

and maintains that which will come after, that which will provide and lead our culture on

its many paths to achieve its goals, endeavors, and destiny-will. Without this family

‘unit’, its strength, we can have no higher-culture. This means, of course, that no

effective government also, can exist.

So it is, through every succeeding generation, perhaps through centuries, that a family

with a sense of worth and responsibility has held its seed sacred; instilled talent, virtue,

honesty, and the highest ‘capabilities’ of an individual who, through wise ‘marriages’,

carefully stored each minute grain of potential until, at last expectant with need, the

‘family-energy’ bursts open with desire and expectation, creating the superior person.

This person, the genius of his race. At times this person, or persons, may be aloof,

distant, even from the ‘laws’ of society, and seems to follow some ambiguous, or unseen

path known only to himself, nevertheless follows that inner desire, that still small voice

of instinct delivered to him of his family. This instinct, purified, tried through all that life

may offer, ceaselessly carries the individual forward; this, the heavily charged ‘will-to-

express’ of his ancestors – which is himself.

The modern may cry foul, as he is wont to do when jealous of an idea, or an individual.

He certainly dislikes this attitude, that of the superior person(s). He claims to be content

with ‘humanity’ as it comes; with the poor unfortunates bred into existence by dysgenic

mating, for all are loved, for those who, by no fault of their own, are dull-witted, or

worse, stupid, are given equal opportunity. This makes him compassionate. But the Rise

of the West is not concerned with ‘compassion’ as the modern sees it, rather, it is

Nobility. Nobility of character, of blood, of will.

To be Noble, which is being greater than the whole, to shout to the world the rightness

and character of a higher culture means, of necessity, that one must strive to be ‘worthy’
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of this refrain. Not simply limited to an individual basis, but collectively as well. National

health, like individual health, starts with a healthy body – the organism of the smallest

and largest of the units present – all start with the basic idea of Family, its health, and

foundation. We should want this. We should want to create and maintain the highest

quality of men and women, regardless of race or culture. This and this alone, should be a

truly Universal imperative.

The Family will always build the superior person. It is the family, and one cannot say this

enough, or too often, that is the ‘life-womb’ of a continuing higher-culture. It is the wisely

nurtured soil of the family – out of which the race-culture achieves its greatness through

the individual genius – that finally creates its final and finest fruit. This is not ‘social

science’, as the Modern continuously exhort us to believe. It is the observable, the

traditional common place, day to day, facts that one can clearly see with one’s own eye.

It is the ‘family’ that everyone knows, the family who stands out: the Family that is

beautiful, harmonious, intelligent, and numerically large, and is precisely these families,

sadly, that are disappearing. The family, however, is not the only foundation upon which

the life of its people rests; it is, however, the cornerstone of the race-culture [i.e. social

mores, emotional stability, inner-strength, etc,] and that, which is built upon it. When one

sees the dying vestiges, as one saw in Greece, Rome, as well as Sumer and beyond, even

as we see in the West today, one knows that senility is upon us, for the very

understanding of the root-strength of the family has passed away from us: We are

‘civilized’. The Family, to be a real family, must be rooted in the earth; its source must be

recognizable to all which spring from it.

In Greece, after the Ionian invasion [cir. 1600 b.c.], Homer tells us vaguely of the modes

of [Family] life that these ‘Hellenes’ were used to practicing after many hundreds of

years of consistent, homogeneous, tribal life. They were, simply, individualists,

independent, owned and possessed their own land, a prerequisite for all free people. They

voluntarily joined into political decisions with their neighbors. They were Farmers

belonging, as it were, to that ancient class of ‘peasant stock’ that was deeply rooted to the

soil.Ψ  They lived sparsely at home, giving impetus to the later ‘christian’ frugality of

modern race-history. They built extra-ordinarily majestic temples for their gods and

goddesses. The men of the day produced the food and crafts; the women, those garments

which would clothe the family, raise the children with her husband, and be ruled by the

Paterfamilias. As a whole, however, not much of family life was entertained. The

‘Spartan’ life however, was more conducive to the family as a ‘unit’, with one purpose in

mind: That of the creation of the warrior/protector, and all the family energy went into

this end. This meant that the individual’s highest aim was the protection of his unit, and

by extension, his corporate unit, the State.φ

                                                  

φ Not in the sense of the ‘modern’ state. The modern sees the state as a means to ‘control’ the mass, for the

few always fear the many, whereas the noble man sees the state as a means by which the people may then

be served by the servants. The state is, in final analysis, simply the mode, or technic, by which a People

may extend themselves, seek and strive for peace, and comfort. FLS
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The Romans, on the other hand, were the first to institutionalize the value of obedience,

in a demonstrable form, and finalize the ‘concept’ of family life. The Spartan, on the

other hand, considered duty, proper, as the most important embodiment of the family.

The ‘duality’ here is apparent. It is significant, that while one is a political directive, the

other is organic [spiritual], yet one must come before the other. A child, for example,

must be receptive to the obedience demanded of his parents before he will fully

understand, in a mature sense, the demands of the State upon this duty

This is Patriotism in the nascent stage.

From its birth, into life, the Roman family was larger that ours. It consisted of Father,

Mother, unmarried daughters, sons, grandsons, as well as wives, clients and slaves. It was

the Father, the man, who held paramount leadership, and loyalty: he was the

Paterfamilias to his whole extended family and descendants. Consequently, the early

Romans learned the first rule of government: Obedience to Authority.

 We can hear the shrill cry of ‘foul’ from the modern.

The Romans first, however, owed their life to the skill of Agriculture, as have ‘all’ indo-

European peoples. So it was, that every Roman could run a furrow, and take care of their

own stock. These Romans were a more connected people than the Greeks to the earth.

They followed the examples of their ancestors for several centuries, never becoming

materialistic in the modern sense, that is, not until their fall. They clung to the ‘old ways’

because they were good, because they worked. In the same stubborn way, they held on to

their property rights. Gibbons, in his great treatise, Rise and Fall of the Roman Empire,
goes to great lengths in discussing this agri-based family structure and disintegration. He

[Gibbon] places the loss of Roman vitality, of which the empire needed to remain a world

power [i.e. higher-culture], on the breakdown of the Family; other factors, to be sure, also

coincided with this loss but, by far, the breakdown of the family was paramount. Sharing

a considerable, and deleterious effect, was the rise of a ‘matriarchal’ dominance, instilled

through a series of judicial imperatives, designed to level the playing field. This

destabilizing process went right through the very heart and soul of Roman authority,

since their very inception was based on the concept of paterfamilias. This shook the very

fabric of Roman society, and never again [although many Caesars attempted to correct it]

did they resume the direction and vision of their fathers.

In more modern times, we have seen Europe tossed by this selfsame storm. The French

Republic, from which we Americans, have taken many of our customs and legal

applications, before Napoleon’s rise to power, pressed for the ‘rights’ of women in many

new legal areas. Every culture moves through these organic phases, and certain aspects of

French society needed to be corrected/changed, as seen by us today. A certain validity to

the legal maneuvers before Napoleon may be agreed, yet, by the time of Napoleon, the

centers of France, specifically Paris, showed such a remarkable [even for this period of

Europe] femininity in dress, speech, and decorum which so angered the general
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population that Napoleon met little opposition when he ultimately ‘invalidated’ the many

legal maneuvers precipitated by this assertive liberalization of woman and family.

The Modern of today lays many untrue charges against Napoleon, yet we use much from

the ‘code Napoleon’* to this day in our modern [Western] legal system[s], [which was

some two to three-thousand years in the making], with England being an exception. He

was ‘hard’ on the ‘status’ of women, to be sure, but through his ‘code’, as well as the

relaxation of marital status, specifically, allowing a form of Polygamy to exist settling,

perhaps for a time, the curse of adultery and divorce, which plagues all decadent

civilizations. Napoleon’s view of no divorce after ten years may not be accepted in the

Modern’s society, but it was clear after Napoleon’s code that married partners remained

married not only ten years, but well beyond, keeping that stability so necessary to a

society who seeks to extend stability and peace. His ‘orientalism’ must not frighten those

who seek to better understand the organic process of nature; and if, as Napoleon said,

“women are treated too well, and in this way have spoiled [or been spoiled] in

everything,” should be looked at as something that has occurred, and is occurring in the

modern West. In anticipation of the modern to the use of someone like Napoleon, let me

add that he also granted suffrage to Jews, and relaxed the measures against negroes, both

of which, with time, proved onerous to the population.

It was not animosity towards ‘woman’ in particular, nor was it animosity toward any

liberalizing trend or force that had caused events and circumstances to thwart this trend.

Rather, it was from that non-organic social change, the absolute cultivation of it, which

affected society from the top, down. It was the ancient Fati Machi Parole Femine. It was the

‘reaffirmation’ of deeds over words; it was the ancient law of nature, with its organic

understanding of all those who search and listen to the laws of nature. It was a

reaffirmation of a balance in nature, made manifest by a single issue: childbearing. It was

the knowledge that the first-fruit of every marriage, children, was becoming passé. In all

civilizations, this is the benchmark of decadence. Of Death.

In the Classical world, the question of life, and its myriad meanings, became paramount.

They asked themselves: “What am I to be?” “For what goal am I to be sacrificed for?”

“Am I, as man or woman, not to be master of my own design?” For millennia, such

searching, and deeply held psychic/spiritual questions have been asked by men and

women alike; for woman, these questions become ‘symbolized’ through the act of

childbearing. Since ‘woman’ was the sole mechanism by which life was produced, she

was then, in a position of authority to dictate certain terms in regards to the interactions

between man and woman. In the modern world, woman has certainly reclaimed her

‘right’ to do what she will with her body, and this includes, in the Modern’s creation, the

destiny of the life within her as well. She has choices. It is this point of deliberation, that

of the ‘weighing of pro and con’ by women concerning childbirth, that inevitably points a

higher-culture to it great turning point in history; its own very’ personal’ history.

At this point, begins the prudent limitations of Births.
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Limitations soon, however, become widespread, rampant both in design and

understanding. It becomes accepted as an ‘individualistic imperative’ held mostly by

women who now recognize its limitation as their only source of power in a world run by

power. It is the ultimate act of selfishness. To empower oneself, it is not requisite to force

one down; but inevitably, this will occur. But to hold hostage a burgeoning life, is the

ultimate ‘deed’ of the modern. In the Classical world, this practice was denounced by

Polybius as the ‘ruin of Greece”, yet, even at his date, the greatest of Greek cities

practiced it; in subsequent Roman times, it become profusely common in practice. As this

occurrence became commonplace, so also, the changing mores of choosing a mate.

A Man’s choice of a woman who is to be, not mother of his children, like the most single

rudimentary understanding of the common folk and primitives, but his own ‘companion’

for life, then, becomes a problem of mentalities. This Ibsen-like marriage appears, a

contradiction, which the Modern still expects the masses to ‘accept’. This ‘type’ is a

liberal contradiction, which stresses the spirituality and affinity between both parties.

They are now both free. Free, that is, as ‘units’ of individual intelligence; free from the

organic, almost plant-like urge of the blood, to continue itself. This lack of race-

consciousness enables such men as Shaw to shout to the world that unless Woman

repudiates her womanliness, her duty to her husband, to her children, to her very social

order, to the organic laws of nature, and to everyone but herself, she cannot set herself

free. This concept, of course, stands apart from the natural prime symbol of woman – that

of Mother; this always industrious, intelligent and consistent woman who, being a part of

the whole, sees herself as part of the earth, an extension of its natural being, its rhythms

and cycles, as well as her culture, in which she is, in large part, responsible. Yes, she is

mother, understanding all that this title entails; she would have it no other way. The

Modern, of course, cries foul. After all, woman owes ‘nothing’ to no one; she is modern

as well.

What has devolved from these higher aspirations of woman and higher-culture in general,

such as was held in Greece, Rome and early America, is now that strange ‘der Geist der

stets ver neint’. Instead of child, of duty, woman has ‘conflicts of the soul’. To her, today,

marriage is the ‘art of war’, and is to be used for the advancement of that ‘mutual

understanding between woman and man’; that they both belong to themselves. Yes, they

both belong to themselves, and they will both be unfruitful, leaving nothing by which the

future will know them. Alone, together, they will share in the ultimate selfishness. Yet,

perhaps, these individuals are a solution to the very problem facing the West.

It is to the ‘fruitful’ that we owe the rise of higher culture. We must recognize, and I

venture to say that a majority feels this way, that anything which does not facilitate the

race-culture in a physical, or spiritual sense is, consequently, to the detriment, to the

denial of, higher-culture. The time, the place, the race, or culture makes no difference.

The Family, then, is the sole basis of all unity and strength. The spirit and organic unity,

that very continuity of individual presence, manifest in both its cultural and personal

progress on which a higher-culture is built. So, also, the Rise of the West. The origin and

strength of a higher-culture is but a part, albeit an important one, to this discussion. It
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must be shown that as the biological nation grows, it will, of necessity, assume many

responsibilities inherent to its rate of growth or cultural destiny.

The Modern however, rejects any concepts of this nature, not because he fears it

necessarily, but because he knows, he cannot control it. Whether this system is good or

harmful is not my intention to decide at the moment, of the future either, this alone

depends on the situation in which this system, or any system would find itself confined.

What is good for the race-culture, whatever its name, is good simply because it is a factor

in continuing the race-culture in the direction that is good for its people.

It has been said that the mass is feminine in nature, and must needs be led by a manly

group or individual, which the mass will follow. This simple truism is a historical fact.

The few examples of Hamurabi, Alexander, Caesar, Napoleon, Louis XIV, and Frederick

of Prussia all show just how justified the above truism is.

Whatever the arbitrary will of the people, this will-to-express was made manifest in the

exploits of her great leaders: Joan de Arc, was a recent exception to the [military] rule,

but the point is still that it always takes the great personality, that essential ‘spirit’ of

nobility, to carry the mass to its potential. It is only when this pyramidal system becomes

contrary to the collective good that revolutions have served to end a perceived or real

absence of leadership and, by extension, their movement, if they no longer serve the

people by which they deem to secure a future.

What, then, truly, are the responsibilities of People vs. State? Has the West, in particular,

showed any lasting ability to maintain itself in this fashion? More importantly, does the

West continue to maintain these responsibilities?

II. The People

As plant-life is related to nature in a biological sense so, also, is a distinct People [race-

culture] as a biological nation. It is this large body of persons, which make up a known

and distinct culture, this is self-evident; for we know a specific culture by the very

character of its people in manners, physical looks, mental aptitudes and national outlook

[i.e. how the nation as a whole looks at its role in the world, as well as its national

imperative]. This people/body characterizes itself by those things listed above through

long years of race-culture, that ongoing evolutionary struggle with itself and with others;

the land, which they inhabit also, contributes to this effect, making some nations resilient,

making others soft and content. In varying degrees, the destiny-will of each culture,

which provides for the ‘outward’ [technical] expressions of its people, will show itself.

The mass, as the single largest collective force, owes no allegiance to any power other

than its own ‘will-to-express’, which, in essence, is its will to survive. No law, no power,
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no government has the right or need to try and circumvent this imperative. Survival is

pure instinct.

Carl Jung, in his study into ‘prime symbols’, saw this very process at work in the

conscious and unconsciousness mind, when he said: “These psychic contents might

fittingly, be called subliminal, on the assumption that every psychic content must possess

a certain energy value in order to become conscious at all”1 Jung acknowledges the

inherited factors of blood, yet would rather call this process ‘intuition’ rather than the

more descriptive designation ‘instinctual actualization’ which presupposes instinct to be

inherited by past generations, genetically, showing itself in the visible actions of each

particular subject. For an example, let us discuss two subjects in particular: the Yucca

Moth and Cicadas.

The Cicadas, in a non-variable seventeen-year cycle, emerge from a silent, solitary

‘nymph’ evolution. They emerge, at the end of this cycle, by the millions. Living only a

short six-week cycle, they nevertheless reproduce, laying their eggs in the branches of

trees, and dying by early July. The cycle then, begins again. August brings the eggs to

fruition as nymphs, which fall to the ground, crawl into cracks in the soil, and once again

start their seventeen-year cycle.

The Yucca Moth, likewise, follows this strange odyssey. This moth goes to the flowers of

the Yucca, which open during night only. The moth takes pollen from each flower and

kneads it into a small ball; he then seeks another flower. Slicing this kneaded ball, he lays

its eggs between the ovules and packs the ball into the funnel shaped pistil of the flower.

The important aspect of this subject is that this only happens once in his life. Only one

fraction of his allotted time on earth, as our reckoning goes, is spent in this operation.

But, this process is always carried out.

What do we call this? Is this process called intuition or instinct? What is it, which allows

these small creatures the knowledge, the know-how, to do these complicated maneuvers?

What allows this actualization to manifest itself, time after time, in the same unfailing

fashion? Perhaps science will never agree as to which element takes precedent.

Whichever the case, whether it is environment or heredity, it is apparent that the ‘mass’,

like these creatures, share a certain instinct, proclivity, direction, call it what you will, as

a mass, which are not simply learned habits of mores of social conduct. It is logical,

therefore, that certain examples of human traits are passed down to us through the

continuum of genetic heredity [race-memory].

All organic creatures know what they are. They instinctively know what to do: What is

healthy or harmful; what is pleasant or unpleasant. Human [organic] creatures are no

different. In the modern’s world however, we have been cut off, the ancient memories

blotted out because of bad food, propaganda, and the lack of will with which to follow

                                                  

1 Jung, Carl – /TYZOTIZ�GTJ�ZNK�;TIUTYIOU[Y, The Portable Jung, The Viking Press, 1971, pg. 52.
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our instincts.Ψ The governments of the modern West are afraid to allow these instincts to

remain in the forefront; for it demands a certain position, which presupposes a genetic

link with the past, with tradition. All species feel this inborn quality rising, and seeking

release in the youth of every generation. But these instincts run ‘counter’ to the Modern’s

alliance between divergent racial stocks with which he has made compromise.

In ages past, following one’s ancient history was called, simply, Folkways, and bespoke

the simple harmony of conduct, traditions, mores and customs of a people. A sound and

healthy people accepts this as a natural part of their race-culture. They accept it because it

has endured. They accept it is as something that expresses themselves, above all others,

as a unique and satisfying experience, which must, at all costs, be extended.

In a biological nation, one which presupposes close racial affinity, it is self-evident that

anthropological inequality is the norm; so, in this same sense, is societal value, that is, in

the physical sense. That all men [i.e. of the same race] should be equal or alike in every

sense is contrary to all the facts of nature and conditions of human life. Of necessity, we

must have a balance between categories and subdivisions of equality; in any event, this is

what we have. Thus does nature speak, and man is part of nature. Yet, man is not totally

subject to nature. But he is subject. This has been Western man’s struggle throughout the

ages.

Man, outside of nature, is in ‘control’ – he is the only animal to do this. “Only through

laws and perceptions of equality can [he] we provide each other with a common structure

of government; a structure that will always lift the one up, never bringing the other

down.”1 The paradox however, is that man is never truly apart from nature. Even his

laws, his mechanism of control over the elements, must be consonant with ‘nature’s’ law.

If his laws are contrary to nature, in the end, he will fall short of his goals. His

actualization running contrary to his elements.

The ‘system’, which promotes these laws and perceptions, is that government or state

which has de jure right to lead. This government or state will ‘lead’ the people, in

essence, if both share the same traditions and mores, but can never truly ‘rule’ them,

except through force. Without both parties sharing these same perceptions and laws, these

same laws will, of necessity, become self-serving to whichever class has gained power –

and that inevitably becomes the State: It is the duty and responsibility of the people, in

relation to their State [i.e. chosen form of government], to maintain that which is healthy

for them, their specific race-culture. This is simply a matter of survival. If they do not

attempt this, then, their survival is dependent upon factors unrelated to their survival, and

they will die, slowly, to be sure, but they will die.

Power is survival. Traditionally, power was held by strong houses made up of Families,

chieftains, or some other autocratic body, which was usually a direct product of the

                                                  

1 One Nation – 1987, NPAP Press.
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masses. It was not a collective army that owed specific allegiance to Agamemnon when

he decided to attack the city of Troy. Rather, it was to the local family ‘princes’, and

houses that voluntarily [some will admit coercion] came to the call of the King. In any

event, it was a ‘mass’ response, by those who felt the same stinging insult heaped upon

them by the theft of Helen. The Greek City ‘states’, unlike today ruled, and was ruled by

dictators, and authority for authority’s sake; yet this pyramidal system [i.e. rule from the

top down], as the Modern would hide from us, was totally consonant with its people, with

their aspirations, and did not alienate the people from their leaders. As stated before, only

when the shepherd(s) became enamored of power for powers sake, did any telling revolt

take place.

While the modern may well find the conquering of a people over a possible willing ‘femme
fatale’ distasteful, it is incumbent on one to understand the spiritual condition here: One

was slighted, all reacted.

Power, while being a priori to survival, is also a constant changing force in any higher

culture. Since power by ‘the people’ cannot be gauged effectively until generally

mobilized, it is to those State controlled arms of ‘delegated’ authority by which a

National culture is determined. It is axiomatic that power is directed or controlled by the

Ruling class. Those belonging to this class of persons who rule their fellows are, of

necessity, of the same race-culture, at least in the beginning. In modern times however,

this has changed, and is constantly changing in a dysfunctional manner. This modern age,

not unlike those in ancient times, has provided a new class of leaders, which defies the

intention of the so-called democracies. It is not longer the ‘mass’, that embryonic reserve

of the ‘superior person’, which define the leader’s of the modern; this reserve is now

drawn from the Industrialist and Money lender of the Machine Age. It is now the

merchant.

This designation then becomes, as before, a perception of values, for one cannot exclude

these groups from any gain rightly or honestly made. A State, however, guided and

controlled by these fiscal powers, as always serve interests that may or may not be in

accord with the organic continuum of the host race-culture; for the primary duty and

responsibility of the State has always been:

“…:U�VXUZKIZ� ZNK� ZXOHK�� UX� IRUYKR_� XKRGZKJ� MXU[V� UL� VKXYUTY� ZNGZ� JU�� GTJ� NG\K
YU[MNZ��S[Z[GR�VXUZKIZOUT�GTJ�Y[YZKTGTIK�LXUS�UTK�GTUZNKX��]OZN�ZNK�NUVK�ZNGZ��OT
YNGXOTM�ZNKYK�VXKYIXOHKJ�XKYVUTYOHOROZOKY��ZNK�MXU[V�]U[RJ�MXU]��MGOT�SUXK�IUTZXUR
UL�ZKXXOZUX_��ZNKXKH_�OTIXKGYOTM�ZNKOX�GXKG�UL�YZXKTMZN��]NORK�GRYU�M[GXGTZKKOTM�ZNK
L[Z[XK�UL�ZNKOX�INORJXKT��GTJ�JKLOTOTM�G�ZKXXOZUX_��ATGZOUTNUUJC�LUX�ZNGZ�VKUVRK�”�

This, and only this, is the primary duty and responsibility of any government in

relationship with its people. All other considerations must be in accord with the destiny-

will, or the will-to-express of this same people. The actualizations of the present presence

must be from their very soul.
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These conditions, of course, change with time, precisely through the process of birth, life,

and senility of every higher-culture. It is only through careful introspective analysis that

one may observe and, thereby, prepare for these eventualities of change. This will assure

the higher-culture of maintaining its direction and healthful vigor. If, then, these

observations and careful analysis are made, if the sum is agreed upon, and the eyes that

see, see the present presence which surround them, and admit that these responsibilities

are not being met with vigor and constant appraisal then, what of it? Has not the balance

between People and State gone to the last of all organic phases, senility? Do the promises

yet remain unfulfilled?

The West has maintained these ‘organic precepts’ as well as any other. The Chinese, as

well, have maintained one of the single most powerful higher-cultures in history, sharing

antiquity with that of the West. Unlike the West however, this race-culture seeks that

greater personal introspective spirituality which seeks to be at one with the cosmos; while

the West, in finding its own spirituality, seeks ever to express itself upwards, and beyond,

through the doing of the ‘act’. This ‘act’ shows itself in the ‘Finis Coronat opus’; it is ‘the

end’ which crowns the work. This is Western man’s mark. It marks him forever different.

Truly, it is his never-ending struggle, his striving for achievement, which will crown the

works of his millennia. It is certainly as true, that this work can only be achieved through

that system of government inherently a part of his Culture. It will protect the individual,

the tribe, and the soul. It will seek to ennoble the very essence of ‘self’. This is the

practical, truthful, and proper explanation of the State.

III. The Will [force] and Direction of Government

Government is the technics of the mass.

Government is the outward manifestation of its Race-Culture. It shares, or one could say,

‘should share’, the mores, traditions [e.g. common-law, precedents, customs], and

combined historical outlook of the entire body of persons making up the Nation. As

experience teaches us however, technics will always take on a life of its own in the

systematic evolution of all organisms through birth, life, and senility. It may be that these

changes in technics will be considered good or bad by those which stand to lose or gain

power over their particular agendas; to protect these investments, sometimes literally, a

monolith of control, that is to say, a government large enough to control whatever may

chance to arise and disrupt it, had to be created. Hence, the concept ‘bigger is better’ was

justified.

The literal growth of individuals, nationally, becomes the Race-Culture with the passing

of time, so also, its technics. Western culture has always evolved within this cycle of

change, and has created various ‘forms’ of government to deal with the ongoing role of

‘people vs. state’. In this age however, technics, as a tool ‘of and for the People’, has

become synonymous with overt control, manipulation of the press, and behavior

modification on a mass scale for the purpose of directing the life of the ‘the people’ to the
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aims and goals of persons who are, for the most part, out of step with the ‘host race-

culture’ of the West.

These persons who control the technics of our age, through an ongoing process, have

convinced the people that bigger armies, buildings, and ‘bigger and better’ government

are essential to a free world; yet the bigger the government then, conversely, means that

its [government] will or force of will becomes, as rudimentary probability will show, as

BIG as the technics of government have become. In other words, the force of a

government is matched simply by its very size. This has always been seen as the natural

outcome of any civilization, which, seeks to extend itself for as long as possible. It is

simply the birth, life, and senility of every organism.

The largest organic manifestation of the modern Western technic has been the

ascendancy of that ever-encroaching ‘mechanism’, over man. Bigger and faster machines

seemed the panacea of capitalism, for absolute production was the art of the Modern; but

in doing so, he ensured that ever ‘brutal and microscopic man, his capacity ever smaller,

to fulfill the spiritual and esoteric truths of his ‘inner soul’. Ever ‘less’ was his sense of

aspiration and manly self-discipline, which is, ultimately, his mark of nobility, and which

lies at the very root of his ‘genius’ – true Aristocratic Nobility – which will lead,

ultimately, to that very disintegration of that ‘noble character’ under that unpleasant

reality of the ‘mob’, that dearest of maneuvers, so loved of the Modern who, having no

direction, other than its own ‘direction’, its own needs, devolves to the level, that

inevitable level, of the mediocre and selfish ‘mass man’. This, of course, levels all to the

lowest ‘value’ of the one mind, the ethos’ of the smallest and meanest; this, the

continuing experiment of the modern ‘equalitarian’.

It is, then, in consequence, that this ‘value of the mechanism’, this value given to

‘production’, is the true ‘value’, the true sense of ‘god’, in which the Modern has placed

his values. It is part of his present and future presence. But has this method, this ‘value’

proven itself through the ages?

It has not.

This force/value, this ‘technic of the mechanism’, has not come to fruition in Western

man’s perception of himself as a Noble man, as a character which holds to the spirit, as

well as the body, in harmonious union. He, the Modern, happily seeks the bigger and

faster machine, while remaining microscopic in outlook, as well as meaner, or low born,

in his daily intercourse with his fellows. His laws increase proportionately, and his spirit

grows meaner in order to overcome his opponents. He shows not that care and

compassion so readily needed for a social organism to survive. Swept away by the daily

demands upon his time by unrelenting machines and their owners, his pace is unnatural,

artificially keeping pace with something that is, inherently, non-human. His natural needs

and duties are now subsumed by the need and duties of the ‘mechanism’. The technics of

this age however, were to bring ‘all mankind’ that equity, that equality of labor and

production so sought after by the [French] Revolutionists. It was to bring Democracy.
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Democracy, or at least a ‘form’ of democracy, has been brought to bear upon every

established Western, and even non-Western countries, not by simple ballot, but through

the force of arms, revolution, assassination, kidnapping, fiscal maneuvers and the like, to

prove that democracy works; that is, which ‘speaks’ for the mass.• The Modern is used to

‘coercion’, in the name of ‘democratic’ ideals – hence the ‘proof’ that it works. Coercion,

especially under the colour of ‘law’, at whatever level, has been the driving force behind

‘all’ forms of government, including the Modern’s vision of ‘democracy’ since the 15th

century.

In his writings on the German philosopher Goethe, G.H. Lewes gives us a view of the

precepts and form of democracy demanded of by the [democratic] revolutionaries of

France [of which the hungry American revolutionaries suckled from], which numbered

three principle characteristics promulgated by these revolutionaries which, to Goethe,

were the ultimate in absurdities:

:NK�LOXYZ�]GY�ZNK�JUIZXOTK�UL�KW[GROZ_!�TUZ�YOSVR_�OT�ZNK�K_KY�UL�ZNK�RG]��ZNOY�]GY
GIIKVZKJ���H[Z�UL� ‘GHYUR[ZK� KW[GROZ_’…ZNK�YKIUTJ� XK\UR[ZOUTGX_�VXOTIOVRK�]GY� ZNK
JUIZXOTK� UL� MU\KXTSKTZ� H_� ZNK� VKUVRK… ZNK� SUH� HKIGSK� ZNK� Z_XGTZ…ZNK� ZNOXJ
XK\UR[ZOUTGX_� VXOTIOVRK� ]GY�� ZNGZ� VUROZOIGR� LXKKJUS� OY� TKIKYYGX_� ZU� SGT…AKSVN�
GJJKJC�

Over the past five-hundred years, Western man has come to believe these tenets with the

utmost veracity, so as to cringe at any criticism whatsoever regarding his monopoly of

power based, as it were, on anything but the democratic process.

To accept democracy however, one must believe that every ‘man’s opinion has its worth

equal to that of the next man’s’. This, of course, is the accepted appearance of the

                                                  

• The simple examples of Haiti, Somalia, South Africa, Bosnia, and places relatively obscure to many,

should show any knowledgeable person what is meant here; to the student of history, it is only verification

of what is meant here. It is not for any ‘democratic policy’ which has brought such force of arms and

propaganda to bear in these many and diverse places. It is to the ‘hegemony of power’ alone, which has

brought the Modern to call for ‘democratic supremacy’. As the ‘Whiskey Rebellion’ and ‘War between the

States’ will show, the Modern has displayed his devout need to control the ‘masses’, the diverse children of

‘his’ grand experiment, and form them in his own image, has been the way-sign of his idea of democracy.

It remains the same today. [The most telling has been the Modern’s inroads into the European theatre, and

not in the dessert of the Middle East, as many would suppose. Danger is always brought to the masses as if

looking through a glass darkly.] National retrogression has been the logical step in relation to this trend.

The feeling of antipathy by the populace for the governmental technics of today is to be expected, adding,

also, the weight of ‘such diverse ethnic imperatives which cry out to be heard, has forced the hand of the

Modern by destroying and murdering those who would declare themselves independent of this control. The

escalation of this attitude is also obvious given the rate of disease and crime brought on by the ridiculous

attitude of ‘open immigration’ and the de-Nationalization of this continent. It all comes down to ‘who’ will

control the destiny of the mass, and the nation as a whole. Each man must decide his own fate, and discover

which fate is best for both himself, and his fellows. FLS
1 Lewes, G.H. – The Life and Works of Goethe
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democracy of the West. But to the waking eye, it is obvious that something is wrong with

the machine, with the process by which we have put so much faith in; as Lawrence

Brown points out however, democracy ”… in operation is not concerned with everyone’s

opinion – that is merely its technical form – but only with the organized opinion of those

whose opinion’s can be made politically ‘effective’.”2 [emph. added]  All these points

must be addressed in the context of the Modern for, ultimately, the source of the

government must now dictate which of these conditions, namely, ‘equality’, if it be

admitted that such does exist, or the simple-minded ‘appearance’ of equality in the

[organized] political process, governs the West.

The legacy of modern Western governments, that is, the modern Nation/State, branched

from two main sources, neither of which was truly democratic: Hereditary and Elective

leadership.  Of these two forms, ‘hereditary leadership’ was the first ‘great’ leadership

technics of the West, and was seen in the formation of the ‘absolute’ Monarchy; the

monarchy, in turn, was the progeny of the original system by which ‘the people’ chose

their king by affirmation; the ‘rule’ of ‘rule by divine right’ came much later.  Elective

government, akin to what our early efforts on this continent would show us, was based on

the ‘leadership principle’, that is, based upon merit: merit based on ‘character’,

‘personality’, and ‘example’ which was the day to day habits and conditions of life that

created the ‘character’ of the person chosen, and by which the people felt a certain

affinity.  Close living approximation aided in this effort; we have a harder time of it,

simply because it is ‘hard to know’ who we chose for our leaders.  Constitutional

government is a relatively new form of technic, since with time the formulation of ‘legal

nuance’ comes with the complex form of national legal systems, which are the inevitable

outcome of ‘modern’ civilization.  Anyone who takes any time whatsoever to observe

what is going on around them will, of necessity, see the multitudinous amount of

Lawyers and their hangers-on.  Lawyers, by definition ‘study and practice law’ for the

betterment of the social politic.  When the ‘size’ of government dictates the presence of

so many lawyers, the common man is removed, and then again, from the system which

was ‘designed’ for the common man.  A system in which a man could defend himself,

without benefit of a lawyer.  Constitutionalism was designed to provide a ‘simple’ set of

guidelines for the public to follow. Here, then, does the irony of the moment become

manifest.

Constitutional States are seen today, by the modern, as the growth of ‘civilization’ over

that of barbarism.  The modern does not question the accuracy of this perception – but

would, if he were honest.  We, therefore, ‘the posterity’ of those who ‘defined our

constitutionalism’, those of us who ‘love’ and ‘care’ for our Nation and its living Culture,

must question this perception, and we will.

From Sargon the Great, Hamurabi, Cyrus and Alexander; from Alaric, Charlemagne,

Louis XIV, from the Magna Carta to King George I, the struggle between the race-culture

and those who formed and developed its technics [form government], were continually

striving for dominance.  This, the continuing struggle [duality] necessary for a people to

grow and overcome themselves.  When all the smoke has cleared from these various

combats, and the field becomes visible to us one again, it allows us to see what was not
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understood readily by us ‘in the eye of the storm’.  Each particular struggle between

dominant and opposing parties was part of the natural rhythms and cycles of our culture.

The people, ultimately, know what is best for their future, even if unable to articulate

themselves to others, like the modern.

Each particular form or technic of the past has its ‘supporter’ and ‘detractors’, depending

upon who considered what is bad or good; it should be remembered that even during the

American Revolution it was the thought of the day by most of the ‘leading’ citizens of the

Revolution to make George Washington a ‘King’ in the manner of the English, a system

that most ‘educated’ men of the day were conscious of, knew both its good and bad

character.  The early American revolutionaries were not fighting ‘rule by a King’, but

were fighting the ‘how’ of that rule.  They struggled against an aristocratic system, which

had failed them; and which [the ruling system] did not readily understand the tremendous

power that open spaces and freedom can give men.  The English forgot what their own

beginnings had wrought through ‘struggle and change’, through sacrifice and blood.  In

this case, like so many others, it was that pyramidal system, or its officer corps, which

had become estranged from the consciousness of the many.  It is interesting, then, that in

the above context democracy, as such, was an illusion – for it was a single head [in both

cases] that controlled the body.  The previous ‘age’, just as with the new, had produced

great events, and the ‘great’ men that anticipated them.  The paradox was that this

flowering had taken place at the very time in which ‘complete’ autocratic control was

paramount.

That the flowering of the West was seen during the lives of men such as Petrarch, Louis

XIV, Erasmus, Cervantes and Locke who, each in turn, either made his way in a most

tempestuous world, or as in the case of Louis XIV, made his world out of tempest, is an

anomaly to the Modern who deems ‘equality on all levels’ essential to a progressive

State.  Yet ‘democracy’ in this era of change and vitality, as an ‘institution’, was not a

reality anywhere.  Aristotle remarked in the third century [b.c.] that “…almost all things

have been found out”, but added that “…some [things] have been neglected, and other

which have been known have not been put into practice.” And so, the great experiment

continues in each and every age.  Doubts and ambiguities continue to be a part of the

continuing story of the West.  As such, the West continues to have second thoughts

concerning the changing of the guard, of which post the Modern dutifully protects; the

Modern is afraid of losing his hegemony over the thoughts and minds of those who make

up his democracy, his civilization.  Moreover, why should he?  Is not the West already

civilized?

Civilization, just as in the cycle of birth, life, and senility, is that senility, that ossification

of the ‘soul and body’, which points the way of death.  It is, and is ever, the simple static

control, of control.  If this control, this civilization of the Modern, truly represents the

volksgeist of the Western race-culture, such as we admit today then, it is truly, the race-

culture that is decadent.  Its demise is assured.  The only remnant of the great Roman was

his ‘judicial’ legacy; of the Greek, only his ‘classicism’; of the People, nothing.

Therefore, with time, shall the West also be.  Each organism in turn, evolving into

another phase of birth, life, and senility of its cycle of change.  We, as a people, should
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not be afraid of this probability however, but rather acknowledge its potentiality; and if

we are not afraid to do this, when it comes, it will come with our understanding and

conscious deliberation as to its merits or demerits.  Ragnarok may come early, or it may

come late, but when it does come, it does not have to be the end of the world.

Let me say, here an now, that I am not ‘anti-democratic’, yet, since we, our Western

Culture, have evolved into – now out of – a democracy, let us be fair and concise on this

subject peculiar to the West, specifically of America in which we live, and to whom I

generally address this work.  We, like our race-culture before us, have grown into this

setting [i.e. government, social conditions, financial, etc,], it is not a ‘do or die’ blueprint

of our established condition of life; “…neither race alone nor its setting can account for

the outcome, but the two together in their interactions.”1

In this light, let me once again remind you of the ‘primary end’, which all people create

government and social technics, and that is to confront and meet the needs of its own life,

establish conditions for its continuation, and protect and nurture it.  Any organism that

does not protect itself from destruction does not deserve, nor will it, survive.  This is

simply Nature’s Law.  In a democracy, it is the [theoretical] ‘will’ of the majority

consensus, which dictates the terms of its own existence, and, as we have seen, if that

people is not conscious of that particular ‘presence’ then, that force [i.e. will] of its

‘system’ will, of necessity, decide for them.

A People’s will-to-express is directed, not to the ambiguous expression of thought or

action but, rather too, and for themselves, their kind, and those to whom they share

similar values and specific characteristics by which, in turn, they distinguish themselves

from other peoples.  This living, breathing organism, is the race-culture.  Its purpose: To

live more completely, to live in fashions that are natural to their spirits which, long ago,

proved itself worthy to best suit their disposition in achieving their aims in life.  This

specific nature will carry itself in the ‘root and stock’ of its people which, in its

determination to carry on, will endeavor to pass on to its future progeny the same

characteristics, and to ‘establish’ them for the future; in the hope that the same way they

looked at God, the Universe, Nature, at each other, would never die.  This would allow

themselves, as well as their children, to maintain and advance themselves against their

enemies, and retain their social forms which would not only last long, but would be

satisfying to their taste and instinct.Ψ

                                                  

1 Simpson, William Galey – Which Way Western Man?, pg. 182, National Alliance, 1978.
Ψ Cf. Carl Jung’s – Instinct and Unconsciousness – Viking Press, for a profound study and discussion into

this quality. I have referred many times to this process in human development, and must reiterate the

tremendous advantage of one who is able to know himself or herself in this fashion. It is the ‘still, small

voice’ of human kind, which allows us to travel to the stars, to build great empires, or to simply look at

one’s surroundings unlike the other animals. We may have added reason, as such, but the quality of

instinct, that metaphysical manifestation of the inner soul of man, must be brought out of the black hole in

which it has been thrown, and brought back into our political and personal lives. Instinct presupposes
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This actualization is not simple stability, far from it.  Stability always becomes the

stagnant principle.  By and of itself, it is never enough.  A healthy people, a ‘true’ higher

culture, wills not only to last long, it seeks to be itself for as long as possible meaning,

that certain upheavals will be necessary to continue that actualization.  A vigorous people

will always preserve its identity.  Any government, be that ‘democracy’, ‘republicanism’,

‘oligarchy’, ‘autocracy’, or ‘dictatorship’ that fails to bear this end in mind, is bound to

fail: It is no longer healthy.  It is passing from its dawn, into its twilight.  It has entered

into its own ‘transvaluation of all values’; it is now decadent.β So, we see in the West.

The ‘force’ of the democracies of the West has brought consistent and constant change to

their environments.  To a point, this has proved positive, yet every ‘duality’ must have

balance.  Through historical observation, one can see that every healthy people have

‘hated’, ‘feared’, and resisted change necessitated by constant ‘readjustment’.  When this

[cultural] change continues beyond a balanced equilibrium, that unconscious perception

of self, it becomes a shock to both body and soul; it truly becomes a ‘culture shock’ to

use a well know euphemism.  Like a tree, matured after long seasons of growth, for

generations, one cannot pluck it from its rooted place in the earth, move it, again and

again, and expect it to remain healthy, or even to live long.  So, it is, with the race-culture

of the West.  It will resist this method of control, of disease.  It will erect barriers against

ideas and bodies foreign to itself.  It will not allow those that are not part of their blood,

customs, mores, and traditions to exist amongst them.  Can an Oak then, be grafted with a

Redwood and remain an Oak?  It is the same with those of the West.  Either it must

preserve itself and its distinctive character(s), or it must, and will, cease to be a People.

The passing senile democracies however, have done this very thing!

                                                                                                                                                      
survival, for how have we survived for so long if not actively using it? Trust your instincts; be loyal to

yourself, which is your race multiplied a million-fold.

Let me add in passing as well, that amongst the ‘aryan tribes’, that of the Celtic peoples, in particular, share

a highly tuned ‘sense’ of instinct. Poetry, Art, Trades, are so highly based on ‘mystic’ intuition, to mark

them as ‘unique’, if not a ‘higher’ type of ‘intuitive types’ amongst their brethren. The Germanic elements

are highly evolved, just as are the more northern elements but, for whatever the genetic/spiritual reason, the

Celtic People’s have been gifted with this ability to ‘discern’ qualities: the qualities of ‘dreams’, of the

‘mysticism’ of elemental confluences, and generally, the mood of individuals. There is so much more – but

that is for another time. FLS
β Decadence shows a lack or inability to maintain a ‘moral’ imperative. It is ‘decline’ in the purest and most

elemental sense; it is a ‘process’, which acts over a certain period of time to change the fabric and the ‘face’

of the nation or people in question. The Modern has foisted this state upon the West with much ado, since

he is self-indulgent; he supports the same in others. Being ‘self-indulgent’ to a point is certainly ‘human’, it

is the uninhibited value, the excess, which is so negative to the value and spirit of Western men and

women. Morals, as well, is problematic today, since we do, as a people, have a ‘sense’ of morality’ it is

akin to metaphysics, yet is more quantifiable, insofar as we have ‘codified’ such morality since our

beginning, and ‘traditionally’, we have abided by those precepts, but today, we are not allowed, in many

cases, to follow traditional moral direction. Tradition, as an ‘institution’ is what the modern reacts to the

most, for it is through Tradition and Hierarchy, that system of levels, of ‘bearers’ and ‘non-bearers’ which

aids and guides the ‘people’ for long durations. A people who admit a certain ‘status quo’ which is alien to

their origins, will always live a ‘dual’ life, a schizophrenia which will, ultimately, destroy them, if not

corrected. FLS
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The primary imperative of any people is its own survival – above all others.  This is the

‘natural’ state of Nature.  This is the ‘way’ of Nature.  This is Life, like it or no.  To this

end should that same people’s government exists for.  Any other need is unacceptable!

To dilute the higher-culture with foreign race-cultures and ideas is to subvert the very

goals and worth of Western man, which is, and has always been, the ennobling of man.

For if, Western man fails in this endeavor then, truly, all mankind will wallow in the filth

and decadence of death.  The Modern admits this, but only ‘obliquely’, through the

canard of international politics; he is loath to admit the racial/cultural implications of our

unique systems, for this would ‘alienate’ his alliances.  He supports his allies, because it

is ‘good for business’, at the expense of those he claims to protect and serve.  The

modern serves too many masters.  Since the turn of the 20th century however, the West, as

a people and culture, has been directed to do this very thing, against its will and instinct.

The West has been led astray.

The ‘great experiment’, for that is precisely what our own American beginning is

founded on, is being held up to the masses as a ‘continuing’ experiment – this means that

up till now, it has not worked out exactly as it should.  Somehow, we are to comprehend

some ‘bigger and better goal’ to be reached, in spite of what has gone before.  Somehow,

we must seek a ‘better’ goal: To that One World.  To that One People.  No more Higher

Culture, simply man as ‘mass-man’.  The driving force of the modern is that of

mediocrity.  The leveling of man is assured against that spiritual height of the ennobled

man.  This is the end of Western man if allowed to continue; it is the end of his

government and all associated institutions brought about by his millennia of social

evolution.  It must be remembered, it must never be forgotten, that institutions, morals,

spirit, education, in short, a culture may, with time and restricted ‘interaction’ with its

past achievements, lose its way, become less than what it was, simply because it has

‘forgotten’ what it was.  Hence it is more than invaluable for each of us, you and I, to

inculcate, teach, and instruct ourselves and our children, in those unique and varied

‘trades’ – carpentry, plumbing, architecture, engineering, agriculture, science, farming

and technology – and all the diverse elements requisite for our day to day survival, and

the future survival of ourselves as a People, without the disparate and temporary support

of foreign workers/skills.

It is, perhaps, at this point where the going gets rough for some spirits.  If we have

disagreed at all up to this point, it is nothing compared to what lies ahead.  The

differences we may share may be caused by our own distinct reading and decipherment

of history.  This may simply be a matter of ‘values and perceptions’; it may simply be a

matter of taste.  No matter.  I must forewarn you, the reader, that at this juncture we may

not be able to pass together through the mountain pass ahead: He who does not wish to

face, completely, his own way of life, or that of his kind, is without the needed

intellectual concern for ‘quality’.  Without ‘this’ value, he immediately places himself in

the same category as the ‘mob’, of those persons whose every word and outlook and, yes,

whose very bearing reveals that they lust after comfort, security, and pleasure; of those

who are afraid to be strong in the higher qualities of life; those who ever resent and ever

ask to be excused from any demand upon them for self-discipline or austerity of life.  If

you are this type of person, alas, the difference may be too great to surmount.
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With such a person as cannot see this value, no common cause can now be made.  When

one calls ‘something’ white, while the other calls it black; when one calls ‘something’

good, while another calls it evil, it is time then, to part company – accepting no

compromise.  To those of you however, who would search for truth, I sincerely hope that

you will join in this continuing travel.
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IV. DEMOCRACY:
:NK�6KUVRK’Y�)NUOIK%•

Democracy is a term used often and loosely in the modern West.

The ‘movement’ or ‘desire’ of a People to gain control of ‘government’ [i.e. system,

form, or technics], and put that government into their own hands, seems always to be

connected with, or to follow on the heels of, a failure of some ‘aristocratic form of

government’ whose sole duty it was to protect their closely connected tribe, state, or

nation [i.e. race-culture] but, in its failure to protect and uphold that selfsame race-

culture, fell from grace in the sight and perceptions of their People – their race-culture. It

also points to the value placed on Tradition, for if the people have been quiet, peaceful,

yes, even happy, then that ‘particular’ form of technic which has led that people was

‘good’ in the only way that one may rationally judge it.  No matter what that technic is

called.  If their happiness was changed to anxiousness, or fear, trepidation and

hopelessness then, one is only honest when he claims that the ‘promises’ of his leaders or

government has gone unfulfilled.

As stated before, it is the prime purpose of any form of government to ‘secure the

survival of the culture and people which, in fact, had created it’ and formed its technics

through long millennia.  The antecedents of the West is not, unlike the Modern would

have us believe, from the Levantine, Africa, or the Orient proper, but from our own root

and stock.  Nowhere is this illustration of greater insight than that of the historic

democratic movement in England and France.

Liberalism may be assigned to the former, Rationalism to the latter.

In the West today, the ‘synthesis’ has been to combine the two:

Liberalism+Rationalism=Democracy.  All three deny the existence of an ‘aristocracy’ –

at least in principle – which provided that all who belonged to the ‘culture-class’ had

social value in relation to their peers, above that of the common man.  This equated the

‘social’ with the ‘political’.  The synthesis of ‘liberalism’ and ‘rationalism’ did

essentially the same thing; ‘democracy’ simply placed the ‘social-class’ at the mercy of

the political.  This was, and is, simply a new political ascendancy.  It is the ‘aristocracy’

of the Modern.  The ‘old values’ now, conveniently, replaced with his.

Democracy is a feeling.

Democracy is not an ‘equality’ of form or, necessarily, of law.  Equality equates with

‘opportunity’.  The leveling of all class distinction, social value and the like, is not what

the ‘idea’ of democracy was originally intended to convey.  Indeed, as a part of the

rhythm of cyclic evolution, democracy is always in flux, with its goals ever changing and

adapting itself to each and every occasion.  The cycle of democracy reads thus:

Revolution/Consolidation/Imperialism, then back again.  Yet, this is still only part of the
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democratic tradition – not the ‘tradition’ of Napoleon, he was a true democrat – but of the

‘democracy of the mass’.  It can be argued with some validity that this was good, for it

forced the ‘mass’ to choose sides, as was the plan of one of its antecedents – Solon – who

expected men with a ‘democratic choice’ to participate actively [!] in such a system.

However, such is not generally the case.  The mass, without real leadership, usually allow

others to mold their own opinions being bereft, as it were, of any real goal or ‘world

view’; if such exists in the majority, they lack the will or ability to articulate it.  This, of

course, is human nature; the mass will always give the ‘power of choice’ to someone

else’s vision.

Most people, given a sedentary lifestyle, peace, accumulation of wealth, and the various

studies of higher learning, will become, with time, used to such comfort, in extremis,

thereby becoming sheep, corralled easily, and sheared when needed; a circumstance not

very independent, or likely to achieve any lasting character which would make them

stand out for emulation.  We would generally call this ‘group’ cowardly indeed.  In this

context, as with all governments, democracy seeks that political control over its social

order with which it need to lead.  When this happens, the mass is afforded that much

sought after panacea of democracy: each man is the same as his fellows, with no

distinction made between the two; no distinction based upon ‘breed’, or ‘intellectual

achievement’, or any other consideration.Ψ  The ‘aristocracy’ of the Modern reigns

supreme.

                                                  

Ψ There is some merit to the allegations by some, that modern democracy has become the ‘new’

communism of the present age. The ‘egalitarianism’ of Karl Marx, for instance, or Lenin’s political

dictums concerning ‘aristocracy’ and ‘monarchy’ included the ‘democratic’ ideal of the ‘masses’ which,

taken to the extreme, ushered in the enslavement of the very mass the communists claimed to speak for.

Laws of an extremely excessive nature ‘forced’ the mass to accept the ‘leveling’ of their society in the

name of ‘progress’. No Hereditary or Traditional institutions were allowed to remain, since it was ‘through

these selfsame institutions’ that the ‘people’ had been denied ‘choices’ of their own; to be sure, the

decadence of the existing leadership was obvious, and cannot be discounted as reasons for such wide-

spread discontent, but to replace the old with democracies of the mob, is to say that the only prescription

necessary for an ailment is poison.

The Dialectics of Hegel [George Wilhelm Frederich Hegel, born 1770, Germany] was essentially in

opposition to the ‘marxist/lenninist’ doctrine but, nevertheless, was studied by the revolutionist of both the

Menshevik party and the Bolsheviks in Russia were not the logical dynamics of ‘negation’ and

‘knowledge’. Hegel was fascinated by the works of Spinoza, Rousseau, Kant, and Goethe and by the

revolution of France. Modern philosophy, culture, and society seemed to Hegel fraught with contradictions

and tensions [the ‘struggle’ in ‘natural law’], such as those between the ‘subject’ and ‘object’ of knowledge,

mind and nature, ‘self’ and ‘other’ [inner and outer man], freedom and authority, knowledge and faith, the

Enlightenment and Romanticism. Hegel's main philosophical project was to take these contradictions and

tensions and interpret them as part of a comprehensive, evolving, rational unity that, in different contexts,

he called "the absolute idea" or "absolute knowledge".

According to Hegel, the main characteristic of this unity was that it evolved through and manifested itself

in contradiction and negation. Contradiction and negation have a dynamic quality that at every point in

each domain of reality – consciousness, history, philosophy, art, nature, society - leads to further

development until a rational unity is reached that preserves the contradictions as phases and sub-parts of a

larger, evolutionary whole. This whole is mental because it is the mind, which is able to comprehend all of

these phases and sub-parts as steps in its own process of comprehension. It is rational because the same,
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The history of ‘aristocracy’, proper, is quite different.  We in the West, specifically of

this northern continent, do not like any form of aristocracy – after all, was not our very

birth delivered ‘caesarian’ from this very Mother?  It nevertheless holds true, that for

thousands of years, specifically, it has been this type of ruling body, either through some

form of heredity or selection [i.e. election], which has lasted for the longest periods.

Think of Venice, for instance – a thousand years – and of Egypt – three thousand!

If this form of ‘technics’ has lasted long therefore, is it not thereby entirely justified if

one infers from the evidence that this form of technic has maintained the confidence and

loyalty of the race-culture?  Conversely, history has shown that Aristocracies have failed,

and given place, finally, to democracies.  However, what exactly does this say?  What

‘rule of thumb’ can be measured in this constant?  Does this not mean, like anything else,

[including democracy], that this or that system was worn out; that its technics were fixed,

thereby resting in a state of ‘static control’?  That this or that system was decadent?  Is

this incidental, or simply the ‘way-sign- of senility?  It most certainly does not prove, one

way or the other, that any one system is better or worse than the other: only its effects are

judged good or bad.  It does not prove in any way that an ‘aristocracy’ vs. ‘democracy’ is

better than its opposite.  The ruling body of any race-culture is elite, no matter what

system employed to keep those who rule in power.  It is, and will remain, no matter what

system is employed, the intelligent, vigorous, and most gifted of the ‘organic strata’ [i.e.

those of its blood] of persons who make up a Folk, that will form the core of any system

of its race-culture.  The race-culture naturally leans in this direction when it is healthy –

no matter what the race-culture.  It relies upon itself, and to those that are an organic part

of itself.  It is this strata that has ‘de jure ‘ right to lead, but is not always that strata that

does lead.  Let us expand on this subject risking, perhaps, the valued attention to this

premise so far:

Dualistically, nature has always considered systems and forms to be ‘one’ or the ‘other’.

There is ‘white/black’, there is ‘sun/moon’, there is ‘sky/earth’; there is ‘male/female’

and ‘sunrise/sunset’ terms which, until recently, held distinctions, which the Modern,

seemingly, is unable to grasp.  He thinks in terms of grey, of the multiplicity of

‘possibilities’, the ‘minutiae’ of reasoning become absurd.  Aristocracy, as a ‘form’,

admits a ‘duality’, insofar as one can see a ‘top and bottom’, leaders and followers.

If it be honestly admitted, elites of one type or another, like cream, rise to the top; in the

ancient past of our Western culture, this point is self-evident.  But here one must put

aside the ‘better known’ aspect of what is the common usage of ‘elite’, or ‘aristocratic’,

especially if one limits himself to a ‘standard’ definition, and delve a little deeper.

                                                                                                                                                      
underlying, logical, developmental order underlies every domain of reality and is ultimately the order of

self-conscious rational thought, although only in the later stages of development does it come to full self-

consciousness. The rational, self-conscious whole is not a thing or being that lies outside of other existing

things or minds. Rather, it comes to completion only in the philosophical comprehension of individual

existing human minds who, through their own understanding, bring this developmental process to an

understanding of itself.
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In the ancient West, it was not material wealth, its martial skill, or even its priestly castes,

which made, or rather, created a sense of elitism.  Our pursuit here is at once deeper, and

metaphysical.  At once psychic, those of our ancient past, regardless of the level or caste

in which one was born, was the sacred ability to ‘initiate’, to be initiated, to ‘ritually

initiate’ that person or persons into a particular caste.  It was the ‘rite of passage’ proper,

placing emphasis on the religious implications and metaphysical forms in which an

individual now ‘sensed’ that this initiation had claimed him forever; that his service was

now blessed according to his role in life.  Practiced for so long, it became ‘institutional’,

and was at the very heart and fabric of the West.  In the world of Tradition, nothing was

more sacred than the spiritual influences that the ‘rite’ could influence through its

‘action’ [i.e. through the ‘ritual’ itself].  The Brahmans of India, for instance, even though

scattered throughout its country could, nevertheless, command such respect, almost

reverence, enjoying a ‘prestige’ greater than any tyrant or ruler, because they had attained

that ‘interconnection’ with the spiritual that the masses had not.

In Greece, China, and Rome the ‘patrician’ class, the nobility, the ‘aristocrats’, were

characterized by possession of knowledge and practice of initiatory rites that were

connected to the ‘divine’ power emanating from the founder of a particular Family.  This,

in turn, was passed down through, and into, the progeny of future generations.  It is this

‘supernatural’ element, which, essentially, became the foundation of the ‘idea’ of

aristocracy, as well as legitimate royalty.  What constituted legitimate ‘aristocracy’ was

not merely biological, not only blood or racial selection, but also ‘sacred traditions’.  In

Germanic and Northern races, as well as the Far East in the ancient classical world, the

feeling was the same.  Blood was a part, but the main part perhaps, was the ‘second

birth’, that element of mystical significance, which separated a ‘divine’ from a ‘non-

divine’, hence it was that the plebeians of Rome would never attain the status of the

patrician not because of blood, but because the plebes were denied the ‘rite of passage’ in

a ‘ritualized sense’.  This may not strike the casual student of history as important, but if

one were to compare its ‘universal’ brother, the ‘church’, then one can readily understand

the mystical importance of ‘baptism’, which at once ‘transforms’ the individual, and

‘secures’ a relationship with God himself.  One may trivialize this ‘rite’, as not all are

Christians, but they would do so at their peril, since it ‘lives’ in the hearts and minds of

millions.  It is in the above context that one must look to the origin of the ‘aristocracy’ of

the past.  Like the plebeians of Rome, it was their ‘lack’ of cult which separated them

from the patrician nobility; the same can be said of the  'christian cult’ vis a vis, the non-

christian by way of baptism.

In the Teutonic nations we find this ‘metaphysical’ tradition, insofar as the ‘chief’ was, at

the same time, both ‘priest and king’.  Not only this, but a claim of ‘divine’ parentage

was the coup de grace amongst his people.  This set him apart from all other ‘families’

since he was gifted with  ‘divine’ characteristics.  Even when compared to a military

leader, who was always looked to with admiration, loyalty, and reverence because of his

selfless sacrifice in battle for folk and tribe, it was the ‘class’ of priest/kings which held

ultimate sway, going so far as to ‘initiate’ themselves if need be.  This process was hardly

for the weak however, and included isolation, trials of life and death; outside of this, a
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‘person’ was considered [as] a member of the ‘women and children’ until, and not before,

he had passed through his initiation.  This included the king himself.  Aristocracy came

from the ‘rite’ of ‘male passage’ from one level into the next, without it, he was of the

herd.

In our modern time, aristocracy, like royalty, has merely taken on the more ‘secular’ and

‘political’ manifestations of the ‘mystical’.  The origins of Aristocracy and Royalty were

based on ‘character’, ‘race’, ‘honour’, ‘valor’, and ‘faithfulness’ [noblesse’ d’ epee, and

on, noblesse de coeur].  Much later, these criterions were discarded, as was the privileges

of ‘blood and tradition’.  Whether or not this quality is lacking in our modern age is, at

this moment, not the point, what is the point is the ‘structure’ and ‘form’ of the aristocrat;

how, and for what reason the aristocrat existed at all.

It was not the ‘intellectuality’ of peers, but of its ‘spirituality’, which made this class so

predominant.  It was never a matter of ‘knowing the law’, or how technical a class of

men could be, but rather the ‘spiritual’ trust and direction ‘within’.  In an attenuated form,

the Knightly Orders of Nobility continued ‘tradition’ proper through its initiations and

rituals, one but considers the Teutonic Knights, Knights Templar, the Order of St. John,

just to name a few, and created warriors who were both ‘priest and king’, and served as

judicial, martial, and ecclesiastical leaders: in short, this was an ‘aristocracy’ based on the

ancient laws of the West.  Tradition, Honour, valor, and sacrifice were all part of a ‘great’

tradition which, when entered, made them ‘just that much more mighty’ than the

common man.  These men, indeed, were uncommon.

The aristocracy of the past, that is, the ‘elites’ who the people looked to for leadership,

were special; they were special as a class; and they were special because of the

seriousness required as part of an ‘overall’ duty to those who were entrusted, in a ‘sacred’

sense, to their care.  In modern times, when the West was coerced into disassociating the

temporal authority from the spiritual authority, and instead replaced it ‘solely’ with the

electoral, thereby allowing the sacred ‘institutions’ to be open to ‘inferior’ types, and the

lower social strata, it opened the door to the modern ‘impure’ aristocracy of money.  As

time progressed, oligarchies, royal hangers-on, and the like turned more to the whims of

the modern demos, the mass; no longer was the natural ‘aristocrat’ a trusted and

competent leader.  Greece, Rome, and now in our modern technics do we see the effects

of these descending phases of senility.

Aristocracies are a natural phenomenon.  All cultures, in their own way, host both the

leaders and followers of the recurring generations.  The point herein espoused is that

equality is an illusion, and that ‘all’ societies have their elite.  In our ‘modern’

aristocracies, we look to the ‘kings’ of Industry, Oil, and commerce instead of Blood and

Spirit.  The ‘aristocracy’ of wealth may do good things, may provide jobs and the like,

but they lack ‘spirit’, and most will agree that these men are in ‘business’ and would

laugh if they were asked to conceive of ‘business’ as sacred or spiritual.  Wealth is not

what concerns us here, but the areas in which this sense, not of ‘duty’ or ‘sense of

honour’, or even ‘obliges’ is not the purview of the merchant class, therefore, to consider

as a ‘class’, the monied classes as more that mere purveyors of ‘exchange’, then we must
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look to others as our ‘sacred leaders’ in some other class.  Utilitarian democracy lacks the

‘warrior’ sense of ‘faithfulness and honour’; it is replaced with a material and economic

character which implies directly that personal convenience and material interest belongs

to the merchant and not to the ‘aristocratic’.  Aristocracy has given way to the plutocrat;

the banker has become larger in life, than the warrior.  How we view the relationships

between our leaders and ourselves is what will mark the once and future West.

Now back to the prime discussion at hand.

Democracy, as a trend , is only the way-sign of disintegration.

To those of you who are already shouting ‘down with the authoritarian state’, or ‘down

with the ‘rule of the few’, let me say that a people, a race-culture, may be ‘systematized

too much by any form of government or system, but it can never be ruled too wisely or

too well.  Should not the ‘rule of thumb’ of any people be to never abolish the very best

government that they can devise?  This should be self-evident.  Should the ‘labels’ and

‘catch phrases’ count for more than the essence of the Race itself, whatever the race?  If

these labels and phrases suffer the host body to such a catastrophe that it dissolves the

very basis for its foundation, its blood and tissue, then, whichever name they call their

system and whatever form it takes is not, in any realistic determination, the best

government for that people.  Notwithstanding the modern’s intention of ‘baptizing’ the

world in its image of ritual sacredness, the fact that nations must bow the knee to what

passes as ‘democracy’ under the point of the sword, is the height of hypocrisy and

financial imperialism.  Those members of the West should take great care should their

‘experiment’ should turn on them.

In our modern situation, with new medicines, forms of travel, communication and the

like, the breakdown in a healthy ‘upper-strata’ of leadership seems to be, in fact must be,

the slow ever present evolutionary growth of its population.  This creates and exacerbates

the existence of two poles of consciousness: ability and mass.  Rule by the few or Rule by

the many.  It must, of necessity, come to this.

Europe, for a period of twelve hundred years, maintained its population.  In one single

century however, between 1800 and 1914, it leaped from 180 millions to 460 millions

[persons].  In this country we call America, Professor S.J. Holmes of the University of

Southern California has stated that “…the U.S. population rose from six-million to

seventy-seven million,”1 a rise numerically of twelve-fold!  This influx of immigration

saturated the existing institutions [i.e. traditions], thereby unbalancing the equilibrium

between the poles of ability and mass.  This suddenness was so extreme that these same

institutions were unable to assimilate these ‘new americans’, and direct their energies in a

comprehensive fashion.  The sheer power this new mass possessed was virtually

irresistible politically.  Rathenau described it as the ‘vertical invasion of the ‘barbarians’,

since its very height in numbers would now dictate the direction of government.

Rathenau, however, was not predicting this observation on the fact of sheer numbers

alone, but was drawing a distinction between the numbers and the fact of such alienness
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brought to these shores by these new immigrants, when compared to the existing

inhabitants.  Even those of Western stock, upon entering the ‘new world’ faced many

new complex life-styles, which actually retarded their ability to enter into the existing

life-styles of their American brethren.  This was ‘assimilation’ in the pure sense of the

word; assimilation, in a state of nature, is part of the cycles of interactions and fecundity

necessary to extend one’s culture.  It was the ‘non-western’ elements which did not, and

of necessity, could not, assimilate, and to this day have not assimilated, which has proved

the dichotomy between the ‘diversity’ of the Modern, and the ‘diversity’ of those of

Western stock which made up the early American settlers.  These divergent elements of

the West such as Italy, France, and Scandinavia, Germany etc., assimilated based on their

organic relationship with their fellow Europeans.  America was truly a ‘pluralistic

democracy’ at this point, and many it is that will say this is precisely why ‘democracy’,

American democracy, works.  The America of ‘yesterday’, however, is not the America

of the modern.

It is the ‘minions’ of the Modern who endlessly repeat the phrase ‘democracy serves the

whole’ as if a mantra, no matter how large the number or diverse its language, race or

tradition, thinking that if they repeat this thought, endlessly, that somehow it will prove

true.  These minions, of course, cite the endless litany of the origin of all Western

democracies: Greece.  This claim, however, need not detain us long.  Indeed, it may be

contended that Pericles himself, in the hey-day of Athens, that ‘citadel’ of democracy,

was not the leader of a ‘democracy’ at all.

Historians such as T.R. Glover and W.R. Agard contend that the political process of

Greece was the ultimate in popular government.  Yet this perception must coexist with

the fact that, conservatively, only ten [10%] percent of the population had political rights

at all.

Agard pronounces:

“/Z�]GY�G�MU\KXTSKTZ�UL�IOZO`KTY�SKZ� OT�GT�GYYKSHR_��]NKXK��]OZNU[Z�6XKYOJKTZY�
SOTOYZKXY��GSHGYYGJUXY�UX�XKVXKYKTZGZO\KY��ZNK_�ZNKSYKR\KY�MU\KXTKJ���:NK_�IXKGZKJ
G�HKG[ZOL[R�IOZ_�GTJ�G�RG]�GHOJOTM�VKUVRK!�ZNK_�[TOZKJ�ZNK�-XKKQ�]UXRJ�UX�G�RGXMK
VGXZ� UL� OZ!� ZNK_� JKLKGZKJ� ZNK� 6KXYOGT� +SVOXK� OT� GRR� OZY� MXKGZTKYY� GTJ� JXU\K� ZNK
6KXYOGTY�LXUS�ZNK�YKG���:NK_�SGJK�GT�GZSUYVNKXK�]NKXK�MKTO[Y�IU[RJ�MXU]��]NKXK
OZ�IU[RJ�HK�GY�NGVV_�GY�MKTO[Y�K\KX�IGT��GTJ�]NKXK� OZ�LRU]KXKJ�GTJ�HUXK�YZXGTMK
LX[OZ�ZNGZ�NGY�KTXOINKJ�ZNK�]UXRJ�LUXK\KX�”�

Ah!  Can you not hear the cacophony of applause, the slapping of the backs of so many

yea-sayers, which claim the legacy of the ‘idea’?  But they forget to speak about other

aspects of this ancient democracy of which the modern claims his parentage; for the

democracy of the ancients could not have existed as we know it now, without a huge

                                                  

1 Agard, Walter R. – What Democracy meant to the Greeks, U. of N.C. Press, 1942, pg. 70
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substratum of slavery.  The ‘wealth’ required was enormous to build such works as the

Acropolis; to be sure, one of the most ‘brilliant’ of Western endeavors, nevertheless, was

drawn by methods so ‘un-democratic’ in theory, yet so indicative of the record of

democracy, that of the Imperialism established over the states of Asia Minor and the

Aegean Islands, so as to make any contemporary comparison of ‘modern’ [one man, one

vote] democracy ludicrous.  Yet even the ‘Athenian’ example did not provide the utopia

sought by the various thinkers and political architects of the time.  It too, was fraught

with errors, excesses of judgment, and was saved only by the narrowest of margins by

one man: Pericles.

For over a generation this man, Pericles, it must be remembered, was not a common man,

but had the ‘blood’ of many an Athenian Noble coursing through his veins.  Thucydides,

a contemporary, saw this fact most clearly when he said, “…although in name a

democracy, Athens was ‘virtually a government by its greatest citizen.’”2  [emph. mine]

Even with the help of the man, Pericles, this [type] democracy lived but a short time – it

was, in fact, well under a hundred years. The ‘Age of Pericles’ closed with democracy

completely discredited.

Thinkers on the eve of the French Revolution were of the same mind.  They had seen

seventeen centuries directed to the course of Kingship [i.e. rule by its greatest citizen].

Henry Sumner Maine, whose authority to speak on this issue can be matched by few, has

this to say concerning these [French] revolutionists:

A:NK� 8K\UR[ZOUTOYZY� NKRJC… ZNK� UVOTOUT� ZNGZ� *KSUIXGI_� ]GY� OXXKYOYZOHRK� GTJ
OTK\OZGHRK…ZNKXK�NGJ�HKKT�SUXK�ZNGT�Z]U�ZNU[YGTJ�_KGXY�UL�ZURKXGHR_…GYIKXZGOTKJ
VUROZOIGR�NOYZUX_��GTJ�GZ�OZY�U[ZYKZ��3UTGXIN_��'XOYZUIXGI_��GTJ�JKSUIXGI_��]KXK�GRR
VRGOTR_�JOYIKXTOHRK��� :NK�XKY[RZ�UL�G� RUTM�K^VKXOKTIK�]GY�� ZNGZ�YUSK�'XOYZUIXGIOKY
NGJ�YNU]T�ZNKSYKR\KY�K^ZXKSKR_�ZKTGIOU[Y�UL�ROLK…([Z�ZNK�JKSUIXGIOKY�]NOIN�NGJ
XOYKT�GTJ�VKXOYNKJ��UX�NGJ�LGRRKT�OTZU�K^ZXKSK�OTYOMTOLOIGTIK��YKKSKJ�ZU�YNU]�ZNGZ
ZNOY� LUXS� UL� MU\KXTSKTZ� ]GY� G� XGXK� UII[XXKTIK� OT� VUROZOIGR� NOYZUX_�� GTJ� ]GY
INGXGIZKXO`KJ�H_�GT�K^ZXKSK�LXGMOROZ_�

And again:

=NKTK\KX� MU\KXTSKTZ� UL� ZNK� SGT_� NGY� HKKT� ZXOKJ�� OZ� NGY� [RZOSGZKR_� VXUJ[IKJ
SUTYZXU[Y�GTJ�SUXHOJ�LUXSY�UL�MU\KXTSKTZ�H_�ZNK�5TK��UX�MU\KXTSKTZ�H_�ZNK�LK]��

Even long after its completion, following the French Revolution, Mr. Maine is little less

impressed with the almost unbroken tradition of [the] democratic process here.

Nevertheless, he adds, “…that not since the Roman empire began to breakdown has there

been such insecurity of government as the world has seen since rulers became delegates

                                                  

1 [Quoted] Agard, op. Cit., pg. 64
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for the community”2 The record speaks for itself; democracy is short lived at best, and at

worst, is the solvent which dissolves the body politic from its host.

There is one facet of democracy left to be addressed.  That of its record.  The relationship

of this record and the modern application of democracy have a track record, which calls

for our attention.  It is assumed, generally, that democracy is opposed to dictatorship, but

nothing could be further from the truth, and which facts and common sense will prove

out.  The history of democracy makes it perfectly and unmistakable that some ‘form’ of

one-man rule is the end to which [all] popular government has led.  To whit, Athenian

democracy was followed by Alexander; the ‘Republic’ [of France] followed by

Napoleon; the Marxist Revolution [of the ‘demos’] followed by Stalin; and the Post War

II Reich [of Bismarck] followed by Adolph Hitler shows ineluctably the ineptitude of

‘democracy’ in dealing with problems and situations that continually build under such

unstable and ‘bureaucratic’ hands [and however anyone puts it, ‘mob-rule’ has proved

chaotic and unstable in any number of recent political developments], and which rapidly

brings it to its final stage of development, senility. Those who live in the United States,

specifically, should pay special attention to this phenomenon.  The inevitable breakdown

of ‘law and order’ shows that we have done no better.  The ‘experiment’ of the Modern

has proved no better than those of our antecedents.

Looked at through the eyes of ‘causality’ and seriously considered, the whole charade of

mob-rule foisted upon us by the modern and his minions, leads always to the single

leader that the masses will follow for good or ill.  This, precisely, explains the rise of

Roosevelt, Hitler, Stalin, and Mussolini amongst other lesser-known dictators of this

modern time period.  Honesty, in retrospect, requires us to accept, at the very least, a

dictator ‘archetype’ which the masses depended upon to extricate them from very real or

perceived threats to the individual nation and people.  After all, it was this very ‘type’,

which had to be created in the above-mentioned examples to respond, as each thought

best, to each other on a National level.  Whether right or wrong, it is, once again, the

individual personality, which presides over the National consciousness.  It was Hitler’s

unaltered perception of danger which pushed him to declare himself virtual dictator

towards the fiery end of war; and it was Roosevelt who, while being led from behind the

scenes, felt it necessary to become virtually the first dictator here at home [second only to

Abraham Lincoln] to engage the United States in a foreign war.

One may not condone, indeed, approve of Totalitarianism as an institution but one can

but well imagine what it means to stay afloat or die.  All Nations will, inevitably, go

through some major ‘event’ which will precipitate the leadership of the One for the

protection and continuation of the whole; a leader is, of necessity, forced to make

decisions that will affect the life or death of a people; in this condition, almost any means

will be tolerated.*

                                                  

  *The most recent happenings in Iraq, Somalia, Haiti and the like, as well as our imminent involvement in

Bosnia ‘against’ our European brothers who are fighting the insidious inroads of Islamic fundamentalists
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This, of course, cannot be seen as the ‘absolute’ technic of a higher-culture; yet, we face

this challenge [of survival] today, as real as any Germany had to face a generation ago,

and perhaps even greater.  But let us get back to our subject at hand.

In our present case, here in America, how are we to account for the unprecedented

success of a popular government?  First, and foremost in this analysis, we must recognize

that we here in the United States, as a political ‘technic’, as a government, have never

truly had a ‘popular’ government.  An Athenian ‘citizen’ in the days of Pericles would

never agree that Americans, or any Western country for that matter, enjoyed any real

democracy, since the average American does not participated in government at all – not

withstanding the ostensible ‘voting power’ of the average citizen.  In fact, it was the

founding Fathers’ intentions that ‘public’ voices not be heard above a whisper.

It was that temporary and emotional ‘Public Opinion’ which, by its very existence, could

never support a valid basis for a stable and long-lasting government.  Therefore, the

founding fathers created a strong Executive branch, gave [him] it the power to be a real

ruling power; the length of term was long [?] enough to make him ‘independent of public

opinion’ and ‘sentiment’ which, in turn, would tend to control the emotional flux of the

mass.  Coupled with the average age of senators, their length of office, and the whole

electoral system, not to mention the Constitutional implications, made the ordinary

citizen at least twice removed from any actual participation in his government.  The

‘Constitution’, in fact, some call a ‘living’ constitution, removes the average American

more than the majority of Americans could have ever imagined, but such is the mass.  As

with all modern Western democracies, the flags are waved, and the multitudes excited

about ‘their’ democracy, forget the many usurpations of their very ‘democratic’ ideals by

the leaders who have paved the way for the modern democracy of the West.

                                                                                                                                                      
which, over the past thousand years, has continuously been at war with the West [this would also include

the many and diverse semitic religious and philosophical imperatives which are alien to our psyche and

national will], and is our first inroads into the cradle of our origins since the Second Fratricidal War. The

President [George H. Bush], who says repeatedly, that he does not ‘require’ Congressional approval to

declare war, is a ‘virtual’ dictator [the rightness or wrongness is not at issue here] for this reason, and most

assuredly affects our People during ‘war’ as a Nation. But should not these ‘national’ issues be decided by

the People [congress]?

We tolerate this action by a ‘national leader’ simply because, as stated before, we are lazy and prefer to be

led. As long as our interest here at home is secured, there is no reason to involve ourselves with foreign

wars; yet are we not still Imperialists? Does this not mean that our ‘territory’ is simply being expanded?

Europe may be playing dead, but before long the jealousy of the ancient powers will be reignited, and

America will be caught, once again, in the conflagration of Fratricide, and once again on the side of

‘Money’ over that of Culture. It may be called Oil or Finance, but it is nevertheless the element which

‘internationalists’ secured through the Second Fratricidal War as the ‘payoff’ for American involvement,

and will seek to extend itself, and maintain its extended territorial claims against all comers; even if that

means the destabilization of indigenous peoples or cultures; such was Viet Nam.

Democracy of the modern is ‘tenuous’ at best. Think carefully, People of the West, on just where you/we

are going. FLS
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Let us examine the U.S. Constitution briefly:

To examine the ‘living constitution’ it is necessary to dispassionately dispel the

difference between the ‘Constitution’ and the ‘myths’, which surround it.  It is

understood that ‘holy writ’ is looked at like we Americans look at the Constitution; yet

Sunday-school never inculcated into the psyche of our youth the impact of the

Constitution upon our lives in the ‘here and now’.  The public, as usual, are confused as

to what they ‘think’ the Constitution means, and what it ‘does’; what the constitution sets

forth can be devoured in less than half and hour, but the ‘official’ meaning, vague even to

educated and erudite men [professors too!], is always, without question, determined by

the government itself, usually through the ‘high court’.  To this latter, it is the ‘lawyer’,

held in such esteem as seen by its particular public, which serves as such a ‘symbiotic’

servant to the practice and initiation of constitutional law; often in disagreement, the

Court and lawyers argue between and amongst themselves on just how to decipher and

promulgate the ‘meanings’ of Constitutional Law.  Regardless of this sibylline document,

no matter the majority of Congressional intent, the President, or the Supreme Court, it is

the ‘government’ itself, who determines what the Constitution permits or does not permit,

and all this depending solely upon the circumstances, in which it will arise.  Why is it,

that constitutional lawyers, many of whom have spent their entire lives studying and

practicing this type of law, are faced with traditional interpretations, with many a

precedent in their favor, are denied satisfaction by the high-court?  The constitution is

many faceted, sibylline, and always open to ‘interpretation’.  This is the ‘life’ of a

schizophrenic.

The high court, in fact, so often split by majority decisions in cases which ‘overturned’

majority decisions of the past, claiming a self-regulating ‘balance of power’ amongst the

highest lawyers of the land, should bring into contrast just what the Constitution

mandates; in fact, these high lawyers are simply there to keep the ‘living’ document

healthy!  In this case, that of majority decisions, how can the ‘minority’ be so far a field

[or vice versa]?  How can the high-court overturn cases in which there were ‘unanimous’

opinions expressed by the full body of justices?  All this, based upon a growing sense of

‘new’ opinions expressed by a ‘new age’, an evolution necessary for a new generation.

 Perhaps this confusion would be alleviated if one considers that the ‘court’ makes policy;

far from being merely a ‘law-interpreting’ and ‘law-expounding’ body, the court

consistently ‘modifies’ social and cultural policy under the guise of ‘applying’ the

Constitution.  When the court does this, in essence, it ‘enacts’ new law; common

observation, even amongst laymen, can see this in the ‘social policy’ of the court, no

matter what side one is on.  Nevertheless, it is the prerogative of the Congress to enact

‘laws’; the Constitution ‘explicitly’ gives this power to congress, which ‘speaks’ for the

People, at least in theory.  The People nowhere, enter into the picture of a ‘democracy’.

In fact, to hammer this point home, our American Constitution was drafted during

chaotic, turbulent times; the passage of this document was forced through the ratification

process by means fair and foul under the very nose of a mostly uncomprehending

populace.  The ‘people’, then as now, knew very little of the ‘reality’ of circumstances
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surrounding the new government, or the new constitution.  The claim that the

conventions convened were ‘by the people’ is spurious at best, as the Modern, as well as

well meaning individuals would have the masses believe.  In point of fact, it was white

males, eligible to vote, and specifically those ‘white males’ so inclined to be interested in

the adoption or rejection of the Constitution while it was being devised, who were

responsible for the final, albeit imperfect, document.  To add to this is the dispute

between majorities of the ‘states’ themselves who, based on the ‘people’, a number which

at best may be guessed at, is approximately, 160,000 [white] males, voted at all during

the act of creating the document in 1787, which would become the ruling body of rules

for this, our homeland.  This vote was close as there were apprx.  100,000 for, and apprx.

60,000 votes against this constitution.  But there is more: of a possible electorate of close

to 800,000 eligible [white] males, the population reached as high as 3 millions, twenty-

percent of which were non-voting blacks.  Women, Indians, Negroes and children, of

course, could not vote.

We the People, therefore, comes down to about 60 percent of twenty or twenty-five

percent of eligible voters or, if you will, from twelve to fifteen percent of the total 600-

800,000 members of the eligible electorate.*  So much for the ‘modern’s’ democracy.

The inception of this ‘popular’ agreement was just the beginning of our so-called popular

government.  Yet, every beginning begets growth, and here is where the trouble starts.

To the ‘average’ Western man the Constitution stands as solidly as ‘holy writ’, but shares

also the tremendous annotations and expositions, which follow such scrutiny.  The sides

are drawn, for the betterment of the ‘whole’.  These annotations are inexhaustible, and

would take several lifetimes to completely grasp.  The polemics, stodgy or otherwise, is

exceeded only by ‘holy writ’; and is either misleading or vacuous.  Constitutional study

is, for most, totally devoid of excitement.  Perhaps, this is best.  Yet, in the end, the

common man knows very little of ‘what’ the Constitution is, or objectively, what it

‘means’ to them.  How was it, for instance, that the policy concerning ‘african

citizenship’ and issues held so very dear, for so long could, willy nilly, be changed

overnight, simply because a ‘constitutional’ amendment or ‘social legislation’ was passed

by a ‘high court’ which, in many cases, seemed to be at odds with the ‘majority’?

The American Constitution was not very different from its British Parent.  Putting aside

the many polemics on this discussion, our constitution is different only in the fact that

ours is ‘written’, while the English version is not.  Like ancient Rome, it was the ‘oral’

traditions, which held the power.  The only telling exceptions in the document of 1787

are the Amendments, which accompany it.  But this addition, as with any annotation, may

be added too, expanded, its interpretation widely viewed; its direction this way, then just

as quickly, heads another.  The power to ‘interpret’ is the power to introduce variation,

which is why the euphemism ‘living constitution’ is so true.

                                                  

* Cf.Jensen, Merrill – The Making of the American Constitution – D. Van Nostrand Co., 1964, pg. 140, for

a more extensive study into the particular numbers and avenues of the origins of our beginnings. FLS
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From its inception, the Constitution is but a ‘nucleus’ of an ever-extending mass, from

which all ‘material’ sense is derived to form ‘rules’ which the government is then

organized and operates.  From this document comes legislative, traditional, and

systematic ajudifications, which direct the Nation.  But where are the People?

The Constitution is the ‘supreme law’.  Article VI, Section 2 states:

“:NOY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��GTJ�ZNK�RG]Y�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�]NOIN�YNGRR�HK�SGJK�OT
V[XY[GTIK� ZNKXKUL!� GTJ� GRR� ZXKGZOKY� SGJK�� UX� ]NOIN� YNGRR� HK� SGJK�� [TJKX� ZNK
G[ZNUXOZ_�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��YNGRR�HK�ZNK�Y[VXKSK�RG]�UL�ZNK�RGTJ!�GTJ�ZNK�P[JMKY
OT�K\KX_�9ZGZK�YNGRR�HK�HU[TJ�ZNKXKH_��GT_ZNOTM�OT�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UX�RG]Y�UL�GT_
9ZGZKY�ZU�ZNK�IUTZXGX_�TUZ]OZNYZGTJOTM…”AKSVN��GJJKJC

Supreme law, then, is not simply the document of 1787, the ‘document’ so dear to our

hearts, but it is also and equally ‘national statutes’, and ‘treaties’, made by the President

with the concurrence of the Senate.  National Law, then, is supreme law; it ‘belongs’ to

the Constitution.  But this law belongs to ‘interpretation’, hence, to variation.  Individuals

who have been ‘appointed’ for life work in conjunction with individuals who, while

acting collectively and, ostensibly, speaking for the ‘people’, have no more public assent,

than those other Nine.  Perhaps, if rarely discussed, the Plebiscite could take its place

once again in democracy.

All the above listed is not to infer that the ‘people’ as a mass, should be participants at all

levels of society or government, the above is listed to show just ‘what’ our democracy is,

and is not.  The mass is ‘ruled’ by one authority or another, and the ‘document’ by which

we are ruled is not a popular document in a true sense, since it has evolved into

something which we, you and I, have little to say in its evolution.  Appointees and elected

officials have that responsibility, NOT THE PEOPLE.

Should Treaties or statutes maintained by vague and misleading interests bind the

majority of persons who have never had a say in their creations?  Let us be clear

regarding democracy and the documents we claim ‘define’ our democracy.  However, is

there a method to this seeming contradiction of our hollowed sense of democratic values?

Let us continue by observing the Judiciary Act of 1789 for the fait accompli.  This ‘act’

firmly advanced and entrenched Judicial control over that of Legislation.  This ‘act’

vested the Supreme authority in a small Oligarchy: the Supreme Court.  Its ‘members’ are

not elected but ‘appointed’.  We, the People, have no say in this selection at all.  These

individuals are appointed for life.  As with any ‘exclusive’ body, good or bad, it naturally

becomes detached, with time, from the source and culture which created it; their

deliberations and acts, which may happen or may not happen to suit the needs of the race-

culture are not, cannot be, brought under any type of review [congress has the right, but

the process being so formidable and time consuming, will not be enough to change this

premise] except through Executive instance who, it must be noted, placed at least some

portion on the bench and must therefore, at least in part, speak with the same tongue as

the jurists who preside. This system may be good, it may be the best, it may be the rule

by which all others should seek to emulate but, is it Democratic?
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If it be accepted by most scholars that it was the French Revolutionists who gave us the

‘theory’ of our form of government then, most certainly, the English experience gave us

our practical reference point.  It has been noted more than once that our President is

similar to the English King.  The only difference is the lack of Heredity.* The founders of

the Constitution designed their government, as much as was possible in an age of ‘anti-

monarchy’, to resemble the England of the eighteenth century.  A time when the King, as

well as his House of Lords had real power.  If American democracy has succeeded, let

me say that a possible reason is that we are not very democratic.  So, in the final analysis,

is democracy the People’s Choice?
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CHAPTER III

The Ennobling of Man

           :NK�RGYZ�XGIK�ZU�QKKV�its�LUXS��ZNK�RGYZ�RO\OTM�ZXGJOZOUT�
:NK�RGYZ�RKGJKXY�]NU�NG\K�HUZN�GZ�ZNKOX�HGIQ��]ORR�VGYY

:NXU[MN�UT]GXJY��<OIZUXOU[Y�

Oswald Spengler

The words above of Oswald Spengler are worthy of our attention.  He saw clearly the

step-by-step process ineluctably present in the fulfillment of culture to be the ennobling

of Man – to the Higher Culture.

Truly, the ‘ennobling of man’ was, in his mind, the highest mark of a truly great people.

For one to understand the seemingly metaphysical aspects of ‘survival’, and ‘ennobling’,

one must know empirically, as well as spiritually, the cause and effect of the mind of

Western man.  One, of necessity, must be animated with his [Western man] inner most

mental concepts: his concepts of Religion; his concept of Identity; his Mystical apparatus

– that element which has driven him ever upwards and onwards – all must be understood

in its interwoven relationship with the whole of Western man.  Hence, it is that Nobility,

as a mental attitude, must be groomed and well founded in a higher Culture.

Along with Oswald Spengler, two men are favored with attention here.  There are many

persons who have aided in the direction of the West, as a labor of love, seriously, and

with the hope that the decline of the West would, instead, become the Rise of the West.

All these men and women who have attempted, in their own unique ways, to bring to

America and the world the plight in which we all find ourselves are too numerous to list;

yet all and sundry are owed a great round of applause, for their efforts will bear fruit.  We

applaud all who have contributed to the onward and upward momentum of a continuing

evolution of our higher culture and to its positive impact upon all peoples.  These two

men were both prophets to those few who listened to the same still, small voice of their

inner spirit.  To the names Frederic Wilhelm Nietzsche and William Galey Simpson, we

owe a tremendous debt.

Both of these men, to a large degree, represent a fruition and distillation of information,

coupled with their own unique insights which aided both in the search for truth and hope

for the Western world.  They are both Prophets of the Rise of the West.

Nietzsche, who had such a discerning eye, as well as the ability to ask the right questions,

while continuously providing answers to his queries in which self-analysis is the major

component.  All this for the betterment of those who search along the same coastline,

who turn the same stones in search of the treasure hidden beneath.  One may not always

nor, assuredly, know or agree with all of Nietzsche’s conclusions yet it is simply the

study of insight that must be brought to bear here.  Insight opens the mind, and enables

one to, ultimately, ascend upwards to personal and National competence.
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To the other, William Galey Simpson who, through such anguish of spirit and personal

ridicule by those very peers who continually exhorted him to ‘experience that which

Jesus had experienced’, was to spend sixty years of his life in pursuit of that essence

which is the pursuit of all higher men: the ennobling of his fellow man.  Few of Western

stock have said so fluently [in the English language], so beautifully, what is meant by

spirit, consciousness, humility, understanding, and Fate.  His term ‘beyond’ which, is his

understanding of ‘death’, a participation of which is compulsory of all of us all, is as deep

and humble as any who have put pen to paper.

Both men, to be sure, were searchers of the esoteric, that ‘primitive collective soul of

man’ which, form his very beginnings ahs been molded and formed by eons of race-

consciousness, by his environment [i.e. territory, landscape, upbringing, etc.]; his mode

of speech, and his belief in god(s).  This latter being his means by which he could

‘transcend’ all those things he could not comprehend, putting a face on the unknown, as it

were.  This is not to say ‘there is no God’, but to some, God may be that ‘personal’

challenge which forces each and every man or woman to face the unknown.  It may

simply be that ‘still small voice’ of his inner consciousness.  In any event, can anyone

today fix a particular [physical] being as God?  In addition, if one can, can he then

determine the course of man within the realm and consent of this god?  The ennobling of

man must then, of necessity, come to grips with that spontaneous spirit, be it god or

himself that ever drives him onward and upward.  To become noble, one must become

ennobled.  Thus to our search.

I. THE RISE OF NOBILITY:
The Death of the Noble Savage?

Rousseau’s use of the term ‘noble savage’ was in connection with man’s ostensible

relationship between Nature and Civilization.  Between [man] himself and his technics.

What Rousseau actually meant by this comparison I cannot say; every man, including this

author, has a ‘pre-condition’ for both nature and civilization.  In some respects however, I

agree with the premise that ‘man is better in a state of nature than he is in a civilization’.

It is only as to that level in the abstract sense that we agree however.  The word ‘better’,

it must be understood, is a ‘pre-condition’ that supposes a ‘lesser’ point in man’s spiritual

and physical being.  Of the latter, I concede that we have changed ‘externally’; that we

are modified on a daily basis.  However, as to the conscious and unconscious spirit, this

point is not clear even to those who have made it their life’s search.
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Of the nature of man, of that ‘first man’, what were his embryonic thoughts of good or

evil?  After that mystical force of fire was discovered,* what did he see there, in the midst

of colour change, of form change; what was the sense he gained by the fellowship of his

kind that, like he, was transfixed by the glowing, turning marvel of fire and heat – of

man, woman and child that drew closer, even as he, as the strength and breadth of his fire

receded, leaving only darkness?  Was it this essence that led eventually to his modes of

consciousness and mental thought?  His god, whoever or whatever, or however it

manifested itself, listened to his simple prayers, looked upon him in his daily struggle for

existence – pitied his spirit.  He praised and feared his first god.  He dedicated himself,

his progeny, his Empires to this God.  The subtle tissues of his spirit enveloped the

‘essence’ of what were his spirituality, his evolution of mental constraints, and his

outlook on his surroundings.  Primitive man was close to nature, as are all primitives, and

was closer to a stricter understanding of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ as it seemed to him: what

nurtured him was good; what denied or hurt him was bad.  Simple, yet not ‘simple

minded’.  Through the passing eons, these ‘feelings’ and ‘experiences’ were molded by

his evolving system of technics, his very own creations that passed eventually into the

regimen of Religion.  This, then, was the Institutionalization of his very consciousness.

This institution provided him and kind with an atmosphere by which each individual

could share, with the many, those innermost feelings, fears, hopes, and aspirations.  In

this fashion, could the collective memories be driven into a focalized direction.  Certain it

is, that many unscrupulous men and women acquired the ability to direct, in their own

ways, and for personal gain, this collective consciousness for ends that were neither

organic nor good.  But these have always been found out and eliminated.

The original aim however, that specific undying purpose, the spiritual ennobling of man’s

eternal soul, hence, that ennobling ‘quality’ on earth as a ‘higher-man’ is unshaken,

albeit far removed from the original intent.  By this, in the context of Religion [i.e. as in a

‘fixed’ institution, eschatology, etc.], a term I use hesitantly because of its ‘fixed’ and

intractably modern usage, it is implied that man can become better by the continual

application and continuing process of learning to seek out the better self.  Man, ‘the

individual’, must mark the ‘higher man’.  The race and culture will follow in a natural

interrelation between the body and spirit.

It is a truism that all higher-culture has had the greatest and grandest religions.  The

‘religions’ of Sumer, Egypt, Babylonia, Persia, Greece, and Rome all come to mind.

Unlike the religions of the modern West, these ancient religions expressed in their ‘form’

the natural inclinations and predispositions of a ‘specific’ racial quality; this, of course,

manifested itself in both Tradition and Authority.  Religion, however, is not what must be

understood here, that is, not in the ‘institutional’ setting; Religion, itself, is only the

                                                  

* “…[describes] based on all existing evidence, that fire, not just the ability to ‘keep’ fire, but for the actual

‘making’ of fire, was not developed in China but in Europe – about 100,000 years ago.” Coon, Carlton S. –

The Story of Man, pg. 60-1. [See also Origin of the Races – Knopf, 1962, pg. 90-1.
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technic ‘utilized’, the outer shell if you will, of its spirit of morality proper.  True religion

is the great Conscience of its particular ‘will-to-power’ and intelligence that ever marks

the higher-man.

This, of course, is a moral perspective.  In the modern world, morality is a fluid thing; a

perspective which defies boundaries.  Morality, however, has much to do with the

‘outward’ manifestations of individuals, and collective reality.  We may ascribe this

division of perspectives as between those who understand the ‘cause’ and those who have

misunderstood the origin, function, and direction of that cause.  Yet, even though a

conflict often arises between individuals regarding perspective morality, the claim can be

made, and with much credibility, that each feels the call of ‘intuition’* when it comes to

the questions of morality.  It is often something ‘we know’.  This of course comes into

direct conflict since each individual ‘sees’ differently.

If one were to consider and contemplate the various ‘actualizations’ of morality it will be

agreed that it gives a certain power [i.e. tangible], a certain divinity [i.e. intangible], and

will, naturally, spread its consciousness to those which inhabit a close proximity to the

person or presence that exudes this potential.  This individual, this higher man, finalizes

this ‘aspiration’ into the higher kundalini, and displays a morality intellectualized as

Nobility.  These aspirations are finalized in the higher man, who appreciates and

displays:

Beauty, peace, harmony; these are the concepts desired by the higher man.  In beauty, he

finds the spirit of good, in harmony, he finds the definition of beauty and peace, which, in

turn, allow him to enjoy, is labors, his creations [i.e. his arts, crafts, and all those mental

and manual actions which make up its thinkers and doers], and his unexplored spirit.  He

[the higher man] consistently listens to his ‘still small voice’, ever driving him, ever

demanding answers to that which each man must, ultimately, answer alone, in the very

deep recesses of his own mind, his own morality.  Man, Western man, in finding and

refining these definitions, is constantly evolving into and now out of his ‘types’ of form

[i.e. in a spiritual sense], and his technics which disclosed his ‘inner directions’, and

which also defines his concept of beauty: that which is good.  In fact, his ‘sense’,

‘experience’, and ‘perceptions’ of beauty, make up his total ‘aesthetic [tangible]

experience’ through his life and hence, onward through his racial and national extension

for posterity.  This is the ‘morality’ of the higher man, what drove him to the greater

‘questions’ of his existence; not the crass ‘sexual’ morality of the modern, for this is his

‘center’, his priori, which makes up his particular Volksgeist.

Through these actualizations, the higher-man always discloses his spirit, his morality, in

and through his aesthetic sense.  Sense, in its true and simple context, is the native

element and substance of experience.  In this elemental, an aesthetic bias is native to

‘sense’ being, as it were, nothing but its ‘form and potency’. The influence which

aesthetic habits exercise on thought and action should not be regarded as an intrusion to

be resented but, rather, as an original interest to be built upon and developed.  Sensibility,

however, contains the distinctions which reason eternally carries out and applies; such as

between ‘good and bad, slow and fast, light and darkness’.
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With this sense, then, ‘man’ can, if not dulled by his modern education, or his stifled and

tedious hours spent at factory, or assembly line work environments, enjoin his spirit and

body to shower upon the world what is in his very essence; that which is entertained by

the eyes and hands in combinations with each other to promote that beauty inherent in

each person: To the Butchers, Cooks, and Mechanics; to the Artists, Sculptors,

Carpenters, Architects and Blacksmiths; Stonemasons and Craftsmen of all kinds, and all

the various ‘extensions’ underlying man’s Freedom [‘spiritual’ or otherwise] to establish

beauty, peace and harmony. This is the ‘sense’ of aesthetics and its manifestations.

The modern wills not to accept this position, he rejects this esoteric analysis yet,

surrounded by such vulgar monstrosities as ‘his’ Concrete Cities, with their ‘straight

tiered’ glass and steel edifices how can one ‘spiritually’ be connected with himself?  This

vulgarity, when compared to the uninterrupted evolution of our European antecedents,

which the modern calls the ‘art’ of the Industrialized, has denied man, Western man, that

simple ‘individual form’ of aesthetic art; the same art of Da Vinci who, as a single

individual, with a set ‘aesthetic ideal’, was to promote that ideal for the coming millennia

to emulate and enjoy with posterity.  Being denied this vision, his spirit, what is left of it,

does not soar; rather it conforms to that which must suffice for his daily bread.

The underlying morality of ‘aesthetics’ lies in both the ‘creation and contemplation’ of its

very beauty.

These feelings, or sense in its purest form, with which the higher-man infects others may

be quite varied; they may be, as with those characteristics listed above, be considered

weak or strong, very important or very insignificant; they may be very bad or very good.

All are manifestations of sense – of Beauty – of that portrayal of who or what we are.

Such are the feelings inspired of, and for one’s own Country; self-devotion, submission

to Fate – of God – expressed in a visual ‘drama’, an ‘allegory’ written, or spoken.  It is

the ecstasy of Lovers engraved in that smoothness of sensuality by a hand that first, and

foremost, must have that ‘sense’ of love and sensuality to create, really create, that image

through art.  Courage, expressed in a triumphant march or captured on canvas in that one

second shot of heroism; a simple quiet meditation of one soul amongst many – this is all

part of aesthetics.  This is the distinction that makes up the morality of the West.

To this extent, Western man must receive his due kudos, in which the acknowledgment of

the world recognizes his ‘unique’ ability to express himself in such ways as spoken of

above, such as the Arts or Literature, is not simply the only extant talent inherent in him,

but that he also values the rich appreciation of those who contemplate such precious gifts

– such are those who share, and have the West within them, in the realm of thought and

deed, and therefore each knows that either by sharing of their talents or by simple

appreciation and contemplation of such works they, each of them, is a part of all which

has gone before. All who are now, and will become are present at either point of creation

or contemplation.  As individual, he can share that ‘value’ presented by those of his Kind,

and can share in their accomplishments, which he can then pass on to his contemporaries
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and descendants the thoughts, and inspiration he has gained from those many others

before.

Through this expression of values [i.e. the Arts], the specific effectiveness [of Art] must

be gauged by its ‘infectiousness’ upon the individual, in a positive sense, as a building

bloc of the Race-Culture as a whole.

As with all failing Culture-sense, our outlook becomes cloudy, murky, a dream in which

our mysteries are seen from a distance, not as our ancestors original vision would see, but

as the modern wishes us to see them: As a ‘relic’ of an Age in which we have now

outgrown.  No longer is the modern able to look upon the work of his ancestors with

respectful ‘contemplation’, that ‘essence’ of the spirit of an age which was ever and anon

a part of that drama of Western man.  Of Reims, or the Monastery of Mount Saint-

Michael we are told of a ‘european’ experience that does not conform to our modes of

conduct; indeed, we ‘must’ [as the modern reveals] break this embryonic relationship

because of the sectarian problems inherent in them.  We are not to recognize the

‘nationalist’ [i.e. ‘tribal’] implications of such magnificence, for it was, precisely,

regardless of transient problems, that very racial-national spirit which led to the creation

of such genius.  Our ability to understand such works has ever been stunted by the

modern.  We lack, in direct consequence of the modern, the ability to understand, really

understand, the beauty and splendor of the craft-work required in the construction of such

works of Art.  The ‘technic’ he still possesses, but of that simple ability to ‘contemplate’

the very essence of this work – nothing.

In contrast to the modern, the simple man and woman of the West are continuously

‘infected’ by this Art.  It must, and of necessity does, stimulate in increasing increments,

that ‘greater mass’ of individuals who are subject to it.  The ‘abstract’, the ‘obtuse’, these

‘artistic perceptions’ are not infectious – except if only those modern few who are in turn,

‘infected’ with the modern interpretation of what Nature provides us to learn from; one

can, almost without exception, consider this art to be worthless in a proper consideration

of Art.

It is not to the ‘abstract’, ‘Cubist or Dadaist’ to which such ‘art’ holds such visceral

fascination, that fascination which binds the viewer as if it was seen for the first time; the

innocence of a spirit who has seen ‘magic’ for the first time.  It is the clearness of such

visual effects as the grand Cathedrals, or of DaVinci, or Pousin which expresses such

‘human drama’ as is Courage, Honour, and Integrity, vengeance, malice, caprice – all this

is human, oh so human – and all those emotions which allow the human spirit to soar

ever upwards so that by pure mental insistence, the viewer is brought ever to that

realization that he has become infected with Beauty; this individual who is ‘receiving’ is,

in actuality, mingling his essence with that of the author of this art, thereby, becoming

more attracted and is satisfied by these feelings transmitted which,  intuitively, it seems to

him, he has known long and felt deeply. This is that which resides within the higher-man:

it is his ultimate value.  Some call, or will call this feeling ‘mysticism’ derisively,

seemingly, as it were, to detract from its basic value because the modern has no sense of
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the ‘greatness’ inherent in the ‘race-soul’, that deep well of genius, conflict, drama, and

beauty.

The modern claims that we as ‘specie’ are continually evolving.  It is ‘evolution’ of the

‘Newman’, evolving upward and away from the old ways; he exhorts us all to cast aside

the old garments of the past, which will forever hold us ‘small and spiteful’.  Yet, in

consequence to the modern’s ‘dreams’ of this ‘Newman’ his art, that reflection of our

very soul, he fosters upon the world such ‘concepts’ which entertain nothing but the spirit

of revulsion, of compulsion, against the ‘higher-man’.  The ‘shapes’ and ‘colours’ of

objects which should inspire such deeper emotions as Spiritual or National feelings, such

is humanity shaped but, rather, would twist and pervert the concepts of ‘draftsmanship’

or worse, none at all; the blending of ‘natural’ colours so as to arbitrarily view the

‘outline’ of characters which leads the poorly trained mind to wander aimlessly in a

turbulent sea of thoughts and décor.  To what purpose, then, are the modern’s artistic

achievements to be accounted?

Art, as with all human technics, must serve a higher purpose.  This presupposes that ‘art

for art’s sake’ is not what the higher-man is, or should be, striving for.  Classical art,

bound up in tradition and experience in both a mental and physical state, would always

‘direct’ the viewer, the receiver, in such ways that would instill such emotions as in the

sense of ‘tragedy’, of Love, Hope, Beauty; of Harmony in Nature, of the simple and

enduring beauty of ‘Woman and Child’, of manly virtues: Courage, Honour, Integrity,

compassion and enterprise which will create such an environment so as to be conducive

to the future of our sons and daughters, to aid in their respective travels through life. Art

is a ‘friend’ of man, as such, should always extend that relationship.  There have always

been elements that are not in keeping with ‘traditional’ culture, the modern would claim

this title as his own, but do not let him deceive you; to a point, this is healthy and good,

suppression must always be judged in the ‘long-term’, not in the ‘here and now’.  The

‘health’ of the Culture, our Western culture, must always be the test by which we abide

‘change’.  If and when a ‘change’ occurs, and it is obvious that the ‘end’ to which this

change is bringing to us is ‘bad’ in a pure sense, then it is the ‘culture-bearing’ strata

which is obligated by the right of a thing, to excise any virus and eliminate it as waste.

This is Duty in its ultimate resonance.  It is a mystery to the modern.

This ‘duty’ of a people to itself is a mystery to the modern, yet he seeks to undo what

others have done before him in the name of ‘enlightenment’, of ‘reconstruction’.  The

modern’s value is to replace the ‘old’ values with those of his new values, for it is the

calling of the modern to correct the ‘mistakes’ of the Fathers who, in their own way,

make him feel so inadequate, so insignificant, that he, perforce, must destroy their very

existence in those memories of them from within us.  He fears the calling of Blood in his

veins – therefore, as before, he will eliminate all value in the Arts – mysticism must be

eliminated and replaced by evocations of the grotesque, the vain aspirations of the idle

who know not the beauty of nature and her endless motifs.

In our present state we rarely, if ever, see in ‘modern man’ that ‘quality’ or ‘mysticism’

in either art or religion.  Nevertheless, the mystical experience remains one of the most
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‘shared’ experiences of humankind.  Indeed, mankind has been more thoroughly

impregnated with ‘religions’ than he has been with Philosophical Thought.  “In the

ancient city, religion was the basis of family and social ties.”1  To the modern of today,

these are symbols of a dead past, and should not be promoted in either art or religion –

they but house the ‘fragments’ of a dead and alien age.  He cannot abide this – and would

cry out in agony if he understood, the very deep-rooted essence of that which is

understood by the simple mind of his fellows, which, as in ages past has defied him, even

as it does today, any qualitative scientific analysis.

Hence it is, by all accounts, that the ‘search for God’, for morality, for beauty and

harmony is, of necessity, a personal one.

The Noble man searches for that invisible [mystical] reality through his normal activity

of consciousness.  He finds both in his ‘conception’ of the ‘here and now’, as well as his

search to transcend it.  Such an individual, it may happen, will be looked upon by many

as ‘special’; he may be deemed lunatic or hero.  Yet this inner strength, this spiritual light

which, ultimately, brings to him that divine inspiration through the contemplation of

beauty, and to that which leads poets, mystics, and of consequence, the Noble man, to

eventually reach that ‘ultimate truth’ which will, unflinchingly, lead Western man to his

final purpose, must be nurtured and instructed in this path.  Such is the ‘purpose’ of Art.

To ensure this purpose, let those individuals who are gifted by the gods in revealing such

a path, be aware of this obliges’ to their fellow man.  It is a true and compelling call, do

not fail to adhere to the dogma of art: To seek beauty and harmony is to become Noble.

The development and nurturing of higher human beings must be the aim of all our efforts,

regardless of what particular craft or profession we have advanced to.  These are not mere

platitudes assigned to please the liberal but, rather, a necessary reality.  It is with this

single concept in mind that any lasting superstructure of the Western race-culture be so

confined.  The ‘indispensable’ element, that certain class of men, which cannot, and must

not, be done away with: this, the element of genius.

To be sure, this is the element of ‘extremes’, yet without them and their unique styles and

rhythms, many of our own revolutionary developments would never have taken root;

would never have been.  These are such men and women with whom nature has endowed

with characteristics such as the ‘overgrowth of intellectual or psychological capacities’,

the personal pain of acceptance, or lack of, which all sentient beings need to overcome

circumstance.  This may cause ‘imbalance’ in the fabric of society, but is a part of

Culture; this is true evolution.  This imbalance in the duality of human nature, which is

between persons, or personality, or with one’s surroundings or norms should be always

taken into account: look to the genius and his direction for instruction.  If a gifted

individual is confident in his position, well and good; if he is unhappy, then let all

                                                  

1 Spengler, Oswald – Decline of the West – Helmet Werner, trans. Charles Francis Atkinson, pg. 378
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consider him, for if there is substance and wisdom in that in which he finds his obsession,

for all genius is obsession, then this wretched soul must be pitied and aided in those ways

which can, and will realize a healthful end.  Each individual is different according to

those personal understandings of his particular elements of genius which ever drive him

on.  It is the duty of individuals and institutions to aid him in his path; in return shall the

genius provide ‘culture’ with hope for a better tomorrow.

Any ‘disharmony’ between those members of the community may be difficult yet; this

disharmony results in the continuous evolution of the ‘higher-culture’.  It is a passion,

driving the race on; it is brought to light by those few individuals who perceive their own

ideas of the purpose of Science, Intelligence, the clarity of beauty itself.  The only check

to be given this ‘type/class’ is that which nature herself would instill in the body of the

race-cultural host, which ‘houses’ this type of individual.  If the purpose of this genius is

the far-reaching mental vision of the race-culture as a higher organism, it is well and

good.  If it is not for the good, as seen from past history and tradition, as seen as common

sense, then it is bad, and must at all costs, be eliminated.  This, of course, sets up that

continuum of duality between the ‘inner and outer’ man; there will always be two camps

of thought on any or numerous issues of the day, so it is that ‘debate’ will always be

‘married’ to the collective thought.

These passions, these mental activities obviously, depend upon ‘physiological’ activities,

they must, for they are a part of that ‘duality’ which is human nature, a thousand

generations in the making.  These passions, of necessity, are those emotions experienced

by all of us – common men all – the genius is no exception.  Stages of consciousness, that

organic part of a man’s essence, are changed through those minute chemical processes,

which we observe to correspond to those very differing stages of consciousness, which

we call ‘emotions’.  Conversely, physiological correlations are determined by the various

and fluctuating states of the body’s physical organs.* These mental [spiritual] and

physical aspects of the body are both factors in any sentient being thus, the duality of its

being, as well as its conscious awareness of itself.  One cannot, at any rate, have one

without the other and be considered whole.

Let us take for an illustration the Alcoholic: Intake of this widely used substance from

stomach, to bloodstream, from bloodstream to the cerebrum, accounts for a ‘change’ in

mental activity; so as with all forms of mind altering drugs, even if used in moderation.*

Passions may be, strictly speaking, part and parcel of the sexual drives inherent in

Western man, which have driven him ever onward in his search for himself.  Sexual

                                                  

* Physicians, in today’s society, are well known to prescribe medication, which affect the ‘symptom’, not

the cause. In many cases the miser caused by this disservice is incalculable. This is not an indictment of

modern medicine, yet it is offered in the hope that doctors of the West will, when faced with a disease, look

to other methods of healing rather than medications alone. FLS
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drives are born by many influences, and must, of necessity, be considered when

analyzing passions or drives proper.  This discussion, however, is not the crass

symptomatic illusions of the modern, or the unnatural desire to promote its lower forms,

such as the repetitive and crass portrayal of our females in caricature or poses demeaning

to their natural beauty.  There is no value in this, other than sheer animal Eros; as such,

without a host to consummate this desire, the effect of sheer eroticism for its own sake, is

misplaces at best, and dangerous to both man and woman, at worst.

Religion, as seen in the modern West, has imposed consequences on sexual behavior,

which does not conform to 'social policy' or the accepted 'dogma' of today.  This is only

right and proper.  Yet, those mores and traditions of our fathers and mothers of yesteryear

have been dismantled, discarded, and replaced with the exact opposite, guarded by the

warders of the 'law' who will enforce this new reconstruction of the masses.  In

consequence, the proverbial pendulum has swung from the right to left (this has been

present for at least one-hundred years, in an ever so slowly evolution of change) creating

the new rhythm by which we all must dance; from strict conformity to complete license.

Freud was only one of many who promoted this new sexuality.  In this respect, Freud was

a 'tradition' maker, and employed various techniques to emphasize 'his' (and others) views

on the matter.  This wide and diverse group of individuals created what is now known as

the 'school' of psychoanalysis.

Freud, as the erstwhile 'leader' of this school, begat a strange assortment of followers.  In

particular, one famous disciple, Franz Boas, boasted an assortment of ''friends' and 'social

scientists' who were anthropologists; this slowly and inextricably became the new school

of Social Anthropology which was, immediately, at odds with 'traditional', or forensic

Physical Anthropology.  From its early days, forensic science took a backseat to the new

school, and many major universities soon catered to this new science.  Not only here in

America, but Europe as well, was inundated with this plethora of new scientists.  This has

become the supremacy of the modern, that he has 'undone' aeons of generational

tradition; no one can deny the accomplishments of persons such as this.  Yes, let us admit

that it is this 'school' of thought, which belongs to the modern and his followers.

Yet, even in its dim and ambiguous 'sociology', there has been some light, albeit dim,

shed upon sexual instinct as it relates to various parts of the human psyche.  Both Freud

and Boas were flawed to say the least. Freud, in the first instance, worked only with the

demented, abnormal, and stunted individuals that had little or no bearing upon normal

persons, other than to point out the 'exception' that proved the rule.  It is true, that one

must examine extremes to find a focal point, but one must also have a reasonable

acceptance of what that 'medium' of normalcy is, also.  Without the proper bearing, a ship

must, of necessity, be set adrift upon an unknown course.  Boas, on the other hand,

delivered the realm of 'physical science' to that of the non-historical.  To the dust-bin of

antiquities were placed the study of genetics and eugenics, the study of evolutionary

social history as it relates to races and race-cultures as products of environmental factors

only; all subsequent human progress was, in fact, due to environment which was accident

only.  But what, in the platonic sense, creates these accidents?  The modern wishes to

remain supreme, regardless of the reality or sane appraisal of this natural life of ours.
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Sexual drives, held in check by individuals of strong self-discipline, are made stronger by

these same [sexual] passions.  These individuals release these passions, these energies

wantonly, but never irresponsibly.  Generally, all  "[the] great poets, artists, and saints, as

well as conquerors, are strongly sexed."
1
 These drives should not be fixed, unless the

behavior of persons or individuals becomes so pronounced as to be detrimental to others

less versed in the values necessary to control their public behavior.  If, at the outset, these

drives (here we speak only of those natural interactions between man and woman) cannot

be accepted by traditional institutions then, it must pass into the realm of renewal and

change.  The man who seeks to become ennobled, must utilize every opportunity to

become master of himself ñ this, in itself, requires that he chance new areas of his mental

and physical passions.  All life, in the final analysis, is change 'within' that natural rhythm

of life itself.

Look to the Future for change.

In our ever increasing vision of world instability, the break-up of the 'family' unit, that is,

between a man and a woman, coupled with the West’s negative birthrate, it seems, more

probable than not, that passions long suppressed, and artificially 'reintroduced' by the

sexual revolution, so-called, are now seeking their rightful release.  We do not speak

here, as before, of that 'free love' or pernicious desire to fulfill oneself at the expense of

the other faculties of perception, but that deep inner sexuality that marks a balanced and

higher individual: it is Romance, in its deepest, and most sincere form.  A comparison in

naïveté, hardly, for all things depend on one romantic notion or another.  It is the spark

which produces great 'love', and it is romance in which the soldier sees his countrymen

and their future; greater love hath none, than would give his life for his friends comes to

mind.  But. in fighting against the modern’s picture of the world, the West has taken a

serious and dangerous road.

With the numerical advancement of females over males in Western countries, it is

increasingly likely that traditional mores and codes of conduct will change.  For political

reasons, as well as the various natural evolutionary cycle dictates, such attitudes against

polygamy, or other non-traditional means to 'increase' the [Western] population will be

introduced. These possibilities, of such large-scale import, will be unsanctioned by the

church or other state sanctioned 'religions', both of which the modern has rendered

impotent and anti-nature. In terms of polygamy the church, such as it is, will condemn

this practice; yet at the same time, they [the church] will publicly 'sanction' the interaction

between the homosexual as to be 'natural', or least accepted, which is one in the same, in

the role and function of church duties and embraced as a 'part of the family'; in

consequence, to have a right to choose his own moral law. The church not only accepts

this, it codifies it. This is now the status quo of most Western countries.

                                                  

1 Carrel, Alexis – Man the Unknown – Harper&Bro’s, 1935, pg. 143.
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To the oldest and most affirmed of the commandments, that of replenishing the earth, the

modern cries foul.

The non-producing life-style of the 'homo-erotic' is, in the modern’s sense, the 'natural'

alternative to the earth’s over-population. This, however, is beneath any more comment

or consideration by sane or rational people. Let us, then, return to reality.

In today’s world, 'woman' can ill afford to wait until that 'Mr. Right' comes along, since

the mathematical probability exists that her chance is being relegated to insignificance by

the sheer lack of male (i.e. western stock) attachments. The fact that her 'first choice' will

be highly competitive in nature with other females of her own [western] kind, and just as

beautiful as herself, will make it all the more uncertain as to her position in the world of

romance, family, and procreation. It is a sad, albeit true, that it is 'necessary' to provide,

economically, a stable and fruitful family in an environment that does not favor nor

promote the necessary value of Western life, such as certain monetary enhancements for

childbearing, certain incentives for marriage (e.g. five year residency in a Home proper,

with the opportunity to purchase after a reasonable time) and the like, rather than the

continual denial of same, while at the same time increasing the roles of immigrants who,

through no fault of their own, continue to add such an alien flavor to this country, that

those of western stock cannot only compete, but question their very survival. The woman

who wants a career, love, and sexual alliance, may find that being a member of a family

of 'three' or more may suit her, as well as al of their needs in ways that would be literally

impossible in the present system.

Children, those persons to whom the modern pays such platitudes, but who receive

nothing in return but 'forced' mis-direction and instruction, would benefit as well from an

untraditional relationship as mentioned above. Born into this 'type' of environment, a

small child would be certain to receive that 'special' motherly care so frequently

abandoned in modern society; and since a family of two mothers would provide more

than adequate care and parental orientation simply by the Mother who 'chooses' to stay

home and raise her children, a need and duty which many young women feel impelled to

do, but are denied by the denizens of this modern culture and its proponents. Such other

duties that are requisite to any relationship are incumbent upon the other partners, and

should be delegated with that thought in mind as to invigorate the home life for the

betterment of all concerned.

The man, also, would benefit. Confident of an environment that was sound, or better ñ

stable ñ in the daily activities of his children; he would, also, have more than adequate

time for pleasure and the daily comforts associated with it. This is no idyllic postulation,

for the Father must, of necessity learn, or at least practice the coordination of all duties

expected of by the other partners, as well as himself. This task, to be sure, will take

tremendous amounts of energy and responsible application to his family; only a strong

man (as well as strong women) will choose this path. It is, after all, the primary strength

of the man, at least his specific part in the duality of nature, that must be reconditioned,

refined, educated, and fashioned in those directions which will then allow the Family the

opportunity to produce its finest fruits: that of the future in the presence of our children.
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These unions, while not meant as a 'blue-print' for the future increase of western stock

will, nevertheless, with time, be sanctioned by the individual States of the West, if only to

replace the enormous loss of Western life which has been inflicted upon those various

western peoples by, and through the practice of abortion which, to date, have murdered

some sixteen to twenty millions of our unborn children of western stock.
*
 The number, of

course, is more than likely much, much higher since every year many of these numbers

are hidden, coloured, or otherwise dismissed from those that seek to ferret out and

ascertain what the facts truly are, and who honestly care about there brethren, and who

wish to have a simple and forthright discussion regarding these matters with their fellows.

To the business of 'replennishing' man, I am sure, will take up this burden readily. He

must, however, be taught (at an early age) that his responsibilities lie not only with

himself, but with his progeny, his children, and that there is no such a responsibility as

that of the nurture and direction which will establish their future; that these sentient

beings are developing in that nascent stage of life which requires the attention of both

male and female, but in this day and age, has been the purview of the woman. This 'stage'

requires and demands the Father’s attention. Husbanding, as well, the role of man and

woman together, must be learned and prescribed, as it was traditionally, despite its many

perceived limitations, and regardless of any personal pleasure he might seek from this

'type' of union. Sexual experience, unlike that of the modern, is not his main priority. This

construct of a potential direction for the West is not intended to be any 'free for all', or

'free love' of the past, between the various components of western society, but as a stable

and confident approach to a future which ever seeks those answers so as to survive intact.

All visions are, of necessity, pure speculation. Indeed, it may be asked just where this line

of thought is going. The only answer to this is this: If we [Western stock] are to reach our

potential as a people, as a Race, as an individual, if we are to gain nobility then, we must

utilize all sources to that end, all our reserves of energy in the completion of that ideal to

become better. This means, as well. That we excel physically and spiritually. In terms of

procreation utilizing multiple spouses, the simple mathematical probability would assure

that united blood of genius would be realized. In this day and age, it is the genius that is

most needed, not the mediocre that abounds so numerically in positions of power today.

This, of course, is a quick 'genetic' programme, and must not be confused in any way

with an extensive or long-term arrangement for the careful selection of mates who, by

their consent and knowledge, would promote the birthing of higher individuals:

physically more sound in constitution, and readily more adaptable to the needs of their

people and culture. This, also, is the Future. It is for the rising West.

But let us continue.

In consequence to those positions stated, or unstated above will, in turn, multiplied by a

hundred-million, create an environment which is healthier and more vibrant than any

culture made up of the feeble-minded. This point is axiomatic, yet how many individuals

who consider themselves a higher-man, mentally understand, rally understand, that the

quality of t he psychological state of any social group defines, in large part, the number,
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quality, and its 'will-to-express' intensity of each individual consciousness, as well as its

tell-tale manifestations, that is to say, the collective consciousness.

II, THE TECHNICS OF RELIGION
       <GR[KY�GTJ�6KXIKVZOUTY

Religion is the technic of primitive man's attempt at structuring his innermost feelings,

fears, and desires into a working formula. This dynamic, in turn, creates his 'values and

perceptions'. Religion, to put it simply, is everything that man himself feels is good

which, he then 'codifies', for the betterment of his soul, and by extension, those that make

up his culture. Religion, then, is always a matter of mental attitudes and perceptions, but

is always the product of the race, which has established its foundations.

In the Christian technic, Jesus was good, yet he insisted upon destroying all that the

'good' Pharisees had spent their lives in defending and promoting. His 'actions', as seen by

the leaders of his day, were 'evil', not good. It was through his incendiary rhetoric that he

turned the existing establishment upside down. This first Evangel created his own

technic, his own religion; and those that followed were left with the entitlement as well as

the direction of that technic. In both aspects it was, and is, attitudes and perceptions,

which make up the Religion propounded by its adherents, for with time, as with attitudes,

perceptions change.

If Jesus was a 'higher-man', then to challenge the 'good' of incumbent civilization is, by

definition, good. Of course, this cycle is dual in nature, and does not presuppose that just

because there is an incumbent civilization, or established order, that to challenge it, and

thereby succeeding, is good. This is, on the other hand, a matter of common sense and of

tradition. It is moral sense.

Moral sense is, seemingly, completely ignored by the modern and his society. They [the

modern] have ignored those elements in any healthy society which is fundamental,

namely, the 'common folk', those industrious and responsible individuals who have a

healthy knowledge of what is good and evil in their daily lives; past on perhaps, through

generations, from grandmother or grandfather, and forever back. The modern thinks them

capable of nothing more that what he derisively calls 'simple faith', superstition, and the

like. Consequently, the Modern and his associates are constantly at war with these

elements: either 'socially or politically'. The Modern, of course, is rational. One only has

to look upon the modern’s modes of communication technics, his advertising strategies,

or his preoccupation with 'social policies' to see that he leaves nothing to chance ñ if there

is a god, it is Him. The modern may be many things, but obtuse he is not; from the

maxim  'train your young in the ways they are to go' the modern has learned much. But

the common folk, the vast majority of the gene-pool, know in which ways they should go,

regardless of those occasional flirtations with novel change.
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Theologians, also, of every shape and size, colour, faith and agenda, have rationalized

their religions. They have destroyed its mystical sense, that sense of the all being as one,

the belief that the group consciousness held in check by the 'idea' or 'belief' in something

larger than themselves. The higher-man is akin to this mysticism as  'mass-man is akin to

organism'. Each is an outgrowth if time and space. Higher man strives ever for the

revitalization of the individual and the collective mass. It is his duty to respond to their

needs. This is, and has always been, the duality of man, of higher-man.

The Christian West, for to use less than this ‘title’ would deny more that two-thousand

years of religious technic known to Europe, America, and beyond. In this ‘space’ of time

however, Western Christianity has yet to agree on just what, exactly, it is. Schism upon

schism has wreaked such havoc as to completely dissolve the unity and continuity of

ancient Christendom (i.e. the ‘Christ kingdom’). These schisms had deep significance in

a psychological sense to those recipients of the ‘word’, be that ‘word’ heretical or holy.

After all, each warning schism claimed supreme authority to mark and guide their

proselytes in the way of their particular salvation. From the beginning, whether it was

‘high-priest’ or today’s modern ‘bishop’, it has been those who have controlled political

power of those western political technics, which are driven by the oldest trait recognized

in man: Survival.

The deep, inner- soul of man is of the same desire.

Man, Western man, has searched in his own fashion, for those answers belonging to Life,

as he perceives it. In his primitive state, that is, before the modern, western man has

responded to life in different ways but, more often than not, it has been and instinctual

aggression to the forces of nature which, as the case might be, caused him to fear that

which would destroy him; that which threatened his survival. He did, regardless of the

modern’s position that early man was ‘devoid’ of spirituality, that is to say, that ‘he

understood his presence in the world’. That Western man believed, really believed in

something ‘outside’ of himself is manifest by every attempt he made to ‘record’ his

presence in the ‘art’, ‘motifs’, ‘totems’ and relics which he has left, a legacy for us to

partake in. Whatever the ‘belief’ was, is pure speculation on our, the children of these

spirits, part. Whether this belief was seen, or performed through say, for instance, a tree,

stone, river, or lake, it was and extension of what he believed. This belief was absolute. It

could not be separated from him; it was all he knew. He ‘prayed’ and, if that prayer came

to pass, well, it was a ‘magical’ thing; it became, in our words, mystical. He gave up his

soul, willingly, to that which blessed him, and which had answered by delivering to him

his ‘need’ or ‘desire’. This ‘mental’ state is the ‘healthy state’ of faith. This is belief,

which denies all ‘outside’ reason. This is the ‘faith’ of a child.

This, then, is the essence of ‘all’ religion: Without faith, there can be no value.

Alternatively, conversely, without value, there can be no morality, this is the purpose

stated, or unstated of all of man’s religions. However, subjective reality dictates that

‘morality’ proper, as an extension of each individual or its racial components, the race-

culture, are subjective by each racial experience, its history, its location/territory, and all

the factors, which predispose a People to be who they are, even as we see them. So, the
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question is now asked, “Are there morals for some, but not for others?” If there are

various degrees of morality, or at least a perception of morality, by which, precisely, is

the morality, which we mark the higher-man, hence the higher-culture?

Since there are races of men and, hence, race-cultures, differing in make-up and certain

outward manifestations, there is, of necessity, differences in both consciousness and its

related technics. It matters not, whether environment or genetics accounts for the majority

of these differences. One may, with less than unnecessary gratuity, to point out that it

quite simple to distinguish between races based upon the obvious examples, or

characteristics, of skin colour, morphology and the like when delineating between what

we call ‘races’ and ‘race-cultures’. For example, one can well point to the Chinese or

Egyptian race cultures as being fundamentally different; this is seen in their Art, politics,

or empire-building natures inherent in each culture at any given point that is known

historically. To add, is there not a difference between the Teutonic and Amerindian race-

cultures as defined in the same way? Of course there is.

Therefore, it is as safe to say that ‘morals, ‘traditions’, ‘psychology’, and ‘history’ are

way-signs to those selfsame distinctions, as it is to say that ‘environment and heredity’

are dualities that are needed to make a complete and balanced individual.

The identity of individuals as well as societies is obvious to all who have eyes to see. For

the People of the West however, in our myopic understanding of the ‘macro-element’, it

seems to be difficult to grasp, in its entirety, the breakdown, or categories of races and

cultures. We do, of course, differentiate between 'races' based on colour; we also

differentiate between religious technics along the same lines. We recognize, or should be

unafraid to recognize, an inherent, although highly integrated alien personality in those

various aspects of ‘religious’ sense that is contrary or dissimilar to our own. Yet, as we

consider things from the ‘inside’ looking ‘out’ we fail, to discern the differences between

our past and contemporary vision of Western culture, let alone the various and sundry

cultures with which we interact. The modern, even with the landscape emblazoned before

his very eyes, refuses to see the underlying consciousness of race, and its consequences in

the natural setting of history and psychology.

The religion of the West,
*
 constituting the largest majority cohort of white-Europeans in

Europe at any given time, based their individual sympathy or antithesis not upon some

others ‘religion’ nor, in any supra-national sense, on scriptural differences, but on ‘race-

cultural’ differences – even if this included ‘intra’national’ implications. Race, pure and

simple, was the line of demarcation of our ancestors. This, of course, is in perfect

harmony with nature. I agree with Huxley in this regard when he states, “In whichever

we look on the matter, morality is based on feeling, not on reason.”φ The Scottish

                                                  

* Most notably Catholicism of 1500 onwards, since this ‘sect’ was known to the major European

governments, constituting ‘christendom’ as they knew it before the great Reformation. FLS
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philosopher, Thomas Reid, also concurs when he adds, “…for that which makes men

capable of living in society is that their actions are regulated by the common principles of

human nature,” € and as we have seen, primitive western man had a complete set of

predispositions and proclivities to act and react in certain tell-tale ways. He would accept

certain thoughts, and reject others. Some may say that this form of society is led and

fostered by ‘race-prejudice’ yet; I am inclined to agree with yet another voice on this

matter, that of W.G. Sumner, when he declares, “The great mass of any society lives a

purely instinctive life.”γ Hence, what man sees as evil or good is right in the only way he

knows it and, with time, establishes itself with mores and traditions that may cause

conflicts with any one, or numerous other parties which share a close proximity with him,

either nationally or personally.

Religion is for the Individual Consciousness, which created it.

Religion, as a human dynamic is not simply an exercise in metaphysics. As we have seen

pointed out earlier in this sub-chapter, ‘religion’ is simply the technics of the ‘actualized

presence’ of the primitive man. It comes from his deep and pure [spiritual] sense, his

feelings, his human nature, his very essence which, then, he derives his morality. He

senses its vitality to him, its fundamental usefulness to him in his day-to-day activities.

He needed no one to ‘teach’ or ‘indoctrinate’ his mind with this, no priest or politician, to

show him this truth. Even now, today, Western man is acutely aware that these senses,

his feelings, affect him at this moment.

Primitive man’s religion affected his immediate family, his tribe, and his race in the

collective sense. His sympathy and concern was for them, those which made up his

environment and his moral condition; it was not intended for the alien – the outsider. This

‘morality’, for that is truly what it was, made him in another sense patriotic, for he now

felt a higher calling than himself, a duty, perhaps felt intrinsically, as a divine duty, to

those which made up his immediate world and their institutions. Thus religion/morality

included all his passions according to his inner and outer behavior and, also its

accompanying prejudices and discrimination relative to his health. Of course, this would

take on both the dimension of love and hate as psychological boundaries set him to task

in both the creation and protection of his familial entitlement – his territorial nation. In

later years, this would of course have disastrous effects on racial composite empires or

states that would make war on one another in a series of internal conquests for that same

territory or familial (i.e. political) hegemony. This was not to change until man

appreciated the value of Nation States to promote protection of the individual, as well as

the collective racial state; this made him willing to give his life for the ‘state’, which, in

all reality, was himself, a hundred-million fold.

                                                                                                                                                      
φ [Quoted]  McDougal, William – The Energies of Men – Vol. IV, 1932.
€ Glover, T.R. – Collected Works – Vol. I, pg. 451.
γ Sumner, W.G. – Folkways – 1906, pg. 45.
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The modern example of Christian and Saracen is appropriate here.
*

Both these groups shared similar roots;
*
 both followed the same historicity as regards

their rituals, laws, and similar codes of conduct. The conflict, instead of being strictly

regarded as a ‘religious war’, was more properly regarded as a race-cultural war. In point

of fact, it was a ‘war’ between to racial stocks: Semitic vs. indo-European; it was, and is,

a home-grown ‘judaism/islam vs. ‘aryanized’ semitic Christianity of two distinct cultures

vying for politico/religious power – and it will Always be this way – unless, and not

before, one element is ‘completely’ victorious. Victory is not subjective, and both

opposing sides will saddle themselves with ‘any’ power, foreign or domestic in their

region, to accomplish this. This battle continues today, and it is, make no mistake about

it, a battle for ‘world supremacy’. The present day involvement, which is generational in

nature, in this selfsame region, has brought this nation no outcome, no victory, in the

actualizations of these selfsame ideals and goals. One might, if asked, call this scenario

an ‘endless cycle’ of violence.

All ‘religious’ [moral] considerations are based primarily on this duality of love and hate.

What man desires to love, he will preserve. What he hates, man will destroy. This is

‘human nature’ in its most basic and fundamental confluences. This is a Universal ‘life-

law’. The ‘moralist’ will philosophize, the ‘preacher’ cant; yet it is this foundation to

which all human emotion and spiritual balance is predicated. A stable and balanced

psychology (i.e. mental outlook) is the end product, if these laws are followed. If they are

not, then imbalance, conflict, and instability is its way sign. Any Religion, which does

not preach this duality of human nature, is out of touch with its human proselyte, and is

working for another agenda unknown to the faithful.

The moral duality of ‘love’ and ‘hate’ is our perception of good and evil. The definition

of good and evil however, is based on reason derived from a long history of Western

technics rather than, let us say, from Chinese or sub-Saharan cultures, yet is always

inextricably woven with the experiences of humanity€ in the macro-element of human

                                                  

* The Kurdish people, of whom their leader, Saladin, was numbered, share a high proportion of blondes and

light-eyed children even today. It is reported by some that Saladin himself was reddish-blond and had eyes

of green or hazel. This would indicate the problems of ‘fraternity’ with which the various ‘tribal’ enclaves

use so often, so as to gain favor with one or more tribal leaders to maintain their own power and control.

Racial composites make up a vast mosaic of conflicts and treachery for we, as a Western nation, to find

ourselves in such a precarious position; and with allies such a Brittan to sweeten the ‘victory’, how can we

lose? FLS
€ I use the term ‘humanity’ simply because the West, being apart in a ‘racial’ sense must, and does play an

integral part with all the other race-cultures; the emulation of each other is not without risk to both parties.

But, and I cannot stress this enough; we are not the same as the other race-cultures, the emulation of each

other is not without risk to both parties. Each must have their own ‘space’ from which to grow and become

that which Nature herself intended. Preservation, for each distinct racial group, is not only fair, but it is

right in light of nature and nature’s god.
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history. The ‘good’ is related to justice, beauty, harmony, and all tings charitable. The

‘evil’ then, means ugliness, selfishness, injustice, and mean-spiritedness. In theory, at

least confined to our study of the West, Christianity provides us with rules of conduct

based upon what remains of Christian values. In addition, ‘who’ follows these values?

The ‘mystic’ perhaps, or most certainly those who choose the lifestyle of a ‘prophet’

perhaps? Inevitably, this leaves us with – whom? Very few can live a life, which requires

a man to discipline himself in any manner, let alone one that embraces ‘morality’ in a

dogmatic and hypocritical sense such as that of the modern’s Christianity. The noble

man, as well as those who wish to become ennobled, must first instill a self=discipline

upon himself; he need not rely on any ‘outer’ technic to supply him with his morality.

After all, are the technics of religion, its perceptions, and values, simply an acceptance of

things unseen (?) or is it simply the actual personal interdiction into life itself?

One of the most notable of personalities, and one that by most accounts, was the most

successful in the spiritual and physical interdiction of Life’s rhythmic cycles was he who

died on a cross. This was his value, extending through the millennia to our present day.

No one person, who claims to be a practicing Christian, can keep this claim until he

‘practices what he preaches’. His cross has yet to be crafted.

This ‘act’, that of dying on a cross, is not a ‘faith’, but a ‘doing’ which requires a

conscious perception of right and wrong; and if one cannot do a ‘right’, he will die for the

continuation of those who may follow his example. Each in turn, the teacher. This is, and

has always been, the mark of the Noble man.

This act did not presuppose ‘equality’ with those persons who surrounded him, this first

Evangel; he was in constant struggle and conflict [nature’s eternal imperative] with those

around him, those individuals which ever and anon to silence him. To the modern

however, as Christian, his vision of mental, physical, and spiritual equality is ever

present. In nature however, we see time after time, and time again, each [man’s]

perception is unique; even intuition can belie logic when both should be in harmony for a

                                                                                                                                                      
Scientific study has shown that ‘space’ resides in the mind of man. Nature, as an abstract, does not have

boundaries or territory; it is the unique animal, including man, which creates in his mind what boundaries

he is to have, or accept. Studies also show that ‘confined’ space leads inexorably to a limited population,

not food supply as Malthus indicated. If this were accepted by academics today, the Nationalistic

xenophobia experienced by liberal bigots would show the weakness of their case concerning ‘inter-

nationalism’ as the sole means by which population would then be controlled by their ‘social mores’ being

implemented on a worldwide scale; this would also include their insane efforts at population control –

which effects the Western with far more brutal ramifications than those of the third-world. In a normal

setting and with normal national boundaries the ‘human-race’ would naturally gravitate to a more or less

standard population size and dynamic, coupled with the natural tendency to fear the ‘outsider’ would

maintain the necessary equilibrium requisite to any and all race-cultures. The basic ‘intra-national’

problems which inevitably will arise is a natural part of that particular race – and should not be interfered

with by altruistic ‘do-gooders’ such as in Africa; for as much as Western philanthropists have attempted to

create a National State, they failed to comprehend the dynamics of the herd, and sub-herd evidence in all

organisms  - that of Language, Tribal Allegiance, Religion, and the like which must take its own course in

Federalism 101, such as this western Colony had to do in our infancy – something that is still in the process

of its own evolution. FLS
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natural balance. The ‘articles’ of the modern Christian consists of faith, but not of a

doing. When the christian ‘does’ a thing, it is usually hot on the heels of some inevitable

emotional response conceived by those whose agenda is in the forefront, and lacking in

those noble tenets of intellectual compassion and restraint.  Yes, it is in their ‘undoing’

that the modern Christian shows his lack of self-discipline; they show that lack of

authority which defines a responsibility, or lack of responsibility to themselves and their

own survival – that is to say, the survival of their own kind; their own race-culture.

In societies of the West, the modern has led the pack in his example which he teaches

every weekend; he teaches meekness, he teaches charity; he expounds the doctrines of

individual faiths to those persons (i.e. spirits) that neither comprehend, in a Western

sense, nor are naturally inclined or drawn to those thoughts and feelings of the West.

Certain it is that any one individual or group may emulate to the point of ‘expertise’, but

never really fathom it, that is, in the conceptual way that its ‘creators’ would except,

perhaps, in an abstract sense by these persons [spirits]. When there is a response, such as

the rudimentary mimicry of Pavlov, the modern Christian pounds his chest with songs of

platitudes and self accolades; they bless themselves and their doctrines for the ‘divine’

chance at ‘saving a new soul’. As if any group or individual can in some way create the

umbilical tie between Divine Spirit and human acceptance of that divine spirit: these

same moderns, who are meek to the point of cowardice; the rules of manly courage

having been set aside for the possibility of ‘heaven’ and protection from their own

weaknesses

As with all values and perceptions there is, for the modern, that penultimate doctrine of

self – of Faith. The one value that determines the modern’s attitude toward these issues is

a priori of the modern Christian – Redemption. This ambiguous reference of things to be

is their overriding compulsion; it is their will-to-power. It is to the exclusion of all other

aspects of Life that the modern strives ever to ‘spread the word of God’ to all and sundry

who have ears hoping, in fact depending on, for their very existence, that this compulsion

will assure their reward in a heavenly kingdom [for an erstwhile job well done!]. The

Race, the Culture, or present day mental state of their people, their blood, means nothing

compared to that great reward. To think otherwise would put the unfortunate ‘unbeliever’

in the category of infidel or heretic; this dynamic then, becomes the classic ‘inner’ and

‘outer’ man concept held in such disrepute by the liberal and his minions of ‘modern

christianity’. But there is more.

It is, therefore, in the shadow of such as ‘redemption’ that this spirit, or lack of same, in

their potential proselyte, even when contrary to all that is Western, is then in fulfillment

of their cataclysm. Their mission on earth, for they have no other ambition on earth, is to

have nothing whatsoever to do with the earth, since their life would, and will ever be, in

Heaven. But is this really the Christians outstanding motive and authority?

The deep instinct for how one must live is a human element, that deep wellspring of life’s

rhythm, which one must follow or die, is Eternal. To experience a ‘thing’, to enjoin

oneself with a ‘feeling’, to be born again, that presence of one who is already [living in a

mental state] in ‘heaven’, this ‘feeling’ of being eternal, is an act of desire – of wishing
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for a new ‘reality’. At the same time, that spirit which is man, his human duality, is

inexorably striving to ‘become’, and is drawn downward, to its roots, to the earth itself; to

Life. He then feels, somehow, withdrawn, small, incapable of reaching a higher state of

being because of ‘sin’ – his mark; that which will always be with him, a slave to himself

and his fears. He lives with these two realities: one natural, one artificial.  He wants to

embrace both, but cannot master either. He is then put adrift on an Ocean of indecision

and inaction. He is afraid.

The Modern can never truly separate himself from this earth. He sees what he sees

because he ‘needs’ to see a ‘reality’ which allows him to fail – and then be redeemed – to

follow the same course again, and again, knowing full well that as long as ‘redemption’

awaits, he may carry on. The Modern has no relative concept of a man’s duality, that

living a full life [here on earth] is simply a part of a larger balance; that there is

something after death, an abyss which must, of necessity, have something to offer other

than blackness. As spirit and inquiry are a natural outgrowth of our evolution, these

concepts, while arising through the culture of the West are, nevertheless, alien to the

Modern; concepts of an ‘after-life’, ‘cyclic’ change, and the like are intrinsic ‘racial’

beliefs/concepts which belong to those of the West only, being a part of his particular

path through his racial evolution. The Modern can then, in his wild aspirations of social

change, ‘equality’, and financial control [for without money he cannot control] work

against his own ‘instincts’ and common sense, for an aim which baffles the common folk

– but no matter – it is, after all, for their own good; who really cares, after all, if

‘mistakes’ are made along the way, as long as it works out in the end: one can be

redeemed.

Redemption, as a concept, can also share and occupy the reality of an individual in his

present life. As an objective, as a goal, it then becomes a ‘value of perception’, but only

as a prerequisite for a ‘doing’, and must, of necessity, be tempered with the reality of the

needs, feelings, and future life of the race and culture – his race-culture. If it happens that

one’s instinct for one’s own survival is negated by such a perception as ‘redemption’

then, it is unhealthy, it is alien in both thought and concept, and will kill the host. If this

view of ‘redemption’ or its perception however, is consonant with one’s own life, that is

to say, that he understands its intrinsic meaning to himself, to free himself from the abyss

of human guilt, and that his race-culture may thereby be freed with him, then it is healthy.

The Redeemer, himself, knew this. He knew the difference. He chose the Cross, his cross,

not to usher in redemption as only a ‘spiritual’ reality, but to show one how to live.

Through his personal discipline, his personal antagonism against those that would deny

his innermost morality, he gave his Life – which we might gain thereby, by his example.

This was and is the morality of the primitive – he knew by instinct his method and his

destiny – he actualized that which he died for: Himself. Today, we have only His

remnants. We have only the shadow of what was his will-to-express. Yet, the morality of

good and evil remains a part of Western race-culture – although by only a very fine

thread, and will most certainly break under the constant strain of the Modern who, by his

continual ‘dissolution’ of tradition, and values belonging to a unique spirit by ‘forcing’

all comers, all those disparate race-cultures, to attempt to enjoin themselves with it, will
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inevitably allow this thread to break. Those of the West, those untold millions of souls

who, because of their deep-seated instinct are guided by these primal feelings, those

selfsame feelings of the first Evangel, are at odds with the Modern; the chasm between

the two is ever widening, and no bridge of today’s making will conquer the divide. To

this faith, to these feelings, the Modern declares: Blasphemy! He fears the faith of the

child.

III. THE AWAKENING:

.OY�Ascent

Since the beginning of time, our morality has not changed; it is the technics by which our

various epochs have molded themselves, which have molded us, changed us, as a people

in the process. Upon entering the Seventeenth-Century however, it changed for all time.

The division between dogma and morality changed the face of Western man for the

unforeseeable future – whether for good or ill, it remains with us. The ‘consciousness’ of

man was, forever, given back to him. He was to reform himself, and mold a new reality

from the old; he saw it as the inevitable outcome of ‘infancy’ to ‘adulthood’. Constraints,

as seen by the child are always bonds, chains which keep him in check, bound to his

parents and authority which ever seeks to limit his aspirations. Children almost always

hate, and are jealous of their parents – this is natural law. It is part and parcel of the

stages of maturity.

In the numerous epochs of Western man, he has achieved greatness. The Industrial

Revolution of our epoch brought him nothing less. His legacy, past and present, marks

his passing; his territory defines it, yet in direct relation to his so-called ‘advanced stage

of technics’, he has declined in health and vitality on a steady and direct downward path.

He lives longer, but does not live better. The ailments of yesterday have been overcome,

only to resurface a few generations [medical advancements not withstanding] latter in

relation to his, and in direct proportion to his psychology, physiology, his biological

make-up, as well as his mentality – his outlook. He has conquered the ‘virus’ and

‘smallpox’ but, in direct response to this, he has created a completely new horde of

mental and physiological problems, which is contributed by his new [modern] life-style

in the massive monstrosities known as ‘cities’. He is saturated by the various fumes from

exhaust of automobiles, factories, airplanes, public dumps and the like; he is surrounded

by mountains and valleys of concrete forms which, outside of their obvious ‘longevity’,

are devoid of that ‘artistic’ element which marked the West so ineluctably in times past.

His mental attitudes, of necessity, are changed by this spectacle and bombard him from

all sides. These attitudes, so necessary to a balanced life and psychology, are increasingly

foreign to his own instinctual awareness forcing him to separate from himself, never

quite able to adjust, and become absorbed into this ‘personification of attitudes’, which

surrounds him. If Western man does accede to these new attitudes, to split himself in two,

however, he will surely cease to exist. All organisms seek to extend themselves, in the
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original state, which their make-up was designed.

The personification of the primitive, natural man, is not found in the monstrosities we call

cities today. How can it be? For the modern, city is tailor made for him and his corporate

mentality – his hustle, his bustle, his investments, his take-over – all this a ‘service’ to the

‘world’ economy yet, nothing to his own kind, his brothers and sisters of the flesh, he

rests assured that the ‘trickle’ of his efforts will be spread equitably. The modern is

distanced from his own kind, for he does share in kind, whether he admits or no, with

whom he inhabits the same territory; those selfsame individuals whom he, the Modern

had brought to these shores and put to work for some ten generations or more, those

whose democratic vote he daily prostitutes himself and his people for. The Modern has

fostered and created this ‘mass’, this collected assortment of humanity for himself, but

cannot, will not, ever fully accept them. He never will accept them. And what of Western

man? For now, he holds positions as tenuous as his relationship with his own kind, those

few who remain with him. As a member, in many instances, of the upper strata of

management, he feels that lack of contact with the essence of what he, himself, is actually

doing the scheme of things. Indeed, his life, his spirit becomes immersed in the idea of

the corporation. It is all so much busywork.

The personification of the primitive, that naïve and simple person, that person in which

all forms of nobility is to be found, warts and all, is not found in the morass of numbers,

of mass, but always in the pure essence of [human] nature – that of the child, with the

undiluted purity and trust in the world which belongs to all such generations.

With faith, as we have seen, the simplicity of the child is manifest, for the child truly

believes; he follows nature’s natural proclivities in its constant rhythmic design. The

modern however, has forgotten those things necessary for a balanced upbringing in a

child, his [the modern] awareness is not that of his antecedents, and that was always

expected, if not always attained, to create a superior physical, mental, and spiritual

individual. From child to adult, it is the ‘life-stage’ set with the props necessary for a

fuller, happier life, which are defined by the Nation, the State, the county, and the home.

These are perceptions of a normal life cycle, created by its own impetus.

The Modern seeks ever to build, to create, as well – oh, yes! – how he loves to build; but

he does not build better or more beautifully. He builds with concepts of beauty which run

against the natural will of his fellows, of their beauty, of their culture, nor is he

concerned with what his human counterpart feels about this selfsame environment.

Whether it is ‘good’ or ‘evil’ for them – or even himself!

It is the Modern who has created ‘class’ as we see it today. Not in nature’s natural setting

of strong or weak, clever or stupid, these are nature’s grades; he who fails to make the

grade, dies. The modern, in a futile attempt to ‘create’ something, anything, has taken

these natural orders or grades, and has created the ‘ideal’ of one who is ‘noble’ and

called him merchant, this new ‘priest’ has become the social politician, and has now

presented them as noble and priest. It is the rising of the West however, that has

reawakened that ancient spirit of the higher, yet nobler man. Unlike the Modern and his
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essence, the noble man cannot depend on his blood alone; he must create it himself. He

must first envision it.

Eugenics is the science of Heredity. This science, in conjunction with the various other

specialties [which should be considered part of ‘general’ health] such as psychology,

physiology, obstetrics, gynecology, immunobiology, etc., is the first foundations of the

higher and nobler man. Eugenics, either in its passive or active sense, has been the form

in which healthy children have passed into the actual world of their parents – holding

both the good and not so good of their parents – synthesized in their own make-up,

hopefully fuller and better human beings than their parents were; all parents should hope

for, and strive for this. The failure to breed [ultimately, as said before, marriage is our

breeding institution] healthy children, like all the so-called primitive people knew, was to

assure that the group, tribe, or culture would pass from the earth. There was no good or

evil here; there was only survival. But we are modern, civilized.

It is held that primitive man was brutish, coarse, and lacked that emotional ‘civility’

which we possess today. But what of it? Could we not, even today, say the same for

many parts of the earth, even our own common territory? It was the primitive man, in a

healthy state of nature, who allowed those feeble-minded and sickly children to be taken

by the natural elements – they were allowed to die – just as nature had dictated. The

Modern, replete with his textbooks on science [and ethics too!], history, and theology,

has relegated a part, a part with which the Modern cannot deny or control, of those

textbooks obsolete, and so the wisdom accompanying it. The eugenicist has fallen into

disrepute. To those who shout ‘hooray!’ a caveat: Knowledge, once gained, can never be

fully eradicated.

It was after the Second World War, that second war of fratricide between those of

western stock, after that Faustian embryo was smashed [but not destroyed], that the study

and observation of eugenics was stilled - at least publicly – and openly led to the

Modern’s version of race and race-culture in his tattered and coloured patchwork of

‘environment’ over that of ‘genetics’. Those written testaments of Socrates, Plato,

Appolodorus, Herodotus, Pliny, Strabo, Virgil, Apollonius, Shakespeare, even of Caesar,

or Alexander for the sheer power of their keen eyes, even these were of no vital import to

the Modern on this subject. The Modern need not worry about the ‘facts’ of history, he

would simply say the words, whatever they might be, which he, himself believed, and

presto!, it would be so. This is what he has done with the words ‘environment’ and

‘genetics’. Savonarola would have been proud! Yet the modern does not, will not,

discount completely the knowledge of his fathers, for without it, he would be lost in the

maze he has created. He has, nevertheless, allowed eugenics to pass into the void of

‘antiquated’ Science, something to be denied one person, but utilized in his defense if

needed. This, of course, created a vacuum in the analytical study of the origin and,

therefore, the continuation of man. This lack of vision has been at the crux of Western

man’s apathy and dismal present day performance. He does not know who he is, where he

comes from, or how he may become better.

The second war of fratricide brought many changes to the people of the West.  Before
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this time, none of the ‘community’ of geneticists opposed the ‘science of heredity’ in

toto; in fact, the spirit of Western man was being lifted by Science, instead of being left

in the dark by it. On the one side you had supporters, on the other you had those who

were limited by their lack of vision in the face of a seemingly dark and unknown area in

which only the pioneers were the ones to blaze the trails and mark the hazardous areas.

Some were skeptical in varying degrees, but no one condemned eugenics completely.

Those that disagreed, often as not, disagreed in those areas that one might find anywhere

if any modicum of human nature is present, not to mention the various levels of

‘opinion’, ‘perspective’, and ‘personal attachment’ would naturally allow. S.J. Holmes,

one of the few truly visionary geneticists and scholars had this to say during these times

of heated debate and ‘Sherlock-type’ investigations into the matter:

“6KUVRK�JOLLKX�U\KX�K[MKTOIY�HKIG[YK�ZNK_�JOLLKX�U\KX�Y[IN�Y[HPKIZY�GY�ZNK�\GROJOZ_
UL�SKTZGR�ZKYZY��ZNK�JKMXKK�ZU�]NOIN�KT\OXUTSKTZ�OY�XKYVUTYOHRK�LUX�ZNK�JK\KRUVSKTZ
UL�this�UX�ZNGZ�INGXGIZKX��ZNK�K^ZKTZ�ZU�]NOIN�INORJXKT�ZKTJ�ZU�HK�ROQK�ZNKOX�VGXKTZY�OT
SKTZGR� ZXGOZY��GTJ�W[KYZOUT�NU]� LGX�YUIOGR�GTJ�KIUTUSOI�YZGZ[Y� OY�IUXXKRGZKJ�]OZN
RK\KR�UL�OTZKRROMKTIK�”�

In the final analysis, this discussion is absolutely imperative to the Rise of the West. It

must be in line with that future which will mark the higher man.

i.

In extent, which is unparalleled in any other specie on earth, man creates his own

environment. He is subjected to many influences exerted by his fellow beings, as well as

the concerted efforts of his social standing. These social mores he finds on a daily basis,

and will change from place to place, and from time period to time period. The resulting

change manifested in the cosmopolis of the modern in no way confirms that any

‘merging’ of the cultural imperative, or ‘genetic/environment’ argument, is any closer to

a responsible conclusion by academics, philosophers, or laymen alike. But we must, those

men and women of the West, come to a conclusion, if we are to answer those issues

which will, most certainly destroy us if we do not. Eugenics, as a qualified Science, must

have a clearly defined distinction within our ‘perception’ of science, if the solution is to

be crafted that will aid in a rising West.

The Modern claims that simply because our environment has produced gigantic

buildings, massive roadways, and interstellar communications, that this also, of necessity,

means that we have advanced biologically. In fact, the contrary is true. We see a decline

in human health across the board. In every sphere of Western culture we are bombarded

with new viruses, bacterial strains develop via importation of people and foodstuffs;

hereditary disease increases with every generations. That our Medical institutions of the

West attempt to keep pace with these developments, belies the fact that it is not our

medicine, in the final analysis, which secures our place in the dynamics of evolution and

its cycles, but how well we adapt to our surroundings as a specie. This means, precisely,

by and through our genes – what our parents were, and what we are. Without the proper
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foundation, that which is built of granite, not sand, we will cease to be a viable, young,

and energetic race-culture – the death knell of all organic cycles. This can only be seen as

biological decadence; and as the body goes so, also, the spirit. If it is any consolation to

the reader, let it be said that every major civilization has gone through this cycle – and

perhaps this cycle is a permanent fixture of our historical, and future landscape, but it

must be challenged in every age and epoch. Vigilance is ever Eternal.

War, plagues, and personal inclination [instinct] have fostered primitive forms of

eugenics for centuries. It has been remarked that the Black Plague in Europe’s dark and

dismal bout with pestilence, made the populace in Southern Europe more resilient to such

disease, however much it may have dissipated through careless breeding since then. To

the survivors, for that is the ‘legacy’ of today’s Europeans, their ancestors having

survived such a catastrophe hence, the stronger to ‘ward off’ disease. A legacy worth

guarding. But nature should not be left entirely on her own to makes the decisions as to

who will live and who will die. We, as a people, have the ability to intercede in our own

behalf, our own future.

We should cherish no illusions regarding ‘mother nature’, nor theologians who seek to

define that process which man requires to survive on a daily or lifetime basis. Nature, on

the one hand, cares little if the evolutionary process of man carries itself upward,

downward, or sideways; if it carries on at all is of no consequence, as long as Nature

herself, continues. The Theologian, on the other hand considers, and teaches that the

‘Races of Man’ are fixed, imperfect though they may be; yet, he believes that all are part

of the same ‘divine plan’. So, say the Modern’s ‘fundamentalists’. It must be

remembered, however, that only one-hundred years ago, if not even now, that it was also

theologians who said [and could prove it!] that Africans were descended from Ham of

biblical fame; after that, he was cursed by ‘god’ and turned black; his curse for ever. It is

said by these selfsame authorities, that ‘all’ people of the earth are one, each belonging to

the same house, since all have shared in the travails of the ‘flood’, confined together

within the ‘ark of salvation’, hence the ‘human race’ was secured. The next step is

obvious: If we all share the same ‘experience’ of a deluge, and we survived it en toto

then, it follows, that we are the same in ‘body’ and ‘soul’. Human ‘equality’ then, having

been bestowed upon those who survived the ‘flood’ live this legacy even today.

Theologians seem to have answers for everything, for everything under the sun; although

not always in agreement with one another, they nevertheless condemn scientific and

historic answers they claim do not concur with holy writ. How is Western man to answer

these deep and imperative questions? One must either disregard observation, or he is

bound to accept theology at face value, while attempting to characterized scientific,

historical, and social tradition which has been recorded as dutifully as theology by only

one ‘source’. Hardly a Western approach.

Theology of the modern, for instance, states that ‘all people are one’, that we all share [or

should share] the same history, proclivities, desires, goals, and needs [namely salvation]

because we are all grafted from the same ‘tree’ – by that act so defined as Creation. Why

then, for instance, do all groups, whether one defines ‘group’ as racial or cultural,

demand ‘separation’, independence, in one form or another, in one degree or another, to
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protect themselves as each group senses and sees its values, historical epoch, or the

individual goals of each particular presence, which is the exclusive property of the

specific group which sees itself as under attack or change from outside forces? Why

then, if we are all from that selfsame ‘tree’, is the ‘race-myth’ of the origins of each

group based on the perception of ‘self’ in the truly Racial sense? The motif of ‘creation’

always consists of the instant individual people being ‘the’ adam and eve of their

particular ‘myth’. Why do individual peoples remain, and prefer to remain aloof, alone,

from their neighbors; from any and sundry other cultures? Is not the modern continually

berating his fellows for the consequence of Western man’s introduction of his culture on

those poor souls who lived in peace and harmony? If this point be conceded in even a

cursory and honest fashion, is it then not as equitable to be concerned about the soul of

the West, its own ‘people’, in the same fashion? If the introduction of foreign gods,

values, perceptions, and needs were dysfunctional for the noble savages of the world,

what about the ‘nobility’ of the world?

Isolation, in the imperative concept of race-culture, is a natural symptom of the condition

and division of human behavior.

Let us continue and add to this point: One may also include such natural divisions as hair

colour, skin colour, hair texture, and eye colour to number just a few obvious signatures

of division. These simple divisions, naturally occurring in nature for reasons developed

over aeons of time, create spontaneous ‘isolation’ amongst the specie of man. In fact, the

differences of ‘mankind’ are so great that one could classify these various ‘types’ of man

as different genre altogether. Does not modern science divide the species of animals and

plants? Why not man in the same sense and manner?

We can hear the modern and his minions loudly bleating: equality now, equality forever,

but does that make it so?

The minutiae of difference introduced by the labeling process developed to name and

divide certain animals and plants may involve such areas as the structure and form of

feathers in birds, and the scales of fishes which share an intimate relationship between the

organs and their internal systems. If these distinctions exist in the immensely complex

world of animals then, why not in man? Would not, if a Zoologist were asked, classify a

Caucasian and an African as different specie by the same rules he applies to animals? The

answer, to be sure, is plain enough. But let us add a little more:

“…A:NKC� GTGZUSOIGR� GTJ� VN_YOURUMOIGR� IUTZXGYZY� HKZ]KKT� N[SGT� Z_VKY� GXK� LGX
MXKGZKX�ZNGT�ZNUYK�GJSOZZKJ�H_�TGZ[XGROYZY�HKZ]KKT�\GXOKZOKY��GTJ�GY�MXKGZ�GY�HKZ]KKT
YVKIOKY��� :NK�OTZKX\GR�GVVKGXY�K\KT�ZU�HK�MXKGZKX�OT�YUSK�IGYKY��GTJ�ZU�K^ZKTJ�ZU
ZNGZ�UL�MKTKXG��:N[Y�� ZNK� LU[X�INGXGIZKXOYZOIY�]NOIN�JOYZOTM[OYN� ZNK�MUGZ� LXUS� ZNK
YNKKV�GXK�TU�UZNKX�ZNGT�ZNUYK�]NOIN�YKVGXGZK�IKXZGOT�MXKGZ�HXGTINKY�UL�ZNK�N[SGT
LGSOR_�”�

                                                  
 1 Topinard, Paul – Anthropology – Chapman&Hall, 1878, pg. 506-511.
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There is more:

“9U� LGX� GY� ZNK� XGIKY� UL� SKT� IGT� HK� ZXGIKJ� ZNXU[MN� UYZKURUM_�� NOYZUX_�� AZNKOXC
SUT[SKTZY��ZNK�VXKYKTZ�\UR[SK�KYZGHROYNKY�ZNGZ�ZNK_�NG\K�GR]G_Y�HKKT�JOYZOTIZ��4U
K^GSVRK�OY�XKIUXJKJ��]NKXK�UTK�XGIK�NGY�HKKT�ZXGTYLUXSKJ�OTZU�GTUZNKX�H_�K^ZKXTGR
IG[YKY�”��AKSVN��SOTKC

And again:

“/Z�YKKSY�ZU�LURRU]�LXUS�]NGZ�NGY�HKKT�YGOJ…ZNGZ�ZNK�LGIZY�UL�N[SGT�hybridity�JU
TUZ�VXU\K�ZNGZ�GRR�N[SGT�XGIKY�GXK�ZU�HK�XKMGXJKJ�GY�HKRUTMOTM�ZU�G�YOTMRK�YVKIOK”�

All these things and more, create an ethos of isolation. Customs, mores, social taboo’s

and the like may prevent anyone ‘outside’ the group to breed, interact, or live with any

particular group as part of this natural isolation. It may happen that this ‘outer group’ may

simply speak a different language, have different skin colour, or religious practices; and

we may not agree with the seemingly prejudicial value in this concept and practice, yet it

is what has made up the various histories and cultures of the world.

It is a safe position, although much maligned, to say that it is colour, which is the basic

line of self-defense for the ‘group’. This is to say, that if a group wishes to stay the same,

to stay intact, both in physical appearance and in mental attitudes, it must remain itself

for as long as it can. It is through ‘extreme’ exogamous mating [marriages], which create,

and allow new mutations to occur which will, inevitably, change the literal complexion

and mental outlook of a people. These newly combined factors can, in certain instances

(e.g. Celto-Nordic, or Germano-Iberian crossings) be considered good, or acceptable –

the passing example of the British Isle may suffice, inasmuch as this island people, a

Celtic stock, being fiercely loyal to their chief and tribe, nevertheless intermarried with,

and fostered relations with, the Nordic invaders with which they had many years of

contact, and which changed their ‘alpine’ physiology in terms of height and bone

structure, and added brunettes to their lot, along with a more ‘lineal’ or mathematical

sense of reasoning, this is bourne out by the fact that unlike the ‘continental’ alpines, this

island people have developed an empire which contradicts the legacy of the Gauls.  The

other side of these formulae may be cited as well, that of the Island of Cuba which is

defined as a Mulatto population, which was settled by mariners of European extraction,

and held for many years, only to destroy, or rather ‘consume’ these settlers, and allow for

the re-introduction of the non-European through mixture of the two diverse bloods.  Let

the reader be the judge in this example.

                                                                                                                                                      

1 Topinard, Paul.
1 Nott, J.C. – Types of Mankind – Lippincott, Gambo&Co., 1854, pg. 397.
2 Baker, John R. – Race – Oxford University Press, 1974, pg. 98.
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Even when isolation, considered as a natural or enforced ‘social form’, is safe to say that

man, as a specie, has changed greatly; whether this change has its origins in ‘creation’

(i.e. dispersion after the deluge) or evolution makes little difference. The differences in

the races of man are manifest. Commonality, to be sure, is also to be seen, yet one must

not simply lump all together, melted as it were, into the morass of the ‘common man’ of

the Modern. This would be to falsify the entire history of the Cultures of Man, and would

seek to achieve a perspective that has no real basis in fact or truth. In short, it would be a

‘great lie’ used by those who would seek to control the presence of the races of man. To

this ‘great’ mission, the Modern ever seeks to complete.

Western man, in particular, seeks always to change his environment; he views himself in

the same fashion. Man does, indeed, have the ability to change himself, to modify for

better or worse, his conditions of social, cultural, scientific or physiological make-up.

Nature lifts her eyebrow in anticipation.

With the present• progress of genetics, as a defined science, not as clear and precise as

eugenics perhaps, but well on it way, and on its own two feet, we have gained much

knowledge on how such changes may be accomplished. Is there a limit to the changes

that may be effected by [genetic] selection? This question may be eternally unanswered,

for the debate is a heated one. Fixed ‘creationists’ would say that deviation from the

‘parent stock’ is limited by the act of creation itself. Conversely, those who ascribe to the

evolutionary processes at work in man are convinced that no limits may be placed upon

modification of the species through variation and selection. As a rule, improvement in the

specie is accomplished quite rapidly, yet tends to stabilize to almost a walk within several

generations. Each particular stock is affected differently in the extent that it can be

modified upward. Thanks to such men as Galton and Mendel, we know that Hereditary

Diversity is responsible for modification – whether that be upward or downward:

“/L�G�YVKIOKY�IUTZGOTY�G�MXKGZ�JKGR�UL�NKXKJOZGX_�JO\KXYOZ_��UX�OY��GY�ZNK�MKTKZOIOYZY
IGRR� OZ��NKZKXU`_MU[Y� LUX�SGT_� LGIZUXY�GLLKIZOTM� ZNK�INGXGIZKX� OT�W[KYZOUT�� OZ�SG_
XKGJOR_� HK� INGTMKJ� H_� YKRKIZOUT�� GTJ� ZNK� ROSOZ� UL� SUJOLOIGZOUT� OY� TUZ� YU� KGYOR_
XKGINKJ�”�

So it is that man, because he is of a diversified heredity, is a highly modifiable animal. It

is true that the most diverse races of man can interbreed; their independent progeny

produce offspring, which, in turn, can reproduce. Hence, inter-race crossings produce

limitless possibilities for the production of ‘new’ varieties of human kind. One must,

however, take into account that these ‘crossings’ may produce breeds [of man] that are

superior to the highest existing breeds and, as well, such breeds that are inferior to the

lowest of existing races of man. Indeed, almost any amount of creating may be reached

through such diverse crossings.

                                                  

1 Holmes, op. Cit., pg. 8.
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Through variation and selection for instance, we are able to produce albino’s, six-

fingered hands and the like if we wished; but this would be simple carnival tricks, not to

mention the affrontive demeanor facilitated by nature and common moral sense were we

to attempt this for no other reason than to simply ‘do’ this creation – to satisfy some

aspect of our ego. The higher duty of man however, is to become noble; thus do we have

the science of eugenics and genetics.  With this knowledge, we may strive to create

strong bodies, mental aptitudes, and inherent spiritual qualities that lay dormant among

those of the West.

There should be absolutely no limits placed on the acceptance of Eugenics other than

common sense and moral imperatives.  Through recent studies as diverse as Olympic and

National athletic committees and championships, the recognition due as to the part played

by genetics in ‘superior’ athletes is enormous.  Such examples of male and female

participants in these events will include well known figures such as Arnold Swartzeneger

and Cory Everson, who have been praised by competitors and critics alike as being the

‘perfect’ athletic specimens; geneticists, as well, remark that their bodily ‘form’ is

favored by ‘good genes’.  The professional athlete knows that his/her endowment with

success is partly his own doing, but the rest, is that natural edge given him by his

ancestors who passed the rigors of ‘selection’ and ‘variation’.  Somewhere in his/her line

[family tree] they had ancestors who were marked by large shoulders and chests, coupled

with a strong back for pushing and puling motions; through various isolated areas

geographically, his ancestors climbed high mountains, rowed long-hulled ships, or swung

axe and hammer to achieve, with time, those traits which were then passed on to their

progeny – their future generations. These are good [practical] traits.

Like all aspects of human nature however, good is only part of a duality in nature.  There

is no exception in eugenics.  Traits can, and will always be, both good and bad.  Of

course, these may be and, of necessity, are subjective to either the individual or group

represented based, also, upon the subjective analysis of the ‘other’ group. In either case

of ‘subjective’ approval, these ‘traits’, whatever they may be are, or can be, bred into

man. Conversely, they can also be bred out of man. Among the bad traits accountable to

heredity, there are ‘manic-depressives’, ‘insanity’, ‘epilepsy’, and the feeble-minded.  All

these cases can be attributed to the Mendellian frequency rates mapped out by Mendel. In

these various cases, especially those of insanity and feeble-mindedness, the high

probability exists that inherited factors are consistently present.  When, as the case may

demand, two feeble-minded individuals decide to mate, owing that both contain similar

defects in their make-up then, in all likelihood, they can expect [through the Mendellian

frequency rate] that a majority of their offspring, also, to be feeble-minded, even as they;

the exceptions which will, in all probability occur, does not mitigate the fact that the

‘trend’ will be, also, that of a ‘negative’ not a ‘positive’. Indeed, a natural antithesis

abides in all of us on this subject.  In point of fact, the policies of most Western nations

prohibit the mating of ‘insane’ people; therefore, so should we also consider the sound

and determined reasoning, which supports the contention, and reasonable observations,

which make it clear that ‘feeble-minded’ individuals be included in that number.

The ‘natural’ fate accompanying all ‘civilizations’ is to rise and decline; what makes
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exceptional cultures is how they live.  Our civilization and culture may, perhaps, escape

this common fate because it has at its disposal the unlimited resources of science. But

science deals exclusively with the forces of intelligence. Intelligence, as a priori, deals

exclusively with the forces of intelligence.  Intelligence never ‘urges’ men to action

unless it is in the abstract; only through ‘emotive’ energy can this action take place,

however much intelligence plays a part.  Put another way: Intelligence ‘may lead’ one

down a particular path, but would never ‘rationally’ put one in harm’s way – only the

duality of emotion will lead to this end.  Only fear, enthusiasm, self-sacrifice, hatred, and

love can infuse with ‘life’ the products of our mind, which will allow for action, to either

‘defend’, or ‘attack’ as the situation warrants.  This is Idealism in its truest and purest

form.  It is what the ‘post’ fratricidal warriors and academics of the West had hoped for;

to create, and infuse the same ‘idealism’ in the hearts and minds of the people of the

‘allies’ as had the Germans and the Italians with their people.  They hoped that the

‘democracies’ would succeed in this endeavor for the ‘good’, where the ‘others’ had

succeeded for the ‘bad’.  Ironic, is it not, that it was the parent nations of these

democracies which were now to receive the brunt of her children’s anger and

misdirection.  The vacuum thus created by the destruction of the ‘idealists’ in Europe has

not seen a return in the West of the Modern’s making.  There is no fire, no passion, in the

heart and soul of the West today.  It is to that ambiguous ‘world-order’, and to those who

would create it, that ever seeks and clings to a ‘faith’, of any stripe, and then fed to the

‘un-washed’ masses.  The power of the genius, that true and perfect culture of

‘personality, is aborted before any bud may flower.  [Any ‘similarity’ of this reasoning

present in the West today is not, in the context implied in this work, applicable to any

modern western statesman or government]

Like all organisms however, the West seeks to save itself from destruction and has

already secreted that special seed necessary for its future growth; it has already been

placed in that place, forgotten by the modern, and will thus revive its ancient memories in

the most unlikely places, or in those very places considered most likely, but unseen.

To the Noble man, wherever he may be found, consistent with his desire to better his

fellow man, as well as with himself, his utmost concern lies most heavily on the mental

abilities of his race-culture, with his blood. This includes both the ‘reasoning and

intuitive’ aspects of human psychology.  Intelligence cannot be taught in school, it can

only by disciplined and refined. Through a rigorous application of eugenics, a more

healthy and vibrant race-culture can be realized. This is the duality of a Noble People.

Like Art, it is to beauty to which a healthy people are drawn.  To ‘ugliness’ then, are

healthy people repulsed.  Physical beauty is no different, for it is the ‘obvious’ bait by

which the impulse to procreate is born.

Science terms young and beautiful vitality as ‘paedomorphy’.  This is defined as the

‘radiance’ seen in the youth of a vigorous people; that fresh rosy-cheeked flame of

idealism and unconquerable spirit held by youth of indomitable horizons. We are drawn,

as individuals, and as a group, instinctively, to young and healthy partners. This has

determined the largest fecund rate for the longest period of time; that is, young ‘races’

and individuals start young, and thence procreate for longer periods, making the ‘national
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character’ a young one. This breeds vitality, that excess so much needed in the future

West.

Over the thousands of aeons, which have passed into history, this has simply been the

evolutionary wisdom of survival.

Early man, for instance sought, or over a period of time did seek, the healthiest, strongest,

and most beautiful of his mates to continue his kind. Ugly, sickly, or unhealthy,

obviously, would not attract the finest and best to extend the specie in proportion that the

healthy would or could.  In fact, Culture depends directly on our ‘biological

predilections’.

We term ‘biological predilections’ as taste.

Taste is personal, and instinctive.  It is bred over the millennia and ingrained into our

social mores, art, and forms of affinity we all share in our human experience. It is

‘racism’ in its purest form – not the crass impostor called racism by the mixed mass of

the Modern; his multitudes of diversity. The foundation of race-culture, of this racism, is

genetic to be sure, and is the wellspring of ‘how’ a race sees itself.  It is self-evident and

natural to all save the Modern.  The example by which, for instance, certain elements of

the Orient’s admiration for ‘blondes’ which, at least in part, reflects their admiration of

the [Western] technics of our Military and Industrial power; a fact which does not keep

this tenacious race-culture from attempting to supplant these powers of the West with

their own might and power.  And the African, in like fashion, who does not love or

admire this power but, rather, hates this emblem of power and achievement. There is a

natural harmony here, which the Modern ever seeks to hide from those he would govern,

and that is found even these extremes of ‘love’ and ‘hate’.  Sex appeal, vitality, and

health, are all seen from the subjective eyes of the beholder; and himself the mirror,

reflections of what he, himself, sees. This, in any event, is a matter of taste.  It reflects the

inborn quality of distinction.

Physical beauty, in a general sense, reflects intelligence.  Mental achievements

correspond to that of physical achievements in general – the modern ‘myth’ of the dumb

blonde not withstanding.  The antecedent probability exists that mind and body are

associated by heredity; science indicates* as much. This was generally accepted prior to

the second war of fratricide. To the Modern however, this concept of heredity is

distasteful precisely because it competes with the egalitarian dogma of environment over

that of heredity – hence the assumed ‘equal and fair’ representations of all peoples.

While the Law, to some degree, can ‘conceive’ of equal and fair treatment, its force and

form is defined by the very genetic inheritance, which has formed its very foundation

[e.g. Anglo-Saxon common law, and Dane Law, not to mention our usage of Greek and

Romanic Law, which is the basis for all Western law, comes to mind. FLS]. Difference

does, however, exist amongst the various members (i.e. governments) of the West, not to

mention those not of western stock.  These differences exist despite the numerous

attempts, sincere though they may be, of various individuals, governments, or groups,

which would make it so. The tremendous mosaic of the earth and her peoples fly in the
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face of the Modern, despite the foreign attempts of ‘patchwork’ designs created by minds

that are far removed from waking reality. The ‘betrayal’ by the governments of the West

in Bosnia-Herzegovina€ – at best a temporary reprieve – at worst, a trend which will

overthrow the West as we know it; the storm which has appeared upon the horizon of our

shores is in direct response to the Modern’s injection of ‘compromise’, misplacing the

historical epochs of our tradition, and filing them with the other ‘antiquated’ forms of

traditional knowledge, is a good case in point.

In due course, genius is also a product of heredity.  The Family, as ‘unit’, being a

prerequisite to a sound environment, and strong constitution, is attached with still more

importance in this context.  A sound family unit will, in accordance with the laws of

heredity, be well suited in type and disposition, if they are to produce a more well-

proportioned and higher individual who is physically and mentally superior to both their

parents.  In the country of the origin of this work, America, we have seen a steady and

ineluctable decline in those intelligent and well proportioned matings (i.e. conformation,

height, weight, hair and eye colour) which will assure a more vital and vigorous people,

of higher intellectual capacities, and nobility of ‘spirit’.  Their inevitable progeny,

likewise, have suffered.  Since the ‘sixties’, this deceleration of intellectual momentum,

as a trend, has manifested itself in almost every stratum of American Education and IQ.

levels:

                                                  

€ This issue of ‘ethnic cleansing’ with which the Modern has held out for the Western world to see is

another lie. In point of fact, it is an ‘extra-European’ affair, and has afflicted the West for several thousands

of years: the ‘religio-racial’ implications of Islam v. Christianity. In a purer sense, it is the age-long conflict

between Semitic [even of ‘indo-European’] and European forces. The geographical implications of the

Balkans is too complex for this work, but do not fail to see the interactions between those members of an

Islamic tradition and, thereby fail to see the ‘Christian’ tradition which is, and shall always be, in conflict

with it.

For the government of the American West to ‘slip’ so badly, by taking the ‘egalitarian’ position of

‘protecting’ a certain side against the ‘founders’ of civilization in this area of the world is, to say the least,

the worst sort of political and moral machinations which, as time has bourne out, has set the course of this,

our Nation, into the very real possibility of a collapse of Western hegemony in an area which has

historically been the bulwark – the wall if you will – against the very ‘ideals’ which has put us at odds with

the other nations of the earth, rather than supporting our allies/people to stem the rising tide of fanatical

religious incursions into our own territory and beyond.

Historically, it may be added, the West has always had a symbiotic relationship with the Arab – his

religious technics not withstanding – and has a shared historicity predating Al Farabi, and Ibn Fadlan. We

left them alone, and they left us alone, if not coming into contact on those occasions which the West, under

some design or another, sought a ‘misplaced’ connection with the territory of the Arab proper. If we are to

take sides in this region of the world, let us maintain nothing but a ‘neutral’ position upon the region,

whether we are in total agreement with them or not; for our lone ‘ally’, Israel, certainly does not ‘always’

do those things which are in the best interest of America, or the West in general, yet we continue to

advance one over the other. This is the ‘cycle’ which the West has ‘committed itself too – but for who’s

benefit? Let each American, and each individual member of the West question these policies, and decide

for themselves which answer should be given for the ‘advancement’ of the West, and to each ‘localized’

region where each calls his home. Truly, if we fail to address this issue, in its comprehensive form, our

grandchildren will be shedding their blood, soaking deep into the sands of shame and uselessness. FLS
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“=NKT�VKUVRK�JOK��ZNK_�GXK�TUZ�XKVRGIKJ�UTK�LUX�UTK�H_�HGHOKY�]NU�]ORR�JK\KRUV�OJKTZOIGR
/7’Y���/L�ZNK�TK]�HGHOKY�MXU]�[V�ZU�NG\K�Y_YZKSGZOIGRR_�NOMNKX�UX�RU]KX�/7�ZNGT�ZNK�VKUVRK
]NU�JOK��ZNK�TGZOUTGR�JOYZXOH[ZOUT�UL�OTZKRROMKTIK�INGTMKY��3U[TZOTM�K\OJKTIK�OTJOIGZKY�ZNGZ
JKSUMXGVNOI� ZXKTJY�GXK�K^KXZOTM�JU]T]GXJ�VXKYY[XK�UT� ZNK�JOYZXOH[ZOUT�UL�IUMTOZO\K�GHOROZ_
OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GTJ�ZNGZ�ZNK�VXKYY[XKY�GXK�YZXUTM�KTU[MN�ZU�NG\K�YUIOGR�IUTYKW[KTIKY�

:NXU[MNU[Z�ZNK�=KYZ��SUJKXTO`GZOUT�NGY�HXU[MNZ�LGRROTM�HOXZN�XGZKY���:NK�XGZKY�LGRR�LGYZKX�LUX
KJ[IGZKJ� ]USKT� ZNGT� ZNK� [TKJ[IGZKJ��� (KIG[YK� KJ[IGZOUT� OY� YU� IRUYKR_� ROTQKJ� ]OZN
IUMTOZO\K�GHOROZ_��ZNOY�ZKTJY�ZU�VXUJ[IK�G�J_YMKTOI�KLLKIZ��UX�G�JU]T]GXJ�YNOLZ�OT�ZNK�GHOROZ_
JOYZXOH[ZOUT��,[XZNKX�SUXK��KJ[IGZOUT�RKGJY�]USKT�ZU�NG\K�ZNKOX�HGHOKY�RGZKX�–�]NOIN�GRUTK
GRYU�VXUJ[IKY�GJJOZOUTGR�J_YMKTOI�VXKYY[XKY�”�

The above statement does not shed new light on the subject, many before these authors

have given their lives in the pursuit of truth, and paid very dearly for making them

known, once again, to their fellows.  The two authors quoted above, have suffered in their

own right for speaking what studious research has told them.  This subject, lest we forego

our train of thought, is based more on a ‘demographic’ model, and we will attach more

interest to it later on. We find, essentially, the same ‘trend’ wherever we turn among the

professional and intellectual classes.  Lawyers, professors, engineers, ministers,

inventors, bankers, artists, educators, military men [who the nation depends upon for

national protection], writers, all represent ‘stock’ which make up the masses of our

nation.

Professor Dublin, writing long before the above-mentioned authors, stated clearly that

this ‘stock’ as a trend was marching downward, because of a lack of fecundity.  For the

moment, let us add:

“:NKXK� OY�UTR_�UTK�IUTIR[YOUT� ZU�HK�JXG]T � ZNKYK�MXU[VY�GXK�TUZ� XKVXUJ[IOTM� ZNKSYKR\KY�
:NKYK�VKUVRK�GTJ�ZNKOX�YZUIQY�GXK�W[OIQR_�J_OTM�U[Z�GTJ�ZNKOX�VRGIK�OY�HKOTM�ZGQKT�H_�G�TK]
MKTKXGZOUT�]NU�GXK�ZNK�ULLYVXOTM�UL�U[X�LKXZORK�OSSOMXGTZY…�=K�GXK�TU]�SGQOTM�ZNK�YZUIQ
U[Z� UL� ]NOIN� ZNK� TK]� 'SKXOIG� ]ORR� GXOYK… � =NKZNKX� ]K� ROQK� OZ� UX� TUZ�� ZNK� VKUVRK� UL
'SKXOIG� ]ORR� look� JOLLKXKTZ�� GIZ� JOLLKXKTZR_�� GTJ� HK� JOLLKXKTZ� LXUS� ZNUYK� ]NU� SGJK� U[X
IU[TZX_�MXKGZ���'TJ�GRR�ZNOY�HKIG[YK�UL�ZNK�LGIZY�UL�XKVXUJ[IZOUT�GTJ�NKXKJOZ_�”�

Let the reader make up his or her mind on the above-mentioned statements.  Look

around; see with your own eyes what is true and what is not.

American ‘education’ is the laughing-stock of the Western world.  At best, our

educational system, taken as a whole, is a fraud – we have allowed a system to evolve

which is 180 degrees from barely a hundred years ago.  The ‘development’ of pre-school

and elementary level children shows a distinct and dramatic indication of just where, or

how low we have become.  The tremendous emphasis placed upon ‘behavior’ in the

classroom, such as the typical sign-post found on many a classroom wall, exhorts each

and every student to be mindful of the diversity, and equality of each and every student,

                                                  

1 Dublin, Luis I. – Birth Control – reprinted in Social Hygiene, 1920, cf., pg. 8.
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keeping the students ever suspicious of those who stand out, who are marked by their

high-level of achievement in mathematics, English or the lineal and abstract studies,

thereby marking them different. This applies pressure in the ‘downward’ momentum;

there is no excellence.  There is no genius.

This is pure Indoctrination.

The indoctrination of these youths at such tender ages [6-13] with mental attitudes and

perceptions such as ‘telling’, ‘saving oneself’, ‘siding with the teacher’ against his

fellows and the like, has changed the pattern of individualism to that of the ‘collective’,

something that most of us were taught was a ‘communistic’ or ‘fascistic’ principle, and

that, at all costs, we should avoid. This is nothing short of ‘authoritarianism’ based on

political correctness.  This social modification has affected untold millions of young

people who trust, implicitly, those in adulthood and authority with which they interact.

The concept of individualism, like any ‘ism’, is fraught with an extremist inclination; the

concept of ‘family or tribe’ was always a priori when faced with an outside threat – this

did not disallow an individual from having an ‘I’ associated with who he was; he was

protected in many cases by laws and religious concerns which shared equanimity with the

secular state. It may not have been perfect, we are far from being perfect, To ‘stress’ the

importance of ‘i’ over that of the group however, is more than just passing interest.

American schools are putting our children at risk.  This risk is the lack of integrity, will

power, self-esteem, and, most importantly, loyalty to oneself and his peers, and makes for

a cowardly and sheepish population.  What will we think if put to war, if a foreign force,

much larger than could have been conceived, attacked our shores, and our mettle tried,

our ‘national’ soul put to the test?  Will captives [even our soldiers are not immune]

become broken because of the ‘timid’ conditioning received at American schools?  What,

exactly, would be the national reaction to a conquering force, deprived of food, shelter,

and family – who would capitulate, and who would defy the conqueror?  This is, of

course, the most extreme of circumstances, but a nation and people are known as ‘great’

only in adversity, or in the pure genius of a Golden Age.

The answer to these questions lie at the root of the race-culture: our offspring.  It is not

only to a sound environment, replete with the regimens of self-discipline, but to those

elements we, as parents, leave in our children.

Self-discipline, as spoken of here, is not that ‘castration’ sought or promoted by those

pundits who preach and encourage ‘paranoia’, ‘gang warfare’, or just ‘fear’ in general for

the purpose of ‘controlling’ a population.  Our children, any child, should follow

leadership, this is the job of parent and teacher alike; but when those certain children or

child show a tendency to be rebellious, curiosity/inquisitive, or drawn to areas of interest

far and above the other children (e.g. those who seem ‘predisposed’ to show only interest

in mathematics, vocational trades, literature or science, etc.) then these selfsame children

should be molded and directed in these ‘specific’ areas of interests at a higher state of

indoctrination.  This point assumes that either the parents or the teacher is aware of these

proclivities, and acts upon them.  If Americans continue to remain apathetic, bordering on
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stupidity, then this awareness is suspect; but if we are to demand meritocracy rather than

mediocrity, we must become aware and aid our young if they are to develop a balanced

psychology.  If we are to encourage achievement, then we must encourage these young

minds to reach out, not randomly, and become directed with that disciplined reasoning

which all young people require to become adults.

Here then, is the crux of the matter: lack of self-discipline, integrity, and the devolution

of academics in our educational and national political levels, is directly related to the

heterogeneous mixture of our American social/political attitudes. This has become the

legacy of the ‘egalitarian’, of the Modern.

It has been the Modern, that crowned prince of equality, the egalitarian, while striving to

maintain some personal vision of the ‘world-to-be’, has shown little regard for the

essence of Western man’s race-culture, and has opted for one of the biggest frauds, yes,

criminal conspiracies ever wrought against a people: for once the homogeneous

population becomes fused with that of admixture, with heterogeneous importations of

very diverse kinds, the Western element loses, with time, all its natural affinity and

knowledge of its original stock. With this loss, so also, the various proclivities and

‘tendencies’ which mark us as ‘unique’. Racial ‘hybridity’ is the ultimate end of these

diverse crossings. With time, after several generations of constant amalgamations with

diverse racial types, the Western stock as has been known historically, becomes

immersed with, and becomes a completely heterogeneous – or mixed-race – grouping.

Light complexion will defer to dark and, with time, the complexion of the host race will

change demonstrably. Put bluntly, ‘white’ will lose to ‘black’ and with time, all traces of

the original stock will be lost. Mental attitudes diminish in direct proportions to the racial

admixture of any parent stock. It is imperative, therefore, that all future parents decide on

a mate best suited to themselves in temperament, looks, and corresponding mental

outlook, if they are to produce superior human beings better than themselves. This, of

course, is mandatory for all races.

It is not education, alone which will overcome our crime and juvenile problems.

Education cannot turn a feeble-minded child into an honor-student; conversely, it is

apparent that a bad school system can destroy even gifted students with their mediocre

curriculums. It must be both good genes, as well as good basic scholastic education.

What a child inherits from his mother and father is extremely important. This cannot be

overly stressed. The son receives more from his father than from his mother; the

daughter, in like fashion, receives the best of her mother. If the son is to receive more, not

less, from the mother then, the mother should be as close to the equivalent of the father as

possible. According to Francis Galton’s law of antecendent heredity, an individual

receives on the ‘average’, one-quarter of his attributes from any one parent; the other

three-quarters is received from the other parent and the immediate/remote ancestors. The

study of the geneology of ‘great men’ [see Galton] has afforded as ample evidence that

the higher the frequency of intelligent mothers, the higher the rate of superior men of

genius. Applied to females, it must of necessity bring to bear similar results. A legacy of

this kind stays with such a child for life.
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The intelligence or feeble-mindedness of any child remains fairly constant through life.

“If a child is [feeble-minded] stupid it almost always remains stupid.”2 Science and

observation have given us this information – not just scientists of the past – in our present

state of information, it is a demonstrable fact. The Modern however, not to be outdone,

has started his schools of ‘psycho-analysis’, ‘psychiatry’, and most recently, the ‘science’

of ‘psychophysics’ to prove that the above observation is not the case.  The dim light of

‘fact’ however, is appearing once again.  A well-known ‘psychophysicist’, Dr. David

Lykken, for instance, maintains that criminal behavior as such, is not inherited; but that

‘certain’ kinds of temperament are. Dr. Lykken:

“'�INORJ�]NU� OY� XKRGZO\KR_� LKGXRKYY��GJ\KTZ[XU[Y�GTJ� OTYKTYOZO\K� ZU�V[TOYNSKTZ� OY
ROQKR_�ZU�YKKQ�K^IOZKSKTZ�OT�ZNK�QOTJY�UL�VRGIKY�ZNGZ�MKZ�NOS�OTZU�ZXU[HRK�”�

Dr. Lykken’s position seems to be ‘outside’ the purview of the Modern in terms of

‘equality’ – yet he does, and so many of his peers – do indeed, support ‘inequality’ in

some cases.  Unique, or individual predispositions by definition, amounts to an ‘un-

equal’ relationship between individuals. Let us, then, look closer to what the good doctor

has to say.

In the first stated observation, that of feeble-mindedness, we are speaking of genetic

dysfunction; in the case of temperament, we are now speaking of a combination of

genetic influences and predispositions, which, in fact, create a temperament. In the first

case, feeble-mindedness can be discerned at birth, even before, and should be corrected.

In the case of temperament, environment does play an important role; crime can be

enhanced by squalid living conditions, and the arbitrary and unfeeling power of the State

– such as the British - have shown us.  What Dr. Lykken has pointed out however, is that

of the developing ‘psychosis’ of environmental conditions over that of what is inherited,

in terms of temperament [a pre-condition in any event, and genetic in nature]. In other

words, even though genetics is implicit in human growth, the Modern still would have us

determined, ultimately, by our environment.

But let us carry his point further:

Dr. Lykken’s school of thought indicates that it is the ‘temperament’, that is, those traits

of fearlessness, adventure (i.e. courage, curiosity, bravery, loyalty and the like), and

insensitivity which make one, more likely than not, to become involved with the

undercurrents in modern society – that is to say, with Crime.

In point of fact however, when we analyze this position more closely and carefully, the

very traits which are pointed out as ‘bad’, are those very peculiar traits or ‘temperaments’

described by Dr. Lykken and his particular school of thought, are those very traits so

                                                  

1 [See] Article in Instauration – Cape Canaveral, F., January 1991, pg. 31.
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absolutely essential for a people to excel in a world where fearlessness, adventure, and

insensitivity are diminishing before our very eyes; and even more importantly, without

which our ancient fathers and mothers would never, could never, have achieved what

they have to this point in time: mastery of the oceans, space travel, astronomy, a

reasonable control over his environment, and has continued to develop these things

‘peculiar’ to the West, up to this very generation. But let us not forget the last, and most

important trait/temperament, which the modern ever seeks to deny us hoping, it would

seem, for us to lose this trait entire: Courage.

Are such traits/trends ‘unworthy’ or ‘unqualified’ to exist?  What does this mean to us, as

a western race-culture?  Do we, as a sensible and decent population really want or need

drugs used to ‘tame’ our children?  Have we really lost touch with the excitement, the

vitality, to be young?  Do we ever seek, nay, demand, that we possess a sense of

‘serenity’ and that if we cannot have it, we will then ‘force’ it upon our young because

we, ourselves, are unable to achieve it in our own lives?  Is ‘childhood’ then, doomed to

extinction?  Have we become so ‘civilized’ that Jim, upon returning from Treasure

Island, be treated as an overly aggressive youth, having allowed his temperament, his

traits, to evolve which, in turn allowed him to survive his travails and hardships, allowing

him to live and be scrutinized by these psycho-pundits and told that he is now a menace

to society; must he now be drugged, or at the very least kept from civilized company?

This is, essentially, what is being done; if this school of thought is allowed to continue,

our progeny will be persons not worthy to survive or receive our admiration.

Now, in consequence, the observable facts are that environment and predisposition does

indicate the direction of individuals and groups.  So, it is, that we must not throw the

baby out with the bathwater as it were.  A caveat however; since temperament can be

very illuminating as to the direction of young people, so it is that racial groups can, and

does show predispositions that are liable to be seen as criminal or anti-social.  The

implications here are manifest, and supported historically by Science, namely, that as a

culture of long-standing, Western culture has a right and a duty to preserve what is good

for its future.  This means that if the race-culture feels threatened, or if in fact is under

assault, then it is only fitting and proper to develop behavior that will provide that

protection needed to fulfill the requirements of its longevity.  What those temperaments

and behavior are to become, remains the key element in the Rise of the West.

Here again we face the premise of equality, equality across the board.  How do we, or

more precisely, the Modern, rationalize the tremendous expense exercised annually to

educate the feeble-minded, the retarded, the imbecile?  Worse, to attempt to ‘educate’

these poor souls within the public school system (!). This ‘form’ of educating, not entirely

without merit, for who would deny a sense of compassion to these individuals, is done at

enormous cost, and requires countless numbers of well intended teachers, therapists, and

doctors, and is consistent with Western man’s feeling of kindness to those who ‘have

not’, and will attend to those of the West until, and when those trends/traits are no longer

present in our population. Many, however, want to know more than this; what do we do

with the normal, intelligent, and gifted children who inhabit the same space as these

others?  In fact, a healthy, normal, or superior child has very little spent on them relative
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to the cost of ‘un-healthy/abnormal’ children per capita.  Where then, is the doctrine of

equality considering the effort put into the one group, altruistic though it is, and that of

the effort, or lack of same, put into the other categories?

If it be accepted that lower intelligence be entitled to a higher rate of education, at least a

more intensive education, should not the gifted, also, be given the same and equal market

share, relative to the same ‘share’ given to the abnormal?  We must, as a distinct race-

culture, answer these questions if we are to survive and excel.

It is generally true that great men do not come from dull-spirited boys.  The Modern, in

his typically nefarious way, tries to respond to the supposed unequal treatment of these

less fortunate individuals by claiming the ‘rule’ of higher education to impress upon

those of his fellows the need to create normal from the abnormal.  But, IQ. potential does

not increase with the higher gradation of education – it only enhances the raw material

present. There is no “art by which an individual with an IQ. of 80 can be converted into

one with an IQ. of 140.”2 This necessarily brings up the question of ‘testing for

intelligence’ since it is common in today’s academia to challenged ‘testing’ as being

culturally biased and unfair to those non-Western elements amongst us.

Intelligence testing means many things to different people, yet one thing is certain and

unassailable, and that is that testing gives us a means of detecting and measuring the

differences and inequalities in men.  Not only schools and colleges, but also the Armed

forces and government agencies, coupled with Industry use intelligence and aptitude tests

to ‘grade’ and ‘sort’ human beings in order to discover the approximate limits of their

capacities.  It is argued now, as before, that the capability an individual manifests may be

less that his inborn potential, which may have been suppressed by an unfavorable

environment or obscured by other factors. This is conceded as fair.

Intelligence testing is objective, as contrasted to subjective, measuring devices.  They

[tests] yield quantitative results.  Like all scientific experiments, the intelligence test

provides answers that can be verified or refuted by ‘re-testing’. IQ., which stands for

‘intelligence quotients’, is the ratio of a subjects test score to the average test score to the

average test score at his age-level expressed as a percentage.

The IQ., accordingly, makes allowance for the normal development of brainpower with

growth and maturation.  The normal situation is for an individual IQ. to remain fairly

constant, until he reaches the age at which his mental faculties begin to deteriorate. Brain

damage, disease, a repressive environment, or simply an abnormal growth pattern may

cause significant variations of the IQ. from the norm; ‘overlap’ of intelligence tells what

percentage of populations ‘a’ equals the average score of population ‘b’.  Where the

[psycho-metric] intelligence of the two populations groups becomes equal, the overlap is

considered to be, or should be, at fifty-percent.

Small differences in IQ. are quite significant when comparing different populations.  This

holds true whether we are concerned with race, nation, class, or education.  Even small

differences in average intelligence are associated with very great differences in the very
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high IQ. ranges This means, simply, that a decline in average [psycho-metric]

intelligence of only a few points will equate into a much smaller population of gifted

individuals.  This latter group, the very highly gifted elite of any population which does

most of the world’s creative works, shapes entire nations, creates civilizations, and most

assuredly, determines whether nations endure or fall, must be maintained.

These Stanford-Binet sorts of intelligence tests, admittedly, put emphasis on reasoning

capacity, and it is therefore, not culture free.  And ‘why’ should they be? These tests have

come out of the thought processes and preconditions peculiar to the West, to its culture,

and are necessary to its continuation and advancement.  So, in anticipation of the

Modern’s cry of foul, let me say that no apology is necessary. In giving these tests, we

are not concerned with ascertaining whether an individual group is capable of taking part

satisfactorily in one of the sub-nations of Africa or the Orient, but with ascertaining

competence for life and existence in our own ‘civilization’.  Western culture, wherever it

manifests itself, in whatever geographical location it lives, is a world made up of Western

blood – of white men and women related by blood and temperament. We, through aeons

of evolution, our ancestors, up to the present day, have created it.  It is an expression of

our ideas, our values, our instincts, our needs, and our aims.  The struggle and creation

of this ‘nation’ of America was such an affirmation.  The primary duty rests upon us,

alone, those of Western stock, to keep it alive; to extend it further, for the people of the

West too be. Therefore, we have the right and the duty to protect ourselves from

destruction.  In testing, therefore, we assure that the principle ideas, aptitudes, and

temperament be fostered and maintained for the betterment of all by continuous

advancement, and evolution upwards to create better individuals.

Education must be of the highest priority within the Western nations.  An intelligent son

or daughter do not inherit ‘knowledge’, this must be a vital part of the environment of

‘higher learning’, true higher learning.  Mediocrity must not be allowed to continue. Our

curriculums must remain ‘western’ in origin; it must promote the sciences of Western

thought.  It must promote the ‘spirituality’ of free religious thought as has been brought

down to us by the great thinkers of the West.  Education of the mind must, of necessity,

be coupled with the education of the eyes and hands. These trade skills, which our

ancestors have given us, are rapidly going the way of the alien; to their sons and

daughters. Certainly, one has but simply to look at the fields of the machinist, carpenters,

iron workers, sculptors, artists, as well as all types of cottage industries such as medical

transcription, insurance billing, telephone, and public service personnel; computer

‘coding’ and the associated ‘new technologies’ associated with computer programming

which, at one time, made each man or woman independent, artistic, and in touch with the

past which had passed this or that skill to them. All this and more is education.  This is all

part of higher learning.  The Brain is the key.

Without mental ability, without that abstract [sense] ability to envision great civilizations,

where would we be?  Would we really be content in the great primordial forest, thinking

of nothing but the sunrise…eating…and sleeping?

Blumenbach, the famed naturalist, provided a thesis that has merit even today.  He states:
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“The mental varieties seem equal to and sometimes greater than bodily varieties of

man.”1 Brain size used to be considered in strict terms of relative size – we now know,

for instance, that the critical importance is the development of the cortex.  And this in

direct proportion to the layers, or overlapping folds of brain tissue. All this points directly

in favor to those minds that are predisposed to be creative in aptitude.  Creative thinking

and intelligence depend largely upon the convolutions of the brain – small convolutions

mean that idiocy is present.  This is inherited. No amount of education, not even by the

Modern’s standard, can help this poor soul, other than to function in a world in which he

is totally alone, restricted in his movements; he is unable to grasp the reality of his

presence with the exception, possibly, that his reality is suited to his needs.

But what of our needs? Does our reality really suit our needs?  The study of the brain is a

racial study.  It qualifies race, ability, and precedent.  The proof and reasons for this area

of discussion is myriad, too long for this work and, so, we will pass it with a wave and a

nod and continue.

The Modern preaches against the immorality of racism; classifications like those listed

briefly above, while being scientifically sound, and are observable in everyday settings

are, nevertheless, considered racist pronouncements by the Modern and his egalitarian

cohorts.  The Modern considers himself ‘un-racist’ – that is, devoid of any individualism

based on an identifiable issue such as race-culture or biology – he is non-racial.  He, the

Modern, is free to express his equality without fear or favor.  He does not wish however,

to embrace the non-western on a personal level, but simply to prove his ‘theories’ of

equality.  Nothing, however, is further from the truth than the theory of ‘equality’.  How

is it, for instance, that ‘Steve’ is so dissimilar than ‘Ken’?  The modern egalitarian

stresses the educational factors of ‘nurture’ over that of ‘nature’.

That the early period of a child’s development, training, and growing years are of the

utmost consideration in a systematic process of education is self-evident, no one may

dispute this truism: this is the burgeoning matrix of a child’s character.  It is also a truism

that a child, even with special training, cannot go beyond his allotted mental power given

him at birth, that is, inherited.  Therefore, if this truth be accepted, the best stock that may

be produced by Western man and, specifically the American-West, must be attained by

the highest twenty-five percent of its race-cultural host; not the lowest twenty-five

percent.  To our advance or decline, depends on the types or type of person(s), which

survives and propagates at the fastest rates.  This is a fact that must, without qualification,

be accepted as the way for future Western men and women.

Sexual selection is of prime importance.  Men marry women who are beautiful,

intelligent, healthy, and similar in temperament.  Women, likewise, choose as their

mates’ men who are handsome, intelligent and, in their eyes, superior men.  Pigmentation

                                                  

1 Blumenbach, J.F. – On the Natural Varieties of Mankind – London (1781), Bergman Publishers, 1969, pg.

389.
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of the skin is also of importance – in a racial sense.  Vitality, life, youthful vigor, all is

requisite in the mating and romance of partners.  It is historically true that fair colouring,

for thousands of years, has presented itself in the ‘protector mechanism’ spoken of so

often in ancient literature.  This is, for all intents and purposes, a stratification of

hierarchy based on skin colour amongst people of the same race; Europeans have

followed this pattern for thousands of years. Greece, India, Persia, or southern Europe, all

have followed this rule – the fairest at the top.

Small, petite, and fair women have attracted the first pick of the men.  Tall women, which

is relatively rare, find mates in contrast to the above; their choice is relative, since their

choice has already be made by nature and will more than likely find a mate of her equal

standing.  Tall women are the exception, which proves the rule, relative to ‘averages’ in

this discussion, so we will continue with the main thrust of the matter.  Health, as stated

before, is of primary importance, and influences the mating habits of all peoples.  In

Western females, it is the rosy-cheeks of a light-skinned woman, which brings out the

primal essence of Western men, indeed, of all men, that transcends the explicable.

The face of beauty draws all comers.  Lips, eyes, nose, eye-brows, body and facial hair,

all are set off by light complexions – the soft juxtaposition of hues blending with the

sexual organs as well; the nipples and labia, two areas which exemplify the Eros of the

female form are unique in Western females.  All of this combining to attract the male of

her kind. All of this, and more, make her beautiful; it makes her wanted.  True it is that

the ‘white female’ is sought after by every race of man imaginable which, when looked at

through the eyes of the West, may elicit a certain just feeling of satisfaction.  The fact

remains, however, that the numerical number of men of ‘western-stock’ has significantly

depreciated with the passing of years, abortion, homosexuality, and the ‘increased’

number of men of ‘non-western’ stock who are very willing and able to compete with

Western men for the right to mate with Western females here, in America, indeed, the

Western world.

Beauty does not stand alone, but is combined with a spiritual presence, which promotes

and extends a unique value – we call it sexuality – the Greeks, Eros. This is a biological

phenomenon rather than a purely ‘cultural’ one, that is, biology proper is the liquid,

which is poured into the vessel of civilization, which allows for a ‘degree’ of sexuality to

become prominent, or taboo. Biology is a prerequisite for the purpose of procreation;

beauty is a requisite for the enticement necessary to bring a couple together.  In Western

literature, the theme is unchanging: the gods are drawn to Beauty, and the mortal form of

beauty is considered as beautiful as are the goddesses which inhabit the various temples

and habitats familiar to our ancestors – this helped to shape what ‘we’ consider beautiful.

We still marry, today, based upon factors, which, essentially, are physical first and

foremost; secondly, we marry based on mental or other considerations. Today’s modern

women and certain men may consider this crass chauvinism but, to survive, we must

procreate, and beauty is the prime consideration.

Sadly, in our modern age, specifically in the prime of marriageable groups, the college

campus has shown a demonstrable decrease in the amounts of couples, which are finding
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permanent marriage arrangements suitable to their needs.  Careers have taken precedent.

This amounts to a form of [forced] celibacy, which affects the ‘career’ minded individual.

In direct proportion to this trend has been the phenomenon of the ‘single generation’ and,

as well, to the decline of the Western birthrate.  The proportion of men that marry is

greater than that of women – but even these tend to marry later in life.  These men, of no

little consequence, add very little or nothing to a higher birthrate; and these particular

men belonging to that superior stock so much needed for our future [!].  The professional

classes, at any rate, are always prone to marry later in life.  This is racial suicide.  This is

the decline of the West.

Studies* into this subject are myriad, the time spent on ‘research’ is why the average

person is generally unaware of the technical proof, which can be afforded the premise

under discussion – the other side affords their own ‘statistics’ to add to the weight of their

discussion. The way in which ‘marriage selection’ is proved, however, is that like marries

like. Look around, and see if this is not the norm in your daily activities’ remember, the

exception proves the rule.  Tall tends to marry tall, small with small.  This, of course,

breaks up the population into a separate and diverse biological ‘caste system’ that, while

fundamentally sound, in such cases as intelligent/intelligent crossings, becomes

dysfunctional when we allow, for instance, feeble-minded to mate with feeble-minded.

In the modern West, specifically in America, the advent of ‘equality’ surpasses the laws

of nature, and has been promoted over that of an otherwise healthy race-cultural instinct

for survival; but a [artificial] desire to absorb those of alien racial, and mental stock,

which has been equated with intelligence, to promote said equality in his haven of the

cosmopolis of the city – the ultimate in artificial technics.

Indiscriminate mating, whether through ‘inter-racial’ crossings, or simply through mating

of ‘unequal’ [mental] types, is a sure sign of the decline of a healthy organism and must,

ultimately, perish.  The celibacy of healthy and intelligent men and women or,

conversely, that of crossing these superior traits with inferior ones, is racial deterioration

pure and simple.  “Whatever influence this factor has, or can have, is indirectly through

its effect upon the birth-rate, since the kind of people who mate determines the kind of

children who are born.”1 [Italics mine]

The fact which is being stressed time and time again in this work, even if ad nauseum, is

that the higher decline in birthrates has been in the higher social classes – those beautiful

and intelligent members of our race who are, by definition, rare as well – but who are

also the traditional culture-bearer class.  This is not extenuated by money or education,

although both play a part, but rather through breed, that long succession of good mating

which has produced higher and gifted children and individuals. From these, come the

most gifted and intelligent children and, ultimately, are those specific individuals who

will see and lead the generations to come into a future that, hopefully, will be grander and

healthier that ours. This puts the culture of the West in a position to testify as to the facts

                                                  

1 Holmes, op. Cited, pg. 74.
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of our present state of existence; we are called to the witness stand.

The very character, which is in our blood, of the West, has been decreasing steadily in

this fashion for a century and a half.  Limiting the birth rate artificially, unlike the

Malthusian checks and balances regarding pestilence and famine, land mass and agri-

growth, have caused a serious imbalance for the West. On a world-wide scale, the West

has artificially promoted the survival of ‘peoples’ whose condition of life is, or has been

predicated upon the natural proclivities of their environment, their adaptability, and the

cultural destiny of the their antecedents.  The ‘west’ brings them survival.  Instead of

allowing the weak or inform to be culled naturally, we of the West enforce this

‘Orwellian’ concept of health, at the expense of ‘quality; the over populous centers of the

third-world are replete with disease, poverty, and cycles which destroy a healthy balance

because the city, specifically, cannot support a population which is multiplied by Western

medicine which then, artificially, promotes growth at the expense of a quality of life –

this Western ‘involvement’ is well intended, but is sadly lacking in vision and common

sense. It is, or has become, the ‘ethos’ of the ‘world’, of that particular ‘christian charity’

which has been at the forefront of this movement.  It is, in its entirety, a ‘one world

concept’ closely akin to that of Babel – another experiment in equality, which was found

lacking.

It is this essence of ‘globalization’, of world capital and intercourse, and what will come

of it, which has birthed this decline in the virtue and vitality of Western civilization, and

which puts the survival of the West in jeopardy.  This is, inevitably, the contest between

those who would promote the economic global empire of what certain leaders in the

western world attempted one-hundred years ago or more; to stimulate a burgeoning

‘industrial’ revolution in the modern Western States, and between those who, while

acknowledging the economic considerations, nevertheless hoped to achieve a certain

degree of independence and self-sustaining innovation at home, before thinking of inter-

national trade over, and above, that of their national interests. After all, this is how

America, in particular, has become great.

As is expected, the hypocrisy of these selfsame individuals is manifest.  These modern

intellectuals and governmental servants go boldly into the public venues and business

centres and regale the common man and woman regarding ‘sexuality’ and demean the

natural births of their own stock – the Modern would rather relegate these new humans to

the dust-bin of history, or that of the abortionist; meanwhile, maintaining the standard 2.3

children for western-stock, while allowing the third-world to produce three times that

amount. This dynamic is a continuous ebb and flow which settles once and for all the

question of who will have a place in the Sun, and who will fade in the shade of a world

increasingly smaller and less productive.  Listed below, is an example of what author

Richard McCulloch calculates as the ebb and flow of what he calls the Nordish [Western]

elements of the world to be:
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McCullochs’s calculations concerning the Nordish elements 141.1 millions among

Americans today, out of a total population of 248 millions, the rate of increase for the

Western population is offset by a –14% [1984] birth rate, and since the above mentioned

calculation, the Western birthrate has been offset by even greater numbers.  Of the

Russian element, and a total population of 258 millions, there are approximately 110

millions of Nordish elements.

McCulloch’s views, indeed, are sobering, but there is more.  Below, are his essential

calculations; it is strongly suggested that you read his study for yourself. Here, then, are

the statistics for the United States:
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To the keen eye*, the above table shows, dramatically, the shift in the American-west as

race-culture today; and it is precisely from this reserve that all the future men and women

of the West will, inevitably choose, or will be forced to choose, to mate with.  The sheer

weight of numbers will force the so-called ‘biological hand’ to be played out and, along

with the Modern’s cry of ‘equality’ will determine the future make-up of this, our

western Continent.  McCulloch, in further studies, states that about 530 million members
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of the Western ‘nordish’ elements, or about 10% of the world’s population, accounts for

about 0.5% of the babies being born.  It would seem, therefore, that it is the ‘western’

race-culture, which is the ‘true’ minority, the minority par excellence in the world today –

yet, the Modern is silent, he has nothing to say on the matter.

Where, then, are we heading?

Many, of course, will discount any and all figures, or lineal presentation [as listed above],

as irrelevant to any ‘moral’ consideration regarding the relations between those of

Western stock, and those of non-western stock. Their ‘axiom’ is, “…do unto others as

you would have them do to you.” and they are sincere in saying this.  Yet, if mutual

parties do not agree on just what is good [for one] and bad [for the other] to qualify the

relationship, both will lose a degree of respect and confidence, thereby leading to the

inevitable: Breakdown.

We all should, as inhabitants of this earth, have the strength of character to respect each

other; to acknowledge the inherent individuality which, truly, makes us diverse and

special, extending the mosaic of the earth onward, toward the destiny nature has allotted

us.  This is not now, nor should it ever be, predicated upon any ‘political’ agenda or

affiliation, but on the respect due each race-culture as sovereign unit – making up the

organic representation of the cosmos – the essence of the totality of the Universe.  Hence,

if the various races of man and their incumbent technics would ever seek to respect the

other in like fashion then, all the destinies of each people shall be fulfilled as was

intended by nature and nature’s god. The eternal Cosmos never sleeps, its rhythms at

times lucid, other times stormy, yet all determine at which level they may make a peace

with this power outside of oneself, playing the eternal game of chance and successes.

This is ‘harmony’ in the truest sense; it is the search for personal and cultural Nobility.

In today’s world, nothing could be further from the truth of our reality.

The ennobling of man is a fragile thing.

In today’s world, the Modern has sacrificed, seemingly, all the higher ideals: Art, Beauty,

physical perfection (which includes the highest mental state as well – a continuous

duality), and spiritual connections with himself and his kind.  He has, as well, sacrificed

his future progeny on the alter of Molech – denying them the same opportunity to be

what he has the potential to be (the modern “Be all that you can be” is a perverse ‘teaser’)

– ten-thousand generations of race-culture destroyed for the sake of an ‘idea’, an ‘idea’

which, despite nature’s laws, will demand us to cross all borders, destroy all remnants of

the past which make us what we are.  Slowly, very slowly, the Modern immerses himself

into the decadence of mass-man, his identity a thing of legends, of wayward mythos –

something that has no bearing on the present (!) – after all, he is the modern man.

The Modern man is continuously lost in the tempest of his technics; his bearings are

unstable.  The landmarks he has chosen seem to drift with the tide of an ever increasingly

hostile environment.  His rudder is broken.  Indeed, even if it were not, he has forgotten

how to sail – his Fathers, having built this ship, are now dead – and he, the modern one,
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having never paid heed to the patient tutoring of his fathers, is now without those skills

necessary to raise the mizzen mast, his sails fluttering without benefit of compass or

harbor, disallowing him the power to get to where he wants to go. The days of living on

the courage and strength of his fathers are over; he is going to die.  Worse still: he knows

it.

We, those who question the technics and direction of the modern, are on another quest.

Let the modern pass from the earth with a hang or with a whimper; to those that consider

themselves worthy of becoming ‘higher-men’, our search, our hope, is picking up

momentum.  If we are men, we will follow our instincts unflinchingly: the survival of the

embryonic West demands it.  On then, toward the open portal of the future, if you dare to

follow.
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Chapter IV
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“The origins of America contain her future,” so spoke Francis Parker Yockey

philosopher, lawyer, and seer.  His magnum opus, Imperium, displayed a skill and love

of, and respect for, the race-culture of the West – his West, as well as our own.  He

believed that this ‘northern continent’, America and Canada, originated as a colony of the

greater culture of the West.  In this, we must agree, for the very roots of its beginnings

and origins are from the European continent.

Mr. Yockey, one of many men and women who saw, even as we, that America was and

is, simply an extension of Western high-culture; a creation of its European antecedents.

And so we are.  Indeed, Mr. Yockey felt that, spiritually, all Western race-culture’s like

that of South Africa, Australia, America, Canada, and the several smaller ‘colonies’ are

linked, and derive their world outlook and plans, their ideas, and inner imperatives from

the same root. Yes, we are linked; bound together as corn is to sheaf.

Like many of us today, he could not understand the many factions vying for political

supremacy over the other when, in fact, all belonged to the same biological unit, thereby

effectually amputating each others limbs by such practice, and therefore denying the

whole, a healthy and subtle body.  He felt, strongly, that the dysfunctional aspects of

these various arguments between relatives were to the detriment of all – since all must

share in the same inevitable fate of a connected West. America and Europe do, indeed,

constitute one large familial bloc, which have definite demonstrable interplays that effect,

each other, and the world.

Here now, we shall come to the area(s), which will define what has been presented

before:

America, so long a part of the technics of the West has split, as it were, from the ancient

history of our common stock. Since the onslaught of the second fratricidal war, the battle

between Intellect and Money has been won; it has been won by money, and the intellect

therefore, has suffered.

It is intellect, that peculiar part of a person or a race, which creates mores and traditions;

a ‘people’s’ worldview is both from this same source. Our common history, as a Western

people, has gone through severe trauma since the turn of the 20th Century, with several

‘world views’ vying for supremacy. Money is simply the forum, which makes one or the

other view acceptable to the masses; yet, money, in and of it, does promote, or rather,

those who wish to maintain their hold on it, those manifestations which are necessarily

destructive to our culture. In any event, America, as a distinctive Western colony, has

abrogated its historical tradition as a Western culture since this victory. Instead of a grand
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and unified ‘history’, we have an idea, a ‘constitution’, or a domestic outlook (not a

national outlook however), which drives us ever on. As a People however, we lack a soul;

implicit in a soul is the ability to look at oneself as a unique individual, separate and apart

from other individuals, yet supporting those obligations incumbent upon members of a

distinct family to form a complete household.  In such a feeble attempt, America says it

shares as a world-view the concepts of ‘democracy; but here at home, ‘national

democracy’ is a catchword for an idea of what we ‘think’ democracy is. We believe this

so strongly, that we are willing to fight, to commit to War.

Our Wars have always been wars of  [or over] democracy idea – not simple geo-political

manifestations of, or between money, power, plutocracy, or any other device or

mechanism, which makes up the organic substance around us. The slogan of America:

‘making it safe for democracy’ has been, and is being heard around the world. It becomes

not democracy, but the tyranny of the mass over that of the higher man.  If it takes guns

and money to ‘enforce’ an idea of ‘liberty’ and ‘freedom’ to others less versed than us, is

that, then, ‘democracy’?

The thoughts, ideas, questions, and potential reactions to those perceived attitudes and

perceptions developed in this work are, perhaps, considered by many to be hostile to the

present state of affairs – so be it. We have, however, in a progressive setting, discussed

the origin and purpose of the race-culture, the culture of the West, of which America is

but a ‘portion’ of that legacy. We have discussed at some length the relationship between

its people, government, and religion: each a technic particular to the race-culture.  We

have discussed the force behind their respective responsibilities to ‘themselves’ and their

‘government’.  The discussion regarding eugenics which, while being antagonistic to the

modern must, of necessity, be explored; indeed, much material abounds on this subject

that cannot be ignored, at least by an ‘un-biased’ individual.

We all, to one degree or another, acknowledge that the world is full of problems, on

many fronts, and is now high time that we address those concerns with courage and

foresight. If we do not, we shall be relegated to the status of a third-world nation, with

third-rate citizens trying their best to cope with domestic as well as foreign situations.

The latter, it may be observed, is accepted as already being. American National elections

have seen dramatically a decrease in popular [democratic] voter turn-out; the presidential

election in 1990 saw 52% of Americans voting, giving that President 27% of the popular

vote (with 23% of the electoral vote), it is obvious that it is more than apathy. Where is

the national spirit of the ‘new’ European renaissance?  Where is the glory of the old pax

Americana?

Let us consider Europe.  After years of systematic failures by their national leaders to

address social realignment, economics, moral-technics and the like, it was inevitable that

the race-soul should manifest itself in the race-cultural explosion that has rocked the

world.  The ‘cold war’ is over – if there ever was one – it was, in actuality, the ‘stagnate’

principle at work spoken of earlier that has proven the denial of culture.  Covered by an

alien presence, the race-culture of the west in Eastern-Europe has spent almost fifty years

in isolation, kept apart from the destiny-will of their own kind; indeed, the Soviet Union
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could never have kept the culture’s of the West apart.

America is following this same path.

Unusual in form, the spokesmen for the American West pointed out, in days past, of the

awakening of the European as a ‘gentle’ revolution. Predictably, in this country, as the

progeny of this selfsame Motherland, we are being pointed, inexorably, to an exchange of

values, perceptions, and technics that has, for the past one-hundred and fifty years, held

this same [European] people in a state of stagnation, humiliation, and instability which

has now begun to actualize itself into such a metamorphosis, as the rising of a new West.

Within the context of the preceding discussion, we have endeavored to present a technic

in thought.  This is necessary to study and research the organism we call Western man.

We have not covered ‘education’ proper, business, religious doctrine, or social

responsibilities in its ‘minute’ forms; however, these will come, of necessity, from an

informed and noble individual.  This work is not, and cannot be, a doctrinaire ‘how-to-

manual’.  In this context, the propositions and potential possibilities enumerated in the

following pages will be as concise as can be delivered through the science of history as

applied to our [American] future.  Indeed, all the forgoing enumerations are proceeding

even as you, dear reader, are absorbing these very thoughts.  They are taking place all

across the heartland of this, our America, our West.

I. THE ASCENDING:
4GZOUTGROYS�GTJ�8GIK

From man’s earliest beginnings, there have been two main factors inherent in his struggle

to understand and promote his essence.  Of these factors, the first we will consider has

presently been filed in the dustbin of history, and has been placed in the category of the

‘passé’, the unuseful. The other, having gone through so many manifestations and

evolutions in our human history, is now generally looked at as bigotry and fanaticism.

We speak, now, more of the intangible and tangible elements relating to our human

experience, for all races and cultures share this duality.

Of these two ‘factors’, we shall ascribe to the first, Race; to the second, Nationalism.

Of Race, we have discussed the many varied nuances and manifestations regarding its

existence and life.  How ‘individuals’ look at race varies from location, religious

attitudes, race-cultural imperatives, and governmental agendas (which account for a high

proportion of the modern attitudes, socially, in organized states); this is especially true in

the Western nations since we have had a century of experience in propaganda, social

instruction, and public education.  All the above are ‘prerequisites’, for and against, the

social institutions of the human experience.
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To ‘nationalism’, we attribute the unseen in the context of boundaries; the lines of

demarcation placed and set by peoples immemorial, both geographically and culturally,

which predetermine a set consciousness in any, and all particular peoples. This, of

necessity, is a spiritual technic which has been actualized in the outward manifestations

of an organized people, be that familial, tribal, or cultural/national states of being.  To

‘race’, as has been said before, we attribute the seen, as it naturally relates to the physical

body, to ‘type’, and common sense which relates to a common known ‘factor’ of

humanity. We discern these manifestations in many and sundry ways, each person

making their own analysis based on their own preconditions, perceptions, prejudices, or

instinct; this is as it should be: this is Nature’s Law.

Once the consciousness between these two prime factors however, is lost, or worse,

relegated to ‘those things of the past’, one must finally take a closer look, a look, which,

today, has much social weight attached to it.  But why should you, the person, the reader,

care one jot, or tittle about this ambiguous, dark, and unpopular issue? The answer, while

obvious to some, will take a little getting used to by the population at large – strange,

since just one generation (!) ago, it was considered as being the foundation upon which

all had existed, by which the comforts and technologies had arisen in the West – the

answer: Because You are a part of it, you live and breathe along side others who, like

you, have a similar background, a look which shares common ancestry.  Your soul, deep

down inside, beats to the same rhythmic cycles of birth, life, and senility.  The same

cycles of thousands of your ancestors, to whom you owe your very life.  Even now, as

you read this, every breathe you take reminds you of what you are, what you can be; look

outside – yes now (!) – what do you see?  Living dwellings, houses, apartments of every

shape and size (even of those who are not as fortunate as you); but there is more.  Look at

the lawns of green turf, those sections of concrete, wood, or wire dividing up each

particular property, plots, or tracks; of whole City blocks. Now, just what do you see?

No, do not look at what you see, look behind what you see!

For each illustration, for each actuality, there is an intangible; some would call it a divine

plan.  Call it what you will, but nevertheless, there is a will, divine or not, which marks

one man, one lawn, one fence, one line of shrubbery from the other. What the common

man may see is superficial – after all, perchance, he did not build these structures, nor

have anything to do with the design – he simply ‘inhabits’ them.  It is like asking the

question: Where does water come from?  Some would say: The faucet!  One looks only at

the manifestation of a thing – You must look deeper.  This is the invisible, that intangible,

boundary which primitive man, as well as the Modern, experiences. Frankly, there is no

escaping the primal feeling of ownership, control, personhood, and nationhood.Ψ Each is

                                                  

Ψ In early America, it was essentially a movement of individuality, of the freedom to attain something

unattainable in their respective nations of origin. Speech, as such, was not the great motivator – land

ownership was. The ‘concept’ of a man and his castle was a pipe dream to immigrants coming from

Europe; to them, it was to be ‘tenant’ forever.
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part of the same presence: individuality.  Indeed, this very feeling was the match, which

set aflame the continent; the fire, which set us, as Americans, free. So, as with a man’s

house/castle, in the truest and purest sense, is the smallest form of nationalism.

This simple ‘nation state’ is part of our daily lives; it was past down to us.  It is part of

every neighborhood.  It is part of our cities.  In fact, our major centers, ironically, of our

modern cosmopolis are, decidedly, the most nationalistic.  Territory defines just who we

are, and in our major cities is seen the most diverse, jumbled, and dominant themes of

nationalism.  For instance, the massive and blatant symbols of power, which highlight the

cities of America, are not without their own symbols of power and control, which sit

beside the red, white, and blue.  A name, a flag, these describe just who this empire

belongs.  Each is personal, denoting that essence which steers the ship of state.  When

one looks upon each symbol, there is, inherent, an intangible essence of power.  This,

observable fact, is downplayed by the Modern.

The Modern, like all hypocrites, preaches equality to the mass man; this dictum is

hammered into the social construct. Each day, upon waking, the mass man is hounded by

the conscious and unconscious directives of the state that there is no ‘I’, just the ‘we’, not

the We as the People – but as ‘we’ of the mass slave – each a member of a world order

which is safe as long as its denizens maintain the daily grind of the commonplace, the

know-nothing, the slug.

How utterly absurd! How degrading!

                                                                                                                                                      

The men and women who chose to come to the ‘new lands’ sought many things, but it was the burgeoning

idea of commonwealth, of community based upon those individuals who were willing to harvest their

labors for an idea which would protect their sovereignty over their own ‘homestead’, owing to no man or

government for the privilege. Thomas Hobbs, and John Locke had spoken long and persuasively in this

regard, and many were willing and able to take up the mantle. It may well be true that men will fight for

women and gold, but it is just as true that men will die for Land, for living space. The idea of ‘taxation’ of

personal property was repugnant to the original settlers; representation was considered only sparingly, and

only in those areas which had amassed a certain affluent citizenry, that is to say, merchants and traders, that

which makes up any new and struggling township. Taxes on mercantile products were seen, by some, as

commonplace, since all government of the people needed some revenue to maintain the illusion of

governance. The concepts of land ownership were absolute. If a man could work it, it belonged to him and

his. This made a man, of necessity, a vigorous, proud, and incalcitrant individual. To be sure, this was a

problem to existing institutions and governments. To our own, it has proved just as difficult.

If the King of England had sequestered a man’s home, and called it what he would, the man, and the

surrounding population would, absolutely, consider this theft of the highest order; in the same sense, the

‘system’ which would take away a man’s property for eminent domain, or any other reason is, without

equivocation, theft. The early fathers answered the King with a revolution because they were willing to die

for an idea, an idea which said that the individual was more powerful than even a king when it came to his

personal property.

In today’s world, in this modern America, the shadows of despotism have reached deeply.  The individual

has been replaced by the corporate unit, by the mass of complacency. FLS.
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The striving for excellence, indeed, the sheer struggle for survival, not to mention that

absolute supremacy over their competitors is simply Western man’s spontaneous

imitation of nature’s perfect technic of survival through variation and selection.  And as

we all know, the fittest survive. Adaptation does not occur without, firstly, a fight for

survival.  At least, in Corporate America, where the ruthless exchanges of power is also

part of their personal ethic. This, also, a part of nature’s eternal cycle.  This cycle is seen,

also, in the exchange of power, control/ownership, and culture (or lack of it) in the Nation

as a whole. But, if sight is the issue, the clarity of the nationalist is paramount.

Nationalism is patriotism. As has been said before, the family, as ‘unit’, instills those

values of leadership and group responsibility in the nascent stage of national

responsibility – this is Patriotism.  It is the patriots reason, for being, in protecting and

establishing those things which he was taught and, hopefully, believes in as being right

and noble, enough so, that he would give his very life-blood for. The true patriot, as

nationalist, contains all that is carried in the soul, the race-soul, of any given people.

There are no boundaries, racial or otherwise, in the love that an individual feels for his

own kind, for the laughter of the children bourne by his sisters, and the faith of his fathers

he shares with his brothers. His faith, which begets his feelings, such as that of primitive

man, follows his morality in conceptualizing such things as tribe, duty, loyalty, honour,

and all those things which make up the ‘greater self’, that extended part of ‘what’ he is,

or at least sees himself as; he exists as a part of the total familial cycle. This is the highest

form of citizenship.

In today’s world of politically sensitive phrases and sound-bites, of ‘domestic’ this and

that, nationalism, especially in this day and age, is both hated and romanced; it only

matters just what side of the table you are seated. The nationalist sees himself in many

lights, even here, in America, we have our own sense of what nationalism is; the proof,

however, is the very real sense of duty, that divine duty, to his own kind – his own people

– his own race-culture. This was how the Pax Romana started; very little of it remained

as she lay dying.  Few people could proclaim this dictum more eloquently than Sir Arthur

Keith, when he says of the nationalist, “[The] Nationalist mind is most deeply concerned

with the integrity and perpetuation of its race. What is most feared is its death – death by

absorption.”1 This was also addressed by Oswald Spengler as well, when he stated his

perception on nationalism, “Every culture possesses its own conception of home and

fatherland, which is hard to comprehend, scarcely to be expressed in words, full of dark

metaphysical relations, but unmistakable in its tendency.”1 [emph. mine]  the Modern,

however, is still unable to grasp this. Yet, the rise of the West has already passed him by.φ

                                                  

1 Spengler, Oswald – Decline of the West – Helmet Werner, Abridged, Trans. Charles Francis Atkinson pg.

174-75, 1962.
φ Euphemisms, such as ‘fatherland’, denote ideas that are not fashionable in polite American society these

days. Father would, of necessity, denote a ‘specific’ meaning as seen by those in power, who wish to

‘control’ these deep seated emotional ties; in its place, various phrases have been inculcated to replace it;

the concept of ‘homeland’ as intended by this work, is susceptible to any misdirection as any other word we

would choose. In today’s environment, such words as these have been dusted off, re-packaged, and sold to
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In every quarter of this nation we call America, the signs of nationalism abound.  We

remain, however, a nation of ‘phrases’, ‘sound-bites’, and visual contradictions.  To most,

America is a ‘patch-work’ of people – the Modern’s theory of the melting pot – he

would, as well, have us believe it actually works. The fragile, almost imperceptible

realities of the various, but distinct race-cultures, is continually washed, ‘white-washed’

by the Modern, in terms of his ‘melted-pot’. Like with many of the phrases of the

modern, glittery catch-words like ‘melting-pot’, ‘democracy’, ‘equality’ and the like,

have meanings known only to those who have created its modern meaning. The

nationalist, however, has a more far-reaching vision of reality.

To those unclouded by the machinations of the Modern, which includes his phraseology,

fancy as it is, will know, or at least feel, the decadence of it; the principle is stagnation; it

lives and breathes in the cosmopolis of his design. The conglomerate of the mass, this,

the Modern loves. The hustle, and bustle of the mindless, endless, spectacle of humanity:

the more diverse the better. The Modern has roots very deep, and his tree must be fed.

The carpet seller, the street barker, the negotiations, the swindle. These are his roots, and

he relishes the fact that he is better at it than his fellows.

To the Nationalist, melting pot means absorption.  Precisely, the opposite of the modern.

It means, simply, to the pure nationalist, absorption by what is seen as foreign, not just

different, but foreign, as in opposed to. It is instinctual to the common man, as such, it

defies description or definition, for he is not a philosopher or etymologist. The nationalist

fears instinctively the foreign racial component, the foreign ideas of his ‘religions’ and

his concepts, which are not part of the soul he bears, the soul of his West. This is

predicated on a racial memory, not education. A people, an individual, who seek to be

who they are for as long as they can will, at every opportunity, seek to isolate first, and

foremost, and maintain isolation, rather than risk absorption, annihilation. If, this cannot

be done, then they will fight; or die as a postmark to history, unworthy to survive. The

Modern, however, has survived precisely because he is coward. He is also a hypocrite.  It

was he, after all, who brought the modern slave-laborer to these, our shores.  The African,

Asian, Polynesian, and amer-Indian, which would work for wages, and often the whip;

money and the whip, both to fuel the engine of the Modern. It was not the Modern who

                                                                                                                                                      
the mass as fatherland and homeland; a cookie cutter look-alike to those who obey the new masters. They

follow a new Pax Romana – the great Idea – an idea, which, paradoxically, has been designed to appeal to

every tribe, ethnicity, and corporate unit – at least a part of each.

The common man, that man, precisely, who represents the strength or weakness of a Nation, is not a part of

this modern homeland, he sees the world through the eyes of his past – his grandfather, father, or township

– in this vein, if asked, this thought would, perforce, be at odds with the ruling masters of today. His

homeland is his family, his tribe, his race.

Of course, this speaks for those of Western stock. In wartime, as we see coming, a portion of each culture

will initially sign on; the true test is the stamina of the long term, and how long will this initial fervor last;

for all foreign entanglements will push the populace to a dividing point. Nationalism is concerned with

home affairs, not extra-national ones. FLS
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cared for the simple man, or his needs; he cared not that this invasion he had instigated,

was becoming a festering sore that spread into the host body of the American West.

This tragedy of human displacement, as much for the slave laborer, as it was for the

indigenous ‘western-worker’, created a new sense of nativism.  It brought nationalism in

a continuing evolution of form and substance.  This was the direct consequence of the

Modern. Yet, he [the modern] was already its master.  Remember, if you will, the

displacement of those of the Western race-culture from the very beginning of the

Modern’s first great experiment: Indentured Servitude. This title, alone, was the greatest

of hypocrisy.  The modern would have us believe that it was only the ‘negro’, the ‘china-

man’, and so on, that ever suffered the bonds of servitude, but fails to address, as always,

that it was those of the West that founded and colonized this American frontier.  It was,

indeed, and colonized specifically with white slaves.  “In the British West Indies slavery

was instituted as early as 1627.  In Barbados by the 1640’s there were an estimated

twenty-five thousand slaves, of whom twenty-one thousand seven-hundred were White

(Calendar of State Papers, Colonial Series, pg. 528).”1

Such a delight to the nefarious multicultural modern is the fact that Negroes had owned

white slaves as early as 1670.  It was in this year that the Virginia Assembly enacted the

following law: “It is enacted that noe negro or Indian though baptized and enjoyned

their owne ffreedome shall be capable of any such purchase of [white] Christians.”1 True

it is, that men, and women of Western stock, had been enslaved by their fellows since the

early 1600’s. The Modern, even then, was part and parcel of his fellow racial stock – he

worshiped the same god, looked the same – yet he was to enslave those less fortunate; he

caused them to be whipped, persecuted, kidnapped, and murdered by their own brethren.

These taskmasters, all, the antecedents of the Modern. The genetic memory lives, today,

in the hearts of their children, ever seeking to portray equality, but ever loving the sense

of superiority over those he feels the need to control and direct; after all, it is for our own

good!  In response to this treatment, resentment arose.  In consequence to the spiritual

and political realities, many movements arose to qualify ‘equality’ as between christian

peoples, namely, white Christians, as it was unlikely that the religion of the west was to

be past to any others. It ran the race of debate and dissent up to the Revolutionary War.  It

has continued ever after.

In the annals of America, The War Between the States, was the first major attempt to

control the power of the Modern. Soon after, during the rush to ‘reconstruct’ those

wayward and independent Southern States, thousands of “…immigrant ditch-diggers and

the railroad armies…”2 came to supplant those of Western stock which, in the immediate

and long-range account, would have benefited the nation at large and, most importantly,

would have allowed some semblance of real equality, as real as any equality ever is, for

                                                  

1 Ibid, page 7.
2 Sumner, W.G. – FOLKWAYS –1906, pg. 29-113.
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the race-culture that had the most to benefit by hard work and a stable environment.

The response however, was quick by those of the West.  The response was the nativism

of the ‘Yellow Peril’.  Unfortunate it was, that this natural instinct for survival spilt over

into areas of passion that included those, also, of Western stock. Yet, where those of

similar stock have reabsorbed, the former, those not of Western stock, have not, nor ever

will be absorbed, however many laws are passed to accommodate their presence,

voluntarily or involuntary.  It is at this juncture that we, again, find the Modern. He waits.

He patiently approaches the growing believers of nationalism – he strikes, bayonet well

fixed, he preaches the doctrine of a ‘kinder and gentler America’, while the suppression

of natural instinct and desire is a daily occurrence. It is seen and felt throughout this

Western Continent. The Modern, however, forgets the wise and introspective words of

Rudyard Kipling, “the eyes of the awakened Saxon,” truly, “are level and straight.”

They know of the treason; they see, hear, and feel its passage. The Modern has betrayed

the race-culture of the West. With few exceptions, members of the West rarely speak of

this aloud; only those few who feel compelled to rise to the occasion are ever noticed –

their destiny is the fire within them. Treason exists.  It must be driven out, if the West is

to survive and become healthy again. Each member of the West must start with himself

or herself, as individual; it will then pass to others.  By his own actions, the individual

multiplied a million fold will overcome the Modern.

The Modern fixes his idea to a culture of his own creation. Indeed, he has created a

culture.  He seeks to fashion this culture after the examples of the past; but he has failed.

He seeks to emulate the ideas of the great Reformers, the great levelers – such as

Rousseau, but the modern lacks the unified cultural idea inherent in a greater vision, that

actualization of the race-culture that would, of necessity, define its very presence. Of

America, of her original colonizer’s, their way of life, was to dispossession, dispersion;

their vision rearranged. They are taught, every day, that their legacy of manifest destiny

denies them substance, creates of them the image of impostor, and interloper; that their

legacy is vile conquest, their European antecedents criminal thieves. The Modern

continues this picture of his past, because it serves his interest – demanding ever and

increasing compromise with his once beloved servants and slaves. The Modern has no

idea larger than himself, or his needs. This is his Culture.

Nation, also, is an Idea. So spoke Francis Parker Yockey in his monumental work

Imperium; but it is more.  It is Soul, it is People. It is neither abstraction nor fantasy.

Nation is.  The nation, as organism, has dreams, thoughts, and manifestations [deeds],

which mark the body as a whole, as a unique element in nature.  The Nation, truly, cannot

exist in nature without its self-manifestation of Folk, or people, that organic substance

which endows the politico-technic of the nation to exist as more than idea.  The Nation is

broken up into strata of mass, the biological underpinnings of the mental understanding

of the ‘greater idea’ – the Nation.  At the lower end of these biological strata, you have

the elements that do not, truly, share the spirit of the nation or its ideals – such does the

Modern share. At the highest strata, you see this spirit, this soul, in the art, philosophy,

literature, and architecture of the race-culture as idea.  The monuments it leaves, it leaves

as an organic continuation of its essence.  In the world of art, who could question, for
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instance, the Western influence in the ‘oil painting’ of 1500-1850? This art is distinct,

precise, and has meaning known to both simple and educated folk – it is bore a presence

to a reality, a universal spirit that was shared by the race-culture. The invading types of

American paintings and architecture have been fostered by the Modern; he has been its

greatest champion.

The Modern champions the concepts of diversity in many areas, including Art, and

languishes in the espris de corps of surrealism, the homo-erotic manifestations of ‘art for

arts sake’ in which the tempest created by the assault on tradition and traditional artistic

value is, or becomes in the process, the only real ‘expression’ of mention. In

contradiction, the traditional realistic interpretation of Western art (i.e. David, Pousin,

Girodet, DaVinci, and the like) is relegated to second-place, with the blue-ribbon being

handed over to the various ‘native’ American artists, African art, and generally any art

not  Western. The ‘basis’ of Western Art, allegory, myth, and religio-cultic

interpretations, are deemed ‘static’, ‘stiff’, ‘chauvinistic’, or developed from a sense of

unique and absolute world vision. Yes, the abiding truth is that the Modern ‘hates’ the

West, for it truly is not of his blood.

If it be acknowledged that the Modern is a child of the Enlightenment then, one must also

assume that he is the disciple of Reason. Such is the legacy of the West.  Reason is a

‘mechanical’ process, and as members of a race-culture who advances the ‘process’ of

reason, we can claim, also, a certain symbiotic relationship. Yet, without that process of

intuitiveness there remains a vacuum; we would be eternally unbalanced if we did not

utilize and think organically as well, in fact the abstract reasoning potential is what has

set apart the Western thought process from all other competitors.  This is what the

Modern lacks; he creates bigger and better machines, computers, and institutions, but has

forgotten that better half of himself: his spiritual continuity.  While this may seem a

rootless thing, it defies mechanical reasoning – yet it can be observed – as such men as

Spengler, Gibbons, Yockey, and Brooks have shown.  The final and positive proof of

spiritual continuity is, as shall always be, Race, which defines Soul, which becomes

Nation.

Since the Modern has denied the existence of a race-cultural ‘soul’, he then continues and

expands the position that, of necessity, a ‘nation’ is anything but Race.  It is his Idea.  It is

his nation of reason.  He twists the notion, the expression of Nation, as the most

rudimentary understanding dictates. He defies the expression and articulation of form – at

least for the Western – for he denies the existence of either its expression or form as a

viable institution in this modern day.  To the Modern, nation means mass; he loves the

conglomerate, the literal and stupendous volume of humanity that is controlled in its dally

manifestations, such as seen in any major metropolis – the bazaar, the barker, the

merchant – this is the kinship of the Modern; this is his ‘democracy’.

Let one argue or no, that this is good or bad, healthy or unhealthy (this too, is

democracy), yet this ideal, that of mass over substance, leaves no Nobility nor any sense

of aesthetics; it certainly does not allow for any one group to arise with a higher ideal –

this would lead, inevitably, to the betrayal of his betrayal, that of his ‘equality’. OH! that
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great leveling!! The sides are picked, and this great leveling the antithesis of the race-

idea, of nationalism, and will be rejected by its descendants as long as there is the reality

of Race.

In this modern age, the wants, needs, and cries of desperation are rarely heard if uttered

by anyone conscious of the race-idea, of nationalism. If one is able to hear even a whisper

of these needs or wants in-between the tears of these nascent expressions, it is too late.  It

is Reaction.  The trauma has been inflicted; and the resonating emotional duress has cut

deep into the race-soul; the blow to the human psyche is too profound to articulate.  It

does, however, seek relief; it seeks survival.

Nationalism is a product of organism; it cannot be disorganized, since it has no

organization [with few exceptions]. It remains fluid, organic.  To the Modern, this is

catastrophe, it is the flood, which washes away everything, which he has ever striven to

create – creation of and from the destruction, which had preceded it. There is only one

‘ship of state’ in nature – this is survival. It is nationhood.  It is the eternal imperative of

all ages; it is the eternal succession of young and old.

Nationalist are always young.

This ‘spirit’ of youth may be mental, physical, or ideological.  This youth is the way-sign

of the nationalist, insofar as the impetus for nationalism comes from a sense of romance,

idealism, and the vagaries, which accompany youth; in short, the technics of the

nationalist consist of a burgeoning sense of experimentation – of one’s coming of age.

The Modern sees this as juvenile behavior, and resents the political manifestations of this

type of romance, for he feels it will supplant him.  It is very true that in most cases, the

nationalist seeks to reaffirm what is traditional, what he [the nationalist] sees as the better

part of the past – the golden age of his experience – but knows that he cannot salvage all

of it.  The Modern sees this as fanaticism.

Like all young people, there is a certain shock value associated with the ‘doing’ of youth,

and the intellectualizing of the elder.  The nationalist shocks the complacent Modern out

of his cultural stupor by bringing to light, by reaffirming, the original idea, the primal

origins of their shared beginnings, to the forefront.  These manifestations may be

recognized as ideological, racial, cultural, or civil discontent. It may very well bring out

emotions long suppressed: hate, fear, survival, love, and sympathy.

Hate, because those who are supposed to be looking out for them, those who have been

entrusted with the power to protect and serve, have abrogated this duty, have given the

halls of justice and leadership over to the enemies of their kind.  Fear, because the

nationalist can see clearly the underlying betrayal of his national borders, the abuse and

rape of his economic system, and finally through the cowardice of the body-politic of the

Modern in allowing the disgraceful dissection of his ancient traditions, either through the

written word of his forefathers, or the direct interpretation of the nations laws and

precepts.  Survival becomes his highest priority, and the feelings of love and sympathy

for his fellow man becomes ever the benchmark of his aspirations.  The Nationalist, in
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almost every case, sees a betrayal, by those in power, in whatever the Age who, as

guardians, decided to change or redirect those things, which had gone before; in other

words, to make a change against what was seen as right for generations. As seen by the

Nationalist, these changes had not come from any continuity of interests, or over a slow

evolutionary period [seen in hundreds of years, not in dozens], but rather through the

impetus and social construct of the personal wishes of individuals, rather than the needs

of the People at large, devoid of contact with the real world of the living, outside his

marble halls, and insulated by his money and sycophants. Such breaches of longstanding

Tradition were the elements of France in 1789 – which brought about a victory in

revolution by its adherents – at least the victory of  ‘mass’ over ‘quality’.  The Modern,

alas, has not understood this past so apparent for he continues to rationalize his position.

While the Modern rationalizes his position, the Nationalist reacts to his.  It is instinct.

Granted, his emotions tend to place him outside the accepted sphere of influence of

modern society.  Indifferent though they [the mass] may be, being of the same race-soul,

nevertheless, is drawn to it as well. They share the same instinct.  Yet, as if it were deaf

and dumb, the mass feels indifference to what they ‘feel’ intuitively as evil to their way

of Life – they react in the same fashion to those that would act against those things felt,

even if seen unclearly, that affects all in its path. Persecution, prison, and loss of life

result in the actions taken by the nationalist against the Modern – for he has the power.

To the mass, the Modern still attaches such ‘code words’ as patriot, constitutionalist,

legitimate power, etc, to instill a sense of continuity with the past.  The mass will not see

just how far they have been controlled for they are kept busy with work, worship, and

raising families; after all, they seek nothing of the truth of the matter, they remain simply

content with things the way they are. The mass, generally, are oblivious to the sequence

of birth, life, and senility of their waking consciousness.  The mass rarely will accept the

fact that their legacy is dead, they too, are afraid of the rising West, for it is ancient,

unspoken, and cloaked in guises that have long gone untaught by the powers of the

Modern.

The Rise of the West is always precipitated by a foreign organism being inserted into the

host body. This insertion, and the accompanying acceptance, weaken the will of a people,

and is the symptom of death and racial instinct.  This will, inevitably, lead to the

deterioration of all public life and social intercourse on the level of spiritual

consciousness. The once high levels of race-conscious leaders abdicate, in favor of the

Modern. As ‘private men’, they retain the semblance of national power.  Everything,

then, remains the same – it stagnates.  No new  ideas, no creation, no effort! The

necessities of life are placed in juxtaposition with pleasure, the age-old pattern of pan et

circenes of all decadent empires. This, then, produces the voluntary abandonment of the

race-cultural creation that, over ten to twenty generations, and countless millions of souls

that have given their ultimate sacrifice – their lives – in building this very race-culture

from the deep abyss of history, and have then cast aside their sacrifice, and that of their

ancestors, for bread and pleasure.  This leads, inevitably, to the hatred of whoever or

whatever practices and encourages the mass to entertain regimens of sternness, creation,

and a sense of the future.  With all this, through its many machinations, the absorption of
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the cultural or racial alien is secured.

In large enough numbers, or equally quantitative in relation to position[s] of power, a

change becomes manifest; it may appear small or incidental in relation to the vast

majority of a particular race-culture, specifically a Western one in this discussion. It may

appear innocuous in the local community or larger city.  The local religious ‘center’ gives

way to a new element, demonstrably different from the traditional western religious

technics.  Insignificant, it exists beside those institutions that have been a part of the

cultural presence of the West for thousands of years. Soon, more begin to follow; soon

there is a merging of the alien element, becoming larger politically and race-culturally.

No longer, may one of the original race-culture respond to ancient beliefs – pluralism

overshadows the ‘restrictive’ duties of a particular religious technic.  This merging

appears on all levels of society; like an octopus, its tentacles wrap around every idea,

every greater idea, and strangles it.  It does not kill; worse, it does not let it live.

Over the horizon, those of the West see the last great ideal of the Modern: Mediocrity.

Mediocrity, as any rudimentary analysis will show and, by which all common aspirations

are gauged, is the renunciation of all greater ideals, of effort; to all values relating to

worth, worth of any kind whatsoever. It is a great leveling value, that massive ‘common

denominator’, which leads only in a circuitous route to the original source, stagnation. To

the race-culture, it strikes the heart; the leveling of the individual racial components, its

genetic foundation, is manifest.  The ancient and steady watch placed upon blood, upon

breed, is now open to all comers.  The dilution of generations of race-soul will be seen

within a few generations; there is no race in particular, only the even, dull, and the

mediocre. This is seen, all too frequently, on any street in a major city. (The reader need

not look any farther than the center of his own town of any significant size; even the

small and furtive ‘farm town’ is not to be forgotten in this equation – and this the most

telling, since it is in the small rural settings that the youth of the West are the most

capable of receiving the instructions of their peers and parents.) All this, of course, leads

to a ‘democratic liberalism’ complex, making everyone equal: women are men, men are

women. The human element of difference and uniqueness fades away into the will-o-the-

wisp of the Modern.

This ‘complex’ originates with the Intelligentsia.  It is, and has ever been the bolshevism

of the 20th century.  It is the so-called ‘cultural elite’, the denizens of money and the

overstuffed pomposity of those who ‘claim’ to be educated, who are those who surrender

and show any sympathy whatsoever to the enemies of the West, cloaking their effeminate

natures behind the podium of academia, or the titles of paper nobility afforded to them. It

is liberalism in a truly ‘liberal sense’, which would teach, as a common imperative, to

treat others than yourself as you would be treated – Western evolution is replete with

these various experiments which demanded that individuals be cognizant of nature and

her human counterparts by which all would then live in relative peace and harmony,

confined in each and similar political technics. This was the golden-rule of our ancestors;

a practice which has worked, and worked well, amongst those of the West. This, like all

Western values, has become a liberal reality, but has been twisted, and is now based on
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Revolution and Institution. Intellectuals always played a pivotal part in this evolution.

They look to their own for instruction; and if there is a will, a will which comes not from

the halls of invidiousness but, rather, from the well of the common folk, a paradox occurs

– instead of taping and sharing the common experience* of their kinsmen, they would

insulate themselves away from those persons who require their expertise the most!  The

liberal knows, or should know, the elements of thesis, antithesis, and synthesis, those

elements so necessary to the struggling character of any people, and that, which can be

manipulated and controlled by persons more astute than his fellows.  This, the reason for

liberal philosophy – to protect those who have been wronged, this is true liberalism – it is

only his excess, which puts him in danger. As the demise of the intelligentsia draws ever

near, the weight of burden placed, artificially I might add, upon the liberal becomes even

more fraught with excess. More ‘statutes’ must be introduced which, by its very nature,

becomes restrictive to the populace as a whole – the battle for liberty and freedom

becomes the tool by which the Modern seeks ever to enslave. The new-speak of the

Modern: the more the protection [restriction] the more the freedom [slavery]. Look to the

examples of the French Revolution and the Petrine Nobility of Russia for a ready-made

example of what has happened over the past several generations.  Neither of these

examples, from the top down, knew of their decadence.

Such do we see here, in America.

A single example of a Modern American, Emma Lazarus, who demanded that the poor,

wretched, and unwanted should come to these, our shores, should remind all of us of the

absolute stupidity of such an acclamation. Any person of average intelligence would

remonstrate that such a position, not devoid of compassion or intelligent consideration,

would absolutely disdain the placement of wretched or unwanted persons in their

environ; this does not mean, of course, that just because a person is without means, or is

wretched because of his native predisposition economically, or is even unwanted by their

respective nations, that this must mean that they cannot contribute to our own

experiment. It does not.  What is meant here, for the possible obtuse reader, is that the

maxim of strength and intelligence is what is necessary to a vibrant and healthy nation

and its future prospects. The Nationalist, as with all common-folk desires, consider the

position that ‘all people’ be allowed, indeed, recruited, to these, our shores, is a betrayal

of the original intent of their peculiar institutions and traditions, of which, and foremost

among the Nationalist, is that this spectacle, by its own weight will, and has trampled

those traditions and institutions placed here, by our own experience, for the benefit and

extension of the people of the West. The Nationalist wants no part of this suicide.

These esoteric trappings of the nationalist, understood instinctually by the common man,

are ridiculed by the Modern, and his minions. Heartland, fatherland, motherland, all these

euphemisms, and more are decried by the Modern as antiquated or relegated to fanaticism

                                                  

* Here now we speak of a common denominator, a common Race, and common racial experience, [i.e. as

was the United States up to the Second War of Fratricide].
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yet, the Modern cannot refute, at least not in any believable fashion, the facts of waking

consciousness. The disintegration of America is obvious to all who have eyes to see.

From every level of American society, this reality is manifest.

The Traditional Rights of our political experience, namely, the Constitution and its

myriad renderings of writings and treatise by men of sound discourse and political insight

which have created the common American experience, abound for us to compare, in a

modern sense, what was, and what has become. Add to this, the understanding that, for

many years, the ‘bearing of arms’ was considered [by the People] as a natural and normal

part of our American experience; this ‘bearing’ was not restricted, and the common

militia was armed just as the present military of the day – the forces militant were of the

same stock, fought for the same territory and promised rights – therefore, to be armed,

was as right as rain. Hence, it was to the surety of the Promises made by Compact that the

right of Arms was construed to maintain said promises. Men, to secure and maintain

these rights, must be willing, and have the means, to fight for these rights. Anything less

is fantasy and romance.

I dare anyone to look about them, and answer me: Have these Promises been fulfilled?

Add to this, as well, the denial of Western thought and action on the screens of our

various media.  Who can honestly deny the tremendous change seen daily on the massive

amounts information/propaganda seen by millions of citizens of the West, that is to say,

information which just forty-years ago, would have been relegated to the dustbin of

perversity and unmanly behavior! To this sense of taste and beauty we see very little left;

and with this loss so, also, that sense of shock, that instinctual revulsion, and worse, the

loss of a unique perception of beauty. From a purely Western point of view, the natural

beauty of the blonde, brunette, and red-head actor and actress, their replacement with

black, swarthy, and foreign persons so as to change the perceptions of ones own self as

seen through the eyes of someone else’s making. The Celto-Nordic ideal of early

America is now replaced with the ebony hue of the African. To the twisted understanding

of ‘ethnicity’, as opposed to race, and the forced acceptance of a serious loss of territory

for the men and women of the West (yes, this means here in America!) both politically

and geographically to foreign race-cultures, this has spelled defeat; it is decay.

Otto von Bismarck, the Iron Chancellor of Germany, remarked of the latter, “A nation

that voluntarily surrenders territory is a nation in decay.” In other words, a People who

does not show the strength to hold a territory deserves neither land nor freedom. This may

also be a naïve form of federalism, but it speaks well of that organic process by which a

people rise or fall.

The Nationalist, in a pure sense, does not concern himself with territories outside his own

national boundaries, or racial technics. His concern is for his Nation; not some

international, money orientated ‘world order’ such as the Modern aspires too. The

Nationalist is not a Colonialist, such as is the British legacy.  He, the nationalist, is ever

concerned with his environment, his domestic governmental policies, his family, and his

root and stock.  This leads, inevitably, to the tendency of separateness, of the Separatist
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and his related movements.

Separatists, also, have their antecedents in American history.  The year 1789, you may

remember, was the most pronounced act of voluntary isolation – of separation – that

marked the middle ages of the Western race-culture.  As we have previously discussed,

isolation is one of the primary ingredients to race-building, hence, the formation of a

higher culture. The National Origins Act in this country was designed specifically to

enforce that racial homogeneity of twentieth century America. The denial that ethnic

groups are not assimilable is ever a sore and heated contest between Modern and

Nationalist – the Modern rationalizes the ‘humanity’ of man – his waking consciousness

is a dream. The Nationalist is rational.

II. The Contest of Cultures

The articulation of Culture, such as in the race-mechanism, is three fold:

1. It is the Idea itself;

2. Those that transmit the Idea;

3. And those to whom it is transmitted.

The latter is the mass – but not mass as a diverse racial composite – a mass, rather, that

represents a value of worth, of refinement, of breed, such as was seen in the first 150

years of this American commonwealth. This is not, specifically, the mass, which belongs

to any social state or construct simply, as mass. What we speak of here is the mass of

nobility, honor, morality; a mass who feels intrinsic in its aspirations of property, self-

respect, and the common rights of others – in short, an educated mass in the ‘common’

principles of [Western] beauty, peace, and harmony; those who ever seek to improve

themselves and their specific culture, without diminishing any other culture outside their

own. This is the main body of a Culture; such was Athens, or Sparta; Rome was, or at

least became, a liberal mobocracy; another proving ground of the Modern.

Those who transmit those elements listed above, and specifically those who transmit the

idea are the brain, the central apparatus of man.  These are those who are intelligent, but

not necessarily those of the intelligentsia.  These are the protectors in the purest sense,

their innermost compassion for their own kind, and their families; they consider

themselves, indeed, by others as well, as above the rest, but are the ‘true’ equals of the

mass, for they are intrinsically and organically linked, that is, of the same kith and kin,

the same blood. This Idea, then, is collectively the soul of the race-culture.  It is ever

present; its articulation is seen in the rhythms and cycles of the race itself. The Modern

laughs at this concept.  He prefers Mob.  Canaille. Indeed, what else can one expect from

the plethora of divergent racial stock intended to confuse those of Western stock?
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The Rise of the West is marked by the great divergent racial stock and contestant culture

inherent in each. In microcosm, America has already been played out; just as the ‘union’

of Soviet Republics, which, also, promoted this very same stupendous leveling of races

and cultures. In macrocosm however, America presents a unique study into the rise of

culture over the mediocre. True, since the early 1900’s, America has forgotten just who

and what she is, but, as we shall soon see, it has been simply a lull in the organic cycle of

birth, life, and senility.

As the American race-culture entered the twentieth century, it carried with it the

remnants, of that health and vigor, left over from its attempt at deliberately setting itself

apart from the tyranny of an over-grown central power. Although the separate bodies of

political dissent had been destroyed, the race-culture carried on the battle. The

‘government of reconstruction’ [the same power today] had a firm grip on the rebellious

elements encamped in the political battlegrounds of the day; they did not, however, have

any real control over the collective elements decidedly in favor of the ‘idea’ of

separatism. This ushered into the consciousness of the rise of the West the desire to

remain apart. This was, at first, relegated to feelings of inter-race-antithesis*, the negative

aspects of ‘tribalism’, but soon spilt over into the dormant, but ever-festering feeling of

betrayal by the central government, a governmental technic [Kingship] which had stood

for almost a thousand years. It was race-antithesis, as a sense, however, that remained the

‘watchword’ of American politics until shortly after the Second War of Fratricide.

Miscegenation, as both an idea and practice, was held in contempt during the latter part

of the nineteenth century, and late into the middle of the twentieth century. Slowly, at an

almost imperceptible rate, through two fratricidal wars, the race-consciousness of the

American West became imbued with a sense of worthlessness and loss of direction. This

is obvious in the decadent understanding of the ‘pacifist internationale’ which, while

selling America on war, used peace as just another catch-word, such as had been used,

and is used today, as ‘the last war’, ‘a war against war’, and the best to date, ‘the war to

end all wars’, and the like, on the intelligentsia which was the only class that mattered, to

be taken in by this utter non-reality. The mass of American western stock, as a collective

consciousness, did not for a minute believe this hypocrisy. After each successive war for

‘democracy’, the people of the West became, increasingly, more disillusioned, became

more acutely aware of the constant need for the ‘improvement’ of the negro and all

minorities included in the now disparate, American West – or so he was reminded by

those in power, by the Modern. The race-culture of the West always felt revulsion,

antipathy, and enmity between the overtly racial divergence in race-culture’s different

from his own; to miscegenate was to disappear, to cease being what they are. But this

was precisely what ‘his’ government was asking him to do, indeed, what he was being

forced to do, since the actual and implicit approval of social intercourse with the alien

was tantamount to the tacit, if not actual, approval of sexual intercourse.  Indeed, this is

the reality; even the race-cultural distorters cannot keep what the ‘eyes can see’ away

from all the people, at least not all the time.

This has brought impasse.
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Let us be clear on this issue.  The Framer’s of the Declaration of Independence had

envisioned a dream, a dream of equality under the law; of happiness, and of harmony. It

was, without a doubt, no matter how many protestations of the Modern and his minions,

was predicated simply, and only, upon the race-culture of the West – this means,

precisely, predicated upon the world outlook, historicity, and genetic make-up of the

assembled European delegates who drafted it, and further, was penned with their own

understanding∝ of just w h o, and what the ‘people’ was intended to be – this is

incontrovertible [Simply read your Constitution!]. This attempt, at creating a formula for

the direction of men, was one of the greatest working attempts of ‘self-rule’ in our race-

cultural history.

In some respects, it was short sighted, and why not – no one can conceive of every facet

of a projected experiment. The twentieth century was so far removed from their

conceptions of the world that when the culture distorter became entrenched, the written

instruments of the past were not entirely capable of handling the new problems of the

West. The Framer’s, especially Thomas Jefferson, were aware of the evolutionary

changes of nature as well as societies, but nothing could have prepared the way of

America’s future in its entirety.  Men like Jefferson were aware of the potentialities and

relationships of ‘amity’ vs. ‘enmity’, in a political sense – hence the value placed upon

the system of ‘checks and balances’.  The ‘race’ factor was a constant in their day, and

was seen by the Fathers as a lasting constant, for themselves, and for the future in which

they had worked so hard to prepare. The factors today are vastly different.

The natural amity/enmity of inner and outer man has gone through many phases in the

cultural history of the West – to say nothing of the various people’s of the planet who

have emulated and constructed similar documents based on these Western constructs –

some of which have been foreseen, others unforeseen. The Modern, after the Second War

of Fratricide, had just about completed his massive experiment in ‘equality’; the

burgeoning flower of the Western race-culture had been aborted before its time, and its

void was now to be filled by the ‘democratic value’ of the smallest over the biggest.

Bayonets marked this crucial point in 1954 and continues to this very day. Ever since, the

Modern has raised his clarion call of ‘human rights’, of ‘civil rights’ as an expression of a

legal mandate, above and beyond, that of the Western race-culture. β

                                                  

∝ See the Preamble to the Constitution: “We the People of the United States, in Order to form a more

perfect Union, establish Justice, insure domestic Tranquility, provide for the common defense, promote the

general Welfare, and secure the Blessings of Liberty to ourselves and our Posterity, do ordain and establish

this Constitution for the United States of America.” U.S. Constitution. [Italics added]
β The most controversial aspects of these policies involved busing children to schools in dangerous

neighborhoods or previously integrated schools, or busing them from integrated schools to partially-

integrated ones. Opponents claimed busing compromised the quality of the students' education. Declining

property values due to white flight further decreased the quality of the educational systems. Most forced

busing programs met with persistent complaints from parents of all races due to the long rides, hardships

with transportation for extra-curricular activities, and separation of siblings when elementary schools at
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opposite sides of the city were "paired," (i.e. splitting lower and upper elementary grades into separate

schools).

Busing and desegregation orders have in many cases led to white flight into suburb school districts or

private schools. As many forced busing programs only required integration of schools within a particular

city, forced busing led to a decline in the population of many large cities (especially those with large

African-American populations) and helped fuel the rise of suburbs, which were largely immune to forced

busing due to their smaller size and ethnic homogeneity. Suburbs were also immune due to the case of

Milliken v. Bradley wherein the Supreme Court declared that busing between separate school districts

(such as between the inner city and the suburb) was impermissible. Rust Belt cities in particular

experienced the largest population declines, with declines of fifty percent or more between 1950 and 2000

in Detroit, Michigan, Cleveland, Ohio, and Buffalo, New York. It should be noted that these cities were

already experiencing population declines before forced busing came into effect, but that busing increased

the rate of decline. In Boston and California, where land values are higher and property tax structures less

favorable to relocation, it is more common for parents to enroll their children in private or parochial

schools.

In the Boston metropolitan area, the term "forced busing" is primarily used by critics of a remedy

prescribed by Massachusetts US District Court Judge Arthur Garrity for perceived racial inequities in

Boston public schools in a 1974 ruling. Garrity's ruling applied a state law, called the Racial Imbalance

Law, that had been passed by the Massachusetts state legislature a few years earlier, requiring any school

with a student enrollment of more than fifty percent "non-white" to be balanced according to race. The

ruling ordered schoolchildren to be transported (presumably by bus, hence the term) to schools in different

neighborhoods, in order to eliminate the racial segregation that had come about.

The conflict in Boston over busing primarily affected West Roxbury, Roslindale, Hyde Park, Charlestown,

Dorchester, the North End, and South Boston (the latter being traditionally Irish-American but also having

a sizable Polish/Lithuanian community). It also affected the mostly black community of Roxbury. To a

lesser extent, schools in Springfield, Massachusetts were also affected by Judge Garrity's order, but the plan

caused little overt controversy there.

The State Board of Education took a differing view, agreeing with the Boston School Committee, chaired

by Louise Day Hicks, that if any segregation did exist, it was residential, i.e., caused by families' housing

choices, and not planned.

The integration plan aroused fierce criticism amongst many Boston residents. Opponents personally

attacked Judge Garrity for hypocrisy. Garrity lived in a white suburb; thus, his own children would not

have been affected by his ruling.

There were a number of incidents of protest that turned violent. In one case, a black attorney named

Theodore Landsmark was attacked by a group of white teenagers as he exited Boston City Hall. One of the

youths, Joseph Rakes, attacked Landsmark with an American flag, using the flagpole as a lance. A

photograph of the attack on Landsmark, taken by Stanley Forman for the Boston Herald-American, won the

Pulitzer Prize for Breaking News Photography (known at that time as Spot News Photography) in 1977.

Today the Boston Public Schools are eighty-six percent African American and Hispanic. According to the

2000 census, Boston's white population is 54.48 percent; whereas Boston's black and Hispanic, populations

together total 39.77 percent. It seems most white parents prefer to send their children to private and

parochial schools as opposed to the integrated public schools. Boston's South Boston High school (now the

South Boston High complex) was declared "dysfunctional" by the State Board of Education.

The above information is utilized to reinforce the perception of the Modern, insofar as the rhetoric and

platitudes he generates in the words of ‘freedom’ and ‘liberty’ are true only for his minions; the Mothers
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To be sure, these ‘so-called’ civil rights ‘acts’ qualify, to a greater or lesser degree, all

citizen’s of this country to equal protection under the law, and has been beneficial in

regards to the perception of justice, but has not proven itself to those of Western stock, as

being beneficial to us. Yet, to attain this degree of legal ‘civility’, the Modern rose to

every occasion, used every sundry device of manipulation, restricted millions of Western

stock from voting [post war of Succession], and designed legislation to accumulate the

voting power of the non-Western voting bloc. The Modern promoted the artistry of

‘guilt’.  This artificial guilt syndrome has unconsciously allowed the collaboration of the

mass with bureaucrats: the Priest Craft of the ‘now-you-see-it, now-you-don’t’,

metaphysics of the Modern. Right or Wrong, the civil rights acts of the past were done

above and beyond the will [of the West] of the people. OH!  To the Modern’s touted

democracy!

There are two systems of Constitutional Law being used in America today. One system

favorably sponsors minorities, and the other system affectively bewitches whites.  A well

known example of abuse in the civil rights laws can be understood by the fact that

European Americans are not required by civil law to sell their houses to other whites; but

refusing to sell to a minority will bring an immediate retaliatory suit against the property

owner who is white, even though the reason the owner may be refusing to sell to the

minority in question is far removed from racial inequities. The only way a jury could

possibly decide and determine the owner guilty of ‘racism’, when refusing to sell his

property to any minority in question, would have to have been determined from reading

the owner’s mind.  This is not traditional Western de jure law in practice.

It was in 1906, Professor Sumner of Yale made this statement: “[that] Black and white in

the United States are now tending to more strict segregation.”1  This was not simply from

laws, such as Jim Crow, but was the organic imperative of all race-cultures. The white

European was dominate, fixed to the American landscape of its own making; not much

room was left for any contending culture’s, even if they had voluntarily submitted to the

contest.  It is the same today.  The entire planet is fixated with ethnic/territorial

imperatives that deny the hollow promises of the Modern.  Instead, demands from all

quarters of the world, and America, reiterated the complexities and denial of cultural

assimilation.

To those of the race-culture of the West, assimilation is rejected out of hand. Exacerbated

by today’s ‘fast-paced’ technics, assimilation funnels its way into every strata of the

West. The changing attitudes, mores, and legal jurisdictions are felt by everyone. It was

stated in the end of chapter III that complete assimilation by, to use McCulloch’s term,

the “Congoid” and “other” elements in this country with that of Western stock, would

                                                                                                                                                      
and Fathers of these American cities are protecting their rights, their children and, so far, have failed to

receive the protection of the Modern who claims to be the Pater familias of Western culture. FLS

1 Sumner, W.G. – FolkWays, 1906, page 113.
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completely dilute the present ‘white stock’ to such an extent that, even if racial

equilibrium could be reached after such a devastation, it would take perhaps 20-30

generations to reproduce the quality such as was in the original stock; and this with

absolute control over selection.  But, the solution to this potential catastrophe is simple: if

one sees, if one believes, then he may supplant such a situation by acting on the problem

before it becomes so over-powering that nothing can now stand in its way.

A simple example of assimilation and antithesis should suffice: “[the Negro] willingly

assimilates, for he sees to marry a white is to go up in the world.”2  A Jewish person, on

the other hand, as has been observed before, refuses as a race-culture to assimilate.  Thus,

and it must be perfectly clear, that all or certain culture’s will, at some time, share a

position of antagonism between each other – each reason is particular to the specific

needs, codes of conduct, or values placed on race.  In the case of the Jew, it is to his

benefit if he does not assimilate; it is mandatory for his very survival that he remains

what he is, for he too, is the extension of his past, and the passion by which he views this

relationship is known to everyone and sundry. This is Nature’s Law.  The Western is

faced with the same decision, a decision that has been deleted from his options by the

Modern. He is faced with stigma and antagonism by the Modern, and yet persists in

rejecting the possibility of assimilation with the negro, Chinese, Indian or any non-

Western elements – the exceptions which, perhaps, not uncommon in today’s atmosphere

is, nevertheless, the exception rather than the rule, regardless of the tremendous weight of

any government to promote and encourage this betrayal. The clash of cultures on this

level is inevitable.

The West has always tended to look upon its technics and its people as superior.

Whether this is a subjective fact or not, is irrelevant.  The fact that the West sees itself in

this fashion is, nevertheless, the reality here.  The reality is that all cultures see

themselves as superior to someone.  The natural antagonism between the biological inner

and outer man is a disruptive factor in national and political life.  This situation, however

it may develop, is best left for the Statesman to ponder and control (but by all means not

a politician).  The politician, the Modern in ‘disguise’, has no conception of the

accumulative power his decision on these matters will endear on the political face of his

present presence.  His future is marked by simple control, rather than the more deliberate

and balanced program, which would correct the massive momentum of the cultural clash

of the West with foreign elements. “Nation building is a specie of race building.”1  The

modern has forgotten that a successful nation, like a successful race, like a winning team,

must have a balanced and workable relationship in accordance with all the talents and

healthy qualities inherent in human nature.  A house eternally divided, cannot and will

not, stand.

The Modern, as well as millions of his adherents, see his pluralism, his tyranny of the few

over the many, as his divine duty.  Since race, as a polarizing influence, degrades his

                                                  

1 Ibid., page 100.
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position, in relation to power, he must, then, control his geo-political environment. He

passes off this control as law and order.  But first, he has to destroy all the laws and

[social] order that went before him.

It is accepted and understood that a Race, a Civilization must, of necessity, have

‘boundaries’, both physical as well as spiritual. The physical interface of laws becomes

the established means by which a people/culture may proceed fluently into a transition of

an orderly and sustained environment; this is ‘control’ with a sustained compassion.  This

process is called, among other things, Law and Order. But, law for one man is anarchy

for another; order, likewise, is subjective, insofar as order to one man is tyranny to

another.  What, then, is the difference between law and order?

Law, by definition, are those codes of conduct so prescribed by those in the ruling

capacity of any given culture or civilization which guide, direct, or mold that particular

group to act and behave in an accepted manner.  Deviation from this norm is ‘anti-law’.

The purpose of law, and there is no other value, is to maintain control over any specified

or unspecified number of persons which form a community, State, or Nation. This simple

analysis is basic to all forms of organized social constructs.  Order, then, is the absolute

value of law.

Order presupposes a mental attitude existing in one or more persons that envisage an

atmosphere of continuity and organization within the body of an existing social order.

This definition shares some kinship to law, yet it does not confine itself to this definition;

rather, it shares a more organic and natural impetus from the cognizant awareness of the

race-culture which has, of itself, defined its mores, traditions, and ‘accepted’ values

which are consistent with the survival of the specific social order.  The Modern however,

cares nothing for tradition, he is the great leveler.

Laws, ipso facto, create criminals.  Dysfunction in any given social order is construed to

be, as likely or not, liable for criminal activity. This, however, is not necessarily the case.

Like Prohibition, the new ‘anti-smoking’, ‘anti-weapons’ laws, and other numerous

classifications, which create criminals where there were none, is not a system of ‘law’

per se, but rather, it is the application of behavioral control, or modification of same, that

has been designed to enhance a ‘new system’ of social change across the land. The

Modern, in his vision of the world, says not to worry: He promises that it will bring that

social harmony, peace, tranquility, and equality of the new world – the new world order.

Laws are necessary.  Yet, laws can, and do, of their own impetus, become ‘anti-law’ if,

for instance, a ‘law’ or set of ‘laws’ becomes untenable to the very culture, people, or

existing state by its sheer ‘weight of conduct’ (i.e. discipline, force, methods, etc,) With

time, this weight of law becomes, of necessity, the tool of breakdown within its normal

sphere of influence, the nation/state. The overwhelming influence of these innumerable

types of law brings not order, but anarchy. It is, in the final analysis, the end of order.

Law seeks to establish a mechanism, which would circumvent any action, which would,

in his mind, beget reaction that, in the end, would become dysfunctional to the whole.

This is good.  However, once built into the mechanism of the social order, laws will
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increase, never decrease. In this case, it is only nature’s way to cull out those areas of

control/change, which hamper the growth, and vitality of the host culture.  This is the

contest of cultures in microcosm.  The imbalance caused by this inevitable relationship

brings with it friction and, ultimately, violent exchanges between any number of different

groups, individuals, or special interest groups.  Law then, in its abstract sense, becomes

useless, based on the perceived human elements involved – existing turmoil is only

exacerbated by the continued application of the classification of law.

Order is the prerequisite for the survival of any organism.  Order is a man-made

manifestation of the highest perception of organism.  It comes from the discipline of

‘self’, and can only be carried out in the larger social groups if the spirit is unanimous.  In

a heterogeneous population, simple diversity [of foreign bodies] is enough to throw the

entire organism off balance.  The attention paid to ‘control’ is increased in this

environment. Those who rule in this environment are constantly on the move to enact

laws that will, hopefully, disrupt any activity as seen by those in power, which seeks to

destabilize their authority. The Modern sees order in terms of control only.

Control, and the means required to achieve it, are not forms of equality.  Force is the

superior element – be that force ‘fire-power’, ‘legal jurisprudence’, or control of the

institutional means of representative government (e.g. the ballot).  This form of control,

perforce, relegates the mass organism to impotency. In the latter case, in many instances,

when the voice of the common man is stifled, and words fail to carry any weight with the

ruling class, it becomes necessary, in a natural organic sense, to react in a hostile fashion

against those areas of concern, which have not been addressed by those in power.ψ

Laws cannot contain reaction.  The purpose of law, as stated before, is to control

behavior.  When this cannot be contained within the perimeters of past tradition (i.e. the

force of patriotism, etc,) an increase in law, as seen by the law-makers, must be present in

the system. If not consonant with the spirit of the traditions and concepts of the founding

body however, these ‘law-makers’ become the dysfunctional element in society.  It would

seem, however, that this is precisely the response that the Modern has anticipated for

those of the Western Race-Culture. It has been planned this way.

Containment is the key.  Unlike Europe, America has a ‘so-called’ tradition of law and

order based on the Modern’s concept of that which we, specifically, as Americans, hold

dear: that of Democracy. As with all ruling authority, however, power and control are

factors that must, at all cost be maintained. This is natural law.  Containment of the

population then, is imperative – such as was Shay’s Rebellion, the Whiskey Rebellion,

and the War Between the States in our early history – all challenges to the Federal

perception of government have been denounced by Force, not by the general will and

desire of the social group (i.e. race-culture) but by the ruling power who spoke for the

populace. The right or wrong of this reaction is not is question here – just the action.  The

action in question was not done simply to maintain those in power, or strengthen their

base, but rather to simply maintain the status quo. Today, the Modern acts no different.

The Modern has offered, as the status quo, the egalitarian principle of mass as the

ultimate achievement in society.  This principle of egalitarianism is seen as more stable
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and reasonable to the Modern than, let us say, the stability and supremacy of the original

Western stock above and beyond the other diverse and divergent racial elements present

with them. This is true for both America and Europe’s status quo.

The Nationalist of Western racial stock faces the same consistent elements of status quo –

on either Continent.  The ‘american’ flag, the symbolic representative of that long and

honorable tradition of nationalism, as a symbol of America, is no longer the symbol of the

original presence of the Western race-culture.  Let us be clear on this point: The ‘symbol’

of America no longer functions in any real sense as it did in its inception. This symbol,

this flag, was a symbol of War – of that hostile act of belligerence and warfare against

kindred, related by blood – Western blood.  It was between white brothers.  The fact that

non-white elements played various parts in this conflict, on one side or the other, is of

relative significance. The symbols, political technics, and the like, were founded by, and

for, one people – alone.

The symbol of the flag represented an intrinsic stability inherent in a unified effort.  This

effort was War – an act of betrayal against a body politic which had led the Western

experience for five hundred years or more in relative unbroken succession. But it was

more; it was ‘order’ without law, it was law based on consent – not of the people, this a

common fallacy – but in harmony with them.  The cycle required to maintain this

development was a continual trust and acceptance of both government [ruling body] and

its charge [race-culture].  The acquiescence of this race-culture to the domination of any

government (and why not – leadership is also an organic process) was consonant with

their needs; it was not subservience to any dictatorial power.  In fact, the race-culture was

prepared to accept George Washington as King – something the Modern has forgotten,

for a King was the ultimate recognition of the race-culture – the race-culture personified

in the leader.  The vast Indo-European history had proved this a working system.  This

‘history’ of race-culture shows that systems are chosen because they work – for a short

time, or a long time. Each a prerequisite for the individual presence at that time.

Containment is not the key to any and all perceived or real social ills. Safe and

satisfactory diffusion of that ill is, however, difficult at best, if the general host

population is diverse as seen in both the United States and the Union of Soviets.  The

Soviet example, however, has acknowledged the separation of these divers race-cultural

states.  It is recognized for what it is – distinct racial types, with distinct imperatives

necessary to the survival of each.  American security interests however, have proceeded

to maintain these parallel situations through containment of the body corporate.  The

inevitable resultant breakdown of law and order is already obvious for a least the past

fifty years.  It is to our national insecurity, which has fostered this containment.  We

have, of course, reached the breaking point – for both Western and non-Western

elements.

The Modern element has only succeeded in maintaining law – he has failed to maintain

order.  In all outward manifestations of [American] society, there is nothing but chaos.

This breakdown will not be seen in its true form in the local paper – it will, however, be

seen in the ‘public school yard’, in the discernable, albeit natural division of
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neighborhoods, and the ‘browning’ of the metropolitan politics.  This, too, is natural.

The natural outcome of increased non-Western birthrates, coupled with the ignorant

stagnation of the upper twenty-five percent of the Western social group, has simply

intensified the awareness of the American white stock.  World-wide it is even more

obvious – five-hundred fifty millions of whites, versus the six to eight billions of non-

Western stock makes it all the more clear, to those with vision, that the White western

world is losing more ground every day.  International law, like domestic law, is a

travesty.  The law of The Hague, or the law of America? Neither sees itself, as outside of

the common man – America, however, should pay attention to both the European model,

as well as their own legal evolution.

We, here in America, as a race-culture, indeed, all Western countries, are but a

microcosm of the world. It is a natural fact that all races, and distinct cultures try, and

endeavor to maintain, an orderly existence to fit their needs. Some are, quite obviously,

more successful than others.  Success is relative to the needs and desires of that particular

people.  We are no exception.  Any attempt at furthering that goal, or particular goals,

should be gauged as effective or ineffective by the amount of honest achievement

realized by its particular host culture. What does not work on a local scale cannot work

on a national or ‘world wide’ scale.  This is self-evident.  Would Rousseau, for instance,

seek to change the direction of ‘his great experiment’ if he recognized the end product as

dysfunctional? Should we accept the leveling of all people’s to that of the ‘noble savage’

as a proper goal to be realized by the entire world?

Individuals must make their own decisions.  But, as a race-culture, this must take shape in

the collective response of the mass – not as mob – but as culture. Do we, as a race-culture

demand, that we, ourselves, be enslaved by containment? Do we recognize ‘order’ as

being a part of the innate natural rhythms of a single race-culture?  Do we really believe

that the Modern’s presentation of equality is a panacea to all our social ills?  If we do not

follow the Modern’s way of thinking, then, what shall we do, separate? What path do we

follow? Can we, as a People, change our presence? Can we change our reality? Does it

need to be changed? The Rise of the West has answered these, and many more questions.

The die is cast.

Should our answers prove contrary to the Modern, should we use force to change it?  The

Ferrier, for instance, used fire and steel, coupled with the strength of [a] hammer to form

a thing, in this case, a horseshoe, and must use force to conform the unwilling steel to the

shape he wants. So, even we, ourselves, must not be afraid to use the force necessary to

form events and circumstances to conform to what we want, and to the forms, we need.

Creation is the key!  Unlike our forefathers, are we now afraid of the lightning?
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iii.

It has been said previously, that nation building is a relative form of Race-building. And

so it is. Like a winning team, one that can not only run, but also win a race, it must have a

workable and balanced relationship with the talents and healthy qualities inherent in the

nature of one People, or race-culture, if the nation or race is to grow greater than the

smallest of its parts.  Let us use South Africa as such an example.  Yes, South Africa, that

land of harsh elements, rugged byways and highways, savagery, opulence, wealth,

poverty, corruption and honor.  A land that, by the Modern’s definition, is better served

by the ‘diversity’ of racial inclusiveness rather, than it was before, a mainstay in the

Western evolution; the White Tip, nestled in a far corner of a Black Continent.

On the great expanse of the Continent of Africa, on her southernmost extremity, a white

tip, a remnant of Western Culture, expansionism, and manifest destiny, resides a ‘colony’

of the children of the West.  A legacy of four hundred and fifty years of settlement,

wrought with empire building, abuses, canards and hope.  It has been the same

throughout the epochs of man.  From Hamurabi to Napoleon, all empires have risen and

fallen dependant upon the vagaries of time and space; of destiny and consequence.

As a Western nation, South Africa has been lost to a generation of Western stock who

never knew the power and glory of attaining something through raw struggle, or the

majesty of creation for the sake of itself; for the dream of Commonwealth and social

instruction predicated upon thousands of generations who had facilitated the legacy of

their past.

South Africa, as a Western nation, is descended from a common racial Western stock –

our own root and stock.  For hundreds of years, this branch of the euro-folk has struggled

to improve their lot, and fulfill their destiny as they felt the Almighty would have it.

Through all the years, which have seen these white settlers on this continent, they and

their children have learned the rhythms and cycles of living required to master and

contain their environment.  They have learned to survive.

Africa is a land of extremes.  No moderate can exist here – it is either hot or cold; one

takes a position/side, or one does not.  It was a harsh brutal existence.  Yet, this branch of

the euro-folk has become as modern in terms of its technics as are any of our other

branches.  In Africa, as elsewhere, survival is power.  If you are not the fittest, or most

capable, then you will be overpowered. The democracy of the Modern has been rejected

out of hand. Pluralism would bring disaster.  Hence, it was seen that a National

government was best suited for this people of European descent.

After a violent war between Europeans of British extraction and the original Dutch

settlers, or Boers, as they proudly call themselves, several governments came and went,

finally a consensus was agreed upon which would demarcate and totally separate the

white and black races sharing close proximity in the territories of South Africa.  In
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microcosm, this colony shared the same frustrations and real political reality of a ‘mixed’

national state.  Such was America during the same time period.

In the year nineteen eighty-three (1983) all this changed in South Africa. In reaction to

rising discontent between black and white, a new system was attempted to ameliorate the

violence. It was at this time that the NP [National Party] submitted a proposal that would

allow for a ‘tri-chambered’ parliament to exist. This system consisted of one House for

whites, one for coloured, and one for the Indian. Since this change of government, the

South African euro-folk have been effectively controlled by non-Western stock. No

legislation may be passed by the ‘minority’ whites, without permission [or concurrence

by majority vote], from these non-Western Houses. The president may, if he so desires,

veto any and all provisions he does not accept. Thus, the ancestors of the original people

of Europe, which founded this colony, represent only one-third of the real political

power.

The past leadership, such as H.F. Verwoerd, who came to power in the ‘fifties as Prime

Minister, began the application of ‘separate but equal’ to the diverse race-culture’s

present in South Africa.  This facilitated the extension of not only white townships, but

black independence as well.  Each now had the chance to excel on an individual basis.

This, of course, was unacceptable to the Modern.  Verwoerd was assassinated in 1962.

Since that time, the Modern, that nefarious race-culture distorter was in power. The

Modern demands that ‘apartheid’ be dismantled – even though it ceased to exist many

years before this. The only apartheid laws that are sill in effect are the denial of blacks to

vote in Parliament. When this happens, there will be no government of the euro-folk.

The colony will have surrendered.  Whether they stay or not depends on many factors.

The euro-folk of South Africa have made the same mistakes as other Western Cultures

have made time and time again.*  First, instead of utilizing the often slow, but consistent

work force of the original settlers, they opted to use the ignorant and subservient native

population.  The second mistake is that of maintaining that presence.  Greed, plain and

simple, is responsible for this element.  Bigger farms, bigger ranches, and the like, call

for more labor; rather than use components of the same race-culture, they opted for the

continuation of the ‘cheap labor’ force.  Like Rome, it has failed miserably.  But, this is

not what we wish to discuss.

The fact that South Africa is a viable Western technic is seen in her Industry, Agriculture,

and the like.  She is a producing nation.  This is grinding to a certain halt.  The

infrastructure has been torn apart.  No longer is she a distinct race-culture any more.  She

                                                  

* Correspondence to the S.A. Ambassador [Prof. Koorlof] with this author, detailed a single theme: the

labor force in S.A. must be moved to a completely white European force; the call to Europeans with the

incentive of wages and land must be paramount in securing talented, trustworthy, and assimilable workers.

As with most Western governments, the need for ‘cheap’ labor, is the harbinger of death and dilution of the

national will.
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is almost a ‘democracy’ – that is, of the Modern. The final act however, is yet to be

played out – and this will be the most violent scene to hit the African continent in a

thousand years. It can already be seen.

Voluntary conscription [2 years] is at its highest peak in years [‘88].  The white youths of

South Africa flock to the enlistment centers.  The Police forces are another matter.  Like

any large cosmopolis of the modern, it is difficult, at best, for a loyal white to work for a

system that he sees daily destroying what he was brought up to love and cherish.

Resistance [civilian] groups are growing daily.  Violence is a daily occurrence and breeds

more continuously.  Some whites have reached the breaking point.  Case in point:

Hendrik Strijdom.

In the heart of Pretoria, [Nov. ‘88], this twenty-three year old ex-policeman, killed seven

blacks, and wounded fifteen others.  The American press gave this much attention – what

they failed to cover was the fact that, a day earlier, Mr. Strijdom had planned to

assassinate President P.W. Botha if he had released the communists ANC [African

National Congress] leader, Mandela, a man responsible for hundreds of white men,

women, and children being bombed, hatcheted, burned and shot.  Hendrik Strijdom was

found guilty of murder. When facing the judge in his case, a Justice Harms, he was asked

if he had anything to say, he calmly addressed the court, and stated he would do it again

if given the chance. OH!  How the Modern screams in horror at this attitude. But, what

made a man of twenty-three years of age act in this fashion? Certainly, the modern reader

is traumatized by the very thought, having not yet faced such barbarity in his own

country, as had men such as Hendrik Strijdom – the American West’s only true

experience of this sort was the War Between the States – the Viet Nam War fought from

a distance, seen only through the television news, or the print media which is even more

removed. The Modern sips his latte’ and considers this.

The court record shows that in [1984] he had joined the police force.  Shortly thereafter,

he helped to quell a riot of over a thousand black, but not before, they [the mob] had

killed a white nurse. To add insult to injury, as well as show their contempt for the

[white] woman, and her reproductive organs, they [the mob] built a fire between her legs.

The second grisly scene this young man had to endue was even worse.  A second nurse,

burned alive in her car; after he [Strijdom] arrived, the body had been partially eaten

(whether by man or beast is not certain). These horrible situations, which were more than

prevalent, were to haunt Strijdom terribly.  He left the police force and joined the

Vereeniging van Oranjewerkers (Union of Orange Workers).

Hendrik went from job to job, dispossessed from his kind.  Eventually he was led out into

the ‘veld’, that great expanse of wilderness, where he sought the compassion and

instruction of the ‘lord’ in what he should do; the answer, apparently, was to commit

himself to a one-man war against his perceived enemies – the black communists. Little

did he recognize of the Modern. In his mind, he wanted the world to know that there were

‘beoere’ still in Africa. This young man selected Strijdom Square – associated with Prime

Minister J.G. Strijdom – the Lion of the North.  This act, contrary to the opinion’s of the

Modern, was a act of bravery and courage – not the killing – this was futile given the
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political posturing, and done from complete frustration in regards to the events and

situations that he had no control over whatsoever.  His was an act – an individual act – in

defiance of a system that had taken away his identity, his way of life, and the life of his

People.  Right or wrong, he acted with the best of intentions against the ‘outsider’, the

‘agitators’, the alien influence levied against his soul, against his Volk.

In response to this event, unlike any party spokesman here in America, was the leader of

the Boerstaat Party, Robert van Tonder, who said it was not Strijdom who should have to

be hanged, but President P.W. Botha and his cabinet. He spoke for most white South

Africans in this same situation worldwide when he added:

:NK� JKYVKXGZK� YOZ[GZOUT� OT� ]NOIN� 'LXOQGTKXY� GTJ� GRR� UZNKX� ]NOZK� 9U[ZN� 'LXOIGTY
LU[TJ�ZNKSYKR\KY��ZNK�IUTZOT[GR�S[XJKXOTM�UL�AU[XC�KRJKXR_��ZNK�OT[TJGZOUTY�UL�U[X
IOZOKY�GTJ� ZU]TY�H_�G�HRGIQ�JKR[MK�� ZNK� OSVU\KXOYNSKTZ�UL�U[X�VKUVRK�� ZNK� large�
YIGRK�ZNKLZ�GTJ�GYYG[RZY�GTJ�ZNK�OTYKI[XOZ_�GHU[Z�U[X�L[Z[XK�

This is a most tragic example of the modernism of the West.  The capitulation of Race to

that of ‘ideal’ is the Modern’s telltale sign – to betray instinct and tradition for some

worldview – a view which holds neither honor nor identity. This is also to accept the life-

style of the Modern.  This is the extreme end to which all nations will succumb; yet, all

the various branches of the euro-folk face the same inevitable end who fails to grasp just

what the loss of sovereignty really means.

To the sympathetic Nationalist of Western race-culture, it is inconceivable that a

government, any government, with such decisive ties as the West has with Pretoria could,

and would, facilitate the demise of the only working and energetic Western-cultural

technic on the entire continent of Africa. Western governments recognize the status of

South Africa as colony, of Western ingenuity yet, all refuse to aid this people in their

struggle for race-cultural survival.  Like the [American] South, it is that ‘great leveling’

of the Modern, the anticipated destruction of the Western epic, the total Reconstruction of

an entire people that is demanded.

The Modern, in the United States and elsewhere, decries the exploitations of the

black/coloured races, by the whites in South Africa yet, he does the same to [American]

‘south-western’ mestizo’s, negro’s, and Vietnamese for his financial gain – as opposed to

hiring whites. He demands that the ‘exploiters’ be driven out of Africa, and replaced by

blacks of the Marxist variety – these, of course, are honorable men. The antagonism

between race-cultural technics, between black and white, creates the always-tragic

confrontation, and inevitability, of war on both small and large scales. It is the eternal

cycle of inner and outer man.

Ethnic relations, worldwide, are at its most violet stage in the history of the Modern’s

attempt to ‘control’ these very same tensions.  The Nationalist, world-wide, sees the

fallacy of the ‘one-man-one-vote’ of the new leveling – since the simple truth of the

matter is that Western man is just one-tenth the population of the world, yet produces

ninety percent of its wealth. To whose purpose and need then, is ‘his’ work to be given if,
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for instance, the world was connected by a United Nations voting system, relegating

these choices to the ‘majority’ vote? The Nationalist knows that his ‘vote’ would be

worthless.  The Modern, however, rushes to make this a reality despite the consequences

to his brethren.  The ideal, once again, is greater that the sum of its parts.

The Nationalist, like those in South Africa and America, sees the end of Culture.  The

Rise of the West, especially in America, has already taken many steps to correct this

treason.  There are ‘parties’, ‘movements’, as well as martyrs, prisoners [political], and

statesmen – these, the natural phenomenon of the technics of organism. The battle begins

– the battle for Power and Dominance.

IV. Race Relations

The American West, in a strictly cultural sense, is broken up into distinct Nations.

At first glance, many who read this will wonder just what is being said, having no formal

instruction other than what little they think they know from television and government

‘think tanks’. It is said that there are forty-eight ‘united states’ [within the Continental

U.S] but that each, voluntarily, make up the Nation as a political unit.  In a purely

political sense, this is apparent, yet, what is spoken of here is the precise components of

biological nations, which inhabit that political unit called ‘america’. Each race-culture,

such as Afro-american, Asian-american, Amer-Indian, Mexican-american, ad nauseum,

constitute ‘specific’ [biological] nations which act, perform, congregate, celebrate, and

decide political, moral, and social issues predicated upon those that are part of their

particular race-culture in question.  This is political reality.

The political reality of race-cultural separation is also manifest.  It is very commonplace

in the language and conversation of every race-culture presently inhabiting America.  The

Modern has instructed his national organs of communicatons to ignore these realities in

the hope that this slow, ineluctable demise, through absorption, into the entire

consciousness of America, and just what it has to offer in return for this absorption. The

‘security forces’ of the Modern are instructed to destroy this idea of separation, of

sovereignty; but it continues nevertheless. The contest of cultures begins anew: The

‘nation’ of Azatlan is spoken of by the south-western mestizo-Hispanics; the ‘nation’ of

Islam is taught by the Afro-american; the Asian-american is, already, content with his

presently achieved level of separation. The Jewish population, as always, is unassimilated

into the body of the West, and is perceived as assimilated, and totally a part of the

‘americanna’ of the West. He, above all else, is truly an‘american’ phenomenon. The

only real surprise here is that of the burgeoning formula of Western [white] demands for

separation.
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White [western] Nationalism is at its highest incident rate since just prior to the Second

War of Fratricide. In that case, Americans of European descent, denounced the

aggressive ‘alien’ position of involvement in a foreign theatre against a Nation that was,

and is, very close in make-up as our own.  The feelings of the associated numbers of

present day White-Nationalists is of a different sort. His present day ‘spirit’ is imbued

with a feeling of consciousness that transcends the ‘old form’ nationalism, that is,

Conservatism. The Nationalist, unlike the conservative, sees his position as having

deteriorated to a point that is unacceptable. The conservative still believes he may battle

and win a duel with the Modern in the political technics of the great leveler.  He has been

deceived.

The Nationalist, however, does not choose to take the bait, no matter how beautiful the

lure. The Nationalist is, and will always be, a part of that ‘working class’ which, on a

daily basis, sees for himself, in the street as it were, just where the Modern is trying, and

in most cases, already has, taken him. He is not part of the monied aristocracy.  It is he,

and he is aware of this, that must shoulder the responsibility of fighting for his race, with

his very hands, if necessary, for the future of his family, his children, and his culture.

The Modern, always prepared for this eventuality, declares War.

It was the Prussian tactical Officer, Carl von Clauswitz, who declared a “defensive war,”

a “winning war.”  The Nationalist, as always, has started from behind, from a position of

defense – a legacy of his fathers who had not the stomach for utilizing those means

necessary to stop this change in his environment.  The Modern has declared war; the

Nationalist is defending himself. Even the ‘conservative’ has felt the brunt of the Modern

in his [the Modern] reaction to the growing elements of resistance. From every corner,

the conservative feels betrayed, his ox has now been gored, the wound too apparent, too

deep, to reject the obvious. From his timid exploitation of religion, to his childish belief

in democracy and liberty [as is portrayed by the Modern] – it cuts across his whole field

of vision.  The conservative now denounces the Modern. They have, as significant

elements of the conservative apparatus, begun to question the Modern’s ‘legitimacy’ to

demand such extremes of judicial process as confiscation of [all] weapons, especially the

small concealable handgun, which is designed to eliminate intruders of all types,

including the Modern if necessary. The Nationalist, as well as the Conservative,

questions the Modern’s sanity.

To the issue of ‘gun control’, the elements of the nationalist and conservative come closer

than on any issue.  In both cases, they recognize that guns, ultimately, are for one

purpose, and one purpose only – that weapons, in general, as well as specifically, are

designed with one purpose in mind: weapons are designed to kill people; and is clearly

defined for all to see. Sporting, as such, is a smoke screen by the conservatives, to

ameliorate the Modern, to keep him at bay. Since our primal epoch of development, man

has sought various means by which to defend and attack; without this ability, Western

man, perhaps, would have ceased to exist many aeons ago. Man is martial by inclination,

and remains peaceful at least half the time – the other half, is either actively pursuing

“war by other means” or pursuing war, period. Any use of weapons after that primary use
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[listed above] is, purely an individual choice, such as hunting in a purely ‘sports’ sense.

The right to ‘keep and bear arms’ is shared by both the nationalist and the conservative –

the only real telling difference between the two is that the nationalist knows, already, just

who the enemy  [of these rights] really is; who the enemy of his traditional freedoms are,

and to where they gravitate. The conservative does not want to see, or admit, these

enemies exist at all – for he is afraid, and rightly so – that these same enemies are a part

of his own ranks. The Conservative is content in watching from the sidelines as the

nationalist carries on the fight for his [the conservative’s] liberties, while, at the same

time, this self-same conservative helps himself to the victories and spoils, while at the

same time, distancing himself from any losses – ‘conservatives’ are well known to ‘leave

their wounded on the field of honour’. But, in recent days, a few stouthearted

conservatives have ventured out beyond the ‘traditional’ norms of conservatism.

No longer is the conservative of one mind concerning his belief in the Modern and his

governmental technics.  A concerted effort, having been traditionally relegated to small

nationalist ‘factions’, once considered outside the Western race-cultural mainstream,

have now designed a ‘national’ programme to ‘educate’ the mass as to its loss of power

and legitimacy.  The Nationalist forms a wry smile as to this approach; he nevertheless

accepts the conservative’s coming of age.

As stated before, the common ground between nationalist and conservative has been, and

is, for the most part, the issue of ‘bearing arms’, but for different reasons.  The

Conservative believes in the documents of the past to maintain this ‘right’; the

Nationalist believes that there is no ‘right’, other than the right to choose for himself the

‘right’ to self-determine his role in relation to his surroundings.  If the reader will take,

good naturedly, another reminder, let it be this, and ever this: If there is anything such as

a ‘god-given right’, it is up to man to enforce it (!). Man has made his political State what

it is, not god.  The Conservative awakens from his slumber – his attacks against the

positions of the Modern multiply daily. But nothing has reached the crescendo of battle

cries, as has the issue of ‘the right to keep and bear arms’. This whole position was ably

penned by two separate [conservative] authors in two separate conservative periodicals.

Their positions, frankly, were revolutionary in scope – something that, as of late, have

been relegated to nationalist publications (usually very small, well written, but not read

widely) and not part of the mainstream.

The first, author Roger Koopman, spoke directly to the Western race-culture when he

stated: “The people, not the government, possess an absolute right in the area of gun

ownership”1 This statement transcends all political boundaries of both the conservatives

and nationalist.  What is new in this area of political maneuvers, implied or stated, is the

attack on the technics of the Modern – the Modern’s perception of Order has run afoul of

the mainstream. Mr. Koopman goes even further by stating these rather provocative

words:

=NGZ� ZNKYK� LURQY� AMU\KXTSKTZ� ZKINTOIYC� YZGTJ� LUX� OY� G� ZUZGR� XK\KXYGR� UL� U[X
)UTYZOZ[ZOUTGR� Y_YZKS��]NKXK� XOMNZY� GTJ�VU]KXY�HKIUSK�\KYZKJ�TUZ� OT� ZNK�VKUVRK
AXGIK�I[RZ[XKC��H[Z�OT�MU\KXTSKTZ��They�VXUSUZK�GT�GROKT…SKTZGROZ_�ZNGZ�Z[XTY�ZNK
IOZO`KTX_�GMGOTYZ� OZYKRL�H_�IUT\OTIOTM�[Y� ZNGZ�]K� YNU[RJ� ZX[YZ� ZNK�MU\KXTSKTZ�GTJ
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JOYZX[YZ�U[Z�TKOMNHUXY��AKSVN��SOTKC

What a statement from a Conservative!

It is that ‘alien’ mentality with which the nationalist is very much at odds. That of the

Modern. The Nationalist is, by far, more vociferous in its attack against the Modern than

is the conservative – but without the larger media aid of the conservative it is apparent

who still holds the upper hand. While the childish argument continues, the Modern closes

his grips upon both; his governmental technics continue to reserve for himself the right

‘to maintain weapons in the hands of his militancy, his police force, his national security

services.  This, above and beyond, the majority of those Western people’s who demand

the same right, also, but who, as of this writing, have not the power to enforce their will.

The issue is not, nor ever has been, over ‘gun ownership’, this was simply the clarion call

of the Conservative, the ‘sound-bite’ for the masses.  The issue is Freedom, pure and

simple.  Freedom to maintain a race-cultural imperative; to protect Family; one’s Home,

self, and ultimately, the freedom to defend oneself from the tyranny of a technic,

individually or collectively, of any infringement of one’s Liberty by a foreign or domestic

power. Period.

The Nationalist realizes that defense against all predators is a law cognizant with nature.

The nationalist knew, and has always known, that the issue of gun ownership was his first

line of defense - that the issue of ‘sporting arms’ was the pleading of the conservative to

the traditional governmental technic, like a son pleading with his father for favor, for his

‘inalienable rights’ when, actually, the basis of his pleadings were based upon documents

of the past, which at the outset, granted no rights, it simply verified, as a device of

communication, recognized and battle-won, yes, those hard won rights decided in

struggle and contest; decided by blood and sacrifice. Through Blood and Iron; through

the contest, of culture and civilization.

Lessons like these are designed to instill a certain value intrinsic in the very learning. The

conservative has forgotten “…that this nation was born in a revolt against the legitimate

authority of a long-standing government that had gone progressively sour until violent

revolution was the only escape possible.”1 But the conservative will not hear of such a

thing – he is loyal. But, to what? What loyalty does he owe anyone that would take his

most treasured and important necessities?  What will he do?  Here is yet another

conservative answer:

:NK� ZNU[MNZ� ZNGZ� ZNKXK�SOMNZ�IUSK�G� ZOSK�]NKT�VKGIKGHRK�M[T�U]TKXYNOV� �GTJ
K\KT�SKSHKXY�UL�ZNK�48'��S[YZ�ZGQK�GXSY�GMGOTYZ�ZNK�;�9��3OROZGX_�GTJ�ZNKOX�U]T
RUIGR�VUROIK� OY�GTGZNKSG� ZU�TKGXR_�K\KX_UTK��� :NK�VUYYOHOROZ_��NU]K\KX��S[YZ�HK
LGIKJ�”�

                                                  

1 Koman, Victor – The Real Reason We Own Guns – Guns and Ammo, February 1990, page 32.
2 Ibid.
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Ponder the above statements – carefully.  Americans preparing for possible armed

conflict? This must be the ranting of a paranoid nationalist.  But is it? Do we not, rather,

see a rising, a reawakening of a spirit long dormant?  What is it, this rising amidst the

‘kinder and gentler’ America?  Do we, both conservative and nationalist alike, feel the

soft rustling of a midsummer breeze, or is it the whisper of the growing hurricane?  Does

culture begin to resist its technics?  The Modern considers the entire issue of guns, and

their ‘destructiveness’ as being just a part of the reactionary elements incumbent in the

ignorant, uncivilized mass. He promises, as only a snake can, to prohibit only assault-

orientated weapons - since this ‘type’ weapon only serves the purpose of murder.  This

type of prohibition is always the Modern’s way.

The ‘prohibition’ movement created criminals. So also the ‘drug dealer’ of today; so

also the ‘gun owner’ of tomorrow. Crime is, as has been stated before, created by

definition, not necessarily by the simple act. There must, of necessity, be a value prior to

the consignment of any criminal stigma. Value, in its pure form, is subjective – the

course of its development is mapped by its proponents – might is right.  The weaker

elements must accept the consequences of a loss of power – he accepts the privilege of

power.  The ‘gun owner’, ‘nationalist’, ‘modernist’, etc, is also facing the same

classification – whoever is the fittest, or most capable, will survive. The reality of

judicial conduct in any major city in America, which, as is widely known, already

classifies gun owners as criminals, is utilized daily by the Modern. Innocents are now,

ipso facto, criminals. What will the Conservative do then, when the security forces come

to his home, demanding the receipt of any and all weapons in his possession? The

Conservative cannot face this inevitable reality (or, in the opposite, will gladly allow

members of the ‘state’ to pilfer, search, and confiscate any weapon which the state may

deem unacceptable as a matter of course!). One can sense the furrowing of the broad

brow of the Nationalist.

The average Western individual, at least in the large cosmopolis of the ‘city’, goes blank

when pondering this thought of impending alienation between himself and his traditional

protector. He forgets the first imperative of the original revolutionaries which may force

them to consider the possibility that “ they may have to choose between owning their

guns and facing the full implication of the Declaration of Independence”3 …that,

whenever any form of government becomes destructive of these ends, it is the right of

the people to alter or abolish it.  Some, it may happen, will meekly give up these rights,

the right of primitive, of free man, horrified that they may have options which require

any real action on their part – others, however, will not submit. What then, will be said

of those that will not? Criminal? Insurgent? Seditionist? Revolutionary? Will it be legal?

The Modern begins his assault; he cringes in fear at the culture he thought long dead.

Intrinsic in this discussion is the survival of the West.  Gun ownership may be, to some,

a side issue – and so it is – yet, intertwined with that very survival. It is not ‘guns’ per

se, but the actuality of survival. A murder in defense of one’s family, nation, or race-

culture (this is done in any patriotic war) is ethical. Anyone who proscribes this act is

considering something other than the personal intrinsic ethical instinct of self-defense. It
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is the most primal essence of survival; the platitudes of the ‘state’ which arbitrarily seek

to circumvent the individual imperative – the Modern claims that this will maintain

order, and take away the emotional element – well and good, as far as it goes; but to

consider, let’s say, the rape of one’s infant daughter, that father or mother has the ‘right’

to be emotional – and justice by either the hands of parents or family members prior to

the ‘state’ spending millions of dollars, is somehow to say that ‘justice has not been

served’! It is only by whose hands, justice is to be delivered. In like fashion, the

nationalist sees the separation of the West from all aliens as imperative to the survival of

all he knows. This is his ethic. This is his Justice. The survival of his race-culture is

ethical; its destruction, unethical.

National ‘unity’ is a will-to-express technic of Culture.  Once that ‘unity’ defined by

race, tradition, mores, etc, fails to exhibit its high-culture, in its will-to-express life cycle,

it is finished. This, in relation to the entirety of Western history. For all intents and

purposes, a new evolutionary process takes place. The technics, values, and imperatives

in the Western culture have changed – but Western man cannot place his finger in the

problem.  He is undecided.  Nature, however, has nevertheless, made the decision for

him.  Indications of this decisive change can be seen in the ‘ethnic relations’ within the

race-culture of the West.

Here we draw the analogy between ‘gun ownership’ and the right of ‘separation’.  Both

can be categorized as a battle for the consistent understanding of ‘inalienable’ rights,

those that are provided by nature – but maintained by man – which, after long ages, has

become written in the pages of historical survival. The proof was in the doing.  The

Modern has taken this proof, twisted it, and perverted it.  His vision of ‘unity’ has

fostered the amalgamation of all peoples; of the perversion of an experiment intended

solely for the race-cultural extension of one people.  The Modern’s actualization: Babel.

The confusion of tongues, of Cultures. The confusion of racial identity.

While the political understanding of ‘unit’ is sound in relation to the American technics

of the past, that is to say, in relation to the bonding of ‘states’ and the like, in a unified

cohesive unit, such as a living organism, the Modern has transformed it to include all the

elements, diverse though they are, of far reaching and alien cultures and then forced

them to mix as ‘unit’. This is his social experiment – not the experiment of our Western

Fathers.  It is a fabrication intended to beguile the Western; to re-learn, to reconstruct

Western man, in the new technic of ‘political unity; this, of course, is the very reason for

such feelings of racial separation in the West.  Racial and political determinism is the

watchword of today’s thinking.

To some, the future ‘ethnic/political’ relations are horrifying.  To others, it is welcomed

as natural, inevitable, and sound practical race-culture politics. To those moderns which

are fearful of this trend, they mask themselves with self-righteous condemnation of all

those who seek a different path.  They point to the ‘democratization’ of Eastern Europe.

But that should not deter us long, if at all, since it is precisely because eastern Europe

was breaking apart along racial lines that any change in the political environment was

necessitated.  The role of money was secondary.  Race was primary.  The once great
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Soviet Empire, like her mirrored sister, America, has finally realized that ethnic ‘groups’

(i.e. Biological nations) must determine their own future and political realizations –

based on their organic needs and will-to-express.  The Modern knew this, does know

this, and is precisely why he has kept the West confused, continually fighting himself

over who is going to be the greatest democracy; who is going to bend over backwards in

helping all others but that of his own kind. To those in America, the Modern would have

us believe that Europe will be weakened by the apparent separation of its individual

collective states – nothing could be further from the truth! In reality, the Western race-

culture of ‘old’ Europe will become stronger than it has ever been. The casting aside of

years of forced assimilation has, or will produce, a nation of truly epic proportions. The

Modern shudders at the thought.

Isolation tends to mark the race-culture with will, strength, and a will-to-power that will,

with time, create a positive destiny. In this light, must America, also, decide its own

destiny.  But only if America, truly, remains a higher-culture. If she is not, then the

coming isolation from her sister, Europe, will dim her epoch making flame to that of a

dead ember.

The Balkanization of the contiguous ‘states’ within the boundaries of these United States

is unacceptable to most, if not all those that carry the flame of the Modern.  To all and

sundry, the cry is heard: ‘to all one god’, ‘to all one people’, ‘to all one government’.

This is, and has become, the rallying wail of the Modern; this is their imperative.  They

must, their power depends upon it.  Yet, the ancient drive to realize, to actualize a

particular race-culture with the necessary developments required to succeed in a vast

world of competition is the kind of struggle the Modern will, at any cost, keep Western

man from attaining.  The Modern, however, is wearing thin; he fears the technics of

organism.  The Cosmopolis, that crowning achievement of the Modern, has been split

between the visible lines of racial demarcation from their very inception, and the visible

realities of equality and diversity in the coming Babel of the 21st Century.

In the past, this presented little problem – he [the Modern] controlled his environment –

now, however, it is controlled by those ‘individual’ racial units who, with political

power have, ipso facto, created a balkanization effect with no thought whatsoever of

their future excepting the single imperative of breaking up the political state of the

Western.  The Modern, of course, supports and aids in its implementation. In the ‘cities’,

they already have control.  Their very numbers demand this control – the mob now in

control. Democracy, once again, serves the Modern, yes, and even the Western who

created it, and allows his technics to pass from him to the mob of the Modern. The

Western [man] cannot complain. Nay! He must welcome this passing – it is, after all, the

‘people’s choice’!  Freedom of choice, however, cuts both ways, but not always in those

ways predicted. The Nationalist as well, has made his choice.

It is now true, unlike any time in our history, that large segments of the Western race-

culture of America has realized the loss of political power as a ‘race-cultural unit’. Let

us be more specific: members of white European stock have not only decreased

numerically through abortion, self-denial, and intellectual decisions to ‘decrease’ family
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size, and fundamental encouragement of non-European immigration over that of

European immigration has, most assuredly, put the ‘white race’ at an untenable

crossroad: his extinction as a ‘voting majority’ is already here; and extinction of his

racial sovereignty follows close behind. Let the Modern say what he will; let him

denounce this position until he is blue in the face; the fact remains, that Western man

has neither the power to change a thing on the National level, nor the power to claim any

sovereignty other than what his ‘status’ as a de facto citizen of the republic – with rights

and privileges granted by those who hold power over him – even by those who neither

know his past nor have any inclination or knowledge of how his future must be formed

and shaped to guarantee his future.  Western man, those white Europeans of America, is

facing a future directed by others. The Western fecund rate, the ability to create and raise

children, is ever decreasing, and now forces one to contemplate the reality of a non-

western increase in real numbers, which equate into a real increase if voting power –

this simply is the way of nature. The collective ‘units’ of the various diverse race-

cultures feel the present presence of their own power; the resultant spin-off leads, of

necessity, towards separation. So, also the Western. Where will this trend lead us?  It is

the question of a new century; of a new future – Destiny awaits in vitro.

The birthing of a new order, of a new destiny is apparent in all we do and see.  It must

be addressed now, for if this continent is to be sustained as a Western race-cultural unit,

as well as a ‘safe haven’ for the other existing units, it must be determined to just what

extent this trend is manifested, indeed, as to just how far along we already are.  More

importantly, in the long run, is the understanding of what this fulfillment of separation

and diverse individual unity will bring to our culture and race, that is, the Western

Culture and Race.

Broad predictions can be made. Anything other than predictions is highly unlikely.  As

was stated in the first part of this work, however, we can learn, if we have eyes to see,

the lessons of the past for the organization of our future.  The great cause, the seemingly

insignificant apparatus which turned the first gear in the machinery of the race and

culture can be identified by the very application of causes – the practical result. Its

technics are never to be isolated in the context of ‘this’ or ‘that’ was the cause, but rather

in the overall outlook of the entire personality of the particular presence being analyzed.

The Future, likewise, may be seen in the light of the past and its continuous presence in

manifesting itself in Industry, Political technics, and its Military endeavors. The

disposition of the past is the manifest spirit of any age – as change evolves slowly, the

recognition is, therefore, also slow and, consequently, may take several centuries to be

analyzed effectively. Only during the siege of revolution may one ascertain, on a daily

basis, the future of this or that particular culture. Therefore, as in this case, generalized

predictions may be made in the expectation of a ‘high certainty’ as to the eventual

outcome of this present discussion. The long-range prediction, of course, is symptomatic

of a lesser degree of certainty. Deviations always occur – this is the great cause – the

working prime lever of the machine of change in the period of, say, a hundred years or

so which may, or may not, fix any one or numerous predictions to a set course. The

trends we speak of now is based solely on those experienced here, in the United States

of America, as well as based upon her international conduct. These predictions, as well,
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are predicated upon a ‘liberal’ policy of immigration towards non-western elements; any

tightening of this policy will slow, but not stop, these predictions.  Predictions are not

prophecies.  This is, rather, a safe series of probabilities and possibilities as seen in the

present presence.  Here, then, listed below, are such predictions as are warranted in this

work:
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MXU[VYC�GMGOTYZ�ZNUYK�UL�=KYZKXT�YZUIQ�

�� ',85�'3+8/)'4� 8+'):/54� :5� 6+8)+/<+*� */2;:/54� 5,
65=+8� ('9+� (?� 3+9:/@5�'3+8/)'49��� '4*� 5:.+8� 454�
',85� +2+3+4:9 

/T�ZNK�,[Z[XK��'LXU�'SKXOIGTY�]ORR�XKGRO`K�ZNKOX�ROSOZKJ�VUYOZOUT�OT�XKRGZOUT
ZU�.OYVGTOI�VUROZOIGR�GI[SKT��]NOIN��GLZKX�HKOTM�OT�ZNK�YNGJU]�UL�+[XUVKGT
I[RZ[XGR� ZKINTOIY� NG\K� MGOTKJ� Y[VKXOUXOZ_� OT� ZKINTOIGR� [TJKXYZGTJOTMY� UL
=KYZKXT�VUROZOIGR�OTT[KTJU��6XUHRKSY�UL�P[YZ�]NU�OY�ZNK�‘URJKYZ�SOTUXOZ_’
GTJ�� IUTYKW[KTZR_�� ]NU� ]ORR� MGXTKX� ZNK� MXKGZKYZ� LG\UXY� UL� ZNK� =KYZKXT
VUROZOIGR�RKGJKXY�–�AZNOY�OY�VKXIKO\KJ�GY�HKOTM�G�‘YUIOGR�IUTZXGIZ’�HKZ]KKT�ZNK
‘]NOZKY’�� GTJ� ZNK� HRGIQY� LUX� ZNKOX� XGZNKX� IRUYK� GYYUIOGZOUT� HKZ]KKT� ZNK
=KYZKXT�� GY� YKKT� H_� GLXU�GSKXOIGTYC�� /Z� OY� TUZ� IUOTIOJKTZGR�� ZNGZ� ‘HRGIQ’
IXOSOTGR�GIZO\OZ_�NGY� Y[XLGIKJ� OT�GXKGY��]NOIN�VXUSUZK� Y[IN� OTZKXGIZOUTY
HKZ]KKT�3KYZO`U�GTJ�'YOGTY�OT�T[SHKXY��TKOZNKX�LGSOROGX�TUX�K^VKXOKTIKJ
H_�'LXOIGT�'SKXOIGTY��:NOY�]ORR�IUTZOT[K�ZU�KYIGRGZK�

�� =+9:+84� '3+8/)'4� A]NOZKC� );2:;8+� =/22� 9.5=� '
9;868/9/4-� '35;4:  �5,��8+9/9:'4)+�  /4�<'8/5;9 �,5839 

������������ 5TIK�VGYYO\K��]NOZKY�]ORR�HKIUSK�IUSHGZGTZY�OT�IUTZOT[OTM�KZNTOI�\OURKTIK�
4UZ�HKOTM�VUROZOIGRR_�GYZ[ZK� OT� ZNK�GXKGY�UL�‘YVKIOGRO`GZOUT’�GXKGY�Y[IN�GY
OSSOMXGZOUT�� NU[YOTM�� GTJ� ZNK� ROQK�� ZNK� G\KXGMK� ]NOZK�]UXQKX� ]ORR�
OTK\OZGHR_��HKIUSK�SUXK�KYZXGTMKJ�GTJ�KTXGMKJ�H_�ZNK�GSU[TZY�UL�SUTK_
YVKTZ�UT�‘YUIOGR�XKLUXS’��GTJ�‘MXGTZY’�UL�NU[YOTM�GTJ�UZNKX�IUSSUJOZOKY��GY
ZNUYK�UL�=KYZKXT� YZUIQ� YZGXZ� ZU� LKKR� ZNK� RUYY�UL�]NGZ� ZNK_�NGJ�IUSK� ZU
K^VKIZ�UL�ZNKOX�‘]G_�UL�ROLK’!�]NORK�ZNK_��ZNK�]NOZK�'SKXOIGT��GXK�YKKSOTMR_
JUOTM�]OZNU[Z��VG_OTM�K^UXHOZGTZ�ZG^KY��GTJ�YKKOTM�ROZZRK�OT�GT_�XKGR�XKZ[XT
]NOIN�GLLKIZY�ZNKS��VKXYUTGRR_��ZNK_�]ORR�YUUT�XKGIZ��=NOZKY�]ORR�YUUT�YNKJ
ZNK�‘OSGMK’�UL�HRGIQ��UX�GT_�UZNKX�‘SOTUXOZ_’�GY�\OIZOS�–�ZNOY�]ORR�GRRU]�NOY
A]NOZKC�ZX[K�LKKROTMY�ZU�IUSK�ZU�ZNK�Y[XLGIK��'TMKX�GTJ�XKYKTZSKTZ�OT�ZNK
‘]UXQ�VRGIK’�]ORR�IUTZOT[K� ZU�MXU]�GZ�GT�KTUXSU[Y�XGZK��,X[YZXGZOUT�]ORR
Z[XT�ZU�GTMKX�–�LUX�GRR�VGXZOKY�OT\UR\KJ�–�GTJ�UTK�UX�SUXK�MXU[VY�]ORR�KROIOZ
\GXOU[Y�XKYVUTYKY� OTIR[JOTM��H[Z�TUZ� ROSOZKJ� ZUU��\OURKTIK�GMGOTYZ�VKXYUTY
GTJ�VXUVKXZ_��VUROZOIGR� INGRRKTMKY� Y[IN� GY� ‘KJ[IGZOUT’�� ‘ PUHY’� AO�K��UTIK
MXGTZKJ��TK\KX�MO\KT�[VC��‘IOZO`KTYNOV’��GTJ�TGZOUTGROYZ�YKTZOSKTZY��UT�GRR
YOJKY�� GY� ZU� ZNKOX� OJKG� UL� XGIOGR�� GTJ� VUROZOIGR� NKMKSUT_� UT� G� RUIGR� GTJ
TGZOUTGR�RK\KR�

�� +*;)':/54'2�   '4*� )'36;9 �.59:/2/:/+9�  =/22�  /4)8+'9+
/4� */8+):� 685658:/54� :5� 2+<+2� 5,� ‘3/458/:?’
/4<52<+3+4: �'9 �)536'8+* �:5�=./:+� +485223+4: 

���������� )UTLROIZ�UL�Z]KTZ_�_KGXY�GMU�HKZ]KKT�HRGIQ�GTJ�]NOZK�[YKJ�ZU�ZGQK�UT�ZNK
VOIZ[XK�UL�‘YSGRR’�XOYOTM�GMGOTYZ�ZNK�‘HOM’��4U]��OZ�ZGQKY�UT�ZNK�VOIZ[XK�UL
‘OTZKX�MXU[V’�GMGOTYZ�‘OTZKX�MXU[V’��:NK� ROTKY�UL�VUROZOIGR�JKSGXIGZOUT�GXK
JOSOTOYNKJ��8GIOGR�GTZGMUTOYSY�GXK�OTIXKGYKJ�HGYKJ�UT�VKXIKVZOUTY�UL the

RK\KR�UL�GINOK\KSKTZY�HKZ]KKT�‘MXU[VY’�GTJ�‘Y[H�MXU[VY’��(RGIQ�YZ[JKTZY�
GY� ]OZN� UZNKX� SOTUXOZOKY�� XKIKO\K� ‘VXKLKXKTZOGR� ZXKGZSKTZ’��HK� OZ� XKGR�UX
VKXIKO\KJ��GTJ�ZNKT�LGOR�ZU�‘SGQK� ZNK�MXGJK’��:NOY�L[XZNKX�JOYKTLXGTINOYKY
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]NOZKY�� :NK� ‘XOMNZ’� ZU� GJJXKYY� ZNKYK� OYY[KY� H_� =NOZK� 9Z[JKTZ� ;TOUTY�
VGVKXY��GTJ� YZGLL�]ORR�IXKGZK� OYY[KY�UL� ‘LXKKJUS�UL�YVKKIN’� GTJ� ZNK� XKGR
GHOROZ_�ZU�[YK�ZNK�‘LUX[S’�UL�ZNK�)GSV[Y�LUX�ZNKOX�GZZKSVZY�GZ�XKIUMTOZOUT�GY
G�XGIOGR�[TOZ��:NK�VUROI_�UL�‘YKRKIZOUT’�OT�XKMGXJY�ZU�KTXURRSKTZ�UL�‘YVKIOGR’
MXU[VY�]ORR� L[XZNKX�GROKTGZK� ZNK�]NOZK�YZ[JKTZ��.K�]ORR�YKTYK� ZNK�YNOLZ� OT
ZXGJOZOUTGR� TUXSY� OT� K\KX_� LOKRJ� UL� KJ[IGZOUT�� +[XUVKGT� YZ[JOKY� ]ORR
JKIXKGYK�–�ZNUYK�]NU�]OYN�ZU�LURRU]�ZNOY�ZXGJOZOUTGR�‘]KYZKXT’�VGZN�]ORR�HK
ZKXSKJ�XGIOYZ��GTJ�OTYKTYOZO\K��'RR�ZNOY�]ORR�YU]�ZNK�YKKJY�UL�XGIOGR�JOYIUXJ
GTJ�GTMKX��GTJ�YKK�G�RUYY�OT�GIZ[GR�=KYZKXT�GR[STGK.

��� =./:+�‘6UROZOIGR’�8+96549+�:5�-85=/4-�)5'2/:/54�5,�454�
=./:+�  652/:/)'2 �('9+ 

:NK�VUROZOIGR�U[ZIUSK,�UL�SOTUXOZ_�VUROZOIGR�VU]KX,�]ORR�HK�VXKJOIGZKJ�[VUT
]NOIN�MXU[V�NURJY� ZNK�IUGROZOUT� ZUMKZNKX��GTJ�]NGZ�‘GRROGTIKY’�GXK�SGJK�
GTJ�]OZN�]NOIN�‘Y[H�MXU[V’��/T�XKYVUTYK�ZU�ZNOY��]ORR�HK�ZNK�KSKXMKTIK�UL�G
TK]�4GZOUTGROYZ�8GIOGROYZ�6GXZ_�–�UX�YUSK�XGIOGRR_�IUTYIOU[Y�6')�KSHURJKT
H_�G�IKTZXGR�LOM[XK�–�KOZNKX�GT�OTJO\OJ[GR�UX�GT�AK^OYZOTMC�OTYZOZ[ZOUT�]NOIN
NGY�G�SUXK�XGJOIGR�GVVXUGIN�ZU�ZNK�OYY[KY�UL�ZNK�JG_��:NOY�]ORR�HK�G�XGIOGR
GRROGTIK�LOXYZ�GTJ�LUXKSUYZ�

8KROMOUTOYZY�]ORR�HK�JXG]T�ZU�UTK�GTUZNKX��UX�HK�LUXIKJ�ZU�YVROZ�ZNGZ�VGXZ_�UX
OTYZOZ[ZOUT��]NOIN� OY�TU]� XKVXKYKTZOTM� ZNKS��.OYVGTOI� ‘IGZNUROIOYS’� SG_
VXU\K�ZU�HK�G�JKIOYO\K�LGIZUX�GSUTMYZ�/XOYN��/ZGROGTY��UX�UZNKXs�ZXGJOZOUTGRR_
of the�IGZNUROI�K^VKXOKTIK��:NK�‘6URKY’�GY�]KRR��]U[RJ�HK�JXG]T�ZU�ZNKOX�IU�
XKROMOUTOYZY�–�H[Z� ZNK�XGIOGR�JOYZOTIZO\KTKYY�HKZ]KKT� ZNKSYKR\KY�GTJ�UZNKX
TUT�=KYZKXT� YZUIQ� ]ORR� LUXIK� GT_� XKGROMTSKTZ� TKIKYYGX_�� :NK� /XOYN�� GTJ
/ZGROGTY�]ORR�HK�\GR[GHRK�GYYKZY�OT�GT_�IUGROZOUT!�YNU[RJ�ZNK�/XOYN�VXU\K�ZU�HK
OTIROTKJ��GY�NG\K� ZNKOX� LGZNKXY�� ZNKT�]NOINK\KX� ZNK_�JKIOJK�� ZNKOX� XKROMOUT
]ORR�HK�LOXYZ�GTJ�LUXKSUYZ��GY�ZNKOX�YKTYK�UL�‘XGIK’�NGY�HKKT�IUTZXG\KTKJ�H_
ZNKOX�XKROMOU[Y�NOYZUX_��ZU�LURRU]�ZNKOX�JKOZ_��/ZGROGTY�]ORR��GY�OY�ZNKOX�TGZ[XK�
LURRU]�ZNKOX�VGYYOUTY��]NKXK\KX�ZNOY�ZGQKY�ZNKS��H[Z�GXK�OTIROTKJ�ZU�LURRU]
ZNKOX�YKTYK�UL�‘]KYZKXT�OSVKXOGROYS’�GTJ�]ORR�HK�YVROZ�NKXK�OT�'SKXOIG�GY�ZU
NU]��VXUVKXR_�� ZU� GJJXKYY� ZNOY� OYY[K��'RR� OT� GRR�� ZNUYK�UL� ZNK�=KYZ� ]ORR�
[RZOSGZKR_��INUUYK�ZU�VGXZOIOVGZK�OT�G�‘]UXQOTM’�XKRGZOUTYNOV�]OZN�KGIN�UZNKX�
TU� SGZZKX� ZNK� YSGRR� JOYYKTZOTM� SOTUXOZ_� ‘]OZNOT’� =KYZKXT� I[RZ[XK�� GTJ
Y[VVUXZ�ZNK�MXU]OTM�YKTYK�UL�=KYZKXT�OJKTZOZ_�

)UTZOT[OTM�‘RKMOYRGZO\K’�JUSOTGTIK�H_�SOTUXOZ_�VXKYY[XK�MXU[VY�]ORR�LUXIK
ZNK�MXU]ZN�UL� ZNOY� ‘]NOZK� IUGROZOUT’�GTJ�]ORR� XKIKO\K� ZNK� Y[VVUXZ�UL� ZNK
SOROZGX_�U\KX�ZNUYK�‘OTZKXKYZ’�MXU[VY��]NOIN�NG\K�LGIOROZGZKJ�ZNK�HXKGQJU]T
GTJ�SGYYO\K� YUIOGR�K^VKXOSKTZGZOUT�UL� ZNK�GXSKJ� LUXIKY��:NOY�]U[RJ�HK
TKKJKJ��UL�IU[XYK��ZU�W[GROL_�ZNK�RGXMKYZ�GSU[TZ�UL�‘V[HROI’�VKXIKVZOUT�GY�ZU
tNK� RKMOZOSGI_�UL�VUROZOIGR�INGTMK��:NK� ZXGVVOTMY�UL�SOROZGX_�‘UXJKX’�]ORR
JXG]�ZNK�]NOZK�SGYY�LUX�MUUJ�UX�ORR� :NK�K^ZKTZ�ZU�]NOIN�ZNK�SOROZGX_�GTJ
IO\OROGT�LUXIKY��HUZN�VUROZOIGR�GTJ�VKXYUTGR��]ORR�GIIUSSUJGZK�UTK�GTUZNKX
]ORR�HK�MG[MKJ�H_�HUZN� ZNK�‘OTZKXTGR’�GTJ�‘K^ZKXTGR’�YZOS[R[Y�K^KXZKJ�UT
KOZNKX�UTK�OTJO\OJ[GRR_��UX�IURRKIZO\KR_� '�SOROZGXO`GZOUT�UL�ZNK�VUV[RGIK�]ORR
UII[X�YVUTZGTKU[YR_�XKMGXJRKYY��GY�G�SGZZKX�UL�IU[XYK�
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:NK�IUTZOT[OTM�[TJKXYZGTJOTM�UL�P[YZ�‘]NU’�UTK�OY�]ORR��OT�K\KX�OTIXKGYOTM
GSU[TZY��LUXIK�G�XKGROMTSKTZ�UL�NOYZUXOIGR�XKGROZOKY �LUX�=NOZK��(RGIQ��'YOGT�
GTJ� 3KYZO`U�� :NOY� [TJKXYZGTJOTM�� UL� UTK’Y� XUUZ� GTJ� YZUIQ�� ]ORR� IG[YK
IUTZOT[KJ�OSHGRGTIK�OT�ZNK�JG_�ZU�JG_�]UXQOTM�XKRGZOUTYNOV�UL�GT_�UTK�UX
GRR�K^OYZOTM�XGIOGR�MXU[VY��5L�IU[XYK��ZNOY�‘Z_VK’�UL�VURGXO`GZOUT� OY�TGZ[XGR
GTJ� S[YZ� HK� LUYZKXKJ� H_� KGIN� OTJO\OJ[GR� ‘Z_VK’�–� GYYOSORGZOUT� H_� ZNK
]KGQKX�MXU[V��UX�MXU[V� ZNGZ� XKL[YKY� ZU�GIQTU]RKJMK�NOY�VGYZ�]ORR�UII[X�
OTK\OZGHR_��:NK�=KYZKXT� XGIK�I[RZ[XK�]ORR�HK� ZNK�SUYZ�VU]KXL[R�YOTIK��GY
NGY�HKKT�YNU]T�HKLUXK��NK�OY�IGVGHRK�UL�YUROJOL_OTM�NOY�VU]KX�HGYK�SUXK
W[OIQR_� ]NKT� ZNXKGZKTKJ� LXUS� ZNK� U[ZYOJK�� .OY� VGYZ� OY� SGXQKJ� H_� SUXK
SGXOZGR�IUTLROIZ��GTJ�NOY�JOVRUSGI_�OY�[Y[GRR_�XKRKMGZKJ�ZU�\OURKTIK�UL�ZNK
SUYZ� K^ZXKSK� TGZ[XK�� :NK� K^VXKYYOUT� UL� ‘XGIOGR’� SKSUX_� ]ORR� ZGQK� UT
MXKGZKX�GTJ�RGXMKX�SKGTOTMY�GY�ZOSK�MUKY�UT�

10. =./:+ �‘+ZNTOI’� 8+</<'2 

'Y�=KYZKXT�]NOZKY��OTIXKGYOTMR_��YKK�ZNKSYKR\KY�GY�G�JOYZOTIZ�KZNTOI�MXU[V�
ZNXKGZKTKJ�H_� OT\GJOTM�I[RZ[XGR�GROKTY��IU[VRKJ�]OZN� ZNK� Y[HSKXMKTIK�UL
ZNKOX� U]T� XGIOGR� YZUIQ� ZU� ZNGZ� UL� UZNKX� JO\KXYK� MXU[VY�� ZNKOX�VGXZOI[RGX
‘XKGIZOUTY’�]ORR�OSOZGZK��OT�RGXMK�JKMXKK��ZNGZ�UL�ZXGJOZOUTGR�‘KZNTOI�MXU[VY’�
:NK_�]ORR� XKGIZ� \OURKTZR_� ZU� XGIOGR� YR[XY�� PUH� JOYIXOSOTGZOUT�� OTZKX�XGIOGR
IU[VROTMY�� GTJ� ]ORR� ZNKXKLUXK� GYY[SK� G� SUXK� JKSUTYZXGHRK� QOTYNOV� ]OZN
‘ZNKOX� U]T� QOTJ’� GY� NGY� HKKT� GIIKVZKJ� OT� ZNK� VGYZ� ]OZN� TUT�=KYZKXT
‘SOTUXOZOKY’��+ZNTOI�‘XK\O\GR’�]ORR�HK�RGXMKR_�)[RZ[XGR��GTJ�]ORR�TUZ�ZGQK�UT
VUROZOIGR�YNGJKY�[TZOR�ZNK_�NG\K�LOXYZ�SGJK�ZNKOX�I[RZ[XGR�TKKJY�SGTOLKYZ�–

SUXK�ROQKR_�ZNGT�TUZ��OT�ZNK�‘YZXKKZY’�UX� OT� ZNK� ZXGJOZOUTGR�‘OTYZOZ[ZOUTY’�UL
ZNK�IU[TZX_��,XUS� ZNOY� XKGIZOUT�]ORR�IUSK� ZNK�VUROZOIGR� SGTOLKYZGZOUT�UL
9KVGXGZOYS��YKKT�GY�ZNK�UTR_�SKZNUJ�UL�Y[X\O\GR�

11. 3+9:/@5   ‘+ZNTOI’�� 8+</<'2 

:NK� MXKGZKYZ� VUYYOHOROZ_� UL� G� ‘LOXYZ’� YKVGXGZOYZ� SU\KSKTZ� OY� YKKT� OT� ZNK
3KYZO`U� VUV[RGZOUT�� :NK� NUZHKJ� UL� IUTZKTZOUT� OY� OT�� GTJ� U\KX�� ZNK
9U[ZN]KYZKXT�VUXZOUT�UL�'SKXOIG��4K]�'`GZRGT� OY�GRXKGJ_�G�VGXZ�UL� ZNK
‘I[RZ[XGR’� SOTJ� UL� ZNK� YU[ZN]KYZ� 3KYZO`U� –� OZ� OY�� GLZKX� GRR�� ZNK� GTIOKTZ
NOYZUXOIGR�NUSKRGTJY�UL�NOY�GTIKYZUXY�–�ZNK�'`ZKI�/TJOGTY,�]NU�IUTZXURRKJ�G
3K^OIGT�+SVOXK�VXOUX�ZU�)UXZK`��8KROMOU[Y�RKGJKXY��Y[IN�GY�,GZNKX�,RUXKIOU
3�� 8OMUTO�,� RUUQY� GZ� ZNK� SGYY� OSSOMXGZOUT� UL� 3K^OIGTY� GIXUYY� ZNK
'SKXOIGT�HUXJKXY�GY�‘G�VKGIKL[R�IUTW[KYZ’�UL�ZKXXOZUXOGR�RGTJY��9USK�SG_
ZNOTQ�ZNOY�LGTIOL[R�ZNOTQOTM�H_�GT�GYVOXOTM�I[RZ[XK�]NU��ZNUYK�UL�ZNK�=KYZ�
NG\K�NGJ�ROZZRK�LKKROTMY�LUX�UTK�]G_�UX�GTUZNKX��GY�ZNKOX�XKROMOUT�HUGYZY�UL
‘ZNK� RU\K� UL� SGTQOTJ’��GTJ� ZNKXKH_� XGZOUTGRO`KY� ZNOY� ZXGTYLUXSGZOUT��:NK
3KYZO`U��UT� ZNK�UZNKX�NGTJ��HKROK\KY�YZXUTMR_� OT� ZNOY�VUYYOHRK�XKGRO`GZOUT�
:NKXK�GXK� Z]U�SGOT� XKGYUTY�]N_� ZNK�INGTIK�UL� Y[IIKYY� OY�NOMN� LUX� ZNOY
XGIK�I[RZ[XK 
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G� :NKXK� OY� YUSK� P[YZOLOIGZOUT� UL� ZNKOX� U]TKXYNOV�� XUUZKJ� OT
XKRGZO\KR_� XKIKTZ� ZOSKY�� :NK_�� GZ� UTK� ZOSK�� IUTZXURRKJ� ZNK
9U[ZN]KYZ�GY�G�6KUVRK�GTJ�)[RZ[XK�

H� :NKXK�OY�YOSVRK�K\OJKTIK�ZNGZ�3KYZO`UY�]ORR�HK�G�T[SKXOIGR
SGPUXOZ_�OT�GRR�UX�RGXMK�VGXZ�UL�ZNK�9U[ZN]KYZ�OT�G�XKRGZO\KR_
YNUXZ�VKXOUJ�� /L� ZNK� RGZZKX�NGVVKTY��GTJ� ZNKXK� OY�GT�GRSUYZ
IKXZGOT�VUYYOHOROZ_�ZNGZ�OZ�]ORR��ZNKT�9KVGXGZOYZ�YKTZOSKTZ�]ORR
IKXZGOTR_� ZNXO\K�� :NK� ,XKTIN� OT� 7[KHKI� OY� P[YZ� GTUZNKX
K^GSVRK�UL�ZNK�]G_�ZNOY�IUTZKYZ�OY�GHU[Z�ZU�VRG_�OZYKRL�U[Z�€

��� ('21'4/@':/54���� 5,�� :.+� =+9:+84�� )54:/4+4:
/4+</:'(2+ 

:NK� ‘HXKGQ’�UL�K\KT�UTK� ZXGJOZOUTGR� XGIK�I[RZ[XK� LXUS� ZNK� TUXSY� UL� ZNK
;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY� ]ORR� IXKGZK� G� JUSOTU� KLLKIZ� ZNGZ� ]ORR� TUZ� Y[HYOJK� [TRKYY
ZXKSKTJU[Y�LUXIK� OY�[ZORO`KJ� OT� OZY�Y[VVXKYYOUT��:NOY� OY�TUZ��NU]K\KX�� ZNK
]UXYZ�IGYK� YIKTGXOU�� '� SUXK� JXGSGZOI�� OL� TUZ� RKYY� VUV[RGX�� ]U[RJ� HK� G
IUTZOT[OTM�‘YZGZK�UL�]GX’�IGXXOKJ�U[Z�H_�M[KXORRG’Y�OT�G�YSGRR�YIGRK�IO\OR�]GX�
:KXXUXOYS�]U[RJ�HK�ZNK�]GZIN]UXJ�UL�ZNK�JG_��:NK�K^GSVRKY�UL�2KHGTUT�
9XO�2GTQG��/TJOG��GTJ�4UXZNKXT�/XKRGTJ�]ORR�Y[LLOIK�ZU�SGQK�ZNOY�VUOTZ��+\KT
OT�LUXSY�TUZ�GY�IUTIXKZK�GY�ZUZGR�YKVGXGZOYS��ZNK�VXUHGHOROZ_�ZNGZ�ZNK�\GXOU[Y
MXU[VY�SGOTZGOT�G�SUXK�ZNGT�XOMOJ�IUTMRUSKXGZK�OT�ZNK�RGXMK�cities�UL� ZNK
;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�OY�NOMNR_�ROQKR_��:NOY�]ORR�HK�JK�LGIZU�YKVGXGZOYS�

��� 56+4� ;�9�� (58*+89� =/22� +49;8+� :.+� */9952;:/54� 5,
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€ Note: The fact, that the present American government has approved the ‘fast track’ to Mexico, as of this

writing, should make all those of Western stock raise their heads in anger and demand an explanation. With

the close proximity that Mexican mestizos and American-Chicanos have in both culture and geography, it

is certain that any ‘extra’ positioning of these groups by the government will lead to the rapid deployment

of these kindred people’s between Mexico proper, and those American ‘centers’ which house the greatest

numbers of Mexican mestizo immigrants and Chicanos. This will reinvigorate the ‘old’ contacts between

agitators and leaders of every persuasion – marking, even more so, the difference between the opposing

groups. This may well facilitate a situation much more militant than that of Quebec. Mexican mestizos will

fight when the time is right. At the very least – in the case of a positive Separatist movement – the

southwestern mestizo will demand autonomy on levels not seen since Pancho Villa. The Modern, it would

seem, is trying to placate these elements by their fast-track proposals. For those that think this possibility of

annexation, of separatism, as illogical, let it be remembered that our own revolutionary leaders and people,

were certainly not logical to take on the entire British Empire for something as esoteric as ‘freedom’.

Whether we, those of Western stock, accept the aspirations of the immigrant Mexican mestizo, or other

non-Westerns, it is, nevertheless, part of a racial imperative, which will, and does seek, release. FLS
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:NOY�SGTOLKYZGZOUT�]ORR�HK�XKMGXJKJ�GY�‘XK\UR[ZOUTGX_’�H_� ZNK�VU]KXY� ZNGZ
HK�� /Z� OY�� NU]K\KX�� G� TKIKYYGX_� VXKXKW[OYOZK� ZU� ZNK� IUTZOT[GZOUT� UL� ZNK
=KYZKXT� XGIK�I[RZ[XK�� KOZNKX� GY� G� JOYZOTIZ� ‘KZNTOI’� MXU[V�� OYURGZKJ�� GTJ
YNGXOTM�G�VUYYOHRK�‘VUXZOUT’� UL� ZNOY� =KYZKXT� )UTZOTKTZ�� UX� GY� G� XGIOGRR_
JUSOTGTZ�RKMOYRGZO\K�HRUI�–�ZNOY�RGZZKX��NU]K\KX��]ORR�TUZ�HK�TKIKYYOZGZKJ�OL
ZNK�VXKYKTZ�ZXKTJY�IUTZOT[K��:NK�TK]�IUTYIOU[Y�=KYZKXT�SGT�GTJ�]USGT
]ORR��SUYZ�GYY[XKJR_��JKSGTJ�ZNKOX�VGXZ�UL�ZNK�VOK�–�]NGZ�OY�RKLZ�UL�OZ��.K
]ORR�LGIK�MXU]OTM�UVVUYOZOUT�LXUS� ZNK�KYZGHROYNKJ�UXJKX��]NOIN��GLZKX� ZNK
RK\KRY� UL� JKZKXSOTGZOUT� ]ORR� IUT\OTIK� ZNUYK� UL� =KYZKXT� YZUIQ� UL� ZNKOX
HKZXG_GR�� 3OROZGX_� GTJ� IO\OROGT� IUTZGIZY� ]ORR� IUTZOT[K� ZU� LGIOROZGZK� PUOTZ
\KTZ[XKY� GTJ�� ]NKT� ZNGZ� ‘VKXYUTGROZ_’� HKIUSKY� QTU]T�� ]ORR� \UR[TZGXOR_
IUSSOZ�ZU�KGIN�UZNKX’Y�IG[YK!�ZNK�VXKYKTIK�UL�‘SUTK_’�]ORR�SGTOLKYZ�OZYKRL
OT��GTJ�LXUS�ZNUYK�'SKXOIGT�OTZKXKYZY�]NOIN�NG\K�Y[II[SHKJ�ZU�\KTZ[XKY
UL� /TZKXTGZOUTGR�,OTGTIK�H_� LUXIOTM� ZNKOX�KIUTUSOI� OTZKXKYZ� ZU�MU�GHXUGJ�
ZNKXKH_�JKT_OTM�ZNKOX�U]T�VKUVRK�]UXQ�GTJ�Y[YZKTGTIK��3OROZGXOYS��IU[VRKJ
]OZN�SUTK_��]ORR�HXOTM�GHU[Z�ZNK�\KT[KY�IKXZGOT�ZU�KYZGHROYN�)[RZ[XK�U\KX
ZNGZ�UL�ZNK�SKINGTOYS��UL�IO\ORO`GZOUT��GTJ�]ORR�K\KTZ[GRR_�HK��� U\KXIUSK
H_�)[RZ[XK�IXKGZKJ��LUXSKJ��GTJ�RO\KJ�H_�ZNUYK�UL�ZNK�=KYZ�

These predictions, as said before, are broad in scope.  To face the facts as we see them is

to be honest with ourselves, as well as to the future of our [white] children.  To drive all

the foregoing home however, let us add this: The fact that non-Westerns are numerically

growing is evident; the fact that political power is based solely on the majority of the

voters, regardless of their race, is supported by the ideal of ‘democracy’ – a Western

concept – and will, eventually prove the maxim of ‘one man, one vote’ is the essence of

modern democracy – and the end of the Western Culture on this continent as we know it,

as well. Forcing these various ‘groups’ inhabiting this continent to be like the Western

race-culture will only add fuel to the already burning fire of Nationalism and Separatism.

The feelings of Nationalism and Separatism are felt by all groups, regardless of its racial

makeup. The present system only artificially suppresses these feelings.  In America, the

‘traditional’ minorities such as Blacks and Mestizos will continue to localize their

political unity and increase their demands for a larger and larger role in their political

destiny – this is only natural and expected.  The eventual coalition [between black and

mestizo], while not very palatable to either party will, nevertheless, be realized – if only

to take a shot at political mastery. To not take this gamble, for it would truly be a gamble,

would show that their ability to match the Western is of an inferior nature.  However,

between the two separate ethnic groups, the Mestizo-Hispanic is the more technically

advanced; hence, it will be the dominant culture.
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The tendency of ethnic ‘units’ in demanding ‘equal’ time politically, economically, and

culturally will increase in proportion to each individual units size and social needs.  What

the Western [man] cannot, or will not give up will, most assuredly, force the needed

cooperation spoken of above. In the present democracy [of the West], the right of every

voice to be heard will be protected – imagine the million voices, the million needs, spread

out, demanding attention to their individual concerns that will, and presently, is, sucking

the life-blood from the entire apparatus of the present system.  The majority ‘rules’, no

matter what majority [coalition] this represents.  African Americans, on the other hand,

will rightly feel betrayed by any upsurge in the mestizo-Hispanic power base. Any

‘historical’ consideration that has benefited the black race in the past will be of no

account to the newly powerful mestizo-Hispanic voting bloc. Independent and powerful,

the mestizo-Hispanic American will take them to task for inferring preference by another

minority. This perceived loss of respect and lack of political acumen will force them to

conclude, and with some veracity, that it is the Western, that must bear responsibility for

this state of affairs; this will only exacerbate the existing ethnic turmoil even further.

A microscopic look at these political factors can now be witnessed in any major

American [or European] city, which shares this disparate population. An already existing

racial hodge-podge presently exists in the southwestern United States trying, it would

seem, to function in the ‘democratic sense’ of a new world order. This study, into ‘new

politics’, can be seen in the ascendancy of ‘brown’; however much this is a political fact,

the Western now emerges from his stupor of the sixties. The Western man of today is

tired; he cares not for the minority, for the victim.  He sees himself as a true victim – a

victim of betrayal, a victim of a Modern who is no longer a part of his West.

The Western perception, real or imagined, that affirmative action has now cancelled out

his productivity will force his hand.  He will, and is seeing, the life-value of his family

passing into oblivion.  He will, with some help from the nationalist, project himself as a

new political force. If this new found power, however embryonic, will not help him in

any way recognizable to him on a daily basis, he will force the Modern to play the final

hand: war in the streets. The Modern will seek, at all costs, to avoid urban warfare. He

already has a plan – a plan, which has been in effect for over a hundred years – that of the

destruction of the Western, or any ‘nationalist’ prone groups or individuals who have

gained any credible political favor, through the process of assimilation; the degradation

of the racial-stock, which founded this American West. The Modern must, at every

opportunity, revamp this idea of obfuscation, misdirection and destruction since, it being

unnatural, will always show itself to those with the eyes to see, and must do this before

the Western realizes just what is taking place in the arena of politics – politics that will

affect the Western in the most direct and influential ways. The Modern realizes that if he

does not merge the various ethnic units he will face his own annihilation at the hands of

his creation.  Faced with the various decisions he must make, marked with the obvious

race-cultural contradictions that are present, he will be shown for the hypocrite his is. His

power will fade into oblivion.

The inherent power of all Culture starts with the learning process.  The traditional
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Centers of Learning, specifically of our Universities, will encounter major ethnic

confrontations.  The sole purpose of an educational environment is to learn – this is

axiomatic.  The increasing predominance of ‘ethnic units’ will force a radical shift from

conventional scholastic thought. It must needs be so since, once again, Western culture is

restrictive to many people. The coming change is already seen at such Universities as

Harvard1 and Dartmouth. In fact, as is widely known at this writing, such ‘black’ leaders

as the very visual spokesman and politician, Jesse Jackson, has said repeatedly “HO HO

HO! – Western Culture gots ta go.”  While, at the same time, those at Dartmouth and

other conservative Universities will increasingly become more and more adamant in their

own cultural rights.  Admission rights in such places as University California Berkley,

presented by, of all people, the staff administrators themselves, were artificially restricted

in allowing only forty-percent [40%] of the eligible Freshmen in academic standards

alone.  Those not coming up to academic standards were, nevertheless, accepted because

the representation of ethnic ‘units’ was not diverse enough.  In 1984, about seven

hundred white applicants were redirected elsewhere to make room for minorities.

To ‘unify’ this prodigious amalgamation, the Modern, typically, has tried the band-aid

method of Language.  This theory, oddly enough, has been proposed by a stalwartly

proponent of ethnic isolation in a cultural sense; himself a child of Asian ancestry, and a

proficient spokesman for the ‘conservative’ cause. This theory runs thus: An

amalgamation of diverse ethnic groups will be forced to submit to a national leveling

based on the commonality of language.  The [Western] English language in this case.

This will, in theory, provide a ‘common’ ground – on a cultural level! – hence, the

prosperity and peace of the entire nation will follow. No lack of skills, no lack of

opportunity – such is the utopian dream of the modern.

Reaction, especially in the State of California, has been swift and deadly all across the

nation by ‘ethnics’ that voice their true feelings over a ‘loss of National Identity’, of

heritage. The morass, of this ‘new language’, would deny their children the ‘cultural’

backdrop of a real people – outside the home; their children would be denied, on a daily

basis, the realities of their ancestral roots. The Nationalist/Separatist agree.

The ‘conservative’ elements, along with the Modern, still seek to press the issue.  The

Nationalist/Separatist knows that ‘language’ will bring the ‘non-western’ ethnic unit

closer to him in every day life, while keeping a definable distance between the parties on

a social level.  Language cannot change the leopard’s spots.  This manufactured idea of

the Modern is yet another ploy in his ‘grand experiment’.

In its great diversity, the various ethnic units will, ultimately, rely on the coalition

political party. This so-called ‘rainbow’ coalition, to use a present term, will undoubtedly

play a larger and larger part in the political ‘cat and mouse’ games of the democratic

process.  At best, however, this conglomerated rainbow coalition would be an uneasy

one.  In its growing political power, the destabilizing effect would be manifest.  Every

thing would depend on ‘compromise’ and ‘smoothing’ the way for these disparate

groups.  Put to the test however, say, in the cases of a ‘national emergency’ or war, this

system of ‘coalition; would be stifled from the outset; it would be besieged with atrophy
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such as Poland was during the interim period between world wars.

Western response to the above coalition will be a heated one. The response, already in the

making, will be, also, a cultural one – call it a Pan-European expression if you will – and

it will include all those of European descent as a voting bloc.  This, as with all that has

been stated before, is a natural one; it will be as natural to the West as it is natural to the

non-western to form with his own. The tribal mechanism of Western history is replete

with the opposite occurring; but as time goes on, the various democracies will come to

grips with the methodology requisite to maintain our Culture – as the culture distorters

have in past derailed this imperative we, all those of Western stock, must remain vigilant

and never let this imperative recede to the background.

The two largest and most predictable groups in any Western alliance in this potential

coalition would be the great Celtic and Nordic elements – combined with German (the

single larges ethnic white group in America), Dutch, etc, The potential problem regarding

religion, that is, the technics of Catholicism, Lutheranism, etc, specifically the interests of

the Irish and mestizo-Hispanic element is worth some consideration but, in the end, will

opt for its racial affinity with its own kind – and put religion to the side, when the case

warrants.  The Pope, as an ‘institution’, however, could very well prove to be a dangerous

‘wildcard’ if any real religious threat presented itself on behalf of the Roman Pontiff.  If

the West has learned (?) anything, it should be that religious wars are fought for political

power – the Race, sad to say, matters least in these types of war.

Religious Wars must be avoided between those of Western stock at all costs!

Economic considerations will precipitate the final breakdown of the diverse ethnic units.

As the competition increases for jobs, and their related skills diminish, the need for

‘outcome’, not ‘income’, will increase. Production in traditional fields will expire, the

necessary ‘high-tech’ areas will lack the competitive edge needed to stay afloat in a world

of high demand for high quality material; we will all be expected to accept everything

which is mediocre. The welfare rolls, already pushed to the limit, feeding on those vast

amounts of ‘prepared’ savings, the greater of these savings by our elderly, and using them

to keep the indigent and homeless fed on a daily basis. Even those of the Western race-

culture will, and is being forced, to accept this handout. Income will be offered by the

‘state’, and outcome, as well. No production – just a cycle of burden to the entire nation.

The tremendous amount of litigation, which we will experience in this area alone [e.g.

those who are on ‘welfare’, and those ‘intending to enroll’] is massive, and is only really

known by those that are already on this system. The monstrous, ‘bigger is better’ pax

Romana, is yet another lie of the Modern that has been uncovered.

All this, however, has its rising star.  The Rise of the West is predicated upon it. Between

the bashing, political or otherwise, along with the obvious fiscal realities facing the race-

culture of the West, and the continued growing dominance of the non-Western race-

culture to become an ‘identifiable’ and genuine ethnic group – this will provide them

with the legitimate technic of political determinism – which, in turn, will provide them

with a sense of community, and into a breeding ground for political, and racial thought.
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The realization that race and culture actually exists and has viable power will bring those

of the biological nation together; once the significant understanding of ‘racial ancestry’ is

taken to heart, the People of the West, world wide, will consider their political decisions

as being an integral part of their daily lives. This will breed true and healthy nationalism.

The feelings of a great white tribe will grow increasingly as the political events of the

United States and the Western world deteriorate.

The time involved in this ethnic tension, and its eventual culmination is uncertain. But it

will take place. The revival of the West, as well, is seen to have started [by the

Nationalist] about seventy-five years ago. Its contemporary zenith is to be seen in the

numerous events in Europe, especially in German (i.e. European) re-unification, as well

as the smaller states like Serbia, Albania, Yugoslavia, and the entire Balkan Region. The

reaction of these states, once being freed from the ‘occupational’ powers of the West, was

to dramatically show the world that Freedom, Sovereignty, and a reaffirmation of

nationhood is the wave of the future – this, of course, is contrary to the new world order –

hence it will, undoubtedly, cause future tension and possible war between those elements

of the West still under alien domination and political persuasion. All this, and more, is the

organic result of the technics of race-culture. Economics plays a secondary, if not also a

supportive role; money is necessary for all great revivals.

The United States, the hearth and home of many sons and daughters of the West, and an

integral part of the Race Culture, is also traveling through a revival, a renaissance which

will surprise many. America is unavoidably being drawn into the same awareness, as is

the European commonwealth. How we, as a People and ‘political technic’ deal with this

eventuality is what will determine our future – it is the presence of our Tomorrow.

As always, any race-cultural revival is purely cultural, that is, spiritual, almost intangible,

and is seen only with the ‘eyes that see’. Many have seen the trends; many have

experienced the Modern’s vision of the future. Those that share this reality are already

demanding separatism at once.  Those, which advocate complete ‘separation’, are small,

numbering only a few million [many who feel this way, and lack any real substantive

ability to show this feeling are, nevertheless, manifest; the ‘common man’ has no real

way to share with his fellows in the present climate of political control – dissent appears

not to exist]. However small, one may use these numbers as an indicator of a reality,

rather than an existing, functioning, reality. In any event, if any so-called ‘rainbow’

coalition becomes dominant in the future, with or without the aid of the present

government, it is a foregone conclusion that opposing Western technics of the same

caliber will be manifest.

The Modern cannot conceive of any separate nation on this continent, yet he is coercing,

intimidating, and fomenting this exact phenomenon in Europe at this very date. He calls it

the great coming of ‘democracy’ in once totalitarian systems, while he, at the same time,

practices the same totalitarian dictatorship. The Modern is a hypocrite. His hypocrisy

stems from the original idea of universalism – of all beings being brothers in the sense of

‘community’. His idea, or more rightly, the ‘idea’ of Montesquieu, was the crystal clear

rationalism of separation of powers, a separate but equal idea which has been discounted
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by the Modern in every other sphere of political dialogue in this century, to accommodate

a smooth transition into the realm of a living world. Like all rationalistic thinkers,

however, its reality of life-process is muddied by a natural reality. That reality, as

always, is the continuing un-equality of man.

The Modern’s hypocrisy extends even further. The idea of State is a technical apparatus,

which the Modern has never fully understood. The idea of ‘state’ as a component of

national survival was not part of the original conception of America – the elements that

the originators of the first Thirteen Colonies had to contend with was not the [same]

elements of that in which the ‘states’ of Europe had to contend with: America had no

boundaries, no hostile nations, [other than small indigenous Indian tribes], no inner, long-

lasting Monarchical intrigue, in fact, the American situation was totally different in

composition in regards to all traditional concepts of origination of its European past.  The

European concept of ‘state’ was Idea – the idea of ‘state’ in America was a geo-

political/legal/economic/territorial concept without perceived values of destiny, aim, or

purpose other than its simple existence within the political Federalization of controlled

anarchy, which was the present value in almost the entire confederation of original states.

Manifest Destiny would come later; it would appear from a utilitarian need. There was no

defined superstructure, there is no defined superstructure, in America today, which

presupposes, in fact will guarantee the rights of each state, a state, that is, in the sense of a

European commonwealth which, in turn, will protect itself from a possibly hostile

Federal ‘central government’ that cares not for the indigenous culture politics of the

individual state – not withstanding the simple realization that each state must have its

own agenda based upon its territory, culture-ethic, and geo-political needs and desires. A

Federal system, unlike a Monarchy, is only the glue, so to speak, that must bind the entire

political organism together only in a State of War, or in such cases as to unify certain

laws basic to the instruction and welfare of the entire nation. This, of course, by the

consent of ‘legislatures’ and their independent governors. Instead, we have the essence of

‘state’ as monarchy – but Monarchy without blood or breeding.

Central to the idea of State, is the idea of Nation. The difference here, as seen by all

nationalists, whatever the race-culture, is that nation is race. In all areas of America, one

sees this reality. The so-called mestizo-Hispanic ‘movement’, calls for an independent

mestizo nation of Aztlan; Louis Farrakhan teaches the belief in The Nation of Islam

which would provide for the independence and direction of the majority of the black race.

This is seen, also, in the manifestations of the Western culture as well – Robert J.

Mathews, the white nationalist revolutionary leader killed, in the prime of life, by federal

military detachments in the Pacific Northwest, for organizing a White American Bastion

in which, as he and others saw it, the sons and daughters of Western kind could come and

live, set up a government, and fulfill the destiny each felt was to their own making; this,

because in the present system, it is unacceptable to practice one’s faith in a congregation

of one’s own kind, to promote and actively live in a community which is, for all to see,

made up of persons who belong to one’s ethnic bloc. This was, in short, a Territorial

Imperative in the northwestern United States, and is still a bone of contention within the

nationalist communities in this country and the federal government. As the conservative

elements in the existing governmental technic become ever more disgusted with the ways
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things are turning out, the more the chances between the nationalist and conservative

elements fielding a political candidate become acceptable. This may, or may not, cover

the issue of separation. But, if the minority ‘separatist’ movements, as said before,

continue to press for the recognition of ‘their rights’, and ultimately they will, if they

have the will to suffer for it, those of the West will be sure to follow in the same fashion.

If the converse is true, that is, that the West breaks away from the ‘federal state’, the

minority race-culture will, without a doubt, have their issues discussed as a matter of

course.

The example of Robert J. Mathews needs to be followed up in terms of the future West.

His example, in a strictly Western race-cultural sense, was one of militancy. Militancy is

in harmony with the needs and desires of fledging race-cultures; it is also consonant with

the natural law of organism. The Modern has failed to understand this – he understands

only in part, and the part he understands, he wishes to destroy. Instead, the Modern has

given the artificial and plastic realization to his subjects the fantasy of the brotherhood

and equality of man – regardless of the spasmodic and natural inclination to be distinct

and separate in their culture. Any deviation of this, his norm, is considered ‘evil’,

revolutionary, and anti-social – worse, to the Modern it is anti-democracy!

The Nationalist believes in democracy, that is, in a system, which treats all men fairly

under the law. But, to be treated fairly, which is, at best, still a utopia, it is necessary and

mandatory that all citizen’s inherent in this democracy be of the same race-culture – one

race, one law. The equal respect of other race-cultures would be incumbent upon any

responsible government – as long as each race was itself autonomous and recognized as

such. Only through this fashion of the ‘inter-state’ idea can any lasting peace and

equality be achieved for the future. Under the Modern, the only peace that can be realized

will be the peace of ‘control’ – or control by force; it will be his peace – his and no other.

Each race-culture will have to bend to the will and desire of an ideal, which, in all

likelihood, will be contrary to his own natural inclinations, and desires.

In all this, and more, the rising West is a reality. It was said early on in this work that

man, Western man, could not master himself in his ultimate search for truth. Yet, there

are those that have mastered their reality. These are those with the vision, with the ability

to see in their dreams, the reality of tomorrow.  They see their families, their people  (as a

distinct race-culture), and life itself as something special, an integral part of themselves,

as a conduit for those that come after. These individuals consciously seek it, they grasp it

straight on, twisting and turning with every natural rhythm of life itself. It is to their

vision that empires depend – that the life of a People may continue. To those alive or

dead, we owe our thanks and dedication. To the struggle and purpose of the unsung, we

dedicate this work. All we can do now, all we have ever done, is to recreate the reality of

our original making – that which has been taken from us: We, the masters of our own

Destiny. We are the cause and effect; we are the race-culture. We, you and I, are the

beauty and harmony of the ages; our purpose is to become noble; to affirm our origins; to

reach for the stars. This, the West must do or die. Thus does Nature ever teach.
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                                                                Chapter V

                                                   THE RISE OF THE WEST
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All of the preceding considerations, questions, analogies, propositions, and possibilities

have been presented in the hope that the people of the West, including this America, will

realize, and become aware of this rising, this ascendancy of Culture over that of

civilization, the macrocosm of the institutionalized common man. For, in all reality, this

rising has happened already. The waking ascendancy of real politics, its essence, is

manifest in our daily happenings, in our hustle and bustle, these little, but so essential,

human elements, of our very lives. This is the same essence of ages past. It is the essence

of need, desire, and will-to-power of all citizens of humanity – it is organic – its Life

animates in all our outward forms; it ignites our imagination and stirs deep waters in the

memories of our past. It belongs to struggle, that which all organisms are formed in the

crucible of contest and survival. This essence will be, is being marked, by the very

struggle between the race-cultures of the World. It truly has brought the compulsion to

great politics.

Politics is the great technic of Nature. Nature divides the mediocre from those with merit;

from those that are skilled and unskilled. It establishes supremacy of the one, over the

other – this can be the individual or institution – this natural law ever is, and will be: the

one will survive, and one will die. This is Nature’s Law. Politics is, or should be, the

greatest of compulsions to emulate, where possible, the rhythms and currents by which

nature seeks ever to instruct and guide. The examples are myriad; as students, in this

great experiment, we have the ability to seek instruction through the records of the past;

we can receive instruction from the various individuals who have had many years

bestowed upon them; and finally we have the instruction of common sense, which we

utilize on a daily basis. Nature is a part of us, and if we but listen, and recognize that low

soft whisper of intelligent reasoning, we shall see our path, clear, and undeniable.

Nature, herself, is not lineal but, rather, rhythmic, flowing as a tree in the wind, bending

with the changes in the continuing evolution of the cycle of life. The presentation of this

work is in keeping with this cycle. This concept alludes to times and places; to

happenings we see passing in the twinkling of an eye – the lineal lacks the subtle rhythm

and continuity of the organic growth inherent in the real world that surrounds us; this, the

orderly cycle of nature.
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The cycle of birth, life, and senility accompany each and every great civilization, not the

least of which has been ours – that great family of Indo-Europeans which founded and,

still maintains, the greatest living history and working Culture yet experienced on this

planet terra. Modern historians however, over the past seventy-five years, have concerned

themselves only with this traditional ‘school room’ variety of lineal history,

circumscribing the root cause and effect of actions and events that affect civilizations as it

affects the individual. Distortion is the inevitable result of failing to address history as a

living, breathing, manifestation of life: Culture itself, becomes ambiguous.

The lineal portrayal of history leaves our vision of the past distorted, ambiguous. These

many, and diverse pictures, delivered in sequence, numbered, dated, and clouded by time,

leaves us confused; the simple enormity of historical data simply boggles the mind. These

clouded perceptions have been handed down to us by well intentioned authors of history

but, limited by design and the seemingly chaotic, unpredictable value of chance, have

delivered to us only half the product. For the most part, these authors have failed to

recreate, for the most part, such events and situations that would take into account the

very essence of the Age and Civilization of which they study. With the few exceptions of

Spengler, Yockey, Adams, and Gibbons there has been little or no attempts at this

recreation of history that would define our Western Culture, that is, the Race, if we say

this a million times over, that is the creative force behind all that we know; it is the

organism which pumps the blood into the body to continue life. Without this

understanding, History, and all its various forms of philosophy, ethics, and the ancient

value placed upon the present, and its reporting, would be a dead thing, it becomes, as

with all dead sciences, simply a ‘specialization of content’.

Visions and perceptions of our life seen, albeit dimly, have surpassed our wildest

imaginations while confounding, at times, our most able scholars. These men search, they

study, they become redundant with historical fact, dates, and actions mimicked by those

before them. The living organism of the race-culture defies their assaults, precisely

because they fail to acknowledge the very nature of organic life: a root, a purpose, a

people. Too what do we owe the living reminder of the past – to the monuments, the

living literary achievements, the art? This, all this, was left to us by a People. Our People!

To the Fathers and Mothers who created us, we, you and I, are but their extension; we

represent their lives, their presence, in our own destiny. In the coming and going, each of

us tell of that small, yet significant story; the seed for our children. This people have their

manifestations of God, of Life, of Religion, and a definite vision of the world – it is our

distinctive volksgeist – that was made manifest by, and for the race-culture. This was

their creation. It was intended, as a matter of course, to be seen and utilized by their

children, their Posterity; it was to prepare and perpetuate their kind in a progressive

setting – both in the present and the future. It was to carry on the life cycle of the

Original birth. This, a living history that will outlast time itself. The visions of our

ancient life survive as history to us – it is the continuation of the present presence of our

past. Only through an understanding of Life, and its organic application, can history have

any true significance to us who, at this moment, are but the living history of our

tomorrow.
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With the Rise of the West, we acknowledge our history – no longer afraid, guilty, or

misguided as to its past, present, or its future. We have left the Modern, we, the Sons and

Daughters of our gods have realized the ancient symbols of our present, and see it as our

gift, our legacy, and our salvation. The symbolic metaphor of birth, of creation, of Life

itself – our Life – will be that which we are to pass on, that extension of ourselves. Our

future, truly, and irrevocably, depends upon blood and soil – not concrete and glass. It

depends, and will ever depend, upon understanding who we are, and to that essence of

nobility, which makes us more than what, is termed, common; it obliges us to obey duty

and honor. The opposite, that of the Modern’s understanding, is the ‘value’ of words for

their own sake, and that of the lie of equality, not under the law, but in the natural,

harmonious, legitimate ‘diversity’ which does, truly, exist in nature, much to the

disappointment of the Modern.

The greatest achievement, as seen by many, of this Western Culture, has been the never-

ending search for truth. Not by the various forms of governments, or rulers, wherever

they may be, but by those peculiar and special individuals that form the essence of the

entire race-culture. It is to these few, to the men and women of vision, that we owe the

Laurel Wreath of victory. Yet, for these same ‘moderns’, the continuous thread of the

life-blood of this culture has been diminished, for they acknowledge not the ‘spirit’ nor

the soul, of those who are born with that essence which makes them stand above the rest.

They see but will not believe. They refuse to acknowledge the driving, sometimes brutal

force used to make all this a reality. They seek to change it, to mold it for the mediocre –

as if the mediocre could ever hope to hold it! The West, however, has risen without him.

The Rise of the West is a living certainty. You, dear reader, are a part of it. Whatever the

part, play it well. Destiny serves no master – it is mastery. Each one is a part of the total;

from the Halls of past, you are, still, the greatest of monuments: you are the living history

of the greatest age to be seen since the dawn of man. Too you, belong the questions. Too

you, belong he answers. The Rise of the West depends on you; do not fail in your

attempts to create.

I. The Birth
=NOIN�=G_��=KYZKXT�3GT%

Which way, Western man?

This, above all other considerations of the Western race-culture is the greatest of

imperatives. How many before us have asked this question: Just where, are we going?

Who, is to take us there? Is [present day] ‘democracy’ and [present day] ‘equality’ the

way-signs of a society that is bound to succeed? Is the ‘quality’ of our species worth the

effort? What ‘method’ or ‘form’ shall we endeavor to emulate, or create for that matter,
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to enable us to achieve nobility of character? In the coming century, what is to be our

goal as a nation – or as a distinct people – which will mark the change in our spiritual

values? As a society, America in particular, are we willing to ‘give up’ certain rights,

natural and inalienable, for the benefit of a new ‘world order’ that has never asked, nor in

fact, consulted the mass, not as mob, but as race-culture, to voluntarily submit to a

separation from the traditional bonds of ‘federal’ union – to accept the balkanization of

the various ethnic ‘blocs’, so as to facilitate the independent and sovereign ‘destiny-will’

of each and every group? Western man sees…but will he be heard?

Which way, then, goest thou, Western man?

 If we accept, from the first, that a rising West is a spiritual manifestation, not to be

confused with a ‘religious’ one, and that this spiritual awareness manifests itself in

various ways then, all of us, share in the burden to answer the above [and more!]

questions. This defies the Modern who, in his search for rationalism has relegated all

individual spirituality to the excesses of a by-gone era; indeed, this must be the case, for

in all birthing, the consciousness of a primitive soul is like a fire. Once the consciousness

envelopes the new idea of its actualizations, it will hold on to it, like a vise, unvarying in

it perception of its future, sure in its value of the present. The flame of its birth marks,

forever, its passion. The passion, however, of a new order must be tempered with the

reality of the present presence as well as those of the past. We know we are all heading in

some direction – whether it is up or down, sideways, or long-ways remains to be seen. It

could, without end, go on indefinitely, unstructured by any human hand, or it can be

actualized, by direct interdiction of those who see this future; these people may presently

be in power, or they may be those that have yet to attain power. Who, then, should we

believe in, or support? Do we support those who ‘presently’ speak for us, to those that

have power over us? Do we, as people of the West, demand a change; a changing of the

guard? If we do, if this feeling is to manifest itself in a positive and constructive way,

who would be best suited for this life mission?

Yes, the birth of the West is a spiritual one, but not for long. Its substance will

continually gain physical shape. It will attempt to channel into its ‘declarations’ those

philosophies which best reflect its mood, character, and desires. These declarations may

take on the trappings of religion, philosophy, of politics. The judicial applications of the

Modern will reflect the continual discontent that is becoming more apparent between the

factions of the Nationalist/Separatist. The momentum of ‘great’ politics will continue.

Democracy, as we have traditionally known it, will flounder; the pinnacle of leadership –

the Dictator – will emerge. Thus has the cycle begun.

The Religion of the West, namely, Christianity, will fail in its attempt to reorganize its

status – this is not to say that the tenets of this philosophy will disappear, but the manner

in which it proceeds will be of a novel nature. No longer will the aspects of

‘universalism’ be sacrosanct to the mass; no longer will the vision of the ‘tomorrow’ be

for the others – it will ever be for one’s kind; for one people. This feeling will not be

limited to the West; it will, and has already started, to cover the entire planet with a,

seemingly, justifiable antipathy for the ‘outsider’, for the alien. There will not, nor ever
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has been, peace on earth. Peace will never come until the West, and every other nation

recognizes the inherent difference in each other [this includes the tribal divisions of the

West itself]; when this happens, there will be a calming effect, an economic burst of

energy dependant upon the entire restructuring of cultural groups based upon the

realization that they must either compete on an international level, or withdraw from any

type of United Nations idea, and work on a more regional basis, solving the problems of

their territories on that same regional basis. The West, having its own particular

problems, must concentrate on these, not on the passions, and legitimate problems

experienced by non-Western elements. Trade, from an ‘international’ point of view, may

be restricted initially but, with time, will level out, entering the common market based on

real substantive concerns.

The West, as a distinct race-culture, cannot rule the world [this does not mean that,

militarily, we could not, for a while, control it, but in the end, it would, as it has done

before, destroy the party responsible for the effort]. The Modern, of course, thinks he can

– and worse, he thinks he should. Indeed, he feels that it is with his ingenuity that the

world demands a ‘one world order’. Nothing could be further from the truth. The

ingenuity of the West is in its ability learn from these innate gifts, and benefit from these

accomplishments, based solely on just what is natural for them – the non-Western

elements may be forever weakened by the absorption of these Western technics; if the

Modern cares at all, where is his compassion? This has always been the legacy of the

Modern. Babylon is always his capitol. The mob is his ideal, but not his ward. They must

fend for themselves

The West, in its infancy, will be nothing but great politics: Dictatorship. The illusion has

always been that we [in America] have been democratic, but we most assuredly have not.

The major forces of the West, Europe and America, have always utilized the ruler ship of

the elite – whether that elite be Economics [Plutocracy], Aristocracy [rule by a blood-

right], Oligarchy [rule by the few], or Industry. It will remain ever so. The great stratum

of the mass is needed, but only, as seen by the Modern, to fill the rank and file of the

mediocre; the bottom of the great pyramid. This, of course, is natural – but the Modern

has twisted it, subverted its very principle of organic necessity. The mass, under the

tutelage of the Modern, has turned into mob, into the unthinking. This has brought the

inevitable Dictator. This will be the actualization of the rising West. Whether this be

good or ill is not at issue here; what the point of interests here is, is that this will begin the

evolution of a new order – one the present generation, and this writer, views with some

suspicion and anticipation. It will force all to choose a side; and not all decisions will be

done with quiet contemplation and discrete analysis. It will come as Storm, and who,

amongst us, can hold the lightning?

To many, this whole concept may seem an evil. Dictatorship has always left a foul taste

in the mouths of all that have not come under the ruling parties ideal of the world. But, it

should not be seen as the end of the world [in terms of cycles]. The direction of one man,

or one Party for that matter takes, is not always for the worse of a people or a nation; of

course, the converse is true. If the individual or [individual] party is not directed in the

course that would set the natural boundaries on civil matters, ethical matters, and the like,
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then the West is in for big trouble. If the latter is the case, then the mass, for this usually

is the case, will choose to confront evil – for it is the ‘welfare’ of a people to which the

good must be relegated. By such confrontation, the race-culture will, for the first time,

achieve the status of Nietzsche’s Superman – that is, they will be going beyond ‘good and

evil’, by the sheer fact that their decisions have created right in the only way they

perceive it: that which promotes their survival is good; that which denies that survival is

bad. A simple, yet logical conclusion.

This new West is not for the poor, downtrodden, or the helpless. It is for the superman,

the overcomer. It is for the overcomers, the strong, and the willing. It is for an army of

one; an army of believers. It is for those men and women who are not afraid of the

lightning – these individuals will grasp it, hold it; they will mold it to their desires for

their children. Let us, then, seek to understand the spirit of the ‘superman’ to fully

understand this concept coined by Nietzsche himself:

�������������������������������������?K�RUTKYUSK�UTKY�UL�ZUJG_�
�������������������������������������?K�YKIKJOTM�UTKY��_U[�YNGRR
�������������������������������������5TK�JG_�HK�G�VKUVRK �U[Z�UL
�������������������������������������?U[�]NU�NG\K�INUYKT�_U[X�
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And more:                                [The Superman is]:

                                                 The�8USGT�)GKYGX�]OZN�ZNK�9U[R
������������������������������������������������5L�)NXOYZ�

This, then, is the actualization of the Western future. It is the embodiment of the power of

the earth; it is the spiritual embodiment of the consciousness – the qualities of

compassion, love, respect, and the inner understanding of nature, and her eternal laws.

Both must be balanced, working in unison with one another. It must work for itself,

before it can work for others. There will be no ‘band of brothers’ who is not of your kind.

This will be the rule of survival. The earth will be harnessed for the continuation of the

race-culture – but only in those quantities that will assure the survival of both. Nature will

not long endure the rape that is presently taking place across the planet. The infant West

will always acknowledge this, and divine those methods, which will be in accord with

nature’s laws.

It would be a mistake to assume that all men will become that which can, of and by

themselves, overcomers of ‘good and evil’; this has always been man’s pathway to

                                                  

1 For more information on this study see Nietzsche in toto; also see: Superman – chapter III in P.D.

Ouspensky: A New Model of the Universe, Knopf, 1934.
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perfection. There will always be those who will rule – either by right or might – and those

that will follow. Those that will rule in a risen West will rule by virtue of their productive

worth – that is, those who have established a natural order through those means best

suited to the race-culture. The mass, those that are ruled, are ruled by their knowledge

and consent. They will both be distant, apart, and distinct; this is natural law. Unlike the

Modern’s conception of law, this relationship will be based upon mutual respect, both

parties articulating the same form and function – like the natural involuntary respect the

‘eyes’ have for the ‘hand’. Like the ‘brain’ has for the ‘feet’. What good would one be

without the other?

It would be a mistake to assume that all men are equal. This will enrage the Modern who,

while talking of compassion and equality under the law has lied, cheated, and

manipulated the mass to believe this, while he, the father of lies, does everything in his

power to do the opposite. He takes away their liberties under the pretense that law and

order must be maintained – when in actuality, he simply insures that his power is secured

for all time. He knows that there is no such thing as equality. There never has been,

excepting, perhaps, the enforced dictatorial control over peoples so as to effect equality

under an Iron Heel.

The goal that a people set for it creates the avenues or means by which these goals are to

be attained. This does not mean, then, that equality of mutual respect will not exist in the

West, quite the contrary. But, to reach that point, where our culture must be in the next

hundred years, will demand the rigors of discipline, self-denial, and eyes, level and

straight, which will not deviate from the set goal of uplifting our people from the dregs of

the Modern’s technics. An absolute authority will have to be set up – just as the modern

is setting up his Authority.  The West, will have to cultivate the ideals of Christ, and

Nietzsche, if it is to overthrow, and create a new world, out of the chaos of the Modern.

A new world must, of necessity, have its own unique foundation. So, also, with the rise of

a new West. The demand by, and for this new West will be, first and foremost,

homogeneity. The study of history and causality shows, conclusively, that all great

nations, cultures, and ‘states’, have been of one ‘greater’ people, that is, the majority of

people confined to, and by a State, is one connected people, both genetically and

culturally; these have lasted longest, produced the greatest religions, the greatest

scientific discoveries, and the longest lasting racial memories [this includes the mores,

religious and economic histories which have aided in the extension of that people]. We

are not talking here of that ‘pure race’, on the contrary, we are talking about the

generations long task of making a people. This can be done in several ways:

1. Isolation of the host race-culture; segregation.

2. Inbreeding – that is, of closely related peoples within that people.

3.  The constant application of values and traditions for the longest periods of

time.

This will, as has been seen many times in history, mold a group into a relatively ‘pure’

people – lacking in all the negative implications in today’s environment. This, and only
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this, is the basis, the foundation of a healthy and vibrant People.

The above analysis of race-culture in its purest sense can be examined closely in the race-

civilization of Egypt or Mesopotamia – both shut in by great deserts and the sea; Rome

and Greece by its peninsulas. Japan, Britain, Crete having their Islands. Where nature

herself was not conducive to this isolation, man designed massive walls to surround him;

the Chinese became the ultimate isolationists, and now are seen as the strongest, and

purest, race-culture extant. The West, even now, feels its shadow pass overhead, unheard,

but by a few.

Open borders, as we have been instructed to see them today, open to any alien presence

and beliefs, were abhorrent to the vital, living cultures, those that have made any

significant headway in the morass of human history. The Egyptian who, as we know, had

already been through a thousand years of evolution – the First Dynasty being the most

imperative, recognizing and practicing the ‘original’ intent of the people who created the

essence of the Egyptian civilization – and whose ‘world monument’, the Pyramids, were

the canvas by which they would continue to apply their faith in the future. Thebes and

Karnack were relatively insignificant compared to these in a strictly material sense, and

all the while, maintaining their unique racial imperative. The Hebrews, as well, having

acquired Jerusalem, with its technics, history, and population intact, developed an

otherwise strong, almost fanatical belief in their people, their god, and their will-to-live.

The Hebrews brooked no mixture of their Blood outside their own kind. The ancient, and

modern denizens of the Middle East, even to this very day, look at any concept of

Universalism as a detriment, a pariah, and an act of national suicide. Only the West

continues to believe in its own death.

History goes on to show, in many cases, that once the feeling of aloofness becomes

diluted, intermarriage between outsiders necessitates an increase, never a decrease in

actual participation, and this fosters the eventual destruction of the host culture. The

acceptance of out-crossing of divergent racial couplings, such as seen in the extreme

examples of the Black and White races, is followed by higher crime, debasement of

moral considerations, and the ultimate betrayal of the essence of the original founders,

whose idea it belongs, and their posterity, which the present culture was based upon. If

this moral trespass occurs, then it is death to that people. The Culture, whoever that

culture was created by, always declines; it never rises. No amount of skepticism by the

Modern or his minions will wash this away. This is both anecdotal, and historical fact.

Cultural diversity does not promote solidarity. Every branch on the tree is continuously

fighting for supremacy; each demands the sunlight necessary for its survival. Survival, of

each and every organism, will demand this struggle. You cannot legislate the mechanism

of survival – one can only crush or control this mechanism.

The Birth of the West will bring racial solidarity.

The Family will follow this birth. For long years now, the Family has been under attack

by the Modern. Through social programmes, propaganda, and movements, which foster
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‘anti-family’ agendas, it has fallen by the wayside. Family, however, is older than all our

previous experiments with government and its associated technics, including Religion.

The Indo-European, the Western man, has always proved this to be the case. We have

said much concerning the genius, the individual leader – but before him/them, as well as

after him/them is the Family. The West, feeling adrift in an ocean of uncertainty will go

back to the basics of life and its origin: the Family.

The Birth of the West will bring back Family unity as the basis for a sound society.

This basis will also bring back another basic: it will bring back the natural understanding

of a People to its relationship between itself and the earth. That greater understanding of

a more personal interaction with the elements that surround us. Families will, once again,

be rooted to the earth. The Modern and his technocrats laugh at this, but there is more:

Homesteads, instead of pigeon-holed apartments in smoggy, dirty cities will become the

way sign of a new West. On this point, there is no room for compromise: A man must

have a place, not just a living ‘quarter’ which provides him shelter from the elements, but

a living space which will support him, and his family, as well as those of his blood that

will come after him. Every individual needs an area, a Farm, Homestead, whatever one

wishes to call it, where he is able to follow his predilection in his chosen area of work,

which he has chosen [or which has chosen him] to support his family. Even farther, and

more removed from the Modern is the fact that this man may support his family

indefinitely, subsisting on the land itself [this, of course, will be fought by the Modern; he

will claim that we cannot go back to an agri-based system – what he really fears is the

loss of ‘slave labor’ which he has become so enamored with]. If, for one reason or

another, an individual chooses to sell either his labor or his goods for extra capital, that is

his right; but, if he does not choose to sell his labor or his goods, he remains independent,

neither sharing his goods with the state, nor deriving any benefit form the state other than

his basic citizenship. This Homestead, or farm, will never leave the family; it will be a

perpetual holding of the family – unless, for some financial reason or obligation, must

resort to the sale of only a portion of the property – which would, then, guarantee that at

least some portion of that property would always remain, even with a poorly constituted

individual, and give the next generation, his children, a chance to repurchase the

property. Man must, at all cost, remain a part of his earth; he must not be forced to pay a

fee for this right, year after year, to a state or government or its bureaucracy which, in

many and acute cases, speaks for him not at all, and of most import, was won for him, by

right of conquest, to secure an environment most beneficial for their descendants.

This Homestead, or simple living space provides, in varying degrees, a fortress against

that oft times tempestuous world, the uncertain future of economic determinism, and the

like, by which he can call himself master. He may not be as great as the next man, for

such is the inequality of man, but he will be great in the eyes of his family, those that love

him, those which comprise his daily aid and support in that struggle to live. This will

create a new generation of individuals who, looking the world in the eyes will, at every

turn, meet the hazards and gratifications inherent in life; he will face success or failure as

have all who have come before him, honestly, and with courage. He will be known by his

strength of character in the face of adversity, and by the way, he accepts his role in
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relation to the earth and its elements.

Some may say, and by now, have quite possibly said, that this is a picture of a non-

reality; of some ancient dreamer. Some will even question the political reality of a man,

indeed, an entire nation dedicated to this lifestyle. Well, all that can be offered in this

regards is this: A populace which is busy, happy, and productive will, of necessity, bring

the same stability to its political state. Not by the many and numerous voting rights, what

does that prove (?), and now, even as you, the reader, read these words, what good has it

really done? Only in the very real sense of a National Plebiscite, on issues pertaining to

issues of War, Foreign Policy, and issues relating specifically to the Nation as whole,

does any voting ‘rights’ really amount in any telling force. The government will still

function; its measures of control still granted by popular consent, and the day-to-day

operation of central authority will still maintain its momentum in relation to the race-

culture.

On a larger, and much more long-term view, the landscape, literally, of the American

West will, of necessity, be changed from a ‘city’ central idea, to that of the village, town,

county, and [regional] State. All decisions made, affecting the most basic needs, will be

made by those residing in that particular local area [or State]. The central government of

the new West will not invade the natural balance of order or law within the confines of

these communities, town, or villages. This central government will enforce no law that

has not first been legislated by the local governments. This, along with the Homestead,

will bring the original concept of freedom as envisioned by our Fathers of old.

All of this is related to the solidarity of family life. With Industrialization, and its

‘machine’ pace, the family unit, the family organism, has been diffused. No longer is

man dependant, today, upon himself and his neighbor but, rather, upon the ‘corporation’,

the ‘empires’ of control and finance – by which, all must depend upon for their daily

bread. Individuals, and groups, seem incapable of stability – families’ move, willy nilly,

from place to place without thought of root, or stock. A nation of nomads we have

become, not knowing where to go, or just why we are moving! I will say again, if it be a

thousand times, that no culture or civilization can be greater than its oldest institutions.

The Modern, who rejects this opinion, and casts his ballots with all that is modern, I say

that he will follow his path, continuously, until he dies from the stink of it, and we too, if

we but follow.  The new West however, has already chosen its path.

The men and women of the West have already seen, albeit dimly, that society is a man-

made, passing institution – man was not made for society, but that man made society.

Any structure, or form by which man must live under must first and foremost be in his

best, and deepest rooted interests. It must be consonant with his deepest emotional ties.

Personality, being the collection of ‘emotions’, is established with the aid of a society – it

promotes either healthy or unhealthy responses to life and the conditions that surround it.

What has the Modern offered us? The daily mass centralization of factory work, the

faceless, nameless activities of the corporate empire, working for someone you have

never seen, nor reaching a goal you will never know. Is not the greatest catastrophe ever

to occur to a people, that of the nameless, faceless, inanimate machines, or individuals
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which have supplanted the individual person as a being worthy of independence and

worth? Yes, it is.

We have been robbed. Our personality has been taken from us. But, to restructure what

we have lost is to demolish the existing and growing control of the Modern’s school,

factory, and office, rejecting, at least in principle, the entire ‘plan’ of the Modern’s

technologicalization of our culture. It is the change in conception of human progress that

the new West addresses. It is a vision of becoming, not of stagnation. At any rate, can we

expect to continue the rate of expansion as we have done in the past? Are ‘fast-track’

solutions best suited to our best needs and desires? What does the Modern offer besides

this? Our Industrial base will never be the same again – and perhaps this is a good thing –

as long as we are still able to manufacture those elements necessary to protect this nation,

and provide the mechanization necessary for the survival of our working class. Let us be

realistic, if corporate America would seek to ‘increase’ the industrial base, for what

purpose, would it be resurrected? Let us design our future now, while we still have a

chance. Perhaps, in the near or far away future, we will quantum leap in some science

that will put millions to work, at least for some ‘seeable’ goal, for the god of the culture,

but what then? It is a matter of timing.

The Birth of the West will bring national order based on the independence of its smallest

units.

The new West will also hold ‘equality’ on a different level of understanding. The Modern

has held, in fact still holds, to the ‘fact’ that all men are born with the same potentialities

from birth – this is the Modern’s revolutionary outlook; it is the attitude of the ‘Christian’

as well, at least the Christian of the modern ‘churchianity’ persuasion. These ‘types’ want

to believe, in fact, must believe, that all men are equal; this is from the same assumption

that all are born equal. This, of course, flies in the face of historical and scientific

evidence. The ‘religious’ implication of the equality of man is a need, a faith, which may,

indeed, transcend all other motives. With the exception of redemption, as a faith, the

belief in ‘equality’ is at the very heart of their worldwide revolution. It seems as though

these modern worshipers of equality purposely achieve a great leveling so as to bring

themselves up – the cry of equality does nothing but demand that any superior person or

group step down; thus, are we all equal!

The Modern ‘cries out in the name of love’ for all to become believers in his new faith –

the doctrine of the true mob. His religion, upholding love above all else, relegates their

‘god’ to the leveling of an understanding that they themselves share. It is a god in their

image – love conquers all, even reality. It is not an overstatement to say, that in this

context, that to the many Christian advocates of equality, the belief in human equality, is

more essential to their peace of mind, to their value in living, than the idea of ‘god’

himself! Rather than give up this belief in equality, they would give up ‘god’ himself!

The superiority that comes from the co-religionists of the modern Christian is so

essential, so sublime in nature, that it must be had; it must be demonstrated even if it flies

in the face of fact and the human condition.
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The contention of the Modern is that he must disparage heredity in favor of environment.

The controversy centering on this duality has come only from the camp of the Modern

and his followers. Physical and Social Anthropology have been made to fight one

another, two aspects of the same science, competing for dominance, not in the healthy

arena of scientific study and debate, but in the unhealthy arena of the political muckraker,

the political theorist; to Propaganda. To Franz Boas, and his ilk, belongs the modern

establishment of equality. Not simply to one man, but to an agenda of certain men

dedicated to promoting this value, contrary to nature as it is, so as to level the entire

Western value in the process. The new West spits in their face!

The new West demands that quality, not equality, be the rule by which all are gauged.

Attention, would, of necessity, be paid to those who show, or will show [eugenics] the

highest promise of quality. This, as stated before, must start with the family, and

individual perception of worth. Opportunity would not, then, be given to anybody that

asserted it as their ‘democratic’ right, but to those that show, in the here and now, that

they are capable of using it. The present day ‘scholastic system’ does the exact opposite.

Instead of promoting the intelligent, vigorous, and gifted student, the mediocre, un-gifted,

and lazy are afforded the same [equal] attention as the former – this taps the energy

expended by individual Teachers, dilutes it, and denies the individuals that will, and must

needs be utilized for the betterment of the nation. Even in a homogeneous environment,

this must be practiced. No one would, of course, relegate the average student to a life of

ridicule and atrophy. These, in turn, would be promoted as their merits warrant –

opportunity would be available to all, but opportunity based upon the general need. Does

not even the evangel, Jesus, have this to say: “To him that hath, shall be given.” This is

the opportunity of merit: Let a young person ever prove that he has increased in mental

and spiritual vigor before he is given any more merit than he deserves. Through the test,

comes the prize.

The product of such a being, such a student, will be a man or woman with self-reliance,

self-discipline, and courage to be different from the crowd. Independent, he will strive for

those things that are beyond him, for those things that are attainable only through his

vision – for the betterment of his people and nation. For those men and women who do

not achieve that highest of levels, it is of no consequence, knowing as they must, that

still, in every eventuality, that they hold a place of their own, being worthy to hold it, and

doing the very best they can with what they have. Whether one has five talents, or only

one, he must do with it/them as best he can. This agenda, as are all programmes of this

type, defines the ability of the top to the bottom, from the last man to the first, and

energizes them all [this is real equality!] with a feeling for destiny, of worth, and of

value. A noble nation is made up of noble individuals. Whether one is a menial worker or

a governmental leader – both are, and will always dedicate themselves to the greater good

and fulfillment of their race-culture. Both will be held accountable.

The Birth of the new West will bring Leadership.

History has shown that the ‘equalitarian’ denial of strong, indeed, any leadership, the

need of leadership, is sheer folly – the Modern loves his parliamentarian fiasco, his
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round-about way of delving into the realm of decision making, his lack of any real,

spontaneous, or significant decision makers. Without leadership, real leadership, a nation

will, and must of necessity, fall into chaos, and disintegration. This leadership must be

well endowed, a class by itself; it must ever seek to follow the best path available for the

security, and protection of its people. It must protect the weak against the strong [this is

law], it must assure the orderly and judicial running of the judicial system; it must ensure

that mass means of information be safe-guarded so as to protect the race-culture from

those culture distorters, those that ever seek to debauch the sanctity of existing traditions,

mores, and spiritual essence of the populace. This leadership must ever seek to protect the

soil, the air, and the water of the environment. Above all, it shall ensure that the quality

of our genes, of our future stock, be protected at all costs. This, it will hold sacred – no

law, will be higher than this.

This leadership, in particular, shall protect the race-culture from the greatest element of

destruction yet – that of the power of money. Harmless as ‘currency’ is, the element of

greed and power will always beckon those of small minds, those that see only the

elements of power and control. This power of money is not necessarily simply those of

uncommon wealth, but the simple power to circumvent those legislative actions that are,

or were formed, for the betterment and extension, of the race-culture. When this happens,

and it always does, the will, direction, and purpose of a people are destroyed. World

money, based on control of individual national wealth, destroys all national borders,

destroys all sovereign popular government, and denies the independent will of any one or

more race-cultures. Industrial nations, such as America, are controlled by systems of

credit; the system of credit used today is vastly concentrated. All the present growth, or

lack of same, is controlled by a handful of men – it doesn’t matter which men this might

comprise – who are directing this nation, as well as a majority of the worlds nations,

above and beyond that mandated by the individual peoples. Conversely, this handful of

people could, just as well, lead a country into an era that is unparalleled in the history of

man. Leadership is the key.

Supreme leadership is never  held by the mass. They may, in certain political

environments, control the outward manifestations of government, but it is to the few, or

the one, who has the means, if not the will, to keep money, usury, and all the

machinations of ‘money’, in check. It has, ever and anon, been such.

An example of such leadership may be seen in the way Louis XIV handled his money

power, articulated in a man – Nicolas Fouquet – the nation’s [France] Minister of

Finance. This man, Fouquet, was chief of all the heads of credit, such as may be said of

the House of Rothschild a century latter, or of Morgan, Rockefeller, or Warburg in this

country. Louis, either honestly or dishonestly cut this powerful man off at the knees.

Finding evidence that Fouquet was brazenly corrupt, and defrauding the people, the King

had him arrested. A trial took three years, tolled heavy fines, and exiled Fouquet from the

country. Louis, however, commuted the sentence – he gave him much more! Louis

imprisoned Fouquet, knowing that if this man were allowed to continue this present

contact with international finance, he would be back stronger than he was before.

Fouquet, being imprisoned, spent nineteen years in an inaccessible fortress.
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This example may seem cruel, in fact, was very cruel. It may seem despotic, and it is. But

to destroy such an animal as International Finance can become, Louis knew that he must

behead the hydra – and this can only be done by a swift, and merciless death to the beast.

King Phillip [the Fair] did the same to the Knight Templar. Whether one agrees with the

life and times of Louis XIV, it could never have been done until, and unless, he had first

destroyed the only power capable of standing in his way – money. America may well be

beyond any recognizable point of redemption in this area, indeed, the world may be

forever in its grip, but it is still the foundation of every true, and free nation to establish

their own currency, based on their output and needs.

No one may assume power until he has first obtained the power of money. Anyone who

has obtained this power is King!

The Birth of a new West will bring control over finance.

As the new West begins to grow, its maturity will follow various forms that have gone

before. First, it will establish itself through warfare. Second, it will begin to demonstrate

that it seeks self-fulfillment in its workforce, its relation to its family life – between men

and women; between marriage and children.

In the context of ‘war’, we do not mean, necessarily, the combat of arms, although, in the

long run, at least to keep a People from relying to heavily upon material things, upon ease

and luxury, war is positive. Indeed, War brings out, in some, the truly heroic individual,

the chivalry of courage in the face of a foe, or the compassion of the victorious over the

vanquished. We do not speak of the Modern and his ‘view’ of warfare, where women and

children, undisciplined troops and ignoble dictators are slaughtered. The West will enter

the fray like Frederick Barbarosa, Napoleon, Cromwell, and Mazzini – not herded en

masses before the flags of money and idealism which, at best, show nothing after the

fought battle, excepting the conquest of might over weakness. The soldiers of the West

will go to war for a cause, enthusiastic in their personal desire to fight for their national

interest – and that interest will be manifest at every turn – not for some ambiguous ‘world

power’, or united front where no one but the behind-the-scene players knows just what is

to be attained by this warfare. But what will benefit themselves, and their posterity.

The ‘workforce’ of the new West will be diffused, spread out over the entire are of the

continent. Homesteads, Farms, and Cottage Industry will flourish among those of the

West. It will not produce enormous amounts of surplus, it will not be able to support the

present governmental life-style; it will not be able to support the ‘world-order’ as is

presently envisioned. Yes, those who do not have the capacity to surmount their own

environments will never attain the status of ‘producer nations’ in an artificial way, some

will lose enormous amounts of population groups – but, after the initial pain, will, from

there on, live within their means. Just as we, here in America must, and will do. In a

reasonable fashion, our surplus material will be sold on the open market, just as Europe,

Japan, England, and Russia will do with time. Just and honest investment between these

nations should, and will be, fostered.  Foreign exchange, however, should not become
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cumbersome to any one or more national states, that is, material will be exchanged only

on an as needed basis. No flooding of the markets, with third world production, into our

own, no exhausting control or limits to import/export commodities. The pace of the race-

culture will be slowed, man will once again gain the ground he has lost to the pace of the

machine – following its lead, rather that the other way around.

The Home, that center of political government, of production, and community ties will be

reestablished. In an overworked industrial society, this institution has been pushed aside:

no longer the center of vital Crafts and Arts – what is being produced in the ‘home shop’,

on the ‘workbench’, is of diminishing importance, both economically and personally.

Where the family was once centered, balanced, it is such that a man [and woman] must

sell himself to a power over him, which has tended to mask him with that same faceless

appearance as a million others. The woman, also can no longer teach her children the

beauty of handy-crafts that have been passed down for generations – leaving our children

to marvel at ‘minute rice’ and other ‘automated’ trivia. The Home has given way to the

disastrous imitation of schools who try and take the place of Home – giving them

activities which, at home, were natural, but are cold and artificial in the setting of the

Modern’s ‘daycare centers’. The old people who, in times past, used the remaining years

of their lives in useful pursuits, limited though they may have been, at home, around the

son or daughter, the grandchildren, giving meaning and substance to their remaining

years. The new West demands this dignity for all members of the Home.
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II. The Life
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Cultural life, its organism, is the most outstanding aspect of the race-culture. The Age of

Cultural Politics is the way sign of the West. Indeed, it marks the planet for centuries to

come. America, like all white European nations are tied, womb like, to its European

mother – the land where our ideas, our religions, our laws, and our economics have had

their origins. Blood is stronger that any other factor – excepting, the Modern and his

minions. The political thoughts of the coming age are one of absolute politics, of absolute

power. Never mind the ‘kinder and gentler nation’, that is illusion. The center of vital

interests will be finalized in a grand Pax Ameruropa, an alliance of those traditional

interests, which have brought the Occident, as Napoleon envisioned it, into a working,

functioning race-cultural technic.

This technic will perpetually be a source of struggle between the East and West. Between

the Occident, and the Orient. It will be a race-cultural imperative: Law, technics, and

Social Organism, all will reflect the realities of great politics. Wars, either of an

economic, or military nature [wars of conquest] will be fought purely between European

and anti-European forces. It will be wars of hegemony, of power politics and social [i.e.

cultural] dominance. Nothing has changed in a millennium, nature will carry on, the

struggle between positive, and negative will enforce its will whether anyone likes it or

not. The West is preparing for this conflict.

These Wars will be of long duration. They will not resemble the ‘regional’, or ‘co-

regional’ wars of Europe of the past. These wars will be Absolute. Wars of total victory,

or total death. No ‘world order’ can stop the inevitable – not even money can stop it – it

may slow it apace, but it will never stop it. The ‘codes’ of war will change; indeed, we

have begun to see this change already. The battlegrounds will be the same, but the tactics

employed are revolutionary. Total commitment, total victory; prisoners of war, for all

intents and purposes, unknown – death, the lack of compound space, and all the rest will

bring a new view of ‘international prisoner status’ – fight us and you will die, surrender

and you will live. There is no right or wrong – the enemies of the West exist – it will

simply be.

All this, and more, will come from the unity of the West – its component parts will fit

together, knowingly, or unknowingly, in a web of cultural vitalism unknown for

millennia.
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This, in all its entirety, is Culture. It is the swaying and moving of an organism. It can be

seen in War – or in a Poem. It can be seen in an office building – or in a Church. It may

be seen in Sculpture – or it may be seen in a rifle. These, and more, are the actualizations

of the race-soul; the development is relative to the Age in which it finds its destiny – its

Epoch. It is the essence of the present presence; it is a spiritual connection with the Soul.

The Modern has battered the soul of Western man. His technics of a crass, selfish, and

brutish nature. When one thinks of a ‘cultured’ man, one does not think of the Modern.

One would, on the other hand, think of nobility, of character, of courage, of something

above the norm. The soul, present in this individual, is magnetic, charismatic, quick, and

healthy. The Modern, an individual of small soul – that is, sightless, faceless – is limited

to few horizons; he lives for himself because he can envision nothing greater. The

Cultured man, the extraordinary man, puts the greater essence before him – even his own

life. The West, in this new life, will be a ‘cultured’ process, learning from the past, but

seeing nothing but the future. It will belong to Western man and woman, neither

apologizing, nor recanting this realism. Thus, will they live their life honestly, bravely,

surely, and absolutely.

In the absolute age of politics, it is natural that the best brains go into politics and war.

War/Politics is absolutely the realm of heroism. Sacrifices done, in the service of Culture,

are never in vain. War and Politics, after all, is always an expression of Culture – it can

either be for the good of culture, or for its demise. The rationalist of the modern variety

refuse to believe in Idea, he would think it foolish and stupid. Organic reality however,

does not obey the force of rationalism, in its absolute sense, but rather, strives for the

concept, the idea – leaving the rationalistic leveling of the mediocre. The noblest of all

are the heroes; those that will die for an ideal – others, of course, will live for one. These,

all of these, continue nobility, digest it, and pass into the culture-bearing stratum.

The stratum of ‘culture-bearing’ men feels the essence of their Age; they know it exists,

even before it triumphs. They are often met with violent death, simply because they see

before all can see – such are all great men. Their time is not yet, but soon all will follow,

and call it natural.

And so we have it, Democracy stands opposed to Authority. One will ascend, while the

other descends. What the West will, ultimately, choose, remains to be seen. The new

West will, however, choose value over that of mob rule; it will embrace Culture over

technics; it will love nature, and hate the unnatural. It will recognize the various way

signs and follow, come what may. The new West will over come the Modern, the

decadent, and realize his destiny.  His rising will be as an earthquake. It will shake the

foundations of the world. The new West will embrace the sons and daughters of his past;

the sons and daughters of the present. Soon, after the old has passed away, the children of

the future will rejoice in the knowledge that this new West is their own, that they owe no

one but their sires. Proudly, they will enter a new epoch, a new sunrise, golden with

opportunity and reward – all the sacrifice a necessary element in their maturation.
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The stratum of Culture increases with the increase of population so, also, its opposite.

Quality versus quantity is ever the way sign of Life or Death; the life of the West depends

upon this understanding, even unto its tenth generation. Western man must ever believe

this, or ever succumb to the morass of the Modern; for he loves the unclear, the mediocre,

the small; he hates the noble, the courageous, the unselfish, the independent, the superior;

he hates the authority which would confine him – yet, expects all to obey his lead, his

commands. The Culture-bearing he hates. He is always envious. This, all this and more,

the Modern would tear down, and if allowed, will continue to do the same as he has been.

The new West, will never allow this.

The new West is Culture. It is culture over that of civilization, for the former is the real

manifestation of a People. The People, in turn, must actualize themselves in their leader –

whichever form of Authority this takes. The life of the culture must balance itself

between the authority of the leader and the led. The West must find its own rationalism,

its own essence of reality.

The Life of the West will never die. It will never die as long as its blood remains intact.

In its continuing evolution, its technics will change, its organism of culture bending its

way to form new life-cycles, new horizons. For the present, and for the foreseeable

future, it will live a full life, heavy with the burden of struggle and sacrifice. Old orders

may die swiftly, or they may die slowly, yet there will remain remnants of the past; even

a past we wish to forget – this will take generations to finally put to rest. The future,

however, belongs to the rising West. The warmth of its shinning rays may already be felt,

enriching the plant-like urge of the growing organism. It is our Future. It is our Destiny.

It is our West.
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AFTERWORD

The foregoing work was done in the Hope that, the men and women of the West, would

see, as I see, the need and hope for the future, which is so imperative today. The

continuation and extension of everything we hold dear, everything our Fathers and

Mothers held dear, depends on us, you and I. The spirit, which animates us, today, is but

a flicker of that soul which came before; we have a duty to reanimate what was vital and

imperative to those who have gone before. What we do after that is strictly a path, which

we will walk, for better or worse, to fulfill that destiny which has been given us. That

destiny is ours alone; it is a spirit, which only those of the West, will understand.

Spirituality, however, is a personal thing. The rising West however, is not only for the

individual; it is for the Race, and its Culture-bearing stratum. Like the ‘world order’ of

today, the new West will sweep away all foreign matter, which has attached itself upon

the body politic; it will be a cleansing. It will not, and cannot be, Universal. The lies of

the Modern will fade, slowly, and then more rapidly, until he is replaced with a new

dogma, a new hope. The several factors involved in the rising West will become plain, to

those of the West, it is self-evident: The West will recognize its genetic heritage,

predisposed and naturally occurring in the host of the West. What we gain thereby,

however, will more than likely be shared, or at least offered, with the various nations of

the world [this will be the remnant of past, of the Modern], but it will be rejected. It is not

part of their soul. It will, with time, become an alien thing, unsuited to those not of the

West. This, of course, is natural, and will be understood by those who follow Nature’s

law.

What or Who, then, should the West follow. Should we follow Hammurabi, Moses,

Jesus, or the Philosophers?  Should the traditions of our northern Folk, the Eddas, be

followed? Should the spirituality of the West be confined to any one Institution? Can we,

in any event, reshape the technics of the past? What imperative should we, as a People,

follow? Should our value be ‘of this world’? Or should we transcend the earthly and

nestle, childlike, in the realms of ‘heaven’ and the ‘world to come’? After all, as has been

said, ‘where a man’s heart is, there also, is his vision, his value, his importance’. This,

then, the spirit of Western man. This spirit, the power behind all great cultures, has also

seen its greatest Religions.

Good and Evil are symptomatic of every Religion, of every Culture. Hence, the question:

What is good for our People? What is evil for our People? For some individuals, the

search is for something outside ‘christianity’ – that substance, which embodied the

original teachings of that first evangel, Jesus, and not simply the de facto relationship of
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the modern religious technic of the ‘church’ is their prime motive – still they search. If

we seek a foundation by which to reaffirm our spiritual direction, our spirituality, what,

then, do we replace it with? Can we, you and I, overcome ourselves? Can we, you and I,

create our own ‘good’ and ‘evil’? This, of course, would be the great doing as Nietzsche

put it. Do you believe, are you able to envision this actualization? This is the question:

Are you willing to try? Let us, then, resist the evil, and embrace the good. Thus, to our

rising.

The Rise of the West will have its many champions; it will have its many casualties. It

can count many to date. But, not all can become the flaming stars of Martyrs, Heroes, and

overcomers. Those, and there will be many, who feel drawn to this destiny, should follow

it; those who know, deep in their heart of hearts should, likewise, be content as

participants in the great technics of the mass – not the unthinking mob – but realizing the

fact that they are driven by those motives of courage, selflessness, and desire, utilizing

these different functions to achieve the same ends. This will be the greater stratum; for

we not all can be a flaming star. Let us, then, become as an ember, glowing warmly; not

bright to the eyes, but hot to the touch, a thing which smolders, a thing, which even the

giants are afraid to touch.

Such an element must we be. To be sure, we may be moved from time to time, from place

to place by opposing elements seeking, as it were, a safe place for which the heat may

dissipate. The opposition, these so-called giants, must be careful however, for one

misstep, one careless fall, will cause the rushing wind to ignite us, bursting forth in all the

splendor of a consuming fire. But is it only the fire, which brings such deep dread in the

hearts of the Modern? Or do the opposing elements recognize something larger, more

primitive, as the harbinger of the Storm? Aye! Even more!!

Like all prairie fires, it seems that nature herself, always, is prepared to eliminate waste,

thereby causing a rejuvenation of her elements. Yet, as is the way of nature, it is

inevitable that a rescuer will appear, a greater presence than the fire itself. So the giant

knows. As with fire, our passions will be inflamed, it is like a consummation; the clouds

gather. We can all see it. We all await its power and presence. The Thunder extols the

strength and purpose of the storm. Yet, it is not the storm which will save us; nor is it

what the giant fears. It is, and ever has been, the Lightning! The very presence of the

gods – of God!! It changes the face of everything. No longer are we mere rivals for the

hottest spot in the flame of ignited passion, no longer does the Giant attempt to extinguish

the flame. The lightning illuminates, it crashes with vitality and purpose. Those who are

of the Lightning rejoice; those that are not of the Lightning fear, and reject it.

Out of this fire, this passion, will arise a purpose, a Will, which will match the Lightning.

It will go ‘beyond’ all that has gone before. It will be at one with the Universe; and will

recognize its part in the passion play that is Nature. It will be ‘high noon’, and all will

see. This Will, this leader, will be a friend of Western man. He will utterly destroy the

giant – that modern assortment of sycophants, dreamers of control, and those who hate,

utterly, the strong, courageous, and superior elements which guarantee the future; yet the

Modern will be dashed to earth by this Will; his crash to earth will put out the fire, but
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not the purpose. Those of the West will always share that purpose, as long as there is air,

fire, water, and earth. We will cross over with he, who, carrying the Lightning in his right

hand, while in his left he carries the Hope of a People yet to be.

The Rise of the West is now complete. Look! Can you not see…there…through the

mountaintops, ancient and familiar, the first rays of the Sun…it has risen, warming the

cold valleys and souls of the West?
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Author’s Addendum
�*KIKSHKX������

One cannot be sure of anything.

But life is not that insincere, for it leaves many telltale signs of its passing, if one but just

considers the way signs which surround him. In doing so, one may rightly adduce what

the future will hold. As you, the reader, consider what has been put to paper in the

preceding work, it is felt that this addendum be included, both as a way to correct

anything which has been inadvertently left out, or which can be added to by the normal

increase in current information. This will include ‘new’ material sources, or additions to

sources or information which, when this work was first envisioned and outlined, was

unavailable to the Author while in the collective control of the federal government. The

sincerity of this work, and the truth it wishes to impart to those souls who seek to find an

‘answer’ to questions which, for the most part, cannot be found in today’s collective

consciousness is freely given to those of my Folk, my blood, who search for truth.

Insincerity becomes the thrashing ground for those intellectuals of the Modern who have,

since this work was envisioned, continued to betray and hurt the sons and daughters of

the West.

Since the inception of the Rise of the West, many, many circumstances and events have

propelled us, Men and Women of the West, into currents of past, present, and future

decisions, which will affect us for many years to come. And our Children.

The perceptive reader may have adduced that this work was written during a very

tumultuous era of world history; and that, specifically, America, as another incarnation of

what is termed Western Culture, and bears the weight of the modern ‘world outlook’ as

regards the leadership role of this country as a major Super Power, and leadership

through its ideals and media perceptions. America has been embroiled in altercations all

across the planet; its ‘police actions’ are well documented and continue to this day.

Politically, America is developing a modus operandi, which is, and has defined the

foreign strategy of our nation for generations to come.

Those of us who are living this legacy, both for and against, have mobilized for the battle

to come; for it is coming. The ranks of the Nationalist have formed and reformed. The
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dilettantes of the intellectual left have been reborn into the ‘neo-cons’ of today’s

Conservative. The nationalist of yesteryear finds himself secured by an alliance of the old

‘democratic’ parties who, like their predecessors, are concerned with rights and

privileges. The irony is not lost on those who follow or practice technics, which seek to

correct and maintain a future, which is sound, healthy, and continuous.

The scope of the Rise of the West is broad and will be continuing fodder for debate and

structure. This small effort, like many before, both small and large, is simply the attempt

to discard the inevitable, and replace it with substance, harmony, and beauty. I fear,

however, that history, that hoary old mistress, will manifest itself in the same fashion,

which our forefathers fought so hard to see that we never faced again. Human beings,

being what they are, simple and trusting, will follow only those faces, which they deem

‘normal’, being seen on the nightly news, distant, and unassailable by mere mortals, will

follow the path of least resistance; and this, the path of our destruction.

When we, you and I, look around and see the presence of our present existence, what do

we feel – WHAT DO YOU FEEL? When we drive through our ‘hometown’, or that town

to which we moved ten years or more ago, just what changes do we see? Have the small

storefronts, nestled comfortably and securely look back at us unchanged, unbroken? The

graffiti which covers most of the banners and sidewalks belong don’t they, having been

created from the ‘essence’ of others not quite like us? Do we notice the elderly, those that

we may have seen at church, the local restaurant, or grocery store, walking unafraid on

our streets? Have we noticed their ‘passing’? Is the complexion of the local fuel station

attendants the same as when we moved here? Does one really listen to one’s children

when they speak of ‘theories’, of ‘dogma’, or racial ‘incidents’, which bombard them at

school? Do they ask for our aid, or simply talk around us, because of the knowledge that

‘we can’t do anything’? When was the last time we visited our parents in a ‘retirement’

village, instead of knocking on their door in our own house? When was the last time we

spoke with a man or woman, wizened with age, and recounted with them the events of

the past, and after hearing the picture painted by their words, wondered aloud “why have

things changed so much since then?” Why is it that working-class whites of Western

stock load their working trucks with men far different than ourselves? When we consider

and, perhaps, wave good-by to our Sons and Daughters of War, bidding them safe return

from lands inhospitable, dangerous, and deceptive, do we know, really KNOW why they

go; and to that noble sense of nobility, to what purpose, here, now, and in the future, is

this sacrifice requested?

What is the West?

We hear so much about it, being both a mantra by those who seek to encourage a ‘point

of view’ or who wish for you, and I, to see an antagonist, an enemy, by which to conquer

and destroy. We see denizens of the world pound the pulpit, who cry in their shrieking

and pleading voices, their demands, that they are the West. The claims on the ‘history’ of

the West are unbounded; we, you and I, owe everyone but, seemingly, ourselves. Is this

fair? Is this right? And if we acquiesce to these claims and call it ‘our idea’, our morality,

what is our future? When we speak our platitudes of historical decency, honor, and
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morality; of chivalry, duty, folk/people, to what end do we plead this ‘identity’? Do we

wipe the blood from our children’s noses or plead with them to not get into another

altercation over the ‘past’, what once was? When our children speak to their living

grandparents, and ask what it was like, or ‘what would you have done’ and, after

receiving their answer, the feeling of regret felt deep within your heart what, then, do you

teach them about the West? Is the West an Idea which has lost its substance; or is it a

living reality of what you are, what you want to be? What? You cannot be what you feel

deep inside? You say that you are unable to ‘be what you want to be’! But the West

means ‘freedom’ for all; so how can this feeling be, digging deeper and deeper into our

soul, so pronounced, this feeling of helplessness? The leaders of the West are our people,

chosen by god, are they not? Every breath they take is another influx of hope is it not –

that is what we hear every evening – hope, after all, has been the life blood of our fathers

for generations. If the West, as is posited in this work, is to survive then, you and I, all of

us, must first, and foremost, create a vision of just ‘what’ the West is, today, and contrive

this paradox to conform to just what we want it to be.

How do we accomplish this? Personally, I am not sure any more. There was a time, like

many of us, that simply belonging to the party of the traditional thinkers, the Republican

Party, was all that was necessary; Ronald Regan reinforced this for many of us. It was a

good shot, the ‘party’. Institutions, however, are larger then their proponents, or their

followers. In any event, both parties offer the same thing; both are multi-culturalists,

hoping to ‘embrace’ all-comers who, as was the message of the past, come here to be

‘equal’ under the law, under the Constitution. Both, in part, seek to maintain the status

quo, to find the lowest common denominator, which will allow the edifice, the

monstrosity, of their creation to continue without a hitch. Both offer – what? – the right to

be taxed, and taxed without consent; for if our money is taken from us, by either party,

and spent on those ‘projects’ which, for whatever the dearly held belief, is not consonant

with our spirit, with our needs, and given away, willy nilly regardless of the desires of

WE, the Western peoples, then we but plunge the knife into the throats of our own selves,

and our own children. Is this not the case? It is not a matter of not caring, it is a matter of

caring, and deeply, about OUR future, OUR children, OUR destiny.

So, what, then, do we look toward in our present system? Do we create a ‘white people’s

party’? A ‘pan aryanist party’? Do we mobilize our ‘churches’ – OH! I must have

misspoke – for having places of worship which comprise parishioners of Western stock,

simply because ‘we want it that way’ is not possible; in fact, it is illegal, and will, never

doubt, be prosecuted to the fullest extent by this present ‘legal’ regime. Do we mobilize

the ‘churches’, I wonder. Do we create local ‘youth corps’ which would instill historical,

spiritual, environmental, and noble pursuits – sorry, forgive me - to mobilize young men

and women of Western stock, alone, is hateful, prone to division and strife; but not to

worry, the Modern has many groups and functionaries which are inclusive,

compassionate, and moderate; the only sacrifice we will have to make, should be willing

to make, is that we should expect our children to make such diverse friends that will, with

time, prove to be mates, lovers, and part of that greater experiment of a beautiful ‘one

world’.  The lamb will lie down with the lion. Beautiful!
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I think you get the picture – the REAL picture of our situation.

For those members of the West who, whether real or imagined, disbelieve this picture of

our present presence, let me speak, if I may, for those who are unable, that you may do

what you will; you may live with whoever you want. Just don’t stand in our way, those of

us who ‘do’ want this path – are we not all Free to follow our own path? We trust,

implicitly, that those of our brethren who believe in the sanctity of freedom and

discourse, of liberty and slavery, will have no problem in standing aside, and who will

‘demand’ with us, that we be given the chance at ‘Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of

happiness’ in those ways which seem right in our own eyes…right?

What institutions can we plead our case? Without money, our spokesmen in prison, or

financially ruined, our religious leaders but cookie-cutter state spokesmen – who do we

turn to? I am not sure any more.

On the other hand…

Since the inception and creation of this work, many things have changed. The Nation, as

a whole, has shifted, markedly, into areas that, twenty years ago, would have been

undreamed of. Not the direction, as distinct from theory, or dialectical experiments, but

the solid, day-to-day direction of the ‘consciousness’ of the inhabitants of the West, in

toto.

In Eastern Europe we saw the fledgling, if not dramatic, increase in the supremacy of

Culture over that of the culture-distorters: we think of Yugoslavia, Serbia, Croatia, and all

the ‘tribal’ enclaves which, together, make up a large and distinct proportion of the far-

flung West. In this case, to those who know the history of the West, the presence of a

anti-Christian, multi-ethnic, multi-racial force was protected and defended by the ‘so-

called’ leaders of the West – America played the prominent role in defeating those forces

who, truly, believed in the West, in Tradition, in the Church. Repayment of this treason

was the common purpose of the non-western, his religion, and his terror. This can, and

must, be laid at the feet of the people of America, you and I, for without our

complacency, Mohammed would not now be in the ascendancy, at the expense of our

brethren, strangers though they are, yet a vital part of the greater West.

From Scandinavia to France, from Italy to Romania and beyond, the West has made

decisions unthinkable fifty years ago; the Turkish invasion is well on its way. Western

governments, for the first time in sixty years, seek ever to justify the Iron Heel. Ironic it

is, that every day the propaganda of the West instills such ridicule, and venomous hate

against  ‘government’ which seeks to stabilize itself by ever more and rigid rules,

depravation of rights, and professional armies which can, and will enforce the regimes

role of ‘protector’ of the people. Never before, have governments had such absolute

control of their populations, and none more than here, in America. Believe no one who

declares: ‘Napoleon, Alexander, Hitler, Stalin, these the worlds worst tyrants.” Ha! Look

at the ‘patriot’ act for a primer of just what has happened, and just what is going to

happen! Do not let anyone frighten you – THINK! – all of you who have ‘given’ leaders
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the right to ‘take away rights’ have given, through technology, such absolute control of

person, of travel, of freedom, that these other ‘tyrants’ pale in comparison. There is one

telling difference, however, between the past and the present: in the past, leaders and

tyrants were known by ‘how’ they treated their own People – if they betrayed ‘their’

people they were tyrant – if they treated their People good, they were saviors. It is the

same old ‘from which side of the road do you hail’. Nevertheless, the ‘change’ is here.

There is no escape.

In response to this, information has tripled, and tripled again. Indeed, the pen is mightier

than the sword. It is having serious consequences, and can never be turned back. Too

many questions, not enough answers. This forces, or will ultimately direct, disparate

individuals and ideologies to gravitate to each other – it is already starting in the circles

of the intelligentsia, of Universities and institutes of technology; in biology, in

ethnic/racial Medicine. All have taken strides in directions, which cannot be undone. It

only remains if the people of the West will follow – or be made too lead.

Change is everywhere.

Soon, very soon, the powers that be will be ‘forced’ to secure those elements sympathetic

to the postulated ‘friends’ of the west, of whom Nationalists everywhere have common

antipathy. This, ipso facto, makes all of us ‘enemies of the state’. It has happened before.

Hate crimes; you haven’t seen anything yet. The Rise of the West demands that its

acolytes be ready, that they know their history, and hence to learn thereby. Do not

discount your brothers attempt at creating a Political Party, nor the brother who seeks a

more divisive path, for all roads lead to the Western shore, our shore, our Destiny. Fear

not the wave which ever seeks to drown you, for your ‘ship of state’ lies buried, deep,

under the crashing waves, seeking to float again atop the sea of Nation, which is our

Race, our Blood.

Frank L. DeSilva

 2005
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APPENDICES

I considered many additions for your consideration, dear reader, and I hope that what is

added here will create more fodder for thought, and direction.

Over the past twenty years, many of our Folk have come and gone in the telling of this

great epic, this evolving West, which belongs to each and every one of us. Many of these

persons may have come and gone, and have left little or no telling sign; many others,

however, have left a legacy of their own. One such man, of whom I was to befriend, and

to be befriended, was David Eden Lane. Many who read this work will, readily,

recognize this name. David Lane, truly, is a hero of our Folk. His sacrifices, the depth

and conviction of his beliefs, can be matched by few – excepting those of his Bruder,

those Silent Brothers, which, in their own unique and corporate body, have given freely

their lives, their fortunes, and their sacred honor, which all, with no exception, were

willing to give their very Lives. In a relative sense, their lives have been given; although

in prison, they have sacrificed their families, they have given up their rights to be present

at the birthing of their own children – sons and daughters – and have lost the wives who

started out their lives with these men – some amiably, and some not. No matter, all these

men, known collectively as ‘die Bruder Schweigen’, or ‘the silent brothers’, have never

asked for sympathy above and beyond what sympathetic and compassionate people

would give from those deep, beautiful, and sturdy hearts which have, already, shown

themselves to these men over the years.

The tale of die Bruder Schweigen is yet to be told. It is filled with adventure, love, treason,

loyalty, honor, and courage. It is a story, which has been told by enemies of our folk, and

by well-intentioned individuals. But, it has not been told. Perhaps for another age, or

perhaps, in the near future. But it will be told.

For now, I want to pass on a simple and dynamic work which was written by David Lane,

and sums up, for us, all the men and women of the West, those precepts which, every

time I read them, make an even stronger impression upon me.

Study these precepts. Memorize those few which seem to fit your frame of reference, for

any one, or all, will make you stronger, more noble, and instill that essence which die

Bruder Schweigen, and their friend and champion, Robert J. Mathews, lived on a daily

basis. To Honor. To Courage. To Loyalty!
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THE 88 PRECEPTS

Until the white race realizes that there is only one source from which we can ascertain

lasting truths, there will never be peace or stability on this earth. In the immutable Laws

of Nature are the keys to life, order, and understanding. The words of men, even those

which some consider "inspired" are subject to the translations, vocabulary, additions,

subtractions, and distortions of fallible mortals. Therefore, every writing or influence,

ancient or modern, must be strained through the test of conformity to Natural Law. The

White Peoples of the earth must collectively understand that they are equally subject to

the iron-hard Laws of Nature with every other creature of the Universe, or they will not

secure peace, safety, nor even their existence. The world is in flames because Races, Sub-

races, Nations, and Cultures are being forced to violate their own Nature-ordained

instincts for self-preservation. Many men of good will, but little understanding, are

struggling against symptoms, which are the result of disobedience to Natural Law. As is

the Nature of Man, most take narrow, provincial stances predicated on views formed by

immediate environment, current circumstances, and conditioned dogma. That powerful

and ruthless Tribe which has controlled the affairs of the world for untold centuries by

exploiting Man’s most base instincts encourages this. Conflict among and between the

unenlightened serves as their mask and shield. A deeper understanding of the

Fundamental Laws that govern the affairs of Men is necessary if we are to save

civilization from its usurious executioners. The following are not intended to provide a

detailed system of government, but as PRECEPTS which, when understood, will benefit

and preserve a People as individuals and as a Nation.
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JKSUTYZXGHRK�XKGROZ_�

����:NKXK�K^OYZY�TU�Y[IN�ZNOTM�GY�XOMNZY�UX�VXO\ORKMKY�[TJKX�ZNK�2G]Y�UL�4GZ[XK��:NK�JKKX�HKOTM
YZGRQKJ�H_�G�N[TMX_� ROUT�NGY�TU�XOMNZ� ZU� ROLK��.U]K\KX��NK�SG_�V[XINGYK� ROLK�H_�UHKJOKTIK� ZU
TGZ[XK�UXJGOTKJ� OTYZOTIZY�LUX�\OMORGTIK�GTJ�LROMNZ��9OSORGXR_��SKT�NG\K�TU�XOMNZY� ZU� ROLK�� ROHKXZ_�
UX�NGVVOTKYY��5TKYKRL�SG_�V[XINGYK� ZNKYK�IOXI[SYZGTIKY�H_�UTKY� LGSOR_��H_�UTKY� ZXOHK�UX�H_
UTKY�GTIKYZUXY��H[Z� ZNK_�GXK�TUTKZNKRKYY�V[XINGYKY�GTJ�TUZ� XOMNZY��,[XZNKXSUXK�� ZNK�\GR[K�UL
ZNKYK�V[XINGYKY�IGT�UTR_�HK�SGOTZGOTKJ�ZNXU[MN�\OMORGTIK�GTJ�UHKJOKTIK�ZU�4GZ[XGR�2G]�

����'�VKUVRK�]NU�GXK�TUZ�IUT\OTIKJ�UL�ZNKOX�[TOW[KTKYY�GTJ�\GR[K�]ORR�VKXOYN�

��� :NK�=NOZK�XGIK�NGY�Y[LLKXKJ�OT\GYOUTY�GTJ�HX[ZGROZ_�LXUS�'LXOIG�GTJ�'YOG�LUX�ZNU[YGTJY�UL
_KGXY��,UX�K^GSVRK��'ZZORG�GTJ�ZNK�'YOGZOI�.[TY�]NU�OT\GJKJ�+[XUVK�OT�ZNK��ZN�IKTZ[X_��XGVOTM�
VR[TJKXOTM�� GTJ� QORROTM� LXUS� ZNK� 'RVY� ZU� ZNK� (GRZOI� GTJ� )GYVOGT� 9KGY�� :NOY� YIKTGXOU� ]GY
XKVKGZKJ�H_�ZNK�3UTMURY�UL�-KTMNOY�1NGT�����_KGXY�RGZKX���4UZK�NKXK�ZNGZ�ZNK�'SKXOIGT�/TJOGTY
GXK�TUZ��4GZO\K�'SKXOIGTY���H[Z�GXK�XGIOGRR_�3UTMUROGTY���/T�ZNK��ZN�IKTZ[X_��N[TJXKJY�UL�_KGXY
HKLUXK�4KMXUKY�]KXK�HXU[MNZ�ZU�'SKXOIG��ZNK�4UXZN�'LXOIGT�3UUXY�UL�SO^KJ�XGIOGR�HGIQMXU[TJ
OT\GJKJ�GTJ�IUTW[KXKJ�6UXZ[MGR��9VGOT�GTJ�VGXZ�UL�,XGTIK��9U�� ZNK�GZZKSVZKJ�M[ORZ�ZXOV�VRGIKJ
UT�ZNK�=NOZK�XGIK�H_�IO\ORO`GZOUTY�K^KI[ZOUTKXY�OY�OT\GROJ�[TJKX�HUZN�NOYZUXOIGR�IOXI[SYZGTIK�GTJ
ZNK�4GZ[XGR�2G]��]NOIN�JKTOKY� OTZKX�YVKIOKY�IUSVGYYOUT��:NK� LGIZ� OY��GRR� XGIKY�NG\K�HKTKLOZKJ
OSSKGY[XGHR_�LXUS�ZNK�IXKGZO\K�MKTO[Y�UL�ZNK�'X_GT�6KUVRK�
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���� 6KUVRK� ]NU� GRRU]� UZNKXY� TUZ� UL� ZNKOX� XGIK� ZU� RO\K� GSUTM� ZNKS� ]ORR� VKXOYN�� HKIG[YK� ZNK
OTK\OZGHRK�XKY[RZ�UL�G�XGIOGR�OTZKMXGZOUT�OY�XGIOGR�OTZKX�HXKKJOTM��]NOIN�JKYZXU_Y�ZNK�INGXGIZKXOYZOIY
GTJ�K^OYZKTIK�UL�G�XGIK��,UXIKJ�OTZKMXGZOUT�OY�JKROHKXGZK�GTJ�SGROIOU[Y�MKTUIOJK��VGXZOI[RGXR_�LUX
G�6KUVRK�ROQK�ZNK�=NOZK�XGIK��]NU�GXK�TU]�G�YSGRR�SOTUXOZ_�OT�ZNK�]UXRJ�

���� /T� ZNK� LOTGR� GTGR_YOY�� G� XGIK� UX� YVKIOKY� OY� TUZ� P[JMKJ� Y[VKXOUX� UX� OTLKXOUX� H_� OZY
GIIUSVROYNSKTZY��H[Z�H_�OZY�]ORR�GTJ�GHOROZ_�ZU�Y[X\O\K�

����6UROZOIGR��KIUTUSOI��GTJ�XKROMOU[Y�Y_YZKSY�SG_�HK�JKYZXU_KJ�GTJ�XKY[XXKIZKJ�H_�SKT��H[Z�ZNK
JKGZN�UL�G�XGIK�OY�KZKXTGR�

����4U�XGIK�UL�6KUVRK�IGT�OTJKLOTOZKR_�IUTZOT[K�ZNKOX�K^OYZKTIK�]OZNU[Z�ZKXXOZUXOGR�OSVKXGZO\KY�OT
]NOIN�ZU�VXUVGMGZK��VXUZKIZ��GTJ�VXUSUZK�ZNKOX�U]T�QOTJ�

����'�6KUVRK�]OZNU[Z�G�I[RZ[XK�K^IR[YO\KR_�ZNKOX�U]T�]ORR�VKXOYN�

����4GZ[XK�NGY�V[Z�G�IKXZGOT�GTZOVGZN_�HKZ]KKT� XGIKY�GTJ�YVKIOKY� ZU�VXKYKX\K� ZNK� OTJO\OJ[GROZ_
GTJ�K^OYZKTIK�UL�KGIN��<OURGZOUT�UL�ZNK�ZKXXOZUXOGR�OSVKXGZO\K�TKIKYYGX_�ZU�VXKYKX\K�ZNGZ�GTZOVGZN_
RKGJY�ZU�KOZNKX�IUTLROIZ�UX�SUTMXKRO`GZOUT�

���� /Z� OY� TUZ� IUTYZX[IZO\K� ZU� NGZK� ZNUYK� UL� UZNKX� XGIKY�� UX� K\KT� ZNUYK� UL� SO^KJ� XGIKY�� ([Z� G
YKVGXGZOUT�S[YZ�HK�SGOTZGOTKJ�LUX�ZNK�Y[X\O\GR�UL�UTKY�U]T�XGIK��5TK�S[YZ��NU]K\KX��NGZK�]OZN
G�V[XK�GTJ�VKXLKIZ�NGZXKJ�ZNUYK�UL�UTKY�U]T�XGIK�]NU�IUSSOZ�ZXKGYUT�GMGOTYZ�UTKY�U]T�QOTJ
GTJ�GMGOTYZ�ZNK�TGZOUTY�UL�UTKY�U]T�QOTJ��5TK�S[YZ�NGZK�]OZN�G�VKXLKIZ�NGZXKJ�GRR�ZNUYK�6KUVRK
UX� VXGIZOIKY� ]NOIN� JKYZXU_� UTKY� 6KUVRK�� UTKY� I[RZ[XK�� UX� ZNK� XGIOGR� K^IR[YO\KTKYY� UL� UTKY
ZKXXOZUXOGR�OSVKXGZO\K�

����:NK�IUTIKVZ�UL�G�S[RZO�XGIOGR�YUIOKZ_�\OURGZKY�K\KX_�4GZ[XGR�2G]�LUX�YVKIOKY�VXKYKX\GZOUT�

����:NK�IUTIKVZ�UL��KW[GROZ_��OY�JKIRGXKJ�G�ROK�H_�K\KX_�K\OJKTIK�UL�4GZ[XK��/Z� OY�G�YKGXIN�LUX
ZNK� RU]KYZ� IUSSUT� JKTUSOTGZUX�� GTJ� OZY� V[XY[OZ� ]ORR� JKYZXU_� K\KX_� Y[VKXOUX� XGIK�� TGZOUT�� UX
I[RZ[XK��/T�UXJKX�LUX�G�VRU]�NUXYK�ZU�X[T�GY�LGYZ�GY�G�XGIK�NUXYK�_U[�]U[RJ�LOXYZ�NG\K�ZU�IXOVVRK
ZNK� XGIK� NUXYK!� IUT\KXYKR_�� OT� UXJKX� LUX� G� XGIK� NUXYK� ZU� V[RR� GY� S[IN� GY� G� VRU]� NUXYK�� _U[
]U[RJ� LOXYZ� NG\K� ZU� IXOVVRK� ZNK� VRU]� NUXYK�� /T� KOZNKX� IGYK�� ZNK� V[XY[OZ� UL� KW[GROZ_� OY� ZNK
JKYZX[IZOUT�UL�K^IKRRKTIK�

����:NK�OTYZOTIZY�LUX�XGIOGR�GTJ�YVKIOKY�VXKYKX\GZOUT�GXK�UXJGOTKJ�H_�4GZ[XK�

���� /TYZOTIZY� GXK� 4GZ[XKY� VKXLKIZ� SKINGTOYS� LUX� ZNK� Y[X\O\GR� UL� KGIN� XGIK� GTJ� YVKIOKY�� :NK
N[SGT� ]KGQTKYY� UL� XGZOUTGRO`OTM� YOZ[GZOUTY� LUX� YKRL�MXGZOLOIGZOUT� S[YZ� TUZ� HK� VKXSOZZKJ� ZU
OTZKXLKXK�]OZN�ZNKYK�OTYZOTIZY�

���� 3OYIKMKTGZOUT�� ZNGZ� OY� XGIK�SO^OTM�� OY� GTJ� NGY� GR]G_Y� HKKT�� ZNK� MXKGZKYZ� ZNXKGZ� ZU� ZNK
Y[X\O\GR�UL�ZNK�'X_GT�XGIK�

����/TZKX�YVKIOKY�IUSVGYYOUT� OY�IUTZXGX_� ZU� ZNK�2G]Y�UL�4GZ[XK�GTJ� OY�� ZNKXKLUXK��Y[OIOJGR��/L�G
]URL�]KXK�ZU�OTZKXIKJK�ZU�YG\K�G�RGSH�LXUS�G�ROUT��NK�]U[RJ�HK�QORRKJ��:UJG_��]K�YKK�ZNK�=NOZK
SGT�ZG^KJ�YU�NKG\OR_�ZNGZ�NK�IGTTUZ�GLLUXJ�INORJXKT��:NK�ZG^KY�XGOYKJ�GXK�ZNKT�[YKJ�ZU�Y[VVUXZ
ZNK� HXKKJOTM� UL� ZKTY� UL� SORROUTY� UL� TUT�]NOZKY�� SGT_� UL� ]NUS� ZNKT� JKSGTJ� ZNK� RGYZ� =NOZK
LKSGRKY�LUX�HXKKJOTM�VGXZTKXY��'Y�_U[�IGT�YKK��SGT� OY�Y[HPKIZ� ZU�GRR� ZNK�2G]Y�UL�4GZ[XK��:NOY
NGY�TUZNOTM�ZU�JU�]OZN�SUXGROZ_��NGZXKJ��MUUJ�UX�K\OR��4GZ[XK�JUKY�TUZ�XKIUMTO`K�ZNK�IUTIKVZY�UL
MUUJ�GTJ�K\OR�OT�OTZKX�YVKIOKY�XKRGZOUTYNOVY��/L�ZNK�ROUT�KGZY�ZNK�RGSH��OZ�OY�MUUJ�LUX�ZNK�ROUT�GTJ
K\OR�LUX�ZNK�RGSH��/L�ZNK�RGSH�KYIGVKY�GTJ�ZNK�ROUT�YZGX\KY��OZ�OY�MUUJ�LUX�ZNK�RGSH�GTJ�K\OR�LUX
ZNK�ROUT��9U��]K�YKK�ZNK�YGSK�OTIOJKTZ�OY�RGHKRKJ�HUZN�MUUJ�GTJ�K\OR��:NOY�IGTTUZ�HK��LUX�ZNKXK
GXK�TU�IUTZXGJOIZOUTY�]OZNOT�4GZ[XKY�2G]Y�

����:NK�OTYZOTIZ�LUX�YK^[GR�[TOUT�OY�VGXZ�UL�4GZ[XKY�VKXLKIZ�SKINGTOYS�LUX�YVKIOKY�VXKYKX\GZOUT�
/Z�HKMOTY�KGXR_�OT�ROLK�GTJ�ULZKT�IUTZOT[KY�[TZOR�RGZK�OT�ROLK��/Z�S[YZ�TUZ�HK�XKVXKYYKJ!�OZY�V[XVUYK�
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XKVXUJ[IZOUT��S[YZ�TUZ�HK� ZN]GXZKJ�KOZNKX��;TJKXYZGTJ� ZNGZ�LUX� ZNU[YGTJY�UL�_KGXY�U[X�LKSGRKY
HUXK� INORJXKT� GZ� GT� KGXR_� GMK�� 4U]�� OT� GT� GZZKSVZ� ZU� IUTLUXS� ZU� GTJ� IUSVKZK� OT� GT� GROKT
I[RZ[XK�� ZNK_� JKT_� ZNKOX� 4GZ[XK�UXJGOTKJ� OTYZOTIZY� GTJ� J[ZOKY�� :KGIN� XKYVUTYOHOROZ_�� H[Z�� GRYU�
NG\K�[TJKXYZGTJOTM��:NK� ROLK�UL�G�XGIK�YVXOTMY�LXUS� ZNK�]USHY�UL� OZY�]USKT��.K�]NU�]U[RJ
P[JMK�S[YZ�LOXYZ�[TJKXYZGTJ�ZNK�JOLLKXKTIK�HKZ]KKT�]NGZ�OY�MUUJ�GTJ�]NGZ�OY�XOMNZ�

����.USUYK^[GROZ_�OY�G�IXOSK�GMGOTYZ�4GZ[XK��'RR�4GZ[XK�JKIRGXKY�ZNK�V[XVUYK�UL�ZNK�OTYZOTIZ�LUX
YK^[GR�[TOUT� OY�XKVXUJ[IZOUT�GTJ� ZN[Y��VXKYKX\GZOUT�UL� ZNK�YVKIOKY��:NK�U\KXVU]KXOTM�SGRK�YK^
JXO\K�S[YZ�HK�INGTTKRKJ� ZU]GXJ�VUYYKYYOUT�UL� LKSGRKY�UL� ZNK�YGSK� XGIK��GY�]KRR�GY�KRKSKTZY
Y[IN�GY�ZKXXOZUX_�GTJ�VU]KX��]NOIN�GXK�TKIKYYGX_�ZU�QKKV�ZNKS�

����9K^[GR�VUXTUMXGVN_�JKMXGJKY�ZNK�4GZ[XK�UL�GRR�]NU�GXK�OT\UR\KJ��'�HKG[ZOL[R�T[JK�]USGT
OY�GXZ!�G�IGSKXG�HKZ]KKT�NKX�QTKKY�ZU�K^VRUXK�NKX�VXO\GZK�VGXZY�OY�VUXTUMXGVN_�

����:NGZ�XGIK�]NUYK�SGRKY�]ORR�TUZ�LOMNZ�ZU�ZNK�JKGZN�ZU�QKKV�GTJ�SGZK�]OZN�ZNKOX�LKSGRKY�]ORR
VKXOYN��'T_�=NOZK�SGT�]OZN�NKGRZN_�OTYZOTIZY�LKKRY�JOYM[YZ�GTJ�XK\[RYOUT�]NKT�NK�YKKY�G�]USGT
UL�NOY�XGIK�]OZN�G�SGT�UL�GTUZNKX�XGIK��:NUYK��]NU�ZUJG_�IUTZXUR�ZNK�SKJOG�GTJ�GLLGOXY�UL�ZNK
=KYZKXT�=UXRJ��ZKGIN�ZNGZ�ZNOY�OY�]XUTM�GTJ�YNGSKL[R��:NK_�RGHKR�OZ��XGIOYS���'Y�GT_��OYS���LUX
OTYZGTIK�ZNK�]UXJ��TGZOUTGROYS���SKGTY�ZU�VXUSUZK�UTKY�U]T�TGZOUT!��XGIOYS��SKXKR_�SKGTY�ZU
VXUSUZK�GTJ�VXUZKIZ� ZNK� ROLK�UL�UTKY�U]T�XGIK��/Z� OY��VKXNGVY�� ZNK�VXU[JKYZ�]UXJ� OT�K^OYZKTIK�
'T_�SGT�]NU�JOYUHK_Y�ZNKYK�OTYZOTIZY�OY�GTZO�4GZ[XK�

���� /T� G� YOIQ� GTJ� J_OTM� TGZOUT�� I[RZ[XK�� XGIK� UX� IO\ORO`GZOUT�� VUROZOIGR� JOYYKTZ� GTJ� ZXGJOZOUTGR
\GR[KY�]ORR�HK� RGHKRKJ�GTJ�VKXYKI[ZKJ�GY�NKOTU[Y�IXOSKY�H_� OTW[OYOZUXY�IRUZNOTM� ZNKSYKR\KY� OT
POTMUOYZOI�VGZXOUZOYS�

����'�6KUVRK�]NU�GXK�OMTUXGTZ�UL�ZNKOX�VGYZ�]ORR�JKLORK�ZNK�VXKYKTZ�GTJ�JKYZXU_�ZNK�L[Z[XK�

����'�XGIK�S[YZ�NUTUX�GHU\K�GRR�KGXZNR_�ZNOTMY��ZNUYK�]NU�NG\K�MO\KT�ZNKOX�RO\KY�UX�LXKKJUS�LUX
ZNK�VXKYKX\GZOUT�UL�ZNK�LURQ�

����:NK�,URQ��TGSKR_� ZNK�SKSHKXY�UL� ZNK�8GIK��GXK� ZNK�4GZOUT��8GIOGR� RU_GRZOKY�S[YZ�GR]G_Y
Y[VKXYKJK� MKUMXGVNOIGR� GTJ� TGZOUTGR� HU[TJGXOKY�� /L� ZNOY� OY� ZG[MNZ� GTJ� [TJKXYZUUJ�� OZ� ]ORR� KTJ
LXGZXOIOJGR�]GXY��=GXY�S[YZ�TUZ�HK�LU[MNZ�LUX�ZNK�HKTKLOZ�UL�GTUZNKX�XGIK�

����:NK�4GZOUTY� RKGJKXY�GXK�TUZ�X[RKXY�� ZNK_�GXK�YKX\GTZY�GTJ�M[GXJOGTY��:NK_�GXK�TUZ� ZU�YKX\K
LUX�VKXYUTGR�MGOT��)NUUYK�UTR_�G�M[GXJOGT�]NU�NGY�TU�OTZKXKYZ�OT�ZNK�GII[S[RGZOUT�UL�SGZKXOGR
ZNOTMY�

����)NUUYK�GTJ�P[JMK�_U[X�RKGJKXY��GRYU�IGRRKJ�M[GXJOGTY��ZN[Y �:NUYK�]NU�YKKQ�GR]G_Y�ZU�ROSOZ
ZNK� VU]KX� UL� MU\KXTSKTZ� GXK� UL� MUUJ� NKGXZ� GTJ� IUTYIOKTIK�� :NUYK� ]NU� YKKQ� ZU� K^VGTJ� ZNK
VU]KX�UL�MU\KXTSKTZ�GXK�HGYK�Z_XGTZY�

���� 4U� MU\KXTSKTZ� IGT� MO\K� GT_ZNOTM� ZU� GT_HUJ_� ]OZNU[Z� LOXYZ� ZGQOTM� OZ� LXUS� GTUZNKX�
-U\KXTSKTZ� OY�� H_� OZY� \KX_� TGZ[XK�� RKMGRO`KJ� ZGQOTM�� '� ROSOZKJ� GSU[TZ� UL� MU\KXTSKTZ� OY� G
TKIKYYGX_�H[XJKT� LUX�TGZOUTGR�JKLKTYK�GTJ� OTZKXTGR�UXJKX��'T_ZNOTM�SUXK� OY�IU[TZKX�VXUJ[IZO\K
ZU�LXKKJUS�GTJ�ROHKXZ_�

����:NK�UXMGTOI�LU[TJOTM�2G]��TGSKR_�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UL�G�4GZOUT��S[YZ�TUZ�HK�GSKTJGHRK�H_
GT_�SKZNUJ�UZNKX� ZNGT�[TGTOSU[Y� IUTYKTZ�UL� GRR�VGXZOKY� ZNKXKZU� GTJ�]OZN� GRR�VGXZOKY�VXKYKTZ�
5ZNKX]OYK�� ZNK� JUUXY� GXK� UVKTKJ� LUX� ZNK� GJ\KTZ� UL� ZNGZ� SUYZ� JGTMKXU[Y� GTJ� JKGJR_� LUXS� UL
MU\KXTSKTZ��JKSUIXGI_�

���� /T�G�JKSUIXGI_� ZNUYK�]NU�IUTZXUR� ZNK�SKJOG��GTJ� ZN[Y� ZNK�SOTJY�UL� ZNK�KRKIZUXGZK��NG\K
VU]KX�[TJXKGSKJ�H_�QOTMY�UX�JOIZGZUXY�

����:NK�YOSVRKYZ�]G_� ZU�JKYIXOHK�G�JKSUIXGI_� OY� ZNOY �:NXKK�VKUVRK�LUXS�G�MU\KXTSKTZ��KGIN
NG\OTM�UTK�\UZK��:NKT�Z]U�UL�ZNKS�\UZK�ZU�YZKGR�ZNK�]KGRZN�UL�ZNK�ZNOXJ�
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����:NK�RGZZKX�YZGMKY�UL�G�JKSUIXGI_�GXK�LORRKJ�]OZN�LUXKOMT�]GXY��HKIG[YK�ZNK�HGTQX[VZ�Y_YZKS
GZZKSVZY�ZU�VXKYKX\K�OZYKRL�H_�VR[TJKXOTM�UZNKX�TGZOUTY�

����/T�G�JKSUIXGI_�ZNGZ�]NOIN�OY�RKMGR�OY�YKRJUS�SUXGR��GTJ�ZNGZ�]NOIN�OY�SUXGR�OY�ULZKT�ORRKMGR�

����'�JKSUIXGI_�OY�GR]G_Y�LURRU]KJ�H_�G�YZXUTMSGT����YUSK�IGRR�NOS�G�JOIZGZUX��/Z�OY�ZNK�UTR_
]G_�ZU�XKYZUXK�UXJKX�U[Z�UL�ZNK�INGUY�IG[YKJ�H_�G�JKSUIXGI_��6OIQ�_U[X�YZXUTMSGT�]OYKR_��.K
S[YZ�HK�G�M[GXJOGT�OT�NOY�NKGXZ��.K�S[YZ�HK�UTK�]NU�NGY�YNU]T�ZNGZ�NOY�UTR_�V[XVUYK�OT�ROLK�OY
ZNK�VXKYKX\GZOUT�UL�ZNK�LURQ��.OY�[RZOSGZK�GOS�S[YZ�HK�ZU�XKYZUXK�ZNK�X[RK�UL�2G]�HGYKJ�UT�ZNK
VKXLKIZ�2G]Y�UL�4GZ[XK��*U�TUZ�INUUYK�NOS�H_�NOY�]UXJY��)NUUYK�UTK�]NU�NGY�YGIXOLOIKJ�GRR�OT
ZNK� LGIK� UL� Z_XGTT_!� INUUYK� UTK� ]NU� NGY� KTJ[XKJ� GTJ� VKXYK\KXKJ�� :NOY� OY� ZNK� UTR_� XKROGHRK
K\OJKTIK�UL�NOY�]UXZNOTKYY�GTJ�SUZO\KY�

����'�VU]KX�Y_YZKS�]ORR�JU�GT_ZNOTM��TU�SGZZKX�NU]�IUXX[VZ�UX�HX[ZGR��ZU�VXKYKX\K�OZYKRL�

����:_XGTTOKY�IGTTUZ�HK�KTJKJ�]OZNU[Z�[YK�UL�LUXIK�

����:NUYK�]NU�IUSSOZ�ZXKGYUT�JOYM[OYK�ZNKOX�JKKJY�OT�VXUIRGSGZOUTY�UL�VGZXOUZOYS�

����6XUVGMGTJG� OY�G�SGPUX�IUSVUTKTZ� OT�GRR�VU]KX� Y_YZKSY��HUZN� YKI[RGX�GTJ� XKROMOU[Y!� LGRYK
VXUVGMGTJG� OY�G�SGPUX�IUSVUTKTZ�UL�[TVXOTIOVRKJ�VU]KX�Y_YZKSY��'RR�VU]KX�Y_YZKSY�KTJKG\UX
ZU�IUT\OTIK�ZNKOX�Y[HPKIZY�ZNGZ�ZNK�Y_YZKS�OY�MUUJ��P[YZ��HKTKLOIKTZ�GTJ�TUHRK��GY�]KRR�GY�]UXZN_
UL�VKXVKZ[GZOUT�GTJ�JKLKTYK��:NK�SUXK� POTMUOYZOI�VXUVGMGTJG� OYY[KJ�� ZNK�SUXK� Y[YVOIOU[Y�UTK
YNU[RJ�HK�UL�OZY�ZX[ZN�

����6UROZOIGR�VU]KX��OT�ZNK�LOTGR�GTGR_YOY��OY�IXKGZKJ�GTJ�SGOTZGOTKJ�H_�LUXIK�

���� '� VU]KX� Y_YZKS�� YKI[RGX� UX� XKROMOU[Y�� ]NOIN� KSVRU_Y� K^ZKTYO\K� IGRRY� ZU� VGZXOUZOYS� UX
XKW[OXKY�\KXHUYOZ_�GTJ�XNKZUXOI�LUX�OZY�VXKYKX\GZOUT��OY�SGYQOTM�Z_XGTT_�

���� 6XUVGMGTJG� OY� G� RKMOZOSGZK� GTJ� TKIKYYGX_� ]KGVUT� OT� GT_� YZX[MMRK�� :NK� KRKSKTZY� UL
Y[IIKYYL[R�VXUVGMGTJG�GXK �YOSVROIOZ_��KSUZOUT��XKVKZOZOUT��GTJ�HXK\OZ_��'RYU��YOTIK�SKT�HKROK\K
]NGZ�ZNK_�]GTZ�ZU�HKROK\K��GTJ�YOTIK�ZNK_�]GTZ�ZU�HKROK\K�ZNGZ�]NOIN�ZNK_�VKXIKO\K�GY�HKTKLOIOGR
ZU�ZNKSYKR\KY��ZNKT�Y[IIKYYL[R�VXUVGMGTJG�S[YZ�GVVKGR�ZU�ZNK�VKXIKO\KJ�YKRL�OTZKXKYZ�UL�ZNUYK�ZU
]NUS�OZ�OY�JOYYKSOTGZKJ�

����:_XGTTOKY�ZKGIN�]NGZ�ZU�ZNOTQ!�LXKK�SKT�RKGXT�NU]�ZU�ZNOTQ�

����(K]GXK�UL�SKT�]NU� OTIXKGYK� ZNKOX�]KGRZN�H_� ZNK�[YK�UL�]UXJY��6GXZOI[RGXR_�HK]GXK�UL� ZNK
RG]_KXY�UX�VXOKYZY�]NU�JKT_�4GZ[XGR�2G]�

���� :NK� VGZXOUZ�� HKOTM� RKJ� ZU� ZNK� OTW[OYOZOUTY� J[TMKUTY� UX� ZNK� K^KI[ZOUTKXY� G^K� ]ORR� HK
IUTJKSTKJ�ZNK�RU[JKYZ�H_�NOY�LUXSKX�LXOKTJY�GTJ�GRROKY!�LUX�ZN[Y�ZNK_�YKKQ�ZU�KYIGVK�ZNK�YGSK
LGZK�

����:NK�Y]KKZ�-UJJKYY�UL�6KGIK�RO\KY�UTR_�[TJKX�ZNK�VXUZKIZO\K�GXS�UL�ZNK�XKGJ_�-UJ�UL�=GX�

���� :NK� UXMGTOI� LU[TJOTM� 2G]� UL� G� 4GZOUT� S[YZ� YZGZK� ]OZN� [TSOYZGQGHRK� GTJ� OXXK\UIGHRK
YVKIOLOIOZ_� ZNK� OJKTZOZ_� UL� ZNK� NUSUMKTKU[Y� XGIOGR�� I[RZ[XGR� MXU[V� LUX� ]NUYK� ]KRLGXK� OZ� ]GY
LUXSKJ��GTJ�ZNGZ�ZNK�IUTZOT[KJ�K^OYZKTIK�UL�ZNK�4GZOUT�OY�YOTM[RGXR_�LUX�GRR�ZOSK�LUX�ZNK�]KRLGXK
UL�ZNGZ�YVKIOLOI�MXU[V�UTR_�

����:NGZ�XGIK�UX�I[RZ[XK�]NOIN�RKZY�UZNKXY�OTLR[KTIK�UX�IUTZXUR�GT_�UL�ZNK�LURRU]OTM�]ORR�VKXOYN 
�� 5XMGTY�UL�OTLUXSGZOUT
���+J[IGZOUTGR�OTYZOZ[ZOUTY
���8KROMOU[Y�OTYZOZ[ZOUTY
���6UROZOIGR�ULLOIKY
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���)XKGZOUT�UL�ZNKOX�SUTK_
���0[JOIOGR�OTYZOZ[ZOUTY
���)[RZ[XGR�OTYZOZ[ZOUTY
���+IUTUSOI�ROLK

���� 0[YZ� 2G]Y� XKW[OXK� ROZZRK� explanation�� :NKOX� SKGTOTM� OY� OXXK\UIGHRK� OT� YOSVROIOZ_� GTJ
YVKIOLOIOZ_�

����3KTY� KSUZOUTY� GXK� YZOXXKJ� LGX�more�KLLKIZO\KR_�H_� ZNK� YVUQKT�]UXJ� ZNGT�H_� ZNK�]XOZZKT
]UXJ��:NOY�OY�]N_�G�X[ROTM�Z_XGTT_�]ORR�XKGIZ�SUXK�\OURKTZR_�ZU�MGZNKXOTMY�UL�JOYYKTZKXY�ZNGT�ZU
HUUQY�UX�VGSVNRKZY�

����:NK�UXMGTOI�LU[TJOTM�2G]�UL�ZNK�4GZOUT��UX�GT_�RG]��OY�K^GIZR_�GY�VKXZOTKTZ�GY�ZNK�]ORR�GTJ
VU]KX�ZU�KTLUXIK�OZ�

����'T�[TGXSKJ�UX�TUT�SOROZGTZ�6KUVRK�]ORR�HK�KTYRG\KJ�

����9USK�YG_�ZNK�VKT�OY�SUXK�VU]KXL[R�ZNGT�ZNK�Y]UXJ��6KXNGVY�YU��?KZ��ZNK�]UXJ�]OZNU[Z�ZNK
Y]UXJ�NGY�TU�G[ZNUXOZ_�

����:_XGTTOKY�GXK�[Y[GRR_�H[ORZ�YZKV�H_�YZKV�GTJ�JOYM[OYKJ�H_�TUHRK�XNKZUXOI�

����:NK�JOLLKXKTIK�HKZ]KKT�G�ZKXXUXOYZ�GTJ�G�VGZXOUZ�OY�IUTZXUR�UL�ZNK�VXKYY�

����:NK�P[JMSKTZY�UL�ZNK�M[GXJOGTY��ZNK�RKGJKXY��S[YZ�HK�ZX[K�ZU�4GZ[XGR�2G]�GTJ�ZKSVKXKJ�H_
XKGYUT�

����3GZKXOGROYS�OY�HGYK�GTJ�JKYZX[IZO\K��:NK�M[GXJOGTY�UL�G�4GZOUT�S[YZ�IUTYZGTZR_�]GXT�GMGOTYZ
GTJ�IUSHGZ�G�SGZKXOGROYZOI�YVOXOZ�OT�ZNK�4GZOUT��'IW[OYOZOUT�UL�]KGRZN�GTJ�VXUVKXZ_��GY�OY�TKKJKJ
LUX� ZNK� ]KRR� HKOTM� UL� UTKY� LGSOR_� GTJ� UHZGOTKJ� H_� NUTUXGHRK� SKGTY�� OY� XOMNZ� GTJ� VXUVKX�
+^VRUOZGZOUT��VGXZOI[RGXR_�ZNXU[MN�[Y[X_��OY�JKYZX[IZO\K�ZU�ZNK�TGZOUT�

����3GZKXOGROYS�RKGJY�SKT�ZU�YKKQ�GXZOLOIOGR�YZGZ[Y�ZNXU[MN�]KGRZN�UX�VXUVKXZ_��:X[K�YUIOGR�YZGZ[Y
IUSKY�LXUS�YKX\OIK�ZU�,GSOR_��8GIK��GTJ�4GZOUT�

����3GZKXOGROYS�[RZOSGZKR_� RKGJY� ZU�IUTYVOI[U[Y��[TTKIKYYGX_�IUTY[SVZOUT��]NOIN� OT� Z[XT� RKGJY
ZU�ZNK�XGVK�UL�4GZ[XK�GTJ�JKYZX[IZOUT�UL�ZNK�KT\OXUTSKTZ��/Z�OY�[TTGZ[XGR��:NK�ZX[K�M[GXJOGTY�UL
ZNK�4GZOUTY�S[YZ�HK�]NURR_�[TZGOTZKJ�H_�SGZKXOGROYS�

����:NK�L[TIZOUT�UL�G�SKXINGTZ�UX�YGRKYSGT� OY� ZU�VXU\OJK�G�SKZNUJ�UL�K^INGTMK��'�SKXINGTZ
]NU�VXUSUZKY�[TTKIKYYGX_�IUTY[SVZOUT�GTJ�SGZKXOGROYS�S[YZ�TUZ�HK�ZURKXGZKJ�

����:NK�UTR_�RG]L[R�L[TIZOUTY�UL�SUTK_�GXK�GY�G�SKJO[S�UL�K^INGTMK�GTJ�G�YZUXK�UL�\GR[K��'RR
UZNKX�[YKY�OTIR[JOTM�YUIOGR�KTMOTKKXOTM��YVKI[RGZOUT��OTLRGZOUT��GTJ�KYVKIOGRR_�[Y[X_�GXK�[TRG]L[R�
;Y[X_��OTZKXKYZ��GZ�GT_�VKXIKTZGMK�OY�G�NOMN�IXOSK��]NOIN�IGTTUZ�HK�ZURKXGZKJ�

����'�TGZOUT�]OZN�GT�GXOYZUIXGI_�UL�SUTK_��RG]_KXY��UX�SKXINGTZY�]ORR�HKIUSK�G�Z_XGTT_�

����:NK� YOSVRKYZ�]G_� ZU�JKYIXOHK� G�[Y[X_�HGYKJ� IKTZXGR�HGTQOTM� Y_YZKS� OY� ZNOY �:NK�HGTQKXY
JKSGTJ�ZNK�VXUVKXZ_�UL�ZNK�4GZOUT�GY�IURRGZKXGR�LUX�ZNKOX�RUGTY��'Z�OTZKXKYZ��SUXK�SUTK_�OY�U]KJ
ZNKS�ZNGT�ZNK_�IXKGZKJ�]OZN�ZNK�RUGTY��9U��K\KTZ[GRR_��ZNK�HGTQKXY�LUXKIRUYK�UT�ZNK�4GZOUT�

����;Y[X_� �OTZKXKYZ��� OTLRGZOUT��GTJ�UVVXKYYO\K� ZG^GZOUT�GXK� ZNKLZ�H_�JKIKVZOUT�GTJ�JKYZXU_� ZNK
SUXGR�LGHXOI�UL�ZNK�4GZOUT�

����=KGRZN�MGOTKJ�]OZNU[Z� YGIXOLOIKY�UX�NUTKYZ� RGHUX�]ORR�[Y[GRR_�HK�SOY[YKJ������4UZNOTM� OT
4GZ[XK�OY�YZGZOI!�KOZNKX�ZNK�ROLK�LUXIK�MXU]Y�GTJ�K^VGTJY�UX�OZ�JKIG_Y�GTJ�JOKY�
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����8KYVKIZ�S[YZ�HK�KGXTKJ!�OZ�IGTTUZ�HK�JKSGTJKJ�UX�GYY[SKJ�

����'\UOJ�G�\K^GZOU[Y�SGT��LUX�NOY�\KTUS�]ORR�VUOYUT�_U[X�U]T�TGZ[XK�

����9KRL�JOYIOVROTK�OY�G�SGXQ�UL�G�NOMNKX�SGT�

����5TK�SKGY[XK�UL�G�SGT�OY�INKKXL[RTKYY�OT�GJ\KXYOZ_�

���� '� LUUR� P[JMKY� UZNKXY� H_� ZNKOX� ]UXJY�� '� ]OYK� SGT� P[JMKY� UZNKXY� H_� ZNKOX� GIZOUTY� GTJ
GIIUSVROYNSKTZY�

���� /T�U[X� XKRGZOUTYNOVY�UX� OTZKXGIZOUTY��GY� OT�GRR�UL�4GZ[XKY� 2G]Y�� ZU� KGIN� GIZOUT� ZNKXK� OY� G
XKGIZOUT��:NGZ�]NOIN�]K�VRGTZ�]ORR�HK�NGX\KYZKJ��OL�TUZ�H_�U[XYKR\KY��ZNKT�H_�GTUZNKX�

����:NKYK�GXK�Y[XK�YOMTY�UL�G�YOIQ�UX�J_OTM�4GZOUT��/L�_U[�YKK�GT_�UL�ZNKS��_U[X�M[GXJOGTY�GXK
IUSSOZZOTM�ZXKGYUT 

�� 3O^OTM�GTJ�JKYZX[IZOUT�UL�ZNK�LU[TJOTM�XGIK
�� �*KYZX[IZOUT�UL�ZNK�LGSOR_�[TOZY
�� �5VVXKYYO\K�ZG^GZOUT
�� �)UXX[VZOUT�UL�ZNK�2G]
�� �:KXXUX�GTJ�Y[VVXKYYOUT�GMGOTYZ�ZNUYK�]NU�]GXT�UL�ZNK�4GZOUT’Y�KXXUX
�� �/SSUXGROZ_ �JX[MY��JX[TQKTTKYY��KZI�
�� �/TLGTZOIOJK��TU]�IGRRKJ�GHUXZOUT�
�� �*KYZX[IZOUT�UL�ZNK�I[XXKTI_��OTLRGZOUT�UX�[Y[X_�
�� �'ROKTY�OT�ZNK�RGTJ��GROKT�I[RZ[XK
��� �3GZKXOGROYS
��� �,UXKOMT�]GXY
��� �-[GXJOGTY��RKGJKXY��]NU�V[XY[K�]KGRZN�UX�MRUX_
��� �.USUYK^[GROZ_
��� �8KROMOUT�TUZ�HGYKJ�UT�4GZ[XGR�2G]

We must secure  the existence of our people and a future for white children.

~David Lane~
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GLOSSARY

���:KINTOIY�� '�]UXJ� ZNGZ�JKYIXOHKY�G�L[TIZOUT��KOZNKX�H_�G�3GINOTK��Y_YZKS��UX
LUXS�UL�-U\KXTSKTZ��'�VXUIKYY��KOZNKX�3KINGTOIGR�UX�TGZ[XGR�

���3UJKXT�� )UTTUZKY�G�VXUHRKSGZOIGR�K^GSVRK�UL�‘ZUJG_’Y’�SGT!�UL�ZNK�ZNOTQKXY�
6NORUYUVNKXY�� GTJ� MU\KXTSKTZ� ‘K^VKXZY’� ]NOIN� NG\K�� GTJ� GXK
VXKYKTZR_��RKGJOTg�[Y�OTZU�G�*GXQ�'MKY��/ZY�U\KX]NKRSOTM�IUTTUZGZOUT
OY�TKMGZO\K�

���/TTKX�3GT�� *KYIXOHKY�ZNK�KYYKTIK�UL�3GT�OT�G�‘OTZXG�VKXYUTGR’�XKRGZOUTYNOV�]OZN
GRR�]NU�GXK�‘U[ZYOJK’��/T�G�8GIOGR�YKTYK��OZ�XKVXKYKTZY�GRR�ZNGZ�OY�NKRJ
]OZNOT�ZNK�XGIOGR�LGSOR_��/T�XKRGZOUT�ZU�‘YVOXOZ’��OZ�JKLOTKY�ZNK�KYYKTIK
UL� =KYZKXT� SGT� ZU� ZNGZ� UL� TUT�=KYZKXT�� :NK� J[GROZ_� UL� TGZ[XK�
NKTIK��OTTKX�U[ZKX�SGT�

���8GIK�)[RZ[XK� :NK�XKRGZOUTYNOV�HKZ]KKT�UXMGTOYS�GTJ�UXMGTO`GZOUT��)[RZ[XK�OY�ZNK
UXMGTOI�VXUIKYY�H_�]NOIN�ZNK�8GIK�VXUIKKJY�OTZU�ZNK�I_IRK�UL�(OXZN�
2OLK��GTJ�9KTOROZ_��/Z�OY�ZNK�ZUZGR�KYYKTIK!�OZ�OY�ZNK�9U[R��GTJ�]NGZ�IGT
\OYOHR_�HK�YKKT�UL�ZNGZ�9U[R��8GIK�)[RZ[XK�OY�UXMGTOYS�

���=ORR�:U�+^VXKYY� :NOY� OY� ZNK� GIZOUT� OT� XKRGZOUT� ZU� SGT’Y� GHOROZ_� ZU� INGRRKTMK� NOY
KT\OXUTSKTZ��NOY�/TYZOZ[ZOUTGR�ZKINTOIY��/Z�OY�ZNK�YVOXOZ[GR�\GR[K�UL�NOY
JKZKXSOTGZOUT!�UL�NOY�GHOROZ_�ZU�Y[X\O\K�

��� 3KJOUIXK� :NOY� OY� the� JKLOTOZOUT� UL� ZNK� MXKGZ� SGYY�� /Z� OY� ]NGZ� ZNK� 3UJKXT
ZKGINKY��/Z�OY�NOY�\GR[K��/Z�OY�ZNK�RK\KROTM�UL�GRR�ZNGZ�OY�Y[VKXOUX�ZNGZ
NGY�TUHOROZ_��/Z�XKVXKYKTZY�ZNK�JKGZN�UL�=KYZKXT�SGT�

��� :XOHK� :NOY� IUTTUZKY� ZNK� XKRGZOUTYNOV� HKZ]KKT� G� 6KUVRK!� OZY� \GXOU[Y
XOZ[GROYZOI��GTJ�ZXGJOZOUTGR�XURK�OT�ZNK�SGQOTM�UL�G�RGXMKX�ZKINTOI��/Z�OY�
U[ZYOJK�UL�ZNK�LGSOR_��ZNK�SOIXUKRKSKTZ�UL�GRR�NOMNKX�I[RZ[XK��/Z�TKKJ
TUZ� HK� VXOSOZO\K� OT� TGZ[XK�� H[Z� IGT� HK� NOMNR_� ZKINTOIGR�� /Z� OY� ZNK
XGIOGR�XUUZ�UL�)[RZ[XK�

���)G[YGROZ_� :NK�KYYKTIK�UL� ZNK�[TQTU]T��]NOIN��GRZNU[MN� OZ�IGTTUZ�GR]G_Y�HK
YKKT��SKGY[XKJ��IGRI[RGZKJ��GTJ�ZNK�ROQK��TK\KXZNKRKYY��OTZKXGIZY�]OZN
K\KX_�UXMGTOYS�UT�ZNK�VRGTKZ��/Z�OY�IG[YK�GTJ�KLLKIZ!�OZ�OY�GIZOUT�GTJ
XKGIZOUT��/Z�YOSVR_�OY�

��� 3KRZOTM� 6UZ� '� ZKXS� IUOTKJ� H_� ZNK� 3UJKXT� GTJ� NOY� SOTOUTY�� 3KGTOTM� OY
[TJKXYZUUJ� OL�UTK�LOZY��IUTYIOU[YR_�� OTZU� ZNK�VY_INUYOY�UL� ZNK�SUH�
ZNGZ�[T�XGIOGR��[T�OTJKVKTJKTZ�SKJOUIXK�KRKSKTZ�UL�ZNK�3UJKXT��/Z�OY
G�IGZIN�VNXGYK��]OZN�TU�TGZ[XGR�SKGTOTM��[TRKYY�UTK�OY�VXKJOYVUYKJ�ZU
IUTYOJKX� OZ� OT� ROMNZ�UL� G� ‘YGSK�XGIK�� YKZZOTM!� ROQK� ZNK� -KXSGTOI�
9IGTJOTG\OGT�� 'TMRU�9G^UT� XKRGZOUTYNOV� UL� ZNK� UXOMOTGR� YKZZRKXY� UL
ZNOY�)UTZOTKTZ�
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����*K�0[XK� A'Y�UVVUYKJ�ZU�JK�LGIZUC�:NOY�OY�ZNK�‘XOMNZ�ZU�X[RK’�H_�IUTYKTZ!�TUZ
H_�YOSVRK�LUXIK�UL�GXSY�–�]NOIN�HKIUSKY��GZ�ZNOY�VUOTZ��G�JK�LGIZU
XOMNZ�

����)URRKIZO\K�)UTYIOU[YTKYY
:NOY�OY�ZNK�YZGZK�UL�SOTJ�OT�]NOIN�GRR�YKK��LKKR��GTJ�GIZ�OT�G�YOSORGX
LGYNOUT!�ZNOY�IGT�HK�LUX�RUTM�J[XGZOUT��UX�OZ�IGT�HK�LUX�G�YNUXZ�VKXOUJ�
:NOY� OY�TUZ�‘SGYY� N_VTUYOY’� GY� SGT_� ]U[RJ� ROQK� ZU� HKROK\K� H[Z�
YOSVR_�� ZNK�KTKXM_�UL�G�YOSORGX�6KUVRK�� XKYVUTJOTM� ZU�YZOS[RO� OT�G
TGZ[XGR��UXMGTOI��GTJ�L[TJGSKTZGR�LGYNOUT�

����*KSUIXGI_� :NK�Y_YZKS�UL�MU\KXTSKTZ�H_�]NOIN�ZNK�‘SGPUXOZ_’�NGY�XOMNZ�ZU�X[RK�
/T�ZNK�]UXRJ�UL�ZNK�3UJKXT��OZ�OY�ZNGZ�Y_YZKS�H_�]NOIN�NK�NGY�MGOTKJ
G� SUTUVUR_� UL� TGZOUTGR� VU]KX� A[YOTM� KRKSKTZY� U[ZYOJK� UL� ZNK
=KYZKXTC�� :NK� SKINGTOYS� [YKJ� NKXK� OY� LUXIK!� ZNK� =KYZ�� GTJ� ZNK
KTZOXK�VRGTKZ�]ORR�HK�‘LUXIKJ’�ZU�HKIUSK�JKSUIXGZOI��]NKZNKX�UX�TUZ
ZNK�VGXZOI[RGX� XGIK�I[RZ[XK� OY� XKGJ_� LUX� OZ�UX�TUZ�� /T� ZNOY�]G_�� ZNK
3UJKXT�]ORR�GR]G_Y�KTPUOT�NOY�]ORR�[VUT�GRR�VKUVRKY��:NK�SGPUXOZ_�UL
‘LUXIK’�]ORR�JOIZGZK�NOY�L[Z[XK�

����4UHOROZ_� :NK� YVOXOZ� UL� NUTKYZ_�� Y_SVGZN_�� GTJ� INGXGIZKX� ]NOIN� GRRU]Y� ZNK
OTJO\OJ[GR�ZU�ZXG\KR�ZNXU[MN�ROLK�]OZN�NKGJ�NKRJ�NOMN!�]OZN�ZNK�GHOROZ_
ZU�LGIK�GT_�UJJY��IUTW[KX�OZ��GTJ�ZNKXKH_�HKIUSOTM�YZXUTMKX��/Z�OY��UX
YNU[RJ�HK��ZNK�MUGR�UL�K\KX_�SGT�UX�]USGT�]NU�]OYNKJ�ZU�HKIUSK
KTTUHRKJ��/Z�OY�VGXZ�MKTKZOI��GTJ�KT\OXUTSKTZGR��/Z�OY�ZNK�ZUZGROZ_�UL
ZNK�XGIK�I[RZ[XK�

����,GSOR_� /T� ZNK� ZXGJOZOUTGR�YKTYK�UL�,GZNKX��3UZNKX��GTJ�ULLYVXOTM�� /Z� OY� ZNK
J[GROZ_�UL�SGRK�GTJ� LKSGRK!�UL� LOXK�GTJ�]GZKX��:NK�TGZOUT�GTJ�GRR
I[RZ[XK�XK\UR\K�[VUT�ZNK�‘G^OY’��/Z�OY�ZNK�IUTZOT[GZOUT�UL�ZNK�8GIK�

���� /SVKXGZO\K� )UTTUZKY� 9[X\O\GR�� /SVUXZGTIK�� '� TKIKYYGX_� XKW[OXKSKTZ� LUX� ZNK
Y[X\O\GR� UL� ZNK� UXMGTOYS��� ;YKJ� OT� ZNK� YKTYK� UL� :KXXOZUX_�� GTJ
6KXYUTGR�=ORR�

����)N[XINOGTOZ_� ;YKJ� ZU�IUTTUZK� ZNK�SUJKXT�‘P[JKU�INXOYZOGT’�KYYKTIK�UL�G� ZKINTOI
]NOIN��]NORK� ZXGJOZOUTGRR_�G�=KYZKXT�LUXS�Uf�XKROMOU[Y� ZKINTOI��NGY
HKKT� Z]OYZKJ�� GTJ� OY� TU]� HKOTM� [YKJ� ZU� VGIOL_�� OT[TJGZK�� GTJ
VXUSUZK� G� Y_YZKS� UL� [TO\KXYGROYS� M[OJKJ� H_� G� HKROKL� OT� SOJJRK�
KGYZKXT�:GRS[JOI�ZNU[MNZ�–�ZNK�2G]�UL�ZNK�3UJKXT��A�TUT�=KYZKXT
SGTOLKYZGZOUT�OT�OZY�VXKYKTZ�LUXS�

����:NK�=KYZ� :NOY�ZKXS�JKLOTKY�ZNK�ROSOZRKYY�HU[TJGXOKY�UL�ZNK�XGIOGR�IUSVUTKTZY
UL� ZNK� XGIOGR� HUJ_� UL� ZNK� /TJU�+[XUVKGT� =NOZK� 8GIK�� /Z� OY�� UTIK
GMGOT��XKVXKYKTZGZO\K�UL�UXMGTOYS��-KU�6UROZOIGR�HU[TJGXOKY�GXK
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-2599'8?�–�)54:*�

GXZOLOIOGR�OT�ZNOY�IUTZK^Z��'�XGIK�OY�G�XGIK��TU�SGZZKX�]NKXK�OZ�XKYOJKY�
:NK�YVOXOZ[GR�W[GROZ_�UL�ZNGZ�YGSK�VKUVRK��:NK�IUTTUZGZOUT�OY�YZXOIZR_
VUYOZO\K�
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Appendice II

8KVGXGZOUTY�UX�8KVGZXOGZOUT%

We hear much ado, constantly, regarding the positions and cultural diversity of the

various race cultures presently living within the boundaries of the continental United

States. The reality of a ‘majority’ race culture is quickly coming to a close. This has, for

many years now, been a cause celebre amongst the various groups agitating for their

individual rights and needs. Among many of these concerns which are voiced by the

various spokesmen and women for these groups one seems to stand out, especially

amongst those common and thinking persons of the race-culture of the West, namely, that

of Reparations.

Reparations can be looked at in many ways. To the sons and daughters of the race-culture

of Africa, reparations are seen in a definitive form, namely, as compensation for a wrong,

or something that is done to achieve this, usually seen in terms of monetary recompense

for the time their ancestors spent in slavery. The Japanese have, of course, received a

limited apology for wartime internment, which, as in all wars, sees extreme behavior by

both sides; the monies paid by this American government were small, and not consonant

with the pain inflicted upon their ancestors, yet it was a reparation. American mestizos, of

Mexican extraction, also see the viability of receiving something for perceived wrongs,

namely, the compensation or reaffirmation of their ancestral homeland, Azatlan.

Each of these groups are distinct race-cultures.

Without revisiting the question of who’s culture, it seems probable that the question of

survival for one, or for all, becomes paramount. The study of the rise of the West has

refrained from the voluminous studies, statistics, experts and their individual rationales

for why the West has maintained its particular individuality. For the ‘mass’, I think, the

time is passed to intellectually appreciate the conundrum in which they, as mass, find

themselves. The amount of time watching television, or its cousin, the computer, has

dumbed down the present generation to a point which can see no other reality than that

which is fed them on a daily basis, or what desires or needs have been met for the

moment. The contest of cultures, to be sure, is being played out.

Many cases can be made of abuse and excess. The West feels the same. No amount of

cynicism can mitigate this truth. No politician can gloss over, nor misrepresent these

sentiments to those common men and women of the West who live this present ‘dream’

of the Modern. Men and Women of the West see, also, the finite and ordinary roles of

their ancestors, their Mothers and Fathers, as passed down to them, as changed,

perverted, and sequestered by all manners of machinations by and through the ever-

evolving governmental technics of the age. True it is, that another sense of ‘reparation’

can be seen: That of a compensation demanded of a defeated nation by a victor. In this

case, the West has been defeated by those various and sundry groups and individuals and,
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most certainly, by our very own apathy, cowardice, and fear, which has led inextricably

to the cul-de-sac in which we now find ourselves. The victory, not won on any battlefield,

but by and through social programmes, racial reassessment, and historical

supplementation has put the members of the West in a quandary.

Why is it, for instance, that just forty years ago, the majority of America was white,

minorities, in many instances, were considered a distant, yet present danger, not quite

making the national news, and the ‘national leaders’ seemed to be working for the

interests of the majority race-culture, that is, the culture of the West? No matter what, or

who’s story we hear about discrimination, segregation, poverty, or denial, it is the sense

that all those Western feel, deep inside, that has been taken from them which truly

matters: The loss of something intangible, opaque, and not truly substantive, their own

Identity.

What we all feel, individually and as a group, is well known. What do we do about it, that

is the question which has been asked by at least four generations of our kind here in

America. If violence solves nothing, as we are always being told, unless state sanctioned

violence by the state is used to topple perceived dictators, or to solve disasters imposed

by ‘agenda’ thinkers of every stripe, in our name, then by what method do we extricate

ourselves, and secure a future for our children? A political/Judicial answer perhaps?

In this democracy, that is, the ‘democracy’ which has supplanted the Republic, we can

postulate just what our powers really are, or should be; the fact is, each one of us, a

hundred million fold, would not have much of a chance in securing the future of our own

country, let alone our own family, if it were put to a vote. However, for those of you,

those readers so predisposed to consider a change in the democratic fashion, let us here

cover a superb attempt at this very idea.

Our Republic, and our Constitution have set about to confront those areas in which The

People would have the ability to transform areas of their life, against any governmental

intrusion or design, by way of Amendment; as such, showing such a strong and national

inclination, could never be undone, such as our First and Second amendments, unless the

People themselves relinquished these hard won rights. A people do not voluntarily give

up its claim to liberty, unless they believe the lies and panderings of those individuals

who would supplant them. A healthy people would fight; a sickly and degenerate people

will simply give up.

Yes, an amendment. That is the ticket. That is the democratic way. Let us pursue this line

of thought for the future.
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Amendment to the Constitution:
'\KXZOTM�ZNK�*KIROTK�GTJ

,GRR�UL�'SKXOIG∗

PREFACE

=NKT�ZNK�LGZK�UL�G�TGZOUT�OY�OSVKXORKJ�LXUS�]OZNOT�OZY�U]T�XGTQY��GTJ�LXUS�GROKTY�]NU�NG\K�PUOTKJ
OZY�XGTQY��GTJ�]OZNOT�ZNK�YVGIK�UL�UTK�UX�Z]U�MKTKXGZOUTY��ZNK�YUIOKZ_�KYZGHROYNKJ�H_�OZY�LUXKLGZNKXY
NGY�HKKT�XO\KT�LXUS�OZY�LXGSK��ZNK�M[GXJOGTY�UL�ZNGZ�TGZOUT�S[YZ�ZGQK�GIZOUT�ZU�JKLKTJ�ZNKOX�VKUVRK
LXUS�ZNKOX�U]T�JKYZX[IZO\K�KRKSKTZY�GTJ�XKVGOX�ZNKOX�JKLKIZY��UX�HK�NKRJ�XKYVUTYOHRK�HKLUXK�-UJ�GTJ
SGT�LUX�ZNKOX�OTGIZOUT��'SKXOIG� OY�Y[IN�G�TGZOUT!� ZNK���’Y�GXK�G�VGXZ�UL�Y[IN�G�MKTKXGZOUT�GTJ�U[X
RUIGR�KRKIZKJ�ULLOIOGRY�GXK�ZNK�M[GXJOGTY�UL�]NUS�/�YVKGQ�

:NK�V[XVUYK�UL�ZNOY�ZK^Z�OY�ZU�XKSOTJ�ZNOY�MKTKXGZOUT�UL�OZY�UHROMGZOUTY�ZU�OZY�IU[TZX_��ZU�KTROMNZKT�OZ
OT�YUSK�SKGY[XK�GY� ZU� OZY�JKLKIZY�GTJ�JKYZX[IZO\K�KRKSKTZY��GTJ� ZU�VXKYKTZ�G�VRGT� ZU�IUXXKIZ� ZNKS�
9[HPKIZY�JOYI[YYKJ�NKXKOT�SG_�HK�IUTYOJKXKJ�H_�YUSK�ZU�HK�YKTYOZO\K�GTJ�K\KT�U[ZXGMKU[Y��H[Z�ZNK
OTIKTYKJ�GTJ�U[ZXGMKJ�]ORR�HK� ZNUYK�]NU�H_� ZNKOX�GIZOUT�UX�GZ� ZOSKY�H_� ZNKOX�\KX_�VXKYKTIK�]OZNOT
ZNK�TGZOUT�]KXK� ZNKSYKR\KY�U[ZXGMKU[Y�GTJ�IUTZXU\KXYOGR� Z]KTZ_�_KGXY�GMU��� :NK� IU[XYK� UL� GIZOUT
XKIUSSKTJKJ�H_� ZNOY� ZK^Z� OY�G�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�GSKTJSKTZ�VXKYKTZKJ� ZU� ZNK�YK\KXGR�YZGZKY� ZNXU[MN�G
IUT\KTZOUT�IGRRKJ�H_�)UTMXKYY�[VUT�VKZOZOUT�H_� ZNK� YK\KXGR� YZGZKY� ZNXU[MN� ZNKOX� RKMOYRGZ[XKY��]NU
]U[RJ�NG\K�ZNK�LUXKSUYZ�XKYVUTYOHOROZ_�LUX�GIZOUT��ZNGZ�ZNOY�ZK^Z�OY�VXOSGXOR_�JOXKIZKJ�

:NK�ZOSK�OY�TU]��'Y�6XKYOJKTZ�8UTGRJ�8KGMGT�YGOJ��“?U[�GTJ�/�NG\K�G�XKTJK`\U[Y�]OZN�JKYZOT_��=K
IGT�VXKYKX\K�LUX�U[X�INORJXKT�ZNOY�RGYZ�HKYZ�NUVK�UL�SGT�UT�KGXZN�UX�]K�IGT�YKTZKTIK�ZNKS�ZU�ZGQK
ZNK� LOXYZ� YZKV� OTZU� G� ZNU[YGTJ� _KGXY� UL� JGXQTKYY�� /L� ]K� LGOR�� GZ� RKGYZ� RKZ� U[X� INORJXKT� GTJ� U[X
INORJXKT’Y�INORJXKT�YG_�UL�[Y�]K� P[YZOLOKJ�U[X�HXOKL�SUSKTZ�NKXK��=K�JOJ�GRR� ZNGZ�IU[RJ�HK�JUTK�”
AKSVN��GJJKJC

/��:8+4*9�/4�'3+8/)'

�� /TZXUJ[IZOUT

'SKXOIG�NGY�INGTMKJ�JXGSGZOIGRR_� OT� ZNK� RGYZ� ZNOXZ_�_KGXY��8GVOJ�GTJ�K^ZXKSK�INGTMK�NGY�GLLKIZKJ
K\KX_�XKMOUT�UL�U[X�IU[TZX_�GTJ�K\KX_�GYVKIZ�UL�U[X� RO\KY��'J\GTIKSKTZY� OT�Y[IN�GXKGY�UL�TGZ[XGR
YIOKTIK�GY�INKSOYZX_��VN_YOIY��GMXOI[RZ[XK��KRKIZXUTOIY�GTJ�KTMOTKKXOTM�NG\K�OSVXU\KJ�ZNK�W[GROZ_�UL
U[X� RO\KY�� NG\K� SGJ� [Y� NKGRZNOKX�� GTJ� NG\K� MO\KT� [Y� SUXK� IUSLUXZY�� :NK� UVVUYOZK� YOJK� UL� ZNK
GJ\GTIKSKTZY�SGJK�OT�TGZ[XGR�YIOKTIKY�GXK�ZNK�INGTMKY�ZNGZ�NG\K�UII[XXKJ�OT�ZNK�YUIOGR�YIOKTIKY��OT
Y[IN� GXKGY� GY� RG]�� VUROZOIY�� XKROMOUT�� KZNOIY�� XGIK� XKRGZOUTY� GTJ� ZNK� YZX[IZ[XK� UL� U[X� YUIOKZ_� GTJ
GIZO\OZOKY�UL�OZY�SKSHKXY��)NGTMKY�ZNGZ�NG\K�UII[XXKJ�OT�ZNKYK�GXKGY�GXK�GY�VXULU[TJ�GTJ�JXGSGZOI�GY
ZNK� INGTMKY� OT� ZNK� TGZ[XGR� YIOKTIKY�� .U]K\KX�� ]NKXK� INGTMKY� SGJK� OT� ZNK� TGZ[XGR� YIOKTIKY� IGT
MKTKXGRR_�HK�IGRRKJ�GJ\GTIKSKTZY��INGTMKY�OT�ZNK�YUIOGR�YIOKTIKY�IGTTUZ�HK�IUTYOJKXKJ�Y[IN��/TJKKJ�

                                                  

1  Here Mr. Pace is speaking of the turbulent 60’s in which racial integration was foisted upon unwilling

members of Western stock as a ‘majority’ by the machinations and cowardice of the federal government.

Force was used in Arkansas [1957] to force members of the West to accept social change/control as seen by

those who change the primitive fundamental construct of race-culture, to the detriment of all parties

involved. FLS
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GY�]K�]ORR�K^GSOTK�HKRU]��ZNK�UXJKX�GTJ�YZX[IZ[XK�UL�U[X�YUIOKZ_�OY�GY�SGXQKJ�H_�JKIROTK�GY�]UXRJ
ZKINTURUM_�OY�SGXQKJ�H_�GJ\GTIKSKTZ�

/T�'SKXOIG’Y�W[KYZ�LUX�G�SUXK�VXUMXKYYO\K�GTJ�HKZZKX� ROLK��SGT_�UL� ZNK�GJ\GTIKSKTZY�SGJK� OT� ZNK
GXKG� UL� ZKINTURUM_� GXK� ULLYKZ� H_� XKMXKYYOUT� OT� U[X� YUIOGR� UXJKX� GTJ� YZX[IZ[XK�� 'TJ� P[YZ� GY
ZKINTURUMOIGR�OTLKXOUXOZ_�]ORR�XKY[RZ�OT�JKLKGZ�OT�ZNK�HGZZRKLOKRJ�GTJ�OT�ZNK�SGXQKZVRGIK�GZ�ZNK�NGTJY�UL
U[X� KTKSOKY� GTJ� IUSVKZOZUXY�� YUIOGR� OTLKXOUXOZ_� ]ORR� XKY[RZ� OT� U[X� IUTW[KYZ� H_� Y[VKXOUX� UX� SUXK
GXZL[RR_�YZX[IZ[XKJ�YUIOGR�UXJKXY��UX�VUYYOHR_�H_�SUXK�VXOSOZO\K�H[Z�SUXK�KLLKIZO\K�YUIOGR�UXJKXY��UX
JKSOYK�H_�OTZKXTGR�IURRGVYK�

/T�UXJKX�ZU�JKZKXSOTK�ZNK�I[XXKTZ�YZGZK�UL�U[X�YUIOKZ_��RKZ�[Y�HXOKLR_�K^GSOTK�OZY�\GXOU[Y�GYVKIZY�GTJ
YKK�]NGZ�INGTMKY�NG\K�XKIKTZR_�UII[XXKJ�ZNKXKOT��=K�YNGRR�K^GSOTK�GYVKIZY�UL�INGTMK�OT�ZNK�IUTZK^Z
UL� Z]U�VXOSGX_�GXKGY��XGIOGR� OJKTZOZ_�GTJ�YZGTJGXJY�UL�IUTJ[IZ��5[X�XGIOGR� OJKTZOZ_�KTIUSVGYY�Y[IN
OYY[KY�GY�XGIOGR�IUSVUYOZOUT�GTJ�I[RZ[XK��5TR_�XGIOGR�IUSVUYOZOUT��NU]K\KX��]ORR�HK�JOYI[YYKJ�NKXKOT�
5[X� YZGTJGXJY� UL� IUTJ[IZ� GXK� JO\OJKJ� OTZU� ZNXKK� IGZKMUXOKY�� ZNUYK� IUTIKXTOTM� ZNK� LGSOR_�� ZNUYK
IUTIKXTOTM� ZNK�IUSS[TOZ_�GTJ� ZNUYK�IUTIKXTOTM� OTJ[YZX_��:NK�YZGTJGXJY�UL�IUTJ[IZ�IUTIKXTOTM� ZNK
LGSOR_�OTIR[JK�Y[IN�OYY[KY�GY�RO\OTM�VGZZKXTY�GTJ�YK^[GR�KZNOIY��:NK�YZGTJGXJY�UL�IUTJ[IZ�IUTIKXTOTM
ZNK�IUSS[TOZ_�OTIR[JK�XKROMOUT��IXOSK��JX[M�GH[YK��KTZKXZGOTSKTZ�GTJ�ROZOMGZOUT��)UTIKXTOTM�OTJ[YZX_�
ZNK�YZGTJGXJY�UL�IUTJ[IZ�OTIR[JK�VU\KXZ_��KJ[IGZOUT�GTJ�VXUJ[IZOUT��GTJ�ZKINTURUM_��'�Y[SSGX_�UL
XKIKTZ�INGTMKY�OT�U[X�YUIOKZ_�XKMGXJOTM�ZNKYK�OYY[KY�OY�YKZ�LUXZN�HKRU]�

�� 8GIOGR�/JKTZOZ_
�G� 8GIOGR�)USVUYOZOUT�UL�ZNK�4GZOUT

:NK�YZGZOYZOIY�GTJ�LGIZY�XKRGZOUT�ZU�XGIOGR�IUSVUYOZOUT�GTJ�JKSUMXGVNOIY�OT�'SKXOIG�GXK�OTIUSVRKZK
OT�SGT_�XKYVKIZY��:]U�IG[YKY�UL�ZNOY�GXK��O��ZNK�[TJUI[SKTZKJ�GTJ�[TJUI[SKTZGHRK�ORRKMGR�GROKTY�OT
ZNOY� TGZOUT�� ZNK� T[SHKXY� UL� ]NOIN� GXK� OSVUYYOHRK� ZU� IGRI[RGZK� GII[XGZKR_�� GTJ� �OO�� ZNK� SKZNUJ� UL
IRGYYOLOIGZOUT�KSVRU_KJ�H_�MU\KXTSKTZ�GMKTIOKY�� OTIR[JOTM� ZNK�;�9��([XKG[�UL� ZNK�)KTY[Y��]NOIN
ULZKT� UHYI[XKY� XGIOGR� IRGYYOLOIGZOUT�� ]NOIN� ULZKT� UHYI[XKY� XGIOGR� IRGYYOLOIGZOUT�� 4U� UTK� QTU]Y� NU
SGT_� ORRKMGR�GROKTY�GXK�TUZ� OT�'SKXOIG�TUX�NU]�SGT_�KTZKX�KGIN�_KGX��:NK� OYY[K� OY�YKTYOZO\K�GTJ
\URGZORK��2OHKXGR�GTJ�SOTUXOZ_�MXU[VY�IOZK� RU]�KYZOSGZKY�]NORK�VUROZOIGRR_�IUTYKX\GZO\K�MXU[VY�IOZK
NOMNKX�LOM[XKY���6UYYOHR_� ZNK�UTR_�]G_� ZU�MKZ�G�XKGR�LKKROTM�GY� ZU� ZNK�T[SHKX�UL� ORRKMGR�GROKTY� OY� ZU
\OYOZ�Y[IN�YZGZKY�GY�:K^GY�GTJ�)GROLUXTOG�]NKXK�ZNK�NOMNKYZ�IUTIKTZXGZOUT�UL�ZNKS�XKYOJK�GTJ�UHYKX\K
ZNK�YOZ[GZOUT�LOXYZNGTJ�

/TIUSVRKZKTKYY�OT�LGIZY�XKRGZOTM�ZU�XGIOGR�IUSVUYOZOUT�GTJ�JKSUMXGVNOIY�GXOYKY�L[XZNKX�HKIG[YK�;�9�
MU\KXTSKTZ� GMKTIOKY� JU� TUZ� GR]G_Y� IUSVORK� YZGZOYZOIY� OT� G� IRKGX� UX� IUTYOYZKTZ� SGTTKX�� :NK
MU\KXTSKTZ�XKIUXJY�\GXOU[Y�YZGZOYZOIY�IUTIKXTOTM�.OYVGTOI�ASKYZO`UC�GTJ�9VGTOYN–UXOMOT�VKXYUTY��H[Z
NGY� YTUZ� HKKT� GY� [TOLUXS� OT� OZY� IRGYYOLOIGZOUT� UL� ZNKS�� 'Z� ZOSKY�� .OYVGTOI� ASKYZO`UC� NG\K� HKKT
IRGYYOLOKJ�GY�TUT]NOZK��GTJ�GZ�UZNKX�ZOSKY�GY�]NOZK��GTJ�I[XXKTZR_��ZNK_�GXK�TUZ�JO\OJKJ�GIIUXJOTM�ZU
XGIK�GZ�GRR��,UX�K^GSVRK��OT�ZNK�\GXOU[Y�,KZGR�*KGZN�8GZOU��4KUTGZGR��/TLGTZ��GTJ�3GZKXTGR�3UXZGROZ_
8GZKY�H_�8GIK � ����� ZU� ������ ZNK� 3K^OIGTY� ]KXK� GZ� ZOSKY� OTIR[JKJ� OT� ZNK� IGZKMUX_� “4KMXU�GTJ
5ZNKX�”��GTJ�GZ�UZNKX� ZOSKY�]KXK� OTIR[JKJ� OT� ZNK�IGZKMUX_�“=NOZK�”�� 3K^OIGTY� ASKYZO`UC� JOJ� TUZ
INGTMK� ZNKOX� YQOT� IURUX�� H[Z� MU\KXTSKTZGR� YZGZOYZOIOGTY� INGTMKJ� ZNKOX� IRGYYOLOIGZOUT�� )[XXKTZR_�� ZNK
ZXKTJ�OT�;�9��MU\KXTSKTZ�YZGZOYZOIY�OY�ZU�OTIR[JK�G�LUUZTUZK�LUX�JGZG�IUTIKXTOTM�.OYVGTOIY�ASKYZO`UC
VXU\OJOTM � “6KXYUTY� UL� 9VGTOYN� UXOMOT� SG_� HK� UL� GT_� XGIK�”�� :NK� OTIUTYOYZKTI_� UL� ZNOY� OY

                                                  

1 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, Historical Census of the United States, Colonial

Times to 1970, 57 (1975) [herein after cited as ./9:58/)'2�9:':/9:/)9]
2 Ibid. at 45
3 See, e.g. U.S. Department of Commerce…(1982)
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IUSVU[TJKJ� H_� ZNK� XKH[ZZGHRK� VXKY[SVZOUT� ZNGZ� K^OYZY� OT� ZNK� ;�9�� MU\KXTSKTZ� ZU� ZNK� KLLKIZ� ZNGZ
.OYVGTOI�ASKYZO`UC�GXK�]NOZK��]NOIN�SKGTY��LUX�K^GSVRK��ZNGZ�YZGZOYZOIY�XKMGXJOTM�3K^OIGTY�ASKYZO`UC
GXK� ULZKT� IUSHOTKJ� ]OZN� ZNUYK� LUX� 'TMRU�9G^UTY�� ,[XZNKX�� OT� Y[X\K_Y� LUX� MU\KXTSKTZ� V[XVUYKY
IUTIKXTOTM�SGZZKXY�UL�XGIK�� ZNK�I[XXKTZ�JKLOTOZOUT�UL�]NOZK� OTIR[JKY�3OJJRK�+GYZKXTKXY�GTJ�VKXYUTY
LXUS� 'YOG� 3OTUX� GY� ]KRR� GY� +[XUVKGTY��� :N[Y�� ULZKT� LUX� YZGZOYZOIGR� V[XVUYKY�� 'XGHY� GTJ� 'TMRU�
9G^UTY�GXK�MXU[VKJ�ZUMKZNKX��,UX�V[XVUYKY�UL�ZNOY�ZK^Z��3OJJRK�+GYZKXTKXY��VKXYUTY�LXUS�'YOG�3OTUX
GTJ�.OYVGTOIY�ASKYZO`UC�GXK�MKTKXGRR_�TUZ�IRGYYOLOKJ�GY�]NOZK��=OZN�ZNOY�YZGZK�UL�GLLGOXY�OT�SOTJ��RKZ
[Y�K^GSOTK�ZNK�XGIOGR�IUSVUYOZOUT�UL�'SKXOIG�GTJ�ZUJG_�

/T������� ZNK�VUV[RGZOUT�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�]GY� P[YZ�U\KX�����SORROUT��UL�]NOIN�SUXK� ZNGT����
SORROUT� ]KXK� ]NOZK� GTJ� GHU[Z� ��� SORROUT� ]KXK� TUT�]NOZK���.OYVGTOIY� ASKYZO`UC�� HKIG[YK� UL� ZNKOX
YSGRR� T[SHKXY�� JOJ� TUZ� IUTYZOZ[ZK� G� YKVGXGZK� IGZKMUX_�� :NK� 'SKXOIGT� VUV[RGZOUT� ]GY� ��� VKXIKTZ
]NOZK��/T������� ZNK�VUV[RGZOUT�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�]GY� P[YZ�U\KX�����SORROUT��UL�]NOIN�U\KX����
SORROUT�]KXK�]NOZK�����SORROUT�4KMXUKY��GTJ�����SORROUT�]KXK�UL�UZNKX�XGIKY��'SKXOIG�]GY�GHU[Z���
VKXIKTZ�]NOZK� GTJ����VKXIKTZ�4KMXU� GTJ�UZNKX� XGIKY��:NK������ IKTY[Y�JOJ�TUZ�MKTKXGRR_� IUTZGOT
YKVGXGZKJ� IGZKMUXOKY� LUX� ZNK� .OYVGTOIY� ASKYZO`UC�� 5XOKTZGRY�� 6GIOLOI� /YRGTJKXY� UX� UZNKX� TUT]NOZK
MXU[VY��:NKXK�]KXK�UTR_� ZNXKK�IRGYYOLOIGZOUTY �“]NOZK�”�“4KMXU�”�GTJ�“5ZNKX�”�)KTY[Y� ZGQKXY�]KXK
OTYZX[IZKJ�ZU�IRGYYOL_�.OYVGTOIY�ASKYZO`UC�GY�KOZNKX�“]NOZK”�OL�ZNKOX�GVVKGXGTIK�]GY�]NOZK�UX�“5ZNKX”
OL�ZNKOX�GVVKGXGTIK�]GY�TUT]NOZK��-XGJ[GRR_�ZNK�.OYVGTOI�ASKYZO`UC�OSSOMXGZOUT�MXK]�[TZOR�ZNK�;�9�
)KTY[Y�([XKG[�LKRZ�OZ�]GY�TKIKYYGX_�ZU�IRGYYOL_�ZNKS�YKVGXGZKR_��*[XOTM�ZNK�����’Y�ZNK�JUI[SKTZKJ
.OYVGTOI� ASKYZO`UC� VUV[RGZOUT� OTIXKGYKJ� H_� ��� VKXIKTZ���“(KZ]KKT� �������� N[MK� OTIXKGYKY� UL
<OKZTGSKYK� GTJ� 3K^OIGT� ASKYZO`UC� OSSOMXGTZY� GIIU[TZKJ� LUX� ��� VKXIKTZ� UL� ZNK� ZUZGR� XOYK� OT
OSSOMXGZOUT�”�

/T������� ZNK�VUV[RGZOUT�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�]GY�U\KX�����SORROUT��UL�]NOIN�TUT]NOZKY�� OTIR[JOTM
.OYVGTOIY� ASKYZO`UC�� ZUZGRKJ��U\KX����SORROUT��� /T� UZNKX� ]UXJY�� H_� ������ 'SKXOIG� NGJ�� UL� XKIUXJ�
HKIUSK� ��� VKXIKTZ� TUT]NOZK�� :NKYK� LOM[XKY� JU� TUZ� OTIR[JK� GT� GII[XGZK� KYZOSGZOUT� UL� ZNK
[TJUI[SKTZKJ�ORRKMGR�GROKTY��VXOSGXOR_�.OYVGTOI�ASKYZO`UC�GTJ�5XOKTZGR��]NU�T[SHKX�SGT_�SORROUTY
SUXK��(GYKJ�[VUT�ZNK�T[SHKX�UL�ORRKMGR�OSSOMXGTZY�GIZ[GRR_�GVVXKNKTJKJ�GZ�ZNK�;�9��HUXJKX�H_�ZNK
(UXJKX�6GZXUR��OZ�OY�KYZOSGZKJ�ZNGZ��OT�GRR��U\KX���SORROUT�3K^OIGTY�ASKYZO`UC�ORRKMGRR_�OSSOMXGZKJ�ZU
ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY� OT������GRUTK��� /Z� YNU[RJ�HK�TUZKJ� ZNGZ� ORRKMGR�]NOZK� OSSOMXGZOUT� ZU� ZNK�;TOZKJ
9ZGZKY�IUTYZOZ[ZKY�G�TKMROMOHRK�VKXIKTZGMK�UL�ZNK�ZUZGR�ORRKMGR�VUV[RGZOUT�

,XUS����������GHU[Z�����SORROUT�XKIUXJKJ� OSSOMXGTZY�IGSK�LXUS�+[XUVK��'[YZXGROG��4K]�@KGRGTJ�
)GTGJG� UX� UZNKX� ]NOZK� IU[TZXOKY�� IUSVXOYOTM� ��� VKXIKTZ� UL� ZNK� ZUZGR� OSSOMXGTZY� LUX� ZNOY� VKXOUJ�
'IIUXJOTM� ZU� ZNK�;�9��)KTY[Y��LXUS����������UL� ZNK�����SORROUT�XKIUXJKJ� OSSOMXGTZY�������VKXIKTZ
IGSK�LXUS�]NOZK�IU[TZXOKY�������VKXIKTZ�]KXK�LXUS�TUT]NOZK�IU[TZXOKY��:GQOTM�ZNK�_KGX������GY�GT
K^GSVRK� UL� XKIKTZ� RKMGR� OSSOMXGZOUT� ZXKTJY�� ZNK� ;�9�� /SSOMXGZOUT� GTJ� 4GZ[XGRO`GZOUT� 9KX\OIK
XKIUXJKJ� �������� OSSOMXGTZY�� UL� ]NOIN� ����� VKXIKTZ� ]KXK� LXUS� ]NOZK� IU[TZXOKY�� GTJ� XKIUXJKJ
OSSOMXGTZY��/L��LUX�ZNGZ�_KGX��]K�KYZOSGZK�ZNGZ�ORRKMGR�GTJ�[TXKIUXJKJ�3K^OIGT�ASKYZO`UC�GZ�UTR_����

                                                  

1 Historical Statistics, supra note 7, at 9.
2 4+=9=++1, Jan. 17, 1983, at 23.
3 Ibid.
4 Newspaper Enterprises Association, Inc., :.+�=582*�'23'4')���(551�5,�,'):9, 210 (1983).
5 4+=9=++1, Ibid., at 22.
6 We now are aware, of course, that up to 12-15 million illegal Mexican [mestizo] immigrants now reside

within the continental united states. FLS
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SORROUT� GTJ� ZNK� 'YOGT� GTJ� 6GIOLOI� /YRGTJ� ORRKMGR� GTJ� [TXKIUXJKJ� OSSOMXGTZY� GZ� ���� SORROUT�� ZNGZ
]U[RJ�SKGT�ZNGZ�LUX�ZNK�_KGX�������'SKXOIG�NGY�YKKT�G�JXGSGZOI�OTIXKGYK�UL�TUT]NOZK�OSSOMXGZOUT�
]OZN������KYZOSGZKJ�ZU�NG\K�ZNK�NOMNKYZ�T[SHKX�UL�TUT]NOZK�OSSOMXGTZY�KTZKX�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�UL
GT_�VXOUX�_KGX��:NOY�ZXKTJ�OY�TUZ�YKKT�ZU�HK�INGTMOTM�OT�ZNK�TKGX�L[Z[XK�
=OZN�GT�KYZOSGZKJ���SORROUT�ORRKMGR�3K^OIGT�ASKYZO`UC�OSSOMXGTZY�OT������GRUTK��GTJ�G�HOXZN�XGZK�LUX
.OYVGTOIY� ASKYZO`UC� OT�'SKXOIG�GZ�����VKX�������IUSVGXKJ�]OZN����VKX������ LUX�]NOZKY�� ����VKX
�����LUX�HRGIQY���ZNK�2GZOTO`GZOUT�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�OY�VGXZOI[RGXR_�YGROKTZ��+YZOSGZKY�UL�.OYVGTOI
ASKYZO`UC�MXU]ZN�ZU����SORROUT�H_������OY�W[OZK�VUYYOHRK�

'Y�G� XKY[RZ�UL�I[XXKTZ�;�9�� OSSOMXGZOUT�VUROIOKY�� ORRKMGR� OSSOMXGZOUT� ZXKTJY��NOMN� LKXZOROZ_� XGZKY�UL
TUT]NOZKY�� OTIR[JOTM�.OYVGTOI�ASKYZO`UC�� RU]�LKXZOROZ_�XGZKY�UL�]NOZKY��GTJ� ZNK�MXU]OTM�UII[XXKTIKY
UL�OTZKXXGIOGR�SGXXOGMK���[TRKYY�SKGY[XKY�GXK�ZGQKT�LUXZN]OZN��OT�RKYY�ZNGT�Z]U�JKIGJKY��'SKXOIG�]ORR
HK�SUXK�ZNGT����VKXIKTZ�TUT]NOZK��GTJ�OT�Z]U�SUXK�JKIGJKY��]NOZK�'SKXOIG�]ORR�HK�\OXZ[GRR_�Y]KVZ
G]G_�

9ZGTJGXJY�UL�)UTJ[IZ�)UTIKXTOTM�ZNK�,GSOR_
2O\OTM�6GZZKXTY

A9KK�:K^ZC

�H��9K^[GR�8KRGZOUTY�5[ZYOJK�UL�3GXXOGMK

A9KK�:K^ZC

�I��'HUXZOUT

A9KK�:K^ZC

�J�

A9KK�:K^ZC

9ZGTJGXJY�UL�)UTJ[IZ�)UTIKXTOTM�ZNK�)USS[TOZ_
�G��8KROMOUT

/T�������XKYVUTJKTZY� ZU�G�-GRR[V�6URR�UT� ZNK� OTLR[KTIK�UL�XKROMOUT� OT�'SKXOIG�LKRZ�U\KX]NKRSOTMR_
ZNGZ� XKROMOUT� NGJ� GT� OTIXKGYOTM� OTLR[KTIK� UT� 'SKXOIGT� ROLK�� 'RSUYZ� ��� VKXIKTZ� LKRZ� ZNGZ� XKROMOU[Y
OTLR[KTIK�]GY�OTIXKGYOTM��]NORK�UTR_����VKXIKTZ�LKRZ�ZNGZ�OZ�]GY�RUYOTM�OTLR[KTIK��(_�������UTR_���
VKXIKTZ�LKRZ�XKROMOU[Y�OTLR[KTIK�]GY�OTIXKGYOTM�GTJ����VKXIKTZ�LKRZ�ZNGZ�OZ�]GY�JKIXKGYOTM���'IIUXJOTM
ZU�G�Y[X\K_�UL� ZNK�4GZOUTGR�5VOTOUT�8KYKGXIN�)KTZKX� OT����������VKXIKTZ�UL� ZNK�'SKXOIGT�V[HROI
GZZKTJKJ�IN[XIN�UX�UZNKX�XKROMOU[Y�YKX\OIK�GZ�RKGYZ�UTK�G�]KKQ��/T�������ZNGZ�VKXIKTZGMK�JXUVVKJ�ZU

                                                  

1 The technics of ‘marriage’ could, at some point create a sense of false security, since it is not, necessarily,

marriage proper, which is of concern here; rather, that of sexual union, period. With the numerical

advancement of child-bearing females of Western stock, over that of their male counterparts, and the

likelihood of permanent or semi-permanent liaisons between inter-racial couples, the magnitude of the

burgeoning births from these unions will be extraordinary, and will add, geometrically, to the changing face

of the United States and its Western countenance. FLS
2 U.S. Department of Commerce, Social Indicators III, at 515 (1980); American Institute of Public Opinion,

The Gallup Poll: Public Opinion, 1972-199, The Gallup Opinion Index, rep. no. 145 (1978).
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�����VKXIKTZ��6XOUX�ZU�������YINUURY�OT�SGT_�YZGZKY�NGJ�\UR[TZGX_�JGOR_�VXG_KXY�GTJ�(OHRK�XKGJOTMY�
/T�������ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�JKIRGXKJ�ZNUYK�GIZY�ZU�HK�[TIUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR��

�H��)XOSK

A9KK�:K^ZC

�I��*X[M�'H[YK

A9KK�:K^ZC

�J��+TZKXZGOTSKTZ

A:NOY� YKIZOUT� OT\UR\KY� ZNK� OYY[K� UL� SUXKY�� UX� SUXGR� INGXGIZKX�� GTJ� NU]� ZNOY� OY� GLLKIZKJ� H_� ZNK
ZKINTOI�UL�\OY[GR�GTJ�]XOZZKT�SKJO[SY��:NK�OYY[K��OT�S_�UVOTOUT��OY�TUZ��GTJ�TK\KX�NGY�HKKT�UTK�UL
,OXYZ�'SKTJSKTZ� OYY[KY!� XGZNKX�� OZ� OY� ZU�]NGZ� ROTK�UTK�NURJY�UTKYKRL� ZUU��:NK�N[SGT� OSV[RYK� ZU
YK^[GROZ_�OY�TUXSGZO\K��GTJ�IUTZOT[KY�ZNXU[MNU[Z�ROLK��NU]K\KX��ZU�GRRU]�UTKY�OSV[RYK�ZU�JOXKIZ�GTJ
RKGJ�H_�ZNK�TUYK��GY�OZ�]KXK��UT�G�IU[XYK�]NOIN�YKX\KY�TUZNOTM�H[Z�ROIKTYK��OY�TUZ�OT�ZNK�HKYZ�OTZKXKYZ
UL�ZNUYK�UL�ZNK�=KYZ��TUX�GT_�UZNKX�VKUVRK��GY�ZNK�OTK\OZGHRK�XKY[RZ�OY�GR]G_Y�ZU�ZNK�JKZXOSKTZ��GTJ
YUIOGR�JKYZX[IZOUT�UL�ZNK�MXU[V�UX�OTJO\OJ[GR�]NOIN�GRRU]Y�NOY�YKTYKY�ZU�IUTZXUR�NOY�SUXGR�VGZN]G_�
'Y� ]KRR�� RKZ� [Y� JOLLKXKTZOGZK� LXUS� ZNK� =KYZKXT� K^VKXOSKTZ� OT� ‘OTJO\OJ[GROZ_’�� ]NOIN� NGY� HKKT
IUSSGTJKKXKJ�H_�KRKSKTZY�]NU�KYVU[YK�VKXYUTGR� ROHKXZ_��_KZ�[ZORO`K� OZY� L[TJGSKTZGR�U[ZIUSK�� ZU
L[XZNKX� GT� GMKTJG�]NOIN�� OL�TUZ� IUTZXURRKJ��]U[RJ�SUYZ� IKXZGOTR_�� IUTZOT[K� ZU� K^VRUOZ� ZNUYK�HGYOI
N[SGT�TKKJY�GTJ�JKYOXKY�LUX�ZNKOX�U]T�KIUTUSOI�GTJ�ZNKUXKZOIGR�GMKTJGY��,29C

/T�GXKGY�UL�KTZKXZGOTSKTZ�OT�XKIKTZ�_KGXY��U[X�ZGYZKY�NG\K�HKIUSK�RK]J�GTJ�RKYY�XKLOTKJ��5[X�SU\OKY
GTJ�HUUQY� Z_VOIGRR_�IUTZGOT�MXKGZ�GSU[TZY�UL�T[JOZ_�GTJ�VXULGTOZ_�GTJ�VUXZXG_� ZNK� RU]KYZ�YZGTJGXJ
UL�SUXGROZ_��GTJ�U[X� RKMGR�Y_YZKS� A0[JOIOGX_C�IUTJUTKY� ZNOY��'T�GIZUX�]NU� XKL[YKJ� ZU� ZGQK�ULL�NOY
IRUZNKY� LUX�G�SU\OK�YIKTK� OT�G�SU\OK�GRXKGJ_�[TJKX�VXUJ[IZOUT,� XKIKO\KJ�G�2UY�'TMKRKY�9[VKXOUX
)U[XZ� Y[SSUTY�UXJKXOTM�NOS�“ZU�IUSVR_�]OZN�GRR�UXJKXY�UL� ZNK�VXUJ[IKX�”��5[X� ZKRK\OYOUT�YNU]Y�
GRYU�IUTZGOTOTM�VXULGTOZ_��OT\UR\K�VXUZGMUTOYZY�]NU�TUZ�UTR_�GXK�HGJ�XURK�SUJKRY��H[Z�]NU�GXK�ULZKT
NUSUYK^[GRY��GJ[RZKXKXY��GTJ�K\KT�VKXVKZXGZUXY�UL� OTIKYZ��+GIN�UL� ZNKYK� LUXSY�UL�KTZKXZGOTSKTZ� OY
IUTYOJKXKJ�SGOTYZXKGS�GTJ�LUX�ZNK�IUSSUT�SGT�AKSVN��GJJKJC�

'SKXOIGTY� YVKTJ� GVVXU^OSGZKR_� ���� NGXJIUXK� VUXTUMXGVN_� SUZOUT� VOIZ[XK� NU[YKY� OT� ZNK� ;TOZKJ
9ZGZKY�� TUZ� OTIR[JOTM� ZNUYK� YNU]OTM� VUXTUMXGVNOI� NUSUYK^[GR� SU\OKY�� :NOXZ_� _KGXY� GMU�� VXOUX� ZU
6RG_HU_’Y� GTJ� UZNKXY� INGRRKTMK� ZU� U[X� YZGTIK� UT� VUXTUMXGVN_�� ZNKXK� ]KXK� TU� GHU\K�MXU[TJ
SGMG`OTKY�ZNGZ�]KXK�K^VROIOZ�OT�ZNKOX�VGTJKXOTM�ZU�ZNK�YK^[GR�OTZKXKYZY�UL�ZNK�V[HROI�

�K��2OZOMGZOUT

A9KK�:K^ZC

9ZGTJGXJY�UL�)UTJ[IZ�)UTIKXTOTM�/TJ[YZX_
�G��6U\KXZ_

A9KK�:K^ZC

�H��+J[IGZOUT

                                                  

1 Los Angeles Daily News, Sept. 8, 1984, (News) at 12, col. 5.
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'IIUXJOTM�ZU�U[X�GRSGTGIY��]K�YZORR�IRGOS�ZU�NG\K�G����VKXIKTZ�ROZKXGI_�XGZK�GY�]K�NGJ�OT�VGYZ�KXGY��

,[XZNKX�� RGXMKX� VKXIKTZGMKY� UL� NOMN� YINUUR� GTJ� IURRKMK� MXGJ[GZKY� VGYY� ZNXU[MN� U[X� OTYZOZ[ZOUTY� UL
KJ[IGZOUT��GTJ�U[X�YZ[JKTZY�GZZKTJ�YINUUR�LUX�SGT_�SUXK�_KGXY� ZNGT� ZNKOX�IU[TZKXVGXZY� OT�VXK\OU[Y
MKTKXGZOUTY��?KZ��OT�YVOZK�UL�ZNOY��ZNK�KJ[IGZOUTGR�RK\KR�UL�U[X�_U[ZN�OY�JKZKXOUXGZOTM�JXGSGZOIGRR_�GTJ
ZNK_� RKGXT� S[IN� RKYY� ZUJG_� K\KT� ZNU[MN� ZNK_� RO\K� OT� G� SUXK� IUSVRK^� ]UXRJ�� A'C… XKVUXZ�� :NK
4GZOUT� GZ� 8OYQ�� GYYKXZY� ZNGZ� OL� GT� KTKS_� TGZOUT� NGJ� LUXIKJ� ZNK� ;�9�� ZU� GIIKVZ� ZUJG_’Y� RU]
KJ[IGZOUTGR� YZGTJGXJY�� “]K�SOMNZ�NG\K�\OK]KJ� OZ�GY�GT�GIZ�UL�]GX��'Y� OZ�YZGTJY��]K�NG\K�GRRU]KJ
ZNOY�ZU�NGVVKT�ZU�U[XYKR\KY�”�

�I��/TJ[YZX_�GTJ�:KINTURUM_

/T�������'SKXOIG’Y�KIUTUS_�SGJK�[V������VKXIKTZ�UL� ZNK�]UXRJ’Y�KIUTUS_!� OT������� ZNGZ�SGXMOT
YNX[TQ�ZU������VKXIKTZ��AZGHRK�HKRU]�OY�TUZK����!�[YKJ�LUX�KLLKIZ�C

0GVGT�SUXK� ZNGT� ZXOVRKJ� OZY�YNGXK�UL� ZNK�]UXRJ�KIUTUS_�J[XOTM� ZNK�YGSK�VKXOUJ��/ZY�KIUTUS_�XUYK
LXUS�����VKXIKTZ�ZU�����VKXIKTZ��,XUS������ZU�������ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GRSUYZ�GR]G_Y�exported�SUXK
ZNGT�OZ�OSVUXZKJ��/T�ZNK�����’Y��ZNOY�ZXKTJ�HKMGT�ZU�INGTMK��

                                                  

1 Grading Time for U.S. Schools, 9INURGYZOI�;VJGZK, Feb. 3, 1984, at 2.
3Almost all common persons who view this situation, view it simply and logically. In the late 70’s,

anecdotally, I prepared a fence for the yard, I had to purchase fence poles, and chain fencing. In the

neighbors yard were several existing, dated, poles which would have allowed for a little more than half of

the job; the dated material was stamped ‘U.S. Steel’ ‘made in USA’, and seemed a better gauge steel, being

heavier and threaded deeper. The other material purchased to finish the job was lighter, did the job, but was

made in Japan. Consequently, I was informed that since the closure of American steel plants, we were

shipping ‘our’ steel overseas to Japan, and in return, the Japanese were selling this same material back to

us, cheaper than we could have [?] in the first place. However you look at it, someone was benefiting in a

larger degree, and that was not us. How many jobs were lost because of this ‘national direction’?

Thousands, to be sure. Was it worth it to the common people, losing their jobs, keeping local communities

tight knit, and maintaining a competitive productive edge with the Europeans and the Japanese?

Remember, these decisions came from international financial recommendations, as well as those in our

own government who stood to gain thereby. This was just one of the many ‘de-nationalisations’ to occur

within this country that would change the way in which we viewed ourselves, and developed as a growing

nation. The issues of ‘clean air’, ‘water pollution’ and the like, would have been solved if the Corporate

Share of World GNP

1960 – 1980

1960 1970 1980

US 33.7% 30.2% 21.5%

EEC 17.5 19.3 22.4

Japan 2.9 6.0 9.0

USSR 15.2 15.9 11.6

PRC   4.4 4.9 4.7

Other 26.3 23.7 30.8

Total 100.0 100.0 100.0

Source: 2000 Nen No Nihon (Japan in the Year 2000), Keizai Kikaku Cho Sogo

Keikaku Kyoku Hen, Hihon Keizai Shimbunsha, Tokyo, 1982, p. 31.
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/T� ������ ZNK� ]UXRJ� VXUJ[IZOUT� UL� SUZUX� \KNOIRKY� ]GY� ����������� UL� ]NOIN� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY
SGT[LGIZ[XKJ�����������UX������VKXIKTZ�UL� ZNK� ZUZGR��� 0GVGT�SGT[LGIZ[XKJ��������UX�����VKXIKTZ��

:UJG_�� 'SKXOIG� VXUJ[IKY� SORROUTY� LK]KX� SUZUX� \KNOIRKY� ZNGT� OZ� JOd� OT������� /T������� ZNK�]UXRJ
VXUJ[IZOUT�UL�SUZUX�\KNOIRKY�SUXK� ZNGT� ZXOVRKJ� ZU������������]NORK� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�VXUJ[IZOUT
JKIROTKJ�ZU�����������UX������VKXIKTZ�UL�ZNK�ZUZGR�]UXRJ�VXUJ[IZOUT���0GVGTY�YNGXK�XUYK�ZU�����������
UX������VKXIKTZ���/T�������]UXRJ�VOM�OXUT�VXUJ[IZOUT��OTIR[JOTM�LKXXUGRRU_Y��ZUZGRKJ�������������ZUTY�
:NK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�VXUJ[IZOUT�]GY������������ZUTY��UX����VKXIKTZ�UL�ZNK�]UXRJ�ZUZGR��/T�������]UXRJ
VXUJ[IZOUT�]GY������������ ZUTY�GTJ�;�9��VXUJ[IZOUT�]GY������������ ZUTY��UX������VKXIKTZ�UL� ZNK
]UXRJ� ZUZGR�� /T� ������ ZNK� VXKROSOTGX_� ]UXRJ� ZUZGR� UL� VOM� OXUT� VXUJ[IZOUT� ]GY� ������������ ZUTY
IUSVGXKJ�]OZN� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�VXKROSOTGX_� ZUZGR�VXUJ[IZOUT�UL������������ ZUTY�UX�����VKXIKTZ�UL
ZNK�]UXRJ�ZUZGR�

/T�������'SKXOIG’Y�SKXINGTZ�LRKKZ�]OZN����SORROUT�ZUTY�YGOROTM�[TJKX�OZY�LRGM��OY�dwarfed�H_�0GVGT’Y
���SORROUT�MXUYY� ZUTY��-XKGZ�(XOZGOT’Y����SORROUT��4UX]G_’Y����SORROUT��GTJ�-XKKIK’Y����SORROUT��

;�9��YNOV_GXJY�GXK�[TGHRK�ZU�IUSVKZK�]OZN�LUXKOMT�YNOVH[ORJKXY�]NU�ULLKX�ZU�H[ORJ�SKXINGTZ�\KYYKRY
GZ� VXOIKY� ��� VKXIKTZ� RU]KX� ZNGZ� OZ� ]ORR� IUYZ� OT� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY��� =OZN� XGXK� K^IKVZOUTY�� ;�9�
YNOVH[ORJKXY�S[YZ�XKR_�UT�SOROZGX_�GTJ�JUSKYZOI�YNOVVOTM�VXUI[XKSKTZ�VXUZKIZKJ�[TJKX�LKJKXGR� RG]�
*[XOTM������� YNOVH[ORJOTM�JKIROTKJ�H_����VKXIKTZ���:NK� I[XXKTZ�UXJKXHUUQ� LUX� IUSSKXIOGR�\KYYKR
VXUJ[IZOUT�OY�GZ�G�VXK�=UXRJ�=GX�//�RK\KR��5TR_����JKKV�JXGLZ�IUSSKXIOGR�\KYYKRY��������MXUYY�ZUTY
GTJ�U\KX��GXK�VXUPKIZKJ� ZU�HK�[TJKX�IUTYZX[IZOUT�UX�UT�UXJKX�GY�UL� 0GT[GX_����������� /T�IUTZXGYZ�
]UXRJ�UXJKXHUUQ�UL�\KYYKRY�UL�������JKGJ�]KOMNZ�ZUTY�UX�SUXK�]GY��������

8KMGXJOTM�IUTY[SKX�KRKIZXUTOIY�� OT������� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�SGT[LGIZ[XKJ������SORROUT�XGJOU�YKZY���

:UJG_��ZNK�UTR_�XGJOUY�SGT[LGIZ[XKJ�OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GXK�YUSK�IGX�YZKXKUY����/T�������ZNK�;TOZKJ
9ZGZKY�SGT[LGIZ[XKJ�����SORROUT�ZKRK\OYOUTY����UX�GRSUYZ����VKXIKTZ�UL�ZNK�]UXRJ’Y�ZUZGR��(_�������OZ
SGT[LGIZ[XKJ� �� SORROUT� YKZY�� UX� UTR_� GHU[Z� ��� VKXIKTZ� UL� ZNK� ]UXRJ’Y� ZUZGR�� /T� ������ ZNK� ;�9�

                                                                                                                                                      
entities saw their very survival at stake; if they were prone to leave the shores of this country regardless,

than temporary nationalization of domestic raw materials and resources and industry would be the

punishment meted out to these concerns. FLS
1 Motor Vehicle Manufacturers Association of the United States, World Motor Vehicle Data 10 (1982).
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid.
5 Current Affairs Atlas, supra note 82, at 35.
6 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Industrial Economics, 1984 U.S. Industrial Outlook 33-1

(1984).
7 Ibid, at 33-2.
8 Ibid.
9 Ibid.
4 U.S. Department of Commerce, The U.S. Industrial Outlook for 1961, at 164 (1964).
4 1984 U.S. Industrial Outlook, supra note, 144, at 143-6.
4 U.S. Industrial Outlook for 1961, supra note, 150.

12 U.S. Industrial Outlook for 1961, supra note, 150.
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SGT[LGIZ[XKJ�K\KT�G�YSGRRKX�VKXIKTZGMK��*[XOTM�ZNK�VGYZ����_KGXY�ZNK�JUSKYZOI�IUTY[SKX�KRKIZXUTOIY
OTJ[YZX_�NGY�YNOLZKJ�LXUS�HKOTM�G�VXOTIOVGR�Y[VVROKX�UL�ZXGJOZOUTGR�XGJOU�GTJ�ZKRK\OYOUT�XKIKO\KXY�GTJ
XKRGZKJ�VXUJ[IZY�ZU�HKOTM�ZNK�SOTUXOZ_�Y[VVROKX��/SVUXZY�GIIU[TZ�LUX�GT�KYZOSGZKJ����VKXIKTZ�UL�YGRKY
OT�ZNK�JUSKYZOI�SGXQKZ���

;�9��SGT[LGIZ[XKXY�TU�RUTMKX�VXUJ[IK�SUTUINXUSK�ZKRK\OYOUT�XKIKO\KXY!�JUSKYZOI�JKSGTJ�OY�SKZ�H_
OSVUXZY�LXUS�ZNK�,GX�+GYZ���6UXZGHRK�GTJ�ZGHRK�XGJOUY�GTJ�G[JOU�ZGVK�XKIUXJKXY�GXK�TUZ�VXUJ[IKJ�OT
ZNK�;�9��6XUJ[IZOUT�NGY�YNOLZKJ� ZU� ZNK�,GX�+GYZ���:NK�;�9��JUKY�TUZ�VXUJ[IK�IUTY[SKX�Z_VK�\OJKU
IGYYKZZK�XKIUXJKXY���,K]�;�9��LOXSY�SGT[LGIZ[XK�JUZ�SGZXO^�OSVGIZ�VXOTZKXY���:NK�;�9��SGT[LGIZ[XKY
\OXZ[GRR_�TU���SS�IGSKXGY���5TR_�UTK�;�9��U]TKJ�IUSVGT_�SGT[LGIZ[XKXY�SUZUXI_IRKY�GTJ� OZ�NGY
HKKT�RUYOTM�SUTK_�_KGXR_��

:NK� XGZK�UL� YG\OTMY� OT� ZNK�;�9�� OY� ZNK� RU]KYZ�UL�GT_�JK\KRUVKJ�IU[TZX_��6KXYUTGR� YG\OTMY� XGZK� OT
0GVGT�OY����VKXIKTZ!�OT�,XGTIK�����VKXIKTZ!�OT�=KYZ�-KXSGT_�����VKXIKTZ!�OT�(XOZGOT�����VKXIKTZ�GTJ
OT� ZNK�;�9�� RKYY� ZNGT���VKXIKTZ���=NKT�H[YOTKYY�TKKJY�SUXK�IGVOZGR�ZNGT�K\KX��]K�GXK�YKRROTM�SUXK
YZUIQ�ZNGT�]K�GXK�H[_OTM��/T�������ZNKXK�]KXK����SORROUT�OTJO\OJ[GR�OT\KYZUXY��:UJG_��ZNKXK�GXK�UTR_
���SORROUT��

�J��6[HROI�=UXQY

A9KK�:K^ZC

����/T�)UTIR[YOUT

:NK�GHU\K�LGIZY�[TKW[O\UIGRR_�OTJOIGZK�ZNGZ�'SKXOIG�OY 

�� (KIUSOTM�G�TUT]NOZK�TGZOUT!
�� 'RRU]OTM�OZY�,GSOR_�YZX[IZ[XK�ZU�JOYYUR\K!
�� +TMGMOTM�OT�XGSVGTZ�YK^[GR�VXUSOYI[OZ_�JOXKIZR_�XKY[RZOTM�OT 

�G� GT�KROSOTGZOUT�UL�INGYZOZ_!
�H� ]OJKYVXKGJ�GHUXZOUT!
�I� ]OJKYVXKGJ�GTJ�UVKT�NUSUYK^[GROZ_!
�J� XGSVGTZ�NKZKXUYK^[GR�GTJ�NUSUYK^[GR�\KTKXKGR�JOYKGYK!

�� 2UYOTM�OZY�LGOZN�OT�MUJ�GTJ�OZY�)NXOYZOGT�KZNOIY!
�� (KYKZ�]OZN�[TIUTZXURRGHRK�IXOSK!
�� (KYKZ�]OZN�]OJKYVXKGJ�JX[M�GH[YK!

                                                  

1 Ibid.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
4 Ibid. at 27-3.
5 Ibid. at 37-2.
6 Ibid. at 44-14.
7 W. Wilshard, supra note 130, at 317.
8 Ibid.
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�� 6XUSUZOTM�JKIGJKTIK�ZNXU[MN�OZY�LUXSY�UL�KTZKXZGOTSKTZ!
�� )UTZKTZOU[Y�GTJ�ROZOMOU[Y!
�� 'RRU]OTM�ZNK�T[SHKXY�UL�VUUX�ZU�Y]KRR�KTUXSU[YR_!
��� 2UYOTM�OZY�TGZOUTGR�ROZKXGI_!
��� 2UYOTM�OZY�ZKINTURUMOIGR�KJMK!�GTJ
��� 'RRU]OTM�OZY�V[HROI�]UXQY�ZU�JKIG_�

//�*+)2/4+�'4*�8;/4

A9KK�:K^ZC

///��'4'2?9/9�5,�6./25956./+9�=./).�,59:+8�5;8�*+)2/4+
�����6'8:�54+

A9KK�:K^ZC

/<��952;:/549�':�2'=�8+-'8*/4-�9:'4*'8*9�5,�)54*;):

:NKXK�OY�TU�IRKGX�I[Z�SKZNUJ�ZU�INGTMK�U[X�GZZOZ[JKY�GTJ�GIZOUTY�ZU�KTGHRK�[Y�ZU�U\KXIUSK�U[X�YUIOGR
ORRY��.U]K\KX��GY�SKTZOUTKJ�KGXROKX��]K�IGT�XKZ[XT�ZNK�YZX[IZ[XK�UL�U[X�RG]Y�ZU�G�LUXS�ZNGZ�]ORl�UTK
GMGOT�HK�IUTJ[IO\K�ZU�XOMNZ�IUTJ[IZ��:NOY�]U[RJ�HK�GIIUSVROYNKJ�H_�XKKSVU]KXOTM�ZNK�YZGZKY�]OZN
ZNK�GHOROZ_�ZU�MU\KXT�GTJ�YUR\K�ZNKOX�U]T�JUSKYZOI�VXUHRKSY�

5\KX�ZOSK��ZNK�XKGIN�UL�U[X�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�NGY�MXU]T�YU�RUTM�GTJ�VU]KXL[R�ZNGZ�OZ�TU]�IU\KXY
GRSUYZ�K\KX_�GIZOUT�UL�ZNK�VKUVRK���/Z�OY�H[RQ_�GTJ�U\KXHKGXOTM�GTJ�ULZKT�XKYZXGOTY�KLLKIZO\K�SKGY[XKY
ZU�YUR\K�U[X�VXUHRKSY���]NKXKGY�YZGZKY�� XKKSVU]KXKJ�]OZN� ZNK� XOMNZ� ZU�YUR\K� ZNKOX�VXUHRKSY�IU[RJ
KLLKIZ�INGTMK�UT�G� RUIGR� RK\KR�GTJ�GIIUSVROYN�SUXK�KLLOIOKTZR_� ZNK�]ORR�UL� ZNK�VKUVRK��:NOY� OY� ZNK
KYYKTIK�UL�ZNK�YZGZKY’�XOMNZY�GXM[SKTZY�ZNGZ�NG\K�K^OYZKJ�YOTIK�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT�]GY�XGZOLOKJ�OT������
GZ�ZNOY�VUOTZ��GT�K^VRGTGZOUT�UL�ZNOY�GXM[SKTZ�OY�GVVXUVXOGZK�

:NK�W[KYZOUT�UL�ZNK�XKRGZOUT�]NOIN�ZNK�9ZGZK�GTJ�-KTKXGR�-U\KXTSKTZ�HKGX�ZU�KGIN�UZNKX�OY
TUZ� UTK� UL� XKIKTZ� UXOMOT�� ,XUS� ZNK� IUSSKTIKSKTZ� UL� U[X� Y_YZKS�� OZ� NGY� JO\OJKJ� V[HROI
YKTZOSKTZ�� +\KT� OT� ZNK� IUT\KTZOUT�� ]NORK� ZNK� IUTYZOZ[ZOUT� ]GY� YZX[MMROTM� OTZU� K^OYZKTIK�
ZNKXK� ]KXK� Z]U� VGXZOKY� GY� ZU� ]NGZ� ZNOY� XKRGZOUT� YNU[RJ� HK�� ]NUYK� JOLLKXKTZ� YKTZOSKTZY
IUTYZOZ[ZKJ�TU�YSGRR�OSVKJOSKTZ�OT�LUXSOTM�ZNGZ�OTYZX[SKTZ��'LZKX�ZNK�-KTKXGR�-U\KXTSKTZ
]KTZ� OTZU�UVKXGZOUT��K^VKXOKTIK�YUUT�VXU\KJ� ZNGZ� ZNK�W[KYZOUT�NGJ�TUZ� ZKXSOTGZKJ�]OZN� ZNK
RGHUXY�UL�ZNK�)UT\KTZOUT��

:NKYK�]UXJY�UL�0UNT�)��)GRNU[T��[ZZKXKJ�UT�0[R_�����������GXK�P[YZ�GY�XKRK\GTZ�ZUJG_�GY�ZNK_�]KXK
ZNKT��GTJ�ZNK�OYY[K�UL�LKJKXGR�YZGZK�XKRGZOUTY�OY�GY�VXKYYOTM�GY�OZ�K\KX�]GY��:NK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ
YZGZKJ� OT������ ZNGZ �“9[XKR_� ZNKXK�IGT�HK�TU�SUXK�L[TJGSKTZGR�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�W[KYZOUT� ZNGT� ZNGZ�UL

                                                  

1 Ibid.
2 Address by John c. Calhoun, in Virginia Commission on Constitutional Government, The Fort Hill

Address of John C. Calhoun (1960).
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ZNK�OTZKTZOUT�UL�ZNK�,XGSKXY�UL�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�GY�ZU�NU]�G[ZNUXOZ_�YNU[RJ�HK�GRRUIGZKJ�HKZ]KKT�ZNK
4GZOUTGR�GTJ�9ZGZK�-U\KXTSKTZY�”�

*KYVOZK� ZNOY� JKHGZK� ZNGZ� IUTZOT[GRR_� XGMKY� U\KX� ZNK� K^ZKTZ� UL� LKJKXGR� P[XOYJOIZOUT� GXOYOTM� U[X� UL
KT[SKXGZKJ�H[Z�[TJKLOTKJ� GTJ� OTJKLOTOZK�VU]KXY�� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY� OY� G� ZX[R_
XKSGXQGHRK�JUI[SKTZ��-RGJYZUTK� XKLKXXKJ� ZU� OZY�GY�“ZNK�SUYZ�]UTJKXL[R�]UXQ�K\KX�YZX[IQ�ULL�GZ�G
MO\KT�ZOSK�H_�ZNK�HXGOT�GTJ�V[XVUYK�UL�SGT�”�

:NK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�]GY�LGYNOUTKJ�H_�ZNK�XKVXKYKTZGZO\KY�UL�“YU\KXKOMT�YZGZKY”�]NU�NGJ�SKZ�LUX�GHU[Z
G�JU`KT�_KGXY� OT�G� RUUYK�QTOZ�IUTLKJKXGZOUT���GTJ�]NU� YG]� ZNK�TKKJ� LUX�G�SUXK�VU]KXL[R�IKTZXGR
MU\KXTSKTZ��:]U�IGXJOTGR�LKGZ[XKY�JOYZOTM[OYN�ZNK�XKV[HROI�IXKGZKJ�H_�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�LXUS�GRR�UZNKX
political�UXMGTO`GZOUTY�OT�K^OYZKTIK�[V�ZU�ZNK�ZOSK�UL�OZY�LU[TJOTM�

,OXYZ�� ‘OT�IXKGZOTM�G�TK]�MU\KXTSKTZ� ZNK� LU[TJOTM� LGZNKXY� YU[MNZ� ZU�M[GXJ�GMGOTYZ� ZNK�K^KXIOYK�UL
GXHOZXGX_�VU]KX�ZNXU[MN�G�Y_YZKS�UL�INKIQY�GTJ�HGRGTIKY�XKLKXXKJ�ZU�GY�ZNK�‘YKVGXGZOUTY�UL�VU]KXY’
]NKXKH_�MU\KXTSKTZGR�G[ZNUXOZ_� OY�JO\OJKJ�HKZ]KKT� ZNXKK�HXGTINKY�UL�MU\KXTSKTZ� ZU� ZNK�KTJ� ZNGZ
KGIN�]ORR�YKX\K�GY�G�ROSOZGZOUT�UT�ZNK�UZNKXY�”�

9KIUTJ��“ZNK�LXGSKXY�XKYUR\KJ�ZU�L[XZNKX�ROSOZ�MU\KXTSKTZGR�G[ZNUXOZ_�H_�IXKGZOTM�G�J[GR�UX�LKJKXGR
Y_YZKS��HK�JKRKMGZOTM� ZU�G�IKTZXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�UTR_� ZNUYK�VU]KXY�]NOIN�IUT\KTOKTZR_�IU[RJ�TUZ�HK
K^KXIOYKJ� RUIGRR_� ]NORK� GZ� ZNK� YGSK� ZOSK� XKYKX\OTM� ZU� ZNK� YK\KXGR� YZGZKY� ZNK� HXUGJ� XKYOJ[[S� UL
VU]KXY�ZXGJOZOUTGRR_�VUYYKYYKJ�H_�MU\KXTSKTZY�”�

:NK�;�9�� Y[VXKSK�IU[XZ�JKYIXOHKJ� ZNOY�J[GR�UX� LKJKXGR� Y_YZKS� OT�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�\��)X[OQYNGTQ�� GY
LURRU]Y 

=K�NG\K� OT�U[X�VUROZOIGR�Y_YZKS�G�MU\KXTSKTZ�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GTJ�G�MU\KXTSKTZ�UL
KGIN�UL� ZNK�YK\KXGR�YZGZKY��+GIN�UTK�UL� ZNKYK�MU\KXTSKTZY� OY�JOYZOTIZ� LXUS� ZNK�UZNKX��GTJ
KGIN�NGY�IOZO`KTY�UL�OZY�U]T�]NU�U]K�OZ�GRRKMOGTIK��GTJ�]NUYK�XOMNZY��]OZNOT�OZY�P[XOYJOIZOUT�
OZ�S[YZ�VXUZKIZ��:NK�YGSK�VKXYUT�SG_�HK�GZ� ZNK�YGSK� ZOSK�G�IOZO`KT�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY
GTJ�G�IOZO`KT�UL�G�9ZGZK��H[Z�NOY�XOMNZY�UL�IOZO`KTYNOV�[TJKX�UTK�UL�ZNKYK�MU\KXTSKTZY�]ORR�HK
JOLLKXKTZ�LXUS�ZNUYK�NK�NGY�[TJKX�ZNK�UZNKX…

:NK� MU\KXTSKTZ� UL� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� OY� UTK� UL� JKRKMGZKJ� VU]KXY� GRUTK�� /ZY� G[ZNUXOZ_� OY
JKLOTKJ�GTJ�ROSOZKJ�H_�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT��'RR�VU]KXY�TUZ�MXGTZKJ�ZU�OZ�H_�ZNGZ�OTYZX[SKTZ�GXK
XKYKX\KJ� ZU� ZNK� YZGZKY�UL� ZNK�VKUVRK��4U� XOMNZY�IGT�HK�GIW[OXKJ�[TJKX� ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT�UX
RG]Y� UL� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY�� K^IKVZ� Y[IN� GY� ZNK� MU\KXTSKTZ� UL� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� NGY� ZNK
G[ZNUXOZ_� ZU� MXGTZ� UX� YKI[XK�� 'RR� ZNGZ� IGTTUZ� HK� MXGTZKJ� UX� YKI[XKJ� GXK� RKLZ� [TJKX� ZNK
VXUZKIZOUT�UL�ZNK�9ZGZKY�

                                                  

1 Gladstone, Kin Beyond the Sea, North American Rev., Sept. 1878.
2 This period is calculated from 1776, including the events of the Continental Congress under the Articles

of confederation, to 1788 when the call for constitutional revision was issued.
3 Leverett, supra note 303, at 352.
4 Ibid.
5 92 U.S. 542 (1876).
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Further��ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�YZGZKJ�OT�.GSSKX�\��*GMKTNGXZ��ZNGZ 

/T� OTZKXVXKZOTM� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� OZ�S[YZ�TK\KX�HK� LUXMUZZKT� ZNGZ� ZNK�TGZOUT� OY�SGJK�[V�UL
9ZGZKY� ZU� ]NOIN� GXK� KTZX[YZKJ� ZNK� VU]KXY� UL� RUcal� MU\KXTSKTZ�� 'TJ� ZU� ZNKS� GTJ� ZU� ZNK
VKUVRK� VU]KXY� TUZ� K^VXKYYR_� JKRKMGZKJ� ZU� ZNK� 4GZOUTGR� -U\KXTSKTZ� GXK� XKYKX\KJ…:NK
VU]KX�UL� ZNK�9ZGZKY� ZU� XKM[RGZK� ZNKOX�V[XKR_� OTZKXTGR�GLLGOXY�H_�Y[IN� RG]Y�GY�YKKS�]OYK� ZU
ZNK�RUIGR�G[ZNUXOZ_�OY�OTNKXKTZ�GTJ�NGY�TK\KX�HKKT�Y[XXKTJKXKJ�ZU�ZNK�MKTKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ…”

:NK� VU]KXY� UL� ZNK� LKJKXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� GXK� \KYZKJ� OT� ZNK� ZNXKK� HXGTINKY� YURKR_� H_� \OXZ[K� UL� ZNK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��:NK�IKTZXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�]GY�UTK�UL�JKRKMGZKJ�VU]KXY�UTR_��3UXKU\KX�� ZNK�,U[TJOTM
,GZNKXY� LKRZ� ZNGZ� ZNK� K^KXIOYK�UL� ZNKYK�VU]KXY�JKRKMGZKJ�H_� ZNK� LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�TKKJKJ� ZU�HK
ROSOZKJ�YU� ZNGZ� ZNK�XOMNZY�UL� ZNK�IOZO`KTY�UL� ZNK�YK\KXGR�YZGZKY�]KXK�VXUZKIZKJ��:NK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�]GY
XGZOLOKJ� UTR_� GLZKX� GYY[XGTIKY� ZNGZ� ROSOZGZOUTY� UT� GIZOUTY� H_� ZNK� LKJKXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� ]U[RJ� HK
Y[HSOZZKJ�H_�ZNK�LOXYZ�)UTMXKYY�OT�ZNK�LUXS�UL�GSKTJSKTZY�ZNKXKZU��:NKYK�ROSOZGZOUTY��QTU]T�GY�ZNK
“HORR�UL�XOMNZY�”�]KXK�GJUVZKJ�ZNXKK�_KGXY�GLZKX�ZNK�XGZOLOIGZOUT�UL�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT���RGXMKR_�GY�G�XKY[RZ
UL� James�3GJOYUT’Y�OTYOYZKTIK��� GTJ� GXK� IUTYOJKXKJ� ZU� HK� GT� OTZKMXGR� VGXZ� UL� ZNK� UXOMOTGR� LKJKXGR
Y_YZKS���;TJKX�U[X�J[GR�UX�LKJKXGR�Y_YZKS��GT_�GYYKXZOUT�UL�VU]KX�H_�ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�S[YZ
HK� OT�GIIUXJGTIK�]OZN� ZNK�VU]KXY�JKRKMGZKJ� ZU� OZ�H_� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��/L� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�JUKY�TUZ
JKRKMGZK� ZNK� LKJKXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� ZNK� G[ZNUXOZ_� ZU� GIZ�� ZNKT� ]K� TKKJ� RUUQ� TU� L[XZNKX!� ZNK� LKJKXGR
MU\KXTSKTZ� IGTTUZ� GIZ�� /L� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT� JUKY� JKRKMGZKJ� VU]KX� ZU� ZNK� LKJKXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� OT� G
IKXZGOT�GXKG��ZNKT�“]K�S[YZ�MU�UTK�YZKV�L[XZNKX�GTJ�GYIKXZGOT�]NKZNKX�ZNK�SUJK�OT�]NOIN�ZNGZ�VU]KX
OY�YU[MNZ�ZU�HK�K^KXIOYKJ�ZXGTYMXKYYKY�GT_�ROSOZGZOUT�IUTZGOTKJ�OT�ZNK�HORR�UL�XOMNZY��

;TJKX�ZNK�HORR�UL�XOMNZY��ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�IU[RJ�JU�TU�GIZ�ZU�XKYZXGOT�IKXZGOT�KT[SKXGZKJ�XOMNZY
UL�ZNK�VKUVRK�K\KT�OL�OZ�]GY�GIZOUT�[TJKX�ZNK�IURUX�UL�IKXZGOT�JKRKMGZKJ�VU]KXY��3UXKU\KX��ZNK�ZKTZN
GSKTJSKTZ� VXU\OJKJ� “ZNK� VU]KXY� TUZ� JKRKMGZKJ� ZU� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� H_� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� TUX
VXUNOHOZKJ�H_�OZ�ZU�ZNK�YZGZKY��GXK�XKYKX\KJ�ZU�ZNK�YZGZKY�XKYVKIZO\KR_��UX�ZU�ZNK�VKUVRK�”��/T�KYYKTIK�
ZNOY� RGTM[GMK�SKXKR_�YKZ� LUXZN� OT�]XOZOTM�GT�GRXKGJ_�K^OYZOTM�VXOTIOVRK�GTJ�JOJ�TUZNOTM�SUXK� than

YZGZK� ZNK�LGIZY� ZNGZ� ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ’Y�VU]KXY�GXK�JKRKMGZKJ�UTKY�GTJ�GXK�TUZ�VRKTGX_��/L� ZNK
YZGZKY�� GY� OTJKVKTJKTZ� YU\KXKOMTZOKY�� JOJ� TUZ� JKRKMGZKJ� VU]KXY� ZU� ZNK� IKTZXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� H_� ZNK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� ZNKT� ZNK_�XKZGOT� ZNUYK�VU]KXY��(_�TU�UZNKX�SKGTY�JUKY� ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�GZZGOT
VU]KX�H[Z�ZNXU[MN�ZNK�JKRKMGZOUT�UL�ZNK�YZGZKY��:NK�YZGZKY’�XOMNZY�JKHGZK�IKTZKXY�UT�P[YZ�NU]�S[IN
G[ZNUXOZ_�YNU[RJ�HK�\KYZKJ�OT�ZNK�IKTZXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�GTJ�NU]�S[IN�YNU[RJ�HK�\KYZKJ�OT�ZNK�VKUVRK�
'J\UIGZKY� UL� IKTZXGRO`GZOUT� UL� MU\KXTSKTZGR� VU]KX� GII[YK� ZNK� YZGZKY’� XOMNZY� GJ\UIGZKY� UL� HKOTM
IUTLKJKXGZKY� GTJ� XKHKRY��� XGIOYZY��� GTJ� “XGJOIGR� OT� ZNK� K^ZXKSK�”�� 'J\UIGZKY� UL� G� IKTZXGRO`KJ

                                                  

1 Leverett, supra note 303, at 353.
2 B. Schwartz, :NK�2G]�OT�'SKXOIG 47 (1974).
3 Merrill, supra note 304, at 579.
4 Leverett, supra note 303, at 353.
5 U.S. Constitution amend. X.
6 Mason, 3[YZ�=K�)UTZOT[K�ZNK�9ZGZKY�8OMNZY�*KHGZK%, 18 Rugers L. Rev. 60, 61 (1963).
7 Ibid., at 60.
8 Prof. Charles L. Black, Jr., Professor of Jurisprudence, Yale Law School, Cong. Rec. 8263 (daily ed., May

15, 1963), as quoted in McGovern, )UTLKJKXGZOUT�\Y��;TOUT, 9 S.D.L. Rev. 1 (1964).
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MU\KXTSKTZ�NG\K�ZXGJOZOUTGRR_�RUUQKJ�ZU�ZNK�MU\KXTSKTZ�GY�G�“SUZNKX�LOM[XK”�ZU�YUR\K�SUYZ�TGZOUTGR
ORRY��GTJ��[TZOR� ZNK�SUYZ� XKIKTZ� ZXKTJ�G]G_� LXUS�HOM�MU\KXTSKTZ��NGJ�HKKT�KLLKIZO\K� OT�GZZGOTOTM�G
IKTZXGRO`GZOUT�UL�VU]KX�

:NKXKOT� AGHU\KC� ROKY� ZNK�YZGZKY’� XOMNZY�JKHGZK��)KTZXGRO`GZOUT�GTJ�HOM�MU\KXTSKTZ�UT� ZNK�UTK�NGTJ
GTJ�JO\OYOUT�UL�VU]KX�GTJ� RUIGR�IUTZXUR�UT� ZNK�UZNKX��'�XKZ[XT� ZU� RUIGR�IUTZXUR�]ORR�HK� ZNK�\KNOIRK
LUX� ZNK�'SKXOIGT�VKUVRK� ZU�KLLKIZ� ZNK�INGTMK�TKIKYYGX_� ZU�GRZKX�U[X�I[XXKTZ�IU[XYK� ZU]GXJ�X[OT��/T
XKIKTZ�_KGXY��]K�K^VGTJKJ�GTJ�K^ZKTJKJ�ZNK�YIUVK�GTJ�G[ZNUXOZ_�UL�ZNK�IKTZXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�ZU�Y[IN
GT�K^ZKTZ� ZNGZ� ZNK�IUTZOT[KJ�K^OYZKTIK�UL�U[X� LKJKXGR� XKV[HROI� OY� OT� PKUVGXJ_��“5TK�]KRR�SG_�GYQ
]NKZNKX�ZNK�YZGZKY�NG\K�TUZ�HKKT�XKJ[IKJ�\OY�à�\OY�ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ��ZU�]KRR�HKRU]�ZNK�YZGZ[Y
UL� IU[TZOKY� OT� ZNK� UXJOTGX_� IUSSUT]KGRZN�� 'RR� ZNOY� NGY� HKKT� GIIUSVROYNKJ� ]OZNU[Z� ZNK� GOJ� UL
IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�GSKTJSKTZ�� /L� OZ� YZGTJY��NG\K�]K�TUZ� XKVRGIKJ�U[X�,KJKXGR�8KV[HROI�]OZN�G�[TOZGX_
VUROI_�]OZNU[Z�K\KT�NGRL�ZX_OTM�ZU�JU�YU%”�

2UTM�HKLUXK�0[YZOIK�8KNTW[OYZ�IUTIR[JKJ� OT�,X_�\��;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�� ZNGZ�“ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�]GY�ATUZC
OTZKTJKJ� ZU�VKXSOZ� ZNK� XKY[RZ� XKGINKJ� ZUJG_!�NG\K�]K�TUZ�JXO\KT�GTUZNKX�TGOR� OT� ZNK�IULLOT�UL� ZNK
,KJKXGR�8KV[HROI%�”� ULLOIOGRY� XKVXKYKTZOTM�SGT_�YZGZKY�SKZ� ZUMKther� OT�(ORU^O��3OYYOYYOVVO��UT�0[R_
����������GTJ�“YVKGQOTM�ZNXU[MN�ZNK�VU]KXL[R�)U[TIOR�UL�9ZGZK�-U\KXTSKTZY�”��GJJXKYYKJ�ZNK�OYY[K
UL�K^ZKTYOUT�UL�,KJKXGR�VU]KXY�GTJ�IUTIR[JKJ��GY�LURRU]Y �

“:NK�INGXGIZKXOYZOI�UL�U[X�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�MU\KXTSKTZ��]NOIN�NGY�IUTZXOH[ZKJ�SUYZ�ZU�ZNK�JK\KRUVSKTZ
UL� JKSUIXGZOI� VXUIKYYKY� GTJ� ZNK� VXKYKX\GZOUT� UL� N[SGT� XOMNZY� OY� ZNK� JO\OYOUT� UL� ZNK� VU]KXY� UL
MU\KXTSKTZ�HKZ]KKT�ZNK�TGZOUT�GTJ�ZNK�YZGZKY�UT�ZNK�UTK�GTJ�HKZ]KKT�ZNK�K^KI[ZO\K��RKMOYRGZO\K�GTJ
P[JOIOGR�JKVGXZSKTZY�UL�HUZN� YZGZK�GTJ� LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZY�UT� ZNK�UZNKX��5\KX� ZNK�_KGXY�]K�NG\K
KYIGVKJ� ZNK� K\ORY� UL� JKYVUZOYS� GTJ� ZUZGROZGXOGTOYS�� /Z� OY� UTR_� ]NKT� KGIN� JO\OYOUT� UL� ZNK� ]NURK
MU\KXTSKTZ� YZX[IZ[XK� OTYOYZY� [VUT� ZNK� XOMNZ� ZU� K^KXIOYK� OZY� VU]KXY�� [TXKYZXGOTKJ� H_� GT_� UZNKX
JO\OYOUT��ZNGZ�ZNK�VXUVKX�HGRGTIK�IGT�HK�SGOTZGOTKJ�GTJ�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�MU\KXTSKTZ��GY�]K�[TJKXYZGTJ
OZ��VXKYKX\KJ�

“/Z�OY�ZNK�XKYVUTYOHOROZ_�UL�ZNK�IKTZXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�ZU�VXUZKIZ�ZNK�VKUVRK�LXUS�OT\GYOUT�H_�ZNK�YZGZKY
UL�ZNUYK�XOMNZY�]NOIN�GXK�M[GXGTZKKJ�ZU�ZNKS�H_�ZNK�LKJKXGR�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��/Z�OY�KW[GRR_�ZNK�UHROMGZOUT
UL�ZNK�YZGZKY�ZU�OTOZOGZK�GTJ�ZU�VXUYKI[ZK�ZU�LX[OZOUT�ZNK�TKIKYYGX_�VXUIKJ[XKY�ZU�VXUZKIZ�ZNK�YZGZKY�GTJ
ZNK�VKUVRK�LXUS�[T]GXXGTZKJ�GYY[SVZOUT�UL�VU]KX�H_�GT_�JKVGXZSKTZ�UL�ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�

“'�MXKGZKX�JKMXKK�UL� XKYZXGOTZ�UT� ZNK�VGXZ�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�IGT�JU�S[IN��H[Z
K^VKXOKTIK� YNU]Y� ZNGZ� OZ� OY� TUZ� ROQKR_� ZU� HK� Y[LLOIOKTZ�� :NK� HGYOI� JOLLOI[RZR_� OY� ZNGZ� ZNK� 9[VXKSK
)U[XZ’Y� JKIOYOUT� IUTIKXTOTM� ZNK� HGRGTIK� HKZ]KKT� LKJKXGR� GTJ� YZGZK� VU]KX� GXK� LOTGR� GTJ� IGT� HK
INGTMKJ�OT�VXGIZOIK�UTR_�OL�ZNK�YZGZKY�IGT�S[YZKX�Y[LLOIOKTZ�OTZKXKYZ�OT�)UTMXKYY��HGIQKJ�H_�G�ZNXKK�
LU[XZNY�SGPUXOZ_�UL� YZGZKY� ZNKSYKR\KY� ZU�GSKTJ� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��=NORK� ZNK� LU[TJOTM� LGZNKXY� L[RR_
K^VKIZKJ�GTJ�]OYNKJ�ZNK�]UXJY�UL�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT�ZU�NG\K�ZNOY�JKMXKK�UL�LOTGROZ_��OZ�OY�OSVUYYOHRK�ZU
HKROK\K� ZNGZ� ZNK_�KT\OYGMKJ�Y[IN�VUZKTI_� LUX� ZNK�VXUTU[TIKSKTZY�UL�TOTK� P[JMKY�GVVUOTZKJ�H_� ZNK
6XKYOJKTZ� GTJ� IUTLOXSKJ� H_� ZNK� 9KTGZK�� :NK� 9[VXKSK� )U[XZ� OY�� GLZKX� GRR�� GT� UXMGT� UL� LKJKXGR
MU\KXTSKTZ��/Z�OY�UTK�UL�ZNK�ZNXKK�HXGTINKY�UL�ZNK�TGZOUTGR�MU\KXTSKTZ��GTJ�OT�IUTLROIZY�U\KX�LKJKXGR
GTJ�YZGZK�VU]KX!� ZNK�)U[XZ� OY�TKIKYYGXOR_�GT�GMKTI_�UL�UTK�UL� ZNK�VGXZOKY� OT� OTZKXKYZ��'Y�Y[IN�� OZY
JKIOYOUTY�YNU[RJ�TUZ�HK�GYYOMTKJ�ZNK�YGSK�LOTGROZ_�GY�ZNK�]UXJY�UL�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�OZYKRL��:NKXK�OY
TKKJ�LUX�GT�KGYOKX�SKZNUJ�UL�YKZZOTM�Y[IN�JKIOYOUTY�YZXGOMNZ�]NKT�ZNK_�GXK�[TYU[TJ�

                                                  

1 Douglas, :NK�:KTZN�'SKTJSKTZ �:NK�,U[TJGZOUT�UL�2OHKXZ_, 16 New Hampshire Bar J. 286 (1975).
2 Mason, supra note 343, at 60.
3 State Government 10 (Winter, 1963).
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“:U�GSKTJ� ZNK�,KJKXGR�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT� ZU�IUXXKIZ�YVKIOLOI�JKIOYOUTY�UL� ZNK� LKJKXGR�IU[XZY�UT�YVKIOLOI
VUOTZY�OY�JKYOXGHRK��H[Z�OZ�]ORR�TUZ�TKIKYYGXOR_�YZUV�ZNK�IUTZOT[OTM�JXOLZ�ZU]GXJ�SUXK�IUSVRKZK�LKJKXGR
JUSOTGZOUT��:NK�VXKYKTZ� YOZ[GZOUT�NGY� ZGQKT�G� RUTM� ZOSK� ZU�JK\KRUV�GTJ�SG_� ZGQK�G� RUTM� ZOSK� ZU
XKSKJ_��'IIUXJOTMR_��YUSK�SUXK�L[TJGSKTZGR�GTJ�LGX�XKGINOTM�INGTMK�OT�ZNK�,KJKXGR�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�OY
TKIKYYGX_�ZU�VXKYKX\K�GTJ�VXUZKIZ�ZNK�YZGZKY�

“/Z� OY� ZNK� [RZOSGZK� UL� VUROZOIGR� OTMKT[OZ_� ZU� GINOK\K� G� \OMUXU[Y� LKJKXGR� Y_YZKS� OT� ]NOIN� J_TGSOI
YZGZKY�IUSHOTK�]OZN�G�XKYVUTYOHR_�IKTZXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�LUX�ZNK�MUUJ�UL�ZNK�VKUVRK”

(GYOIGRR_��ZNK�VU]KX�UL�ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�P[YZ�MXK]�U\KX�ZOSK��ROZZRK�H_�ROZZRK��ZNXU[MN�G�P[JOIOGR
GIZO\OYS��]NOIN�INGXGIZKXO`KJ� ZNK�=GXXKT�GTJ�([XMKX�IU[XZY��H[Z�]GY�VXK\GRKTZ� OT�UZNKX�IU[XZY�GY
]KRR�� :NK� SKGTOTM� UL� P[JOIOGR� GIZO\OYS� OY� GZZKSVZOTM� ZU� GINOK\K� YUIOGR� XKLUXS� ZNXU[MN� P[JOIOGR
JKIOYOUT�� 0[JMK� 0KXUSK� ,XGTQ� JKYIXOHKJ� ZNOY� VXUIKYY� H_� YG_OTM� ZNGZ� ‘P[JMKY� ]UXQ� HGIQ� LXUS
IUTIR[YOUTY� ZU�VXOTIOVRKY�”�'�SUXK�JKZGORKJ� K^VRGTGZOUT�UL� P[JOIOGR� GIZO\OYS� OY� GY� LURRU]Y � 0[JMKY
LUXS[RGZKJ�U[Z�UL�ZNK�XKIUXJ�GTJ�ZNK�GXM[SKTZY�G�ZKTZGZO\K�IUTIR[YOUT�GY�ZU�]NGZ�P[YZOIK�GTJ�ZNK�RG]
XKW[OXK��:NKT� ZNK� P[JMK� YKGXINKY� LUX� ZNKUXOKY�GTJ�G[ZNUXOZOKY� ZU� Y[VVUXZ� ZNK� ZKTZGZO\K�IUTIR[YOUT��

0[JMKY� K^I[YK� ZNOY� GVVXUGIN� IRGOSOTM�� “OZ� OY� VY_INURUMOIGRR_� OSVUYYOHRK� K\KT� ZU� GVVXU^OSGZKJ
UHPKIZO\OZ_�GTJ�OSVGXZOGROZ_�”�

:NK� Z]U� SGPUX� IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR� ZNKUXOKY� H_� ]NOIN� ZNK� GIZO\OYZ� IU[XZY� NG\K� K^ZKTJKJ� ZNKOX� VU]KX� ZU
IUTZXUR� YZGZK� GIZO\OZOKY� GXK� ZNK� IUSSKXIK� VU]KX� GTJ� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ�� )UTIKXTOTM� ZNK
IUSSKXIK�IRG[YYK��� RKMGR�YINURGXY�NG\K�YZGZKJ �“J[XOTM� ZNK� LUXZ_�_KGXY�YOTIK� ZNK�4K]�*KGR��YUIOGR

                                                  

1 Merrill, supra note 304, at 358.
2 M. Thomas, ,KRO^�,XGTQL[XZKX��9INURGX�5T�:NK�(KTIN 286 (1960).
* )RG[YK����)USSKXIK�6U]KX: 65=+8�:5�8+-;2':+�)533+8)+

��6[XVUYKY�9KX\KJ�H_�ZNK�-XGTZ

:NOY�IRG[YK�YKX\KY�G� Z]U�LURJ�V[XVUYK � OZ� OY� ZNK�JOXKIZ�YU[XIK�UL� ZNK�SUYZ� OSVUXZGTZ�VU]KXY� ZNGZ� ZNK�,KJKXGR
-U\KXTSKTZ� K^KXIOYKY� OT� VKGIKZOSK�� GTJ�� K^IKVZ� LUX� ZNK� J[K� VXUIKYY� GTJ� KW[GR� VXUZKIZOUT� IRG[YKY� UL� ZNK
,U[XZKKTZN�'SKTJSKTZ�� OZ� OY� ZNK�SUYZ� OSVUXZGTZ� ROSOZGZOUT� OSVUYKJ�H_� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UT� ZNK�K^KXIOYK�UL
‘YZGZK�VU]KX’��:NK�RGZZKX��XKYZXOIZO\K�UVKXGZOUT�UL�ZNK�IRG[YK�]GY�RUTM�ZNK�SUXK�OSVUXZGTZ�UTK�LXUS�ZNK�VUOTZ�UL
\OK]�UL�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�RG]_KX��5L�ZNK�GVVXU^OSGZKR_������IGYKY��]NOIN�XKGINKJ�ZNK�9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�[TJKX
ZNK�IRG[YK�VXOUX� ZU������� ZNK�U\KX]NKRSOTM�VXUVUXZOUT�YZKSSKJ� LXUS�YZGZK� RKMOYRGZOUT��:NK� XKY[RZ�]GY� ZNGZ�
MKTKXGRR_�� ZNK�M[OJOTM� ROTKY� OT�IUTYZX[IZOUT�UL� ZNK�IRG[YK�]KXK� OTOZOGRR_� RGOJ�JU]T� OT� ZNK�IUTZK^Z�UL�I[XHOTM
YZGZK� VU]KX� XGZNKX� ZNGT� OT� ZNGZ� UL� OZY� UVKXGZOUT� GY� G� YU[XIK� UL� TGZOUTGR� VU]KX�� :NK� IUTYKW[KTIK� UL� ZNOY
NOYZUXOIGR�VXUMXKYYOUT�]GY� ZNGZ� ZNK�]UXJ� IUSSKXIK�IGSK� ZU�JUSOTGZK� ZNK�IRG[YK�]NORK� ZNK�]UXJ� XKM[RGZK
XKSGOTKJ�OT�ZNK�HGIQMXU[TJ��:NK�YU�IGRRKJ�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�XK\UR[ZOUT�UL�ZNK�����Y��NU]K\KX��HXU[MNZ�ZNK�RGZZKX
]UXJ�ZU�OZY�VXKYKTZ�VXUSOTKTIK�

��*KLOTOZOUT�UL�:KXSY

��)USSKXIK����:NK�KZ_SURUM_�UL�ZNK�]UXJ�IUSSKXIK AI[S�–�SKXIK��]OZN�SKXINGTJOYK�C�IGXXOKY�ZNK�VXOSGX_
SKGTOTM� UL� ZXGLLOI�� UL� ZXGTYVUXZOTM� MUUJY� GIXUYY� YZGZK� ROTKY� LUX� YGRK�� :NOY� VUYYOHR_� TGXXU]� IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR
IUTIKVZOUT�]GY� XKPKIZKJ�H_�)NOKL�0[YZOIK�3GXYNGRR� OT�-OHHUTY�\��5MJKT��]NOIN� XKSGOTY�UTK�UL� ZNK�YKSOTGR
IGYKY� JKGROTM� ]OZN� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� :NK� IGYK� GXUYK� HKIG[YK� UL� G� SUTUVUR_� MXGTZKJ� H_� ZNK� 4K]� ?UXQ
RKMOYRGZ[XK�UT�ZNK�UVKXGZOUT�UL�YZKGS�VXUVKRRKJ�\KYYKRY�UT�OZY�]GZKXY��G�SUTUVUR_�INGRRKTMKJ�H_�-OHHUTY�]NU
ZXGTYVUXZKJ�VGYYKTMKXY�LXUS�4K]�0KXYK_� ZU�4K]�?UXQ�V[XY[GTZ� ZU�VXO\ORKMKY�MXGTZKJ�H_�GT�GIZ�UL�)UTMXKYY�
:NK� 4K]� ?UXQ� SUTUVUR_� ]GY� TUZ� OT� IUTLROIZ� ]OZN� ZNK� IUTMXKYYOUTGR� XKM[RGZOUT� UL� IUSSKXIK�� GXM[KJ� ZNK
SUTUVUROYZY��HKIG[YK�ZNK�\KYYKRY�IGXXOKJ�UTR_�VGYYKTMKXY�HKZ]KKT�ZNK�Z]U�9ZGZKY�GTJ�]KXK�ZN[Y�TUZ�KTMGMKJ�OT
ZXGLLOI��OT�IUSSKXIK�OT�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�YKTYK�
:NK�Y[HPKIZ�ZU�HK�XKM[RGZKJ�OY�IUSSKXIK��ZNK�)NOKL�0[YZOIK�]XUZK��:NK�IU[TYKR�LUX�ZNK�GVVKRRKK�]U[RJ�ROSOZ
OZ�ZU�ZXGLLOI��ZU�H[_OTM�GTJ�YKRROTM��UX�ZNK�OTZKXINGTMK�UL�IUSSUJOZOKY��GTJ�JU�TUZ�GJSOZ�ZNGZ�OZ�IUSVXKNKTJY
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IUTZXUR� NGY� OTK^UXGHR_� IUTYUROJGZKJ� OT� ZNK� K^VGTJOTM� LKJKXGR� H[XKG[IXGI_� UT� ZNK� YZXKTMZN� UL� ZNK
IUSSKXIK�VU]KX�GTJ�ZNK�YVKTJOTM�VU]KX�”��GTJ�“J[XOTM�ZNK�*KVXKYYOUT�_KGXY��ZNK�IU[TZX_�Y[LLKXKJ
ZNK� YVKIZGIRK�UL� ZNK�IU[XZ�JOYZUXZOTM� ZNK�)USSKXIK�IRG[YK�IUSVRKZKR_�U[Z�UL�VXUVUXZOUTY� YU�GY� ZU
JXGYZOIGRR_�K^VGTJ�LKJKXGR�VU]KX�”�

)UTIKXTOTM�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��RKMGR�YINURGXY�NG\K�VUOTZKJ�U[Z �“ZNK�OXUTOIGR�LGIZ�UL�GRR�ZNOY
OY� ZNGZ� ZNK� YU�IGRRKJ�KTROMNZKTKJ� ‘ROHKXGR’�]NU� ZUJG_� OT\UQKY� ZNK� ALU[XZKKTZNC�'SKTJSKTZ� LUX�NOY
U]T�YKRLOYN�GOSY�OT\GXOGHR_�VXULKYYKY�ZU�HK�IUTJ[IZOUT�YUSK�JO\OTKR_�OTYVOXKJ�IX[YGJK��_KZ�TUZNOTM
OT�ZNK�NOYZUX_�UL�ZNOY�IU[TZX_�OY�SUXK�OSSUXGR��LXG[J[RKTZ�UX�NOMN�NGTJKJ�ZNGT�ZNK�SGTTKX�OT�]NOIN
ZNK�,U[XZKKTZN�'SKTJSKTZ�]GY�GJUVZKJ�”�

/Z�OY�TUZ�ZNK�V[XVUYK�UL�ZNOY�G[ZNUX�A0GSKY�5��6GIKC�ZU�ZXGIK�ZNK�ZUXZ[U[Y�VXKIKJKTZY�IUTIKXTOTM�ZNK
IUSSKXIK�IRG[YK�GTJ�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��]NOIN�NG\K�KSVU]KXKJ�ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�ZU
IUTZXUR� ZNK�GLLGOXY� XKM[RGZKJ�H_� ZNK� YZGZKY��4K\KXZNKRKYY��GY� LUX� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��G�HXOKL
NOYZUX_�UL� ZNK�JK\KRUVSKTZ�GTJ� OTZKXVXKZGZOUT� OY� OT�UXJKX��J[K� ZU� ZNK� XKIUSSKTJGZOUTY� ZNOY�G[ZNUX
SGQKY�IUTIKXTOTM�OZ�

:NK�NOYZUX_�UL�ZNK�“XGZOLOIGZOUT”�UL�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��]NOIN�VXU\OJKY�OT�VGXZ�“ZNGZ�TU�YZGZK
YNGRR�JKVXO\K�GT_�VKXYUT�UL�ROLK��ROHKXZ_��UX�VXUVKXZ_��]OZNU[Z�ZNK�J[K�VXUIKYY�UL�RG]�”�OY�GY�LURRU]Y��

:NK�LU[XZKKTZN�'SKTJSKTZ�]GY�Y[HSOZZKJ�H_�G�)UTMXKYY�JUSOTGZKJ�H_�G�XGJOIGR�XKV[HROIGT
RKGJKXYNOV��]NOIN�TK\KX�]U[RJ�NG\K�Y[IIKKJKJ��NGJ�2OTIURT�RO\KJ�

:NK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT� XKW[OXKY� G� Z]U�ZNOXJY� \UZK� UL� HUZN� NU[YKY� ZU� Y[HSOZ� GT� GSKTJSKTZ� LUX
XGZOLOIGZOUT��=NORK� ZNK� Y[HSOYYOUT�]GY�H_� Z]U�ZNOXJY�UL� ZNUYK�VXKYKTZ�� ZNOY� Z]U�ZNOXJY�]GY
UHZGOTKJ� UTR_� H_� K^IR[JOTM�� [TJKX� XKIUTYZX[IZOUT� GIZY�� XKVXKYKTZGZO\KY� UL� ZKT� IUTLKJKXGZKJ
YZGZKY��TUZ]OZNYZGTJOTM�ZNK�LGIZ�ZNGZ�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�GRYU�VXU\OJKY�ZNGZ�KGIN�YZGZK�YNGRR�NG\K
GZ� RKGYZ�UTK�XKVXKYKTZGZO\K� OT� ZNK�.U[YK��/L� ZNK�9U[ZNKXT�JKRKMGZOUT� OT�)UTMXKYY� ZUJG_�]KXK
ZU� LUXIOHR_� KPKIZ� XKVXKYKTZGZO\KY� UL� UZNKX� YZGZKY� GTJ� YKKQ� ZU� Y[HSOZ� G� XKVKGR� UL� ZNK
GSKTJSKTZ��]U[RJ�GT_UTK�YKXOU[YR_�IUTZKTJ�ZNKOX�GIZOUTY�RKMGR%

)UTYKW[KTZR_��OZ�LURRU]Y�ZNGZ�ZNK�,U[XZKKTZN�'SKTJSKTZ�]GY�TK\KX�RKMGRR_�Y[HSOZZKJ�

                                                                                                                                                      
TG\OMGZOUT�� :NOY� ]U[RJ� XKYZXOIZ� G� MKTKXGR� ZKXS�� GVVROIGHRK� ZU� SGT_� UHPKIZY�� ZU� UTK� UL� OZY� YOMTOLOIGZOUTY�
)USSKXIK��[TJU[HZKJR_�� OY� ZXGLLOI��H[Z� OZ� OY�YUSKZNOTM�SUXK��OZ� OY� OTZKXIU[XYK��:NK� ZKXS�� ZNKXKLUXK�� OTIR[JKJ
TG\OMGZOUT��G�IUTIR[YOUT�ZNGZ�3GXYNGRR�GRYU�Y[VVUXZKJ�H_�GVVKGR�ZU�MKTKXGR�[TJKXYZGTJOTM��ZU�ZNK�VXUNOHOZOUT�OT
'XZOIRK�/��9KI�����GMGOTYZ�GT_�VXKLKXKTIK�HKOTM�MO\KT� H_�GT_�XKM[RGZOUT�UL�IUSSKXIK�UX�XK\KT[K��ZU�ZNK�VUXZY
UL� UTK� 9ZGZK� U\KX� ZNUYK� UL� GTUZNKX�� GTJ� ZU� ZNK� GJSOZZKJ� GTJ� JKSUTYZXGZKJ� VU]KX� UL� )UTMXKYY� ZU� OSVUYK
KSHGXMUKY�
3GXYNGRR�W[GROLOKJ�ZNK�]UXJ� OTZKXIU[XYK�]OZN�ZNK�]UXJ� IUSSKXIOGR��ZN[Y�XKZGOTOTM�ZNK�KRKSKTZ�UL�SUTKZGX_
ZXGTYGIZOUTY��([Z��ZUJG_��IUSSKXIK�OT�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�YKTYK��GTJ�NKTIK�OTZKXYZGZK�IUSSKXIK��IU\KXY�K\KX_
YVKIOKY�UL�SU\KSKTZ�UL�VKXYUTY� GTJ� ZNOTMY��]NKZNKX� LUX�VXULOZ�UX�TUZ�� GIXUYY� YZGZK� ROTKY�� K\KX_� YVKIOKY�UL
IUSS[TOIGZOUT��K\KX_�YVKIOKY�UL�ZXGTYSOYYOUT�UL�OTZKRROMKTIK��]NKZNKX�LUX�IUSSKXIOGR�V[XVUYKY�UX�UZNKX]OYK�
����K\KX_�YVKIOKY�UL�IUSSKXIOGR�TKMUZOGZOUT�]NOIN�]ORR� OT\UR\K�YUUTKX�UX� RGZKX�GT�GIZ�UL� ZXGTYVUXZGZOUT�UL
VKXYUTY�UX�ZNOTMY��UX�ZNK�LRU]�UL�YKX\OIKY�UX�VU]KX��GIXUYY�YZGZK�ROTKY�

1 Heldt, :NK�:KTZN�'SKTJSKTZ�/IKHKXM, 30 Hastings L. J. 1763, 1764 (1979).
2 Leverett, supra not 303, at 358.
3 Ibid, at 335.
4 Ibid, at 355.
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.U]K\KX��K\KT�VGYYOTM�H_�ZNK�ORRKMGR�Y[HSOYYOUT��OZ�OY�KW[GRR_�IRKGX�ZNGZ�ZNK�GSKTJSKTZ�]GY
TK\KX�RKMGRR_�XGZOLOKJ��'JUVZOUT�[TJKX�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�XKW[OXKJ�XGZOLOIGZOUT�H_�GZ�RKGYZ�ZNXKK�
LU[XZNY��UX�����UL�ZNK����YZGZKY�ZNKT�OT�K^OYZKTIK�

1KTZ[IQ_�� *KRG]GXK� GTJ� 3GX_RGTJ� XKPKIZKJ� ZNK� GSKTJSKTZ� U[ZXOMNZ�� :NK� GSKTJSKTZ� NGY
TK\KX� HKKT� XGZOLOKJ� H_� )GROLUXTOG�� 4K]� 0KXYK_� GTJ� 5NOU� OTOZOGRR_� XGZOLOKJ� OZ� H[Z� HUZN� RGZKX
]OZNJXK]� ZNKOX� XGZOLOIGZOUT�� 'RR� ZKT� UL� ZNK� 9U[ZNKXT� YZGZKY� OSSKJOGZKR_� XKPKIZKJ� OZ�� :NK
'SKTJSKTZ�LGORKJ�

'YY[SOTM�LUX�ZNK�SUSKTZ�ZNGZ�ZNK�Y[HSOYYOUT�]GY�RKMGR��ZNOY�XKPKIZOUT�]GY�RG]L[R�GTJ�VXUVKX
[TJKX� ZNK� VXUIKJ[XK� VXU\OJKJ� H_� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� :NGZ� YNU[RJ� NG\K� HKKT� ZNK� KTJ� UL� ZNK
SGZZKX��([Z� A‘XKIUTYZX[IZOUT’C� )UTMXKYY� HKIGSK� OTL[XOGZKJ�� GTJ� ZNKTIKLUXZN� GJUVZKJ� NOMN�
NGTJKJ�SKGY[XKY�

/Z�KTGIZKJ��U\KX�6XKYOJKTZ�A'TJXK]C�0UNTYUT’Y�\KZU�� ZNK�8KIUTYZX[IZOUT�'IZ�UL�������]NOIN
JKIRGXKJ�ZNGZ�TU�RKMGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�K^OYZKJ�OT�ZNK�‘ZKT�YZGZKY’�AKSVN�GJJKJC��VRGIKJ� ZNKS�GRR
[TJKX�SOROZGX_�UII[VGZOUT��JOYLXGTINOYKJ� ZNK�]NOZK�VKUVRK��GTJ�V[Z� ZNK�YZGZK�MU\KXTSKTZY� OT
ZNK� NGTJY� UL� ORROZKXGZK� 4KMXUKY�� YIGRG]GMY� GTJ� IGXVKZ�HGMMKXY�� /T� GTUZNKX� YKIZOUT�� ZNOY
]NURKYGRK�HORR�UL�GZZGOTJKX��VXU\OJKJ� ZNGZ�KGIN�K^IR[JKJ�YZGZK�S[YZ�XGZOL_� ZNK�GSKTJSKTZ� OT
UXJKX�ZU�KTPU_�ZNK�YZGZ[Y�UL�G�YZGZK��OTIR[JOTM�representation�OT�)UTMXKYY��/Z�]GY�UTR_�[TJKX
Y[IN�J[XKYY�ZNGZ�ZNK�GSKTJSKTZ�]GY�LOTGRR_�GJUVZKJ�

'Y�SKTZOUTKJ�KGXROKX�� ZNK�HORR�UL� XOMNZY�UXOMOTGRR_�GVVROKJ�UTR_� ZU� ZNK� LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ��:NK
YZGZKY� XGZOLOKJ� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT� UT� ZNK� VXUSOYK� ZNGZ� L[XZNKX� XKYZXGOTZY� UT� KT[SKXGZKJ� LKJKXGR
VU]KX� ]U[RJ� HK� GJUVZKJ� H_� SKGTY� UL� G� HORR� UL� XOMNZY�� GTJ� ZNOY� ]GY� JUTK�� :NK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT
IUTZGOTY�GT�KT[SKXGZOUT�UL�VU]KXY�K^VXKYYR_�MXGTZKJ�H_� ZNK�YZGZKY� ZU� ZNK� LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�
:NOY�OTJOIGZKJ�ZNGZ�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�OY�GT�KTGHROTM�GTJ�TUZ�G�XKYZXGOTOTM�OTYZX[SKTZ���(_�\OXZ[K�UL
ZNOY� LGIZ�� YOTIK� ZNK� YZGZKY� JOJ� TUZ� XKYZXOIZ� ZNKSYKR\KY� OT� ZNK� HORR� UL� XOMNZY�� ZNK� \GXOU[Y� YZGZK
RKMOYRGZ[XKY�]KXK�LXKK�ZU�GIZ�UT�ZNK�XOMNZY�IUTZGOTKJ�OT�ZNK�LOXYZ�ZKT�GSKTJSKTZY�GY�ZNK_�YG]�LOZ�
Y[HPKIZ�ZU�GVVXU\GR�H_�ZNK�YZGZK�Y[VXKSK�IU[XZ�XK\OK]�GTJ�TUZ�ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�

'IIUXJOTMR_�� YZGZKY� IU[RJ� VGYY� RG]Y� U[ZRG]OTM� ]NGZ� ZNK_� VKXIKO\K� ZU� HK� UHYIKTOZ_�
VUXTUMXGVN_…:NK_�IU[RJ�KSVU]KX� ZNKOX�YINUUR�HUGXJY�]OZN� ZNK� XOMNZ� ZU�JOYSOYY� OTIUSVKZKTZ
ZKGINKXY�]OZNU[Z�LKGX�UL�IO\OR�XOMNZY�XKVXOYGRY��9ZGZKY�IU[RJ�OSVUYK�ZNK�JKGZN�VKTGRZ_��IXU]J�ZNK
PGORY�GTJ�JKT_� ZNK�VXOYUTKXY�XKIXKGZOUT�LGIOROZOKY�]OZNU[Z�LKGX�UL�LKJKXGR�IU[XZY�X[ROTM� ZNGZ�Y[IN
GIZY�]KXK�[TIUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR��/T�Y[S��GT_�XOMNZ�IUTZGOTKJ�OT�ZNK�HORR�UL�XOMNZY�IU[RJ�HK�NGTJRKJ�OT
G�SGTTKX�ZNK�YZGZK�MU\KXTSKTZY�YG]�LOZ��

:NK� GJUVZOUT� UL� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ� VXU\OJKJ� ZNK� ;�� 9�� 9[VXKSK� )U[XZ� ]OZN� ZNK
UVVUXZ[TOZ_�ZU�INGTMK�ZNGZ��:NXU[MN�G�YKXOKY�UL�IGYKY��ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�IUTYZX[KJ�ZNK�J[K

                                                  

1 Worcester v. Georgia 6 Peters 515 (1832); Brown v. Epps 91 Va. 726, 21 SE 114 (Va. 1895).
* Note: I personally feel some uncertainty in this area. Since my personal experiences include interaction

with the ‘legal’ system and its various arms, on a federal level, yet am also aware of the particular and

individual ‘state’ excesses in which the public, especially ‘prisoners’ are exposed, I feel it necessary to

point out that, while supporting ‘state rights’, it is necessary to understand that if a ‘nation’ is to share both

flesh and bone, then a common legal system, such as our already existing Anglo-Saxon/Dane Law, which

has already attempted to provide for this Western nation this very example, through many hundreds of

generations, to prove its validity and value, both socially and legislatively. In other words, common

interests, in the name of decency and justice, should always be paramount in determining the ‘federal’

jurisdiction or, in any term, the ‘national character’ through its laws and perceptions of their consequence.

Pater familias, must always be judged by its consequences. FLS]
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VXUIKYY�IRG[YK�UL� ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��]NOIN�]GY�GVVROIGHRK� ZU� ZNK�YZGZKY�� OT�G�SGTTKX�
]NOIN� SGJK� ZNK� HORR� UL� XOMNZY� GRYU� GVVROIGHRK� ZU� ZNK� YZGZKY�� 'Z� ZNGZ� VUOTZ�� ZNK� ;�9�� 9[VXKSK
)U[XZ�KSVU]KXKJ�OZYKRL�ZU�XK\OK]�GRR�GIZOUTY�H_�ZNK�YZGZKY�OT�XKMGXJ�ZU�HORR�UL�XOMNZY�OYY[KY�GTJ
VGYY�UT�ZNKOX�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGROZ_�

.OYZUXOIGRR_��“J[K�VXUIKYY”�SKGTZ�ZNGZ�ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�]U[RJ�TUZ�JKVXO\K�YUSKUTK�UL�NOY
XOMNZY�]OZNU[Z� LURRU]OTM� RG]L[R�VXUIKJ[XKY��:NOY�SKGTZ� ZNGZ� OT�UXJKX� ZU�YKTJ�G�Y[YVKIZ� ZU� PGOR
ZNKXK�NGJ� ZU�HK�G�J[R_�IUTJ[IZKJ� ZXOGR�NKRJ� LOXYZ��:NOY�IUTIKVZ� OY�KSHUJOKJ� OT�T[SKXU[Y� RG]Y
GTJ�UXJOTGTIKY�HKYOJKY�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��:NK�IUTIKVZ�UL�J[K�VXUIKYY�]GY�K^VGTJKJ�H_�JO\OJOTM
OZ� OTZU� Z]U� GXKGY�� UTK� IGRRKJ� VXUIKJ[XGR� J[K� VXUIKYY�� ZNK� ZXGJOZOUTGR� IUTIKVZ�� GTJ� UTK� IGRRKJ
Y[HYZGTZO\K� J[K� VXUIKYY�� 6XUIKJ[XGR� J[K� VXUIKYY� IUTIKXTKJ� ZNK� RKMGR� VXUIKJ[XK� KSVRU_KJ� ZU
JKVXO\K�GT�OTJO\OJ[GR�UL�NOY�XOMNZY�

:NK�VXUIKJ[XGR�J[K�VXUIKYY�YGLK�M[GXJY�KTY[XKJ�ZNGZ�ZNK�OTJO\OJ[GR�INGXMKJ�]OZN�G�IXOSK�]U[RJ
HK�GYY[XKJ�UL�ZNK�XOMNZ�ZU�Y[IN�ZNOTMY�GY 

G� 4UZOIK�UL�ZNK�TGZ[XK�GTJ�IG[YK�UL�ZNK�INGXMK�GMGOTYZ�NOS!
H� '�YVKKJ_�GTJ�V[HROI�ZXOGR�H_�GT�OSVGXZOGR�P[X_!
I� 5VVUXZ[TOZ_� ZU� IUTLXUTZ� ]OZTKYYKY� GII[YOTM� NOS� GTJ� ZU� IUSVKR� ]OZTKYYKY� OT� NOY

LG\UX�ZU�GVVKGX!

,[XZNKXSUXK��ZNK�OTJO\OJ[GR�]U[RJ�TUZ�HK 

G����9[HPKIZ�ZU�[TXKGYUTGHRK�YKGXINKY�UX�HGYKRKYY�GXXKYZY�H_�MU\KXTSKTZ
�������ULLOIOGRY!
H����)USVKRRKJ�ZU�OTIXOSOTGZK�NOSYKRL�

:NKYK� GTJ� UZNKX� VXUIKJ[XGR� XOMNZY� GXK� OTIUXVUXGZKJ� OTZU� ZNK� HORR� UL� XOMNZY�� :NK� IUTIKVZ� UL
Y[HYZGTZO\K�J[K�VXUIKYY�]GY�JK\KRUVKJ�ZU�K^ZKTJ�ZNK�VU]KX�UL�ZNK�IU[XZ’Y�G[ZNUXOZ_�HK_UTJ�ZNK
SKXK� KTLUXIKSKTZ� UL� VXUVKX� VXUIKJ[XK� ]NKT� JKVXO\OTM� G� VKXYUT� ROLK�� ROHKXZ_�� UX� VXUVKXZ_�� ZU
OTIR[JK�ZNK�VU]KX�UL�ZNK�IU[XZ�ZU�M[GXGTZKK�]NGZ�OZ�YG]�GY�G�HGYOI�ROHKXZ_��'Z�ZNOY�VUOTZ��OZ�TU
RUTMKX�]GY�Y[LLOIOKTZ� LUX�)UTMXKYY�UX� ZNK�YGZKY� ZU�VGYY� RG]Y��]NOIN� XKYZXOIZ� ZNK�GIZOUTY�UL� ZNK
IOZO`KTY��+\KT�OL�ZNK_�JOJ�YU�GIIUXJOTM�ZU�VXUVKX��KYZGHROYNKJ�VXUIKJ[XK��O�K��J[K�VXUIKYY�UL�RG]�
+\KX_�GIZ�UL�)UTMXKYY�U� ZNK� YZGZKY�]NOIN�IU[RJ�GLLKIZ�GT� OSVROKJ�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR� XOMNZ�HKIGSK
Y[HPKIZY� ZU� P[JOIOGR� YIX[ZOT_�� :NK� IU[XZY� ]U[RJ� JKZKXSOTK� OL� G� XOMNZ� OY� M[GXGTZKKJ� [TJKX� ZNK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�H_� OSVROIGZOUT��GTJ� OL� OZ�]GY�� ZNK�IU[XZ�IU[RJ�X[RK� OZ�[TIUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR� OT� ZNK�K\KTZ
ZNK� IU[XZ� ZNU[MNZ� OY� [TP[YZ�� .KTIK�� ZNK� IU[XZY�� LUX� K^GSVRK�� ]KXK� GHRK� ZU� XKGJ� OTZU� ZNK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT� ZNK� M[GXGTZKKY� UL� ZNK� XOMNZ� UL� G� ]USGT� ZU� NG\K� GT� GHUXZOUT�� K\KT� OL� KRKIZKJ
RKMOYRGZUXY� KTGIZKJ� RG]Y� ZU� SGQK� OZ� ORRKMGR�� ;TJKX� UZNKX� GSKTJSKTZY� IUTZGOTKJ� OT� ZNK� HORR� UL
XOMNZY�SGJK�GVVROIGHRK�ZU�ZNK�YZGZKY�H_�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�NGY
HKKT�GHRK�ZU�OT\GROJGZK�YZGZK�GTZO�VUXTUMXGVN_�YZGZ[ZKY��YZGZK�VKTGR�IUJKY��`UTOTM�RG]Y��KZI�

:NK� XKY[RZ� NGY� HKKT� ZNGZ� OT� XKIKTZ� _KGXY� ZNK� VU]KX� GTJ� ZNK� XOMNZY� UL� ZNK� IUSS[TOZOKY� GTJ
IOZO`KTY�UL�ZNK�\GXOU[Y�YZGZKY�ZU�VXUSUZK�VXUMXGSY�GTJ�[YK�ZNKOX�J[R_�KTGIZKJ�RG]Y�ZU�SGOTZGOT
ZNKOX� ZXGJOZOUTGR�\GR[K�Y_YZKS�NGY�HKKT�I[XZGORKJ�H_� ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�GTJ�UZNKX� LKJKXGR
IU[XZY� GY� ]KRR�� 5TIK� ZNK� ;�9�� 9[VXKSK� )U[XZ� MXGTZKJ� OZYKRL� P[XOYJOIZOUT� U\KX� YZGZK� GIZOUT�� OZ
HKMGT� ZU� IGYZ� GYOJK� \GXOU[Y� YZGZK� GIZOUT� MU\KXTOTM� YZGTJGXJY� UL� IUTJ[IZ� GY� HKOTM
[TIUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�� 'Z� ZOSKY�� OZ� ]U[RJ� LOTJ� GT� KTZOXK� YZGZK� YZGZ[ZK� ZU� HK� [TIUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR� GTJ� GZ
UZNKX�ZOSKY�UTR_�VUXZOUTY�ZNKXKUL�

(KIG[YK�UL�ZNOY�YUIOGR�GIZO\OYS�UT�ZNK�VGXZ�UL�ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ��YZGZKY�OT�ZNK�����’Y�HKGT
ZU�XGOYK�W[KYZOUTY�GHU[Z�ZNK�)U[XZ’Y�VXKYKTZ�JG_�L[TIZOUT��3GT_�YZGZKY�]KXK�YG_OTM�ZNGZ�ZNK�;�9�
9[VXKSK� )U[XZ�� IUSVXOYKJ� UL� [TKRKIZKJ� ULLOIOGRY�� ]GY� RKMOYRGZOUT� RG]Y� XGZNKX� ZNGT� SKXKR_
OTZKXVXKZOTM�ZNKS�

'Y�OZ�YZGTJY�TU]��ZNKXK�OY�TU�V[XVUYK�OT�SGOTZGOTOTM�YKVGXGZK�YZGZK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT�UX�YZGZK�RG]Y��5T
\OZGR� YUIOGR� OYY[KY�� ZNK� LKJKXGR� IU[XZY� NG\K� XKSU\KJ� ZNK� VU]KX� ZU� ]NOIN� ZNK� YZGZKY� ]KXK
UXOMOTGRR_�KTZOZRKJ�ZU�IUTYZX[IZ�GTJ�IUTYZX[K�ZNKOX�U]T�RG]Y�
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:NKXK�OY�TU�JKHGZK�GY�ZU�ZNK�K^VXKYY�VU]KXY�UL�ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ��:NKYK�GXK�SGT_�GTJ�GXK
L[TJGSKTZGR�ZU�G�[TOZKJ�TGZOUT��.U]K\KX��ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�IU[XZ��UZNKX�LKJKXGR�IU[XZY�GTJ�K\KT
IUTMXKYY� ]OZN� OTIXKGYOTM� LKX\UX� OT� XKIKTZ� _KGXY�� NG\K� HKKT� KTRGXMOTM� ZNK� XURK� UL� ZNK� LKJKXGR
MU\KXTSKTZ�H_�ZGQOTM�G�IUTIKVZ�OT�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�GTJ�K^VGTJOTM�OZ�ZU�OTIR[JK�\GM[KR_�XKRGZKJ
VXOTIOVRKY��MO\OTM� XOYK� ZU�YU�IGRRKJ� OSVROKJ�LKJKXGR�XOMNZY��,UX�K^GSVRK��'XZOIRK�/��9KIZOUT���UL
ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�VXU\OJKY� ZNGZ�)UTMXKYY�YNGRR�NG\K�VU]KX�“ZU� XKM[RGZK�IUSSKXIK�]OZN� LUXKOMT
TGZOUTY��GTJ�GSUTM� ZNK� YK\KXGR�9ZGZKY��GTJ�]OZN� ZNK� /TJOGT�:XOHKY”�)UTMXKYY�GTJ� ZNK� LKJKXGR
IU[XZY�XKGYUTKJ�ZNGZ�XGIK�XKRGZOUTY�GLLKIZ�IUSSKXIK�GTJ�YOTIK�)UTMXKYY�SG_�XKM[RGZK�ZNGZ�GXKG�
OZ�SG_�XKM[RGZK�XGIK�XKRGZOUTY�ZU�ZNK�K^IR[YOUT�UL�ZNK�YZGZKY��'IIUXJOTMR_��ZNK�VU]KX�ZU�XKM[RGZK
XGIOGR� JOYIXOSOTGZOUT� ]GY� JKRKMGZKJ� ZU� ZNK� LKJKXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� H_� OSVROIGZOUT� GTJ� ZNK� ;�9�
9[VXKSK�)U[XZ� GVVXU\KJ��:N[Y�� ZNKXK�]GY�TU�\OURGZOUT�UL� ZNK� ZKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ�M[GXGTZKK�UL
YZGZKY’�XOMNZY��AKSVN��GJJKJC

:NK� OTZKXVXKZGZOUT� UL� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ� H_� ZNK� ;�9�� 9[VXKSK� )U[XZ� NGY� GRZKXKJ� U[X
LKJKXGR� Y_YZKS��:NK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ��H_� OZY�U]T� YUIOGR�GIZO\OYS��NGY�GYY[SKJ� RKMOYRGZO\K
IUTZXUR�U\KX� ZNK� YZGZKY�GTJ�TU]�JKIOJKY� OYY[KY�UL� XGIK� XKRGZOUTY�� XKROMOUT��GHUXZOUT�GTJ�SGT_
UZNKX�VO\UZGR�OYY[KY�]NOIN�JKZKXSOTK�]NKZNKX�UX�TUZ�G�YUIOKZ_�VXUMXKYYKY�UX�XKMXKYYKY��:NK�;�9�
9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�ZN[Y�SGQKY�JKIOYOUTY�ZNGZ�TU�YZGZK�UX�IUSS[TOZ_�IGT�GRZKX�TU�SGZZKX�NU]�]XUTM
ZNK�JKIOYOUTY�GXK�GTJ�TU�SGZZKX�OL�����VKXIKTZ�UL�ZNK�VUV[RGZOUT�\UZKY�ZU�NG\K�ZNKS�GRZKXKJ�

/T� YVOZK�UL�GRR�]K�JU�GY� OTJO\OJ[GRY� ZU�KRK\GZK� ZNK�SUXGROZ_�UL� ZNK�TGZOUT��U[X�KLLUXZY�]ORR�HK
ZN]GXZKJ� H_� ZNK� YZXOIZ[XKY� UL� [TIUTYZOZ[ZOUTGROZ_� VRGIKJ� [VUT� ZNK� RKMOYRGZ[XKY� H_� ZNK� LKJKXGR
IU[XZY��)U[XZY�� OT� ZNKOX�GZZKSVZ� ZU� XKYZXOIZ� ZNK�IUSS[TOZ_�UL� OZY� XOMNZY�GTJ�NG\K�SGTJGZKJ� ZNK
RKMOYRGZOUT�UL�OSSUXGROZ_��GTJ�ZNK�GHGTJUTSKTZ�UL�U[X�KTZOXK�NKXOZGMK�

:NKXK�K^OYZY�G�YUR[ZOUT�

:NOY�AGIZOUTC�]U[RJ�HK�GIIUSVROYNKJ�H_�XKVKGROTM�NK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�ZU�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT
GTJ�YZXKTMZNKTOTM�ZNK�ZKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�M[GXGTZKKY�UL�YZGZKY’�XOMNZY��9OTIK�ZNK�LKJKXGR�IU[XZY�[YK
ZNK�J[K�VXUIKYY�IRG[YK�UL� ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ� ZU�MGOT�Y[VKX\OYUX_�VU]KX�U\KX� ZNK�YZGZKY
UT�QK_�OYY[KY��ZNK�XKVKGR�UL�ZNOY�GSKTJSKTZ�]U[RJ�KLLKIZO\KR_�XKSU\K�ZNK�IU[XZ�IXKGZKJ�HGYOY�UT
]NOIN� LKJKXGR� P[JMKY� XKR_� ZU� XKM[RGZKJ� YZGZK� GIZOUT� YU� K^ZKTYO\KR_�� :U� XKVKGR� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN
GSKTJSKTZ�]U[RJ�HK� ZU�KROSOTGZK� ZNK�J[K�VXUIKYY�IRG[YK�GVVROIGHRK� ZU� ZNK�YZGZKY��]OZN�]NOIN
ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�GTJ� ZNK�LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ�NG\K�GVVXUVXOGZKJ� ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�XOMNZY
UL� ZNK� YZGZKY�� :NOY� ]U[RJ� SKGT� ZNGZ� UTR_� ZNK� \GXOU[Y� YZGZK� Y[VXKSK� IU[XZY� GTJ� TUZ� ZNK� ;�9�
9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�IU[RJ�VGYY�UT� ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGROZ_�UL� ZNKYK�QK_� OYY[KY��GTJ� ZNK_�]U[RJ�JU� ZNOY
HGYKJ�UT�ZNK�;�9��)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�GTJ�ZNK�XKYVKIZO\K�YZGZK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTY��*[K�VXUIKYY��GY�GVVROKJ�ZU
ZNK�LKJKXGR�Y_YZKS�]U[RJ�YZORR�K^OYZ� OT� ZNK�LOLZN�GSKTJSKTZ�GTJ� OT�LKJKXGR�YZGZ[ZKY�Y[IN�GY� ZNK
,KJKXGR�8[RKY�UL�)O\OR�6XUIKJ[XK��KZI���GTJ�J[K�VXUIKYY�]U[RJ�K^OYZ�LUX�ZNK�YZGZKY�GY�YKZ�LUXZN�OT
ZNKOX�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTY�GTJ�UZNKX�RG]Y�GTJ�YZGZ[ZKY��:NK�HGYOI�XOMNZY�UL�ZNK�IOZO`KTY��GY�ZNK_�IUTIKXT
ZNK�MU\KXTSKTZ’Y�UHROMGZOUT�ZU�GHOJK�H_�ZNK�RG]Y�OT�OZY�JOYVUYOZOUT�UL�ROLK��ROHKXZ_�GTJ�VXUVKXZ_�
]ORR�HK�[TGLLKIZKJ��=NGZ�]ORR�HK�GRZKXKJ� OY� ZNK�VU]KX� ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�NGY�GYY[SKJ� ZU
OT\GROJGZK� YZGZK� GIZOUT� UT� OYY[KY� ZNGZ� GXK� YU� L[TJGSKTZGR� ZU� G� IUSS[TOZ_’Y� ]NURKYUSK
JK\KRUVSKTZ�� :NK� Y[VXKSGI_� UL� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT� GTJ� ZNK� LKJKXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� ]U[RJ� XKSGOT
[TINGRRKTMKJ��5[X�IU[TZX_�]U[RJ�YZORR�HK�IKTZXGRR_�IUTZXURRKJ�GXKGY�UL�TGZOUTGR�OTZKXKYZ��ZG^GZOUT�
SOROZGX_�� OTZKXTGZOUTGR� GLLGOXY�� IUSSKXIK�� GTJ� UZNKX� GXKGY� K^VXKYYR_� JKRKMGZKJ� ZU� ZNK� LKJKXGR
MU\KXTSKTZ�H_�ZNK�;�9��)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��5TR_�ZNK�OYY[KY�UL�RUIGR�IUTIKXT��YZGTJGXJY�UL�IUTJ[IZ�GTJ
XGIOGR�OJKTZOZ_�]U[RJ�HK�GLLKIZKJ�ZNKXKH_��AKSVN��GJJKJC

<��'4'2?9/9�5,�6./25956./+9�=./).�,59:+8�5;8�*+)2/4+
��6'8:�:=5

���/TZXUJ[IZOUT
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/T�XKIKTZ�_KGXY��ZNUYK�]NUS�ZNK�]UXRJ�ZXGJOZOUTGRR_�XKIUMTO`KY�GY�'SKXOIGTY����ZNUYK�UL�=KYZKXT
+[XUVKGT�9ZUIQ��NG\K�HKKT� ZG[MNZ� ZU�JOYXKMGXJ� ZNK� XOINTKYY�UL� ZNKOX�NKXOZGMK�GTJ� OJKTZOZ_�GTJ
K\KT�HK�GYNGSKJ�UL� OZ��/T�IKXZGOT�IOXIRKY�UL�U[X�YUIOKZ_�� OZ� OY�JKKSKJ� ZU�HK�SOYVRGIKJ�VXOJK� ZU
\GR[K� ZNK� GINOK\KSKTZY� UL� U[X� GTIKYZUXY� GTJ� U[X� XGIK�� :U� VXOJK� UTKYKRL� UT� HKOTM� JKYIKTJKJ
LXUS� ZNK� LU[TJOTM� ,GZNKXY� OY� ULZKT� IUTYOJKXKJ� ZU� HK� NURRU]� HUGYZOTM�� ?KZ�� U[X� LUXKLGZNKXY
LU[TJKJ� ZNOY�TGZOUT�GTJ�JXGLZKJ� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�LUX� ZNKOX�VUYZKXOZ_�GTJ�LUX�TU�UTK�KRYK’Y�AYKK�
LUX�OTYZGTIK��;�9��)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��VXKGSHRKC��YU��OT�LGIZ��ZNUYK�ZNGZ�IGT��YNU[RJ�XKPUOIK�OT�HKOTM�UL
ZNKOX� ROTKGMK� GTJ� NKOX� ZU� ZNGZ� HOXZNXOMNZ�� 'SKXOIG� S[YZ� \GR[K� OZY� VGYZ� GTJ� XKPUOIK� OT� OZY� XOIN
NKXOZGMK��UX�LUXK\KX�RUYK�ZNGZ�NKXOZGMK�ZU�UZNKX�XGIKY�]NU�\GR[K�ZNKOXY��AKSVN��GJJKJC

:NKXK�OY�G�JOXKIZ�ROTQ�HKZ]KKT�U[X�VGYZ�GTJ�U[X�L[Z[XK��/L�]K�JKYVOYK��SGQK�ROMNZ�UL��UX�OMTUXK
U[X�VGYZ��]K�IGTTUZ�VGYY�UT�U[X�OJKTZOZ_�GTJ�I[RZ[XK�ZU�U[X�VUYZKXOZ_��5[X�INORJXKT�]ORR�GHGTJUT
U[X�I[RZ[XK�GTJ� ZNK� OJKGRY�]K�NURJ���:NK_�]ORR� OTIXKGYOTMR_�SGXX_� OTZU�UZNKX� XGIKY�GTJ�GRRU]
ZNUYK�XGIKY�ZU�IUTZOT[K�OSSOMXGZOTM�ZU�'SKXOIG�KT�SGYYK�[TZOR�'SKXOIG�OY�TU�RUTMKX�]NOZK�H[Z
ZNUXU[MNR_�SO^KJ��'Z� ZNGZ�VUOTZ��TGZOUTGR�[TOZ_�]ORR�HKIUSK� OSVUYYOHRK� ZU�XKMGOT�[TZOR�]K�GXK
[TOLOKJ�GY�UTK�JGXQ�YQOTTKJ�XGIK��:NOY�JGXQKTOTM�UL�'SKXOIG�OY�XGVOJR_�ZGQOTM�VRGIK�ZUJG_��GTJ
]K�GXK�YU�IUTL[YKJ�H_�U[X�OJKTZOZ_�ZNGZ�TU�UTK�IGT�YVKGQ�U[Z�GMGOTYZ�OZ�GTJ�LKKR�IUSLUXZGHRK�OT
YUIOKZ_��;TRKYY�]K� XKSKSHKX�U[X�NKXOZGMK�GTJ�YZXO\K� ZU�VXKYKX\K� OZ� LUX�U[X�VUYZKXOZ_��'SKXOIG
]ORR�HK�U\KXX[T�GTJ�X[OTKJ�

���5[ZROTK�UL�/TIUXXKIZ�6NORUYUVNOKY�UT�8GIOGR�/JKTZOZ_

:NK� OTIUXXKIZ� VNORUYUVNOKY� XKMGXJOTM� U[X� OJKTZOZ_� ]ORR� HK� JOYI[YYKJ� OT� ZNOY� VGXZ� UL� ZNK� ZK^Z�
,[XZNKX�� ZNOY�VGXZ�]ORR�JKGR�]OZN� ZNK� OYY[K�UL� XGce��NU]�'SKXOIG� OY�HKOTM� XKVRGIKJ�]OZN�UZNKX
VKUVRKY�GTJ�NU]�U[X�OTIUXXKIZ�VNORUYUVNOKY�XKMGXJOTM�OJKTZOZ_�GRRU]�ZNOY�ZU�NGVVKT�

9USK� OTIUXXKIZ�TUZOUTY� Y[HYIXOHKJ� ZU�H_�G� RGXMK�T[SHKX�UL�'SKXOIGTY�GTJ�]NOIN�VXK\KTZ�[Y
LXUS�VXKYKX\OTM�U[X�TGZOUT�GXK�GY�LURRU]Y 

�� 3GOTZGOTOTM�ZNK�XGIOGR�IUSVUYOZOUT�UL�G�YUIOKZ_�OY�XGIOYZ�
�� 'SKXOIG�OY�G�IU[TZX_�LUX�GRR�XGIKY��+^IKVZ�LUX�ZNK�'SKXOIGT�/TJOGTY�LXUS�]NUS�]K

ZUUQ� ZNOY� RGTJ�� GRR� 'SKXOIGTY� GXK� OSSOMXGTZY�� YU� ZU� XKYZXOIZ� OSSOMXGZOUT� UX
IOZO`KTYNOV�ZU�]NOZKY�OY�[T�'SKXOIGT�

�� .OYZUX_� NGY� VXU\KJ� ZNGZ� U[X� VGYZ� XGIOGR� JOYIXOSOTGZOUT� ]GY� MXU[TJRKYY�� 8GIOGR
JO\KXYOZ_�KTNGTIKY�U[X�OTLR[KTIK�OT�ZNK�]UXRJ�IUSS[TOZ_�GTJ�MO\KY�[Y�\OZGROZ_�ZNGZ
XGIOGRR_�NUSUMKTKU[Y�IU[TZXOKY�JU�TUZ�NG\K�

�� /Z�JUKY�TUZ�SGZZKX�OL�'SKXOIGTY�HKIUSK�G�TUT]NOZK�VKUVRK�

,URRU]OTM�OY�GT�GTGR_YOY�UL�ZNK�GHU\K�SKTZOUTKJ�TUZOUTY�

�� 3GOTZGOTOTM�ZNK�XGIOGR�IUSVUYOZOUT�UL�G�YUIOKZ_�OY�XGIOYZ�

:NK� /TZKXTGZOUTGR� )UT\KTZOUT� UT� ZNK� +ROSOTGZOUTY� UL� 'RR� LUXSY� UL� 8GIOGR� *OYIXOSOTGZOUT
VXU\OJKY� ZNGZ�“XGIOGR� YKMXKMGZOUT…AOYC�IUTJKSTKJ�H_� ZNK�9ZGZKY’� VGXZOKY�� GTJ� ZNK_� VRKJMK� ZU

                                                  

* [Note: As was stated in ROTW, race-cultures, such as the Japanese, see the West in ‘traditional’ terms;

this includes the rationalization that our Military might comes from ‘within’, that our soul is part and parcel

of our ‘race-soul’, that is, what we are made of. Those persons not of the West, whether friend or foe,

knows, without a doubt, just who are members of the West, and who are not. Ironically, it appears that, for

the most part it is, precisely, those very members of the West who have no waking idea of just who they are

as it relates to those various and diverse race-cultures which inhabit this world with them. FLS]
1 [See Text]
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VXK\KTZ�� VXUNOHOZ� GTJ� KXGJOIGZK� GRR� Y[IN� VXGIZOIKY� OT� ZNKOX� ZKXXOZUXOKY�”��:NOY�;4�–YVUTYUXKJ
IUT\KTZOUT� OY�K^VXKYY� OT� OZY�VUYOZOUT� ZNGZ�SGOTZGOTOTM�XGIOGR� OJKTZOZ_�GTJ�IUSS[TOZOKY�UL�UTK’Y
U]T�VKUVRK� OY� XGIOYZ��,[XZNKX�� GXZOIRKY� OT� ZNK�;4+9)5�)U[XOKX� GYYKXZ� ZNGZ� “OTZKMXGZOUT�� HUZN
XGIOGR� GTJ� I[RZ[XGR�� OY� IKXZGOTR_� GT� OTJOYVKTYGHRK� YZUV� UT� ZNK� XUGJ� ZU� ZNK� KXGJOIGZOUT� UL
XGIOGROYS�”�

O� :NKXK�GXK�V[XK�XGIKY

A9KK�:K^ZC

OO� :NKYK�V[XK�XGIKY�GXK�HOURUMOIGRR_�Y[VKXOUX

A9KK�:K^ZC

�������OOO��9[VKXOUXOZ_�K^VRGOTY�GTJ�P[YZOLOKY�ZNKOX�VXKJUSOTGTIK�GTJ�VXO\ORKMKY�

A9KK�:K^ZC

���'SKXOIG� OY� G� IU[TZX_� LUX� GRR� XGIKY��+^IKVZ� LUX� ZNK� /TJOGTY�� LUXS�]NUS�]K� ZUUQ� ZNK� RGTJ�� GRR
'SKXOIGTY� GXK� OSSOMXGTZY�� :N[Y�� ZU� XKYZXOIZ� OSSOMXGZOUT� UX� IOZO`KTYNOV� ZU� ]NOZKY� UTR_� OY� [T�
'SKXOIGT�

A9KK�:K^ZC

O��=K�ZUUQ�ZNK�RGTJ�LXUS�ZNK�/TJOGTY�

A9KK�:K^ZC

OO��'SKXOIG�OY�G�IU[TZX_�LUX�GRR�XGIKY�

A9KK�:K^ZC

���.OYZUX_�NGY�VXU\KJ�ZNGZ�U[X�VGYZ�XGIOGR�JOYIXOSOTGZOUT�]GY�MXU[TJRKYY��8GIOGR�JO\KXYOZ_�KTNGTIKY
U[X�OTLR[KTIK�OT�ZNK�]UXRJ�IUSS[TOZ_�GTJ�MO\K�[Y�\OZGROZ_�ZNGZ�XGIOGRR_�NUSUMKTKU[Y�IU[TZXOKY�JU
TUZ�NG\K�

=K�NG\K�YUSKNU]�IUSK�ZU�HKROK\K�ZNGZ�U[X�YZXKTMZN�OY�JKXO\KJ�LXUS�ZNK�ROZKXGZK�SGYYKY�UL�ZNK�ZNOXJ
]UXRJ�XGZNKX�ZNGT�ZNXU[MN�G�Y_YZKSGZOI�MXU]ZN�UL�G�[TOLOKJ�IU[TZX_�GIIKVZOTM�NGXJ]UXQOTM�GJJOZOUTY
UTR_�LXUS�ZNK�YGSK�YU[XIK�LXUS�]NOIN�'SKXOIG�YVXGTM�–�+[XUVK��:NOY�XKRGZO\KR_�TK]�IUTIKVZ��“ZNK
9ZGZ[K�UL�ROHKXZ_�Y_TJXUSK�”�NGY�JOYZUXZKJ�U[X�\OK]�UL�U[X�IU[TZX_’Y�YZXKTMZNY�GTJ�]KGQTKYYKY��5[X
TGZOUT�]GY�YZXUTM�GTJ�[TOLOKJ�HKLUXK�ZNK�]UXJ�“SKRZOTM�VUZ”�]GY�[YKJ�GZ�ZNK�HKMOTTOTM�UL�ZNOY
IKTZ[X_�ZU�JKYIXOHK�IKXZGOT�IOZOKY�OT�'SKXOIG��GTJ�OZ�XKSGOTKJ�YZXUTM�ZNXU[MNU[Z�ZNK�JKJOIGZKJ�KXG�UL
NKG\_�OSSOMXGZOUT�J[XOTM�ZNOY�VKXOUJ�HKIG[YK�ZNK�]G\KY�UL�OSSOMXGTZY�LXUS�+[XUVK�IU[RJ�KGYOR_
GYYOSORGZKJ�ZNKSYKR\KY�OTZU�'SKXOIG’Y�+[XUVKGT�NKXOZGMK�

:NUYK�GLLROIZKJ�]OZN�ZNK�9ZGZ[K�UL�2OHKXZ_�Y_TJXUSK�YKKS�ZU�GR]G_Y�[YK�ZNK�/XOYN�K^VKXOKTIK�GY�GT
K^GSVRK�GTJ�YG_ �“2UUQ�GZ�ZNKS!�ZNK_�]KXK�JOYIU[XGMKJ�LXUS�IUSOTM�ZU�'SKXOIG�GTJ�JOYIXOSOTGZKJ
[VUT�GXXO\GR��H[Z�ZNK_�NG\K�GJP[YZKJ��:NK�XKGYUTY�LUX�JOYIXOSOTGZOUT�GMGOTYZ�ZNK�/XOYN�]KXK
MXU[TJRKYY��P[YZ�GY�MXU[TJRKYY�GY�JOYIXOSOTGZOUT�OY�GMGOTYZ�ZNK�TUT]NOZK�OSSOMXGTZY�UL�ZUJG_�

                                                  

1 8KZGSGX��3O^KJ�3KZGSUXVNUYOY��;4+9)5�)U[XOKX��4U\��������GZ����
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*OYIXOSOTGZOUT�GMGOTYZ�ZNK�/XOYN�]GY�XKRGZO\KR_�SORJ�GTJ�]GY�HGYKJ�UT�Z]U�LGIZUXY��,OXYZ��ZKXXOZUXOGR
LKGXY�ZNGZ�G�MXKGZ�T[SHKX�UL�OSSOMXGTZY�]U[RJ�JO\OJK�ZNK�TGZOUT�GTJ�IG[YK�ZNK�'SKXOIGTY�ZU�RUYK
ZNKOX�RGTJ�GTJ�VUYYKYYOUTY��9KIUTJ��ZNK�NOYZUXOIGR��H[Z�OTZKTYK�GTOSUYOZ_�HKZ]KKT�ZNK�6XUZKYZGTZY�GTJ
ZNK�)GZNUROIY�UL�ZNK�(XOZOYN�/YRKY��:NK�'SKXOIGTY�LKGXKJ�ZNGZ�ZNK�YGSK�VXUHRKSY�]U[RJ�KX[VZ�NKXK�
]NOIN�NGY�VXU\KJ�TUZ�ZU�NG\K�UII[XXKJ��'SKXOIG�]GY�GHRK�ZU�GHYUXH�ZNK�RGXMK�T[SHKX�UL�/XOYN
OSSOMXGTZY�HKIG[YK�ZNKOX�JOLLKXKTIKY�]KXK�SOTUX�GTJ�]U[RJ�\GTOYN�OT�UTK�MKTKXGZOUT��:NK�YGSK�IGT
HK�YGOJ�LUX�ZNK�OSSOMXGTZY�LXUS�ZNK�UZNKX�+[XUVKGT�IU[TZXOKY��9[IN�OY�TUZ�ZNK�IGYK�]OZN�ZNK
/XGTOGTY��2GUZOGTY��9GSUGTY�UX�6[KXZU�8OIGTY��/Z�OY�SUXK�ZNGT�P[YZ�YORR_�ZU�YG_�ZNGZ�HKIG[YK�ZNK
-KXSGTY�GTJ�ZNK�/XOYN�GJP[YZKJ�YU�IGT�ZNK�TUT]NOZKY!�OZ�OY�LGZGR�ZUZ�ZNK�L[Z[XK�UL�U[X�IU[TZX_�
4UT]NOZK�VXKYKTIK�OT�'SKXOIG�]ORR�IUTZOT[K�ZU�XO\K�ZNK�IU[TZX_�GTJ�VXK\KTZ�VXUMXKYY�[TZOR�]K�LGRR
GVGXZ�UX�GXK�ZUZGRR_�U\KXX[T�

:U�SGQK�'SKXOIG�G�]NOZK�IU[TZX_�GMGOT�OY�IUTYOYZKTZ�]OZN�U[X�NOYZUX_��4U�TGZOUT�UT�KGXZN�IGT�VUOTZ
G�LOTMKX�GZ�[Y�UX�K\KT�ZNOTQ�ORR�UL�[Y�LUX�VXUZKIZOTM�U[X�HUXJKXY��:NK_�GRR�JU�OZ�]OZN�ZNKOX�U]T�RG]Y
GTJ�UIIGYOUTGRR_�H_�LUXIK��:NK�]UXRJ�]ORR�UTR_�]UTJKX�]N_�]K�]GOZKJ�YU�RUTM�

���/Z�JUKY�TUZ�SGZZKX�OL�'SKXOIGTY�HKIUSK�G�TUT]NOZK�VKUVRK�

A9KK�:K^ZC

���-KTKXGR�ZNU[MNZY�OT�9[SSGZOUT

A9KK�:K^ZC

</� :.+�'3+4*3+4:

���:NK�9IUVK�UL�ZNK�'SKTJSKTZ

/T�KYYKTIK��ZNOY�YKIZOUT�UL�ZNK�ZK^Z�GJ\UIGZKY�G�XKZ[XT�ZU�ZNK�*XKJ�9IUZZ�X[ROTM�GTJ�Y[HSOZY�G
VXUVUYGR�LUX�XKVKGROTM�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��]NOIN�]U[RJ�SGQK�ZNGZ�K\KTZ�G�XKGROZ_�

:NOY�VXUVUYGR�HGY�HKKT�JXGLZKJ�]OZN�Z]U�UHPKIZO\KY�OT�SOTJ��:NK�LOXYZ�UTK�OY�ZNK�VXGIZOIGROZ_�OT
SGQOTM�ZNK�VXUVUYGR�RG]�GTJ�ZNK�YKIUTJ�UTK�OY�GINOK\OTM�G�LGOX�GTJ�TUT�H[XJKTYUSK�GJP[YZSKTZ�GY
ZNK�YZGZ[Y�GTJ�YOZ[GZOUT�UL�ZNK�TUT]NOZK�VUV[RGZOUT�

:NK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�OY�W[UZKJ�HKRU]�OT�L[RR�ZU�KTGHRK�ZNK�XKGJKX�ZU�[TJKXYZGTJ�OZY�IUTZKTZY
GTJ�ZNK�XGZOUTGRK�LUX�XKYIOYYOUT�ZNKXKUL 

'8:/)2+�>/<

6GYYKJ�(_�)UTMXKYY�0[TK�����������8GZOLOKJ�0[R_���������

9KIZOUT�� ��� 'RR� VKXYUTY� HUXT� UX� TGZ[XGRO`KJ� OT� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� GTJ� Y[HPKIZ� ZU� ZNK
P[XOYJOIZOUT� ZNKXKUL��GXK�IOZO`KTY�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GTJ�UL� ZNK�9ZGZK�]NKXKOT� ZNK_�XKYOJK�
4U�9ZGZK�YNGRR�SGQK�UX�KTLUXIK�GT_�RG]��]NOIN�YNGRR�GHXOJMK�ZNK�VXO\ORKMKY�UX�OSS[TOZOKY�UL
IOZO`KTY� UL� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY!� TUX� YNGRR� GT_� 9ZGZK� JKVXO\K� GT_� VKXYUT� UL� ROLK�� ROHKXZ_�� UX
VXUVKXZ_�� ]OZNU[Z� J[K� VXUIKYY� UL� RG]!� TUX� JKT_� ZU� GT_� VKXYUT� ]OZNOT� OZY� P[XOYJOIZOUT� ZNK
KW[GR�VXUZKIZOUT�UL�ZNK�RG]Y�

9KIZOUT�����8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY�YNGRR�HK�GVVUXZOUTKJ�GSUTM�ZNK�YK\KXGR�9ZGZKY�GIIUXJOTM�ZU�ZNKOX
XKYVKIZO\K�T[SHKXY��IU[TZOTM�ZNK�]NURK�T[SHKX�UL�VKXYUTY�OT�KGIN�9ZGZK��K^IR[JOTM�/TJOGTY
TUZ�ZG^KJ��([Z�]NKT�ZNK�XOMNZ�ZU�\UZK�GZ�GT_�KRKIZOUT�LUX�ZNK�INUOIK�UL�KRKIZUXY�LUX�6XKYOJKTZ
GTJ�<OIK�6XKYOJKTZ�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY� OT�)UTMXKYY�� ZNK�+^KI[ZO\K� GTJ
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0[JOIOGR�ULLOIKXY�UL�G�9ZGZK��UX� ZNK�SKSHKXY�UL� ZNK�2KMOYRGZ[XK� ZNKXKUL�� OY�JKTOKJ� ZU�GT_�UL
ZNK� SGRK� OTNGHOZGTZY� UL� Y[IN� 9ZGZK�� HKOTM� Z]KTZ_�UTK� _KGXY� UL� GMK�� GTJ� IOZO`KTY� UL� ZNK
;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��UX�OT�GT_�]G_�GHXOJMKJ��K^IKVZ�LUX�VGXZOIOVGZOUT�OT�XKHKRROUT��UX�UZNKX�IXOSK�
ZNK�HGYOY�UL�XKVXKYKTZGZOUT� ZNKXKOT�YNGRR�HK�XKJ[IKJ� OT� ZNK�VXUVUXZOUT�]NOIN� ZNK�T[SHKX�UL
Y[IN�SGRK�IOZO`KTY�YNGRR�HKGX�ZU�ZNK�]NURK�T[SHKX�UL�SGRK�IOZO`KTY�Z]KTZ_�UTK�_KGXY�UL�GMK
OT�Y[IN�9ZGZK�

9KIZOUT�� ��� 4U� VKXYUT� YNGRR� HK� G� 9KTGZUX� UX� 8KVXKYKTZGZO\K� OT� )UTMXKYY�� UX� KRKIZUX� UL
6XKYOJKTZ�GTJ�<OIK�6XKYOJKTZ��UX�NURJ�GT_�ULLOIK��IO\OR�UX�SOROZGX_��[TJKX�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�
UX�[TJKX�GT_�9ZGZK��]NU��NG\OTM�VXK\OU[YR_�ZGQKT�GT�UGZN��GY�G�SKSHKX�UL�)UTMXKYY��UX�GY
GT�ULLOIKX�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��UX�GY�G�SKSHKX�UL�GT_�9ZGZK�RKMOYRGZ[XK��UX�GY�GT�K^KI[ZO\K
UX�P[JOIOGR�ULLOIKX�UL�GT_�9ZGZK��ZU�Y[VVUXZ�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��YNGRR�NG\K
KTMGMKJ� OT� OTY[XXKIZOUT� UX� XKHKRROUT� GMGOTYZ� ZNK� YGSK�� UX� MO\KT� GOJ� UX� IUSLUXZ� ZU� ZNK
KTKSOKY� ZNKXKUL��([Z�)UTMXKYY�SG_�H_�G�\UZK�UL� Z]U�ZNOXJY�UL�KGIN�.U[YK�� XKSU\K� Y[IN
JOYGHOROZ_�

9KIZOUT�����:NK�\GROJOZ_�UL�ZNK�V[HROI�JKHZ�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��G[ZNUXO`KJ�H_�RG]��OTIR[JOTM
JKHZY�OTI[XXKJ�LUX�VG_SKTZ�UL�VKTYOUTY�GTJ�HU[TZOKY�LUX�YKX\OIKY�OT�Y[VVXKYYOTM�OTY[XXKIZOUT
UX� XKHKRROUT�� YNGRR� TUZ� HK� W[KYZOUTKJ�� ([Z� TKOZNKX� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� TUX� GT_� 9ZGZK� YNGRR
GYY[SK�UX�VG_�GT_�JKHZ�UX�UHROMGZOUT�OTI[XXKJ�OT�GOJ�UL�OTY[XXKIZOUT�UX�XKHKRROUT�GMGOTYZ�ZNK
;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��UX�GT_�IRGOS�LUX� ZNK� RUYY�UX�KSGTIOVGZOUT�UL�GT_�YRG\K!�H[Z�GRR�Y[IN�JKHZY�
UHROMGZOUTY�GTJ�IRGOSY�YNGRR�HK�NKRJ�ORRKMGR�GTJ�\UOJ�

9KIZOUT�� ��� :NK� )UTMXKYY� YNGRR� NG\K� VU]KX� ZU� KTLUXIK�� H_� GVVXUVXOGZK� RKMOYRGZOUT�� ZNK
VXU\OYOUTY�UL�ZNOY�GXZOIRK�

/Z�YNU[RJ�HK�TUZKJ�ZNGZ�YKIZOUT���OY�ZNK�UTR_�OSVUXZGTZ�YKIZOUT�UL�ZNK�KTZOXK�GSKTJSKTZ��:NK�YKIZOUT
�� RGTM[GMK�GY� ZU�GVVUXZOUTSKTZ�UL�XKVXKYKTZGZO\KY� OY�LU[TJ� OT�'XZOIRK�/�UL� ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT�GTJ� ZNK
XKYZ�UL�9KIZOUT���GTJ� ZNK� XKSGOTOTM�YKIZOUTY�IUTZGOT�TUZNOTM�H[Z�V[TOYNSKTZY�JOXKIZKJ�GMGOTYZ� ZNK
YU[ZNKXT�YZGZKY�LUX�YKIKJOTM�LXUS�ZNK�;TOUT�

:NK� LU[XZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ� OY� GT� GSKTJSKTZ� ZNGZ� XKLRKIZKJ� ZNK� `KGR� UL� ZNK� JG_� GTJ� YNU[RJ� HK
XKVKGRKJ��(GYOIGRR_��OZ�MXK]�U[Z�UL�ZNK�4UXZNKXTKXY’�JKYOXK�ZU�N[SOROGZKJ�ZNK�9U[ZN�GTJ�K^GIZ�XK\KTMK
LXUS�ZNKS�LUX�XKHKRROUT��/Z�YNU[RJ�TUZ�HK�SGOTZGOTKJ�GZ�ZNK�K^VKTYK�UL�ZNK�TGZOUT�GY�G�]NURK��5L�GRR
ZNK�RG]Y�IUTZKSVRGZKJ�H_�ZNK�)UTMXKYY�GTJ�ZNK�YZGZK�RKMOYRGZ[XKY��ZNK�SUYZ�OSVUXZGTZ�RKMOYRGZOUT�LUX
ZNK�VXKYKX\GZOUT�UL�U[X�[TOUT�]U[RJ�HK�ZNK�VXUVKX�XKVKGR�UL�ZNOY�GSKTJSKTZ�

:NKXK�NG\K�HKKT�SGT_�KLLUXZY�U\KX�ZNK�_KGXY�ZU�XKVKGR�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GTJ�LOLZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZY�GTJ
ZU�NG\K�ZNKS�JKIRGXKJ�OT\GROJ��(KRU]�OY�G�9KTGZK�8KYUR[ZOUT�UL�ZNK�-KUXMOG�'YYKSHR_��]NOIN�YU[MNZ
ZU� JU� P[YZ� ZNGZ�� /Z� K^VRGOTY� OT� G� IRKGX� SGTTKX� ZNK� NOYZUXOIGR� GXM[SKTZ� ZNGZ� ZNK� GSKTJSKTZY� GXK
OT\GROJ��

9KTGZK�8KYUR[ZOUT�4U����� �8KY��'IZ�4U������UL� ZNK������ XKM[RGX� YKYYOUT�UL� ZNK�-KUXMOG
-KTKXGR� 'YYKSHR_�� VGYYKJ� 3GXIN� ��� ������ SKSUXOGRO`KY� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� )UTMXKYY� ZU
JKIRGXK�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GTJ�,OLZKKTZN�'SKTJSKTZY�ZU�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�OT\GROJ�
:NK�XKYUR[ZOUT�LURRU]Y 

8+952;:/54�'):���

“'�SKSUXOGR�ZU�ZNK�IUTMXKYY�U�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�UL�'SKXOIG�[XMOTM�ZNKS�ZU�KTGIZ�Y[IN�RKMOYRGZOUT
GY� ZNK_� SG_� JKKS� LOZ� ZU� JKIRGXKJ� ZNGZ� ZNK� ��ZN� GTJ� ��ZN� 'SKTJSKTZY� ZU� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT� UL� ZNK
;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�]KXK�TK\KX�\GROJR_�GJUVZKJ�GTJ�ZNGZ�ZNK_�GXK�T[RR�GTJ�\UOJ�GTJ�UL�TU�KLLKIZ�

“=NKXKGY��ZNK�9ZGZK�UL�-KUXMOG� ZUMKZNKX�]OZN� ZNK� ZKT�UZNKX�YU[ZNKXT�9ZGZKY�JKIRGXKJ� ZU�NG\K�HKKT
RGZKR_�OT�XKHKRROUT�GMGOTYZ�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��LURRU]OTM�ZNK�ZKXSOTGZOUT�UL�NUYZOROZOKY�OT�������SKZ�GRR
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ZNK�IUTJOZOUTY�RGOJ�JU]T�H_�ZNK�6XKYOJKTZ�U�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��OT�ZNK�K^KXIOYK�UL�NOY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUTGR
ZU�XKIUMTO`K� ZNK�MU\KXTSKTZY�UL�YZGZKY��JUSKYZOI�GY�]KRR�Y�LUXKOMT��LUX� ZNK�XKY[SVZOUT�UL�VXGIZOIGR
XKRGZOUTY�]OZN� ZNK�-U\KXTSKTZ�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��GTJ�GZ� ZNK�JOXKIZOUT�UL� ZNK�6XKYOJKTZ�JOJ�KRKIZ
9KTGZUXY�GTJ�8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY� ZU� ZNK���ZN�)UTMXKYY�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��GY�G�9ZGZKJ�GTJ�9ZGZKY� OT
VXUVKX�)UTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�XKRGZOUTY�ZU�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY!�GTJ

“=NKXKGY��]NKT�ZNK�J[R_�KRKIZKJ�9KTGZUXY�GTJ�8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY�GVVKGXKJ�OT�ZNK�)GVOZUR�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ
9ZGZKY� ZU� ZGQK� ZNKOX�YKGZ�GZ� ZNK� ZOSK�LUX� ZNK�UVKTOTM�UL� ZNK���ZN�IUTMXKYY��GTJ�MGOT�GZ�ZNK�ZOSKY�LUX
ZNK�UVKTOTMY�UL� ZNK���ZN�GTJ� ZNK���YZ�)UTMXKYY��NUYZORK�SGPUXOZOKY� OT�HUZN�.U[YKY�XKL[YKJ� ZU�GJSOZ
ZNKS�ZU�ZNKOX�YKGZY�OT�SGTOLKYZ�\OURGZOUT�UL�'XZOIRKY�/�GTJ�<�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT!�GTJ

“=NKXKGY�� ZNK� YGOJ�)UTMXKYYKY��TUZ�HKOTM� IUTYZOZ[ZKJ�UL�9KTGZUXY� GTJ�8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY� LXUS� KGIN
9ZGZK� GY� XKW[OXKJ� H_� ZNK� 9[VXKSK� 2G]� UL� ZNK� 2GTJ�� ]KXK� TUZ�� OT� )UTYZOZ[ZOUTGR� IUTZKSVRGZOUT�
GT_ZNOTM�SUXK�ZNGT�VXO\GZK�GYYKSHRGMKY�[TRG]L[RR_�GZZKSVZOTM�ZU�K^KXIOYK�ZNK�2KMOYRGZO\K�6U]KX�UL
ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY!�GTJ

“=NKXKGY��ZNK�YU�IGRRKJ���ZN�)UTMXKYY��]NOIN�VXUVUYKJ� ZU� ZNK�2KMOYRGZ[XKY�UL� ZNK�YK\KXGR�9ZGZKY�GT
GSKTJSKTZ�ZU�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��GY�ZNK���ZN�'SKTJSKTZ��GTJ�ZNK�YU�IGRRKJ���ZN

)UTMXKYY��]NOIN�VXUVUYKJ�GTJ�GSKTJSKTZ�QTU]�GY�ZNK���ZN�'SKTJSKTZ��]KXK�]OZNU[Z�RG]L[R�VU]KX
ZU�VXUVUYK�GT_�GSKTJSKTZ�]NGZYUK\KX�ZU�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT!�GTJ

“=NKXKGY�� Z]U�ZNOXJY�UL� ZNK�3KSHKXY�UL� ZNK�.U[YK�UL�8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY�GTJ�UL� ZNK�9KTGZK��GY� ZNK_
YNU[RJ�NG\K�HKKT�IUTYZOZ[ZKJ��LGORKJ�ZU�\UZK�LUX�ZNK�Y[HSOYYOUT�UL�ZNKYK�GSKTJSKTZY!�GTJ

“=NKXKGY��GRR�VXUIKKJOTMY�Y[HYKW[KTZR_�LRU]OTM�LXUS�ZNKYK�OT\GROJ�VXUVUYGRY��V[XVUXZOTM�ZU�KYZGHROYN
ZNK�YU�IGRRKJ���ZN�GTJ���ZN�'SKTJSKTZY�GY�\GROJ�VGXZY�UL�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��]KXK�T[RR�GTJ�\UOJ�GTJ�UL
TU�KLLKIZ�LXUS�ZNK�HKMOTTOTM!�GTJ

“=NKXKGY��L[XZNKXSUXK��]NKT�ZNKYK�OT\GROJ�VXUVUYGRY�]KXK�XKPKIZKJ�H_�ZNK�-KTKXGR�'YYKSHR_�UL�ZNK
9ZGZKJ�U�-KUXMOG�GTJ� Z]KR\K�UZNKX�9U[ZNKXT�9ZGZKY��GY�]KRR�GY�UL�Y[TJX_�4UXZNKXT�9ZGZKY�� ZNK�YU�
IGRRKJ���ZN� GTJ� ��ZN�)UTMXKYYKY�� OT� LRGMXGTZ�JOYXKMGXJ�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��H_�[YK�UL
SOROZGX_� LUXIK��JOYYUR\KJ� ZNK�J[R_� XKIUMTO`KJ�9ZGZK�-U\KXTSKTZY� OT�-KUXMOG�GTJ�TOTK�UL�NZ�UZNKX
9U[ZNKXT� 9ZGZKY� GTJ� YKZ� [V� SOROZGX_� UII[VGZOUT� UX� V[VVKZ� YZGZK� MU\KXTSKTZY�� ]NOIN� IUSVROGTZR_
XGZOLOKJ�ZNK�OT\GROJ�VXUVUYGRY��ZNKXKH_�SGQOTM��GZ�ZNK�VUOTZ�UL�ZNK�HG_UTKZ��G�SUIQKX_�UL�9KIZOUT���
'XZOIRK� /<� UL� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� M[GXGTZKKOTM� ‘ZU� K\KX_�9ZGZK� OT� ZNOY�;TOUT� G�8KV[HROIGT� LUXS�UL
-U\KXTSKTZ�’�GTJ�M[GXGTZKKOTM�VXUZKIZOUT�ZU�‘KGIN�UL�ZNKS�GMGOTYZ�OT\GYOUT!’�GTJ

“=NKXKGY��L[XZNKX��ZNK�VXKZKTJKJ�XGZOLOIGZOUT�UL�ZNK�YU�IGRRKJ���ZN�GTJ���ZN�'SKTJSKTZY�H_�-KUXMOG
GTJ�UZNKX�9ZGZKY�]NUYK�YU\KXKOMT�VU]KXY�NGJ�HKKT�[TRG]L[RR_�YKO`KJ�H_�LUXIK�UL�GXSY�GMGOTYZ� ZNK
VKGIK�GTJ�JOMTOZ_�UL�ZNK�VKUVRK�UL�ZNUYK�9ZGZKY��]KXK�TKIKYYGX_�ZU�MO\K�IURUX�ZU�ZNK�IRGOS�UL�ZNK�YU�
IGRRKJ���ZN�GTJ���YZ�)UTMXKYYKY�ZNGZ�ZNKYK�YU�IGRRKJ�GSKTJSKTZY�NGJ�HKKT�XGZOLOKJ�H_�ZNXKK�LU[XZNY�UL
ZNK�9ZGZKY!�GTJ

“=NKXKGY��OZ�OY�G�]KRR�KYZGHROYNKJ�VXOTIOVRK�UL�RG]�ZNGZ�ZNK�SKXK�RGVYK�UL�ZOSK�JUKY�TUZ�IUTLOXS�H_
IUSSUT�GIW[OKYIKTIK�GTJ� OT\GROJR_�KTGIZKJ�VXU\OYOUT�UL� RG]� P[YZ�GY� OZ�JUKY�TUZ�XKVKGR�H_�MKTKXGR
JKY[KZ[JK�G�VXU\OYOUT�\GROJR_�KTGIZKJ!�GTJ

“=NKXKGY�� ZNK� IUTZOT[KJ� XKIUMTOZOUT� UL� ZNK� ��ZN� GTJ� ��ZN� 'SKTJSKTZY� GY� \GROJ� VGXZY� UL� ZNK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GY� ZNK�=UXRJ’Y� INGSVOUT� UL� )UTYZOZ[ZOUTGR� MU\KXTSKTZY� XKYZOTM
[VUT�ZNK�IUTYKTZ�UL�ZNK�VKUVRK�MO\KT�ZNXU[MN�ZNKOX�RG]L[R�XKVXKYKTZGZO\KY!

“4U]��ZNKXKLUXK��HK�OZ�XKYUR\KJ�H_�ZNK�MKTKXGR�'YYKSHR_�UL�ZNK�9ZGZK�UL�-KUXMOG 

“:NK�)UTMXKYY�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY� OY�NKXKH_�SKSUXOGRO`KJ�GTJ� XKYVKIZL[RR_�[XMKJ� ZU�JKIRGXK� ZNGZ
ZNK�K^IR[YOUTY�UL�ZNK�9U[ZNKXT�9KTGZUXY�GTJ�8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY�LXUS�ZNK���ZN����ZN��GTJ���YZ�)UTMXKYYKY
]KXK�SGROMTGTZ�GIZY�UL�GXHOZXGX_�VU]KX�GTJ�XKTJKXKJ�ZNUYK�)UTMXKYYKY�OT\GROJR_�IUTYZOZ[ZKJ!�ZNGZ�ZNK
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LUXSY�UL�RG]�]OZN�]NOIN�ZNUYK�OT\GROJ�)UTMXKYYKY�GZZKSVZKJ�ZU�IRUZNK�ZNK�Y[HSOYYOUT�UL�ZNK���ZN�GTJ
��ZN� 'SKTJSKTZY� GTJ� ZU� IRUZNK� ZNK� Y[HYKW[KTZ� GIZY� ZU� IUSVKR� [T]ORROTM� 9ZGZKY� ZU� XGZOL_� ZNKYK
OT\GROJR_�VXUVUYKJ�GSKTJSKTZY��OSVGXZKJ�TU�\GROJOZ_�ZU�ZNKYK�GIZY�GTJ�GSKTJSKTZY!�GTJ�ZNGZ�ZNK�YU�
IGRRKJ���ZN�GTJ���ZN�'SKTJSKTZY� ZU� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GXK�T[RR�GTJ�\UOJ�GTJ�UL
TU�KLLKIZ�

“(K� OZ� L[XZNKX� XKYUR\KJ� ZNGZ�IUVOKY�UL� ZNOY�SKSUXOGR�HK� ZXGTYSOZZKJ� LUXZN]OZN�H_� ZNK�)RKXQ�UL� ZNK
.U[YK�GTJ�9KIXKZGX_�UL�ZNK�9KTGZK�UL�ZNK�9ZGZK�UL�-KUXMOG�ZU�ZNK�6XKYOJKTZ�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��ZNK
)NOKL� 0[YZOIK�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�� ZNK�6XKYOJKTZ�UL� ZNK�9KTGZK�GTJ� ZNK�9VKGQKX�UL� ZNK�.U[YK�UL
8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��GTJ�ZNK�9KTGZUXY�GTJ�8KVXKYKTZGZO\KY�OT�ZNK�)UTMXKYY�LXUS�ZNK
9ZGZK�UL�-KUXMOG�”

8KVKGR�UL� ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�GTJ� ZNKXKH_�XKOTYZGZOTM� ZNK�*XKJ�9IUZZ�\��9ZGTLUXJ�X[ROTM� ZNGZ
TUT]NOZKY�IGTTUZ�HK�IOZO`KTY�OY�G�VXUVKX�GTJ�TKIKYYGX_�GIZOUT�LUX�ZNK�VXKYKX\GZOUT�UL�ZNK�'SKXOIGT
VKUVRK��'HYKTZ�Y[IN� RKMGR�YGLKM[GXJY�LUX� ZNK�'SKXOIGT�VKUVRK�� ZNK�IU[XYK�UL�SUJKXT�'SKXOIG�]ORR
IUTZOT[K�[TZOR�]K�GXK�IUSVRKZKR_�XKVRGIKJ�H_�G�TK]�XGIK�UL�VKUVRK�

:NK�SKZNUJ�LUX�GINOK\OTM�ZNOY�XKVKGR��XKY[RZOTM�OT�ZNK�XK\KYZOTM�UL�ZNK�YZGZKY�]OZN�ZNKOX�XOMNZY�ZU�I[XK
JUSKYZOI�VXUHRKSY� XKMGXJOTM�YZGTJGXJY�UL�IUTJ[IZ��GTJ� ZNK�[TOLOIGZOUT�UL�NZ�'SKXOIGT�VKUVRK�GTJ
XKZKTZOUT�UL�U[X�XGIOGR�OJKTZOZ_��]U[RJ�HK�ZNXU[MN�ZNK�XGZOLOIGZOUT�UL�ZNK�LURRU]OTM�GSKTJSKTZ�ZU�ZNK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��ZU�HK�T[SHKXKJ�ZNK�Z]KTZ_�YK\KTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�

A4UZK � .KXKOT� ROKY� ZNK� VXUVUYKJ� :]KTZ_�YK\KTZN� 'SKTJSKTZ� ZU� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT� UL� ZNK� ;TOZKJ
9ZGZKY�� NKTIKLUXZN� QTU]T� GY� ZNK� ‘6GIK� 'SKTJSKTZ’��GTJ� OY� ZNK�KYYKTIK�UL� ZNOY� ‘Y[SSGX_’!� ZNK
GTGR_YOY�ZU�LURRU]�OY��GRYU��VGXZ�UL�ZNK�U\KXGRR�6GIK�'SKTJSKTZ��GTJ�OZ�OY�YZXUTMR_�Y[MMKYZKJ�ZNGZ�ZNK
XKGJKX�YNU[RJ�G\GOR�NOSYKRL�UL�ZNK�KTZOXK�]UXQ�H_�3X��6GIK��ZU�QKKV�OT�IUTZK^Z�NOY�U\KXGRR�IUTYZX[IZ�
GTJ�ZNK�‘KTJ’�ZU�]NOIN�ZNOY�GSKTJSKTZ�]U[RJ�XKGRO`K��,29C

'8:/)2+�5,�'3+4*3+4:�>><//

9KIZOUT���

:NK�LU[XZKKTZN�GTJ�LOLZKKTZN�GXZOIRKY�UL�GSKTJSKTZ�ZU�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY
GXK�NKXKH_�XKVKGRKJ��,[XZNKX��OT�UXJKX�ZU�NGRZ�ZNK�KTIXUGINSKTZ�OTZU�ZNK�XKYKX\KJ�VU]KXY�UL
ZNK� YZGZKY�H_� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GTJ� OZY� P[JOIOGR�HXGTIN�� ZNK� ZKTZN�GXZOIRK�UL�GSKTJSKTZ� OY
NKXKH_�GSKTJKJ�ZU�XKGJ�GY�LURRU]Y 

:NK� VU]KXY� TUZ� K^VXKYYR_� JKRKMGZKJ� ZU� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� H_� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� TUX
VXUNOHOZKJ�H_�OZ�ZU�ZNK�9ZGZKY��GXK�XKYKX\KJ�ZU�ZNK�9ZGZKY�XKYVKIZO\KR_��UX�ZU�ZNK�VKUVRK�

9KIZOUT���

4U�VKXYUT�YNGRR�HK�G�IOZO`KT�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�[TRKYY�NK�OY�G�TUT�.OYVGTOI�]NOZK�UL�ZNK
+[XUVKGT�XGIK��OT�]NUS�ZNKXK�OY�TU�GYIKXZGOTGHRK�ZXGIK�UL�4KMXU�HRUUJ��TUX�SUXK�ZNGT�UTK�
KOMNZN� 3UTMUROGT�� 'YOGT�� 'YOG� 3OTUX�� 3OJJRK� +GYZKXT�� 9KSOZOI�� 4KGX� +GYZKX�� 'SKXOIGT
/TJOGT�� 3GRG_� UX� UZNKX� TUT�+[XUVKGT� UX� TUT]NOZK� HRUUJ�� VXU\OJKJ� ZNGZ� .OYVGTOI� ]NOZKY�
JKLOTKJ�GY�GT_UTK�]OZN�GT�.OYVGTOI�GTIKYZUX��SG_�HK�IOZO`KTY�OL��OT�GJJOZOUT�ZU�SKKZOTM�ZNK
GLUXKYGOJ�GYIKXZGOTGHRK�ZXGIK�GTJ�VKXIKTZGMK�ZKYZY��ZNK_�GXK��OT�GVVKGXGTIK��OTJOYZOTM[OYNGHRK
LXUS�'SKXOIGTY�]NUYK�GTIKYZXGR�NUSK� OY�� ZNK�(XOZOYN�/YRKY�UX�4UXZN]KYZKXT�+[XUVK��5TR_
IOZO`KTY�YNGRR�NG\K�ZNK�XOMNZ�GTJ�VXO\ORKMK�ZU�XKYOJK�VKXSGTKTZR_�OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�

9KIZOUT���

:NK�)UTMXKYY�GTJ� ZNK� YK\KXGR� YZGZKY��K^IKVZ�]NKXK�K^VXKYYR_�VXKKSVZKJ�H_� ZNK�)UTMXKYY�
YNGRR� NG\K� IUTI[XXKTZ� VU]KX� ZU� KTLUXIK� ZNK� VXU\OYOUTY� UL� ZNOY� GXZOIRK� H_� GVVXUVXOGZK
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RKMOYRGZOUT�� OT�IUUXJOTGZOUT�]OZN� ZNK�6XKYOJKTZ��GY�Y[IN� RKMOYRGZOUT�IUTIKXTY� ZNK�SGQOTM�UL
ZXKGZOKY�V[XY[GTZ�ZU�'XZOIRK����9KIZOUT���UL�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�

9KIZOUT���

:NOY�GXZOIRK�YNGRR�HK� OTUVKXGZO\K�[TRKYY� OZ�YNGRR�NG\K�HKKT�XGZOLOKJ�GY�GT�GSKTJSKTZ� ZU� ZNK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�H_�ZNK�2KMOYRGZ[XKY�UL�ZNXKK�LU[XZNY�UL�ZNK�YK\KXGR�YZGZKY�]OZNOT�YK\KT�_KGXY�UL
OZY�Y[HSOYYOUT�

�� 'TGR_YOY�UL�ZNK�9KIZOUTY

:NK�LURRU]OTM�OY�G�YKIZOUT�H_�YKIZOUT�JOYI[YYOUT�UL�ZNK�Y[MMKYZKJ�Z]KTZ_�YK\KTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�

�G� 9KIZOUT���

9KIZOUT���UL� ZNK�GSKTJSKTZ�]U[RJ� XKVKGR� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN�GY�]KRR�GY� ZNK� LOLZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZY�GTJ
]U[RJ�GSKTJ�ZNK�ZKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�H_�OTYKXZOTM�ZNK�]UXJ�“K^VXKYYR_”�HKLUXK�ZNK�]UXJ�“JKRKMGZKJ�”
AKSVN�� GJJKJ�C� :NK� LU[XZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ� NGY� HKKT� W[UZKJ� GHU\K�� :NK� LOLZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ� OY
W[UZKJ�HKRU]��

'8:/)2+�5,�'3+4*3+4:�><�������

9KIZOUT���

:NK�XOMNZY�UL�IOZO`KTY�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY� ZU�\UZK�YNGRR�TUZ�HK�JKTOKJ�UX�GHXOJMKJ�H_� ZNK
;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�UX�H_�GT_�9ZGZK�UT�GIIU[TZ�UL�XGIK��IURUX��UX�VXK\OU[Y�IUTJOZOUT�UL�YKX\OZ[JK�

9KIZOUT���

:NK�)UTMXKYY�YNGRR�NG\K�VU]KX�ZU�KTLUXIK�ZNOY�GXZOIRK�H_�GVVXUVXOGZK�RKMOYRGZOUT�

'�XKVKGR�UL� ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GTJ�LOLZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZY�]ORR�NG\K� Z]U�HGYOI�KLLKIZY��/Z�]ORR�KROSOTGZK
ZNK�GHYUXVZOUT�JUIZXOTK�]NKXKH_�ZNK�;�9��Y[VXKSK�IU[XZ�NGY�K^VGTJKJ�ZNK�HORR�UL�XOMNZY�VXUZKIZOUTY
ZU�IU\KX�YZGZK�GIZOUT�GTJ�� ZN[Y��[RZOSGZKR_�[Y[XV�YZGZKY’�G[ZNUXOZ_���2KYZ� ZNKXK�HK�GT_�JU[HZ� OT� ZNK
SOTJY�UL� ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�IU[XZ� P[YZOIKY�� ZNK� ZKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ� OY�GSKTJKJ�GY�]KRR� ZU�KTY[XK� ZNOY
XKY[RZ��/Z�]ORR�GRYU�ZKXSOTGZK�ZNK�XOMNZ�UL�IOZO`KTYNOV�H_�\OXZ[K�UL�HKOTM�HUXT�OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GTJ
IU[RJ� XKZ[XT� ZNK� RG]� ZU� ZNK� YZGZK� OZ� ]GY� OT� GLZKX� ZNK� *XKJ� 9IUZZ� JKIOYOUT�� 9OTIK� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN
GSKTJSKTZ�JOXKIZR_� XK\KXYKJ� ZNGZ�JKIOYOUT��G� XKVKGR�UL� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�IU[RJ� ZKXSOTGZK
ZNGZ� XK\KXYGR�� :NK� LU[XZKKTZN� GTJ� LOLZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZY� GXK� ZNK� UTR_� XKLKXKTIKY� OT� ZNK� KTZOXK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT��]NOIN�IGT�HK�OTZKXVXKZKJ�ZU�HKYZU]�ZNK�XOMNZY�UL�IOZO`KTYNOV�UT�TUT]NOZKY��/T�UXJKX�ZU
KTY[XK�ZNOY�XKY[RZ��9KIZOUT���UL�ZNK�Y[MMKYZKJ�GSKTJSKTZ�OY�OTIR[JKJ��:NOY�OYY[K�]ORR�HK�JOYI[YYKJ�OT
JKZGOR�OT�ZNK�GTGR_YOY�UL�9KIZOUT���HKRU]�

'� XKVKGR�UL� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�]ORR�JU�S[IN� ZU� ZKXSOTGZK� ZNK� ORRKMGR�KTIXUGINSKTZ�H_� ZNK
IKTZXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� OTZU� ZNK� XKYKX\KJ� VU]KXY� UL� ZNK� 9ZGZKY� GTJ� XOMNZY� UL� ZNK� VKUVRK�� .U]K\KX�� G
XKVKGR�UL� ZNGZ�GSKTJSKTZ�GRUTK�SOMNZ�TUZ�HK�Y[LLOIOKTZ� OT� ROMNZ�UL� ZNK�K^ZXKSKR_�GIZO\OYZ�TGZ[XK�UL

                                                  

1 U. S. Constitution amendment XV
2 See, e.g. Gitlow v. New York 268 U.S. 652 (1925); Mapp v. Ohio 367 U.S. 43 (1961)
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ZNK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ��:NK�;�9��9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�NGY�OSVROKJR_�HKYZU]KJ�VU]KXY�UT�OZYKRL�GTJ�ZNK
UZNKX� HXGTINKY� UL� ZNK� IKTZXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� OT� HRGZGTZ� JOYXKMGXJ� LUX� ZNK� ZKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ�� '� SKXK
XKVKGR�UL�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�SG_�KROSOTGZKJ�ZNK�J[K�VXUIKYY�ZNKUX_�UT�]NOIN�ZNK�IU[XZY�NG\K
XKROKJ� ZU� GYY[SK�[RZOSGZK� IUTZXUR�U\KX� ZNK�VKUVRK�H[Z�SOMNZ�TUZ�VXK\KTZ� ZNKS� LXUS� XKGINOTM� ZNK
YGSK�KTJY�H_�JOLLKXKTZ�SKGTY��:NK� XKVKGR�UL� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ� OY�H[Z�G� ZXKGZSKTZ�UL� ZNK
Y_SVZUSY��TUZ�G�I[XK�UL�ZNK�JOYKGYKY��:NK�I[XK�OY�G�XKOTLUXIKSKTZ�UL�ZNK�ZKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�

:NK� :K^GY� 2KMOYRGZ[XK� XKIUMTO`KJ� ZNOY� LGIZ� GTJ� H_� .U[YK� )UTI[XXKTZ� 8KYUR[ZOUT� VXUVUYKJ� GY
LURRU]Y 

.U[YK� )UTI[XXKTZ� 8KYUR[ZOUT� 4U�� �� UL� ZNK� YKIUTJ� ����� YVKIOGR� YKYYOUT� UL� ZNK� :K^GY
2KMOYRGZ[XK�VXUVUYKY� ZNGZ�G�TGZOUTGR�IUT\KTZOUT�HK�IGRRKJ��GY�VXU\OJKJ�H_�'XZOIRK�<�UL� ZNK
;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� ZU�GSKTJ� ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT�YU�GY�“ZU�IRKGXR_�GTJ�YVKIOLOIGRR_�YKZ
U[Z�IKXZGOT�ROSOZY�HK_UTJ�]NOIN�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�MU\KXTSKTZ�NGY�TU�G[ZNUXOZ_��GY�MKTKXGRR_
VXU\OJKJ�OT�ZNK�:KTZN�'SKTJSKTZ…”

.5;9+�)54);88+4:�8+952;:/54�45���

=.+8+'9��:NK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY� OY�HGYKY�[VUT� ZNK�VXOTIOVRK�UL�VXUVKX
ROSOZY�HKOTM�VRGIKJ�UT�ZNK�K^KXIOYK�UL�GRR�VU]KX�H_�GRR�MU\KXTSKTZY�GTJ�ULLOIOGRY��HUZN�YZGZK
GTJ�TGZOUTGR!�GTJ

=.+8+'9�� :NK� VKUVRK� UL� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� NG\K� NOYZUXOIGRR_� HKROK\KJ� OT� G� ]XOZZKT
IUTYZOZ[ZOUT�XGZNKX�ZNGT�X[RK�H_�VXUIRGSGZOUT!�GTJ

=.+8+'9��:NK�K^KXIOYK�UL�VU]KX�H_�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�-U\KXTSKTZ�NGY�HKIUSK�YU�MXKGZ
GTJ�IKTZXGRO`KJ�GY�G�XKY[RZ�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�9[VXKSK�)U[XZ’Y�ROHKXGR�OTZKXVXKZGZOUT�UL�ZNK
VU]KXY�GYIXOHKJ�ZU�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�-U\KXTSKTZ�[TJKX�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�YU�GY
ZU�ZNXKGZKT�ZNK�\KX_�K^OYZKTIK�UL�GRR�9ZGZK�-U\KXTSKTZY�GTJ�YZGZKY’�XOMNZY�K^IKVZ�GY�VUROZOIGR
Y[HJO\OYOUTY�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY!�GTJ

=.+8+'9��:NK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�9[VXKSK�)U[XZ�NGY�\OXZ[GRR_�XKVKGRKJ�ZNK�:KTZN�'SKTJSKTZ
H_� OTZKXVXKZGZOUT� ]NOIN� NGY� XKY[RZKJ� OT� G� IKTZXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� GRSUYZ� ]OZNU[Z� ROSOZ� UL� OZY
VU]KXY!�GTJ

=.+8+'9��:NK�:K^GY�2KMOYRGZ[XK�L[XZNKX�LKKRY�ZNGZ�OTJO\OJ[GR�XOMNZY�GTJ�LXKKJUSY�GXK�HKYZ
VXUZKIZKJ�H_�ROSOZOTM�ZNK�VU]KXY�UL�MU\KXTSKTZ�XGZNKX�ZNGT�IKTZXGRO`OTM�ZNKS!�GTJ

=.+8+'9��:NK�2KMOYRGZ[XK�UL� ZNK�9ZGZK�UL�:K^GY� XKIUMTO`KY� ZNGZ� ZNK� KGYOKYZ�]G_� LUX� G
LUXKOMT�KTKS_� ZU�IUTZXUR� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY� OY� ZU� IKTZXGRO`K� GRR� VU]KX� GTJ� IUTZXUR� OT� UTK
IKTZXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ� XGZNKX� ZNGT�NG\K�GRR�VU]KXY�JO\OJKJ�GTJ� ROSOZKJ�GSUTM�GT�“OTJO\OYOHRK
[TOUT�UL�OTJKYZX[IZOHRK�YZGZKY”!�GTJ

=.+8+'9��'XZOIRK�<�UL� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�VXU\OJKY�G�SKZNUJ�]NKXKH_� ZU]
ZNOXJY� UL� ZNK� 9ZGZKY’� 2KMOYRGZ[XKY� IGT� VKZOZOUT� )UTMXKYY� LUX� G� 4GZOUTGR� )UT\KTZOUT� ZU
VXUVUYK�GT�GSKTJSKTZ�ZU�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�ZU�IRKGXR_�GTJ�YVKIOLOIGRR_�YKZ�U[Z
IKXZGOT� ROSOZY�HK_UTJ�]NOIN� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�-U\KXTSKTZ�NGY�TU�G[ZNUXOZ_��GY�MKTKXGRR_
VXU\OJKJ�OT�ZNK�:KTZN�'SKTJSKTZ…”

'Y� YKZ� LUXZN� GHU\K�� ZNK� :K^GY� RKMOYRGZ[XK� VKZOZOUTKJ� IUTMXKYY� GTJ� ZNK� 6XKYOJKTZ� ZU� GSKTJ� ZNK
)UTYZOZ[ZOUT� YU� GY� ZU� XKOTLUXIK� ZNK� SKGTOTM� UL� ZNK� ZKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ�� :NK� Y[MMKYZKJ� GSKTJSKTZ
GIIUSVROYNKY� ZNOY� V[XVUYK� H_� OTYKXZOTM� ZNK� ]UXJ� “K^VXKYYR_”� ZU� L[XZNKX� ROSOZ� ZNK� VU]KXY� UL� ZNK
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LKJKXGR�MU\KXTSKTZ��=NKT� ZNK�VXUVUYKJ� ZKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�]GY�JOYI[YYKJ�GZ� ZNK� LOXYZ�)UTMXKYY�� ZNK
“K^VXKYYR_”� ]GY� Y[MMKYZKJ� GY� G� IRGXOLOIGZOUT� UL� ZNK� ROSOZGZOUT� UT� ZNK� VU]KX� UL� ZNK� LKJKXGR
MU\KXTSKTZ��� :NK� .GSORZUTOGTY�� UX� ,KJKXGROYZY�� XKPKIZKJ� ZNOY� VXUVUYGR� ]NORK� ZNK� 3GJOYUTOGTY�� UX
YZGZKY’�XOMNZY�GJ\UIGZKY��Y[VVUXZKJ�OZ���:NK�.GSORZUTOGTY�]UT��GTJ� ZNK�]UXJ�JOJ�TUZ�HKIUSK�G�VGXZ
UL�ZNK�ZKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��.U]K\KX��OL�ZNK�.GSORZUTOGTY�IU[RJ�NG\K�YKKT�NU]�SKGTOTMRKYY�ZNK�ZKTZN
GSKTJSKTZ�]U[RJ�HKIUSK��Y[XKR_�ZNK_�]U[RJ�NG\K�TUZ�UVVUYKJ�ZNK�OTYKXZOUT�UL�ZNK�]UXJ�

�H��9KIZOUT���GTJ��

:NK� IOZO`KTYNOV� IRG[YK� UL� LU[XZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ� OY� TU� RUTMKX� VXGIZOIGR� OT� ZUJG_’Y�SUHORK� YUIOKZ_
]NKXK�LUXKOMTKXY�IUSK�ZU�RO\K�OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�LUX�G�LK]�_KGXY�]OZN�ZNKOX�LGSOROKY��)NORJXKT�GXK
HUXT�OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GTJ��H_�\OXZ[K�UL�ZNK�IOZO`KTYNOV�IRG[YK�UL�NZ�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��ZNKYK
INORJXKT� HKIUSK� 'SKXOIGT� IOZO`KTY�� ]NKT�� OT� XKGROZ_�� ZNK_� NG\K� TU� SUXK� UL� G� TK^[Y� ]OZN� ZNOY
IU[TZX_� ZNGT�G�HOXZN�IKXZOLOIGZK��6XKMTGTZ�3K^OIGTY�ASKYZO`UYC��,OROVOTUY�GTJ�UZNKX�SOTUXOZ_�]USKT
GH[YK� ZNOY�IRG[YK� ZU�MGOT�IOZO`KTYNOV� LUX� ZNKOX�INORJXKT�H_�YTKGQOTM� OTZU� ZNOY�IU[TZX_� ZU�NG\K� ZNKOX
HGHOKY�

5LZKT� OY� ZNK�IGYK�]NKXK�G� 0GVGTKYK�UX�1UXKGT�IUSVGT_�]ORR� YKTJ�G�_U[TM� LGSOR_� ZU� ZNK�;TOZKJ
9ZGZKY�GTJ�G�HGH_� OY�HUXT�NKXK��=NKT� ZNK� LGSOR_� XKZ[XTY� ZU� OZ�TGZO\K�IU[TZX_�� ZNK�VGXKTZY� XKKTZKX
ZNKOX� U]T� IU[TZX_� ]OZN� ZNKOX� 0GVGTKYK� UX� 1UXKGT� VGYYVUXZY� GTJ� ZNK� HGH_� NGY� G� YKVGXGZK� ;�9�
VGYYVUXZ��:NK�HGH_��]OZN�TU�SUXK�ZOKY�ZU�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�ZNGT�G�HOXZN�IKXZOLOIGZK��HKIUSKY�G�IOZO`KT
KTZOZRKJ� ZU� RO\K�NKXK�]OZN� ZNK�LUXKOMT�LGSOR_� OZ�HXOTMY�]OZN� OZ�UT� OZY�TK^Z�\OYOZ��'Y�LUX� ZNK�3K^OIGT
ASKYZO`UC� LGSOROKY� ]NU� IUSK� ZU� 'SKXOIG�� ZNKOX� IUSVGTOKY� JU� TUZ� YKTJ� ZNKS�� TUX� JU� ZNK_� NG\K
VXUVKX�\OYGY��:NK_�IUSK� OTZU� ZNK�IU[TZX_�H_� ZNKSYKR\KY�� ORRKMGRR_��H[Z� ZNKOX�INORJXKT�YZORR�HKIUSK
IOZO`KTY��:NK�]NURK�]UXRJ�OY�ZGQOTM�GJ\GTZGMK�UL�ZNKYK�XOJOI[RU[Y�RG]Y�ZNGZ�GRRU]�U[X�IU[TZX_�ZU�HK
Z[XTKJ�U\KX� ZU�TUT�'SKXOIGTY��:NK� GSKTJSKTZ� ZU� ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT� ZNGZ� ZNOY� ZK^Z�VXUVUYKY�]U[RJ
VR[M� ZNGZ�UTK� RUUVNURK�]NOIN�SGQKY�INORJXKT�UL�'SKXOIGTY�GTJ�INORJXKT�UL� ORRKMGR�GROKTY�KW[GRR_
'SKXOIGT�[TJKX� ZNK� RG]��:NK�YNKKX�LUXIK�UL�T[SHKXY�TKIKYYOZGZKY� ZNOY�INGTMK��:NKXK�GXK�UTR_����
SORROUT�GIZ[GR�'SKXOIGTY��H[Z�[TJKX�I[XXKTZ�RG]Y��ZNKXK�GXK���HORROUT��VUZKTZOGR�UTKY�

,[XZNKX��GY�SKTZOUTKJ�GHU\K��]K�GXK�YKKOTM�TUZ�P[YZ�G�SGYYO\K�OTLR[^�UL�SOTUXOZOKY�OTZU�ZNK�IU[TZX_�
H[Z�GXK�]OZTKYYOTM�GT�KVOJKSOI�UL�SOYIKMKTGZOUT�]OZNOT�ZNK�TGZO\K�VUV[RGZOUT��]NOIN�OT�ZNK�YVGIK�UL
Z]U�MKTKXGZOUTY�]ORR�JGXQKT�GTJ�GRZKX�ZNK�XGIOGR�IUSVUYOZOUT�UL�U[X�KTZOXK�TGZOUT��5VVUTKTZY�UL�ZNK
Y[MMKYZKJ�'SKTJSKTZ�W[KYZOUT�ZNK�XOMNZ�UL�YUIOKZ_�ZU�ZGQK�Y[IN�JXGYZOI�GIZOUT�GMGOTYZ�ZNK�SOTUXOZOKY
GTJ� ZNK�'SKXOIGT�]NOZKY� ZNGZ�]GTZ� ZU�SGXX_� ZNKS��:NK�GTY]KX� OY� YOSVR_� ZNGZ� ZNK� XOMNZ�JK\KRUVY
VGXZR_�U[Z�UL�TKIKYYOZ_�� /L� GIZOUT� OY�TUZ� ZGQKT��]NOZK�'SKXOIG� OY� G�JUUSKJ� XGIK�� /Z� OY� ZNK� ORRKMGR
GROKTY�� ZNK� VXKYYOTM� SGYY� UL� SOTUXOZOKY� GTJ� ZNK� SOYIKMOTGZUXY� ]NU� NG\K� TU� XOMNZ� ZU� [TGRZKXGHR_
JKYZXU_�ZNK�XGIK��NKXOZGMK��I[RZ[XK�GTJ�KTZOXK�SGQK[V�UL�U[X�TGZOUT�

:NK�XKVKGR�UL� ZNK�LOLZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�LOZY� OTZU� ZNK�U\KXGRR�YINKSK�UL� ZNK�VXUVUYGR�UL� ZNOY� ZK^Z�H_
XKSU\OTM� ZNK� XOMNZ� ZU� \UZK� XKMGXJRKYY� UL� XGIK�� /Z� ]U[RJ� HK� OTIUTMX[U[Y� ZU� XKVKGR� ZNK� LU[XZKKTZN
GSKTJSKTZ��]NOIN�MO\KY�IOZO`KTYNOV� XOMNZY� ZU� TUT]NOZKY�� H[Z� TUZ� XKVKGR� ZNK� LOLZKKTZN� GSKTJSKTZ�
]NOIN�MO\KY� ZNKS�\UZOTM� XOMNZY��3UXKU\KX��GY�YZGZKJ�GHU\K�� OT� ZNK�-KUXMOG�9KTGZK�8KYUR[ZOUT�� ZNK
LOLZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�GY�]KRR�GY�ZNK�LU[XZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�]GY�ORRKMGRR_�VXUVUYKJ�GTJ�XGZOLOKJ�H_�ZNK
XGJOIGRY�GZ�ZNK�KTJ�UL�ZNK�)O\OR�=GX�∗

                                                  

1 Comment, Ibid., at 878-9.

2 The total world population, as of this writing, is apprx. 6 billion. The point, however, remains in effect.

FLS.
∗ Note: A better term would be ‘civil war of fratricide’, a war of racial suicide; based on the assumption

that once ‘sovereign and independent’ states, who voluntarily accepted a form of decentralized

‘federalism’, were forced, through force of arms, to submit to a stronger and omnipotent federalism which
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:NOY�YZKV�UL�XKVKGROTM�ZNK�LOLZKKTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�[RZOSGZKR_�OY�TKIKYYGX_�HKIG[YK�GY�ZNK�NUGXJY�UL�]NGZ
]K�TU]�IGRR�SOTUXOZOKY� OTIXKGYK�� ZNK_�]ORR�YUUT�NG\K�G�SUXK�VU]KXL[R�LXGTINOYK� ZNGT� ZNK�YU�IGRRKJ
'SKXOIGT�SGPUXOZ_��'Z� ZNGZ� P[TIZ[XK��]NGZ�NGJ�HKKT�SGOTYZXKGS�'SKXOIG�]ORR�TUZ�HK�GHRK� ZU�VGYY
UTK�AYOTMRKC�RG]�ψ�=K�]ORR�HK�GZ�ZNK�SKXI_�UL�G�TUT]NOZK�SGPUXOZ_�]NU�]ORR��GTJ�GXK�TU]��TU�SGZZKX
NU]�S[IN�]K� ZX_� ZU�JKT_� OZ��GIZ��GTJ�GXK�GIZOTM�� ZU�I[XZGOR�U[X�LXKKJUSY��9UUT�'SKXOIG�IU[RJ�HK
ROQK�ZNK�LUXSKX�8NUJKYOG�]NKXK�VU]KX�OY�Z[XTKJ�U\KX�ZU�ZNK�TUT]NOZKY�GTJ�ZNK�]NOZKY�GXK�LUXIKJ�ZU
LRKK�LUX�ZNKOX�VXUZKIZOUT��:NKT�'SKXOIG�IU[RJ�HK�ROQK�G�RGXMK�.GOZO��ZNK�UTK�]NOZK�VUV[RGZOUT�MUTK�
OZY�UTIK�ZNXO\OTM�KIUTUS_�IURRGVYKJ��GTJ�OZY�Y_YZKS�UL�JKSUIXGI_ ��NG\OTM�RUTM�YOTIK�VGYYKJ�G]G_�

'Y� SKTZOUTKJ� OT� ZNK� VXK\OU[Y� INGVZKX�� S[IN� OT� U[X� YUIOKZ_� GIZY� ZU� IUTJOZOUT� [Y� ZU� XKPKIZ� U[X
NKXOZGMK��GTJ�GY�ZNK�TUT]NOZK�LUXIKY�MXU]�YZXUTMKX��ZNK�VXKYY[XK�GTJ�IUTJOZOUTOTM�]ORR�OTZKTYOL_�[TZOR
XKSKJOGR�GIZOUT�]ORR�HK�TU�RUTMKX�VUYYOHRK��'Z�ZNOY�YZGMK��GIZOUT�OY�VUYYOHRK�OL�GRR�UL�[Y�YNGQK�ULL�ZNK
_KGXY�UL�IUTJOZOUTOTM�ZNGZ�NG\K�J[RRKJ�U[X�VKXIKVZOUT�GTJ�RUUQ�GZ�ZNOY�VXUVUYGR�]OZN�G�IRKGX��XGZOUTGR
SOTJ��]KOMNOTM�ZNK�LGIZY��ZNK�ZXKTJY�GTJ�[RZOSGZK�P[YZOIK��P[YZOIK�TUZ�IUTYZX[KJ�ZU�HK�]NGZ�OY�KGY_�UX
TOIK� ZU� KGIN� OTJO\OJ[GR� ]NU� SG_� GVVKGX� UVVXKYYKJ�� H[Z� P[YZOIK� ZNGZ� IGT� HK� JOYIOVROTKJ� GTJ� K\KT
NGXYN�]NKT�TKKJKJ���=K�S[YZ�RUUQ�ZU�ZNK�L[Z[XK�GTJ�KT\OYOUT�]NGZ�ZNK�XKY[RZY�UL�OTGIZOUT�]ORR�HK�

�O��*KLOTOZOUT�UL�=NOZK

/T�UXJKX�ZU�KTLUXIK�Z�NOY�GSKTJSKTZ�GY�OZ�XKRGZKY�ZU�ZNK�\GYZ�SGPUXOZ_�UL�VKUVRK��ZNKXK�OY�TU�XKGR�TKKJ
ZU�JKLOTK� ZNK� ZKXS�“]NOZK� UL� ZNK� +[XUVKGT� XGIK”��:NOY� OY�HKIG[YK�SUYZ�'SKXOIGTY�IGT�HK�KGYOR_
JKLOTKJ� GY� KOZNKX� ]NOZK� UX� TUT]NOZK�� 9USKUTK� UL� +TMROYN�� -KXSGT�� 9]KJOYN�� UX� 6UROYN� GTIKYZX_
]U[RJ�TK\KX�HK�IUTL[YKJ�GY�HKOTM�TUT]NOZK��)UT\KXYKR_��G�4KMXU��G�)NOTKYK��GTJ�'XGH��GTJ�SUYZ
3K^OIGTY�GXK��H_�GVVKGXGTIK��UH\OU[YR_�TUT]NOZK��:NK�JO\OYOUT�HKZ]KKT�]NOZKY�GTJ�TUT]NOZKY�IGT
KGYOR_� HK� JXG]T� OT� ZNK� \GYZ� SGPUXOZ_� UL� IGYKY�� :NKXK� GXK�� NU]K\KX�� GXM[SKTZY� GTJ� IUSVRK^OZOKY
IUTIKXTOTM�G�YSGRR�VKXIKTZGMK�UL�ZNK�VKUVRK��]NOIN�IGT�HK�IGXXOKJ�ZU�ZNK�K^ZXKSK�ZU�HUM�JU]T�ZNK
KTZOXK� VXUIKYY� UL� JKLOTOTM� ]NU� YNU[RJ� GTJ� ]NU� YNU[RJ� TUZ� HK� G� IOZO`KT� UL� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY�
3UXKU\KX��YOTIK�'SKXOIG� OY�TU]�VXKUII[VOKJ�]OZN� ZNK�IUTIKVZY�UL� OTJO\OJ[GR�XOMNZY�U\KX� ZNK�XOMNZY
UL� ZNK�IU[TZX_�GY�G�]NURK�� ZNOY� OYY[K�UL�[TIRKGX� ROTKY�HKZ]KKT�]NOZK�GTJ�TUT]NOZK�IGT�JKZKX�YUSK
VKUVRK� LXUS� Y[VVUXZOTM� ZNK� GSKTJSKTZ�� =OZN� KGIN� _KGX�� ZNK� VXUHRKS� HKIUSKY� SUXK� GTJ� SUXK
IUSVRK^�

9[IN� VXUHRKSY� IUTIKXT� ZNK� IRGYYOLOIGZOUT� UL� VGXZ�]NOZK�VGXZ�TUT]NOZK� VKUVRKY�� UX� TUT]NOZK
)G[IGYUOJY� Y[IN� GY� ZNUYK� LXUS� /XGT�� 'XSKTOG�� GTJ� UZNKX� VGXZY� UL� 'YOG�� KZI�� ,UX� K^GSVRK�� SGT_
YZGZKY�NGJ� RG]Y�VXU\OJOTM� ZNGZ�G�VKXYUT�]OZN�UTK�KOMNZ�UX�UTK�LU[XZN�'LXOIGT��'SKXOIGT� /TJOGT��UX
'YOGT� HRUUJ� ]GY� IRGYYOLOKJ� G� TUT]NOZK��� 5VVUTKTZY� ZU� Y[IN� IRGYYOLOIGZOUTY� NG\K� GYYKXZKJ� ZNGZ� ZNK
YGSK� RUMOI� YNU[RJ� HK� GVVROKJ� OT� XK\KXYK�� ZNGZ� OY�� YUSKUTK� ]NU� OY� UTK�KOMNZ� +[XUVKGT� YNU[RJ� HK
IRGYYOLOKJ�G�]NOZK�� /T� ZNOY�SGTTKX��S[IN�UL� ZNK�HRGIQ�IUSS[TOZ_�IU[RJ�IRGOS� ZU�HK�]NOZK�J[K� ZU

                                                                                                                                                      
used the onerous practice of slavery to mobilize the emotional content of the Northern States who, in their

naiveté, sought to protect those who were unable to protect themselves. Unwittingly, or in spite of it, these

same ‘easterners’ foisted the tyranny of their sanctimonious altruism upon their brethren, not withstanding

the tremendous assault with which they, themselves, destroyed the very construct of their forefathers,

forever denying themselves and their children’s children the right to determine their future, and the right to

secure an existence consonant with their needs and desires. No one, now, can honestly submit for

intellectual discussion, that those persons, specifically Western in race-culture, have a fairer existence

today, rather than that of fifty years ago, or that the introduction of aliens and their compounded alienness,

have secured a more harmonious existence for the present generation, or for the future. FLS

ψ This, of course, is the democracy so sought after by the Modern, as this will usurp the often narrow, and

recalcitrant nature of his own people; independent as those of Western stock are, the browning of this

nation will, ultimately, make the masses that much more malleable, as opposed to the traditional history

and experience of those of the West. FLS
1 See: Legal Definition of Race, 3 Race Rel. L. Rep. 571 (June 1958).
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VGYZ�XGIOGR�SO^OTM��MO\OTM�XOYK�ZU�IUTL[YOUT�GTJ�LX[YZXGZOUT�UL�VXUMXKYY��:NK�KTJ�XKY[RZ�UL�ZNOY�]U[RJ
HK�ZNGZ�ZNK�'SKXOIGTY�]ORR�NG\K�XGZOUTGRO`KJ�G]G_�ZNKOX�IU[TZX_��:NK�VUOTZ�ZU�HK�SGJK�NKXK�OY�ZNGZ
ZNOY� JKROIGZK� OYY[K� UL� IRGYYOLOIGZOUT� IGT� HK� [YKJ� ZU� ZN]GXZ� GT_� GZZKSVZ� ZU� YUR\K� 'SKXOIG’Y� XGIOGR
VXUHRKS�� 'IIUXJOTMR_�� ]K� S[YZ� GXZL[RR_� JXG]� G� ROTK� GTJ� SGOTZGOT� OZ�� =K� YNU[RJ� TUZ� RKZ� YSGRR
VXUHRKSY�UHYI[XK�ZNK�RGXMK�VOIZ[XK�

'Y�SKTZOUTKJ�GHU\K�� OT� ZNK�XKIKTZ�VGYZ��'SKXOIG�NGJ�IRKGX�YZGTJGXJY� ZU�JKZKXSOTK�]NU�]GY�]NOZK
GTJ�]NU�]GY�TUT]NOZK!�]NU�]U[RJ�HK�KROMOHRK�LUX�IOZO`KTYNOV�GTJ�]NU�]U[RJ�TUZ��=K�S[YZ�XKGJUVZ
ZNUYK� SKGY[XKY� GTJ� IRGYYOLOIGZOUTY� UX� IGRGSOZ_� ]ORR� XKY[RZ�� /L� 'SKXOIG� ]U[RJ� UTR_� XKYUXZ� ZU� ZNK
IOZO`KTYNOV� XKW[OXKSKTZY� UL� GY� XKIKTZR_� GY� ZNK� ����’Y� GTJ� ����’Y�� U[X� NKXOZGMK� ]U[RJ� TUZ� HK� OT
PKUVGXJ_��=K�IU[RJ��]OZN�YROMNZ�SUJOLOIGZOUT��XKZ[XT�ZU�ZNUYK�RG]Y�ZU�KLLKIZ�G�VXUVKX�YUR[ZOUT�ZU�U[X
XGIOGR�VXUHRKSY��)KXZGOTR_��G�XK\KXYOUT� ZU� ZNGZ�VXOTIOVRK�]ORR�TUZ�HK�YOSVRK��H[Z� OZ� OY�TKIKYYGX_�GTJ
IGT�HK�GIIUSVROYNKJ�]OZN�SOTOS[S�GSU[TZ�UL�JOLLOI[RZ_�

:NK�RGTM[GMK�[YKJ�ZU�JKLOTK�]NU�]ORR�HK�G�IOZO`KT�OY�ZGQKT�LXUS�\GXOU[Y�OTYZGTIKY�OT�'SKXOIGT�RG]�
;TZOR� XKIKTZR_�� OT�G�T[SHKX�UL� OTYZGTIKY� OT� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��IRGYYOLOIGZOUT�HGYKJ�UT� XGIK��IURUX�
GTIKYZX_�UX�TGZOUTGR�UXOMOT�NG\K�HKKT�[ZORO`KJ�LUX�ZNK�V[XVUYK�UL�JXG]OTM�JOYZOTIZOUTY�OT�RKMGR�XOMNZY
GTJ�UHROMGZOUTY���“9ZGZ[ZUX_� JKLOTOZOUTY� UL� XGIK� A]KXKC� MKTKXGRR_� HGYKJ� UT� ZNK� OTJO\OJ[GRY� HRUUJ�
GTIKYZX_�� GVVKGXGTIK� UL� G� IUSHOTGZOUT� UL� ZNKYK� LGIZUXY�� 3UXKU\KX�� ZNK� LGIZUX� UL� HRUUJ� OY� L[XZNKX
Y[HJO\OJKJ� OTZU� ZNK� YU�IGRRKJ� VXUVUXZOUT� UL� VKXIKTZGMK� ZKYZ� GTJ� ZNK� GYIKXZGOTGHRK� ZXGIK� ZKYZ�� :NK
YZGZ[ZKY�SG_�VXU\OJK�ZNGZ�G�VKXYUT�OY�G�SKSHKX�UL�ZNK�XGIOGR�MXU[V�KOZNKX�OL�NK�NGY�G�YZGZKJ�VKXIKTZ
UL�ZNK�HRUUJ�UL�ZNGZ�MXU[V�OT�NOY�\KOTY�UX�OL�NK�NGY�GT_�GYIKXZGOTGHRK�HGYOI�LGIZUX�MKTKXGRR_�VXU\OJK
ZNGZ�G�VKXYUT�]ORR�HK�JKKSKJ�G�SKSHKX�UL�ZNK�XGIOGR�MXU[V�GLLKIZKJ�OL�NK�NGY�GT�GTIKYZUX�]NU�]GY�G
SKSHKX�UL�ZNGZ�MXU[V�]OZNOT�G�YVKIOLOKJ�T[SHKX�UL�MKTKXGZOUTY�XKSU\KJ�”�

9KIZOUT� �� GJGVZY� G� IUSHOTGZOUT� UL� ZNKYK� ZNXKK� ZKYZY�� GYIKXZGOTGHRK� ZXGIK� UL� HRUUJ�� GTIKYZX_� GTJ
GVVKGXGTIK��,UX� ZNK�4KMXU�� ZNK� ZKYZ� OY�GT_�GYIKXZGOTGHRK� ZXGIK��,UX� ZNK�UZNKX�TUT]NOZKY�� ZNK� ZKYZ� OY
SUXK� ZNGT� UTK�KOMNZN� UX� SUXK� ZNGT� UTK� MXKGZ�MXGTJVGXKTZ� ]NU� OY� TUT]NOZK�� GTJ� LUX� .OYVGTOIY
ASKYZO`UC�� OZ� OY�GVVKGXGTIK�GTJ�JOYZOTM[OYNGHOROZ_� LXUS�UZNKX�'SKXOIGTY� OT�GJJOZOUT� ZU� ZNK�GTIKYZX_
ZKYZ�

9KVGXGZK�ZKYZY�LUX�4KMXUKY�GTJ�UZNKX�TUT]NOZKY�NGJ�HKKT�ZNK�RG]�OT�G�T[SHKX�UL�P[XOYJOIZOUTY�]NKT
Y[IN� RG]Y�]KXK�IUSSUTR_�UT� ZNK�HUUQY��<OXMOTOG’Y�IUJK��LUX�K^GSVRK��KSVRU_KJ� ZNK�GYIKXZGOTGHRK
ZXGIK� ZKYZ� LUX�4KMXUKY�GTJ�GT�GTIKYZX_� ZKYZ� LUX� ZNK�'SKXOIGT� /TJOGTY���3OYYOYYOVVO’Y�SOYIKMKTGZOUT
YZGZ[ZK��G�Z_VOIGR�K^GSVRK��VXUYIXOHKJ�SGXXOGMK�HKZ]KKT�G�]NOZK�VKXYUT�GTJ�G�4KMXU�“UX�VKXYUT�]NU
YNGRR�NG\K�UTK�KOMNZN�UX�SUXK�4KMXU�UX�]OZN�G�3UTMUROGT�UX�G�VKXYUT�]NU�YNGRR�NG\K�UTK�KOMNZN�UX
SUXK�3UTMUROGT�HRUUJ�”�

�OO��8KVGZXOGZOUT

�:NK�RGYZ�YKTZKTIK�OT�9KIZOUT���UL�ZNK�JXGLZ�Z]KTZ_�YK\KTZN�GSKTJSKTZ��]NOIN�XKGJY��“UTR_�IOZO`KTY
YNGRR�NG\K�ZNK�XOMNZ�GTJ�VXO\ORKMK�ZU�XKYOJK�VKXSGTKTZR_�OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY”�]ORR��OT�KLLKIZ��VXU\OJK
LUX� ZNK�XKRUIGZOUT�GTJ�XKVGZXOGZOUT�UL� ZNK�TUT�IOZO`KTY��:NOY�YKTZKTIK�SKTZOUTY�HUZN� ZNK�“XOMNZ”�GTJ
“VXO\ORKMK”�GTJ�UTR_�VXU\OJKJ�ZNGZ�IOZO`KTY�NG\K�ZNK�“XOMNZ”�ZU�XKYOJK�OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��ZNK�XKY[RZ
SOMNZ� HK� G� IU[XZ� X[ROTM� ZNGZ� K\KT� ZNU[MN� ZNK� TUT�IOZO`KTY� ]U[RJ� TUZ� NG\K� ZNK� XOMNZ� [TJKX� ZNK

                                                  

1 Ibid. at 573.
2 Ibid., at 574.
3 Ibid., at 579.
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)UTYZOZ[ZOUT� ZU� RO\K� OT� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�� ZNK_�]U[RJ�have� ZNK�VXO\ORKMK� ZU�Ytay�H_�\OXZ[K�UL� ZNKOX
VXKYKTIK�NKXK�GTJ�ZNK�NGXYNTKYY�UL�XKVGZXOGZOUT��9[IN�G�X[ROTM�]U[RJ�JKLKGZ�ZNK�V[XVUYK�UL�S[IN�UL
ZNK�GSKTJSKTZ�GTJ�]U[RJ�XKY[RZ� OT� ZNK�IUTZOT[KJ�MXU]ZN�UL�TUT]NOZKY�]NU�]U[RJ�TUZ�HK�IOZO`KTY
GTJ�]U[RJ�HXUUJ� ORR�IUTZKTZKJR_�[TZOR� ZNKOX�T[SHKXY�SGJK� ZNKS�VU]KXL[R�KTU[MN� ZU� LUXIK�INGTMK�
:NK� SUYZ� YKTYOHRK� GTJ� VX[JKTZ� ]G_� ZU� YUR\K� ZNK� VXUHRKS� UL� XGIK� ]U[RJ� HK� ZU� OTYZOZ[ZK� G
IUSVXKNKTYO\K� GTJ� LGOX� VXUMXGS� UL� OSSOMXGZOUT�� YU� ZNGZ� GRR� TUT]NOZKY� IGT� HK� XKVGZXOGZKJ� OT� G
SGTTKX� ZNGZ� OY�KIUTUSOIGRR_�HKTKLOIOGR� ZU� ZNKS��9KIZOUT���UL� ZNK�JXGLZ� Z]KTZ_�YK\KTZN�GSKTJSKTZ
]U[RJ�VXU\OJK�ZNK�LU[TJGZOUT�LUX�ZNOY�VXUMXGS�

9KIZOUT���UL� ZNOY�GSKTJSKTZ� XKGJY �“:NK�)UTMXKYY�GTJ� ZNK�YK\KXGR�YZGZKY��K^IKVZ�]NKXK�K^VXKYYR_
VXKKSVZKJ�H_�ZNK�)UTMXKYY��YNGRR�NG\K�IUTI[XXKTZ�VU]KX�ZU�KTLUXIK�ZNK�VXU\OYOUTY�UL�ZNOY�GXZOIRK�H_
GVVXUVXOGZK�RKMOYRGZOUT�OT�IUUXJOTGZOUT�]OZN�ZNK�6XKYOJKTZ�GY�Y[IN�RKMOYRGZOUT�IUTIKXTY�ZNK�SGQOTM�UL
ZXKGZOKY�V[XY[GTZ�ZU�'XZOIRK����9KIZOUT���UL�ZNK�)UTYZOZ[ZOUT�”

:NOY�VRGIKY� ZNK� XKYVUTYOHOROZ_�GTJ�G[ZNUXOZ_� ZU�KTLUXIK� ZNK�VXU\OYOUTY�UL� ZNK�GSKTJSKTZ�]OZN�HUZN
ZNK� YZGZKY� GTJ� ZNK� RKMOYRGZO\K� GTJ� K^KI[ZO\K� HXGTINKY� UL� ZNK� LKJKXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ�� :NOY� GVVXUGIN
VXU\OJKY� LUX� ZNK� SUYZ� LRK^OHOROZ_� GTJ� YGLKM[GXJY� OT� KTLUXIOTM� ZNK� GSKTJSKTZ�� )UTI[XXKTZ� VU]KX
\KYZKJ� OT� ZNK�YZGZKY�SOTOSO`KY� ZNK�VUYYOHOROZ_�UL�[TJ[K� OTZKX\KTZOUT�H_�GT�GIZO\OYZ� P[JOIOGX_�UT� ZNK
UTK� NGTJ� GTJ� Y_YZKSGZOI� OTP[YZOIK� H_� ZNK� IKTZXGR� MU\KXTSKTZ� UT� ZNK� UZNKX�� ;TP[YZ� GIZOUT� H_� ZNK
YZGZKY�IU[RJ�HK�INKIQKJ�H_�K^VXKYY�VXKKSVZOUT�H_�IUTMXKYY��3UXKU\KX��GRR�GIZOUT� LUX�KTLUXIKSKTZ
]U[RJ�HK�OT�IUUXJOTGZOUT�]OZN�ZNK�6XKYOJKTZ�

:NK�KTZOXK�VXUIKYY�UL� XKVGZXOGZOUT�IU[RJ�HK�JUTK�U\KX�G�\KX_� RUTM�VKXOUJ�UL� ZOSK� OL� OZ� YNU[RJ�HK
JKZKXSOTKJ�ZNGZ�ZNOY�]U[RJ�HK�ZNK�HKYZ�GVVXUGIN�GTJ�]U[RJ�VXU\OJK�LUX�G�YSUUZNKX�ZXGTYOZOUT�LUX�GRR
VKUVRKY�IUTIKXTKJ��:NK�KTZOXK�VXUIKYY�IU[RJ�ZGQK�ZNOXZ_�_KGXY�OL�Y[IN�ZOSK�OY�TKIKYYGX_�

5TIK� GIZ[GR� XKVGZXOGZOUT� OY� GIIUSVROYNKJ� UZNKX� VXUMXGSY� XKRGZKJ� ZNKXKZU� IU[RJ� HK� VKXLUXSKJ� GZ
RKOY[XK�� Y[IN� GY� M[KYZ� ]UXQKX� VKXSOZY� LUX� ZNUYK� ]NU� NG\K� XKVGZXOGZKJ�� IUTZOT[KJ� XKVGZXOGZOUT
IUSVKTYGZOUT��GTJ�IUTZOT[KJ�KSVRU_SKTZ�UVVUXZ[TOZOKY�]OZN� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�-U\KXTSKTZ� OT� ZNOY
IU[TZX_�GTJ�GHXUGJ��Y[IN�GY� ZNXU[MN�SOROZGX_�YKX\OIK��:NKYK�VXUMXGSY�IU[RJ�K^ZKTJ�LUX�SG_�_KGXY
OTZU�ZNK�L[Z[XK�[TZOR�GRR�VXUHRKSY�GTJ�NGXJYNOVY�UL�XKVGZXOGZOUT�GXK�XKYUR\KJ�

)UTMXKYY�GTJ�ZNK�YZGZKY�IU[RJ�YKZ�G�VKXOUJ�UL�ZOSK�H_�]NOIN�GRR�KGYOR_�XKVGZXOGZGHRK�TUT]NOZKY�GXK�ZU
RKG\K� ZNK� IU[TZX_� UL� ZNKOX� U]T� \UROZOUT�� '� UTK�_KGX� VKXOUJ� UL� ZOSK� IU[RJ� HK� Y[LLOIOKTZ�� '
JKZKXSOTGZOUT�IU[RJ�HK�SGJK�GIIUXJOTM�ZU�ZNK�LGIZY�GY�ZU�]NOIN�MXU[VY�GXK�KGYOR_�XKVGZXOGZGHRK�IGT�
OL� ZNK_� JKYOXK�� ROW[OJGZK� ZNKOX� HKRUTMOTMY�� YKRR� ZNKOX� NUSKY�� MGZNKX� ZNKOX� VUYYKYYOUTY� ZUMKZNKX� GTJ
XKRUIGZK��:NK_�TKKJ�TUZ�YKRR�ZNKOX�VXUVKXZ_�OL�ZNK_�JU�TUZ�JKYOXK�ZU�JU�YU��:NK_�SG_�XKZGOT�ZOZRK�GTJ
XKTZ�UX�UVKXGZK� ZNKOX�H[YOTKYYKY�OT� GHYZKTZOG��:NK_�]U[RJ�NG\K� ZNGZ�INUOIK�GTJ�G�VKXOUJ�UL� ZOSK� ZU
SGQK� GRR� TKIKYYGX_� GXXGTMKSKTZY�� ,UXSKX� IOZO`KTY� ZNGZ� \UR[TZGXOR_� RKG\K� IGT� HK� VGOJ� MKTKXU[Y
XKRUIGZOUT� GRRU]GTIKY� JKVKTJOTM� [VUT� SGT_� LGIZUXY� Y[IN� G� TKKJ�� RKTMZN� UL� ZOSK� OT� 'SKXOIG�
KIUTUSOI�RK\KR�UL�ZNK�IU[TZX_�ZNK_�GXK�XKZ[XTOTM�ZU��etc���GTJ�ZNK_�SG_�HK�MO\KT�VXOUXOZ_�ZU�XKIKO\K
M[KYZ�]UXQKX�VKXSOZY� ZU� XKZ[XT� ZU� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY� ZU�]UXQ� LUX�G� LK]�_KGXY’�J[XGZOUT� GZ� G� ZOSK�
*[XOTM�ZNOY�UTK�_KGX�VKXOUJ��ZNK�MU\KXTSKTZ�IGT�GYYOYZ�OT�GRR�]G_Y�VUYYOHRK��Y[IN�GY�H_�ZNK�V[XINGYK
UL� NUSKY� ZNGZ� GXK� TUZ� KGYOR_� SGXQKZGHRK�� VXU\OJOTM� Y[HYOJO`KJ� ZXGTYVUXZGZOUT� GTJ� LOTGTIOTM� ZNK
IUTYZX[IZOUT�UL�GJJOZOUTGR�NU[YOTM�OT�ZNK�NUSKRGTJY�

'LZKX�ZNK�K^VOXGZOUT�UL�ZNK�UTK�_KGX�\UR[TZGX_�XKVGZXOGZOUT�VKXOUJ��YZXOIZKX�yet�LGOX�SKGY[XKY�IU[RJ�HK
ZGQKT�ZU�GIIUSVROYN�XKVGZXOGZOUT��/L�ZNK�3K^OIGTY�ASKYZO`UC��LUX�K^GSVRK��NG\K�TUZ�XKZ[XTKJ�ZU�ZNKOX
IU[TZX_�� ZNK_�IU[RJ�HK� XU[TJKJ�[V�GTJ�VXUSVZR_� XKZ[XTKJ�GIXUYY� ZNK�HUXJKX�GTJ� ZNKOX�HKRUTMOTMY
IU[RJ�HK�IUTLOYIGZKJ�GY�G�VKTGRZ_�GTJ� ZU�NKRV�JKLXG_� ZNK�GJSOTOYZXGZO\K�IUYZY��,UXIKJ� XKVGZXOGZOUT
IU[RJ�HKMOT�GZ� ZNOY�VUOTZ��:NK�UTKY�]NU�IGT�SUYZ�KGYOR_�HK�XKVGZXOGZKJ�]ORR�HK��KOZNKX�Y]OLZR_�GTJ
JKIOYO\KR_� UX� MXGJ[GRR_� GTJ� SKZNUJOIGRR_�� GY� ZNK� YOZ[GZOUT� JOIZGZKY�� :NUYK� ]NUYK� NUSKRGTJY� GXK
[T]ORROTM� ZU� ZGQK� ZNKS�SG_�HK�GRRU]KJ� ZU� YZG_�UT�G� ZKSVUXGX_�HGYOY� OT� ZKSVUXGX_�W[GXZKXY�[TZOR
XKRUIGZOUT� IGT� HK� GIIUSVROYNKJ�� =OZN� IKXZGOT� GJP[YZSKTZY�� .G]GOO� IU[RJ� HKIUSK� G� IUSLUXZGHRK
RG_U\KX�YZGZOUT�LUX� ZNKS��(KRU]� OY�G�MKTKXGR�JOYI[YYOUT�UL�NU]�KGIN�MXU[V�SOMNZ�HK�JKGRZ�]OZN� ZU
KLLKIZ�ZNK�LGOXKYZ�GTJ�SUYZ�KLLOIOKTZ�XKVGZXOGZOUT�VUYYOHRK 
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(RGIQY �*[K� ZU� ZNK� RGXMK�T[SHKXY�GTJ�JKKV�XUUZY� OT� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�� OZ� OY� ZU]GXJ� ZNOY�MXU[V� ZNGZ
ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�YNU[RJ�MO\K�ZNK�SUYZ�IUTYOJKXGZOUT�GTJ�GRRUZ�ZNK�RGXMKYZ�Y[SY�UL�SUTK_�OT�UXJKX�to
ensure a�VRKGYGTZ�G� XKVGZXOGZOUT�GTJ�TK]� ROLK�GY�VUYYOHRK��3UXKU\KX�� LUX� ZNKYK� XKGYUTY�� ZNOY�MXU[V
]ORR�HK�ZNK�SUYZ�JOLLOI[RZ�ZU�XKVGZXOGZK�KLLKIZO\KR_�GTJ�OT�MUUJ�LGOZN��:NK�OJKGR�YOZ[GZOUT�]U[RJ�HK�LUX
9U[ZNKXT� 'LXOIGT� ]NOZKY� ZU� GIIKVZ� ;�9�� IOZO`KTYNOV� OT� XKZ[XT� LUX� GJSOZZOTM� ;�9�� HRGIQY� OTZU� ZNKOX
IU[TZXOKY�GTJ�GRRU]OTM� ZNKS� ZU�KYZGHROYN� ZNKOX�U]T�NUSKRGTJY��/T� ZNOY�SGTTKX�� ZNK�XGIOGR�VXUHRKSY
UL�YK\KXGR�TGZOUTY�IGT�HK�SUXK�KGYOR_� XKYUR\KJ��:XOHGR�VXUHRKSY�within� ZNK�NUSKRGTJY�SOMNZ�YZORR
XKSGOT�� GTJ� IUTLROIZY� HKZ]KKT� HRGIQY� XKVGZXOGZKJ� LXUS� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY� GTJ� RUIGR� HRGIQY� SOMNZ
JK\KRUV��H[Z� ZNUYK�VXUHRKSY�IGT�HK�JKGRZ�]OZN� OT�'LXOIG� P[YZ� ROQK�TGZOUTGR�JO\KXYOZ_�UL�]NOZKY�NGY
HKKT�JKGRZ�]OZN� OT�'SKXOIG��3UXKU\KX��GT�KTZOXKR_�TK]�TGZOUT�IGT�HK�KYZGHROYNKJ� OT�'LXOIG�]NKXK
ZNK�HRGIQY�IGT�H[ORJ� ZNKOX�U]T�YUIOKZ_��=OZN� ZNK�I[XXKTZ�KJ[IGZOUTGR� RK\KR�UL�;�9��HRGIQY�GTJ� ZNKOX
MXU]OTM�T[SHKX�UL�VXULKYYOUTGRR_�ZXGOTKJ�SKT�GTJ�]USKT��ZNOY�OY�OTJKKJ�VUYYOHRK�

.OYVGTOIY� ASKYZO`UC �(KIG[YK�UL� ZNK� RGXMK�T[SHKX�UL�.OYVGTOIY� ASKYZO`UC� OT� ZNOY�IU[TZX_�GTJ� ZNK
VUROZOIGR� OTYZGHOROZ_� OT� ZNKOX�SUZNKX�IU[TZXOKY�� XKVGZXOGZOUT�UL� ZNOY�MXU[V�IU[RJ�GRYU�HK�VXUHRKSGZOI�
:NK�\GYZ�SGPUXOZ_�UL� ZNKS�IGT�HK�JKGRZ�]OZN�YOSVR_�H_�XKZ[XTOTM� ZNKS� ZU�3K^OIU�UX�KRYK]NKXK� OT
)KTZXGR�'SKXOIG�UX� ZNK�)GXOHHKGT�]NKXK� ZNK_�UX� ZNKOX�VGXKTZY�IGSK�LXUS� ORRKMGRR_��-KTKXGRR_�� ZNK_
YNU[RJ�TUZ�HK�MXKGZR_� IUSVKTYGZKJ� LUX� ZNKOX� XKVGZXOGZOUT�[TRKYY� ZNK_�]KXK� RKMOZOSGZK� IOZO`KTY� GTJ
ZNKT� ZNK�IUSVKTYGZOUT�YNU[RJ�HK� OT�VXUVUXZOUT� ZU� ZNKOX�VKXOUJ�UL�YZG_� OT� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��:NUYK
]NU�IU[RJ��H[Z�]U[RJ�TUZ�� XKZ[XT�NUSK�\UR[TZGXOR_�]OZNOT� ZNK� OTOZOGR�UTK�_KGX�VKXOUJ�]U[RJ�NG\K
ZNKOX� UVVUXZ[TOZ_� ZU� ZGQK� GJ\GTZGMK� UL� ;�9�� MU\KXTSKTZ� RGXMKYYK� GTJ� VXUMXGSY� I[XZGORKJ�� /T� GT_
K\KTZ��LUXKOMT�GOJ�ZU�3K^OIU�]U[RJ�HK�GVVXUVXOGZK�ZU�NKRV�ZNKS�XKRUIGZK�ZNKOX�IOZO`KTY�

.OYVGTOI�]NOZKY�]NU�GXK�HGYOIGRR_� OTJOYZOTM[OYNGHRK� LUXS�'SKXOIGTY�]NUYK�GTIKYZXGR�NUSK� OY� ZNK
(XOZOYN�/YRKY�UX�4UXZN]KYZKXT�+[XUVK��TKKJ�TUZ�HK�XKVGZXOGZKJ��:NK_�YNU[RJ�GYYOSORGZK�OTZU�ZNK�]NOZK
YUIOKZ_�]OZNU[Z�Z[XTOTM�U[X�IU[TZX_�OTZU�GT�K^ZKTYOUT�UL�2GZOT�'SKXOIG�

/Z�YNU[RJ�HK�TUZKJ� ZNGZ�XKVGZXOGZOUT�NGY�HKIUSK�TKIKYYGX_�VXOSGXOR_�HKIG[YK�UL� ZNK�GH[YKY� ZNGZ� ZNK
.OYVGTOIY� ASKYZO`UC� NG\K� SGJK� [VUT� U[X� Y_YZKS�� :NK_� NG\K� IUSK� OT� ORRKMGRR_� H_� ZNK� ZKTY� UL
SORROUTY� GTJ� UTIK� ZNK_� HKIUSK� IOZO`KTY�� ZNK_� [YK� ZNKOX� OTLR[KTIK� GTJ� VU]KX� ZU� SGTOV[RGZK� ZNK
Y_YZKS� ZU�VXUZKIZ� ZNKOX� ORRKMGR�GROKT�IU[TZX_SKT��:NOY�TGZOUT� OY�UT� ZNK�HXOTQ�UL�HKIUSOTM�G�2GZOT
'SKXOIGT�TGZOUT��9ZXOIZ�GIZOUT�S[YZ�HK� ZGQK� ZU�G\KX� ZNOY�UII[XXKTIK��'IIUXJOTMR_��YZXOIZKX�YZGTJGXJY
LUX�IOZO`KTYNOV�GXK�GVVROKJ� ZU� ZNKS� ZNGT� ZU�GT_�UZNKX�MXU[V��:NK_�S[YZ�SKKZ�HUZN� ZNK�VKXIKTZGMK
ZKYZY�GTJ�ZNK�GVVKGXGTIK�ZKYZ�LUX�IOZO`KTYNOV��UZNKX]OYK�ZNK_�S[YZ�HK�XKZ[XTKJ�ZU�2GZOT�'SKXOIG�

5XOKTZGRY �5XOKTZGRY��GY�G�]NURK��NG\K�TUZ�HKKT�OT�'SKXOIG�\KX_�RUTM�UX�OT�RGXMK�T[SHKXY��:NKXK�GXK
YUSK�]NU�NG\K�HKKT�NKXK�YK\KXGR�MKTKXGZOUTY�H[Z��H_�GTJ�RGXMK��ZNK�H[RQ�UL�ZNK�5XOKTZGR�VUV[RGZOUT
OT�'SKXOIG�NGY� OSSOMXGZKJ�GLZKX� ZNK�XGIOGR�W[UZGY�]KXK� ROLZKJ� OT� ZNK�����’Y��'IIUXJOTMR_�� ZNK� LOXYZ
MKTKXGZOUT�5XOKTZGRY�IGT�HK�XKVGZXOGZKJ�LGOXR_�KGYOR_�GRUTM�]OZN�ZNKOX�LOXYZ�INORJXKT�LUX�ZNK_�SOMNZ�YZORR
IRGOS�IOZO`KTYNOV�OT�ZNKOX�SUZNKX�IU[TZX_��:NK_�GTJ�ZNKOX�INORJXKT�]ORR�TUZ�NG\K�S[IN�I[RZ[XK�YNUIQ
UL�SGT_�GJP[YZSKTZ�VXUHRKSY�� /T�GJJOZOUT�� ZNKOX�+TMROYN� RGTM[GMK�YQORRY�]ORR�V[Z� ZNKS� OT�\GR[GHRK
VUYOZOUTY� OT�H[YOTKYY�]NKT� ZNK_� XKZ[XT�� /Z�YNU[RJ�HK�TUZKJ� ZNGZ�'YOG� OY� ZNK� L[Z[XK�IKTZKX�UL�]UXRJ
RKGJKXYNOV�GTJ�KIUTUSOI�VXUYVKXOZ_� YU� XKVGZXOGZOUT� LUX� ZNKS� YNU[RJ�VXU\K� ZU�HK�G�HRKYYOTM��9USK
5XOKTZGRY�]ORR�NG\K�G�NGXJKX�ZOSK�XKZ[XTOTM�ZNGT�UZNKXY��'�HXKGQJU]T�OY�GY�LURRU]Y 

)NOTKYK �A9KK�:K^ZC

0GVGTKYK �A9KK�:K^ZC

,OROVOTUY �A9KK�:K^ZC

1UXKGTY �A9KK�:K^ZC

/TJUINOTKYK �A9KK�:K^ZC

4GZO\K�'SKXOIGTY �'SKXOIGT� /TJOGTY��'RK[ZY��GTJ�.G]GOOGTY� YNU[RJ�HK�GRRU]KJ� ZU� XKSGOT� OT
'SKXOIG�GTJ�TUZ�LGIK�XKRUIGZOUT��:NK_�]U[RJ�TUZ�HK�IOZO`KTY�UL�ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY�GTJ�YU�]U[RJ
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NG\K� ZU� SGOTZGOT� ZNKOX� XKYOJKTIK� UT� ZNKOX� ZXOHGR� XKYKX\GZOUTY�� H[Z� ZNK_� ]U[RJ� HK� VKXSOZZKJ� ZU
XKSGOT�]OZNOT� ZNK�TGZOUT’Y�HU[TJGXOKY��:NOY� OY�NU]� ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT�IUTZKSVRGZKJ� ZNK�YOZ[GZOUT
IUTIKXTOTM� ZNKS��5XOKTZGRY�GTJ�9U[ZN�6GIOLOI� /YRGTJKXY�]NU�]KXK�HUXT� OT�.G]GOO�]ORR�TUZ�HK
IUTYOJKXKJ�.G]GOOGT�P[YZ�HKIG[YK�ZNK_�]KXK�HUXT�ZNKXK�

6KUVRKY� UL� 3O^KJ� 6GXKTZGMK � 'IIUXJOTM� ZU� ZNK� Y[MMKYZKJ� GSKTJSKTZ�� VKXYUTY� UL� SO^KJ
VGXKTZGMK�]ORR�TUZ�HK�IOZO`KTY�GTJ�]ORR�ZNKXKH_�HK�Y[HPKIZ�ZU�XKVGZXOGZOUT�ZU�ZNK�IU[TZX_�UL�ZNKOX
TUT]NOZK�VGXKTZ��=NKXK� ZNOY� OY�LKGYOHRK�� OZ�YNU[RJ�HK�JUTK��=NKXK� OZ� OY�TUZ��IKXZGOT�GRZKXTGZO\K
GXXGTMKSKTZY�IU[RJ�HK�SGJK�

9USK� LRK^OHOROZ_� SG_� HK� TKIKYYGX_� ]NKT� ]UXQOTM� U[Z� ZNK� JKZGORY� UL� XKVGZXOGZOUT� UL� ZNUYK� UL
SO^KJ�XGIK�GTJ�ZNUYK�TUT]NOZKY�]NU�GXK�SGXXOKJ�ZU�]NOZKY��,UX�ZNUYK�UL�SO^KJ�XGIK��OZ�SG_�GZ
ZOSKY� HK� JOLLOI[RZ� ZU� JKZKXSOTK� ZU� ]NOIN� IU[TZX_� ZNK_� GXK� ZU� HK� XKVGZXOGZKJ�� ,GIZUXY� ZU� HK
IUTYOJKXKJ�GXK� ZNK�JKYOXKY�UL� ZNK� OTJO\OJ[GRY�� ZNK�]ORROTMTKYY�UL� ZNK�NUSKRGTJ� ZU�GIIKVZ� ZNKS
GTJ�ZNK�I[RZ[XKY�]OZN�]NOIN�ZNK_�VXKJUSOTGTZR_�GYYUIOGZK�ZNKSYKR\KY��'Y�LUX�VGXZ�]NOZKY��OZ�SG_
TUZ� HK� VXGIZOIGHRK�� GZ� ZOSKY�� ZU� XKZ[XT� ZNKS� ZU� ZNK� IU[TZX_� UL� ZNKOX� TUT]NOZK� UXOMOT�� 'IZOUT
YNU[RJ�HK�ZGQKT�ZU�KLLKIZ�XKVGZXOGZOUT�]NKXK�VUYYOHRK��VGXZOI[RGXR_�]NKXK�ZNK�VGXZ�]NOZK�OY�YOTMRK�
/TJO\OJ[GRY�]OZN� G�VXKVUTJKXGTIK�UL�]NOZK�HRUUJ��H[Z� RKYY� ZNGT� ZNK� YZGZ[ZUX_� XKW[OXKSKTZ� LUX
IOZO`KTYNOV��GTJ�TU�4KMro�HRUUJ��]NU�GXK�TKGXR_�]NOZK�OT�GVVKGXGTIK�SOMNZ�VUYYOHR_�HK�GRRU]KJ
ZU� YZG_� ]OZN� ZNKOX� YVU[YKY� OT� .G]GOO�� TUZ� GY� IOZO`KTY�� H[Z� [TJKX� YUSK� RKMGR� LOIZOUT�� Y[IN� GY
MXGTZOTM� ZNKS� XKTK]GHRK�M[KYZ�]UXQKX�VKXSOZY��H[Z� XKW[OXOTM� ZNKS� ZU� RKG\K� ZNK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY
K\KX_� LK]� _KGXY� LUX� HXOKL� J[XGZOUTY� ZU� IUSVR_� ]OZN� ZNK� GSKTJSKTZ’Y� XKW[OXKSKTZ� ZNGZ� UTR_
IOZO`KTY�NG\K�ZNK�XOMNZ�ZU�permanent�XKYOJKTI_�

/T�GJJOZOUT��YOTIK�ZNK�XKVKGR�UL�ZNK�\GXOU[Y�YZGZK�SOYIKMKTGZOUT�YZGZ[ZKY�OT�ZNK�����’Y�GTJ�����’Y
GTJ� ZNK�HXKGQJU]T�UL�YUIOGR� ZGHUUY�GMGOTYZ� OTZKXXGIOGR�SGXXOGMK�� ZNOY�TGZOUT�NGY�YKKT�G� XOYK� OT
OTZKXXGIOGR� IU[VRKY�� /Z� YNU[RJ� TUZ� HK� ZNK� VUROI_� UL� ZNK� TGZOUT� ZU� HXKGQ� [V� SGXXOGMKY�� K\KT
OTZKXXGIOGR�UTKY��=NOZKY�]NU�GXK�SGXXOKJ�ZU�TUT]NOZKY�YNU[RJ�HK�KTIU[XGMKJ�ZU�GIIUSVGT_�ZNKOX
TUT]NOZK�YVU[YK�ZU�NOY�UX�NKX�NUSKRGTJ��:NK�LGIZ�ZNGZ�G�TUT]NOZK�OY�SGXXOKJ�ZU�G�]NOZK�YNU[RJ
TUZ��NU]K\KX��KTGHRK�ZNK�TUT]NOZK�ZU�XKSGOT�OT�'SKXOIG��9[IN�G�X[ROTM�SOMNZ�IG[YK�G�JXGSGZOI
OTIXKGYK� OT� OTZKXXGIOGR�SGXXOGMKY�GY�G�SKGTY�UL�TUT]NOZKY�SGOTZGOTOTM� XKYOJKTIK� OT� ZNK�;TOZKJ
9ZGZKY��8KVGZXOGZOUT�UL�TUT]NOZKY�SGXXOKJ�ZU�]NOZKY�YNU[RJ��OT�ZNK�KTJ��HK�KLLKIZKJ�

:NK� OYY[K�UL� OTZKXXGIOGR�SGXXOGMK�]U[RJ�HK� OTJOXKIZR_�JKGRZ�]OZN�H_� ZNK�suggested�GSKTJSKTZ�
9OTIK� TUT]NOZKY� ]U[RJ� TUZ� HK� GRRU]KJ� ZU� XKYOJK� OT� ZNK� ;TOZKJ� 9ZGZKY�� OTZKXXGIOGR�SGXXOGMKY
]U[RJ�HK� OSVXGIZOIGR�GTJ�SG_�VXUYIXOHKJ�H_�YZGZK� RG]��:NK�]NOZK�YVU[YK�GTJ� ZNK�ULLYVXOTM�UL
Y[IN�G�[TOUT�]U[RJ�NG\K�ZU�[RZOSGZKR_�XKZ[XT�ZU�ZNK�NUSKRGTJ�UL�ZNK�TUT]NOZK�YVU[YK��/L�YZGZKY
GRRU]� OTZKXXGIOGR�SGXXOGMK�GZ�GRR��VXUUL�of� ZNOY� OTZKTZOUT�GTJ� ZNK�GHOROZ_� ZU�KLLKIZ� ZNGZ� OTZKTZOUT
YNU[RJ�HK�VXU\OJKJ�LUX�Y[IN�G�[TOUT�ZU�UII[X��/L�IKXZGOT�GIIUSSUJGZOUTY�GXK�SGJK�LUX�VKXYUTY
UL� SO^KJ� VGXKTZGMK� ZU� XKYOJK� OT� .G]GOO�� SOYIKMKTGZOUT� YZGZ[ZKY� IGT� HK� JXGLZKJ� GY� TKIKYYOZ_
JOIZGZKY�

3OYIKRRGTKU[Y�-XU[VY �A9KK�:K^ZC

/T� YVOZK� UL� ZNK� GHU\K� XKIUSSKTJGZOUTY� LUX� XKVGZXOGZOUTY�� 'SKXOIG� IGT� HK� LRK^OHRK� OT� ZNK
OSVRKSKTZGZOUT�UL�OZY�VRGT��+\KT�YU��GY�G�]NURK�]K�S[YZ�XKSGOT�XKYUR[ZK�OT�U[X�JKIOYOUTY��:NK
LURRU]OTM�GXK�YUSK�K^GSVRKY�UL�YUSK�GXKGY�]NKXK�LRK^OHOROZ_�SOMNZ�HK�G\GORGHRK�ZU�ZNK�)UTMXKYY
UX�ZNK�YZGZKY�

7[KYZOUTY� GXOYK� GY� ZU� ]NGZ� ZU� JU� GHU[Z� ZNUYK� ]NU� IGTTUZ� HK� KGYOR_� XKVGZXOGZKJ� GZ� ZNK� OTOZOGR
YZGMKY�� 9[IN� OTJO\OJ[GRY� IU[RJ� HK� MXGTZKJ� VXU\OYOUTGR� K^ZKTYOUTY� ZU� YZG_� OT� 'SKXOIG� UT� G
ZKSVUXGX_�HGYOY�[TZOR� ZNK�YOZ[GZOUT�INGTMKY�GTJ�GXXGTMKSKTZY�IGT�HK�SGJK�LUX�XKVGZXOGZOUT��5L
IU[XYK��Y[IN�GT�GXXGTMKSKTZ�IU[RJ�HK�KGYOR_�Y[HPKIZ� ZU�GH[YKY��3GT_� OTJO\OJ[GRY�SOMNZ� ZX_� ZU
[YK�ZNK�K^I[YK�ZNGZ�ZNKOX�XKVGZXOGZOUT�IUTYZOZ[ZKY�NGXJYNOV�OT�GT�GZZKSVZ�ZU�XKSGOT�OT�ZNK�;TOZKJ
9ZGZKY��6KUVRK�SG_�HK� OTIUT\KTOKTIKJ� OT�XKRUIGZOTM��H[Z� ZNGZ�YNU[RJ�TUZ�IUTYZOZ[ZK�MXU[TJY�LUX
MXGTZOTM�G�VXU\OYOUTGR�K^ZKTYOUT�ZU�KGIN�UL�ZNKS��:NOY�GXXGTMKSKTZ�YNU[RJ�HK�XKYKX\KJ�UTR_�LUX
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ZNK�K^ZXKSK�IGYKY�]OZN�VUYYOHR_�YUSK�YUXZ�UL�IKTZXGRO`KJ�]GOZOTM�VRGIK�ROQK�.G]GOO�]NKXK�ZNK_
IGT�]UXQ�GTJ�HK�VXUJ[IZO\K�H[Z�TUZ�SGQK�VRGTY�ZU�YZG_�VKXSGTKTZR_�

'TUZNKX� GXKG� UL� VUYYOHRK� LRK^OHOROZ_� IU[RJ� HK� IUTIKXTOTM� TUT]NOZK� SOJJRK�GMKJ� GTJ� YKTOUX
IOZO`KTY��:U�XKVGZXOGZK� ZNKS�IU[RJ�HK�SUXK� ZNGZ�G�SKXK� OTIUT\KTOKTIK�–� OZ�IU[RJ�HK�K^ZXKSKR_
H[XJKTYUSK�UT�ZNKS�OT�ZNKOX�URJ�GMK��:U�XKW[OXK�ZNKS�ZU�YZGXZ�ROLK�GTK]�GZ�GMK���������UX����OY
TUZ�G�TKIKYYGX_�YZKV� OT� ZNK�U\KXGRR�YINKSK�UL� XKZGOTOTM�'SKXOIG� LUX� ZNK�'SKXOIGTY��:NK_�GXK
VGYZ�ZNK�GMK�]NKXK�ZNK_�]ORR�HKGX�INORJXKT�GTJ�YU�would not�RKG\K�G�RGYZOTM�KLLKIZ�UT�ZNK�XGIOGR
SGQK[V�UL� ZNK�TGZOUT��:NKYK� OTJO\OJ[GRY�]NUYK�INORJXKT�GXK�MXU]T�GTJ�]NU�]OYN� ZU� YZG_� OT
'SKXOIG�IU[RJ�HK�GRRU]KJ�ZU�JU�YU�[TJKX�YUSK�YVKIOGR�GXXGTMKSKTZ�]UXQKJ�U[Z�H_�ZNK�YZGZKY�UX
H_�)UTMXKYY�

4UZNOTM�ZU�ZNOY�KLLKIZ�YNU[RJ�HK�]XOZZKT�OTZU�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUTGR�GSKTJSKTZ�HKIG[YK�UL�ZNK�JGTMKX
UL� ZNK� P[JOIOGR� HXGTIN� GH[YOTM� GTJ� JKLKGZOTM� ZNK� V[XVUYK� UL� ZNK� GSKTJSKTZ� ZNXU[MN
SOYOTZKXVXKZGZOUT�UL�GT_�]XOZZKT�K^IKVZOUTY��/TYZKGJ��YZGZKY�UX�)UTMXKYY�IU[RJ�JK\OYK�YUSK�YUXZ
UL�RKMGR�LOIZOUT�ZU�GRRU]�ZNK�TUT�IOZO`KT�KRJKXR_�ZU�YZG_�OT�'SKXOIG��,UX�K^GSVRK��ZNK�MU\KXTSKTZ
SOMNZ� OYY[K� XKTK]GHRK� ZKT�_KGX� XKYOJKTIK�VKXSOZY� ZU� ZNUYK� OTJO\OJ[GRY�U\KX�GMK����]NU�]U[RJ
HK�GJ\KXYKR_�GLLKIZKJ�H_�ZNK�JXGLZ�Z]KTZ_�YK\KTZN�GSKTJSKTZ�

+GIN� UL� [Y� VXUHGHR_� NGY� YK\KXGR� LXOKTJY� GTJ� GIW[GOTZGTIKY� ]NU� ]ORR� HK� YKKSOTMR_� GJ\KXYKR_
GLLKIZKJ� H_� ZNOY� GSKTJSKTZ�� :NKXKLUXK� OZ� ]ORR� HK� KGY_� LUX� [Y� ZU� HKIUSK� IG[MNZ� [V� OT� U[X
IUTIKXT� LUX� U[X� LXOKTJY� ZU� Y[IN� GT� K^ZKTZ� ZNGZ� ]K� LUXMKZ� GHU[Z� ZNK� U\KXGRR� KLLKIZ� SGYYO\K
TUT]NOZK�OSSOMXGZOUT�OY�NG\OTM�UT�U[X�IU[TZX_��5[X�RU\K�GTJ�IUTIKXT�LUX�U[X�LXOKTJY�S[YZ�TUZ
VXK\KTZ�[Y�LUXS�JUOTM�]NGZ�OY�XOMNZ�GTJ�HKYZ�LUX�U[X�IU[TZX_��=K�S[YZ�XKGRO`K�ZNGZ�ZNK_�]ORR�MKZ
GRUTM�LOTK�[TJKX� ZNK�TK]�GJP[YZSKTZY�GTJ�HK�GHRK� ZU�Y[IIKKJ� OT� ZNKOX�TK]�YOZ[GZOUT��5[X� RU\K
GTJ� IUTIKXT� LUX� U[X� TUT]NOZK� LXOKTJY� GTJ� GIW[GOTZGTIKY� YNU[RJ� KTIU[XGMK� [Y� ZU� GIZ� LUX� ZNK
XGZOLOIGZOUT� UL� Z� NK� GSKTJSKTZ� GTJ� LUX� ZNK� OTYZOZ[ZOUT� UL� LGOX� VXUIKJ[XKY� ZU� VXUZKIZ� GRR� U[X
OTZKXKYZY�

/T� ZNK� RUTM� X[T�� ZNK� OTK\OZGHRK� OTIUT\KTOKTIK� GTJ� NGXJYNOVY� ZNK� GSKTJSKTZ� ]ORR� OSVUYK� UT
VUXZOUTY�UL� ZNK�TUT]NOZK�VUV[RGZOUT� OY� ZNK�HKZZKX�GRZKXTGZO\K��'� ROZZRK� OTIUT\KTOKTIK�TU]� ZU�G
LK]� VKUVRK� OY� HKZZKX� ZNGT� ZNK� HXKGQJU]T� GTJ� IURRGVYK� UL� U[X� Y_YZKS� GTJ� TGZOUT� XKY[RZOTM� OT
SGT_�JKGZNY�GTJ�S[IN�NGXJYNOV��]NOIN�]ORR�Y[XKR_�XKY[RZ�OL�TU�GIZOUT�OY�ZGQKT��=K�IGT�KTY[XK
ZNGZ� P[YZOIK� OY�YKX\KJ� OL�]K�IUTZXUR�XKVGZXOGZOUT�GTJ�U[X�IU[TZX_��=K�IGT�KTY[XK�TUZNOTM� OL�]K
XKROTW[OYN� ZNGZ�IUTZXUR��=K�]ORR�TUZ�K\KT�HK�GHRK� ZU�YKI[XK�G�VRGIK� OT�]NOIN�U[X�INORJXKT�IGT
XGOYK�ZNKOX�LGSOROKY�

�I��8GZOLOIGZOUT

A9KK�:K^ZC
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'VVKTJOIK�///

)533+4:'8?�54�:.+�A6')+C�'3+4*3+4:

/T� ZNK�V[XY[OZ�UL�]OYJUS�� ZNK�\GXOU[Y�G\KT[KY�UL� ZNU[MNZ�� ZNK� XOMUXY�UL� OTZKRRKIZ[GR�JOYIOVROTK�� ZNK
KSUZO\K�VU]KXY�UL�U[X�IUTYIOU[Y�GTJ�[TIUTYIOU[Y� ZNU[MNZ��GXK�GRR�HXU[MNZ� ZU�HKGX�[VUT�]NGZ� ZNK
N[SGT�SOTJ�JKIOJKY� ZU�INGRRKTMK!� OT�JUOTM�YU��NK�IUSKY� ZU�G�VUOTZ�]NKXK�G� IUTIR[YOUT� OY�SGJK�
:NOY�IUTIR[YOUT�OY�G�SGZZKX�UL�UXZNUJU^_�ZU�YUSK��ZU�UZNKXY��OZ�OY�G�YOSVR_�G�SORKYZUTK��G�LUUZNURJ
[VUT�G�RKJMK�]NOIN�K\KX�ZGQKY�NOS�[V]GXJ��[TZOR�NK�XKGINKY�ZNK�TK^Z�RK\KR�UL�ZX[ZN��/T�KOZNKX�IGYK�
ZNK�V[XY[OZ�UL�QTU]RKJMK�RKGJY�OTK^UXGHR_�ZU�G�MXKGZKX�\OYOUT �ZU�]OYJUS�

=OYJUS�NGY�IUSK��GY�]K�QTU]�OZ��ZNXU[MN�SORRKTTOG�UL�ZXOGR�GTJ�KXXUX��YNU[RJKXKJ��GY�OZ�]KXK��[VUT
ZNK�HRUUJ�GTJ�HUTK�UL�U[X�\KX_�LGSOROGR�GTJ�XKGR�GTIKYZUXY��:NK�SUZNKXY�GTJ�LGZNKXY�UL�_KYZKX_KGX�
ZNXU[MN�� ZNKOX�RO\OTM�GTJ�J_OTM��U\KX�ZNU[YGTJY�UL�MKTKXGZOUTY��KGIN�Y[IIKYYO\K�Z[XT�UL�ZNK�]NKKR�UL
ROLK�NGY�HXU[MNZ�TK]�GTY]KXY�ZU�ZNUYK�SGT_�ZNU[YGTJY�UL�W[KYZOUTY�]NOIN�LUXSKJ�UT�ZNK�]OYVY�UL
ZNU[MNZ�� SU\KJ� ZU� ZNK� ROVY� GTJ�� VKXINGTIK�� ]GY� NKGXJ� H_� ZNK� KGXY� UL� V[VORY�� INORJXKT�� GTJ� ZNUYK
YKGXINOTM�LUX�GTY]KXY�ZNKSYKR\KY��=NGZ�]GY�RKGXTKJ�ZNXU[MN�ZNOY�K\UR[ZOUT�]GY�]OYJUS�OT�ZNK�YKTYK
ZNGZ�]K�QTU]�OZ��:NOY�OY�K^VKXOKTIK�

+^VKXOKTIK� OY� ZNK�IUTYZX[IZ�UL� ZXGJOZOUT��UL� ZNUYK� RKYYUTY� RKGXTKJ�H_� ZNUYK�HKLUXK�[Y!�]K�� OT� Z[XT�
[ZORO`K� ZNKYK� RKYYUTY�� UX� IGYZ� ZNKS� GYOJK� GTJ� LUXS� TK]� UTKY�� :NK� XKGRS� UL� 2G]� OY� UL� ZNK� YGSK
YVKIOK�

2KMGR�ZXGJOZOUT�OY�ZNK�IUTYZX[IZ�UL�K^VKXOKTIK�

0GSKY� 5�� 6GIK� NGY� GZZKSVZKJ� ZU� VXKYKTZ� GT� G\KT[K� UL� XKROKL� LUX� SKSHKXY� UL� ZNK� =KYZKXT� XGIK�
I[RZ[XK�� .OY� GZZKSVZ� LUI[YKY� UT� ZNK� ZXGJOZOUTGR� GVVROIGZOUT� UL� =KYZKXT� SUXKY� GTJ� RG]�� :NK
VNORUYUVN_�GTJ�VXGIZOIK�UL�G�‘Y_YZKS�UL�RG]Y’�HKRUTMY�ZU�ZNK�=KYZKXT�K^VKXOKTIK��GTJ�OY�ZNK�RKMGI_
GTJ�HOXZNXOMNZ�UL�K\KX_�SKSHKX�UL�ZNK�=KYZ��HK�ZNK_�'SKXOIGT��+[XUVKGT��UX�GT_�T[SHKX�UL�ZNK�LGX�
LR[TM�IURUTOKY��]NOIN�XKVXKYKTZ�ZNK�HRUUJ�GTJ�HUJ_�VUROZOI�UL�ZNK�=KYZ�

:NK� ‘JKSUIXGZOI’�VXUIKYY�NGY�HKKT� ZNK� ZUXIN��IGXXOKJ�H_�=KYZKXT�IO\ORO`GZOUT��YOTIK�6KXOIRKY� �����
����H�I���UL�-XKKIK!�NK� XKIKO\KJ� ZNOY� LRGSK� LXUS�9URUT� �I������H�I����G�JOIZGZUX� OT� ZNK�HKTK\URKTZ
SURJ��]NU�]GY�VXKIKJKJ�H_�:NKYK[Y� �I�������H�I���:NK�VXUIKYY�UL� ‘JKSUIXGZO`GZOUT’�NGY�ZXG\KRKJ
LXUS� OZY�+[XUVKGT�GTZKIKJKTZY� ZU� ZNK�SUJKXT�'SKXOIGT�K^VXKYYOUT��'T� OTZKXKYZOTM�TUZK� OY� ZNGZ� ZNK
LOXYZ��:NKYK[Y��]GY�IUTYOJKXKJ�GT�‘'ZNKTOGT�GJ\KTZ[XKX’��GTJ�9URUT��ZNK�‘2G]�MO\KX’��]NORK�6KXOIRKY�
ZNK�‘LGZNKX�UL�JKSUIXGI_’��]GY�IUTYOJKXKJ�ZNK�‘5R_SVOGT’�HKIG[YK�UL�NOY�KRUW[KTIK��NK�]GY�HUXT�UL
NOMN�HRUUJ��GTJ�ZNK�‘OSVKXOGROYS’�]OZN�]NOIN�NK�HXU[MNZ�XOINKY�ZU�'ZNKTY��*KSUIXGI_�]UXQKJ�\KX_
ROZZRK��GTJ�UTR_�LUX�G�YKRKIZ�LK]!�H[Z�OZ�JOJ�IUTZOT[K�ZU�K\UR\K�

:NK�6GIK�'SKTJSKTZ�LURRU]Y�ZNK�RKMGI_�UL�ZNOY�VGYZ��)USHOTOTM�ZNK�RKMGI_�UL�ZNOY�ZGVKYZX_�]OZN�ZNK
SUJKXT�GVVROIGZOUT�UL�'SKXOIGT�K^VKXOKTIK�� OTIR[JOTM�G� XK\UR[ZOUT��G�IO\OR�]GX�� OSSOMXGZOUT��GTJ
ZNK� VXUYVKIZ� UL� RUYOTM� NKX� JOXKIZOUT�� YU\KXKOMTZ_�� GTJ� KIUTUSOI� VU]KX� H_� HKOTM� YKJ[IKJ� OTZU
‘OTZKXTGZOUTGR’�GLLGOXY��]NOIN��OZ�]GY�YGOJ��]U[RJ�SGQK�ZNK�]UXRJ�YGLK�LUX�JKSUIXGI_��4UZ� ZNGZ� ZNOY
]GY� ZNK� ‘VKUVRK’Y� INUOIK’�H[Z��GLZKX�GRR�� ZNK�‘VKUVRK’� ]U[RJ� HKTKLOZ� ZNKXKH_�� :NXU[MN� OZ� GRR�� ZNK
SGINOTK�UL�MU\KXTSKTZ�NGY�ZOXKRKYYR_�GJSOZZKJ�INGTMK!�ZNK�RKMOYRGZO\K�HUJOKY�]UXQOTM�LUX�K\KX�SUXK
GTJ�SUXK�JKSUIXGZOI�INGTMK��:NK�INGTMK�ZNGZ�ZNOY��U[X�TGZOUT�NGY�YKKT�NGY��ZX[R_��HKKT�K\UR[ZOUTGX_�
GTJ�JUI[SKTZY��SUXKY��GTJ�RG]�NGY�GJGVZKJ�ZNKXKH_�
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:NK�GSKTJSKTZY�ZU�ZNK�IUTYZOZ[ZOUT��GY�]K�NG\K�MKTKXGRR_�[TJKXYZUUJ�ZNKS��]KXK�KTGHRKJ�ZNXU[MN�G
JKSUIXGZOI�VXUIKYY��NGXJ�]UT��JKHGZKJ�KTJRKYYR_��GTJ�‘XGZOLOKJ’�ZNXU[MN�GY�SGT_�‘HGIQ�JUUX’�SU\KY�
GY�V[HROI��:NK�MU\KXTSKTZ��GZ�ZNGZ�ZOSK��]GY�SGJK�[V�UL�SKT�VXKJUSOTGZKR_��GTJ�YUTY�UL�ZNK�=KYZ�
GRR�� :NK� JO\OYOUTY�� VNORUYUVNOIGR�� XKROMOU[Y�� YIOKTZOLOI�� VUROZOIGR JOLLKXKTIKY� HKZ]KKT� ZNKS� ]KXK
S_XOGJ��GTJ� ZNK�KSHX_UTOI� ‘IUTZKYZ� UL� I[RZ[XKY’�]GY� P[YZ�GY�J_TGSOI�GY� OZ� OY� ZUJG_��H[Z�]OZN�UTK
JOLLKXKTIK �:NK�JO\OYOUTY�VXKYKTZKJ�GZ�ZNK�HKMOTTOTM�UL�ZNOY�‘MXKGZ�K^VKXOSKTZ’�]KXK�H[Z�ZNK�IUSSUT
JOLLKXKTIKY�HKZ]KKT�LGSOR_�SKSHKXY�]NU��LUX�ZNK�SUYZ�VGXZ��YG]�MUJ��ZNK�GRSOMNZ_��UX�ZNK�JKOZ_�GY
NG\OTM�HKYZU]KJ�[VUT�ZNKYK�VGXZOI[RGX�VKXYUTY�GTJ�TGZOUT�G�P[YZ�OSVKXGZO\K��GT�UHROMGZOUT�ZU�VXU\OJK
P[YZOIK� GTJ� LGOXTKYY� LUX� ZNGZ� HUJ_� UL� VKXYUTY� ]NU�� XOMNZR_� UX� ]XUTMR_�� RUUQKJ� ZU� ZNKS� GY� ZNKOX
YKX\GTZY��GY�]KRR�GY�RKGJKXY��+\KT�ZNKT��GZ�ZNK�YOMTOTM�UL�UTK�UL�ZNK�SUYZ�OSVUXZGTZ�JUI[SKTZY�OT�ZNK
NOYZUX_�UL�SGT��G[ZNUXOZ_�XGMKJ�GMGOTYZ�JKSUY��2G]�GMGOTYZ�‘VXKJOYVUYOZOUT’�

'[ZNUXOZ_�� GY� OY� TGZ[XGR� OT� GT_� MU\KXTSKTZ�� JOJ� TUZ� JKSGTJ� G� ‘HORR� UL� XOMNZY’�� JKSUY� JOJ�� :NK
‘VKUVRK’��IUTIKXTKJ�]OZN�GH[YK�UL�VU]KX�JKSGTJKJ�� OT�]XOZOTM��GT�GLLOXSGZOUT�UL� ZNKYK� XOMNZY� LUX
ZNKOX�VUYZKXOZ_��:NK�XGZOLOIGZOUT�UL�ZNKYK�‘HORRY’�]KXK�J[R_�RKMOYRGZKJ�ZNXU[MN�G�JKSUIXGZOI�VXUIKYY�GTJ
VGYYKJ�� :NK� SKINGTOYS� UL� MU\KXTSKTZ� GTJ� RKMOYRGZOUT� VXU\OJKJ� H_� ZNK� )UTYZOZ[ZOUT�� ZNXU[MN� OZY
T[SKXU[Y�GXZOIRKY��]GY�ZNK�ZKSVRGZK��]NOIN�ZNK_�[YKJ��:NOY�ZKSVRGZK��NU]K\KX��]GY�HGYKJ�[VUT�ZNK
YSGRRKYZ�UL�KRKSKTZY �ZNK�OTJO\OJ[GR�VGXZOIOVGTZ��:NK�+RKIZUXGR�)URRKMK�OY�H[Z�UTK�K^GSVRK��:NK�VUOTZ
OY��ZNGZ�ZNK�‘JKIOYOUTY’�]KXK�SGPUXOZ_�\UZKY��H_�OTJO\OJ[GRY�]NU��IURRKIZO\KR_��IGSK�ZU�ZNK�JKIOYOUTY�
]NOIN� GLLKIZ� [Y� TU]�� ZUJG_�� /YY[KY� UL� GHUXZOUT�� OTZKX�XGIOGR� SGXXOGMK�� NUSUYK^[GROZ_�� ]KXK� TUZ
JKLOTKJ� OT� ZNK�‘HORR�UL�XOMNZY’�YOSVR_�HKIG[YK� ZNKYK� OYY[KY��GTJ� ROZKXGRR_�N[TJXKJY�UL�UZNKX�SUJKXT
‘OYY[KY’� ]KXK� TUZ� IUTZKSVRGZKJ� H_� ZNKYK� XKYZXGOTKJ�� GTJ� VX[JKTZ� SKT!� ZNKYK� GLUXKSKTZOUTKJ� GIZY
]KXK�GY�LGX�XKSU\KJ�LXUS�ZNKYK�SKT��GY�YVGIK�ZXG\KR��,UX�U\KX�Z]U�N[TJXKJ�_KGXY��ZNKYK�SUXKY��GTJ
OTJO\OJ[GR�YUIOGR�ZXGJOZOUTY��SGJK�ZNOY�TGZOUT�ZNK�KT\_�UL�ZNK�]UXRJ�

/T�VUOTZ�UL�LGIZ��ZNK�IURRGHUXGZOUT�HKZ]KKT�ZNKYK�OTJO\OJ[GRY�]GY�TUZNOTM�YNUXZ�UL�SOXGI[RU[Y��OL�TUZ
G�VXKJKYZOTKJ�
:NKXKLUXK��]K�NG\K�G�NUSUMKTKU[Y�XGIOGR�IURRGHUXGZOUT�OT�G�JKYZOT_�LORRKJ�K\KTZ��GRR�ZNK�VGXZOIOVGTZY
NG\OTM�G�QTU]RKJMK�UL�NOYZUX_��YIOKTIK��KIUTUSOIY�GTJ�G�HKROKL�OT�SGTOLKYZ�JKYZOT_��=NKT�OZ�IGSK
ZU� IGSVGOMTOTM� LUX� G� Y_YZKS� UL� MU\KXTSKTZ�� G� YOTMRK� RKGJKX� YKKSKJ� XKGYUTGHRK!� ZNK� INKIQY� GTJ
HGRGTIKY� ]KXK� JKKSKJ� YGLKX�� /T� GT_� K\KTZ�� K\KT� ]OZN� SKT� UL� YOSORGX� HGIQMXU[TJY�� XKROMOU[Y
OTIROTGZOUTY��GTJ�SKTZGR�OTZKMXOZ_��OZ�]GY�NGXJ�MUOTM��ZNOY�]UXQ�UL�H[ORJOTM�G�Y_YZKS�UL�MU\KXTSKTZ�
/Z� ZUUQ�_KGXY� ZU�IUSK� ZU�IUSVXUSOYK��:NKT��GLZKX�]GX��JOYI[YYOUT��GTJ�JKROHKXGZOUT��G�TGZOUT�]GY
HUXT�

3X��6GIK��ROQK�GRR�SKT�UL�QKKT�SKTZGR�JOYIOVROTK��GTJ�G�\OYOUT�ROQKT�[TZU�NOY�LGZNKXY��YKKY�ZNK�ZGYQ�UL
‘INGTMK’��UX� XKGLLOXSGZOUT�VUYYOHRK�� ZNXU[MN� ZNK�JOYIOVROTKY�UL�]NGZ�IXKGZKJ� ZNOY�MXKGZ�K^VKXOSKTZ�
'TJ� XOMNZR_� YU�� /T�G� ZNKUXKZOIGR�JOYIOVROTK�� ZNK�VXKSOYK�UL�GT�GSKTJSKTZ� OY� YU[TJ��VXU\OJOTM� ZNK
SKSHKXY�UL�MU\KXTSKTZ��GY�]KRR�GY� ZNK�JKSUY��]KXK�UL� ZNK�YGSK�IGROHKX��'JJ� ZU� ZNOY�� ZNK�YNGXKJ
\OYOUT�UL�G�\OHXGTZ�VXKYKTZ��GT�GI[ZK�VXKSUTOZOUT�UL� ZNK� L[Z[XK��GTJ�G�]UXQOTM�QTU]RKJMK�UL� ZNK
VGYZ��GXK�GRR�VXKYKTZ�

:NK� VU]KX� UL� SUTK_� K^OYZKJ� OT� ZNK� ZOSK� UL� U[X� LUXKLGZNKXY�� OZ� OY� G� ZNU[YGTJ�LURJ� TU]�� GTJ� ZNK
N[SGT� W[GROZOKY� UL� MXKKJ�� G\GXOIK�� KT\_� GTJ� ZNK� ROQK�� NG\K� HKIUSK� SUTYZXU[Y�� =OZNU[Z� ZNK
JOYIOVROTKY�UL�URJ�LGYNOUTKJ�SUXGROZ_��GTJ�QTU]RKJMK�UL�]NU�]K��GY�G�=KYZKXT�VKUVRK�GXK�� ZNKT�� ZU
]NGZ�YNGRR�]K�GTINUX�U[XYKR\KY%�(_�]NGZ�RKJMKX�JU�]K�LOTJ�GIIU[TZOTM%�/T�GJJOZOUT��NU]��]OZN�GRR
ZNOY�YGOJ��GXK�]K�ZU�IUT\KTK�G�TK]�SUXGROZ_��G�TK]�IUT\KTZOUT�UL�VUROZOIGR�JKYZOT_%�/T�LGIZ��YVROZ��GY
]K�GXK�� OTZU�JOYZOTIZ� XGIK�I[RZ[XKY� OTNGHOZOTM� ZNOY�IUTZOTKTZ�� P[YZ�]NKXK� OY�U[X�SGPUXOZ_%�=NKXK�GXK
]K�ZU�LOTJ��OT�ZNUYK�JKKV�XKIKYYKY�UL�ZNK�NGRRY�UL�P[YZOIK��U[X�\KT[K�LUX�INGTMK��LUX�XKGLLOXSGZOUT%

'�XKGLLOXSGZOUT�UL�U[X�=KYZKXT�\GR[KY��SUYZ�IKXZGOTR_�

/� ZNOTQ�� NU]K\KX�� ZNGZ� SUYZ� UL� ZNK� SKSHKXY� UL� ZNK� =KYZ� GXK� NGXJR_� OT� G� VUYOZOUT� ZU� JKSGTJ
GT_ZNOTM!� JKSGTJY� IUSK� LXUS� G� YKTYK� UL� QTU]OTM� ]NGZ� OY� TKKJKJ�� UX� ]NGZ� TKKJY� ZU� HK� JUTK�
.GXJR_�G�\OGHRK�GINOK\KSKTZ�OT�G�YUIOKZ_��]NOIN�JKKSY�XGIOGR�G]GXKTKYY�GY�GQOT�ZU�‘NGZK’��UX�]UXYK�
GY� GQOT� ZU� ‘YKRL�NGZK’�� /L� RKMOYRGZOUT�IGT�HK�VGYYKJ�� OT�GRSUYZ�K\KX_�YZGZK� OT� ZNOY�[TOUT�� ZU�HKXGZK�
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NU[TJ��INGYZOYK��GTJ�RKMGRR_�OTIGXIKXGZK�LUX�‘NGZK�IXOSKY’� ZNUYK�]NU�YZGTJ�LUX� ZNK�VXOTIOVRKY�UL� ZNK
=KYZ��]NU�LKKR�XOMNZKU[Y� OTJOMTGZOUT�GZ� ZNK� ZNU[MNZ�UX� ZNK�JKKJY�UL�SGT_�]NU�]U[RJ�YZKXORO`K� ZNK
VGYZ�GTJ�SGQK�ZNK�\KX_�HRUUJ�UL�ZNOY�TGZOUT�UL�TU�KLLKIZ��ZNKT�ZU�]NGZ�HUJ_�VUROZOI�JU�]K�ZGQK�U[X
VRKGJOTMY� ZUU%�/T�GJJOZOUT��]NGZ�TGZOUTGR�IUT\KTZOUT�JU�]K�YG_�‘U[X�VOKIK’��GTJ�H_�GIIROSGZOUT�UX
JOYYKTZ��QTU]�ZNK�\GR[K�UL�U[X�IRGOS%�/�ZNOTQ�]K�GRR�QTU]�ZNK�GTY]KX�

*U�]K��GY�SKT�GTJ�]USKT�UL� ZNK�=KYZ�� RO\OTM� OT� ZNKYK�;TOZKJ�9ZGZKY��NG\K�GT_�]G_� ZU�KTLUXIK
ZNKYK�JKYOXKY%�=NKXK�OY�U[X�GXS_%�=NU�]ORR�ZGQK�[V�ZNK�HGTTKX�LUX�U[X�INORJXKT%�'XK�ZNK�SKT�GTJ
]USKT� OT�[TOLUXS� ZUJG_� LOMNZOTM� LUX� ZNK� L[Z[XK�UL�]NOZK�INORJXKT��UX�YOSVR_� ZNK� ‘INORJXKT�UL� ZNK
]UXRJ’%�/L�GYQKJ��]NGZ�JU�_U[� ZNOTQ� ZNKYK�SKT�GTJ�]USKT�]U[RJ�JKIRGXK%�/� ZNOTQ�_U[�QTU]� ZNK
GTY]KX��9U��UTIK�GMGOT��]NU�JU�]K�Z[XT�ZUU%�/L�ZNK�VXKYKTZ�Y_YZKS�]KXK�INGRRKTMKJ��P[YZ�NU]�RUTM�
HKLUXK� ]K� GXK� JKIRGXKJ� ZXGOZUXY�� ZKXXUXOYZY�� YKJOZOUTOYZY�� GTJ� VKXYUTG� TUT� MXGZG� NKXK�� OT� U[X� U]T
NUSKRGTJ%

.U]�SGT_��OTJKKJ��NURJ�ULLOIKY�UL�VU]KX�GTJ�IUTZXUR��U\KX�_U[�GTJ�/��]NU�GXK�LUXKOMT�OT�ZNU[MNZ�
GTJ�YVOXOZ��]NU�JKSGTJ�P[YZOIK�GTJ�KW[GROZ_�LUX�ZNK�‘TK]’�IOZO`KT��H[Z�TUTK�LUX� ZNK�URJ%�:U�]NUS
GXK�ZNK_�GIIU[TZGHRK%�3UXKU\KX��]NU�IU[RJ�K\KX�KTLUXIK�OZ%
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